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PREFACE

This is the forty.first volume of issuances (1 - 4%) of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and its Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards, Administrative Law
Judges, and Office Directors. It covers the period from January 1,1995 - June 30,
1995.

Atomic Safety and ljcensing Boards are authorized by Section 191 of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954.These Boards, comprised of three members conduct i

adjudicatory hearings on applications to construct and operate nuclear power
^

plants and related facilities and issue initial decisions which, subject to internal
eview and appellate procedures, become the final Commission action with respect ;

to those applications. Boards are drawn from the Atomic Safety and Licensing I

Board Panel, comprised of lawyers, nuclear physicists and engineers, environmen-
talists, chemists, and economists.The Atomic Energy Cornmission first established
Licensing Boards in 1962 and the Panel in 1967.

Beginning in 1969, the Atomic Energy Commission authorized Atomic Safety
and Licensing Appeal Boards to exercise the authority and perform the review
functions which would otherwise have been exercised and performed by the
Commission in facility licensing proceedings. In 1972, that Commission created an
Appeal ibnel, from which are drawn the Appeal Boards assigned to each licensing
proceeding.He functions performed by both Appeal Boards and Licensing Boards
were transferred to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission by the Energy

,

Reorganization Act of 1974. Appeal Boards represe'11 the final level in the l

administrative adjudicatory process to which parties may appeal. Parties, howevst, j

are permitted to seek discretionary Commission review of certain board ruliags. |
The Commission also may decide to review, on its own motion, various decisons
or actions of Appeal Boards.

On June 29,1990, however, the Commission voted to abolish the Atomic Safe.ty
and Licensing Appeal Ibnel, and the Panel ceased to exist as of June 30,1991. In
the future, the Commission itself will review Licensing Board and other
adjudicatory decisions, as a matter of discretion. See 56 Fed. Reg. 29 & 403 (1991).

The Commission also has Administrative I;twJudges appointed pursuant to the
Administrative Procedure Act, who preside over proceedings as directed by the
Commission.

The hardbound edition of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission issuances is a
final compilation of the monthly issuances. It includes all of the legal precedents
for the agency within a six-month period. Any opinions, decisions, denials,
memoranda and orders of the Commission inadvertently omitted from the monthly
softbounds and any corrections submitted by the NRC legal staff to the printed
softbound issuances are contained in the hardbound edition. Cross references in
the text and indexes are to the NRCI page numbers which are the same as the page
numbers in this publication.

Issuances are referred to as follows: Commission-CLI, Atomic Safety and
Licensing Boards--LBP, Administrative I;tw Judges-ALJ, Directors' Decisions--
DD, and Decisions on Petitions for Rulemaking--DPRM.

He summaries and headnotes preceding the opinions reported herein are not
to be deemed a part of those opinions or to have any independent legal significance.

v
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL

Before Administrative Judges:

Ivan W. Smith, Presiding Officer
Dr. Peter S. Lam, Special Assistant

in the Matter of Docket No. 70-364-ML-Ren

(ASLBP No. 94-687-01 ML-Ren)
(Materials License No. SNM-414)

BABCOCK AND WILCOX
COMPANY

(Pennsylvania Nuclear Services j

Operations, Parks Township, '

Pennsylvania) January 3,1995
,

|
1

INITIAL DECISION
(License Renewal)

In the following decision, I resolve all matters placed into controversy by the
parties in favor of authorizing the renewal of the license to use nuclear materials
at the Babcock & Wilcox Parks Township facility.

J. INTRODUCTION

A. Procedural Background

Babcock & Wilcox Company (B&W or Licensee) is the holder of NRC
Special Nuclear Materials License No. SNM-414 which authorizes the use
of radioactive materials in an industrial complex located at Parks Township,
Pennsylvania (Parks Township facility). On April 14, 1989, Licensee filed an

I

;
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application to renew its license. This application has been revised several times,
and the updated version is Revision 5 (June 1993).

3 The renewal of this license is necessary if the Licensee is to continue
t

operations at the Parks Township facility. He primary activities conducted !

at this facility include decontamination, repair, maintenance, and testing of
equipment and components contaminated with radioactive materials; the volume
reduction oflow-level radioactive waste; the decontamination of onsite facilities
formerly used for plutonium and uranium processing; and the management of
an onsite burial area.;

On November 3, i993, the Commission published in the Federal Regisfer a
Notice of Opportunity for a Hearing pertaining to the renewal of the license.
58 Fed. Reg. 58,711. The notice stated that any person whose icterest may be
affected by the license renewal could request a hearing.

Citizens' Action for a Safe Environment (CASE) and the Kiski Valley Coali-*

tion to Save Our Children (the Coalition) (together referred to as Intervenors)
filed a joint Request for Hearing, dated January 5,1994.

i

Both B&W and, initially, the NRC Staff opposed the hearing requests on '
.

: various grounds. I twice permitted the Intervenors to amend their hearing
requests. Finally, after considering the petitions, the amendments, and the
responses of B&W and the Staff, I issued a Memorandum and Order dated
April 22,1994, granting the request for hearing and admitting the petitioners cs
intervenors (Hearing Order). LBP-94-12,39 NRC 215, Based upon information
in the hearing requests, I accepted as issues in this proceeding the following

,
areas of concern:

<

i Broad area of concern:
Whether there has been, and under a hcense renewal whether there will be, offsite

radiation from the Parks Township facihty which threatens the health and safety of the nearby
population and threatens radiological contanunation of nearby residential, agncultural, and,

'

business property.

Included subarras of cemcern:
1. Whether the housekeeping practices (drums. containers, etc.) at the Parks Township

facihty threaten the offsite release of radiation through water. dust, and air
pathways.

2. Whether B&W management practices as mamfested by the management of the
Apollo facihty threaten offsite releases of radiation from the Parks Township
facihty.

3. Whether transportation of wastes between Parks and Apollo has radiologically
contanunated offsite properties.

4. Whether the location of the Parks Township facihty waste dump over a nuned-
out area threatens, through subsidence. the integnry of the dump, and whether
the nuned-out area creates a threat of offsite release of radiation through a water-
migration pathway.

Hearing Order,39 NRC at 222-23.

2
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|
|B. Rules and Nature of the Hearing
|

l
his hearing is informal under Subpart L to 10 C.F.R. Part 2, a portion of

the NRC Rules of Practice. Strict rules of evidence do not apply. ne relevant i

parts of the rule were identified and explained to the Intervenors in the Hearing
Order and in earlier issuances.

Persons with standing to intervene, such as the Intervenors here, have a right
to the commencement of a hearing even if they have no genuine dispute with an
applicant for a license. Bey need only state rational areas of concern germane
to the proceeding. In this case it was necessary to examine a large volume of
papers submitted by the Intervenors to identify, often by inference, just what
areas of concern they wished to have addressed in a hearing.

It is rather easy for persons who are concerned about activities under a
proposed licensing action to be admitted as parties to an informal hearing
requested by them. But once the hearing is ordered and the issues are
identified, intervenors have important responsibilities. ne presiding officer has
no authority to examine or decide matters not put into controversy by the parties.
10 C.F.R. 6 2.1251(d). Therefore, it is the Intervenors' responsibility to place
their concerns into controversy with the Licensee and NRC Staff if they want
those concerns examined in the hearing. I may not and have not explored the
Intervenors' very extensive filings to postulate or infer controversies that have
not been clearly placed into issue by them.8

After the order for a hearing is issued, the next step is for the NRC Staff
to make the Hearing File available. The Staff did so on May 23,1994, in an
extensive and apparently complete filing containing the renewal application and
attendant key papers. As required by the rule, the Staff since has updated the
Hearing File.

After the Hearing File is made available, and in accordance with the schedule
set in the Hearing Order, Intervenors may file a written presentation. They
may also present in writing, under oath or affirmation, arguments, evidence,
and documentary data further explaining their concerns. They must describe
any defect or omissions in the application. In the discussion below, I explain
that their presentation was deficient in several material respects, including the
untimely submittal of matters not approved for hearing in the Hearing Order. I

The Licensee, followed by the NRC Staff, filed their presentations in accor-
dance with the schedule previously established. Since it is the Licensee who is
seeking a right (license renewal) from the NRC, it has the burden of proof with
respect to the controversies placed into issue by the Intervenors.

I
on the other hand. I am not required to ignore serious safety or environmental matters merely because thei

| Intervenors have not placed them mio controsersy In fact. I am requirrd by the rule to inform the Comfrussion if
| I beheve that a senous situanon exists I have reviewed the pomons of the hearms record brought to my attention
'

by the pames and I find no matter that would warrant mfornung the Comnussion.

| 3
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C. Comments on the Parties' Presentations

L Interrenors' Presentation

a. Disorganized Filim

On or about July 27, 1994, the Intervenors filed an undated written pre-
sentation, but it was not under oath or affirmation as the rule requires. The
Intervenors' presentation does not refer to any deficiency or omission in the
application for license renewal. This is a serious failure on their part. Section
2.1233 states that intervenors must " describe in detail any deficiency or omission
in the license application." "Iherefore, the sufficiency of the application is not
an issue in controversy. I may not evaluate it myself to determine whether it is |
incomplete or deficient.

Moreover, Intervenors failed to discuss any other documents in the Hearing
File. Accordingly, unless the Intervenors constructively challenge particular
portions of the application and other documents in the llearing File by documents
filed with their own affirmative presentation, I accept the application and the
balance of the Hearing File as uncontroverted proof of the information contained
therein.

With the exception of the transportation and mine-subsidence issues, Inter-
venors have not organized their very extensive presentation around the issues I 1

approved for the hearing. Most of their presentation is not helpful in identifying I

matters in controversy.
I previously admonished the Intervenors that they must improve upon their

" disorganized and unstructured approach" to the proceeding when filing papers.
Transcript of March 8,1994 (Tr. 71-72). They have not improved. Although

j

I have spent many days reading Intervenors' papers, I have not been able to
recognize any pattern of organization.

Nevertheless, in papers spread randomly throughout the large volume of doc- )
uments submitted with their presentation, Intervenors challenge B&W's man. '

agement competence (by implication) and housekeeping practices sufficiently
to keep those respective matters in controversy. Thus all matters approved for
hearing have been either expressly or implicitly addressed by the Intervenors in
their presentation.

It is also significant that the Intervenors' entire presentation consists of
arguments and documents. It contains no affidavits of experts or others with
knowledge of the matters in dispute.

b. Late-Filed Concerns

Many of the sections in Intervenors' written presentation raise concerns that
fall outside the areas of concern set out in the requests for hearing and accepted

4
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for litigation in the Hearing Order. It is necessary at the threshold, therefore, to
resolve whether Intervenors may, without leave of the presiding officer, present
these late concerns.2 For the reasons stated, I conclude below that they may not.

Section 2.1233 of Subpart L, provides for written presentations. It does not
by its terms restrict the Intervenors' written presentation to stating concerns
falling within the area of concerns raised in the initial request. However, the
overall scheme of Subpart L clearly anticipates that specific concerns set out
in the written presentation must fall within the scope of the areas of concerns
advanced by a petitioner in the request for hearing and accepted as issues in the
hearing by the presiding officer.

Requests for hearing, stating areas of concern germane to the proceeding,
must be filed within the time set in the notice of opportunity for hearing (10
C.F.R. 6 2.1205(c)(1)) or an extension of time granted by the presiding officer.
Areas of concern filed afterward are, in effect, untimely amendments to the
request for hearing.8

Before untimely requests for hearing may be granted, the presiding officer
must find that the intervenors have established that any delay was excusable and
that granting the untimely request will not injure or prejudice other parties.10
C.F.R. 5 2.1205(k)(1).

The Hearing Order clearly stated that the broad area of concern and the
included subareas were the issues accepted for hearing. LBP-94-12, 39 NRC
at 222. In the February 2,1994 Memorandum and Order authorizing the
Intervenors to amend their hearing request, I cautioned that the order did not
authorize them to add new areas of concern. I explained further that "an
amended petition containing new areas of concern would have to satisfy the
provisions of 10 C.F.R. 5 2.1205(k)(1) and (2)." LBP-94-4,39 NRC 47,53 n.8
(1994).

The Intervenors do not even refer to the untimely filing of their new areas
of conce.n, let alone try to establish that it is excusable. Nor can I discern on
my own that the delay was excusable. None of the late-filed areas of concern

'

appear to be founded upon information contained in the Hearing File. Virtually
all of Intervenors' written presentation consists of historical data.

Were I to admit new areas of concern without an opportunity for the other
parties to answer, they would be prejudiced in the litigation, perhaps even in its
result. If I were to suspend the proceeding pending an amended presentation by

2 Licensa has not answered the newly rased concerns, but the NRC Stafr has addressed each of them. The
staff. however. did not concede that Intervenors may rmse unumely areas of concern. Eg, Staff Presentation at
20.3440.

3
1he Comnussion has tradiuonally required intervenors in formal proceedings to jusufy late-hied contentions on

the same bases as late.nled peutions to intervene. even though the intervention rules do not expressly state this
requirement. see, e g. Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear stauon Umts I and 2), CLI-83-19.17 NRC 104).
1045 (1983); 10 CER. I 2314.

5
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Licensee, the unwarranted delay would also be injurious. In fact, the proceeding
would be set back almost to the beginning.

In promulgating Subpart L, the Commission explained:

It would not be equitable to require an intervenor to Ale its written presentation sening forth
all its concerns without access to the heanng 61c. Of course the intervenor is required to
idennfy the areas of concern it wishes to raise .n the proceeding, which wdl provide the
presiding officer with the rninimal information needed to ensure the intervenor desires to
litigate issues germane to the hcensing proceeding and therefore should be allowed to take

the additional step of making a full written presentation under i 2.1233. [ Emphasis supphed).

Statement of Considerations, Informal Hearing Procedures for Materials Licens.
ing Adjudication,54 Fed. Reg. 8269, 8273 (Feb. 28,1989).

'Ihe foregoing is significant because it explains that the areas of concern
advanced in the initial rcquest are intended to scope the issues to be heard after
the hearing is ordered and the Hearing File is made available.

Accordingly, with respect to those concerns stated in the Intervenors' pre-
sentation and which are not within the areas of concern admitted for hearing,
I rule that the concerns have not been placed into controversy. In accordance
with the provisions of 10 C.F.R. 6 2.1251(d), I may not examine or decide them.
However, I have read each section to determine whether it is arguably within the
areas of concern accepted for hearing. Every section and aspect of Intervenors'
presentation is identified and discussed in this decision.

Further, pursuant to the provisions of 10 C.F.R. 6 2.1205(k)(2), I am required
to treat untimely requests for hearing as petitions under 10 C.F.R. 6 2.206, and to
refer them to the Executive Director for Operations for appropriate disposition.
In the Order below, I do so.

2. Licensee's Presentation \

In its August 31, 1994 presentation, Licensee addressed each of the five
areas of concern admitted for hearing and has attempted to identify portions
of Intervenors' presentation relevant to each of the five issues. As directed,

!
Licensee filed its presentation partly in the form of factual findings and legal
conclusions proposed for me to adopt.' Licensee's presentation was supported i

by affidavits. )
3. NRC Staff's Presentation

The NRC Staff filed its presentation on September 22,1994, also in the form
of proposed findings and conclusions. The Staff states that it did not note any

4
1 have frequently adopted findings proposed sy the tjcensee and the NRC Staff when supponed by the record,

especially when the proposals are unconnex:.ed. This is customary in adnumstranve proceedings.

1
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;

disagreement with the information submitted by the Licensee in the proceeding.
'

Staff presentation at 7. He Staff's presentation is also supported by af6 davits.

II. FINDINGS OF FACT -

A. Affidavits

ne affidavits placed on the record by the Licensee and the Staff contribute
to the resolution of the matters placed into controversy by the intervenors. Very
often these affidavits are necessary to an understanding of whai Intervenors

,

mean by their stated concerns. It is helpful at the outset to examine the affiants'
interest in the proceeding, their expertise and experience, and their opportunity
to know about the subject matter of their respective affidavits. In addition, the
resumes of Licensee's affiants provide information about the quality of B&W's
management competence. t

;

1. Licensee's Apidavits ,

!

Licensee's five affidavits were provided by the following four individuals- I

Dr. Richard V. Carlson is General Manager, Nuclear Decommissioning ,

Projects Government Group of B&W. Dr. Carlson has had overall responsi- |
bility for all activities and operations at B&W's Apollo and Parks Township I

facilities since 1990. In .uldition, from 1974 to 1982, he served in several I

positions at B&W's Nuclear Fuel Operations, including service as General |

Manager, with executive responsibility for four nuclear fuel manufacturing
plants at these two facilities. Dr. Carlson has over 20 years' experience in
nuclear projects and facilities with emphasis on environmental restoration,
facility operations, and waste management. He possesses a Doctorate in
Nuclear Chemistry. Dr. Carlson's affidavit (Carlson Aff.) concerns B&W's
Parks Township facility management.

Mr. Bernard L Haertjens is Manager, Safety & Environmental Com-
pliance Engineering, B&W Nuclear Environmental Services, Pennsylvania
Nuclear Services Operation. Mr. Haertjens has been responsible for the de- ,

velopment and implementation of a comprehensive health physics program,
and for oversight of radiation and industrial safety and industrial hygiene
operations at B&W's Apollo and Parks Township facilities since 1990. His
resume reveals a very broad background of more than 30 years in the health
physics aspects of the nuclear industry. He is a professional health physicist
and holds a Masters degree in Radiation Biology. Mr. Haertjens provided
two affidavits. One relates to housekeeping practices (Haertjens House-

7
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keeping Aff.). He other relates to radioactive effluent releases (Haenjens
Effluent Aff.).

Mr. Daniel M. Perotti is Traffic Supervisor, B&W Nuclear Environ-
mental Services, Pennsylvania Nuclear Service Operations. Since 1979,
Mr. Perotti has been responsible for directing traffic operations associated
with the movement of materials and supplies for B&W's Apollo and Parks
Township facilities, and for developing and implementing systems of trans-
portation to conform with the requirements of NRC, Department of Trans-
portation (DOT), and other regulatory agencies. He has received special
training in the packaging and shipping of hazardous materials, including
accident response operations. Mr. Perotti's Affidavit (Perotti Aff.) relates
to the transponation of radioactive materials, particularly transportation be-
tween Apollo and Parks Township, the third subarea of concern identified
in the Hearing Order.

Mr. Jack A. Caldwellis a civil engineer and Pioject Manager with Jacobs
Engineering Group, Inc. Mr. Caldwell is the Jacobs project manager on
the Parks Township Shallow Land Disposal Facility (SLDF) remediation
project, and as such, has visited the SLDF site on many occasions, read
available information about the SLDF site, and formulated and evaluated

I

alternatives to remediate the trenches at the SLDF site. De SLDF is |
the " burial site" often referred to in the filings. Mr. Caldwell has over !

25 years of experience in project management and engineering for the
]design, construction, and environmental restoration of hazardous, toxic,
I

and radioactive sites and facilities. He holds a Masters degree in Civil
Engineering concentrating on geotechnical and groundwater engineering. I
His affidavit (Caldwell Aff.) relates to the fourth subarea of concern
accepted in the Hearing Order, i.e., mine subsidence.

Each of Licensee's affiants is well qualified to provide the evidence submitted
in his affidavit.

2. NRC Staff's Afidavits

ne Staff submitted four affidavits by the following four individuals:
Mr. James E Hammelman is Senior Project Manager employed by

Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC), a contractor to the
NRC's Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS). Mr.
Hammelman has a Masters degree in Chemical Engineering and has worked
in the nuclear industry since 1970. He worked at the Atomic Energy
Commission's (now Depa tment of Energy's) Hanford site from 1970 until
1976 as a process engineer and a nuclear safety engineer. He has worked for
S AIC since 1976 as a project manager, a nuclear chemical process engineer,
a nuclear safety analyst, and an environmental analyst. Mr. Hammelman's

8



affidavit (Hammelman Aff.) covers the broad area of concern and the
subarcas relating to management, transportation, and housekeeping.

Ms. Heather M. Astwood is employed by the NRC as a geochemist in the
Low-Level Waste and Regulatory Issues Section of the Low-Level Waste
and Decommissioning Projects Branch, Division of Waste Management,
NMSS. Ms. Astwood has a Bachelors degree in Geology and a Masters
degree in Radiogeochemistry. She came to the NRC in 1991 and completed
a formal intern program in 1993. Ms. Astwood's affidavit (Astwood
Aff.) concentrates on the Shallow Land Disposal Facility (SLDF) at Parks
Township as it pertains to the broad area of concern, several admitted
subarcas of concern, and some of the newer concerns submitted with the
Intervenors' presentation.

|
Mr. Michael A. Iomastra is a Senior Project Manager (Health Physics) '

in the Licensing Branch, Division of Fuel Cycle Safety and Safeguards,
NMSS, and has served in this position since February 1993. Mr. Lamastra
has a degree in Radiation Science, a Bachelors degree in Physics, and a
Masters degree in Radiological Health. Mr. Lamastra joined the NRC in
1976 as a health physicist in the Radioisotopes Licensing Branch, NMSS,
and has broad experience in various offices of the NRC in his field. Mr.
Lamastra's affidavit (Lamastra Aff.) especially covers the Intervenors'
presentation and he relates the presentation to the admitted areas of concern
where applicable.

Mr. Jerome Roth is currently employed by the Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards. He was previously employed in the NRC's Region
I office beginning in June 1975, and performed inspections of the Parks
Township facility beginning in 1976 or 1977. Mr. Roth became the Project
inspector for the Parks Township and Apollo facilities in January 1979
and retained that position until October 1993, when he left Region I and
assumed his current position. Mr. Roth's affidavit (Roth Aff.) covers
a!!egations that he had a conflict of interest when inspecting the Parks
Township facility because he had previously been employed by former
operators of the facility.

I find that each of the Staff's affiants is well qualified to provide the evidence
contained in the respective affidavits.

B, Background Facts

De primary activitie conducted at the Parks Township facility are the
decontamination, repair, maintenance, and testing of equipment and components
contaminated with radioactive materials, the volume reduction of low-level
radioactive waste, the decontamination of onsite facilities formerly used for

9
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plutonium and uranium processing, and the maintenance and monitoring of the
inactive burial area known as the Shallow Land Disposal Facility.

B&W performs a necessary service for the nuclear industry by receiving and
processing equipment and components contaminated with byproduct material
from nuclear power plants. Services include the decontamination of equipment
and components by cleaning and refurbishment, which allows the reuse of still
serviceable nuclear power plant equipment and materials. Decontamination and
volume reduction facilitate the disposal of equipment and materials that are no
longer useful. License Renewal Application at 1-1 to 1-2,3-6.

Licensee has conducted extensive monitoring and characterization activities
at the SLDF site in order to develop a remediation plan for such site. Site
Characterization Report (SLDF SCR) (Oct. 1993) (submitted in the NRC
Hearing File) and Haertjens Effluent Aff., generally. Such activities have
developed information that is relevant to several issues in this proceeding.

C. Matters in Controversy

1. Broad Area of Concern Related to EDluent Releases

Repeating the broad area of concern approved for hearing in this proceeding:

Whether there has been, and under a license renewal whether there will be. offsite radiation

frorn the Parks Township facility which threatens the health and safety of the nearby
,

population and threatens radiological cogitamination of nearby residential. agricultural, and j
business property. i

Previous Radioactive Egluent Releasesfrom the Parks Township Facilitya.

'Ihe Licensee urges a legal / evidentiary ruling that the only radioactive effluent )
releases that can be relevant to a determination on the renewal request are those ;

that occurred after B&W acquired the stock of the company that owned the I

facility on November 1,1971. Licensee also argues that the period that would
be most relevant to whether the license should be renewed would be the period
of recent activities, since that would be the most predictive of future activities
under the license. Presentation at 13; Haertjens Effluent Aff. 7. As a general
rule, I agree with the Licensee, particularly where the releases are seen as I

an unfavorable reflection upon Parks Township management. However, any
exacerbation or continuation of conditions caused by previous operators might
also be relevant to a renewal of the license.5

8 1n a " Request for Monon for Mone Dennite Statement." dated september 22, 1993 Intervenors protest any
hnutanon on the televant penod for consideranon. As I explain in the order ruhng on that nuson. issued today.

(Conunuedt
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9

Mr. Haertjens states that B&W submitted detailed information on effluent
releases from the Parks Township facility for the past 18 years (1976-93).
Haertjens Effluent Aff.18 and Attach.1-3. Effluent releases originated from
Buildings A, B, and C. Id.110 and Attach. 4, Building A was a source oflimited
air and liquid effluent releases from 1976 to 1993. It is a former plutonium fuel
processing facility and is currently a nuclear decontamination and refurbishment

center. Id.111. Building B is a former uranium metals processing facility. It
has been a source of low-level liquid effluent emissions originating in residual
material in piping and tanks. Id.112. Building C is a former high-enriched
uranium (HEU) fuel manufacturing facility. Operations in Building C ceased in
1978 and significant decontamination has been performed since that time. Id.
1 13.

Liquid and airborne effluent release data from 1976 to 1993, compiled by
'

B&W on an annual basis pursuant to former 10 C.F.R. I 20.106(a), indicate that
levels of radioactivity at onsite facility measuring points were consistently below

,

even the most conservatively applied maximum permissible concentrations
(MPC) permitted under NRC regulations. Id.110. No reportable releases in
excess of NRC regulatory limits occurred in the period 1976 through 1993. Id.

Although detailed tables were no crepared by B&W for effluent discharges
prior to 1976, the record regarding effluent releases during that period is
available. Studies conducted by both Licensee and NRC Staff indicate very
small doses to the public from effluent releares prior to 1976, amounting to less
than 3 millirem per year (mrem /yr) to any organ from airborne effluents, and
less than 0.01 mrem /yr to any organ from liquid effluents. Id.19. This was
equivalent to less than 1% of the total allowable airborne and liquid effluent
exposure to individuals over the period of one year as set forth in former 10
C.F.R. 6 20.105(a). Id.

I find that the relevant history of operation at Parks Township supports in part
the conclusion below that the Licensee is fully qualified to maintain radioactive
effluent releases within regulatory limits so that the public health and safety and
the environment are not threatened.

However, in the Order below I request the NRC Staff to give special attention
to Intervenors' newly filed allegation in Section X of their presentation pertaining
to the "NUMEC 1966" report on dairy herd contamination in Parkr. Township.

I have not set any hard and fast tine linut on relevance. Each concern and snatter discussed in tius Decision is
assessed in its own hne context.

11
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b. Future Radioactive Effluent Releases from the Parks Township Facility

Mr. Haertjens explains that the major active site operations are performed in
Building A,' and discharged liquid effluents are now released to the sewer system
of the Kiski Valley Water Pollution Control Authority (KVWPCA). Haertjens
Effluent Aff.119. Airborne and liquid effluent emission levels may vary due
to the cyclical nature of the nuclear service center work and the effects of
remediation projects. However, recent upgrades of the liquid effluent system

,

(including a tank replacement and significant improvements in the recirculation |
s; *.em and filvation system), use of the ventilation controls developed during
the active use of the building as a fuel processing facility, the application of
job-specific ALARA7 controls, and strict adherence to quality control practices
and procedures as required by B&W's Quality Assurance Program are expected
to maintain airborne and liquid effluent emissions at less than historical activity
levels and well below the applicable 10 C.F.R. Part 20, Appendix B, Table 2,
col.1 (airborne effluents) and Table 3 (release of liquid effluents to sewers)
release limits that became effective as of January 1,1994. Id.

Building B currently houses administrative offices and a sample preparation
and analysis laboratory. Effluent emissions originate from low-level residual
activity in the drain lines and laboratory. Alpha and beta air emissions combined
are expected to be substantially less than 10% of the applicable 10 C.F.R.

I

Part 20, Appendix B, Table 2 release limits. Building B liquid effluents are |
combined with those of Building A prior to analysis and subsequent release to
the KVWPCA. Id. 20.

Building C is not presently in use. Should B&W resume activities that would
cause effluents to be generated for release, Mr. Haertjens, on behalf of B&W,
assures the parties and the public that the activity levels will be comparable to
ot less than those seen during the period of active use of the building. Airborne
effluent levels (alpha plus beta) are each expected to be less than 1% of the
applicable 10 C.F.R. Part 20, Appendix B, Table 2 release limits, and no liquid
effluents are anticipated. Id.121.

Licensee's control of effluents and effluent monitoring practices has been re-
viewed by the NRC in its 1993 Environmental Assessment (EA). This document
was submitted in the Hearing File and has not been mentioned or controverted
by Intervenors. On the basis of the 1993 EA, the NRC issued a Finding of No
Significant Impact (FONSI), which states that the "NRC has concluded that the
environmental impacts that would be created by the proposed licensing action
would not be significant and do not warrant the preparation of an Environmental

;

'The sue acuvmes are described in detailin Chapter 16 of the tjeense Renewal Appheation.
I

ALARA is a frequently used acronym for "as low as reasonably achievable '' This concept requires hcensees
to maintain exposures to radianon as far below regulatory hinits as is praeucal 10 C.F R. I 201001

12 ,
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Impact Statement." 58 Fed. Reg. 58,711-12 (Nov. 3,1993).8 In the FCNSI, the
NRC also states that "[t]he total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) for each year
of operation to the hypothesized maximally exposed individual (a person living
220 meters SSW in a prevailing wind direction, eating vegetables f om his/her
own garden, fishing from the shoreline of the Kiskiminetas River, drinking wa-
ter from the river near the outfall of the Kiski Valley waste treatment plant, and
eating the fish from the river) is calculated to be on the order of 2.5 E-3 mSv
(0.25 mrem)." Haertjens Effluent Aff.122.'

In its FONSI, the NRC Staff " concludes that the environmental impacts
associated with the proposed license renewal for continued operation of the
B&W facility are expected to be insignificant." Id.

I conclude, relying principally upon Mr. Haertjens' affidavit, and the Envi-
ronmental Assessment that the maintenance of exposure rates to members of the
general public from effluent releases at such a low level is evidence of excellent

effluent control. Licensee has established that radioactive effluent releases from
the Parks Township facility under the license renewal will not pose a radiological ;
threat to the health and safety of the nearby population or to nearby residential,
agricultural, and business property within the scope of the broad area of concern
admitted as an issue in this hearing.

'Ihe Shallow Land Disposal Facility (SLDF) at the Parks Township site is an
area where low-level radioactive waste from the Apollo facility was disposed
of from 1961 to 1970 in accordance with the requirements of former 10 C.F.R.
I20.304. Haertjens Effluent Aff.123.'"

)A recent full. scale radiological assessment of the SLDF is documented in -

the Parks SLDF Site Characterization Report (SCR). During the period 1990
through 1993 a four-phase Ground Water Assessment / Site Characterization was

{performed as part of the SLDF SCR. It included a comprehensive groundwater ;

and surface water monitoring program, which is continuing. As a result of
this comprehensive evaluation of the SLDF, the SLDF SCR concludes that:

i

"The data collected during the site characterization program demonstrated that )the site does not pose a near-term threat to human health and safety, nor is it
i

presently impacting the offsite environrnent." SLDF SCR at ES-4. In responding
to an inquiry from the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Resources
(PADER), the NRC similarly concluded that "there is no indication from the
extensive groundwater monitoring data from the SLDF that waste buried there

:The issue of whether an Environmental Irnpact Statenrnt should be prepared is decided later in this secuon.
'The Nanonal Council on Radiauon Protecuan and Measurements, in NCRP Report No. 93 enutled "lonwng

Radiauon Esposure of the Populanon of the Umted States," states (at page 58) that " exposures below 10
nucroSieverts per year (1 mrem yr year) correspond to a neghgible nsk level (NCRP.1987b) and should not be
considered further." Haeryens Effluent Aff.121.
''The SLDF is desenbed in Section !! C.5 below. wtuch addresses the issue of potential nune subsidence at the
sLDF site.
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poses a present threat to public health and safety." Letter to Matviya (PADER)
from McDaniel (NRC) dated April 28,1994.

i
1

c. EnvironmentalImpact Statement or Environmental Assessment?

Section N of the Intervenors' presentation, entitled "NRC document re:
I significant adverse effect on environment," provides a copy of an NRC letter

to B&W, dated July 13, 1977, discussing the need for an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) for Apollo. Based upon this letter and a news report
of March 27, 1994, relating to puzzling cancer rates in Armstrong County, i

Pennsylvania, Intervenors apparently request that an Environmental Impact I

Statement be required for the renewal of the Parks Township license. The issue
of whether an EIS is required for the Parks Township site license renewal was )
not mentioned in the requests for hearing nor specifically admitted as an sue i

in this proceeding. However, it arguably pertains to the broad area of concern
about offsite contamination discussed in this section.

As noted above, the Staff prepared an Environmental Assessment dated
September 1993, and a Finding of No Significant Impact. It was the Staff's
conclusion, based on the EA, that an EIS was not required. Lamastra Aff. 27.
His conclusion is consistent with 10 C.F.R. 6 51.21, which provid s that all
licensing and regulatory actions subject to 10 C.F.R. Part 51, Subpart A, require
an Environmental Assessment, except for fourteen licensing actions identified
in 10 C.F.R. 5 51.20(b). The latter require an Environmental Impact Statement.
Thirteen of the fourteen categorically do not apply to the licensing action here.

i

llowever, under section 51.20(b)(14), the preparation of an EIS is required if j
the Commission determines that renewal of the license is a major Commission i

activity significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. The EA
states that "[t]he environmental impacts associated with the proposed licensed
activitics would be similar to those during recent years and would not be
significant." EA at 9-1. The Intervenors have ignored the Staff's EA which
was provided in the Hearing File. Tnerefore, the Staff's conclusions in the EA
remain uncontroverted in this hearing and no EIS is required for the renewal l

licensing action. This conclusion is also supported by the record as a whole.

2. Housekeeping Practices at the Parks Township Facility
|

The first subarca of concern: i

Whether the housekeeping practices (drums, containers, etc.) at the Parks Township facility j
threaten the offsite releaw of radsation through water, du.st and air pathways. i

14
|

|
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1

Dis subissue relates to outside storage practices at the Parks Township
facility. The issue derives from the videotape recording presented by the
Intervenors in support of their hearing request. Hearing Order,39 NRC at 220. |

In addition, Intervenors submitted another videotape taken in April 1994 and |
some photographs with their presentation. !

' The April 1994 videotape states Intervenors' basic concern about the issue. '

He tape is predicated upon the unstated assumption that the area depicted, a part
of the Shallow Land Disposal Facility, is heavily contaminated with radioactive
materials. The anonymous narrator implies that the contamination is blown
offsite by wind blowing across open drums and by vehicles leaving the site onto
the public roadway without first being washed off. The narrator also suggests
that B&W workers are being exposed to radiation without protective cover."
Intervenors do not explain what is happening in the videotape, or for that matter,
what area is shown. I depended upon B&W and the Staff for explanations.

B&W's Mr. Haertjens explains that radioactive materials licensed under
the Parks Township license are not used in activities at the SLDF. Haertjens
Housekeeping Aff.111. Drums located at the SLDF are used only for drill
cuttings (materials brought to the surface during drilling) resulting from the
development of wells and for well-development water, and are held as a
precautionary measure while such materials are tested for their radiological
contents. If the tests show that any materials are not suitable for release for
unrestricted use, the drums are properly marked, maintained in-process, secured
in a roped-off and marked outside area or in the present onsite shed inside
the SLDF fence, and then transferred offsite to a licensed disposal facility
for ultimate disposition. Only a few drums have contained such radioactive
materials and they have been shipped offsite for appropriate disposal. Id.

In addition, B&W stores only licensed radioactive materials in containers
that meet Department of Transportation requirements for classification under
49 C.F.R. i173.425(b)(1) as " strong, tight" for shipping purposes, and which
ere all made totally of welded steel construction. Haertjens Housekeeping Aff.

9. Herefore, the radioactive materials in the DOT containers, which are
stored within fenced-in areas, are essentially inaccessible to the environmc.it
and cannot contribute to the liquid and airborne effluents at the site. The thwat
of offsite radiation from the outside storage of licensed radioactive materials is
further mitigated by B&W's standard work practice to survey, at a minimum,
all containers of licensed radioactive materials stored outside on a weekly basis
to ensure that they continue to meet all guidelines for fixed and removable

H As it turns out there is no need for protective cover agamst radiation in the area depicted Even so. I was
puuled by the statements made by the narrator in the Apnl 1994 videotape. The narrator repeatedly stated that
the workers shown there wore no protecuve clottung whatever This is simply not true. They wore heavy-duty
impermeable gloves. boots, and coveralls Moreover. the videotape does not support the allegation of sloppy
bounckeepmg. The prenuses depicted looked neat and consistent with normal industnal acovity
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contamination levels. Id. Since 1971, it has been site practice not to store
radioactive materials outside in 55-gallon drums if the radioactive concentration
levels are greater than those set by the NRC for the disposal or storage of soils
suitable for unrestricted use. Id.110.

Mr. Haenjens specifically addresses the videotape and explains that none
of the pictured drums was used by Licensee for the storage of radioactive
materials. All of the drums were either empty or contained drill cuttings
from the development of wells and well-development water, which had been
analyzed and found not to contain radiological levels greater than those set by
the NRC for unrestricted use of soils or for effluents to unrestricted areas. Id.
113. Since licensed radioactive materials are not used at the SLDF site, and
the site is maintained free of contamination that would require the site to be
controlled as a controlled contamination area under B&W procedures, the use 1

of protective equipment or the radiological monitoring of personnel and vehicles
is not necessary. Id.114.

He NRC Staff assigned Ms. Heather Astwood to address the housekeeping
matter. Her affidavit suppons Mr. Haertjens' statements. Ms. Astwood reviewed
the videotape and identified the area in question from the Licensee's Site
Characterization Report. Astwood Aff. 18 and Attachs. A-4 and A-5.

Ms. Astwood explained that the surface soils of the SLDF rio not contain
elevated quantities of radioactive materials. The area of the SLDF shown on the

video is not a contaminated area. The materials in the barrels (soil and water)
do not contain elevated levels of radioactive materials. She pointed out that no
evidence of offsite contamination was presented in the video. Astwood Aff.
120.

Mr. Haertjens also explained the Intervenors' photographs. They show scenes
of the decommissioning of Licensee's Apollo facility, including pictures of the
site itself and of railroad cars utilized in transporting low-level radioactive waste
away from the site for disposal at a licensed site in Utah. He observes no
evidence that these photographs depict any improper radiological health,and i

Isafety practices. Id. 16. I agree. With the exception of an apparently fresh
spill of an unidentified substance, the photographs do not tend to establish poor
housekeeping practices. Some of the photographs show activities at the SLDF
site of the same type as are shown in the videotapes discussed above. Id. 17.

Intervenors have not identified any deficiency or omission in Licensee's
license renewal application relating to the offsite release of radionuclides from
the outside storage of radioactive materials. Their area of concern about the
housekeeping depicted in the videotapes was based upon a completely mistaken
understanding of the activities depicted. His subissue is resolved in Licensee's
favor.

The NRC Staff also presented detailed information about the effectiveness
of Licensee's contamination control program through Mr. Hammelman's affi-

,
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I davit. Ilowever, since the Intervenors have been completely mistaken about the
housekeeping issue, and because their stated concern is without any foundation,
their allegation about outside storage cannot serve as an example to bring into
controversy Licensecs' overall contamination control program and housekeep- |
ing. Therefore, I do not examine the broader housekeeping issue addressed by
Mr. Ilammelman.i2

i

l

3. Subarea of Concern Related to Management Practices

De second subissue approved in the Hearing Order is:

Whether B&W management practices as manifested by the management of the Apollo facility
threaten offsite releases of radiation from the Parks Township facility.

This issue was inferred from material presented with the requests for hearing. |I Bere are three categories of evidence on this issue: (1) Licensee's self- '

appraisal of its management record; (2) the Staff's appraisal of Licensee's
management; and (3) the historical data submitted by the Intervenors. j

a. Licensee's Appraisal ofits Management Competence i

| He Licensee presents the affidavit of Dr. Richard Carlson, General Man-
|

l ager of B&W's Nuclear Decommissioning Projects, Government Group and the |

B&W Nuclear Environmental Services. He points to B&W's record of per-
! formance in its most recent activities at the Apollo facility during the imple-
! mentation of the decommissioning plan approved by the NRC in mid-1992. I

Dr. Carlson characterizes it as one of the most extensive commercial nuclear
decommissioning projects en record. It included deconstruction of large build-
ings, excavation and processig of approximately 1,800.000 cubic feet of soil
and rubble, and packaging av' elipment of almost 800,000 cubic feet of soil
containing low concentrations of special nuclear material to a licensed burial
site. His $70 million dollar project is now essentially completed. Carlson Aff.
18.

According to Dr. Carlson, the high level of B&W's management competence
is demonstrated by the most recent activities at Apollo. %roughout this
project, emissions from the Apollo site complied fully with the applicable
requirements of the NRC regulations in 10 C.F.R. Part 20. Carlson Aff. 9.

In addition, B&W also compiled an industrial safety record during this project

12 h as worth noimg. however, that Mr Hansrinan reported sone examples (contained in the Hearing File and
ignored try Intervenors) of poor housekeepmg at Parks Township in 1989 and 1991. However. "these shonconungs
were not associated with a loss of conianunation control." Hamnelman Aff. 1126 29
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without any lost-time injury. Moreover, although 512 workers were badged
to work on the decommissioning project and accumulated 275 person-years of
effort, radiological exposure of personnel did not exceed a small percentage of
allowable limits. Id.110.

In addition, according to Dr. Carlson, B&W's record of compliance with
other NRC requirements at Apollo has been excellent since the decommissioning
plan was approved in mid-1992. Although the Apollo decommissioning project
has been the subject of frequent NRC inspections, the NRC issued only truee
notices of violation, none of which was higher than Severity Level IV. Id.111.

Dr. Carlson believes that B&W's management record regarding effluent re- |

leases at the Apollo facility was excellent prior to implementation of decommis-
sioning in mid-1992 and demonstrates that B&W is a capable licensee whose
activities are fully protective of the environment. Id. 112. B&W's overall
record of compliance with other NRC requirements at the Apollo facility is
also favorable and has improved steadily since 1971. The NRC concluded in
1978 that B&W had made improvements at the Apollo facility and that none
of the infractions or deficiencies in the previous several years reflected a basic
weakness in the program or resulted in measurable adverse effects to the health
of employees or to the health and safety of the public. The performance trend

|

has continued to be favorable. There were only five items of noncompliance
from 1982 to mid 1992. Since 1974 there has been no health and safety or
environmental noncompliance item at a severity level higher than an infraction
or Severity Level IV. Id. 13.

As in the case of the Apollo facility, B&W's overall record of compliance
with other NRC requirements at the Parks Township facility has been excellent
for at least the past 15 years. Id. 17. In 1979, the NRC Staff concluded that
the two main problem areas in the earlier years of B&W's operations had largely
been resolved.

In a Safety Evaluation Report issued in 1986 in connection with a proposed
amendment to authorize a waste compactor and incinerator, the NRC Staff
discussed B&W's satisfactory compliance history at the Parks Township facility
since 1979, including the fact that most violations had been for minor procedural
inadequacies and that all were corrected within reasonable time periods.

In the respective contested hearing, the Presiding Officer concluded that "the
evidence shows . . B&W has become a responsible licensee with a very good
record of compliance during the past 10 years." Babcock and Wilcox (Parks
Township, Pennsylvania, Volume Reduction Facility), LBP-86-40,24 NRC 841,
867 (1986).12

13
Mr. John P. Dologna. Chairperson of the Coahtion. one of the intervenors in this proceeding was an antervenor

in the 1986 proceeding. The Commonwealth of Pennsylviuun also parucipated Judge Pans's decision, based
upon an oral heanng. 6: very rehable on this issue,
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B&W's good record of compliance at Parks Township has continued since
that Presiding Officer's decision. Dere have been minor violations. None
exceeded Severity Level IV and none involved environmental issues or impacts
on the general public. Carlson Aff.117.

Aus, Licensee's compliance record supports the decision resolving the
management issue in tuor of license renewal.

Erning now to staffing, the Parks Township facility is staffed with qualified
personnel, most with undergraduate degrees and many with advanced degrees.
The majority of the staff has 20+ years' experience in the nuclear industry. The
staff is actively involved in the day-to-day operations and provides an organi-
zation comprised of checks and balances to ensure that safety and compliance
are of a paramount enncern. Id.119.

He Parks Township site has an active Safety Advisory Board comprised
of qualified professionals whose responsibility is to stress ongoing attention to
radiological, industrial and chemical safety matters, as well as to review overall
safety programs and to advise management on areas that may require attention
and improvement. Id. 121. Operations and maintenance activities that are
conducted at the Parks Township facility comply with documented health safety
instructions, industrial safety instructions, operating procedures, or engineering
releases that carefully plan work that needs to be done. The Parks Township
facility is committed to the ALARA principle. All activities are planned,
engineered, and practically applied to ensure that any dose to employees, and
any emissions to the environment, are AIARA. Id. 20.

Dr. Carlson's testimony on the Parks facility management is very thorough
and convincing. Parks Township facility has a qualified and professional staff,
and Dr. Carlson's testimony supports the conclusion below that B&W is a
responsible and capable licensee and qualified to operate the Parks Township
facility in compliance with all applicable regulations and requirements.

b. NRC Staf's Appraisal of Parks Township Management

He Staff addressed this issue in the affidavits of Messrs. Lamastra and
Hammelman. Together they evaluated both past management practices and the
organization and qualifications of the Licensee's management, which will have
the responsibility for conductmg the activities that are the subject of the license
renewal application.

To evaluate whether the Licensee's management practices have contributed to
significant radiological releases from the Parks Township facility, the practices
relating to material confinement or contamination control were examined using
information in inspection reports from 1988 to 1993. Hammelman Aff.113.

Yaese reports, contained in the Hearing File, were reviewed for indications of
poor management, such as violations related to inadequate contamination con-
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| trol. He Staff selected this time period because it reflects current management
practices responding to current regulatory tequirements and plant operations sim-

| ilar to those proposed for license renewal. A combined inspection conducted in
| 1988 reviewed management organization and controls and found no violations.

A combined inspection report from 1993 reviewed the Apollo site's contami-
nation control program and found no inadequacies. His report also reported a |

failure to cover stored soil as a contaminated-dust control measure, which B&W!

! had committed to implement in its application for Apollo decontamination and
i decommissioning. His was a Severity Level V violation, the lowest of NRC

Severity Levels. Hammelman Aff.114.
A third combined inspection in 1989 alleged a violation, but the notice of

violation was later rescinded. Id. 15.
A fourth combined inspection report alleged a violation that was a Severity

Level IV, when the inspector noted that the door between the hot area and the
controlled contamination-free area was open. Id. 16.

,

A fifth NRC inspection report in 1991 discussed the inadvertent placement
of two wells into contaminated areas of the SLDF. Neither of these activities I

,

was in violation of NRC requirements. Id.117. I
A sixth inspection report in 1991 also noted that the airflow direction in !

a Parks Township building was not always from areas of lower contamination
i

to areas of higher contamination. His was noted as a safety concern, not a {
violation. This report also reviewed management controls, and concluded that '

corrective actions were not completed in a timely manner, although no violation
was issued. For example, housekeeping deficiencies that were identified at the
site during audits conducted in 1988 had still not been corrected at the time of
this inspection (June 1991). Id. 18.

A seventh report in 1993 disapproved of a practice relating to the body frisker
but was not cited as a violation. Id. 19.

The October 12, 1993 combined inspection report (';0-135/93-02 and 70-
364/93-03) is the most relevant to the issue of management competence. The
report noted three minor violations (two Severity Levels IV and one Severity
Level V). One of the violations indicated that the " manager of Pennsylvania op-
erations" did not meet the Professional Qualifications Requirements contained
in the current Parks Township License (which authorizes nuclear fuel manufac- |
turing). The current license requires a Baccalaureate Degree in Engineering or |
a technical field and a minimum of 10 years' experience associated with nuclear
fuel or associated material. The current manager of B&W has a B.S. degree
and only 7 years' experience. Id.120; Lamastra Aff. 22. The Staff stated
that while this appears to be a violation of the license, it is considered minor,
since the Licensee does not have the capability to manufacture nuclear fuel. Id.
In any event, Staff considers the current manager of B&W to have sufficient
training for the current operations at the facility Lamastra Aff.122.
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In the Staff'= concluding opinion, its review of the inspection records
indicates seven instances where there have been deficiencies of the B&W
management systems with respect to proper contamination control practices,
only three of which resulted in cited violations, and these were relatively
minor violations (Severity Level IV or V). They are less severe than Level
III, which the NRC associates with a significant regulatory concern. Mr.
Hammelman asserts that all of the instances appear to be associated with new
or changing operations and continuing decontamination and decommissioning
activities at both facilities. He concludes that there is no indication that these
management failures resulted in or could have resulted in a significant release
of contamination. It is the Staff's opinion that the Licensee's management
appears to be capable of directing and controlling proposed activities at the
Parks Township site. Hammelman Aff. 21. The Staff's expert opinion as to
the significance of the violations is entit!cd to substantial weight.

As part of its review of the Licensee's renewal application, the Staff evalu-
ated the qualifications and organization of the Licensce's management. Lamas-
tra Aff.123. The renewal request by the Licensee is limited to a services-type
license. In its review of this request, the Staff reviewed the organizational re-
sponsibilities and authority of management to ensure: (1) that key positions
with responsibilities important to safety were identified and their functions de-
scribed, (2) that the Licensee's organization provides separate lines of authority
for production and safety functions, and (3) the lines of responsibility leading
to top management are clearly indicated. The Staff determined that the re-
newal application identified key positions important to safety and demonstrated
that safety functions and production functions were separated. The Staff also
determined that the lines of responsibility leading to top management were in-
dicated. Accordingly, the Staff has found the Licensee's proposed organization
to be acceptable. Id.

'the Staff also reviewed the renewal application to ensure that it contained
a description of the minimum qualifications and requirements (i.e., education,
training, and experience) for all positions that are important to safety. Normally,
for the type of license currently being requested by B&W, the Staff stated that it
requires at least one individual with experience in radiation protection (3-5 years)
using the types and quantities of licensed material being requested, and a second
individual with management experience (3-5 years) in supervising the type of
requested activities. The Staff stated that it has reviewed the Licensee's proposed
minimum training criteria contained in Chapter 2 of the renewal application and
found them acceptable. Id.

The evidence presented by the NRC Staff supports a finding that the Li.
censee's management has not engaged in practices that have resulted, or are
likely to result, in offsite contamination if this license were to be renewed. I
also find that the evidence adduced by the Staff supports the conclusion that
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| the Licensce's management is capable of conducting the activities that are the
subject of the license renewal application.

c. Intervenors' Criticism of Management

As I noted at the outset, the Intervenors' submittals have been poorly i
organized and lacking in structure. They do not indicate which of the twenty-
seven sections of their presentation relate to the management issue. Rose that
are arguably related to management have been examined in that context.

Section A is described by Intervenors as " Violations MUFs," incidents and
accidents historically." The related Enclosure A, a collection of documents about
i W inches thick, relates to various NRC inspections and enforcement actions
during the period 1974-1976. Intervenors discuss the enclosure briefly without
helpful annotations to it. Much of the discussion is argumentative. Apparently |

Intervenors intend the contents of Enclosure A to discredit Licensee's manage-
ment, i.e., " negligence, and disregard of health, safety and the environment as |

well as security." Presentation at 2. How,ver, they have left it to me to evaluate
the significance of the enforcemec.t history. Also, I am requested to seek more
information. As an impartial judge in the hearing, I cannot construct Inter-
venors' case for them. I may not decide matters not placed into controversy by j
the parties.

I have, however, :xamined the contents of Enclosure A to determine whether

there is a clear pattern of enforcement action relevant to B&W's present
managemert. I find none. He pattern that emerges from Enclosure A is that, I

for every violation and infraction identified by the Staff, there was a corrective
action. In other words, every problem was attended by a remedy. It is not
feasible to inquire into the violations and the respective corrective actions 20
years after the fact. If one is to assume that the enforcement charges were
well founded, one must also assume that the attendant corrective actions were
effective.

Section E is entitled " Independent contractors reports & recommendations
re: Apollo area." It addresses concerns contained in an enclosed report entitled
"ECO" Radiation Survey Report, Apollo, Pennsylvania Area,1993" (ECO
Report) and a report from the Center for Hazardous Material Research. Were
it not for the Licensee's discussion of Enclosure E, and the Staff's comments,
I would not be able to understand the significance and context of these reports.
Intervenors have again placed material into the record with sparse comment,
apparently with the hope that I will bring it all togethcr in a coherent finding. I

H MUF is an inmaksm for "maieria! unaccounted for *
U LCO is idenufted in the report as "Environrnental Cornphance orgmuzation "
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Intervenors' Presentation at 5. I accept the two reports as bringing into question
B&W's management capability to control offsite releases.

Licensee explains that the two contractors whose reports are included in
Enclosure E were employed by the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental
Resources (PADER) as part of oversight activities during the decommissioning
of the Apollo facility. Licensee recognizes that Intervenors believe that this
information reflects adversely on Licensee's decommissioning of the Apollo
facility and thus reflects adversely on B&W's ability to operate the Parks
Township facility safely. Licensee, of course, believes that these concerns are
unfounded, as discussed below.

%e Center for Hazardous Materials Research (CHMR) " conducted off-site
radiological surveying and soil sampling of residential properties to determine
if radiological constituents have been deposited on these properties." Apollo
Oversight Project - Off-Site Radiological Surveying and Soil Sampling (CHMR
Interim Repon) at 1 (December 1993). Among other things, CHMR concluded
that the results for Apollo area properties show radioactivity levels typical of
those found in natural soils and rocks in this area, and that some elevated
levels of uranium isotopes that are components of nuclear fuels found at several
nearby properties are less than NRC release guidance and current EPA standards.

Carlson Aff.127, alluding to the CHMR Report at 5. No information presented
in the CHMR Report evidences any inadequacy in B&W's performance of the
Apollo Decommissioning Plan. Id.

ECO was a subcontractor of CHMR, and conducted a separate survey of
radiation levels in the Apollo area. Although ECO did not identify any location
that exceeded currem NRC regulatory guidance, it alleged that under some
hypothetical scenarios tne levels ECO meas tred would exceed " EPA's goal" of
a sisk no more than I excess cancer per m.dion. ECO Report at 22 (1993).

ECO's survey results are challenged in the technical criticisms of ECO's
instrumentation, methodology, assumptions, and conclusions contained in the
independent peer review performed by Dr. Thomas B. Borak of Colorado State
University, at the request of Licensee. See Attachs. I and 2 of Carlson Aff. Dr.

!
Borak's qualifications are excellent and relevant. Id., Attach.1. '

Also relying in part upon Dr. Borak's evaluation, the Staff believes that
the ECO report is of poor quality and should be giver. little weight. Dr.
Borak conclud%i that the information supplied in the report did not support
any of the coricerns articulated in the conclusion of the report, the report had
a profound misunderstanding of many concepts and definitions for radiation
quantities and units, and the radiation surveys were conducted with inappropriate
instrumentation which was not properly calibrated. De Staff also reviewed the
ECO Report and agreed with Dr. Borak's conclusions, and found that the report
could not be used to reach a valid conclusion about radiation levels near Apollo,
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Pennsylvania. Lamastra Aff.113. Dus Dr. BortA's opinion is supported by |
the Staff's expert opinion. 1

He ECO report and the CHMR Repon raise no credible concern about
Licensee's management competence.

Intervenors also allege a conflict of interest on the part of CHMR because
that organization appears on B&W's emergency response phone list. Since j
B&W does not rely upon CHMR to establish its management competence, the
allegation of a conflict of interest, even if true, is irrelevant.

Section F of Intervenors' presentation entitled "Information re: sewage
disposal and sewer line contamination," concerns disposal of radioactive waste
by release into Kiski Valley Water Pollution Control Authority sanitary sewerage
systems. His information is arguably a reflection upon B&W's management.

! It is also discussed above in Section II.C.I.b in relation to future releases from
I the facility.

! Enclosure F contains newspaper articles and a single letter dated September
| 2,1959, which documents the Licensee's (and predecessors *) plan for an on-lot
! sewage disposal system.

| De Licensee lawfully dispored of some licensed material by the sanitary
j. sewerage system and it will continue to dispose of some material in the sewercge
'

system. Prior to January 1994,10 C.F.R. $ 20.303, " Disposal by release into
sanitary sewerage systems" authorized such release if certain specific conditions

| were met, including that the material was readily soluble or dispersible in water.
| The Staff discovered Gat no.' soluble radioactive material in certain cases
i could become concentrated in sews sludge. While this reconcentration of
! radioactive material represents a small radiation risk to workers and the public,

the NRC revised its regulations to reduce the risk even further. In the revised
10 C.F.R. Part 20, which became effective January 1,1994, the Commission

| revised sanitary sewage disposal regulation (10 C.F.R. 5 20.2003) to eliminate
nonsoluble biological material from this authorization and reduce the allowed
concentration limits for radionuclides released to sanitary sewer systems. De
climination of nonsoluble biological material and lower limits is expected to
reduce the concentration of radioactive material in sewage sludge. Lamastra
Aff.1116,17.

In Intervenors' " Request for Motion for More Definite Statement," September
22,1994, they request that a news report of that date be added to Section F.''

| De report alludes to 57 picocuries of uranium in one of two ash samples at
the Kiski Valley Water Pollution Control Authority. Mr. Lamastra of the NRC
Staff has evaluated the news report and concludes in an affidavit addressing the

,
" Request" that the ash does not represent "anything other than a small risk to

I
t

I'other aspects of dus muluple purpose pleadmg are decided in a separate order issued today
,

|
|
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the public." Mr. Lamastra's opinion is consistent with the information in the
news report itself, i.e., there is no basis for concern.

Section G simply reveals the nature of some radioactive isotopes used at
Parks Township, in support of Intervenors' complaint that testing should include
the listed mentioned isotopes. Presentation at 6. Apparently Intervenors are
unaware of Chapter Six of the Staff's Environmental Assessment, contained
in the Hearing File, where the Parks environmental monitoring program is
described. Having failed to examine and discuss the Environmental Assessment,
Intervenors have failed to place this matter into controversy.

Section 1 consists of several hundred pages relating to alleged personnel
exposures at the Parks Township or Apollo facilities. Licensee objects on the
basis that the issue in this proceeding relates only to threats of offsite releases;
thus information relating to personnel exposures is beyond the scope of the
proceeding. Licensee's Presentation at 32-33.

I disagree. Just as Licensee pointed with pride to its injury-free decommis-
sioning work at Apollo as a sign of good management, worker exposure could
be an indicator of poor management. However, all but two of these documents
are too old to be relevant to B&W management, because they relate to events
that took place prior to 1971 when B&W took over. Id.; Carlson Aff.130.
The other two minor incidents almost 20 years ago do not reflect adversely I

upon B&W's current entitlement to a license. In addition, the NRC approves i
cf the current personnel contamination control program, and believes that it is
sufficient to prevent significant radiation contamination from leaving the site on
workers. Lamastra Aff.121.

1

Section K is a one-paragraph allegation of "a continual pattern of violations
and bad practices" without analysis. Enclosure K consists primarily of several
hundred pages of very old correspondence. According to Intervenors, the
enclosure is " voluminous" but incomplete. I am urged to examine this enclosure
to "see the magnitude of the problems these plants have unleashed." However,
I may not extract a controversy on behalf of the Intervenors from their bulk
papers? As is the case in Enclosure A of Intervenors' presentation, the
inspection reports in Enclosure K couple violations with corrective actions,

,

producing a neutral impact on the factual record of the management issue. l

Section V contains about 100 pages of newspaper articles to support Inter-
venors' claim that there has been a "long-time controversy," but the controversy
and parties to it are not identified in the narrative presentation. I have not ana-
lyzed the newspaper stories for the reasons stated in the preceding section and

U A srnall pan of Enclosure K is explained in the presentauon (at 7) and it relates to the inspecuan report dated
oc'*er 12.1993 about the quahficanons of PANso nanager LL Cepicka This report was covered tiy Mr.
L.arnastra's afridavit (122) and is discussed earher in this secuon.
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elsewhere in this decision. Moreover, controversy in itself is not relevant to this
proceeding.

However, I have identified a portion of Section V as arguably relevant
to management because of Intervenors' allegation concerning NRC Inspector
Jerome Roth.28

According to the allegation, as I infer its meaning: (1) In December 1991,
Mr. Roth reported that no major problems were found at Apollo during a week-
long inspection. (2) But Mr. Roth was a former employee of the facility "and
has a vested pension with the company." (3) Therefore there is a conflict of j

interest. (4) Therefore, I am to infer that major problems were uncovered but '

not reported. Presentation at 12. His is a very weak syllogism.
Since Licensee has not offered the news article in support of its license

renewal application, it is not probative on that issue. Also, since it is favorable
j

to B&W, it is, at worst, neutral to the renewal application.
Moreover, Mr. Roth has never been employed by B&W. Although he was

employed by predecessors NUMEC and ARCO, he "does not have and never
had any vested pension" from them or B&W. Roth Aff. $14,6.

He above allegation is unfounded. Also, I have not examined the irrelevant
allegation that a Commonwealth of Pennsylvania employee also has a conflict
of interest.

Section Win part accuses B&W of sending mixed waste illegally to the low-
level waste site in Utah. The allegation is credibly denied by Dr. Carlson in
his affidavit in 34. Moreover, even if the allegation is intended to relate to
the environment, rather than to B&W's management ethics, Intervenors in this
proceeding have rio standing to raise issues pertaining to the environment in
Utah.

d. Conclusion on Management issue

Notwithstanding the requirements in 10 C.F.R. 6 2.1233(c), Intervenors have
neither identified nor described in detail any deficiency or omission in B&W's
license renewal application relating to its management practices at either the
Apollo or the Parks Township facility, or how such alleged deficiency or
omission would threaten releases of radiation from the Parks Township facility.
I have examined Intervenors' presentation and those enclosures, which arguably
could relate to B&W's management competence, and have found no bases
advanced by them to controvert the license renewal application or the strong
evidentiary presentation by B&W.

88 Vabey News Dispatch article of December 14,1991.
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| 'Ihe reliable evidence presented by B&W and the NRC Staff demonstrates
| that B&W has had an excellent record of performance at both its Apollo and
'

Parks Township facilities for at least the past 15 years and there is every reason
to expect that such performance will continue. B&W's effective programs,
practices, and staffing demonstrate that B&W is a responsible and capable
licensee and is qualified to operate the Parks Township facility in compliance
with applicable NRC regulations and policies.

4. Subarra of Concern Related to Transportation

The third subissue accepted for hearing is:

Whether transponation of wastes between Parks and Apollo has radiologically contaminated
offsite properties.

To address this issue, Licensee presented the affidavit of Daniel M. Perotti
who is currently Traffic Supervisor of B&W Nuclear Environmental Services.
I found that he is well qualified to speak on this matter at the beginning of this
decision. His knowledge of transportation issues extends back to 1971.

Mr. Perotti explains that the transportation of any radioactive materials
between the Parks Township and Apollo facilities is subject to the same
regulatory requirements as is applicable to any other shipment of radioactive
materials to or from these facilities. Since 1971, approximately 5,000 shipments
of radioactive materials have taken place between these two sites. Perotti Aff.
17. Each of these shipments wes subject to applicable requirements contained in
NRC and DOT regulations, conditions in License No. SNM-414 (for shipments
from the Parks Township facility) or License No. SNM-145 (for shipments from
the Apollo facility), and B&W's shipping procedures at each site. Id.18.

!

Pursuant to the foregoing requirements, Licensee would have to file a report |
with the NRC if, for example, a transportation accident occurred resulting in '

a radiation dose to a member of the public in excess of regulatory limits. In
1

addition, Licensee would have to file a report with the DOT if, for example,
|

a transportation accident ocetcred resulting in the potential discharge of any
radioactive waste. Records are maintained of each radioactive material shipment
to or from the Parks Township and Apollo facilities, including records of any
event report filed with the NRC er DOT. Id. 9.

Mr. Perotti's review of records of radioactive material shipments between
the Parks Township and Apollo facilities since 1971 and discussions with
knowledgeable employees indicate that every or.e of these shipments was made I
without accident, incident, or loss of radioactive materials. Id. 10. No shipment
involved any event that required a report to or notification of NRC or DOT, and
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there is no evidence of any radiological contamination of offsite properties from
such shipments. Id.

'Ihe Staff approached the issue empirically by assumL = that if transportation1
of wastes between Parks Township and Apollo had radiolog*cally ontaminated
offsite properties, such contsmination would be present near the roadway
between the Apollo and Parks Township sites. There was no soil sampling
data along the roadway between the sites, except for the area of the roadway
adjacent to the sites, but there are a few TLD (thermoluminescent dosimeter)
monitoring locations near the road. None of these readings have been above
what appears to be normal background variation. No evidence was found by
the Staff to indicate contamination along the roadway between Parks Township
and Apollo that could be the result of transportation of waste in the late 1960s
and early 1970s. Accordingly, the Staff concluded that there is no evidence to
indicate that transportation of waste between the Apollo and Parks Township
sites has caused offsite contamination. Hammelman Aff. 22.

Also, there is nc basis to be concerned about future shipments between those
Ipoints because decommissioning at Apollo is nearly complete. Perotti Aff.111.

Intervenors' Section D, entitled " Transportation of radiologically contami-
nated waste to offsite area" contains miscellaneous correspondence and a 1980
NRC inspection report concerning the placement of soil from the Apollo facility |

into a landfill in North Vandergrift, Pennsylvania. This is a matter beyond the
scope of this hearing.

I conclude that Intervenors' concern relating to any radiological contamina-
tion of offsite properties resulting from transportation of radioactive materials
between the Parks Township and Apollo facilities is unfounded.'' There is no ev-
idence of any incident occurring in the course of radioactive material shipments
between the Apollo and Parks Township facilities from 1971 to the present, or
of any offsite contamination resulting from such shipments.

5. Subarea of Concern Related to Mine Subsidence

The final subissue accepted in the Hearing Order is:

Whether the location of the Parks Township facility waste dump over a nuned-out area
threatens, through subsidence, the integnty of the dump, and whether the mined-out area
creates a threat of offsite release of radiation through a water-migration pathway. i

l

Intervenors in their presentation in Section Z (at 14) state the issue as:

|

l'Inmally the transportation issue denved Imm Intervenors' " Illustration" (February 25. 1994) in which they |

stated " waste was transported between the two facibues . " (M at 6). refernns to Parks Township and
'

Apollo. Nothmg in their wnnen presentauon even alludes to that concern
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I) llow extensive is the mined <>ut area?
2) Wall subsidence occur?

3) Will subsidence create a threat of off-site release of radiation?

I accepted this issue for hearing primarily based upon mine maps and a
report by Benjamin Ross, dated May 7,1987, prepared for the United Mine
Workers and entitled, "%e Burial Grounds at the Parks Township Plant . . "

His report was resubmitted with Intervenors' presentation. Intervenors also
submitted a news story concerning subsidence in Leechburg in 1991 in support

| of their position on the issue.

All parties recognize, and it is well known locally, that extensive underground
mining occurred in the area in the early part of this century. Mine maps
submitted by Intervenors and in the SLDF Site Characterization Report illustrate
this beyond question.

However, it turns out that mine subsidence has very little to do with this
license renewal proceeding, particularly from Intervenors' perspective. He

,

only activities at the SLDF authorized by the requested license renewal will be '

monitoring and maintenance of the site and, possibly, collection of additional site
data relating to site characterization and the remediation of the SLDF. Caldwell
Aff.17. A remediation plan for the SLDF is being prepared and will be
submitted to the NRC for its approval. Review and approval of the remediation
plan, and any content thereof relating to mine subsidence at the SLDF, will be
part cf a separate NRC action and is not part of this license renewal proceed-
ing."

The real issue in this proceeding is, given the potential for mine subsidence
affecting the SLDF, what relief do the Intervenors seek? They don't say. See '

Intervenors' Presentation at 14-15 (Section Z). I must infer that they do not want
B&W to stop monitoring and maintaining the facility, as is authorized under
the license renewal.2' Remediation planning leading to decommissioning under
NRC supervision is under way in an orderly and thorough manner. Denial of
the renewal application as it pertains to the SLDF would not serve the interests
of the Intervenors and the public residing near the SLDF.

Another question pertaining to this issue is: what factual aspect of the matter
has been placed into controversy by Intervenors? Mr. Ross in his 14-page report
(at 9) discusses hydrology and possible chemical and radiological contamination.

N 1he decomrmssiomng of the SLDF is not an issue in this proceeding LBP-9 -12, 39 NRC at 220 At
the urne I accepted the nune subsidence issue for heanng, I ed not understar., that the SLDF is no longer
an operaung &sposal site and that mamienance, momionng. remediauon, arr. decomnussiomng were the only
remmmns sigmficant aspects of the sLDF management. See she note 21.
2i

ln the Memorandum and order issued today. I &scuss intervenors' "Lg.sent for Motion for More Definite
Information" as it relates to "sphnmg" the sLDF license from the t ;ance of the Parks Township facahty.
Apparently. Intervenors do not understand the facts of this issue. my junsdiction over the matter. and the scope
of this procce&ng
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With respect to mine subsidence, he states only that "the burial grounds have not
been properly secured for the long term. At present the trenches are infiltrated
with water, seem to be subsiding, and are subject to erosion."

While Licensee might not be willing to concede that the trenches seem to be
subsiding, there is no dispute that potential subsidence is a matter that must be
addressed in the final remediation of the SLDF. The Hearing File contained the
SLDF Site Characterization Plan, the Site Characterization Report (SCR), and
two volumes of appendices to the report. The potential for mine subsidence is
discussed in these documents, as is the potential for radiological and chemical
releases from the site. In partkular, Appendix K to the SCR contains a
straightforward discussion of the potential for subsidence and mitigation options.
B&W's affiant, Mr. Caldwell, describes this information as noted below. These
papers are the best, and probably the only reliable, source of information on the
issue. Yet, Intervenors do not even mention the SCR or related papers in their
presentation.22

At the least, the Intervenors had the duty to state the relief they seek and to
address the SCR. They have not fairly placed the mine subsidence matter into '

controversy. They have contributed nothing to the record; there is no purpose to
be served in further examining the facts of the matter as a part of this Decision. 1

I resolve the issue in favor of license renewal. I

I recognize that there is concern in the community about the short-term risks
attendant to the integrity of the SLDF. Therefore, as a convenience, I restate the

l

following information provided by the Licensee in this hearing because it may {
be of interest. '

B&W's Mr. Caldwell explains that, in the course of characterizing the SLDF |

site in order to select and develop a remediation plan, extensive information has i

been gathered and developed regarding the mine workings underlying the SLDF
site and adjacent areas. Much of that information is contained in the SLDF
SCR and its Appendix K, " Assessment of Potential for Coal Mine Subsidence
and Subsidence Mitigation Options"(Assessment of Mine Subsidence)(August
1993).23 As described in the SLDF SCR, low-level radiological wastes were
disposed of in the SLDF site in a series of trenches from 1961 to 1970, in

22
go,,,,,,o, . sections C and Me also relate to bunals in the waste dump trenches Issues raised in Sections C

and Mc were nos included in the heanng requests or in the Heanng order. Even if these issues had been tmrly
raised by Imervenors, they have not been fairly placed into controversy. The SLDF Site Charactenzation Report
(sCR) deals squarely with the bunal there. Intervenors have noi challenged the sCR, except to include a March
1994 NRC document in Enclosure Me alludmg to the Staft's conunuing review of the sCR. Moreover, even if the ;

concerns raised in Intervenors' sections C and Mc were well pleaded and unzly, the effect would be to support j

heensmg the SLDF for mamienance, monstonng, and conunued charactenzauon.
123

The Heanng File (mcluding the SLDF SCR) and the presentations of all parues is available for inspecuon by |
the pubhc as the NRC Local Pubhc Docunrnt Room, Apollo Memonal tabrary,219 N Fennsylvama Avenue, (
Apollo, Pennsylvania. Appendix K, enntled " Assessment of Posennal for Coal Mine Subsidence and Subsidence

|
Miuganon opuons," prepared in August 199.1 by gal Consultant of Monroeville, Pennsylvama, and discussed in

|
Mr Caldwelfs afhdavit. can be found in Document G of the Heanng Fde 1

|

|
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accordance with the requirements of former 10 C.F.R. (20.301. Prior to these
disposals, a coal seam (the Upper Freeport Coal Seam) was strip-mined and
deep-mined at and adjacent to the SLDF site. Caldwell Aff.110. The coal
seams beneath and adjacent to the SLDF site were mined from the turn of the
century until about the 1920s. People have built their homes and businesses over

the mine workings, and there is no record that any have been affected by the
workings. There is no evidence in the form of topographic depressions either
at the SLDF site or in the adjacent community that any surface movement has
occurred as a result of mine subsidence. Id.113.

Mine subsidence has occurred for many years at Leechburg, which is located
down the Kiskiminetas River from the SLDF site. Id. 14. However, there are
differences between the two sites; and there is no technical basis to conclude
that because subsidence has occurred at one site, it will occur in another. The
correct way to evaluate the potential for mine subsidence is to undertake a site-
specific evaluation of the potential for mine subsidence, which has been done
for the SLDF site. Id.

'Ihe SLDF SCR describes in detail the geology, hydrogeology, and groundwa-
ter conditions at the site, and provides all the information necessary to evaluate
the impact of potential subsidence on the groundwater at the SLDF site in the
vicinity of the trenches. In addition, the SLDF SCR describes the conditions at
the SLDF site that control and limit erosion of the site and the covers over the
trenches. Id. 15.

The Assessment of Mine Subsidence (Appendix K) discusses the site condi-
tions and concludes that conditions at the SLDF are not conducive to the devel-
opment of sinkhole-type subsidence in either the short or long term. Id. 16."
However, SLDF site conditions may in the long term lead to the development of
trough-type subsidence. Id.117. Even if a trough were to develop at the SLDF
site, the waste in the trenches would not be adversely affected for a number of
reasons: the limited deformation of the surface and the soil surrounding the
trenches; the relative flexibility of the waste and its ability to respond to lim-
ited deformation; the absence of sinkhole or other larger voids or passages in
the rock beneath and the soil surrounding the trenches; and continued presence
of the soil over the trench materials. Id.119. In particular, migration of solid
wastes from the trenches is neither possible nor feasible even if mine subsidence
occurs, because no significant openings in the soil or rock immediately adjacent
to or beneath the trenches would occur as a result of subsidence guid trough
development, i.e., there would not be any practical passageway by which solid
materials could exit the trenches. Id.

M sue condicons that make smkhole development improbable include the sigm6 cans depth of the nune worbngs
beneath the upper trenches (between 55 feet and 100 feet) the two thick sandstone sequences, and the small height
of the nune worbags (generally less than 3 feet. and up to 6 feet in the adats and old access tunnels). Id 116.
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III. MATTERS NOT DECIDED
,

Each of the matters identified below is a section of Intervenors' presentation ;

not included in their initial hearing requests and are not within the scope of the
issues accepted for hearing in the Hearing Order. As I ruled at the outset, each
of these matters is late without excuse and therefore may not be examined or
decided. In addition, some are beyond the scope of the proceeding, and have
other defects. I discuss them briefly to explain my rulings and to identify those
that are referred to the Executive Director for Operations in accordance with the
provisions of 10 C.F.R. I 2.1205(k)(2).

Section B of the Intervenors' presentation is entitled "Preoperational moni- '

toring surveys." Intervenors believe that a preoperational testing survey should j
have been required by the AEC/NRC prior to the issuance of the original license. '

Lamastra Aff.110. Even if this were so, no relief can now be afforded and the
matter is irrelevant to the renewal proceeding.

Section H, entitled " Historical documents re: Parks with a 20 year time 1

flow," provided an unidentified Licensee document which appears to provide
information on probable radionuclides that would be involved in an accident. I
am unable to determine what the original purpose of the document was from the
information provided in Enclosure H, nor can the NRC Staff. Staff Presentation
at 28-29. I do not understand what Intervenors would have me make of this
information and, therefore, I rule that it is irrelevant to this proceeding.

Section / is entitled " Historical documents re: burials." Intervenors state a
concern that in 1%9 NUMEC did not have a permit from the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania to bury low-level radioactive waste at the Parks Township site.
He Staff stated that it is not aware of whether a permit was issued by the
Commonwealth or even whether such a permit was required at the time the l
materials were buried. Astwood Aff.113. In addition, assuming that a permit
was required, and that none was issued, I cannot find any relevance in that
circumstance to this license renewal proceeding.

Section M, entitled "NRC's Authority and Responsibility over non-radiologi-
cal hazards," provides a snippet of a very large December 17, 1986 Federal
Register notice (51 Fed. Reg. 45,124) concerning the Material Safety Regulation
Review Study Group Report. Intervenors apparently argue that NRC should
regulate chemical hazards. Section O raises the same issue with respect to the
Apollo decommissioning, but in a series of rhetorical questions.

He issue of whether the NRC has the authority and/or should regulate
chemical hazards at NRC-licensed sites is not relevant to the broad issue of
offsite radioactive contaminatSn from the Parks Township facility or the other
subareas of concern that I a imitted as issues in this proceeding. See Hearing
Order,39 NRC at 219.
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Rrthermore, I can find no NRC regulation expressly covering the regulation
of purely chemical contamination or evidence that the recommendations of the

Study Group were adopted. Nor does any Memorandum of Understanding
between the NRC and the EPA cover the matter.

Section P alludes to chemicals listed as " CLASSIFIED" at Apollo in 1975,
and Intervenors want someone to tell them what the chemicals are and why they
are classified. I don't know the answer. The point is clearly beyond the scope
of the Parks Township license renewal proceeding.

Section Q is entitled " Experimental Out-of-plant program; Environmental
Monitoring." Section R is a part of Section Q. In Enclosure Q, the Intervenors
supplied documents dated in 1966,1968, and 1969 concerning the Apollo
NUMEC plant exhaust emission of radioactive materials. Intervenors point to
the wind rose and allude to cancer cluster areas. Apparently Intervenors believe
that the population was exposed to very high levels of radiation in an Apollo
experiment.

The Staff's Mr. Lamastra explains the historic and regulatory significance of
the concern. This was not an experiment in the classical sense, but a gathering
of data in support of an amendment request made in accordance with 10 C.F.R.
6 20.106, " Radioactivity in effluents to unrestricted area." Lamastra Aff.1 20,
21.

In any event, since the amendment related to the Apollo license and not
to the Parks license, this concern is not related to the issues admitted in this
proceeding.

Section S is entitled "Former Top Secret FBI document." In Enclosure S,
the Intervenors provided an FBI document dated October T 1979. The FBI
interviewed Mr. Earle Hightower, a former Assistant Director, Policy and Plans,
Office of Safeguards and Security, Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). The
document suggests that the purpose of the investigation was about diversion.
Mr. Hightower is reported to have stated that the material accountability at
NUMEC during the early 1960s was sloppy, and that the "[t]rees and bushes
(surrounding NUMEC) were covered by a white residue," which information he
heard from those he supervised.

Staff stated in its response to this section, as well as to Section A of
the Intervenors' presentation, that the Staff does not dispute that violations
of AEC/NRC regulations occurred with regard to material accountability, and
corrective actions by NUMEC were required. Lamastra Aff. 34.

It is not clear how Intervenors would have me apply this information to this
hearing. Its ethereal implications about NUMEC's management of Apollo in
"the early 1960s" is too far removed to relate to B&W's management of Parks

, Township today. Whatever the white residue referred to by Mr. Hightower was,
the effects of it have not been reported in this hearing with respect to Parks
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|Township, although there has been a great volume of monitoring and reporting !

of radiological effluents. See Section ll.C.I.a above.

Section T is entitled, " Document re: serious health, safety, and operational !
problems dated March 29,1968 (Company confidential) & Document dated |
May 12,1967, re: personnel turnover." In the related enclosure, the Intervenors
provided an internal memorandum dated March 28, 1968, from R. Caldwell,
apparently of NUMEC, to F. Cain, and a Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
internal memorandum dated May 12, 1967, from Joel Lubenau to Thomas M.
Gerusky, a Pennsylvania Radiological Health official. l

Mr. Caldwell was requesting plant modifications to reduce worker radiation
exposures and to reduce the concentration of radioactive material in laundry
wastewater discharge. The issue of worker dose does not pertain to the broad
concern of offsite contamination or to any of the subareas of concern in this
proceeding with the possible exception of the management issue. Even there the
connection is too remote in time. In any event the documents show affirmative
action by the operator of Apollo to correct the problem.

One document alludes to the apparent high turnover of operating personnel
(as high as 100%) and plant worker health and safety. The Intervenors do not
explain how these concerns pertain to the current situation at the Parks Township
facility.

Section U is entitled " Documents dated 1992-1993 re: B&W's misuse of EPA
identifier numbers." The allegation begins with the " misuse of EPA Identifier
numbers," then, by a route I cannot follow, wanders off to charges against the
NRC for its leniency and the negligence of all responsible entities. Without the
Staff's explanation, I would not understand the concern.

According to the Staff, EPA identifier numbers are required by 40 C.F.R.
6262.12. Each generator of hazardous material is assigned a unique identifica-
tion number. Without this number, the generator is carred from testing, storing,
disposing of, transporting, or offering for transportation any hazardous waste.
Enclosure U contains the results of a Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) inspection conducted by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Environmental Resources and other related documents concerning EPA
identifier numbers. Lamastra Aff. 11 38-39.

It is not apparent to me how RCRA violations and EPA identifier numbers !

violations pertain to the broad concern of offsite contamination or to any of
the subarcas of concern admitted as issues in this proceeding. I cannot see the
relationship of these concerns to NRC decommissioning / release criteria, which,
in itself, is a premature concern.

Section W is entitled " Documents re: Pa.D.E.R.s controversial involvement at
' both sites." Presentation at 12. Enclosure W contains a sariety of Pennsylvania |

Department of Natural Resources (PADER) documents concerning general
chemical safety issues at the Licensee's facilities. The Intervenors are concerned

I
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that PADER is not enforcing its regulations and "down-plays" Intervenors'
request for EPA involvement. Intervenors urge that EPA should regulate nixed
waste at the site.

'Ihe issue of PADER's or EPA's involvement or regulatory authority is
beyond the scope of this hearing. I have no authority over either agen-
cy.25

Section X is entitled " Letters from U.S. Congressman Murtha to Sec. of
Agriculture, Espy." The enclosure to Section X contains two letters from
Congressman John P. Munha. One is to the Secretary of Agriculture, requesting
a copy of a report on Farmers Delite Dairy Farm (apparently located in Parks
Township), entitled NUMEC 1966. Intervenors claim that the report pertains
to radionuclides in cows' milk and thyroid problems in the cows at the farm,
but the report has suspiciously vanished from the U.S.D.A. library. Apparently,
Intervenors want me to find the dr.eurrent. I cannot do this. But given the
implications of the concern, and i.he specificity with which it is stated, I am
emphasizing this concern in the referral to the Executive Director for Operations.

The other letter was from Congressman Murtha to Mr. Sprout on the
independent oversight for the Apollo Project. It is offered by Intervenors to
debunk the independence of the oversight committee, which, by the way, it
doesn't do. The issue is beyond the scope of this hearing.

Section Y h entitled " Info re: recent lawsuits filed in Federal Court about
these sites." The enclosures to Section Y include a copy of the lawsuit filed
against the Licensee by plaintiffs, including the Intervenor, Ms. Ameno, and
news articles concerning the lawsuit. I have not analyzed the complaint for
issues admitted in this hearing because the information is apparently offered
as a comment on a failing system of accountability in overseeing the Apollo
and Parks sites. Intervenors seek no relief in this hearing with respect to their
complaint in the lawsuit.

IV. REFERRAL TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
FOR OPERATIONS

I have found that the concerns discussed hi the foregoing section should
not be entertained in this hearing because they are untimely filed and for other
reasons stated. Therefore, pursuant to the provision of 10 C.F.R. I 2.1205(k)(2),
the concerns are treated as requests for action under 10 C.F.R. 9 2.206 and are
constructively referred to the Executive Director for Operations for appropriate
disposition.

25 A pornon of secnon W, alkging the ilkgal shipnent of nused wa.ite, was arguably related to the management
issue and is discussed above in that seccon.
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This referral is a ministerial act, mandated by regulation. The referral carries
no presumption that a determination has been made in this hearing that the

; concerns require any action. Some of the concerns seek no relief. I also note
that technical members of the NRC Staff and the legal counsel representing the
Staff have already evaluated these concerns and reported on them in the Staff's

| presentation in this hearing.

The concern raised in Section X of the Intervenors' written presentation,
pertaining to possible radiological contamination of a Parks Township dairy
herd in 1966, is worthy of note. I request that it be given special attention, and
that the Staff reconsider its stated view that the concern falls outside the issues
of this hearing.

| The implications of the concern are too tenuous and too old to suspend this
hearing while they are explored. Reliable and probative evidence adduced in
this hearing provides adequate assurance that the public health and safety are not
threatened by radiation from continued operation of the Parks Township facility.
The concern is newly raised but, were it not for the passage of time, it seems
to fall within the broad area of concern accepted as an issue in this hearing.

V. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Based upon the entire evidentiary record in this proceeding and upon the
factual fmdings set foru above, I make the following conclusions of law:

A. Notwithstanding the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 6 2.1233(c), Intervenors
| have not identified any omission or deficiency in B&W's application for

renewal of License No. SNM-414, and I have not found in the record of

this proceeding any evidence of such omission or deficiency relating to
any issue in this proceeding.

I B. Taking into account (1) previous effluents from the Parks Township fa-
'

cility, (2) future effluents under a renewed license, (3) previous and
present B&W management, (4) previous and future housekeeping prac-
tices under a renewed license, (5) previous transportation of radioactive
materials between the Parks Township and Apollo facilities, (6) future
transportation of radioactive materials from the Parks Township facility
under a renewed license, and (7) the potential for mine subsidence at the

| SLDF, B&W has demonstrated that it has an excellent record of co npli-
! ance with NRC requirements, that there is reasonable assurance that such

compliance will continue, and that activities under a renewed license will
be conducted in a manner consistent with regulatory requirements that
protect health and safety and minimize danger to life and property.

C. The broad area of concern and four subarcas of concern accepted as -

issues m this proceeding are resolved in favor of issuing the renewal of

j
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r

License No. SNM-414 for the Parks Township facility as requested by
Licensee.

,

VI. ORDER -

De Director of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, upon making
fmdings on all requisite matters not decided in this Initial Decision, is authorized
to issue to Babcock & Wilcox the requested renewal of License No. SNM-414
for the Parks Township facility,

his Initial Decision shall become effective immediately unless the Com-
mission directs otherwise. Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 5 2.1251(a), this Decision
constitutes the final action of the Commission thirty (30) days after the date of
issuance, unless any party petitions for Commission review in accordance with
10 C.F.R. 6 2.786 or the Commission takes review of the decision on its own.

In accordance with 10 C.F.R. 0 2.786(b), any petition for review must be
filed within fifteen (15) days after service of this Decision and must satisfy the
requirements of that section. Any other party to the proceeding may file an
answer supporting or opposing Commission review within ten (10) days after j
service of a petition for review.

|

Ivan W. Smith, Presiding Officer
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Rockville, Maryland
January 3,1995
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( Cite as 41 NRC 38 (1995) LBP-95-2

I-
| UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
j NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

I
| ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL
!

I Before Chief Administrative Judge
B. Paul Cotter, Jr., Presiding Officer

|

| Administrative Judge
Thomas D. Murphy, Special Assistant

!

In the Matter of Docket No. 40-8968-ML

(ASLBP No. 95-706-01-ML)

i HYDRO RESOURCES, INC.

( (12750 Merit Drive, Suite 1210 LB12,
'

Dallas, TX 75251) January 9,1995

INTERVENTION: SUBPART L REQUIREhfENTS
|

Subpart L, by its own language, demands precision from the outset of both
the applicant and the petitioners. The initial petition must set forth standing
arguments and areas of concern and is extremely important because it shapes

j the course of the proceeding.

INTERVENTION: PRESIDING OFFICER'S AUTHORITY

Under the provisions of 10 C.F.R. 5 2.1209 (1994) and in the interest of
fairness to all potential parties, the Presiding Officer in a Subpart L informal
proceeding established a new schedule for filing amended petitions for hearing
and initial answers by the Applicant and the Staff.

!

|
INTERVENTION: NATIVE Ah1ERICANS

While the NRC has for years recognized a unique relationship with Native
American peoples and considered this special status in adjudicative decisions
and while that status is not of itself sufficient foundation for ignoring the
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|

Commission's rules, every precaution should be taken to ensure that Native
Americans are not excluded from the proceeding simply because of ignorance
of the ingredients of a legally complete petition to intervene, citing, Puget Sound

,

Power and Light Co. (Skagit Nuclear Power Project, Units I and 2), ALAB-552,
|

10 NRC 1,10 (1979).
{
|
|

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER |
(Setting Schedule for Filings)

'

BACKGROUND

On November 14,1994, the Commission published in the Federal Register a
" Notice of Availability of Draft Environmental Statement: Notice of Opportunity
for Hearing" as part of the evaluation process in the application of Hydro
Resources, Inc. (" Applicant"), for a license to conduct in-situ leach uranium
mining in the vicinity of Crownpoint and Church Rock, New Mexico. 59 Fed.
Reg. 56,557 (Nov.14,1994). Within the 30-day time limit imposed by the
Commission's regulations,10 C.F.R. 5 2.1205(c), no less than seven individuals
or groups petitioned for a hearing on the pending application.' Subsequently,

~

the undersigned presiding officer was designated to rule on the petitions for a -
hearing under the provisions of 10 C.F.R Subpart L and, if necessary, to serve
as the presiding officer to conduct the hearing.

Under the provisions of 10 C.F.R. 9 2.1205(f), Applicant's Answer to the
hearing petitions was due on December 24,1994, and the Staff's decision to
participate in the hearing, if one is held, was due on December 31,1994. For

2 nor the Staff 2 met their filing dates.separate reasons, neither the Applicant
Accordingly, upon review of the Petitioners' filings in this proceeding and the
fact that both the Applicant and the Staff have yet to join the proceeding in a
substantive manner, I am directing the potential parties to adhere to a new filing
schedule.

t Zani Mountain Coahuon (Dec. 12, 1994);Ms Bernadine Marun (Dec. 13. 1994); water Infornation Network.
Dane' CARE. Southwest Research and Informanon Center, Mr. Mervyn Tilden, and Grace and Mailyn Sam (Dec.
14. 1994).
2 Telephone conversations with Mr. Mark Pehzza. Environmental Affairs Officer for Hydro Rewurces. Inc., and
Jep Hill. Esquire. Counsel for Hydro Resources. Inc.. disclosed that appropnate service was made on Hydro
Resources in Dallas in a timely manner. However, the heanng matenals were not received by regular mast at Mr.
Hilfs of6cc unut the evemng of December 24, Chnstmas Eve. Compoundmg this late dehvery, Mr. Hairs law

' of6ce was being moved to a new location over the last week of December. Mr. Hill did not open the package
from the Appheans unal January 3.1995.
3

1he Staff requested a delay in 6hng its ansavr to the heanng peutions due to the absence of key Staff personnel
dunng the hohday penod.
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DISCUSSION

The importance of gaining a fresh start in the proceeding is mandated by
several considerations. First, the provisions of 10 C.F.R. 6 2.1200 et seg.
("Subpart L"), which would control the conduct of any hearing on this matter
should it be held, specifically set forth pleading requirements that Petitioners
must meet in order to obtain an informal hearing. The two most important
requirements are: (1) the recitation of an individual's or organization's legal
standing to request a hearing; and (2) the recitation of the areas of concern that
the petitioner seeks to litigate if the standing requirements are met.

It is evident from a review of the pleadings that due either to haste or to
lack of experience with the provisions of Subpart L, most of the petitions are
in some regard deficient. Most do not set forth information or arguments
concerning whether the individual petitioner meets the judicial concepts of
standing. Standing means that "they must show that the intended action will
cause injury in fact to petitioner's interests ." which are protected by the
Atomic Energy Act or the National Environmental Policy Act. Umerco Minerals
Corp., LBP-94-18,39 NRC 369,370 (1994). Similarly, some petitioners do not
specifically address their interest in the proceeding and how that interest may be
affected by the results of the proceeding, among other considerations germane
to Subpart L. Since Subpart L by its own language demands precision from
the outset of both the Applicant and the Petitioners, the initial petition setting
forth standing arguments and areas of concern is extremely important because it
shapes the course of the proceeding. This is the only opportunity a petitioner has
to explain how the proposed licensing action will adversely affect the petitioner.
If those concerns are not articulated, they will not be litigated.

Second, several of the Petitioners are either Native Americans or groups rep-
resenting the interests of Native Americans. The NRC has for years recognized a

i

unique relationship with Native American peoples and this special status should |
be considered in adjudicative decisions. See Puget Sound Power and Light Co. '

(Skagit Nuclear Power Project, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-559,10 NRC 162,173
(1979). While this special status is not ofitself sufficient foundation for ignoring
the Commission's rules, "every reasonable precaution should be taken to insure
that [ Petitioners are] not excluded from this proceeding simply because of ig-
norance of the ingredients of the demonstration required " Puget Sound
Power and Light Co. (Skagit Nuclear Power Project, Units I and 2), ALAB-552,
10 NRC 1,10 (1979). |

'lherefore, under the provisions of 10 C.F.R. 6 2.1209 and in the interest
of fairness to all potential participants to this proceeding, a new schedule is
established below for the filing of amended petitions for hearing and initial
answers from the Applicant and the Staff. See Virginia Electric and Power
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Co. (North Anna Power Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-146,6 AEC 631 (1973)
(petitioners are usually permitted to amend petitions containing curable defects).

ORDER

For all the foregoing reasons and upon consideration of the entire record in
this matter, it is, this 9th day of January 1995, ORDERED

1, That Petitioners Zuni Mountain Coalition, Bernadine Martin, Water In-
formation Network, Dine' CARE, Southwest Research and Information Center,
Mervyn Tilden, and Grace and Marilyn Sam shall file amended hearing requests
with the presiding officer, the Applicant, and the Staff setting forth arguments

,

concerning standing and areas of concern as prescribed by 10 C.F.R. 6 2.1205 to
'

be received by the other participants no later than close of business on January
25, 1995;

2. nat Applicant Hydro Resources, Inc., shall file its answer to Petitioners'
hearing requests with the presiding officer and the other participants so that it

'is received by the other participants no later than close of business on February
6, 1995;

3. nat, if it chooses to participate, the Staff shall file its answer to
Petitioners' hearing requests with the presiding officer and the other participants, |
so that it is received no later than close of business on February 13,1995. i

4. Dat motions to file responses pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 2.730(c) and i
iresponses to the Applicant's and Staff's filings shall be filed with the presiding

officer and the other participants to be received by the other participants no later
than close of business on February 24,1995. |

|

B. Paul Cotter, Jr., Presiding Officer
CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Rockville, Maryland
January 9,1995
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Cite as 41 NRC 43 (1995) DD-95-1

i UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

,

!
,

|

OFFICE OF STATE PROGRAMS

1

Richard L Bangart, Director
i

in the Matter of

i STATE OF UTAH
'

(Agreement Pursuant to
Section 274 of the
Atomic Energy Act of 1954,
as Amended) January 26,1995

l The Director of the Office of State Programs denies the petition submitted
,

| pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 9 2.2% by US Ecology, Inc. (Petitioner), requesting action I

with regard to Utah's Agreement State Program.
Petitioner requested NRC to initiate appropriate proceedings, including rele-

vant hearings, to suspend or revoke Utah's Agreement State status under section
274j of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (AEA), for Utah's failure
to require state or federal government land ownership in regulatinh the com- ,

!mercial disposal of low-level radioactive waste at the Envirocare of Utah, Inc.
The Petitioner's request was denied because the Director did not find that the
Petitioner had raised a sufficient issue of Utah's compliarce with one or more
requirements of section 274 of the AEA or any substantial health and safety
issues to warrant the action requested.

1

!

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 6 2.206
|

I. INTRODUCTION
i

By a letter dated September 21, 1992, and supplemented in a letter of
December 8,1992, to James M. Taylor, Executive Director for Operations of the |

|U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or Commission), US Ecology, Inc.

|
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(Petitioner) filed a " Petition of US Ecology, Inc. for Review and Suspension or
Revocation of Utah's Agreement State Program for Failure to Require State or
Federal Site Ownership at the Envirocare of Utah, Inc. Low-Level Radioactive
Waste Ibeility." Petitioner alleges that -

(1) Under both Utah's Agreement State program and the federal low-
level radioactive waste (LLRW) regulatory program, LLRW may not
be disposed of on privately owned land unless the state in which the
si'e is located or the federal government has formally expressed a

willingness to accept title to the facility at site closure;
(2) ne Envirocare site is located on privately owned land; and
(3) Neither Utah nor the U.S. Depanment of Energy has agreed to or

expressed any willingness to accept title to the site.
He Petitioner requested that in view of these allegations the NRC initiate

appropriate proceedings, including relevant hearings, to suspend or revoke
Utah's Agreement State status under section 274j of the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954, as amended (AEA). The receipt of this petition was noticed in the
Federal Register on November 13, 1992 (57 Fed. Reg. 53,941). For the reasons
set forth below. Petitioner's request is denied.

II. IIACKGROUND

Section 274 of the AEA, as amended, provides the statutory basis under
which the NRC can relinquish portions of its regulatory authority to the states.
His makes it possible for states to license and regulate the possession and use
of byproduct material, source material, and special nuclear material in quantities
not sufficient to form a critical mass.

He mechanism for the transfer of NRC authority to a state to regulate
the radiological health and safety aspects of nuclear materials is an agreement
between the governor of the state and the Commission. Before entering into such
an agreement, the governor is required to certify that the state has a regulatory
program that is adequate to protect the public health and safety. In addition, the
Commission, by statute, must perform an independent evaluation and make a
finding that the state's radiation control program is compatible with the NRC's,
complies with the applicable parts of section 274 of the AEA, and is adequate
to protect the public health and safety.

He AEA was amended in 1978 to require, among other things, that the
NRC periodically review Agreement State programs to determine the adequacy
of the program to protect the public health and safety and compatibility with
NRC's regulatory program. Section 274j of the AEA provides that the NRC
may suspend or terminate its agreement with a state if the Commission fmds
that such suspension or termination is necessary to protect the public health
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and safety. As mandated by the AEA, NRC conducts periodic, onsite, in-depth
reviews of each Agreement State program. The results of these reviews are
documented in a report to the state. The report indicates whether the state's
program is adequate to protect the public health and safety and also whether the
program is compatible with NRC's regulatory program. (In some cases, the state
is informed that the findings on adequacy and compatibility are being withheld
pending further review by NRC and the resolution of outstanding issues.)

The State of Utah originally became an Agreement State on April 1,1984.
At that time, the State chose not to include authority for commercial LLRW
disposal in the Agreement. Ilowever, on July 17, 1989, Governor Norman
11. Bangerter of Utah requested that the Commission amend the Agreement to
provide authority for Utah to regulate commercial LLRW disposal. As part of
the amendment process, the Governor certified that the State had a program for
control of radiation hazards with respect to LLRW disposal that is adequate to
protect the public health and safety. The NRC conducted an independent review
of this program and determined that the State met the requirements of section
274 of the AEA and that the State's statutes, regulations, personnel, licensing,
inspection, and administrative procedures were compatible with those required
by the Commission and were adequate to protect the public health and safety.
The amendment to the Utah Agreement became effective on May 9,1990. 55
Fed. Reg. 22,113 (May 31,1990).

Part of the State's program involved the adoption of regulations compatible
with the NRC regulations for the licensing of land disposal of radioactive waste
(10 C.F.R. Part 61), including section 61.59 (Institutional requirements). Section
61.59 states:

(a)lond ownerslup. Disposal of radioactive waste received from other persons may be
permitted only on land owned in fee by the Federal or a State government.

As part of its regulation of LLRW, Utah also adopted a provision similar to the
exemption provision at 10 C.F.R. 6 61.6, which states:

The Commission may. upon application by any interested person. or upon its own initiative,
grant any exemption from the requirements of the regulations in this part as it determines is
authonzed by law, will not endanger hfe or property or the common defense and secunty,
and is otherwise in the pubhc interest.

In September 1990, Envirocare of Utah, Inc. (Envirocare), requested the
State to amend its license to authorize receipt of LLRW for disposal. On March
21, 1991, Utah granted the request authorizing LLRW disposal. In granting

' this authorization, the State extended a previously granted exemption from the
State's land ownership requirements for Naturally Occurring Radioactive Ma-
terial (NORM) and Naturally-Occurring and Accelerator-Produced Radioactive
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Material (NARM) disposal to LLRW disposal at the Envirocare facility. (NORM
and NARM are outside the NRC's regulatory authority.) Utah issued the ex-
emption pursuant to its regulations, which provide that the State may grant "such
exemptions or exceptions from the requirements of these regulations as it de-
termines are authorized by law and will not result in undue hazard to public

( health and safety or property."
On September 21,1992, US Ecology, Inc., filed this petition with the NRC

'

requesting that the Commission revoke or suspend the Utah Agreement Program
for regulating the commercial disposal of LLRW because of Utah's failure to
require state or federal government land ownership. He Petitioner requested
the NRC to review the adequacy and compatibility of Utah's Agreement State

! Program in light of this failure and alleged that the State had not adequately
justified the granting of an exemption from the land ownership requirement.' In

i a letter of October 26,1992, acknowledging receipt of the petition, Mr. Carlton

| Kammerer Director, Office of State Programs, informed the Petitioner that the
| NRC Staff was in the process of reviewing the licensing action of Utah as it

related to the granting of the exemption in the course of NRC's periodic review
of the Utah Agreement State program pursuant to section 274j of the AEA.
Furthermore, the NRC Staff's review of the Utah program would of necessity
address the issues raised in the US Ecology petition. As will be set forth in
greater detail below, the NRC has determined that the State of Utah's rationale

; of exercising effective control of the waste disposal site without state or federal
'

ownership is not unreasonable and would not warrant revocation or suspension
of the Utah agreement.

III, DISCUSSION

|

De NRC Staff has examined the Petitioner's claims in the original petition
of September 21,1992, and the supplement dated December 8,1992:

fYutioner requests that the NRC begin proceedings to revoke or suspend Utah's Agreement
State status under secnon 274 of the Atomic Energy Act because of alleged flaws in Utah
actions on the licensing of Envirocare of Utah, Inc., to receive LLRW for disposal. )

| Pursuant to section 274 of the AEA, NRC relinquished its regulatory authority
over the licensing of LLRW to Utah and therefore has no direct authority over

; licensing of LLRW facilities in Utah. However, NRC does have authority to
( terminate or suspend Utah's Agreement State program under section 274j of the

| AEA. Section 274j states:

i

I On Decernher 8,1992. the Petinoner also subrnatted a supplenrntal legal analysis in support of the peuuon.
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The Commission, upon its own initiative after reasonable notice and opportunity for hearing
to the State with which an agreement under subsection b. [of this section) has become
effective, or upon request of the Governor of such State, may terminate or suspend all or
part ofits agreement with the State and reassert the licensing and regulatory authority vested
in it under this Act, if the Commission finds that (1) such termination or suspension is ;

required to prosect the public heakh and safety, or (2) the State has not comphed with one
or more of the requirements of this section. The Commission shall periodically review such '

agreements and actions talten by the States under the agreements to insure [ sic] compliance
with the provisions of this section.2

,

Based upon these periodic reviews, or upon special reviews conducted for
cause, the Commission must find that (1) termination or suspension of a state's |
program is required to protect the public health and safety or (2) that the state

'

has not complied with one or more requirements of section 274 of the AEA
(e.g., the requirement for the state program to be compatible with the NRC
program).

He revocation of Utah's Agreement State status, as requested by the Peti- "

tioner, hinges on whether Utah's regulatory scheme of providing an exemption
from state or federal ownership of the site was compatible with NRC's regula-
tory requirements and whether Utah's action in granting the exemption provided >

for adequate protection of the public health and safety. De NRC regulations
contain an exemption provision in 10 C.F.R.161.6 that allows the Commission
to grant any exemption from the requirements in Part 61 provided that the ex-
emption is authorized by law, will not endanger the public health and safety or
the common defense and security, and is otherwise in the public interest. The
land ownership provision in section 61.59 is subject to this exemption provision. )
Although NRC has not exercised its authority under the exemption provision in
Part 61 as Utah has exercised, Utah's regulatory scheme contains an exemp- |
tion provision similar to the NRC's. Although NRC has not granted (nor has
any person requested) any similar exemption, it has not adopted any particu-
lar policy or practice precluding this that might be identified to the states as a '

matter of strict compatibility. In this regard, Utah's regulatory program is not |
incompatible with the NRC's. '|

The issue then becomes whether the exercise of the exemption provision
poses a sufficient safety problem as to require the NRC to revoke or suspend
Utah's Agreement State program. The reasons for the exemption Utah issued
for LLRW originally were derived in part from the reasons for the exemption
it had issued for NORM and NARM, which the NRC Staff found not to be
sufficient. Upon the NRC's request, Utah provided additional explanation of

'2 As required by this section, the NRC Staff has conducted penodic reviews of the Utah Agreement State program
since Utah became an Agreenent State in 1984. The purpose of these periodic reviews is to determine the
adequacy of the State's prograrn to protect the pubhc health and safety and the compatibihty of the state's
program with that of the NRC.
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the reasons for the exemption with regard to LLRW (described below), and
also imposed deed restrictions on Envirocare's title to the site, as explained
below. Specifically, the State of Utah provided the following justifications for
its concept of providing for a degree of State control of the disposal site that
would be equivalent to the control provided by the requirement in the regulations
for the disposal site to be located on state or federal land:)

Tooele County has zoned the area that the Envirocare site is in as heavy manufactur-e

ing-hazardous (MGil) designation .

Because of the mixed waste licenses held by Envirocare, Envirocare has recordede

in the public records of Tooele County an Affidavit which refers to and incorporates
the land use restrictions of 40 CFR 264.t 17(c) which controls post closure activities

at the site.

Envirocare is required under License Condition 36 to provide "as built" drawings*

every six months. Because of Envirocare's construction techniques, each genera-
tor's waste is segregated from other waste, and site records to be provided after

closure will be detailed.

The transfer of site records is specifically directed by U AC R313-25-33 particularly.

subparagraph (4).

To be licensed, radioactive waste disposal facilities must meet siting criteriae
established in UAC R313-25 3, previously R447-25-3.

Utah regulations require that after closure there be a 5-year post closure and
maintenance period by the licensee until the site is transferred to the ute owner for

.

institutional control. j

Utah's regulations require licensees to establish a financial surety in the form of
a trust agreement which gives the State exclusive control of the trust fund. The

.
i

State requires that " financial or surety arrangements shall remam in effect until the |
. and the license has beenclosure and stabilization program has been completed .

transferred." Until a transfer of the hcense occurs, the surety arrangement remains
in effect and will continue to be reviewed to determine the amount necessary to

protect public health, safety, and property.

The State and Envirocare entered into an Agreement Establishing Covenants and*

Restnctions which identifies the site and the purpose of the licensed operations at 1

the site.

The license " Transfer and Termination" sections of the State regulations indicate
that the site operator will transfer and/or terminate its license and turn over
the site to a governmental agency for the active institutional control period.
The exemption in controversy here is an exemption from those sections of

from Dianne R. Nielson, Ph D., Execuuve Director. Utah Department of
3From a letter daico February 12,1993,
Enymmmental Quabty, to Mr. Carhan Kammerer, Durcmr. othce of state Programs U.s. Nuclear Regulatory
Comnumon.
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! the regulations. Since Envirocare is the site owner and operator and no
governmental agency is or has been authorized to take title to the site, transfer

'and termination of the Envirocare license would not occur prior to the active
institutional control period. Derefore, Envirocare would remain responsible
for the site under the license and the institutional control phase would be
implemented by Envirocare.

In order to determine the adequacy of the Utah regulatory framework for
; protecting the public health and safety, the NRC Staff analyzed the control
| of the disposal site for the three major phases in the life of a low-level waste

disposal site (operations, closure, and post-closure observation and maintenance;
active institutional control; and passive institutional control). This analysis
was conducted to determine which mechanisms, if properly constructed, could
provide adequate control in lieu of government ownership of the land. In
addition, the NRC Staff considered the special circumstances posed by the
Envirocare site.

Operations, Closure, and Post Closure Observation and
Maintenance Period

Envirocare has title to the land and, therefore, is responsible for all activities
on the site. The Licensee has provided a Trust Agreement with the State of
Utah that provides funds for closure and the post-closure period and the active
institutional control period in the event the Licensee is financially incapable of
closing the site or abandons the site. The license limits the accumulation of
undisposed waste to a specific amount that car. be disposed of through the use
of the trust funds.

|

| One Hundred-Year Active Institutional Control Period

he State pcoposed that it is exercising control and can continue to exercise
control of the site in such a manner that land ownership is not necessary to
protect the public health and safety from the material that is being disposed of
at the site. In particular, the State points to its control of the trust fund that
includes the money for the active institutional control period. If the site owner
is not capable of conducting the activities required during the active control

' period, the State will carry out the activities by using the money in the trust
fund. Under the control mechanisms, the State would not need to own the site
to carry out these activities.

!
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! Passive Institutional Control Period
|

De State proposed the use of deed annotation as a method of informing
individuals who may wish to use the site in the future that the land was used I

for waste disposal and should not be disturbed. I

The Staff found that the mechanism submitted by the State lacked specificity
needed to implement the requisite degree of control because the land annotation
did not provide sufficient restrictions on the future use of the site. As a result
of this deficiency, the Staff suggested a proposed " restrictive covenant" that the
State of Utah could use to implement the requisite degree of control.

In brief, the provisions of the restrictive covenant suggested by the NRC
Staff were in addition to any restrictions on the title already recorded in the

;

Tooele County records, and, inter alia, proposed to restrict Envirocare and
|

its successors and assigns with respect to the property as follows: (1) No )excavation or construction, except as necessary to maintain the premises, shall i

be allowed after the LLRW is disposed of and the facility is closed; (2) no uses
of the property shall be made that may impair its integrity; (3) any change in use

1
of the property following closure of the facility shall require the prior written '

consent of the Utah Department of Environmental Quality; (4) Envirocare and
its successors or assigns, shall erect and continuously maintain monuments and j
markers, approved by the Department, to warn of the presence of radioactive {
material at the site; (5) Envirocare shall not convey the property without the
prior written approval of the Depanment, nor shall Envirocare consummate
any conveyance of any interest in the property without adequate and complete
provision for continued maintenance of the property; and (6) any state or federal

i

governmental agency affected by any violations of these restrictive covenant may I
'enforce them by legal action in the District Court for Tooele County. As the

proposed restrictive covenant made clear, the State of Utah will have the power
to control the ownership, use, and maintenance of the Envirocare property after
closure of the facility to a degree equivalent to ownership of the site. Moreover,
both Utah and the NRC, in particular, would have the right to enforce the 1

covenant. I

ne Commission, after careful consideration, came to the conclusion that the
|

institutional controls, such as the proposed restrictive covenant, could be used in |
this case to achieve the same safety result as site ownership by state or federal j
authorities. He Commission's decision was conveyed to the State in a June '

28,1993 letter from Mr. Kammerer to Dr. Nielson. The purpose of the federal
or state government land ownership requirement is to provide a higher degree
of assurance that through state or federal government ownership of the site,
institutional control of the site will continue to exist for longer periods of time
than under private ownership. Regarding the similarity between land ownership
and a restrictive covenant, in each case there is an entity in existence to take

i
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action to remedy any onsite difficulty. With land ownership, the State can take
action with regard to its ownership of the land, and with a restrictive covenant,

the State can take action to enforce the restrictive covenant. The State of Utah
executed a restrictive covenant with the terms described above with Envirocare

I

on June 29,1993.
In addition, the NRC is required by law to continue to review nw Utah

Agreement State program for adequacy and compatibility, if at any time in
the future during these reviews the NRC determines that the public health and
safety is not being protected, the Conimissio . will begin proceedings for taking
necessary action, including, if appropria'.e, the suspension or termination, of the
Utah program.

In summary, the requirement in 10 C.F.R. I 61.59(a) regarding land ownership
specifies that disposal of radioactive waste received from others may only beHe
permitted on land owned in fee by the federal or a state government.| State of Utah issued an exemption from its state or fed:ral land ownership

| requirement pursuant to Utah's regulations, which provides that the State may|

grant "such exemptions or exceptions from the requirements of these regulations
as it determines are authorized by law and will not result in undue hazard to
public health and safety or property." This Utah exemption provision is similar:

| 28,1993, the
to the Commission's exemption in 10 C.F.R. 6 61.6. On June
Commission approved this approach as acceptable, with the proper implementing

On the day of the Commission'r, decision, themechanisms put in place.
State was informed that the Commission decided that the State's rationale of|

exercising effective control of the waste disposal site without state or federal
i

| land ownership was acceptable and was equivalent to the control that would be
provided by state or federal land ownership. He letter to the State also attached
a stagested restrictive covenant intended to provide sufficient restrictions on the
future use of the sito. Gn June 30,1993, the State of Utah provided the NRC
with a recorded copy of :he executed restrictive covenant between Envirocare
of Utah, Inc., and the Utah Department of Environmental Quality.

A followup review of State actions and documentation was performed by
the NRC Staff during a review visit of the Utah Agreement State program on
August 30 through September 2,1993. He question of control of the site after
the period of post-closure observation and maintenance was addressed by the
State's extension of the license term through the institutional control periods.
He authorization to receive and dispose of waste will expire at closure of the
disposal facility, but the responsibility of the Licensee to maintain the site will

j

continue through these control periods. As a result, the trust funds required
|

for the license now and in the future will not be released to the Licensee until
the Licensee has suisfied the license termination requirements. The amount of
surety as of September 30,1994, was approximately $4.1 million. He surety is
reviewed ;,nd adjusted annually. He Commission expects that Utah will icquire
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an amount of funds necessary to ensure protection of the public health and safety
through the active control period.

1

An additional issue identified as part of the NRC Staff review of this petition '

relates to liability for remediation and corrective measures in the event of an
offsite release of radioactive materials from the disposal facility. De NRC Staff
requested the State of Utah to identify actions that the State could take to identify |

and compel a responsible party to perform remediation and necessary corrective I

measures in the event that no licensee exists and significant offsite releases )
occur. He State responded that it has the authority to identify and compel )
responsible parties to perform remediation and, in defined circumstances, the i

State may perform cleanups. Specific measures identified by the State were:d

|
1

The Radiation Control Board has the authonty to estabbsh rules and issue orders.
j

to enforce laws and rules [ Utah Code Annotated (UCA) Section 19-3-104 (9)]. <

Additionally, the Executive Secretary of the Board is authorized to enforce rules
,

through the issuance of ordets [UCA Section 19-3-108(2XcXiii)]. 1

. To the extent that the release is of a " hazardous substance (under CERCLA) or
hazardous material" as dermed in UCA Section 19-6-302, the Execuuve Director
of the Departnent of Environnental Quahty may issue an abatement order if there
exists a direct and imnrdiate threat to the public health or the environment and
array use environmental mitigation fund rnonies established by the Utah legislature
to investigate and abate the release (UCA Section 109-6-309).

The Executive Director of the Department of Environnental Quahey may issue+

mitigation orders where conditions exist which create a clear and present hazard to
the public health or the environment and which requires immediate action [UCA
Section 19-l.202(2)(a)).

1
|The Attorney General or the county attorney has authonty to bnng any civil I

.

or cnnunal action requested by the Executive Director of the Department of
Environmental Quahty or the Utah Radiation Control Board to abate a condition
which crists in violation of or for enforcement of laws or standards, orders, and
rules of the Department IUCA 19-1 204).

The Governor is authorized to respond to technological hazards which include*

radiation incidents under the Disaster Response and Recovery Act [UCA 63-Sa-1
to 11].

IV. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Re Envirocare LLRW disposal facility (co-located with the NORM disposal
facility) is located in Clive, Tooele County, Utah, approximately 85 miles west

|
d

From a letter de.i september 6,1994. from Dianne R Nielson, Ph D., Execunve Director, Utah Department of
Environmental Quahiy, to Mr Richard L Bemgan, Director, office of Sue Programs U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commissin
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of Salt Lake City, Utah. This facility is located adjacent to: (1) the U.S.
Department of Energy's (DOE) South Clive disposal cell containing uranium
mill tailings from the former Vitro South Salt Lake facility that was cleaned
up and moved to this site pursuant to the Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation
Control Act of 1978; (2) an NRC-licensed facility operated by Envirocare to
receive, store, and dispose of uranium and thorium byproduct material (u '

defined by section lle(2) of the AEA, as amended); and (3) an Envirocrire
facility licensed under the State of Utah's authority for disposal of Resour:e
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) material as delegated by the U.1
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for those radioactive wastes that have
been mixed with, or contain, hazardous material. These facilities are krated
within the Tooele County Hazardous Waste Zone, approximately 20 miles from
any residents. On January 12,1988, the Tooele County Commission established
the West Desert Hazardous Industry Area, which limits the future uses of land
in the vicinity of the site by prohibiting residential housing. The facilities are
located in the extreme castern margin of the Great Salt Lake Desert which is part
of the Basin and Range Province of North America. The groundwater quality
at these disposal sites is extremely poor due to a very low annual precipitation,
high evaporation, low infiltration, and an abundance of evaporate materials in !

the near surface sediments in the Great Salt Lake Desert. According to EPA |
classifications, the two aquifers beneath the site are considered Class III since |
they both have a total dissolved solids content in excess of 10,000 mg/L. The
NRC Staff has concluded that the groundwater in the disposal site area is of
a poor quality and is not suitable for most known uses without significant
treatment. I

Under these circumstances, it cannot be said that the Utah regulatory program
for the Envirocare site, including the control periods, surety provision, restrietive
covenant, and Utah remedial action powers fails to provide adequate protection
of the public health and safety. Moreover, the NRC's governmental site I
ownership provision is directed at ensuring control over potential releases over I
very long periods of time (in excess of 100 years), and the Utah program, i

especially the restrictive covenant and remedial action mwers, should likewise
achieve an adequate level of control. NRC Staff recognizes that, under other
circumstances, a state's ownership of a site as contrasted with private land .

|ownership of the site might, in theory, carry with it some greater legal or " moral"
obligation by the State to take affirmative action to ensure safety. However, I

given the nearby presence of the RCRA facility, the proximity of two other
radioactive waste disposal activities under federal land ownership requirements, I

and the remoteness of the site, the Commission does not believe private site
ownership poses a sufficient real safety issue to warrant revocation or suspension
of the Utah regulatory program.
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V. CONCLUSION

'Ihe NRC has carefully reviewed the issues raised by the Petitioner in the
Staff's review of the Utah program. For the reasons discussed above, I find no
need for taking such action. Rather, on the basis of the review efforts by the NRC
Staff, I conclude that the Petitioner has not raised a sufficient issue of Utah'si

| compliance with one or more requirements of section 274 of the AEA or any
| substantial health and safety issues to warrant the action requested. Accordingly,

the Petitioner's request to suspend or revoke the Utah Agreement State program

| for failure to require State or federal site ownership at the Envirocare of Utah,

; Inc. LLRW disposal site is denied.8 A copy of this Decision will be placed in
' the Commission's Public Document Room, Gelman Building,2120 L Street,

NW, Washington, DC 20555. A copy of this Decision will also be filed withi

the Secretary for the Commission's review as stated in 10 C.F.R. 6 2.206(c) of
the Commission's regulations. The decision will become the final action of the
Commission twenty-five (25) days after issuance unless the Commission on its
own motion institutes review of the decision within that time.

FOR THE NUCLEAR
REGULATORY COMMISSION

Richard L. Bangart, Director
Office of State Programs

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 26th day of January 1995.

8 in a letier of July 8.1993, to NRC Chairman Ivan schn. the lhoner cl uned that the Comnsssion's drcision
of June 28.1993. denied the Petitioner an opportumey for a hearing on its petition for the revocation of Utah's
Agreement state status to argue the puhey issues associated with the land ow nership exemption. Neither the ALA
nor the Comnussion's regulations provides for a hearmg on the evaluation of an Agreemeni state program. The
Commission's review of the Agreement state program incorporated a review of the issues raised in the petition
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

t

William T. Russell, Director
;

|

In the Matter of|

; ALL PRESSURIZED WATER

| REACTORS January 26,1995 ]
|

Re Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, has denied a petition
filed by John Willis on behalf of Greenpeace International requesting that action
be taken regarding all pressurized wa.er reactors (PWRs) currently operating in
the United States. The Petitioner requested that the NRC immediately and fully |

inspect all vessel head penetrations in these reactors for cracking, publish the !
results, shut down affected reactors, and " relicense" reactors that must be closed. I

As grounds for these requests, the Petitioner alleged that: (1) certain foreign ;
PWRs are cracking; (2) testing in France revealed incipient circumferential |

cracking of some VHPs, which could lead to a through-wall break in the primary |

pressure boundary without fulfillment of the leak-before-break criterion; and (3)
this could cause ejecdon of the control rod drive mechanism, with resulting loss

| of control of the reactor. He reasons for the denial are fully set forth in the |
Decision. '

NRC: COMMUNICATION WITH LICENSEES

The NRC Staff conducts meetings periodically with affected owners groups
to discuss emerging and existing generic, technical issues rather than meeting
with each individual licensee.

TECHNICAL ISSUE DISCUSSED

He following technical issue is discussed: primary water stress corrosion
cracking in vessel head penetrations.
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DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 6 2.206

1. INTRODUCTION

On March 24,1993, Mr. John Willis, on behalf of Greenpeace International
(Petitioner), filed a letter with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
requesting that action be taken regarding all of the pressurized water reactors
(PWRs) currently operating in the United States. The Petitioner requests ,

immediate, full inspection of all vessel head penetrations (ViiPs) in these PWRs |
Ifor cracking, and publication of the results by the NRC. The letter is being treated

as a petition for enforcement action, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 2.206, because the
Petitioner also requests that the NRC shut down affected reactors, whether the ]
cracking is longitudinal or circumferential. The Petitioner also requests that '

the NRC Staff " relicense" reactors that must be closed due to VHP cracking,
based on the assertion that the repair or mitigation program for such cracks may |

negatively affect the configuration and effectiveness of safety systems.
He Petitioner seeks relief based on allegations that: (1) some VHPs in

PWRs in France, Belgium, Switzerland, and Sweden are cracking; (2) testing
in France revealed incipient circumferential cracking of some VHPs, which !

could lead to a through-wall break in the primary pressure boundary without
fulfillment of the leak-before-break criterion; and (3) this phenomenon could
cause the ejection of the control rod drive mechanism, with resulting loss of

'

control of the reactor, The Petitioner describes the bases for its request in more
detail in " Vessel Head Penetration Cracking in Nuclear Reactors," Greenpeace
International and Greenpeace Sweden, March 1993, which is attached to its
petition.

As more fully described in a letter from Dr. Thomas E. Murley, then *

Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), dated June 7,1993,
acknowledging receipt of the petition, the Petitioner's request for immediate
relief was denied. By letter dated January 27,1994, Dr. Murley further informed
the Petitioner that a final decision on its petition would be issued after the
Staff had reviewed the findings of the first three inspections at PWRs that were
completed by the licensees of those plants.

II. DISCUSSION

The first instances of primary water stress corrosion (PWSCC) of Alloy 600
in PWRs occurred in the early 1970s in steam generator tubing. In 1990, the
NRC Staff identified to the Commission primary water stress corrosion cracking
(PWSCC) of Alloy 600 in components other that steam Eenerator tubing as an
emerging technical issue after cracking was noted in pressurizer heater sleeve

i
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penetrations at a domestic PWR facility. At that time, the Staff reviewed the
safety significance of the cracking as well as the repair and replacement activities

,

at the affected facility. The Staff determined that the safety significance of the!

,

cracking was low because the cracks were axial, had a low growth rate, were in
a material with an extremely high flaw tolerance (high fracture toughness) and, :

accordingly, were unlikely to propagate very far, These factors also demonstrate ;

that any cracking would result in a detectable leak before a penetration broke. '

l Nevertheless, the NRC Staff issued Information Notice 90-10, February 23, '

1990, to inform the industry of the issue.
In addition, the NRC Staff met with the Combustion Engineering Owners |

| Group (CEOG)in February 1990 to discuss a program initiated by the CEOG :

in January 1990 to assess the potential for, and the effects of, PWSCC of
susceptible Alloy 600 components other than steam generator tubing in the

[ reactor coolant pressure boundary. This meeting was held at the request of the ;
'

NRC Staff since the Staff had identified this issue as an emerging technical
issue.1 I

in December 1991, cracks were found in an Alloy 600 VHP in the reactor
head at a French plant; therefore, an action plan was implemented by the NRC
Staff to address PWSCC of Alloy 600 VHPs at all U.S. PWRs. As explained
more fully below, this action plan included a review of safety assessments
by owners groups, the development of VHP mockups by the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI), the qcalification of inspectors on the VHP mockups |
by EPRI, the review of proposed generic acceptance criteria from the Nuclear '

Utility Management and Resource Council (NUMARC), and VHP inspections.
As part of this actson plan, the NRC Staff met with the Westinghouse Owners

( Group (WOG) on January 7,1992, the CEOG on March 25, 1992, and the
| Babcock & Wilcox Owners Group (B&WOG) on May 12, 1992, to discuss
'

their respective programs for investigating PWSCC of Alloy 600 and to assess
the possibility of cracking of VHPs in their respective plants since all of the
plants have Alloy 600 VHPs.2 Subsequently, the Staff asked the Nuclear Utility
Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) to coordinate future industry
actions because the issue was applicable to all PWRs. Meetings were held with
NUMARC and PWR owners on the issue on August 18 and NovemNr 20,1992,!

and March 3,1993. In addition, the Electric Power Resear6 Institute (EPRI)
; is engaging in ongoing research on methods for PWSCC mitigation. EPRI

| also developed a qualification program to ensure that inspections performed on

| VHPs are highly reliable in detecting and measuring flaws. The qualification

'3 1he NRC Staff conducts meeungs penodicauy with affected owners groups to discuss emergmg and exinung

genenc. techmeal issues rather than meeung with each indmdual heensee.
Summanes of the nicetings are available in the Comnussion's Public Document Room. 2120 L Street. NW,

Washington. DC 20037.
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program includes standard, mockup VHPs containing known flaws that are axial, I
circumferential, off-axis, and clustered (closely spaced) flaws. The inspector is
required to identify the location, orientation, and depth of all of the flaws in
the EPRI mockup VHPs to be named a qualified inspector. The NRC has been
following this program and has reviewed the qualification results for all of the
inspectors that have been qualified by EPRI.

CEOG submitted the detailed findings of its Alloy 600 component PWSCC
program initiated in 1990 to the Staff in a proprietary report on February 26,
1992. The conclusions of the report, which focused primarly on pressurizer
heater sleeves and instrument nozzles, in part, follow:

(1) Circumferential cracking of the heater sleeves and the instrumentation
nozzles is not a credible failure mode.

(2) Axial cracks 2 inches in length, which are longer than any cracks
i

observed in the field, will not exhibit unstable crack growth. Some
PWSCC may continue, which could result in increased gradual leak-
age with time that can be detected by visual inspection.

(3) Visual inspection is the best method for detecting a leaking sleeve or
i

nozzle, or for detecting damage to the pressurizer shell as a result !

of boric acid corrosion, and scheduled detailed visual inspection
of the pressurizer lower head should continue at a fixed interval.
The inspection interval was determined on the basis of experimental j
results from the program. |

De Staff has reviewed the report, and finds that its results and the recom-
mended inspections, coupled with field experience, provide a sufficient basis to
conclude that loss of structural integrity and ejection of components with respect

i
to pressurizers are highly unlikely.

The NRC Staff met with the B&WOG, CEOG, and the WOG to discuss the
PWSCC of PWR VHPr on several occasions during 1992 and 1993. Each of the

,

owners groups submitted a safety assessment through NUMARC to the NRC on !

this issue and the NRC submitted a safety evaluation of the safety assessments
to NUMARC on November 16, 1993. After reviewing the industry's safety I
assessments and examining the overseas inspection findings, the Staff concluded
in the safety evaluation sent to NUMARC that VHP cracking is not a significant
safety issue at this time. The bases for this conclusion are that if PWSCC
occurred at VHPs: (1) the cracks would predominantly be axial in orientation;
(2) the cracks would result in detectable leakage before catastrophic failure;
and (3) the leakage would be detected during visual examinations performed as
part of surveillance walkdowns before significant damage would occur to the
reactor vessel head. In addition, the Staff had concerns related to unnecessary
occupational radiation exposures associated with eddy current or other forms
of nondestructive examinations if done manually. Field experience in foreign

3

countries has shown that occupational radiation exposures could be significantly
;
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reduced if the industry would use remotely controlled or automatic equipment
to conduct the inspections. The U.S. nuclear industry has developed such j
equipment for inspection and possible repairs.

J
As a followup to the safety assessments, NUMARC submitted proposed I

generic acceptance criteria for flaws identified during inservice examinations of )
VHPs to the NRC in July of 1993. The NRC accepted the acceptance criteria for !
axial flaws above and below the J-groove weld (the weld that holds VHP to the

,

vessel head and is part of the primary pressure boundary), and circumferential :
flaws below the J-groove weld, but rejected the criteria for circumferential flaws )
above the J groove weld. Cracks below the J-groove weld do not violate the

i

reactor vessel pressure bounda y even if they are through wall, and axial and |
circumferential cracks below the J-groove weld were determined to be acceptable |
by the NRC Staff. Axial cracks above the J-groove weld may result in a leak |

Ithat would be detected by surveillance walkdowns before significant damage
could occur. Circumferential cracks above the J-groove weld could result in !

the ejection of a control rod drive mechanism resulting in a large-break loss-
of-coolant accident. Futhermore, the stress analyses conducted as part of the
owners groups safety assessments predicted that it would be very unlikely that j

circumferential cracks would form due to the stress distributions in the VHPs.
Ihr these reasons, the NRC requested that circumferential crack-like indications |

above the J-groove weld be reported to the NRC for disposition.
Three licensees volunteered to conduct VHP inspections during 1994 as part

of the NUMARC program. As stated above, on January 27,1994, Dr. Murley
informed the Petitioner in a letter that a final decision would be issued on its j

petition after the Staff had reviewed the findings of these three inspections. The i
! cddy current inspection conducted by the Wisconsin Electric Power Company |

| vendor (Westinghouse) at the Point Beach Nuclear Generating Station in April j
1994 uncovered no crack-like indications in any of the forty-nine VHPs. The |
eddy current inspection by the Duke Power Company vendor (Babcock &
Wilcox) at the Oconee Nuclear Generating Station in October and November

,

1994, revealed twenty crack-like indications in one penetration. Ultrasonic )
| testing (UT) could not quantify the depth of these indications because they were i

! shallow. (UT cannot accurately size defects that are less than one mil deep (0.03 |
| mm).) These indications may be associated with the original fabrication and

may not grow. Even if they do grow, the analysis conducted on the indications
by the licensee indicates that they will not grow such that they exceed the

! acceptance criteria before the next outage. During the next outage, the affected

| VHP will be reexamined and analyzed to see if the indications will exceed
j

| the acceptance criteria before the next outage. This cycle of reexaminations
will continue until no growth occurs for two cycles, or until the indications are

| projected to exceed the acceptance criteria before the next inspection cycle. In
the latter case, the VHP will be repaired or replaced. An examination of the
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VHPs by the Indiana & Michigan Electric Company vendor (Westinghouse) at
1

D.C. Cook revealed three clustered crack-like indications in one penetration. |
De indications were 46 mm,16 mm, and 6-8 mm in length and the deepest !
flaw was 6.8 mm deep. The tip of the 46-mm flaw was just below the J-groove

|weld. The acceptance criteria permits a through-wall, axial crack of any length
!

below the J-groove weld since such a crack does not violate the primary pressure |
boundary. An analysis by the Indiana & Michigan Electric Company licensee '

at D.C. Cook indicates that these flaws will not grow to exceed the acceptance
<

criteria before the next outage when a reinspection will occur. During the I
next outage, the affected VHP will be reexamined and analyzed to see if the
indications will exceed the acceptance criteria before the next outage. His cycle
of reexaminations will continue until no growth occurs for two cycles, or until

i

the indications are projected to exceed the acceptance criteria before the next
inspection cycle. In the latter case, the VHP will be repaired or replaced. Rese
results are consistent with the owners groups' analyses, the NRC Staff safety -

evaluation sent to the Petitioner on January 27,1994, and the PWSCC found in
the CRDMs in European reactors. He results observed during these three VHP |
inspections do not pose a threat to safe plant operation.

Based on the owners groups safety assessments, a leak in a VHP would be
detected before significant damage could occur to the VHP or the reactor vessel. I

This would result in the deposition of boric acid crystals on the vessel head |
and surrounding area that would be detected during surveillance walkdowns.

{
Consequently, the concerns raised by the Petitioner do not raise any immediate

j

safety concerns. 1

The NRC Staff continues to meet with the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI)
(the former NUMARC) to establish a plan for the inspection of the remaining

,

PWRs. Immediate inspections are not required since there is no immediate j
safety concern. Furthermore, there is no reason to grant the Petitioner's request i
that the NRC shut down or " relicense" reactors with VHP cracking because there J

is adequate protection to the public health and safety as long as the cracking j
does not violate the acceptance criteria. If VHP cracking viciated the acceptance
criteria, the NRC would require that the licensee repair or replace the VHP. but
neither shutdown nor relicensing of the reactor would be required.

IIL CONCLUSION
1

The institution of proceedings pursuant to section 2.206 is appropriate only if I
substantial health and safety issues have been raised. See Consolidated Edison I

Co. of New York (Indian Point, Units 1,2, and 3), CLI-75-8,2 NRC 173,175
(1975); Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear Project No.
2), DD-84-7,19 NRC 899, 924 (1984). This is the standard that has been
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!

applied to the concerns raised by the Petitioner to determine whether the action
,

requested by the Petitioner is warranted.

With regard to the requests made by the Petitioner, I find no basis for taking
such actions, Rather, as explained above, I conclude that no substantial health
and safety issues have been raised by the Petitioner Accordingly, the Petitioner's
requests for action pursuant to section 2.206 are denied.

A copy of this Decision will be filed with the Secretary for the Commission's
review as provided by 10 C.F.R. 5 2.206(c) of the Commission's regulations.
The Decision will become the final action of the Commission 25 days after
issuance unless the Commission, on its own motion, institutes review of the
Decisior. in that time.

FOR THE NUCLEAR
REGULATORY COMMISSION

William T. Russell, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 26th day of January 1995.
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Cite as 41 NRC 62 (1995) DD 95-3

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA l
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION j

|

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS i
|

Robert M. Bernero, Director j

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-313
50-368

72-1007

|
ENTERGY OPERATIONS, INC. i

(Arkansas Nuclear One) I
1

SIERRA NUCLEAR CORPORATION January 31,1995

The Director of the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards grants in
part and denies in part a petition submitted pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 5 2.206 by Mr.
Dennis Dums, on behalf of the Wisconsin Citizen's Utility Board (Petitioner),
requesting action with regard to Arkansas Nuclear One (ANO) operated by
Entergy Operations, Inc. (Entergy or the Licensee).

,

Petitioner requested that the Chairman exercise his authority to: (1)de-
|

termine the applicability of 10 C.F.R. 672.48 to 10 C.F.R. Subparts K and L; |

4 2) determine whether Entergy is in violation of any NRC regulations regarding
use of section 72.48 to make modifications to the VSC-24 cask for use at ANO;
(3) order ANO to cease using section 72.48 until NRC determines whether or
not it is applicable; (4) order Sierra Nuclear Corporation to cease construction
of VSC-24 casks for use at ANO that are being constructed based on ANO's
section 72.48 evaluation.

j

With regard to the Petitioner's request for NRC to (1) determine the appli- !

cability of section 72.48 to 10 C.F.R. Subparts K and L, and (2) determine
whether Entergy is in violation of any NRC regulations regarding use of section
72.48, the Director grants the petition in part and determines that section 72.48
is applicable to the general license found in 10 C.F.R. Part 72, Subpart K, of )
the Commission's regulations and that ANO can make use of this authority as ^

|
1
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a Subpart K licensee in accordance with the terms and limitations of section
72.48.

With regard to the Petitioner's request for NRC to (3) order ANO to cease
using section 72.48 until NRC determines whether or not it is applicable and
(4) order Sierra Nuclear Corporation to cease construction of VSC-24 casks for

use at ANO, the Director finds, in accordance with the foregoing determination,
that ANO can make use of section 72.48, and accordingly denies those portions
of the petition.

:

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 6 2.206

INTRODUCTION

By petition dated July 5,1994 (petition), Dennis Dums, on behalf of the
Wisconsin Citizen's Utility Board (Petitioner), filed a request pursuant to 10
C.F.R. 6 2.206 that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC): (1)
determine the applicability of 10 C.F.R. 0 72.48 to 10 C.F.R. Part 72, Subparts K
and L; (2) determine whether Entergy Operations, Inc. (Entergy), is in violation
of any NRC regulations regarding use of section 72.48 to make modifications
to the VSC-24 cask for use at Arkansas Nuclear One (ANO); (3) order ANO to
cease using section 72.48 until NRC determines whether or not it is applicable;
(4) order Sierra Nuclear Corporation (SNC) to cease construction of VSC-24
casks for use at ANO that are being constructed based on ANO's section 72.48
evaluation.

By letter to Mr. Dennis Dums, dated August 16,1994, I acknowledged receipt
of the petition. Notice of receipt was published in the Federal Register on
August 24, 1994 (59 Fed. Reg. 43,594). For the reasons given below, I have
now concluded that the Petitioner's request should be granted in part and denied
in part.

BACKGROUND

'Ihe Petitioner submitted its July 5,1994 request to NRC in connection with
an earlier letter to NRC dated June 2,1994, from Entergy, an NRC licensee
under 10 C.F.R. Part 50, which operates ANO Units 1 and 2 near Russellville,
Arkansas. In its June 2 letter, Entergy had briefly described its plans for
spent nuclear fuel storage at ANO, involving use of the VSC-24 dry cask, in
accordance with the general license of 10 C.F.R. Part 72, Subpart K. Entergy had
also stated in the June 2 letter that its use of the VSC-24 would involve minor
changes to the cask design. According to Entergy's July 2 letter, the specific
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changes involved lengthening the approximately 18-foot VSC-24 by about i1

| inches in order to accommodate the slightly longer ANO Unit 2 fuel.
i The June 2 letter went on to advise NRC of Entergy's conclusions that section
| 72.48 of the Commission's regulations applied to the changes Entergy proposed

to make to the cask for use at ANO. It was this statement by Entergy regarding

| the applicability of section 72.48 that apparently prompted the petition that is
I the subject of this Decision.

Section 72.48 of the Commission's regulations covers " Changes, tests, and
| experiments" that may be made by the " holder of a license issued under
! this part" without prior Commission approval.3 Specifically with regard to its

determination to use section 72.48, Entergy's June 2 letter contended that the
minor changes proposed for the VSC-24 cask were covered by a " plain reading"
of the regulations. It argued that the general license issued under 10 C.F.R.
Part 72 was a license " issued under this part," and that the minor changes to
the VSC-24 by Entergy, as the license " holder," could therefore be made to
address site-specific considerations "as determined necessary" by Entergy. It

'

also contended that its approach was consistent with the regulatory backgroundi

of the general license, particularly the Commission's objective to provide for
"a regulatory framework allowing on-site spent fuel storage 'without, to the
maximum extent practicable, the need for additional site-specific approvals by

| the Commission.' (55 Fed. Reg. 29,181)." Entergy Letter at 2.
! It is the foregoing determination by Entergy with which the petition tekes )

issue.
, The petition asserts as bases for its requests that: Entergy is currently I
l pursuing spent fuel storage at ANO through use of 10 C.F.R. Subparts K and

L ANO currently intends to utilize the VSC-24 constructed by vendor SNC
under an SAR submitted in October 1991, and safety evaluation report (SER),

; issued by the NRC in April 1993; an NRC response, dated January 31,1994,
| to an October 13, 1993 public request for i,. formation, stated that Subparts K
! and L of 10 C.F.R. Part 72 are silent on cask SAk and certificate changes after

| the final rule; an ANO request for a rule exemption to 10 C.F.R. 6 72.234(c) |
| was granted by the NRC to allow for the fabrication of four VSC-24 casks to (
| the longer length prior to NRC approval of SNC's June 14,1993 submittal of

Revision I to the 1991 VSC-24 Cask SAR: a February 14,1994 memorandum;

I in parucular, secuan 72 48(ax!) provides in perunent part as follows:
(aKI)The holder of a hcense issued under this part may:
0) Make changes in the IsFst (i.e.. mdependent spent fuel storage instaltauon] . . desenbed in the

Safety Analysis Report.

On) . . without pnor Comnussion approval, unless the proposed change . . involves a change in
the beense condmons incorporated m the beense. an unreviewed safety quesuon. a sigmheunt increase m
occupanonal exposure or a sigm6 cant unrrviewed environmental impact

i
|

|
|

|

,
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to NRC Assistant General Counsel Treby requested a legal interpretation of
the applicability of section 72.48 to general licenses issued under 10 C.F.R.
9 72.210; a May 19,1994 meeting was held regarding SNC's revisions to the
VSC-24 SAR and the applicability of section 72.48 to general license users, as
well as a June 3,1994 memorandum regarding this meeting which stated that
"the licensee can make its own interpretation of the regulations"; and a letter,
dated June 2,1994, from Entergy to the NRC which stated that Entergy has
directed SNC to fabricate all fourteen planned casks with the increased length
and that Entergy plans to continue to conduct evaluations in accordance with
section 72.48.

Entergy has not filed any comments with the NRC following publication of
the petition.

DISCUSSION ;

As the discussion that follows will set forth in detail, we have determined that
ANO, as a general licensee under 10 C.F.R. 6 72.210, can make use of section
72.48. This determination is based first on the words of section 72.48 itself ,

which are fully consistent with use of the authority in that section by a general |licensee. Second, the determ nation is based on regulatory policy considerations.i

These include the extensive VRC safety review at the time of cask approval, the
limited nature of the subsequent changes permitted under section 72.48, and the
fact that NRC regulations in other contexts and over many years have permitted
:9ities such as ANO to make similar types of changes to nuclear facilities that
involve s.fety issues previously reviewed by NRC.

'this appreach is well suited to the Part 72 general license framework,
especially given 'he congressional purpose underlying the Nuclear Waste Policy
Act of 1982 that directed the NRC to establish a licensing framework for

,

spent fuel storage technologies that can be approved by the Commission for '

use at reactor sites "wi6out, to the maximum extent practicable, the need for
additional site-specific aprovals by the Commission" (55 Fed. Reg. 29,181).
Because section 72.48 pern:its certain changes by a licensee without Commission
approval, making it available e ecneral licensees will further this congressional
purpose.

A. The Language of Section 72.48

An analysis of the pertinent NRC regulations regarding use of section 72.48
by a general licensee shows that ANO's use of that authority is covered by the
regulations. The relevant regulations and our analysis of them are given below.

Section 72.48(a)(1) provides as follows:
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(a)(I) The halder of a license issued under this part may:
'

(i) Make changes in the ISFSI . . Jescribed in the Safety Analysis Report, ]
.

(iii) . without prior Commission approval, unless the proposed change, test or

experiment involves a change in the license conditions incorporated in the license, an l

j unreviewed safety question. a significant increase in occupational exposure or a significant |
!

unreviewed environmental impact. [Ernphasis added J

Further section 72.210 provides as follows:

A general license is hereby issued for the storage of spent fuel in +
1ependent spent

fuel storage in.trallarion at power reactor sites to persons authorized . possess or operate
nuclear power reactors under Part 50 of this chapter. [ Emphasis added.1

In order to determine whether section 72.48 can be interpreted to cover
the general license in section 72.210, the first question is whether the general
licensee is "the holder of a license issued under this part," as required for the

,

|

application of section 72.48. We think the language of section 72.210 answers
this question. He phrase "[a] general license is hereby issued," leaves no doubt
the general license is "a license issued under this part." Because a general
licensee is "the holder of a license issued under this part," section 72.48(a)(1)

therefore applies.
De second question, in order to determine if section 72.48 can be interpreted

to apply to a general license. is whether changes to a certified cask by a general j
described irlicensee can appropriately be termed " changes in the ISFSI . j

the Safety Analysis Report," as required for the application of section 72.48. I
We think the language of section 72.210 also resolves this issue. Specifically,
the regulatory language of the general license authorizes " storage .

in an

independent spent fuel storage installation . . in casks approved under the j

provisions of this part."2 (Emphasis added.) The ISFSI under the general license j
incorporates the NRC-approved casks. Further the NRC's approved casks under

'

the general license are ISFSI components described in a safety analysis report
;

and, specifically, in the cask vendor safety analysis report (SAR).2 Therefore,
changes to an NRC-approved cask, used in an ISFSI, by the general licensee
literally are " changes in the ISFSI . . described in the Safety Analysis Report," f'
and therefore are reasonably covered by the words of section 72.48(a)(1).*

Ses 10 C F R. 572.212(a)(2)("Tius general beense is hnuied to storage of spent fuel in casks approved under2
j

the provisions of this part,")
5ee 10 C.F R. 572.230(a)("A safety analys s report desenbing the proposed cask design and how the cask3

should te used to store spent fuel safely must be included with the apphcahon.")
Comnussion pohcy already pernuts changes to a cask design approved by NRC in a site-specific heensing

;

d

proceeding. this determination results in smular treatnent for designs approved in rulemaking.
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| H. Regulatory Policy Considerations

The foregoing analysis of the applicable regulations is fully supported by
the policy underlying NRC's program for generic cask approvals. In particular,
NRC generic approval of a cask certifies the cask for use under a range of
environmental conditions sufficiently broad to encompass most sites within
the United States, by using conservative requirements that make safety of an
approved cask independent of the effects of site-specific phenomena. During
the review of the SAR, NRC considers all credible accidents that could harm
the cask. We analyze: drops, tipovers, lightning, floods, high and low
temperatures, tornadoes, explosions, and other conditions. Using the safety
analyses relied on by the NRC for the generic approval, a general licensee must
thereafter establish that the cask is suitable for the environmental conditions of
the licensee's site. However, use of the generically approved cask doer not
require additional NRC site-specific approvals, provided the conditions in the
general license and the cask certificate are met.

The NRC's generic approval of a dry cask, without any site-specific approval,
fulfills the express intent of the Congress. In the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of
1982, Congress directed the government (NRC and the Department of Energy) to

,

establish a program allowing the NRC to approve spent fuel storage acchnologies |
'"by rule , without, to the maximum extent practicable, the need for additional

site-specific approvals by the Commission." 42 U.S.C. i 10198(a). If NRC were
to require site-specific Commission approval of every change to an approved
cask by a general licensee - even changes that did not involve any site-specific
unreviewed environmental condition or safety issue - then its action could be
viewed as seriously undermining the statutory policy supporting general cask
approvals without, to the marimum extent practicable, requiring additional NRC
site-specific approvals.

Section 72.48 is limited to changes that do not involve "a change in the ;
license conditions incorporated in the license, an unreviewed safety question,5 |
a significant increase in occupational exposure or a significant unreviewed
environmental impact." If the proposed change involves a generic change to the
certificate of compliance or any of the certificate's conditions, then an application

'

must be filed with the Commission for approval for this generic change.
He general licensee must also satisfy other requirements under section 72.48.

For example, section 72.48 requires that a licensee must permanently " maintain

$ Under secuan 72.48(a)(2), a proposed change involves an unreviewed safety quesuon:
(i) If the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or malfuncuon of equipment

important to safety previously evalumed in the Safety Analyus Repon (SAR) may be increased.
(n)If a possibihty for an accident or malfuncnon of a different type than any evaluated previously in

the [sAR] may be crenied, or
(iii) If the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any techmcal specificauon is reduced.
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records of changes in the ISFSI" which " include a written safety evaluation that
provides the bases for the determination that the change . . does not involve
an unreviewed safety question." The NRC may examine these records during
an inspection and take appropriate action if the changes made by the licensee do
not comply with the regulations. Additionally, section 72.48 requires that the
licensee must annually furnish the NRC a report containing a brief description
of the changes,

The decision whether a proposed change involves an unreviewed safety
question is made initially by the licensee but can be reviewed by the NRC. If the
NRC disagrees with the licensee's decision, the agency may, upon review, take
appropriate enforcement action. To facilitate review of a licensee's decision
during subsequent inspections, the NRC promulgated the recordkeeping and
reporting requirements described above, thus requirmg the licensee to maintain
records related to the licensee's decision under section 72.48.

There is a similar rule under 10 C.F.R. Part 50 for production and utilization
facilities. Section 50.59 allows utilities to make changes to their power plants
under circumstances comparable to those circumstances covered by section
72.48. In particular, section 50.59 specifically allows a reactor licensee to
modify its facility without prior NRC approval unless the modification involves
a change in the technical specifications incorporated in the facility license or
involves an unreviewed safety question. The definition and criteria in section
50.59 for identifying whether a proposed change involves an unreviewed safety
question are identical to those in section 72.48. If the proposed change does
involve either an unreviewed safety question or a change in the technical
specifications, then the licensee must apply for an amendment to its license.
Ihr decades the NRC has allowed its licensees in the first instance to review
proposed changes in their facilities to determine whether changes in technical
specifications are involved or unreviewed safety questions are presented. The
NRC would not be sensibly allocating its limited resources if the agency itself
were to expressly review and approve every single facility change, whether or
not it raises an unreviewed safety question. Rather, NRC retains an oversight
function for enforcement purposes, supported by requirements for licensees to
retain and preserve all records of section 50.59 changes, just as they must retain
all records of section 72.48 changes. See Kelley v. Selin, No. 93-3613, Slip op.
at 1I (6th Cir., Jan. I1,1995) ("NRC's historical method of regulation
has long allowed licensees to make initial determinations about changes to their
facilities and has enabled the agency to retain its enforcement power.10 C.F.R.
950.59.")

Thus, for all of the foregoing reasons, we have determined that ANO, and any
other general licensee under Subpart K, can make use of the authority in section
72.48 to make changes that comply with the requirements of that section. We
accordingly have no basis and therefore are declining to take enforcement action
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i

| . against ANO at this time. However, in our continuing regulatory oversight of ,

ANO and other general licensees, we reserve the right to review any change
made under section 72.48 and take appropriate followup action.

,

CONCLUSION

1

| Based on a review of the regulations and taking into account the relevant
| policy considerations, NRC Staff have determined that section 72.48 can be used

by all Part 72 heensees. Therefore, the Petitioner's request to (1) determine the
j applicability of section 72.48 to Part 72, Subparts K and L; and (2) determine t

| whether Entergy is in violation of any NRC regulations regarding use of section
'

72.48 has been granted. Further, in light of the foregoing determination that
Entergy can make use of section 72.48, the Petitioner's request to (3) order
ANO to cease using section 72.48 until NRC determines whether or not it is
applicable, and (4) order Sierra Nuclear Corporation to cease construction of

,

'

VSC-24 casks for use at ANO has therefore been denied.

t

FOR THE NUCLEAR |

REGULATORY COMMISSION
|

|
Robert M. Bernero, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards
i

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
| this 31st day of January 1995.

|

,
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA !
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION !

,

COMMISSIONERS: j

Ivan Selin, Chairman
Kenwth C. Rogers
E. Gail de Planque

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 70-00270-MLA
30-02278-MLA

(TRUMP-S Project)
(Byproduct License No. 24-00513-32;

Special Nuclear Materials License

No. SNM-247)

THE CURATORS OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI February 28,1995

The Commission considers appeals from both the Initial Decision and a Re-
consideration Order issued by the Presiding Of ficer in this Subpart L proceeding
involving two materials license amendment applications filed by the University
of Missouri In those two orders, the Presiding Officer concluded that the Uni-
versity's possession and use of the materials at issue were consistent with the i

public health and safety, did not harm the common defense and security, and
therefore satisfied the requirements of the AEA. Ilowever, in order to decrease
further the risks associated with such possession and use, the Presiding Officer
imposed certain additional safety conditions on the Licensee.

The University appealed to the Commission the Presiding Officer's impo-
sition of these additional conditicm The Intervenors appealed the Presiding
Officer's rulings that the license amendments satisfied the requirements of the
AEA: questioned his authority to issue the order on reconsideration; challenged
numerous of his procedural rulings; and appealed his decision to exclude three
of their proffered areas of concern.

For the most part, the Commission reaches the same conclusions as the Pre-
siding Officer, but in some instances follows a line of reasoning different from
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i
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his. The Commission affirms LBP-91-31,34 NRC 29 (1991), and LBP-91-34,
34 NRC 159 (1991) with certain mod!!ications, and thereby approves the Uni-
versity's license amendment applications, subject to certain conditions. More
specifically, the Commission concludes that the Presiding Officer had jurisdie-

.

tion to issue his order on reconsideration; affirms his conclusions regarding all I
procedural issues raised on appeal as well as his decision to exclude three areas I

of concern; concludes that the risk of dispersion of radioactive material from the
TRUMP-S experiments is acceptably small; and both modifies and supplements
the fire safety conditions that the Presiding Officer imposed upon the University.

,

ADJUDICATORY BOARDS: JURISDICTION (RETENTION)

ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNALS: JURISDICTION '

COMMISSION JURISDICTION: APPEAL

LICENSING BOARD / PRESIDING OFFICER: JURISDICTION
.

t

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION '

RULES OF PH 4CTICE: JURISDICTION (PRESIDING OFFICER);
MOTIONS FOR RECONSIDERATION; RECONSIDERATION
PETITIONS

A presiding officer has jurisdiction to consider a timely motion for reconsid-
eration filed after the issuance of an initial decision but before the timely filing
of appeals. ;

!
ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SAFETY FINDINGS

LICENSE AMENDMENT APPLICATION
!

MATERIALS LICENSE UNDER PART 30: STANDARDS

MATERIALS LICENSE UNDER PART 70: STANDARDS

NRC: HEALTil AND SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES;
RESPONSIBILITIES UNDER AEA j

For the Commission to grant a materials license or license amendment, it
must find that (1) the applicant's proposed equipment and facilities are adequate
to protect health and minimize danger to life or property; and (2) the applicant is
qualified by training and experience to use the material for the purpose requested
in such a manner as to protect health and minimize danger to life or property and
to comply with the Commission's regulations. The test for the grant or denial
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of such a license or amendment is not simply whether there is a deficiency or
omission in the application.

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SAFETY FINDINGS

LICENSE AMENDMENT APPLICATION

MATERIALS LICENSE UNDER PART 30: STANDARDS
<

MATERIALS LICENSE UNDER PART 70: STANDARDS

NRC: IIEALTil AND SAFETY RESPONSilllLITIES;
RESPONSilllLITIES UNDER AEA

A plainly deficient application calls into question an apphcant's competence
and hona fides - matters that certainly pertain to the question whether to

'

approve the application.

REGULATORY GUIDES: APPLICATION

NUREGs and Regulatory Guides, by their very nature, serve mereiy as guid- |
ance and cannot prescribe requirements. Although conformance with regulatory

,

guides will likely result in compliance with specific regulatory requirements, t

nonconformance with such guides does not equate to noncompliance with the
regulations.

i

LICENSE AMENDMENT APPLICATION

MATERIALS LICENSE APPLICATION: NEED TO SUllMIT
,

SAFETY PROCEDURES

The Commission does not require that proposed safety procedures to protect !

health and minimize danger to life or property be included in a materials
license amendment application if they have already been submitted to the
Commission in previous applications associated with the same NRC license.
Sections 70.21(a)(3) and 30.32(a) of the Commission's regulations expressly
permit an applicant to incorporate by reference any information contained in
previous applications, statements, or reports filed with the Commission.

REGULATIONS: RETROACTIVE APPLICATION

A rule has retroactive effect if an act lawful at the time it was done is rendered
unlawful and the actor called to account for a completed, now-condemned deed
in the halls of justice. Although the issue of " retroactivity" generally arises in
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situations where the government attempts to apply a statute or regulation prior to
its enactment date or promulgation date, the issue is logically just as relevant to
situations in which the government or a party attempts to apply a new regulation l

to events that transpired prior to the regulation's effective date.

REGULATIONS: RETROACTIVE APPLICATION

The Commission did not intend for 10 C.F.R. il 30.32(i) and 70.22(i) to be j

applied retroactively so as to require the rejection of previously filed applications i

that did not contain the newly required emergency plan information.
,

REGULATIONS: RETROACTIVE APPLICATION

A regulation should not be applied retroactively if the agency indicates a
contrary intent.

REGULATIONS: RETROACTIVE APPLICATION I

'Ihe rule of statutory construction that a court is to apply th law in effect at
the time it renders its decision does not alter the well-settled presumption against
application of the class of new statutes that would have genuinely " retroactive"
effect.

CON 15tISSION PROCEEDING: APPELLATE REVIEW

RULES OF PRACTICE: ISSUES ON APPEAL i

The Commission may ignore arguments inadequately briefed on appeal.

AD5ilNISTRATIVE TRIllUNALS: AUTIIORITY

EVIDENCE: AFFIDAVITS

LICENSING IlOARD/ PRESIDING OFFICER: AUTIIORITV

RULES OF PRACTICE: ADNilSSIlllLITY OF EVIDENCE;
EVIDENCE

The Commission's regulations and practice do not preclude an applicant from
submitting post-application affidavits into the record of a materials licensing
proceeding. Such affidavits fall within the types of documents that the Presiding
Officer has the discretion to allow into the record pursuant to section 2.1233(d),
viz., " additional documentary data, informational material, or other written

i
'
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.

evidence," The Commission's practice of permitting the licensee to file such
supplemental supporting evidence in a Subpart G proceeding applies equally
well to a Subpart L proceeding.

EVIDENCE: AFFIDAVITS

MATERIALS LICENSE APPLICATION

RULES OF PRACTICE: ADMISSIBILITY OF EVIDENCE;
EVIDENCE

,

Affidavits submitted during a F:aring are explanatory material offered to
aid in the understanding of the underlying applications; they do not constitute
amendments to the applications.

ADJUDICATORY llEARINGS: EVIDENCE

ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNALS: AUTIIORITY

EVIDENCE: REBUTTAL

LICENSING BOARD / PRESIDING OFFICER: AUTIIORITY TO
QUESTION PARTIES

RULES OF PRACTICE: EVIDENCE (REBUTTAL); REBUTTAL
EVIDENCE

The Presiding Officer in a Subpart L proceeding has broad discretion to
determine the point at which the intervenors have been accorded sufficient

]opportunity to respond to ali issues of importance raised by the licensee. If
the Presiding Officer needs information to compile an adequate record, he may
obtain it by posing questions pursuant to section 2.1233(a). |

RULES OF PRACTICE: SUBPART L (INFORMAL HEARING
PROCEDURES)

The Commission's intent m promulgating Subpart L was to decrease the cost
and delay for the parties and the Commission and to empower presiding officers
to manage and control the parties' written submissions.
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l

l RULES OF PRACTICE: SUBPART L (INFORNIAL IIEARING
l PROCEDURES)

ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNALS: AUTIIORITY

| LICENSING BOARD / PRESIDING OFFICER: AUTIIORITY TO
| QUESTION PARTIES; DISCRETION IN h1ANAGING PROCEEDING;

RESPONSIBILITIES (DEVELOPAIENT OF RECORD)

RULES OF PRACTICE: EVIDENCE (REHUTTAL); REBUTTAL
EVIDENCE

,

l

Subpart L does not accord intervenors the right to speak last regarding
; the issues in a materials license proceeding. Section 2.1233(a) of Subpart

L expressly accords the Presiding Officer the discretion both to determine'

the sequence in which the panies present their arguments, documentary data,
I informational material, and other supporting written evidence, and to offer

individual parties the opportunity to provide further data, material, and evidence
in response to the Presiding Officer's questions.

ADJUDICATC;Y llEARINGS

ATOSilC ENERGY ACT: IIEARING REQUIRE % LENT (N1ATERIALS
LICENSE); llEARING RIGIIT

, NRC: ADJUDICATORY RESPONSIBILITIES
l
'

RULES OF PRACTICE: IIEARING REQUIRENIENT (31ATERIALS
| LICENSE)

A Subpart L proceeding satisfies the Atomic Energy Act's requirement for
an agency hearing.

! l

ADJUDICATORY IIEARINGS

AD311NISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT

NRC: ADJUDICATORY RESPONSIBILITIES

| RULES OF PRACTICE: IIEARING REQUIRE 5 TENT (NIATERIALS
| LICENSE)

i Section 7(c) of the Administrative Procedure Act does not apply to informal
hearings conducted pursuant to Subpart L. Instead, the intervenors are entitled
only to some sort of procedures for notice, comment, and a statement of reasons
for the agency action.

|
|
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DUE PROCESS: OPPORTUNITY FOR RESPONSE

Generalized health, safety, and environmental concerns do not rise to the
level of liberty or property interests that are protected by the due process clause.

RULES OF PRACTICE: IIEARING REQUIREMENT (51ATERIALS
LICENSE); SUHPART L (INFORMAL llEARING PROCEDURES)

The parties to a Subpart L proceeding have no right to require a formal
hearing. Rather, the Commission alone has the authority to require such a
hearing.10 C.F.R. 6 2.1209(k). Under Subpart L's procedures, the Commission
will generally exercise this authority only in situations where the Presiding
Officer requests permission to conduct a formal adjudication using the rules of
Subpart G. However, Subpart L contemplates that a presiding officer would only )
rarely request permission to conduct a formal adjudication. l

COMMISSION PROCEEDING: APPEL. LATE REVIEW

RULES OF PRACTICE: ISSUES ON APPEAL

Appeals lie only from unfavorable actions by the Presiding Officer, not from
dictum in an initial decision with which the party disagrees but which has no
operative effect.

RULES OF PRACTICE: SUBPART L (INFORMAL IIEARING
PROCEDURES); ORAL PRESENTATIONS

In promulgating Subpart L, the Commission contemplated that the Presiding
Officer would base his decision on a written record. Consequently, the Com-
mission accorded the Presiding Officer wide discretion to decide whether oral
presentations are necessary to create an adequate record.10 C.F.R. 9 2.1235(a).
The Commission anticipated that, in the vast majority of situations, the Presiding
Officer would not allow oral presentations.
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RULES OF PRACTICE: SUllPART L (INFORNIAL IIEARING '

PROCEDURES)

ADJUDICATORY BOARDS: CONDUCT OF PROCEEDINGS

LICENSING BOARD / PRESIDING OFFICER: RESPONSillILITIES
(DEVELOPSIENT OF RECORD); PESPONSIBILITIES

,

(EXAhllNATION OF WITNESSES) '

RULES OF PRACTICE: IlOARD QUESTIONS;
CROSS EXAhllNATION

Parties have no fundamental right to cross-examination even in a formal
Subpart G proceeding. He Commission has made clear that, in a Subpart L
proceeding, the responsibility for the examination of all witnesses rests with the
Presiding Officer, not with the parties.

t

;

!

ADJUDICATORY BOARDS: AUTHORITY OVER STAFF ACTION
|

ADNIINISTRATIVE TRIBUNALS: AUTHORITY

LICENSING BOARD / PRESIDING OFFICER: AUTIlORITY;
REVIEW OF NRC STAFF'S ACTIONS

As a general matter, the Commission's licensing boards and presiding officers
,

have no authority to direct the Staff in the performance of its safety reviews. h

ADJUDICATORY llOARDS: AUTIIORITY OVER STAFF ACTION

LICENSING BOARD / PRESIDING OFFICER: REVIEW OF NRC
STAFF'S ACTIONS

RULES OF PRACTICE: BURDEN OF PROOF

Because the licensee rather than the Staff bears the burden of proof in a
licensing proceeding, the adequacy of Staff's safety review is, in the final |

!analysis, not determinative of whether the application should be approved.
Consequently, it would be pointless for the presiding officer to rule upon the
adequacy of Staff's review.

I

CON 1511SSION: AUTIIORITY

CONINilSSION PROCEEDING: APPELLATE REVIEW

De Commission itself has the authority to vacate licensing actions or ask for
further Staff review, and has exercised that authority on appropriate occasions.
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| NRC STAFF: NO OBLIGATION TO EXPLAIN DETERMINATIONSt
| NO OBLIGATION TO MAKE FINDINGS OF FACT
|

| The NRC Staff has no obligation either to provide an explanation of its
determination to approve a materials license amendment application or to make

'

findings of fact in support of that determination.

:

l NRC STAFF: NO OBLIGATION TO PREPARE SAFETY
EVALUATION REPORT

SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT

%c NRC Staff is not required to prepare a safety evaluation report prior to
. approving a materials license amendment application.
!

ENVII!ONMENTAL ASSESSMENT: NO OBLIGATION OF STAFF
TO PREPARE

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT: NO OBLIGATION OF

|
STAFF TO PREPARE

NEPA: ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS; ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENTt ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (NEED)

NRC: RESPONSIBILITIES UNDER h' EPA

NRC STAFF: NO OBLIGATION TO PRE:%RE ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSESSMENT OR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Although the NRC Staff must prepare an environmental impact statement
(EIS) addressing any major action taken by the Commission that may signif-
icantly affect the quality of the human environment (42 U.S.C. 6 4D2(2)(C)
(1988); 10 C.F.R. Part 51), neither NEPA nor the Commission's regulations re-
quire the Staff to prepare an EIS if the federal action's effect on the environment
is not significant.

1

NEPA: REQUIREMENT FOR IMPACT STATEMENT

REGULATIONS: COLLATERAL ATTACK ON

RULES OF PRACTICE: WAIVER OF RULES OR REGULATIONS

Although an argument that a regulatory exemption contravenes NEPA con-
stitutes a prohibited collateral attack on the regulation at issue, a party to a
Subpart L proceeding may file a petition for waiver of the bar on collateral
attacks against the Commission's regulations (10 C.F.R. s 2.1239(b)).
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ATO311C ENERGY ACT: SAFETY FINDINGS

| NRC: ADJUDICATORY RESPONSIBILITIES;IIEALTil AND
SAFETY RFSPONSIBILITIES; RESPONSIBILITIES UNDER AEA

The Commission is not a general fire safety or occupational health agency.
Its responsibility is directed to the hazards associated with nuclear materials
rather than to all questions of fire safety at licensed facilities.

RULES OF PRACTICE: ADAllSSIBILITY OF AREAS OF
CONCERN; AREAS OF CONCERN (ADMISSIBILITY)

'Ihe Commission's Subpart L procedural regulations impose upon the inter-
venors the burden of showing that an area of concern is germane to the subject
matter of the proceeding (10 C.F.R. 5 2.1205(g)), i.e., it must fall within the
range of matters that are properly subject to challenge in a proceeding.

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: COMMON DEFENSE AND SECURITY;
NON-PROLIFERATION

NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION

PROLIFERATION

RULES OF PRACTICE: ADMISSIBILITY OF AREAS OF >

CONCERN; AREAS OF CONCERN (ADMISSIBILITY) !

An interrenor arguing that an activity would be " inimical to the common
|

defense and security" is not limited to arguing that the project would contravene
'

a particular regulatory guidance, regulation, statute, or treaty. An intervenor is
not entitled, however, to litigate this area of concern unless the specific " common
defense and security" risk asserted is reasonably related to, and would arise as
a direct result of, the specific license amendments that the applicant asks the
Commission to approve.

DECOMMISSIONING FUNDING PLAN

FINANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS (DECOMMISSIONING)

Sections 30.35(a) and 70.25(a) of the Commission's regulations generally
require a materials license applicant to submit a decommissioning it nding
plan if the amount of unsealed byproduct material or unsealed special nuclear
material to be licensed exceeds certain levels. However, sections 30.35(c)(2) and

70.25(c)(2) provide specific exceptions to the requirements of sections 30.35(a) ;
;

|

1

,

|
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and 70.25(a) for any holder of a license issued on or before July 27,1990. Such
a licensee has a choice of either (1) filing a decommissioning plan on or before
July 27,1990, or (2) filing a Certification of Financial Assurance on or before
that date and then filing a decommissioning fundir.g plan in its next license,

| renewal application.

i

DECOMMISSIONING FUNDING PLAN

FINANCIAL QUAI IFICATIONS (DECOMMISSIONING)

| If a materials licensee is a governmental entity, then sections 30.35(f)(4) and
70.25(f)(4) dictate the terms of its decommissioning Certification of Financial
Assurance. Both of these sections state that financial assurance for decommis-
nioning may be provided, "(iln the case of . . State. . government licensees,,

| [by] a statement of intent containing a cost estimate for decommissioning or an
amount based on the Table in paragraph (d) of this section, an.' indicating that
funds for decommissioning will be obtained when necessary." Tne Commission
expressly intended that this provision apply to state universities.

TECilNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED

The following technical issues are discussed: Accident dose estimates;
Americium; Curie content (disclosure of); Emergency plan (sufficiency); Emer-
gency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act; Emergency procedures;
Emergency support operations; Entrainment of radionuclides; Financial qualifi-
cations (decommissioning); Fire detection measures; Fire protection measures;
Fire suppression measures; Hr.zardous chemicals; NUREG-1140; NUREG/CR-
5055; Occupational radiation exposures; Projected occupational doses; Pluto-
nium; Plutonium processing and fuel fabrication plant; Qualifications of li-

! censee's staff; Radioactive waste storage: Radiological mc iitoring; Radiologi-
cal releases; Reactor contro!ioom staffing; Regulatory Guide I.145; Regulatory
Guide 10.3: Ragu%ry Guide 10.5; Regulatory Guide 2.6; Regulatory Guide
3.66; Release of radioactive materials to unrestricted area; Requirement to de-
scribe curie content of materials in SNM license amendment application; Re-
quirement to describe weight content of materials in SNM license amendment
application; Risk of dispersion of radioactive materials: Safety standards; Waste
disposal; "TRU" waste.
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

Introduction and Summary

On March 19 and April 5,1990, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Staff [
("NRC Staff") issued two license amendments to the Curators of the University
of Missouri (" Licensee" or "the University"). These amendments collectively .|
authorized the Licensee to possess and use certain specified quantities of |
uranium (depleted in U-235), neptunium-237 (Np-237), americium-241 (Am-
241), and plutonium-239/240 (Pu-239/240). The amendments were effective .

upon issuance and, except for a brief period during the pendency of this *

proceeding, have remained in effect.
Three organizations and ten individuals filed motions to intervene and re- i

quests for hearing.' The Intervenors objected to the amendments on the grounds
that their issuance would be inconsistent with the public health and safety, would j
damage the common defense and security of the country, and would therefore
violate the requirements of section 182a of the Atomic Energy Act ("AEA"),
42 U.S.C. il2232(a)(1988). In response to the Intervenors' filings, the Com-
mission appointed a Presiding Officer to conduct an informal hearing pursuant {
to Subpart L of the Commission's procedural regulations in 10 C.F.R. Part 2. ;
The Presiding Officer admitted six of the Intervenors' nine areas of concern and ,

'
developed a voluminous record - receiving seventy affidavits and declarations
into evidence.

On July 10, 1991, the Presiding Officer issued a Final Initial Decision in
which he concluded that the University's possession and use of the radioactive !

elements (as authorized by the amendments) were consistent with the public ,

health and safety, did not harm the common defense and security, and therefore |
satisfied the requirements of the AEA. However, in order to decrease further the '

risks associated with such possession and use, the Presiding Officer imposed
,

certain additional safety conditions on the Licensee. LBP-91-31. 34 NRC 29, *

clarified, LBP-91-34,34 NRC 159 (1991). The University appealed to the Com-
mission the Presiding Officer's imposition of these additional conditions; the In- |
tervenors appealed the Presiding Officer's rulings that the license amendments j

'
satisfied the requirements of the AEA, challenged numerous of the Presiding

I The three orgaruzauons are the Missoun Coahuon for the Enttronment, the Mid-Missoun Nuclear Weapons
Freere. Inc., and Physicians for Social Responsituhry/Mid-Massoun Chapter (collectmly "Intervenor orgam.
zanons"). ' Die mdmdual Intervenors are Jeff stack. Richard Snuih. Amy Snuth, steve Jacobs. Manon Mace.
Therese Felsom. Betty Aulabaugh. Diana Nomad. CI)de Wilson, and r Lnleen Mornson (collecovely "Indavidual
Iniervenors"). We will refer to both groups as "Intervenors." except where it is necessary to distmguish between
their positions.
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Officer's procedural rulings, and appealed his decision to exclude three of their
proffered areas of concern.2

This appeal raises numerous and complex issues, some quite technical. The
record and pleadings are voluminous. To address the issues raised on appeal,
the Commission has found it necessary in some instances to examine not only,

' the Final Initial Decision and the appeal briefs, but also to delve in considerable
detail into the underlying administrative record itself and to take official notice

I of various technical documents (pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 5 2.743(i)).) For the most
part, we have reached the same conclusions as the Presiding Officer, but in some
instances have followed a line of reaaoning different from his.4 For the reasons
set forth below, we affirm LBP-9131 and LDP-91-34 with certain modifications,
and thereby approve the University's license amendment applications, subject
to certain conditions. More specifically, we conclude that the Presiding Officer
had jurisdiction to issue his order on reconsideration (LBP-9134); we affirm
his conclusions regarding all procedural issues raised on appeal as well as
his decision to exclude three areas of concern; we conclude that the risk of
dispersion of radioactive material from the TRUMP-S experiments is acceptably
small; and we modify and supplement the fire safety conditions that the Presiding
Officer imposed upon the University.

We wish to emphasize at the outset that, although the total amount of material
at issue (about 10.7 curies (Ci) and 527 grams) is quite small - particularly
when compared to the amounts generally at issue in our power reactor licensing
proceedings, we do not consider the TRUMP-S material's potential for harm to
be trivial. Both the Presiding Officer and the Intervenors have expressed concern
regarding the harm that could occur if these radionuclides were released into
the atmosphere. LBP-91-31,34 NRC at 36 (relying on figures in Intervenors'
Exhibit No.1, Declaration of TRUMP-S Review Panel, dated Oct. 14, 1990,
at 10-11, attached to Intervenors' Written Presentation, dated Oct. 15, 1990);
II IB at 53-54. We share the Presiding Officer's and the Intervenors' concern
regarding the TRUMP-S materials' potential for harm. The lengthy and detailed
analysis in our decision today reflects our careful review of this matter.

2 in ttus order. the Conumssion will use the .ollowmg abbreuanons for EL fne appellate bnefs: U Mo ID =
Licensee's [1mtsal) Bnef on Appeal. U Mo RB = 1.ieensce's Response Bnef. IS-1B = [lmnal] Bner on Appeal
of lmervenor orgamranons. Il-1B = [lmt al) Bnef on Appeal of Indmdual Intervenors; l-RB = Jomt (Response}
Bnef of Intervenors and Individual lmervemws.

3 See safra noies 29 (EPA Reporo. 31 (HEW Handbook). 36 (doe Manuait 84 (NRC staff approval). 97 (NRC
Staff letter approvmg Ernergency Plant and 130 (sER); and text at p 108 (heense renewal documents) and 157
(Hazards summary Repon).

d An appellate adnumstrative forum may affirm a lower forum's rulmg for reasons not espoused by the lower
forunt Sec. e g, hhington Pubhc Power Supply Surem (WPPss Nuclear Project No. 2), ALAB-722.17 NRC
546, 548 0 983).
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Background

I. Tile LICENSE AMENDMENTS

The University filed applications for amendments to two licenses - Special
Nuclear Material and Source Material License No. SNM-247 (dated February
20,1990) and Broad Scope Byproducts License No. 24-00513-32 (dated March
9,1990). The NRC Staff granted these two applications, issuing Amendment
No.12 to the former license on March 19,1990, and Amendment No. 74 to the
latter license on April 5, 1990.5

Collectively, the amendments permit the University to conduct certain basic
research on the chemistry of uranium, neptunium, plutonium, and americium
in their pure forms. The ultimate objective of this research is to develop
inexpensive electrochemical means to reduce the volume of radioactive waste
currently required to be stored in high-level nuclear waste disposal facilities, by
extracting 99% of the long-lived transuranic elements ("TRU", i.e., americium,
neptunium, and plutonium) and uranium from the shorter-lived radioactive
elements in spent fuel without generating liquid radioactive waste. After this
process, the extracted, highly concentrated TRU would be stored in high-level
nuclear waste unposal facilities (just as it is cunendy stored). However, the
remaining low-TRU, high-level radioactive waste (i.e., the vast majority of the
original TRU-tainted radioactive wastes) could be stored for long enough to
allow the shorter-lived fission products to decay to low levels, and could then
be disposed of as low-level waste for substantially less cost than the current
expense of disposing of the entire original TRU-tainted wastes in high-level
nuclear waste disposal facilities.

De research is part of the Transuranic Management by Pyropartitioning
Separation (" TRUMP-S") Project, for which Rockwell International Corporation
("Rockwell") is the principal contractor and the University is a subcontractor.
The University is currently conducting the TRUMP-S research in the Alpha
Laboratory, located in the basement of the University of Missouri Research
Reactor ("MURR") building on its Columbia, Missouri campus. The University
constructed this laboratory specifically for the purpose of working with small
quantities of alpha-emitting elements (i.e., one gram or less of americium,
plutonium, or neptunium in any experiment). Rese elements, wnw. not in use,
are stored in the fuel vault of the MURR facility.

I on July 7.1993, at the Unnersity's request. the Sraff terrrunated License No. SNM-247. on the same date
the Staff included the SNM rnatenals in the Uruversity's newly issued Broad Scope Matenals License No. 24-
00$13 39 See Board Notification 9Ll9. subnuned by Staff into the record on Aug 2.1993 However. wnh
one excepinon Oce p 108 m/ra), these changes do not affect the nwnts of the panies' arFurnents in the instant
proceeding

I
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Prior to the issuance of these two amendments, the two above-cited licenses

authorized the University to possess and use

293+ grams of plutonium in sealed sources. 250 kilograms ("kg") of natural uranium in any
form. 40 millicuries (" mci") of Am.241 in any form 5+ cunes ("Ci") of Am.241 in sealed
sources, and 5 mci of Np-237 in any form.

Response of Licensee to Request for Hearing and Stay Pending Hearing, dated
May 25,1990, at 3-4.

Amendment No. '2 to License No. SNM-247 authorized the University to
possess and use 500 grams (0.2 mci) of depleted uranium in any form and 10
grams (710 mci) of Pu-239/240 in any form. Amendment No. 74 to License
No. 24-00513 32 increased the University's authorized quantities of Np-237 in
any form to 10 mci (approximately 14 grams) and its authorized quantity of
Am-241 in any form to 25 Ci(approximately 7 grams). Response of Licensee to
Request for Hearing and Stay Pending Hearing, dated May 25,1990, at 3-4,8-9.
However, the University does not anticipate using all of the quantities authorized
in the two amendments. Rather, it expects to use in its TRUMP-S project less
than 75 grams of depleted uranium (in pure form) and less than 10 grams each of
neptunium, plutonium, and americium (all in pure form). Response of Licensee
to Request for Hearing and Stay Pending Hearing, dated May 25,1990, at 4-5.
According to the University, the total mass of elements used in any TRUMP-S
experiment will not exceed one gram. See Licensee's Exhibit No. 2, Affidavit of
Dr. Susan M. Langhorst Regarding NUREG-Il40 and Intervenors' Dispersion
Concentrations, dated Nov. 13,1990, at 8-91 18-19 & nn. 6 7.

IL HEARING PURSUANT TO SUBPART L AND THE
INITIAL DECISIONS

As noted above, ten individuals and three organizations sought, and were
granted, Intervenor status in this proceeding. The Presiding Officer admitted six
areas of concern raised by the Intervenors. Briefly stated, these admitted areas of
concern are (1) inadequacy of fire safety procedures, (2) absence of a buffer zone
to protect the public in case of accident,(3) inadequacy of administrative controls
for the TRUMP-S project, (4) inadequacy of the University's emergency plan,
(5) absence of either an Environmental Assessment ("EA") or an Environmental
Impact Statement ("EIS"), and (6) lack of specificity as to the responsibilities of
personnel involved in the TRUMP-S project. At the outset of this proceeding,
the Presiding Officer rejected three other areas of concern - specifically, the
effects of the project upon nuclear proliferation, the alleged inadequacy of the
University's nuclear waste disposal plan, and the University's alleged failure
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to comply with the Commission's regulations regarding decommissioning. See
LDP-90-18, 31 NRC 559, 567-70 (1990), and unpublished Memorandum and ;

Order (Admitting Parties and Deferring Action on a Stay), slip op. at 3-7, issued '

Aug. 28,1990.
After an informal hearing, the Presiding Officer issued two Initial Decisions.

'Ihe First Initial Decision, dated April 15, 1991, imposed the following four
conditions upon the University: the installation of an automatic fire sprinkler
system in the Alpha Laboratory, the installation of an additional filter in the )
exhaust system of the argon glove box in the Laboratory, the replacement of the
glass window in the Laboratory with a wire glass window, and a reduction in
the amount of Am-241 which the University was authorized to possess and use
(from 25 to 10 Ci). LBP-91-12, 33 NRC 253, reviewed sua sponte, CLI-91-7, l

33 NRC 295 (1991). )
The Presiding Officer's Final Initial Decision, issued July 10,1991, disposed

of all remaining issues in this proceeding. In that decision, the Presiding Officer
rejected all of the Intervenors' areas of concern on their merits. Specifically,
he (1) found that the fire safety procedures were generally safe (34 NRC at 94-
96); (2) rejected, on the ground that the Intervenors had failed to demonstrate
any inadequacy in the University's fire procedures, the claim that a buffer zone
was needed (id. at IN); (3) concluded that the Intervenois ha<1 failed to show
any serious lack of administrative controls (id. at 96-100); (4) found that the
University's emergency planning was adequate to ensure the safety of the public
(id. at 100-02); (5) concluded that the Commission's regulations did not require j
the preparation of either an EA or an EIS (id. at 102); and (6) found that the
Interrenors had failed to show any problems regarding the responsibilities of
personnel involved in the TRUMP-S Project (id. at 102-08).

Based on the record, however, the Presiding Officer did impose three
conditions on the University to enhance fire safety. First, he required the
University to take one of the following alternative actions: (1) Disclose existing
procedures (or adopt new procedures) that would ensure certain acceptable levels
of fire loading and continuity of burnable material in the basement outside the
Alpha Laboratory; (2) Propose procedures for ensuring a new, safer maximum
fire loading (and continuity) and demonstrate by analysis or expert testimony
that the new maximum fire loading (and continuity) will prevent a credible
fire from spreading into the Alpha Laboratory from outside the laboratory; and
(3) Install an automatic fire sprinkler system in the rectangular portion of the
basement immediately adjacent to the Alpha Laboratory and extending from the
laboratory to the hot cell. See id. at 90,130.

Under any of these three alternatives, combustible-fuel vehicles would be
banned from the basement while actinides were in use in the laboratory. The
Presiding Officer concluded that, once this first requirement was satisfied through
the implementation of any of these three options, a major fire in or affecting the
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Alpha Laboratory would not be credible and that, consequently, the issuance
of the license amendments to the University would be consistent with the
Commission's duty to protect health and minimize danger to life or property.
Id. at 37,90.

Second, the Presiding Officer required the University to amend its TAM-62
(one of the standard operating procedures for TRUMP-S Actinide Measure-
ments) to eliminate any suggestion that a fire in the glove box is not a safety
concern.6/d.

Third, the Presiding Officer required that the University disclose to Staff the
actual amounts of two contaminants (Pu.241 and Am-241) which are contained
in the University's 10 gram plutonium sample authorized under License No.
SNM-247, and that the Staff then " review the submitted amendment and amend
the license to reflect accurately" those amounts as the maximum authorized
quantities of those two elements.' /d.

Ill. Tile UNIVERSITY'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL
RECONSIDERATION

On July 22,1991, the University sought partial reconsideration of the Final
Initial Decision on two grounds. First, the University requested clarification that
it was not bound in perpetuity to the particular safety-enhancing option it initially
chose to implement, but could instead c!cct to use any of the three options at
any time. Second, the University sought clarification or modification that the
requirement regarding combustible-fuel vehicles would be satisfied if a second
worker accompanied and monitored the use of such a vehicle (specifically, a
forklift) to ensure that its mosements did not jeopardire equipment or facilities
such as the Alpha Laboratory.

The Intervenors filed a response opposing the University's Motion for Partial
Reconsideration. They argued, among other things, that the Presiding Officer
lacked authority to consider the University's motion.

On August 5,1991, in response to the University's motion for reconsidera-
tion, the Presiding Officer issued a Memorandum and Order clarifying (and also i

correcting portions of) his k'y 10,1991 Final Initial Decision. LBP-91-34,34 |
NRC 159. In the August 5,1991 order, the Presiding Officer granted the Uni- |
versity's first request, on the conoition that at least o:~ of the three alternatives

|

" TAM-62 stated thr.t "it]he small anoums of matenals used in the TRUMP-S expenments ehminate fire as a
concern " See TAM 62. Intenenors' Extubit No ll at 1. attached to inteneners' Wntien Presenta' on inwfar as
the Comnusuon can discern from its records the Unnerury has nos comphed with this reqmrement we therefore
instruct the Unnersary to cemfy to the Comnusuon. withm 30 da)s of the issuance date of this order. that it has
comphed with this portwn of the Presidmg ofheer's order.

7 Accordmg to the Comnusson's records, the Unneruty has not comphed with this reqmrement
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be in effect at any time. The Presiding Officer considered such a " sequential
implementation of relief" to be " entirely reasonable." Id. at 161. The Presiding
Officer denied the University's second request. He explained that his purpose
in excluding the gasoline-powered forklift from the basement was to remove
"a source of fire that might exceed the expected fire loading or not be easily
controlled by a water sprinkler system." Id. at 161-62. Finally, the Presiding
Officer rejected the Intervenors' argument that he lacked authority to consider
the University's Motion for Reconsideration. Id. at 160-61.

IV. Tile INSTANT APPEALS

The University and the Intervenors filed timely Notices of Appeal on July 24
and 25,1991, respectively.8 The University challenged the Presiding Officer's
prohibition of the use of combustible-fuel vehicles in the MURR facility
basement while actinides were in use in the Laboratory. It also sought from
the Commission further revision or clarification of the Presiding Officer's ruling
regarding the option of installing a sprinkler system in the rectangular portion
of the basement immediately adjacent to the Laboratory.

The Interveaors argued on appeal that the Presiding Officer had erred
in failing to recognize that the central issue in this case was whether the
applications were deficient, rather than whether the amendments were consistent
with the protection of public health and the minimization of danger to life or
property; that he had erred in failing to conclude that the University's two ,

applications were deficient in numerous respects; that the Presiding Officer's
procedural rulings had deprived the Intervenors of a fair hearing; that he had
improperly excluded three areas of concern (decommissiniiing, waste disposal,
and nuclear proliferation); and, finally, that the NRC Staff had failed to review
the applications adequately and to make the required findings with regard to the
applications.

I
,

!
i

"Because the parues nled their appeals to the Comnussion pnor to the July 29. 1991 effective date of the
regulahon trplacing " appeals as of nght" with "peuuons for review" from Licensing Bo:ud decisions. we treat
this case as an appeal as of nght pursuant to the nnw.resemded 10 C F R H 2.' .53 and 2.762 (1991). See
Final Rule. " Procedures for Direct Comunssion Review of Decisions of Presuhng officers." 56 Fed Reg 29.403
(June 27.1991). Proposed Rule. "opuons and Procedures for Direct Comnussion Review of Licensing Board
Decisions." 55 Fed Reg 42,947, 42.948 49 (1990) Compare 10 C F R. H 2 786. 2.1253 (1994L
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Analysis

L THE PRESIDING OFFICER'S JURISDICTION TO i

ISSUE LBP-9134 -

On appeal, the Intervenors contend that their submittal of Notices of Appeal f
to the Commission on July 25,1991, had the effect of depriving the Presiding !

Officer of all jurisdiction over the proceeding as of July 25 and that, conse- !

quently, the Presiding Officer lacked jurisdiction to issue LBP-91-34 on August
5,1991, addressing the University's July 22,1991 motion for reconsideration.
IS 1B at 2 The Presiding Officer addressed this issue in LBP-91-34:

,

When there is no motion for reconsideration, all the issues have been transferred to the
appeal body, which is the only authority with jurisdiction oser the pertinent issue. However,
the rules expressly provide for an exception to the transfer of jurisdiction by providing for
motions for reconsideration.10 CER. Il 2.1259,2.771. Since the rule expressly permits a
motion for reconsideration to be filed within 10 days, the heensing board or presiding officer
necessanly has junsdiction to decide such a rnotion.

.!
34 NRC at 160-61 (footnote omitted). We agree with the Presiding Officer's
conclusion that he had jurisdiction to issue LBP-91-34,

,

Although the Commission's (now-defunct) Atomic Safety and Licensing
Appeal Board Panel had addressed somewhat similar questions in several prior
cases, neither it nor the Commission has ever directly confronted the precise
issue at bar in this proceeding, i.e., whether a presiding officer has jurisdiction I

to consider a timely motion for reconsideration filed after the issuance of an i

initial decision but before the timely filing of appeals.
Intervenors claim that two Appeal Board decisions support their contention

that the Presiding Officer lost jurisdiction over this proceeding prior to his
issuance of LBP-91-34. See Intervenors' Response to Licensee's Motion for
Partial Reconsideration of Final Initial Decision, dated Aug.1,1991, at 1-2; ;

Intervenors' Response to Licensee's Motion for Extension of Time for Filing
Papers, dated July 29,1991. For the following reasons, we conclude that neither
case is apposite. !

In the first cited case, Mefropolifan Edison Co. (Three Mile Island Nuclear *

Station, Unit 1), ALAB-699,16 NRC 1324 (1982), the Appeal Board ruled r

that jurisdiction to address the motion to reopen rests with the Appeal Board
rather than the Licensing Board in situations where a post-trial motion to reopen
the record is submitted after the filing of exceptions to a final decision of the
Licensing Board (the equivalent to the appeals of the Presiding Officer's Final
Initial Decision in the instant case). /d. at 1327. However, the Appeal Board
in TM/ expressly "le[ft] for another day" the issue whether the Licensing Board

i
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would have had jurisdiction to rule on a motion 'o reopen filed after the issuance
of an initial decision but before the filing o. exceptions. Id. at 1327 n.6. The
issue currently before us involves a post-trial motion that was filed on July 22,
1991 - after the issuance of the July 10,1991 Final Initial Decision but before
the July 24 and 25,1991 filing of the three appeals. It is therefore analogous
to the issue that the Appeal Board left for another day. Consequently, TAfl '

provides no guidance on the issue at bar.
Similarly, in the second decision cited by the Intervenors, Georgia Power

Co. (Vogtle Electric Generating Plant Units 1 and 2), ALAB-859,25 NRC 23
(1987), the Appeal Board ruled only that the Licensing Board lacked jurisdiction
to impose a license condition based on information submitted by a party
subsequent to both the issuance of the Licensing Board's initial decision and
the filing of the notice of appeal with the Appeal Board. Id. at 27.' As in TAf/,
the Vogtle Appeal Board was not faced with the instant procedural issue.

However, in a decision not cited by the Intervenors, Philadelphia Electric
Co. (Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-726,17 NRC 755
(1983), the Appeal Board addressed an issue quite similar to the one now at
bar. Specifically, the Appeal Board was faced with the question of"which adju-
dicatory body [i.e., the Licensing Board or the Appeal Board] has jurisdiction to
rule on a motion to reopen filed at the same time as or after issuance of an initial
decision but before an appeal has been taken." /d. at 757. The Appeal Board
ruled that, "until exceptions to an initial decision have been filed, jurisdiction
to rule on a motion to reopen resides with the licensing board" :.nd that the
subsequent timely filing of exceptions "do[es] not serve to oust the Licensing
Board of jurisdiction over the reopening motion." Id. at 757 & n.4.

The Appeal Board in Limerick offered two justifications for these rulings,
both of which are equally applicable to the instant case. First, the Appeal Board
noted that, as a practical matter, the Licensing Board's extensive prior involve-
ment in the case rendered it better suited to make the initial ruling on the merits
of a motion that addressed the factual predicate of the Licensing Board's own
initial decision. This reasoning is as applicable to a motion for reconsideration
as it is to a motion to reopen the record. This is because both pleadings address
matters that underlie the Licensing Board's (or presiding officer's) decision and
with which the trial-level decisionmaker is therefore far more familiar. Sec-
ond, the Appeal Board held that, because exceptions had not yet been filed,
there was simply no appeal in existence that would trigger the Appeal Board's

'The Appe ard reached a smular concluwon in Philadelphia Elecrnc Ca 'Linrna Cenersung starmn.
Unns I and 2). ALAB423. 22 NRC 773. 775 0%5)
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| jurisdiction.50 We conclude that the same is true here; the Presiding Officer

| retained jurisdiction to decide the timely filed motion to reconsider despite the

|
later. filed appeals.

II. PRESIDING OFFICER'S RULINGS
|

A. The Presiding Office: Did Not Err in Defining the Central Legal
Issue in This Proceeding

In the Final Initial Decision, the Presiding Officer ruled that the central
issue raised by the Intervenors is whether the University cat. provide adequate
assurances that its TRUMP-S experiments are safe and will not credibly cause
fatalities or illness to the general public in the event of an accident. LBP-91-31,
34 NRC at 36. The Presiding Officer concluded that the answer to this question
turns on the answers to the following two subsidiary questions:

(I) [Are] the applicant's proposed equiprnent and facilities . adequate to protect
heahh and nuninute danger to hfe or property; [and]

(2) [is t]he apphcant . . quahfied by training and expenence to uw the rnatenal for
the purpose requested in such inanner as to protect health and ininirnite danger to
hfe or property [and to comply with the regulations in 10 CF R. Part 70]

Id. at 42 (footnotes omitted; final set of brackets in original text).
Intervenors disagree with the Presiding Officer's definition of the central legal

issue in this proceeding. They contend that, under 10 C.F.R. { 2.1233(c), the
parties and the Presiding Officer are limited to addressing whether there is a
" deficiency or omission in the license application." The Intervenors complain
that the Presiding Officer has instead used this Subpart L proceeding to litigate
health and safety issues that Subpart L was never designed to address (IS-IB at
20-25; II-IB at 10) and assert that the University's applications are so deficient
as to be " empty application [s]" (IS-IB at 21).

The Presiding Officer's characterization of the central issue accurately reflects
the statutory and regulatory findings necessary for the Commission to grant a
license or license amendment. By contrast, the Intervenors' characterization
confuses these ultimate safety tindings with the pleading requirements that an

'O
ld at 757 58. $<r alw Commeralth Edswa Co (D>ron Nuclear Power Stauon. Uruts I and 2). ALAB-659

14 NRC 983. 9tt5 (1981)(dwrum that, pursuant to accepted appellate praeuce, an appeal penod should be tolled
while a tnal inbunal considers a motion for reconuderauon of the appealed deciuon or ordert Thn reasonmg also
forms a basis for dw Comnussion's current version of secuon 23mb)i6L That secuan, which is not apphcable
to the instant proceeding. proudes that "[a} pennon for review [in a Subpan G procceang] will not be granted
as to issues raned before the preuding officer on a pen 6ng mouon for reconuderanon." 10 C F R. 9 231Wbx6)
Ciul pracuee in the federal courts is essennally the sanw as ours. Ser 9 James W. Moore er al.. Al<mre's federal
Pracr<ct 1110 08p] at 59 60 & n 5,12N 12[1] as &67 to L69 (1993t
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Intervenor must satisfy in making its initial written presentation in a Subpart L
proceeding. Their cht.racterization also overlooks the fact that an application for
an NRC materials license or license amendment is not automatically rejected
whenever the NRC Staff or an Intervenor finds an omission or error in the
application. If such applications were automatically rejected, then there would
have been no need for the Commission to require each Intervenor to specify

,

| "what relief is sought with respect to each deficiency or omission." 10 C.F.R.
'

6 2.1233(c). We emphasize, however, that in focussing on ultimate safety
! questions, we by no means sanction the filing of " empty" or " bare-bones"
| applications. A plainly deficient application calls into question an applicant's

competence and bona fides - matters that certainly pertain to the question
whether to approve the application. But, as explained below, we do not agree

,

with the Intervenors that the University's applications are " empty."'

8. The Presiding Officer Did Not Err in Making Certain Challenged
Procedural Rulings

The Intervenors raise numerous assertions of procedural error. The most sig-
nificant are Inte~enors' claims that the Presiding Officer erred in sustaining the
Staff's acceptance of the University's " bare-bones application [s]," which were
too cursory and flawed to inform the Intervenors of the basis for the Licensee's
applications; that the University provided the necessary detail and supporting
evidence only af' er the intervenors had submitted their written presentation chat- ;t

lenging the applications; that the Presiding Officer erred in failing to strike this
late-filed evidence; and that the Presiding Officer compounded this last error ,

by improperly denying the Intervenors any opportunity to file rebuttal evidence.
IS-IB at 12,24; 111B at 10; l RB at I,18-19. Intervenors also argue that the
Presiding Officer erred in denying their motions for discovery, oral presenta-

,

tion, cross-examination, and a formal hearing, and in refusing to consider the
adequacy of the NRC Staff's review of the University's applications. Ihr the
reasons set forth below, we affirm each of the Presiding Officer's challenged
procedural rulings and agree with him that the University's two applications are ,

not " empty application [s]" as claimed by the Intervenors. We also conclude .0at.

he fairly applied the Subpart L procedural rules to this case. ;

t

1. The Presiding Officer Did Not Err in Concluding l''uat the Licensee's
,

'

Applications Were Neither incomplete Nor Flawed

The Intervenors assert that the University's applications were incomplete
or flawed in the following four respects: first, the applications were not
accompanied by certain supporting documents that, according to the Intervenors,

',
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are required by the Commission; second, the University in its applications |
failed to demonstrate that its personnel were qualified to conduct the TRUMP-
S experiments in a manner consistent with the public health and safety, as
required by the Commission's regulations; third, the SNM application failed to
include two radionuclides in their lists of licensed materials; and fourth, the
SNM applica; ion inaccurately described the curie content of certain nuclear
materials at issue. IS-1B at 50-68. For the reasons set forth below, we

;

conclude that the University's applications were sufficient to pass regulatory !
muster. (We also conclude, for the reasons set fcrth in Section II.B.3 below, '

that the Presiding Officer gave the Intervenors ample opportunity to respond to j
the license amendment applications.) l

1

l
i

Failure to Provide the Required Supporting Documents |a
|

1. SAFETY ANALYSIS

During the hearing, the Intervenors complained that the University's applica-
tions were deficient in that they had failed to include a safety analysis or accident
analysis, as allegedly called for in Part 3 of Regulatory Guide 10.3, " Guide for
the Preparation of Applications for Special Nuclear Material Licenses of Less
Than Critical Mass Quantities" (Rev.1, April 1977). See Intersenors' Written
Presentation at 15; Intervenors' Exhibit No.1, supra p. 87, at 15 53. H e
Presiding Officer rejected this contention on the grounds that Regulatory Guide
10.3 contains no such a requirement, or even a requirement that the applicant
certify its belief that there is an adequate assurance of safety for the licensed
activity. 34 NRC at 106.

On appeal, the Intervenors reiterate their earlier complaint. IS-IB at 8,30-31.
The only citation that the Intervenors offer on appeal in support of this alleged
reauirement is page 8 of NUREG-1140, "A Regulatory Analysis on Emergency
Prepaedness for Fuel Cycle and Other Radioactive Material Licenses" (1988).
According to the Intervenors, the absence of a safety analysis (or comparable
analysis) precludes the Licensee from making the necessary demonstration that
the equipment and facilities provide an adequate assurance of safety."

We reject the Intervenors' argument. He Intervenors are mistaken in
their contention that our Regulatory Guides and NUREGs contain provisions
indicating the need for a " safety analysis." Part 3 of Regulatory Guide 10.3

"It is unclear whether the Intervenors intend to refer specineally to the absence of a fortnal " Safety Analysis
Repon' or are insiead alluding to the absence of sorne snore general bnd of safety analysis Their specine
reference to a " Safety Analysis Report"in their Wntten Presentation (at 15) suggests the forrner, whde the general
language in ihe Intervenor organaanons' Appeal Bnef (as 8 and 30L 31) and Wntien Presentation (at 42) suggests
the lauer We note that a safery Analysu Report is a creature of Part 50 of our regulanons (speci6cally 10
C F R. 5 503Ab)L and is consequently irrelevant to the University's heense arnendrnent apphcanons, which were
subnurted under Parts 30 and 70
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merely states that "[alll items should be completed in sufficient detail for
the NRC to determine that the applicant's equipment, facilities, and radiation
protection program are adequate to protect health and minimize danger to life and
property." Id. at p.10.3-2. NUREG-1140 contains similarly general language
regarding safety, stating only that "[tJhe NRC requires applicants to evaluate
possible accidents." The record clearly indicates that the University made such
an evaluation."

,

Moreover, it is well established (and in fact acknowledged by the Inter-
venors)U that NURF% and Regulatory Guides, by their very nature, serve
merely as guidance and cannot prescribe requirements. See, e.g., Carolina
Power and Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant), ALAB-852, 24
NRC 532,544-45 (1986). See also Regulatory Guide 10.3 at I n., which states
that " Regulatory Guides are not substitutes for regulations, and compliance with
them is not required." Although conformance with regulatory guides will likely
result in compliance with specific regulatory requirements, nonconformance with
such guides does not equate to noncompliance with the regulations. Petitionfor
Emergency and Remedial Action, CLI-78-6,7 NRC 400,406-07 (1978), recon-
siderafion denied, CLI-80-21, II NRC 707 (1980). Only statutes, regulations,
orders, and license conditions can impose requirements upon applicants and
licensees. However, neither the AEA nor the Commission's regulations and
orders nor the University's licenses impose any " safety analysis" requirement
upon the University.

U Sec. c g, tjeensee's Exhibit No.1. Affidaut of Damel J. Osetek Regardmg Safcty of the TRUMP-S Project.
dated Nov. 13.1990, tjcensee's Exhibit No. 3. Affidavit of Dr L steven Morns Regar&ng Safety Analysis. dared
Nov,13,1990; Affidavit of Dr J. Steven Morns Regardmg 1.rrors in Peuuoners' Analyses. dated June 14.1990.
and the attached " Summary of tte TRUMP S accident analyus at the Umverury of M ssoun Research Reactor
(MURR)t.) June 5.1990 Revismn." boih of which are appended as Attachment A to Licensce's Mouon for teave
to ble an Answer to " Reply Mermvandum of Peuuoners in Suppon of Request for Hearms and Stay Penang
Heanng." dated June 15. 1990. document (desenbed as a " guidance draft") styled " Safety Analyus for MURR
Alpha Laboratory operanons(.) TRUMP-S." mcluded as pages 46L76 and 424-37 + f Intervenors' Exhibit No.19
dated Oct 15. 1990. See alm document (desenbed as a " draft revison") styled " Emergency Plan for TRUMP-S
at MURR" at 2. included as page 421 of Intervenors' Exhibit No.19. supra; Licensee's Wnsten Presemauon.
daled Na. 14.1990, at 43. 46-48. 5155 (escusung the Uruverury's safety analyses)

Moreover, two other orgamzauons tRockwell and doe) that are workmg with the Umversity on the TRUMP-
5 Project hase also conducted or reviewed safety analysis exammanons of that project. See Letter to Mr M J
Gabler. Rockwell Internanonal Corp, from Kenneth R. Quitonano. Nuclear Energy Divisic.n. Department of
Energy, dated July 20.1990, ar I ("A Safety Analyus Report was compleied and reviewed"). attached as pagc
A-19 (and labeled 'Nnuff's Exhshit 8") to Intervenors' Apphcaimn for Temporary Stay to Preserve the Status
Quo. dated Aug. 20,1990 "rmengs and Obwrsauons from the 'IRUMP-S Readmess Review at MURR." datcJ.

Apnl 12.1990 (m which a review board of personnel from both Rockwell and the Umversity indicated that "It]he
safety analyus for abnormal operaung conauons was reuewed[. tihe consequences and prevenuon/aunganon for
abnormal operaung conauons were reuewed{. and t]he safety analyus showed that an NRC unusual event will
not occur") included as page 1% of lmervenors' Exhibit No.19, supra
U See Intervenors' Wntten Presentauon at 10
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11. SAFETY PROCEDt'RES

O mpeal, the Intervenors reiterate their earlier arguments (which the Presid-
ing Ofh.i e did not specifically address) that the University's failure to include
proposed safety procedures in its two license amendment applications rendered
those applications deficient. IS-1B at 8, 58-59. See also Intervenors' Written
Presentation at 21-22; Intervenors' Exhibit No.1, supra p. 87, at 12 42 and 16
154(d); intervenors' Response to Licensee's Written Presentation, dated Dec.
24,1990, at 17,2'-26. In support of this contention, the Intervenors cite three
authorities (or groups of authority).

First, the Intervenors rely on 10 C.F.R. 6 70.22(a)(8), which provides that an
application for a Part 70 license shall contain "[p]roposed procedures to protect
health and minimize danger to life or property (such as procedures to avoid
accidental criticality, procedures for personnel monitoring and waste disposal,
post-criticality accident emergency procedures, etc.)" But the Commission does
not require that "[p]roposed procedures to protect health and minimize danger
to life or property" be included in the amendment request if they have already
been submitted to the Commission in previous applications associated with the
same NRC license. In fact, the Commission's regulations expressly permit an
applicant to incorporate by reference any information contained in previous
applications, statements, or reports filed with the Commission. 10 C.F.R.
Il70.21(a)(3),30.32(a). The Commission's regulations thereby avoid both the
imposition of needless expense on the applicant and the unnecessary submission
of additional copics of documents already in the Commission's possession,

ne University submitted just such information when it proffered its Hand-
book of Radiological Operations (April 1988) (" Handbook") to the Commission
as part of the University's January 16,1989 application for renewal of License
No. SNM-247." This Handbook is the University's guide in all matters relating
to radiation protection and control. The Handbook includes specific procedures
(e.g., emergency procedures, procedures with respect to the radioactive waste
disposal program, procedures for opening packages containing radioactive ma-
terial, rules for laboratory practice), as well as the University's commitments
to implement certain essential elements of the radiation safety program (e.g.,
requirements for personnel monitoring, protective apparel, posting of warning
signs and notices, leak test of scaled sources)." Intervenors do not attack the

H NRC Staff subnusted the //and/imd to the Presiding Of hcer in this proceedmg on August 16.1990. We also
note that, according to inservenors' I nhabit No 19. supra note 12. at page "o" Oable of contentst the Universary .

vnade the //andbmd available to the Inservenors nearly two months carher - on June 26.1990
" Because the hnuied arnount of special nuclear rnaienal authonzed under ticense No. SNM-247 is insufficient

to create a snucahry accident. the Universary did not need to (and. in fact. did not) itulude enncahry or post-
enticahty procedures or requirernents in the //andhmd see 10 C F R 9 70.2Aat Regulatory Guide 10 3 at page
103253.2.
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Handbook as inadequate to cover the additional materials that are the subject of
the University's two materials license amendment applications.

By providing these procedures and commitments to the Commission, the
University has satisfied the filing requirements of 10 C.F.R. 6 70.22(a)(8).
Because the University had already provided this information to the Commission
in the January 16, 1989 application for renewal of License No. SNM-247,
the University was not also required to attach this same information to the
amendment applications contested by the Intervenors."

In addition to the Intervenors' reliance on 10 C.F.R.170.22(a)(8) to support
their contention regarding safety procedures, they also rely generally on Part 30
of ;he Commission's regulations. However, Intervenors identify no regulatory
section therein requiring a licensee to include safety procedures as part of its
license amendment application, and we find no such requirement in that Part of
our regulations.87 Consequently, we conclude that the Intervenors' reliance on
Part 30 is misplaced.

Finally, the Intervenors rely on Regulatory Guide 10.3, Regulatory Guide
;

j 1 0 .5 ,88 and Proposed Revision 2 to Regulatory Guide 10.5. We conclude that

I the Intervenors' reliance on these documents is misplaced. As explained in the
immediately preceding section Regulatory Guides do not impose requirements
upon licensees bm im,tead set forth one way in which a licensee or applicant can
comply with our regulations. They do not purport to spell out the only way (or all
permissible ways)in which to comply. For the reasons discussed earlier in this

I section, we conclude that the University satisfied our regulatory requirements
regarding safety procedures notwithstanding that it used an approach (i.e.,

I submittal of its Handbook) which was different from the approach set forth
j in the Regulatory Guides to which the Intervenors point. Consequently, the

| University's amendment applications cannot be found deficient for failure to
l

!
d huthermore, the Uruversny and the intenenors have also subnutted to the Comnussion a number (though

not all) of the Umversuy's TAMS. SiandarJ operaung Procedures (" Sops"). and Iacahty Emergency Procedurer i

("ILPs") that are relevant to the TRUMP-S Project and the Ahiha Laboratory See intenenors' Exhibn No. |
19. supra note 12. at 387 419 (TAM ls0.89, 91), 443-46 (sop Vill 8 through vill 8 3). Afhdavit ot' Waher |
A. Meyer Jr Regarding Energency Planmng. dated oct 29.1990. ("Meyer Emergency Planning Afhdavit"). i

Anachnent 5 (sop Vill N through Vill 8 3), appended to teensee's Subnunal in Accordance with * Memorandum )
(Menorandum of Conference Call of october 19. 1990).' '' dated oei 30 1990. Intervenors' Latubit No.11 |

(TAM-62), supra note 6. Imervenors' Eshibit No.12. accompanying Intervenors' Wnnen Presentauon (f LP.3.
and IIP.3(a)(draft)). Meyr Emergency Planning Af6 dant. supra. Attachment 3 (I'EP.3(a)). Meyer Energency

| Planmng Athdavit. supra. Attachneni 4 (standmg order 948 (regardmg i LP.3(a)) in ad6buon the Universny has
provided t% Comnumon with nunerous desenpt ons of its safety procedures and preuunons. Sec. e # . Licensee's
Lalubit No. 9. Afhdavit of Dr Susan M tanghorst Regardmg AJequacy of Safety Procedures. Adnumstranve
Controls and Ucensee's Personnel Quahncanons ("Langhorst Personnel Quahhcanons Affidaut"). dated Nov.13.
1990. at 2 6 M 5-22. anached to Licensee's written Presentatmn. dated Nov. 14.1990.Apphennon for Amendnrnt
to tacenne No. SNM-247 at 17-21. and Apphcanon for Anrndment to License No 24-00513-32 at 17 22 (staff
subnutted both of these apphcanons into the record on June 21. 1990 )

"section 30 32(a) does refer to Iwm 313. w hoch in turn speci6es that the appli; ant should proffer its "radianon
safety program." he Ur9versity did so See Apphcanon for Amendnrnt to License No. SNM-247 at 17-21;
Apphcanon for Amendnrnt to lacense No 24-00513.32 at 17-22.

| " Regulatory Guide 10 5, "Apphcanons for Type A lacenses of Broad Scope" (Rev.1. December 1980t
!
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" comply" with Regulatory Guides 10.3 and 10.5, much less with the proposed
revisions to Regulatory Guide 10.5.

iii. EMERGENCY PLAN"

Broughout the proceeding below, the Intervenors asserted that the University
should have filed an emergency plan with its two applications, and that its failure
to do so rendered those applications fatally defective. The Interrenors base their
argument on the requiremes.ts set forth in 10 C.F.R. il30.32(i) and 70.22(it
These regulations establish a screening threshold above which an emergef cy
plan needs to be considered. This threshold is derived from the Protective
Action Guides ("PAGs") of the Environmental Protection Agency (" EPA").
He regulations provide that an application to possess the kinds of radioactive
materials at issue in this proceeding must contain either (i) an evaluation showing
that the maximum dosage for a person offsite will not exceed the threshold limits
or (ii) an emergency plan for responding to the release of radioactive mate-
rial.2o

In both his Final Initial Decision and an earlier interlocutory order. the Pre-
siding Officer concluded that these two regulations did not apply to applications
(such as the University's) which were filed (and approved) prior to the regula-
tions' April 7,1990 effective date. LBP-91-31,34 NRC at 43 n.20,100,124;
LBP-90-45,32 NRC at 455-56. Although the Piesiding Officer acknowledged
that the Commission had required certain designated licensees to file emergency
plans at the time these two regulations went into effect, he concluded that the
University had not been so designated. LBP-91-31,34 NRC at 124, referring
to Final Rule, " Emergency Preparedness for Fuel Cycle and Other Radioactive
Material Licensees " 54 Fed. Reg.14.051 (Apr. 7,1989).

On appeal, the Intervenors reiterate their earlier argument that the emergency
plan was required by sections 30.32(i) and 70.22(i). IS-1B at 50-57; II-IB at 19.
In support, the Intervenors contend that the effective date is irrelevant because
"[nlewly adopted regulations control the disposition of pending applications,
unless the regulations expressly state the contrary." IS-IB at 52. See also id.
at 56. The Intervenors rely principally upon four decisions of the United States

"In this secuon of the order. we alhess only the procedural issue whether the Umversuy's two mstant
apphcahons are governed by the hhng requirenrnes estabhshed n our emergency planmng regulanons in secnons
!! C ! and il C 4 of this order. below, we address the Intervenors'substannvc arguments regardmg itw a& uacyN
of the emergency plan that the Uruversary prepared (and that the NRC Staff has repeatedly approved) for the ennre
MURR facihty.
2n We tote. but do not rely on the fact. that on Apnl 16. lW3. the NRC staff compleied an evalualmn under 10

C F R. I 30 320h IMi). In whsch Staff concluded triat the manmum dosage for a person offsne would not exceed
the threshold hnuis. Staff conducted ttus evaluanon as part of its consideranon of the Appheanon for Renewal of
the Umversity of Missouri Broad Scope licenw No. 24-00513 32. dated Feb 27. lW2 that the Staff approved
on July 7. lW3 No mtervenors have challenged : hat approval
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Supreme Court.2' Although the Intervenors do not expressly say so, they are '

in essence asking the Commission to apply the two regulations retroactively
to the University.22 We reject the Intervenors' arguments and affirm the
Presiding Officer's conclusion that the University was not required to include
an emergency plan in its two applications.

He Presiding Officer is correct that the Commission did not intend for the
regulations at issue to be apphed retroactively so as to require the rejection of
previously filed applications that did not contain the newly required emergency
plan information. It is axiomatic that a new law should not be applied with
retroactive effect if there is " statutory direction to the contrary." See, e.g.,
Bradley,416 U.S. at 711,715 & n.21. This axiom applies not only to statutes but
also to regulations. See Thorpe, 393 U.S. at 281-82; Bradley, 416 U.S. at 715;
Ziffrin 318 U.S. at 78. De language of the two regulations in question, toget erh

with their effective date, provide the Commission's regulatory equivalent to a
" statutory direction to the contrary." The regulations expressly require that
the application must contain either an emergency plan or an evaluation of
dose effects. De statement of consideraticn to the final rule specified that
these regulations (and therefore their above-described requirement) were not to
become effective until April 7,1990. 54 Fed. Reg. at 14,05), 14,057. It nowhere
suggested that pending applications would have to be amended to meet *he new
rule's requirements. There was, in short, no indication of a Commisi.on int > nt

{to act retroactively.23

II
Bradley v School Board of Cuv of Ru-hmond. 416 U 5. 6% (1974h Thorpe r flousmg Aurr 6 of Curt

of Durham. 393 U.S 268 (l969); Lunkirner r Wa: Lev. 38I U.s 616 (l%S); Zoffrin. Inc v. Umred 5: ares. 3l8
U S. 73 (1944) in addinon. the intervenors cite two Appeal Board decisions However. because our analysis
of Supreme Court precedent is dispostuve of the matant issue, me aced not address the Appeal Board decisions.
Fmally, the Intervenors assert that the emergency plan was also required by three of the Comnussion's NUREG
docunents. For the reasons already discus.ed. NUREGs cannot impose requirements upon hcensees

22"A rule has retroact we effect if 'an act lawM at the ame it was done' is ' rendered unlawful and the actor
called to account for a completed, now condemned deed in the halls of jusuce '" Amencun Mming Cungress t
EPA. %S F 2d 759. 769 (9th Cir.1992)(quotmg Rales t RFURI, /nc. 770 F.2d 1821.1127 (D C. Car 19M5)).
Ahhough the issue of "retroacuvity" generally anses in situauons where the government attempts to apply a
statute or regulation pnor to its enacment date or promulgarron Jare. the issue is logically just as relevant to
situanons m which the government or a party attempis to apply a new regulation to events thal transpired pnor to
the regulanon's egccant darr.
23

we note that the rule of statutory construction aruculated in the Supreme Court cases ened by the Intervenors
- that "a co irt is to apply the law m effect at the time it renders its decision" (Brudtry. 416 U.S. at 711; Thorpe.
393 U S. at 2811 - nevenheless "did not alter the mell-settled presumpuon agamst apphcanon of the class of
new statutes that would have genumely 'rena "ive' effect " tenderaf r (m Ednt Prm/scas,114 S Co.1483,
1503 (1994)(construmg Bradley) See also Fmal Rule. "Rension of L.neense Fee S hedule." 49 red Reg. 21.293.
21.296 (hfay 21.1984)("Th3 concept of impernussible retroacuury apphes only to those cases where a new law
or rule is apphed to transacnons completed m the past pnor to the new rule. where the nghts and obhganons of
the parues already have been fised"). The apphcabihty of this conclusion to de instant proceedmg is unaffected

| by the fact that the two regulanons at issue are procedeual rather than substantive in nature. As the Supreme Contrl
indicaled in Landgraf-,

| [T]he mere fact than a new rule is procedural does not nran that it apphes to every pending case. A
'

new rule concertung the fihng of complames mould not govern an acuan m which the complaint had
(Consmurdb
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In sum, we conclude that, ahhough the University was free to submit
applications in February and March 1990 which would comply with regulations
that became effective only in April 1990, it was not required to do so.

iv. ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT

On appeal, the Intervenors offer two bases for their assertion that the
University's applications should have included an environmental report. First,
they contend that the University's use of inexperienced students and other
personnel working with highly toxic pyrophoric transuranics will result in a
significant increase in the potential for radiological accidents and that, under
10 C.F.R. 6 51.60(b)(2)(v), an environmental report is therefore required. IS-
IB at 61. See also Written Presentation of Intervenors at 24. Second, the
Intervenors argue that the Alpha Lab is a " plutonium processing plant" as the
term is defined in 10 C.F.R. 570.4 and that the University's applications must
therefore include an environmental report. IS-IB at 61. We disagree with both
of these contentions.

Regarding the Intervenor' first argument, we note that the regulation on
which they rely provides that a, applicant must prepare an environmental
report for any application for an a.,endment that would authorize or result in
"a significant increase in the potential for radiological accidents." We
find no such significant increase in accident potential. The University has ;

submitted record evidence, uncontradicted by the Intervenors. that the students |
who work on the TRUMP-S Project are trained by experienced authorized '

users of the subject materials; that their training as to TRUMP-S procedures
and their experience in working with radioactive materials are documented;
and that such documentation must be reviewed and approved by not only
an authorized user but also the Reactor Health Physics Manager and the
Isotope Use Subcommittee of the Reactor Advisory Committee. See Langhorst
Personnel Qualifications Affidavit, supra note 16, at 20 42. We agree with
the Presiding Officer's conclusion that "it is appropriate to use students in the
manner in which the University is using them." LBP-91-31, 34 NRC at 97.
Consequently, we conclude that the increased-risk assumption underlying the
Intervenors' first argument is incorrect and that the University's omission of
an environmental report does not render its application in noncompliance with
section 51.60(b)(2)(v).

ahemly twen properly hied under the old regme, and the promulgaimn of a new rule of evidence would
not require an appellate remand for a new inal

114 S Ct. at 1502 n.29 See alw id ai 1505 n 34 (majonly opimont 1525 (Scaba. J . concurnngt 2 J. Sutherland.
Jiasures und Starworr Cmurrurmn i4164 at 349 (1986)

!
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We also cannot accept the Intervenors'second contention, viz., that the Alpha
Lab is a " plutonium processing plant" as the term is defmed in 10 C.F.R. 5 70.4
and that the University's applications must therefore include an environmental
report. Although the Intervenors cite no regulatory authority for this contention,
we assume that they intended to rely on 10 C.F.R. 6 70.21(f), which provides
that an applicant seeking to possess and use special nuclear material must file an
environmental report if the material would be used, inter alia, for processing and
fuel fabrication. In section II.B.S.b.iii below, we consider and reject a similar
argument, i.e., that the NRC Staff should have prepared an EA or EIS on the
ground that the Alpha Lab is a " fuel fabrication and processing plant" as that
term is defined in section 70.4. Ibr the same reasons, we reject the Intervenors'
instant contention.

b. Failure to Describe Rdly in the SNM License Amendment Application the
Curie Content of the Materials

The University, in its SNM license amendment application, sought authoritys

to possess and use "10 gramsn10 millicurie Plutonium." See Application for
Amendment to I icense No. SNM-247, dated Feb. 20,1990, at 1. (See p.
I11, infra, regarding the sample's origin.) The Intervenors objected that the
MURR staff did not krow (or concealed) the fact that the 10 grams of plutonium
would contain a radiation quantity of far more than the 0.710 Ci specified in the
University's application. Specifically, the Intervenors were referring to record
evidence that the activity from Pu-241 and Am-241 will increase the activity of
the plutonium material by approximately 1.21 and 0.07 Ci, respectively.24 Se,
intervenors' Exhibit No. 20 Declaration of'IRUMP-S Review Panel, dated Dec.
24,1990, at Il-14; Intervenors' Response to Licensee's Written Presentation,
dated Dec. 24,1990, at 10-11.

In his Final Initial Decision, the Presiding Officer concluded that "[ijt would
have been preferable" for the University to have listed Am-241 and Pu-241 in
its SNM license amendment application and he ordered them to provide the
necessary information to enable NRC Staff to amend that license accordingly,
lie concluded, however, that this omission was not fatal to the application. LBP-
91-31,34 NRC at 98-100. On appeal, the Intervenors argue that the University's
failure to include the activity level of Pu-241 and Am-241 in the SNM license
amendment application renders the application itself incomplete. IS-IB at 30.
For the reasons set forth below, we agree with the Presiding Officer's conclusion
that the omission of these two trace contaminants does not constitute a material
defect in the application.

24
The acuvity of a radioisotope is the nusnber of nudear transformahons (i e., decay) occurring in a given

quanuty of matenal dunng a given penod of tiene The cune is a nrasurernent or a radioisotope s acuvery
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1. BACKGROUND

Section 70.22(a)(4) of the Commission's regulations required the University
to identify in its applications "[t]he name, amount and specification (including,

| the chemical and physical form and, where applicable, isotopic content) of the
special nuclear material the applicant proposes to use or produce." 10 C.F.R.
6 70.22(a)(4). The Commission has interpreted this requirement as follows:

The special nuclear matenal requested should be identihed by isotopes; chemical or phpical
form, activny in curies, nullicunes, or microcunes; and mass in grams. Specificatwn

.

I
of isotope should knelude pnncipal iwtore and sngmjicant contaminants. Major Jose-
coninbuting contannnants present or expected to build up are of particular interest

Regulatory Guide 10.3 6 4.3 (emphasis added).

The Commission expects an applicant to disclose the activity of all prin-
cipal radioisotopes posent in licensed material. However, for the following
reasons, the Commission does not expect an applicant also to disclose trace
contaminants and decay products. The transuranic radioisotopes licensed by the |

,

Commission are obtained by neutron radiation of heavy elements - a process !
that generally produces multiple radioisotopes of the same chemical element."

|
Because the production of isotopically pure samples of radioisotopes is virtually '

impossible, the Commission bases its safety analysis on the principal radioiso-
topes with the potential of producing the greatest exposures. The Commission,
when reviewing applications, does not ignore the trace contaminants and decay
products associated with the principal radioisotopes, but rather views the prin-

,

I

cipal isotope in the context of the properties of not only that isotope but also
,

its daughter products and any commonly mingled trace isotopes. Because the '

safety considerations for the principal isotope will encompass the intermingled
trace elements, the Commission's normal licensing practice is not to require
licensees and applicants to list trace contaminants on their applications. This is
standard Commission practice, well known throughout the industry.26

With this background in mind, we turn to the issue whether the University's
SNM license amendment application was deficient for failure to list both Pu-
241 and Am-241 as "significant contaminants" or " major dose-contributing
contaminants"(as those terms are used in Regulatory Guide 10.3),

2'Radmisotopes of the sanr chenucal element dafter only by the number of neutrons in the nucleus of the
element

2*See Afridavn of John E. Genn. daied Dec 4.1990. at 3-4114-6, attached to "NRC Staff Response to
intersenors' Motmn for Reconsideratwn of hienwrandum and order of November 1,1990 and Enwrgency (kder
That Staff Hold in Abeyance order of Nosember 1." dated Dec 5.1990 rNRC Staff Response") See alw
Afftdent of Dr witham J Adam. dated Dec. 5.1990, ai 317, attached to NRC Staff Response; Lscensee's
Lahibn No.15. Affidavis of Dr susan M LanF orst Regarding Relauve Radmlogical Risk Associated with Traceh

Anencium-241 in Plutomum Standard, dated Nov 16.1990. at 8 9115. attached to Licensee's Response to
Intervenors' Motmn for Reconsideranon . . and Energency order . Part 1. dated Nov. 21.1990
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In examining the question whether the SNM license amendment application |
| should have listed 0.012 gram (1.21 Ci) of Pu-241 as a significant contaminant

|
27

'

contained in the 10-gram (0,71 Ci) sample of Pu-239/Pu-240, we are faced with !
the following dilemma. On the one hand, the relatively small weight of Pu-241

| (0.012 gram) contained in the 10 grams of Pu-239/Pu-240 might suggest that

| Pu-24] constitutes merely a trace isotope and therefore need not be listed in the
'

application. On the other hand, because Pu-241 (with a half-life: of 14.4 years)8

decays much faster than Pu 239 or Pu-240 (with half-lives of 24,065 and 6537
years, respectively)? the activity per unit gram of Pu-241 is approximately

| 1671 and 454 times higher than the activity of Pu-239 and Pu 240, respectively, i

| Consequently, even a trace amount (0.012 gram) of Pu-241 can result in an
I activity (1.21 Ci) higher than that of Pu-239/Pu-240 (here,0.71 Ci). This line
i of reasoning might suggest that Pu-241 should have been listed as a "significant

| contaminant" in the application, based on the comparatively high level of the
| radioisotope's activity.

To resolve this problem, the Commission will examine the health hazard or
dose contributicn of Pu-241 as compared to those of Pu-239 and Pu-240. We

i conclude, for the reasons set forth below, that the compacative contribution of
the contaminant Pu-241 is insignificant, that the SNM application's omission

[ of Pu-241 is consistent with the provisions of Regulatofy Guide 10.3, and that
the omission consequently does not reflect adversely on the qualifications of the

| University's personnel.
The principal isotopes of Pu-239 and Pu-240 are both strong alpha parti-

cle emitters, whereas Pu-241 is primarily a beta particle emitter.)" The typical
enerFy of the Pu-239/Pu-240 alph; particle is almost 1000 times greater than

j the average energy of the beta particles emitted in the decay of Pu-241.5' Once

I
|
|

27 See AffiJavit of Dr i Steven Moms Regard ng Plutomunn Coment. dated oct 29,1990 (" Morns Plutomum
Affidavit"), at 7. Table 2. attached to Licensee's Subtruttal in Accordance with " Memorandum (Memorandum of
Conference Call of October 19. 1990)." hied oct. 30. 1990. That table sets farth the 6sotopic composition (wt

; '1) and cunes per 10 grams for New BrunswiclL Laboratory Certshed Reference Marenal 127 (formerly Natmaal
' Hureau of Standards Standard Reference Malenal 945)- the source of the Umversity's plutotuum sample -

based on the 1975 Los Alanms Natamal taiboratory analysis. with the decay corrected to September 1990. Ibr
Pu-241. the wt % is given as 0116. uluch translates to 0 0116 gram, or a roundoff of 0 012 gram
2nThe half-hfe of a rad oisotope is the tine required for a radioacuve substance to Imse 50% of its activity by

decay Lach rmlmnuchde has a umque half-life.
2'lederal Guidance Report No 11. "Lmutmg Values of Rahonuchde Intale an.d Air Concemrpoon and Dow

| Conversion factors for Inhalanon. Submersmn. and Ingesuon." i PA.520/1-88-020. at 113 (LPA Sept.19tt8 L
'

3"The decay of Pu-241 as almost enurely through beta enussmns. with only0 00245% through alpha enussmns.
See Morns Plutomum Affidavit supra note 27. at 6114 )

l 38 See U S Depanment of flealth. Educanon. and welfare. Radmlognalllealth Hand /wi at 372 73 (Rev. ed .
January 1970) See alw Morns Plutomum Attidaut. supra note 27. at 12129; Afhdavit of Wilham J Adam,
supra note 26. at 314 Because none of the three plutonum asutores of mierest is a strtmg enutter of gamma

(Comsmurd)

i

|
'
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the plutonium enters tb body, the higher-enerFy alpha peticles will cause far
more damage to the body tissue than will the beta particles. Therefore, Pu-
239 and Pu-240 present a great deal more significant health hazard than does
Pu 241.n Consequently, to compare meaningfully the relative heahh hazard or
dose contribution of Pu-241 with those of Pu-239 and Pu-240, we must first
convert the beta dose of Pu-241 (1.21 Ci) into the equivalent activity level for
an alpha-emitter such as Pu-239 and Pu-240.

A comparison of the annual-limits-on-intake ("All") values of 0.006 mi-
crocurie (pCi) eact for Pu-239 and Pu-240 with the 0.3-pCi limit for Pu-241
reveals that Pu-241 is only 1/50th as hazardous as Pu-239 or Pu-240" - a, the
Infervenors acknowledge." Therefore,1.21 Ci of beta radiation from Pu-24i
is equivalent to only 0.024 Ci of alpha radiation from Pu-239/Pu-240 (or 3.0%
of the total activity of the sample" )in terms of health hazard or dose contribu-
tion This is the same analytical approach that the University used to justify its
decision not to list Pu-241 (see Morris Plutonium Affidavit, supra note 27, at j
12-14 t 29-33), and is also similar to NRC Staff's approach (see Affidavit of

|Dr. William J. Adam, supra note 26, at 3 4; ser generally Affidavit of John
1

E. Glenn, supre note 26. at 4-61 6-9).
Given this low (3E ,ontribution level of Pu 241 and the very high margin

of error in measuring Yu-239/Pu-240,36 the listing of Pu-241 would provide !

!
|

partales (which are far wse penetratmg than alpha or beta pamcles and which are therefore a more hazardous
external source of radiasmnk the praticipal heahh nsk from those three isotopes stems from mternal exposure 0 e..
b mhalation or ingestmn) rather than external esposure

2
5ce Afhdavn of Jolm E. Glenn, supra note 26. at 518 See alw Afhdavit of Dr Wilham J Adam. supro Imte

20. at 314. Licensee's I.xhibit No 15. supra nose 26. at .b416.
33 ALI is the denved pernussible hnut for the anmunit of radioactive material taken into the bcdy of an adult

worket by inhalanon or mFennon in a year Tir All can be found in late I of I ederal Guidance Report No
ll. apra noie 29. at 31 er Ja,p See atm NURI G-il40 at k0. Table 13 ("Quannues of Radioacuve Matenals
Reymnng I:valuauon of the Need for offute Energency Preparedness (Based on I rem effecuve dose equivalent I
outside the building)"L which hsts lhe Pu-241 coment threshold for auch evaluation as 100 Ci and, by contrast. '

hsts the Pu-239 and pug 9 thresholds at 2 Ci - 50 tmrs lower
"See "lmer~ers' Motmn for Reconsideration of Memorandum and order of Nevember I,1990 (tacensce's

Partial Resprase Concerrung Trenporary stay) and Emergency order that Staff Hold m Abeyance order of i
November ! . Part 1." dared Nov 12.1u90.at9 1

35 The total *e conn hunon/ health haiard is asugned as followr

Equivalent
Actitity 4 of Total Duse
(in mCO Contribution 4|ealth IIntard

Pu-239/Pu-240 0 710 88 3
Pu-241 0 024 30
Am.241 0 070 K7

loTAL 0 804 100 0

36 :1 In quire difficult to assess with any accuracy the internal dose attnbutable to plutomum imake if the
assessnrnts are taken only dunng a short penod of urne after the mtske Such assessnrnts hase an mherently high
margin of crmr See 11.5 Depurmwns of N.gy. Radmlvgn ul Control Manual al p l 2118 IDoUI H-0256T,
June 1992) to our opimni., the lugh wgr. of error associated with the twely assessnwns of plutoruum miake
(i e., Pu-239/Pu-240 + Pu-241) renArs the M dose coninbunon nf Pu-241 msigruficant by comparison
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no helpful knowledge to a dosimetrist attempting to measure, or a doctor
.

seeking to treat, an individual's r jiation intake. Moreover, such a list could I

confuse isotope suppliers by suggesting that a licensee is authorized to receive a

radioisotope both as a contaminant and as a principal radioisotope. See Affidavit i
of John E. Glenn, supra note 26, at 2-413-6. Finally, as explained at p.105, '

supra, such a listing would not assist the Commission and its Staff in deciding I

whether to grant an application. |

For the reasons set forth above, we conclude both that the University's omis-
sion of Pu-241 from its application's list of radionuclides will not compromise
any aspect of the applicant's radiological safety program" and that the dosc
contributions associated here with Pu-241 are insignificant when compared with
the other dose contributions at issue in the University's SNM license amend-
ment application. Consequently, we cannot accept the Intervenors' argument
that the University's SNM license amendment application is deficient due to the
University's decision not to list Pu-241 as a "significant contaminani."

|

iii. Am-241

| We find that the question whether Am-241 should have been listed separately
in the University's SNM license amendment application is moot. On Feb. 27,'

1992, the University submitted an Application for Renewal of[its] Broad Scope
License No. 24-00513-32. In that application (which was never challenged), the
University sought permission to combine its then-existing Part 70 SNM License
(which did not list Am-24 I) and its Part 30 Materials License (which did list Am-
241)into a new all-inclusive Broad Scope Materials License (which did list Am-

| 24I), and then to terminate its SNM License. On July 7,1993, the Staffincluded
| the SNM materials in the Unisersity's newly issued Broad Scope Materials

,

| License No. 24-00513-39 and simultaneously terminated License No. SNM-247 |

| (see Amendment No.18 to License No. SNM-247). As a consequence, the
| byproduct materials . icense amendment's reference to Am-241 was incorporatedl
| into the new Broad Scope Materials License No. 24-00513-39 - the license

| that currently covers the University's SNM material.

c. Failure to Demonstrate Adequate Quahfications of Personnel

The Presiding Officer in his Final Initial Decision rejected the Intervenors'
argument that the University had failed to satisfy its obligation under sections
30.33(a)(3) and 70.23(a)(2) to demonstrate that its personnel were qualified

t
Uj Moreover. because Pu 241 cannot be inhaled or engested by an indwidual urless Pu.239'Pu-240 has also

escaped from the glove bot. die safetj measures that would present the release of the principal isotopes Pu-
239/Pu-240 would also prevent the release of Pu-241
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| through training and experience to use the material for the requested purpose.
LBP-91-31,34 NRC at 95,96-97,99-100,101,107. On appeal, the Intervenors
challenge the Presiding Officer's conclusion. IS-1B at 59-61. For the reasons
set forth below, we affirm the Presiding Officer's conclusion.

i. ACCURACY OF TiiE LICliNSEE'S DESCRIPTION OF TIIE PLUTONIUM
SAMPLE'S RADIOISOTOPES AND CURIE CONTENT

As noted above, the University, in its SNM license amendment application,
sought authority to possess and use "10 gramsn10 millicurie Plutonium." See
Application for Amendment to License No. SNM-247, dated Feb. 20,1990, at

1. The Intervenors asserted that MURR staff did not know (or concealed) the
fact that the 10 grams of plutonium would contain a radiation quantity of far j
more than the 0.710 Ci specified in the University's application. According l

to the Intervenors, this display of ignorance (or deception) demonstrated the |
incompetence of the University's personnel. See, e.g., Intervenors' Response to
Licensee's Written Presentation, dated Dec. 24,1990, at 17-18.

In his Final Initial Decision, the Presiding Officer concluded that "it would
have been preferable to disclose" in the SNM application the 1.21 Ci of Pu-
241, but he nevertheless rejected the Intervenors' argument that this omission
was fatal to the application and he accordingly refused to adopt the Intervenors'
position regarding the University personnel's qualifications. LBP-91-31, 34
NRC at 98-100. On appeal, the Intervenors contend that the Presiding Officer
erred in concluding that the University's omission of this information does not
cast doubt on the qualifications of the University's personnel. IS-IB at 59-60.
We have examined this issue thoroughly and agree with the Presiding Officer's
conclusion.

We reject the Intervenors' suggestion that the University's personnel may
have been ignorant of the existence of Pu-241 and Am-241 in the Pu-239/Pu-
240 sample. See id. at 60.)" The record in fact demonstrates that the University
deliberately decided not to list Pu 241 or Am-241 in its SNM application because
it did not consider either radionuclide to be a significant trace contaminant
required to be listed under our regulations. See, e.g., Morris Plutonium Affidavit,

,

supra note 27, at 4 8, 9; Licensee's Exhibit No.15. mpra note 26, at 4 !
8; Licensee's Submittal in Accordance with " Memorandum (Memorandum of

Conference Call of October 19, 1990)," filed Oct. 30,1990, at 5; Licensee's
Response to "Intervenors' Motion for Reconsideration and Emergency

3"Nor do me (md in the record even the shghtest cudence to support the Intervenors' suggesnon that the
Umverury's personnel may hwe attempted to "conceall]" these radionuchdes' eustence from the Corrumsuon
See ud
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Order . . . Part I," dated Nov. 21,1990, at 5 n.2 and 10-11. See also U Mo
RB at 86.

De University's conclusion in this regard was shared by the NRC Staff.
See NRC Staff Response, supra note 26, at 5; Affidavit of John E. Glenn,
supra note 26, at 416, and 6119,10, and 7 11; Affidavit of Dr. William
J. Adam, supra note 26, at 3-4116, 7. We agree with the NRC Staff that,
consistent with the University's decision not to list Pu 241 or Am-241 and
contrary to the Intervenors' understanding, it is not the general practice of
the scientific community to identify the activity of all radioisotopes present
in licensed material, including trace elements down to microcurie quantities.
Affidavit of John E. Glenn, supra note 26, at 213. Thus, the omission of
separate listings of Pu-241 and Am-241 in the University's SNM application
does not indicate any lack of qualification of the University's personnel. Nor is
there any other record evidence to suggest such a lack of qualification.

To the contrary, we find that the record amply supports the conclusion that
the personnel are highly qualified in education, training, and experience to
engage in the TRUMP-S Project research. The University has provided extensive
information regarding the training and experience of those personnel," and

l the Intervenors have chosen not to challenge the accuracy or relesance of that
information. We also express our confidence i- the training program establisi ed
by the University for the participants in the TRUMP-S Project. See Langhor$z
Personnel Qualifications Affidavit, supra note 16, at Il-121 32-33. 35; id. r.t
15-16 139(2)-(8).

it. ACCURACY OF THE DESCitil" TION OF THE PLUTONIUM JAMPLE'S
| WEIGHT CONTENT

he Intervenors assert that MURR staff were ignorant of the fact that the .
i content of the plutonium could not possibly be 94.42 wt 9 Pu-239 and 5.58 wt

% Pu-240 (the numbers used in the University's SNM application). According

M
sce the resunes of Dr. Gary J Ehrhardt. Mr. John P. Ernst. Mr Stephen L Gunn. Dr. Roland A Huhsch. Dr.

j langhorst. Mr. Wahes A. Meyer. Mr Jeff I Roy. Mr Janneson G Shotts, Dr. Albert Y. Sun, and Dr Kurt R. Zmn.
| all of wiuch are attached as Appendia B to cash of the two subject beense amendnwns applicanons (subnutted by
| Staff into the record on June 21. 1990); Afhdavit of Dr. J. Steven Moms at 1-2 M l 3. attached so "Licensce's

Subnustal in Accordance with Memorandum f.lenawandum of Conference "all of october 19,1990)'" dated
oct.10.1990; Af6 davit of Mr. Waher A Meyer. Jr. at 1-3 M l-7. attached to "Licensce's Subnuttal m Accordance
with ' Memorandum (Memorandum of Conference Call of october 19.1990A'" daied Oct. 30.1990 Resume of
Mr. Walter A. Meyer, Jr . attached to " Licenser's Subnuttal in Accordance with ' Memorandum (Memorandum of
Conference Callof october 19.1990).'" dated oct. 30.1990.Langhorst Personnel Quah6eanons Affidavit, supra
note 16. at 6 20 M23-4h Licensee's wrnten Presentauon. which includes numerous other af6davns contammg
background informanon and resumes for nuiny of the other TRUMP-S personnel. see alw the "bnef resunrs"
of Dr. T.S. Sturvict Dr D G Retzk>ff. Dr Paul R. Sharp. Dr. Dahir S Viswanath, found at pp 8-10 of thet

! "Engmeering. Chemistry. ami MURR Program Support of the Rockwell internanonal TRUMP s Project: A
| Proposal subnutted to Rockwell . . by The Curaints of the Umversity of Missouri (January 1990)." subnutted

into the record as part of Intervenurs' Exhibis No.19. supr4r note 12.
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to the Intervenors, this display of ignorance indicates the incompetence of the
University's personnel. IS-1B at 59. Earlier in this proceeding, the Intervenors
asserted that the University's figures failed to reflect the almost-certain presence
of Pu-241, Pu-242, and Am-241 in the plutonium sample. Intervenors' Exhibit
No.1, supra p. 87 at 6-9 (especially t123,25). He Intervenors are apparently
proffering on appeal a " condensed" version of this earlier assertion; they believe
the presence of these three other radionuclides in the plutonium sample belics
the University's conclusion that Pu-239 and Pu-240 together account for 100r7c

{
of the sample's weight. I

The evidence in the record on this issue does not call into question the i
competence of the MURR staff. The plutonium sample at issue came from the
New Brunswick Laboratory Certified Reference Material 127 (formerly National
Bureau of Standards Standard Reference Material 945). Morris Plutonium
Affidavit, supra note 27, at 316(3). The New Brunswick Laboratory indicated
in its Form DOE-Cll393 that it was shipping 4.72 grams of Pu-239 and 0.279 j
gram of Pu-240 to Rockwell, the TRUMP-S Project's principal contractor.

|Morris Plutonium Affidavit, supra note 27, at 5 12, and Attachment 3 thereto j
(Shipping Form dated May 12,1989). A simple mathematical calculation reveals
that the Pu-239 constitutes 94.42% of the total plutonium weight and that Pu-240
constitutes the remaining 5.58E4"

Moreover, the University has acknowledged that it knew from the outset that
there would be some Pu-241, Pu-242, and Am-241 in the semple,'' but that they
were omitted from the application's list of radionuclides because the University
did not consider them to be "significant" " dose-contributing contaminants" as

i

those terms are used in section 4.3 of Regulatory Guide 10.3. Morris Plutonium i
Affidavit, supra note 27, at 418. See generally Section II.B.I.b, supra. Such I
a conclusion was rational (and indeed has been adopted by the Commission i
in Section II.B.I.b, supra. regarding Pu-241 and Pu-242) and thus cannot be

Pu-239. 0 9442= =

2 0Pu-240- 0 0558= =

The intervenors have subimsted no evidence that would contradict the Umveruty's concluuons regarding the
chenucal makeup of its plutomum sample. They have nwrely oftered two tables setung forth the weight percentaFe5
of radionuchdes m weap<ms-grade plutomum samples - not the sample used by the Umversity intervenors'
L*.hibit No.1. supra p 87 at 7117 Because (as the Imervenors themsches state) the chemical "telomposioon
will vary sample to sample" Od ) the informanon in the two tables does not refute the Umversity's conclusmn

regarding the percentage of Pu-239 and Pu 240 m its own plutomum sample.d
The Umverstry prouded two different sets of calculauons yieldmg the weght percentage of allpw radionuchJes

as of September 1990 Pu-239 (94 42% and 94 291. Pu-240 (5 58% and 5 52%); Pu-241 k01% and 0.116%),
Pu-242 (<01% and 0018%)' and Am-241 K01%) Moms Pluiomum Afhdavit. supra note 27. at f>7 S115-16.
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considered to reflect adversely on the competence of the University's staff. For
all these reasons, we reject the Intervenors' argument.

iii. OTIIER ALLEGED INSTANCES OF I.ICENSEE'S IGNORANCE

Next, the Intervenors point to other alleged examples of the University staff's
ignorance: (1) the need for sprinklers inside and outside of Alpha Lab; (2) the
need for wire glass in the window of the lab; (3) the need for an additional
testable in-place HEPA filter; and (4) the fact that oxygen in the glove box
creates danger of fire, especially when a pyrophoric material such as metallic
plutonium is in use. IS-IB at 60. .According to the Intervenors, these provide
further evidence that the University's personnel are not qualified to conduct the
activities conternplated in the University's two license applications.

We do not see how these examples have any relevance to the question whether
the University's staff "is qualified by training and experience" to experiment
with the elements at issue in this proceeding. See 10 C.F.R. Il30.33(a)(3),
70.23(a)(3). Intervenors' first and second arguments, reduced to their essence,
amount to nothing more than a conclusion that the University staff is unqualified
to conduct the ' MUMP-S experiments because the University disagrees with the
Intervenors and the Presiding Officer on the need for sprinkicrs and wire glass.
Regarding the Intervenors' third assertion, we agree with the Presiding Officer
that an additional testable-in-place HEPA filter was not required for safety, and

,

'

that the absence of such an additional filter did not constitute a design flaw in
the laboratory. See LBP-91-31,34 NRC at 103-M. None of these arguments,
in sum, persuades us that the University's personnel are unqualified.

The Intervenors' fourth assertion - that the University was ignorant of the
fact that oxygen in the glove box increases the risk of fire - would, if true, call
into question the competence of the employees. But the assertion is plainly not
true. The University personnel's awareness of the oxygen issue is evidenced by
both the University's decision to conduct the TRUMP-S experiments in an inert
glove box (in which the oxygen content is typically less than 0.1 part per mil-
lion (ppm)) and the University's installation of an oxygen detection system that
triggers alarms in both the Alpha Laboratory and the reactor control room when
the oxygen level reaches 7 ppm. To put this 7-ppm figure in perspective, we
note from the record that an oxygen level this low will not permit combustion
of ordinary materials; that a level of 10.000 ppm or less will preclude plutonium
from either reaching combustion or continuing to burn (absent additional heat);
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| that a level of 80,000 ppm or less will preclude smoldering; and that a level of !
{ 150,000 ppm or less will result in the extinguishing of flames.42 |

On a related matter, we conclude that, notwithstanding the Intervenors'
,

cursory assertions to the contrary (II.IB at 55-56), graduate students may
,

appropriately palticipate in the TRUMP-S experiments. These students receive
;

j the requisite radiation protection training required by 10 C.F.R. Part 19," and i

j will be working under the guidance of authorized users (professors and certified
health physicists).*d

i

l

2. The Presiding Officer Did Not Err in Refusing to Strike Certain
Affidavits Filed by Licensee

| Intervenors complain on appeal that the Presiding Officer erred in refusing to
'

strike seven affidavits filed by the University on January 28,1991.*5 Specifically, '

i Intervenors complain that the University belatedly submitted these affidavits only
| after the Intervenors had submitted their October 15,1990 written presentation, ;'

thereby denying the Intervenors the opportunity to address those affidavits in
|;that written presentation. On February 12, 1991, the Intervenors moved to

strike the seven affidavits. The Presiding Officer denied the motion to strike.
See unpublished Memorandum and Order (Intervenors' Motion for Clarification,
etc.), issued March 12, 1991, slip op, at 1. In the Final Initial Decision, the

1

! I

d2
5cc Meyer Emergency Planmng Af6 davit, surro note 16. at 9129. Ucensee's Exhibit No. 3. supra note 12. at

| 17142; Ucensee's Exhibit No. 5. Afhdavit of Dr C. lxon Krueger, appended to Usensce's Wnnen Presentauon.
'

dated Nov. 13,1990, at 3111,
M 5cc Appheauon far Anrndmem to Ucenne No. sNM-247 at 2421; Apphcanon for Amendmens to Licenset

[ No. 24 00513-32 at 2122 See generally Umversity of Missouri Central Ra&ation Safety Comnutice's Handiwd.
| supra p 99.

*d
5cc Licensee's Wntien Presentauon at 70-71; Langhurst Personnel Quah6 cations Afhdavit. supra nose 16. at

19139t8), and 20142, Response of Weensee to Request for Heunng and Stay Pen &ng Heanng. daied May 25.
1990. ar 21; Umversity of Missoun Central Radisuon safety Comnunce's Handtwd. supra p. 99. at 2-5 to 24

!
l2.25
d

; !S-IB at 13,2128.11-18 at $8 3pecthcally, the Intervenors refer to the affidavits from |
! Robert G. Punngton regar&ng hre protecuon at the Alpha Laboratory;
I Danic! J. owtek regarding the appropriate dispersion model.
! Dr Susan M. Langhorst regarhig the appropnate dispersion nwdcl;
; Wdham Markgraf, the f we Chief of Columbia. Msssoun. regardmg vanous hre protection issues;

Veryl G. Eschen regarding the argon glove boa enhaust system.
Dr. L steven Morns regar&ng actimde release fractions. the Alpha taboratory, the HLPA hhers in the

glove box exhaust hne. maximum credible accident, the isotopic composiuon of plutomum, epidemiology,
and the sufheiency of the documems provided to the Imervenurs; and

Walter A. Meyer. regarding the MURR facihry emergency plan, the facihty emergency procedures
FLP 3 and fLP hap. the fire departnrnt's withngness and capabihey to 6ght a hre involving radioactive
mmenais, postulmed fires m the Alpha Laboratory general basenrnt area. the apphcabihty of Nanonal
fire Protection Association ("NFPA") practices to the Alpha laboratory, the Columbia fire Departnrnt's
equipmem, and fire protecuan nrthods.

See Is-ID at 24 These seven afhdavits were denoted as Licensee's I:xhibit Nos.16 22. and accompamed the
Licensee *: Jan. 28,1991 Response to intervenors' Rebuttal.
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Presiding Officer also made the following indirect reference to his denial of the
Intervenors' motion to strike:

It is general practice at the NRC to permit apphcant to amend its apphcation papers to
remedy defects that may be disclosed dunng the pendency of a proceeding .

| LB P-91-31, 34 NRC at i10, quoting LBP-90-38,32 NRC 359,364 (1990).
On appeal, the Intervenors take issue with the Presiding Officer's above-

| quoted language. They contend that the Presiding Officer, in denying their
motion to strike the aven affidavits, confused the informal Subpart L proceed-
ings with the formal Subpart G proceedings. According to the Intervenors, the
" general practice" to which the Presiding Officer alluded applies only to Subpart
G proceedings, since there is very little experience under Subpart L.

To the extent the Intervenors intend to argue that our regulations and practice
! preclude the University from submitting post-application affidavits into the

record, we disagree. Such affidavits fall within the types of documents that the
Presiding Officer has the discretion to allow into the record pursuant to section
2.1233(d), vit, " additional documentary data, informational material, or other
written evidence.""

Moreover, we see no reason why the Commission's practice (to which the
Presiding Officer was apparently referring) of permitting the licensee to file
supplemental supporting evidence in a Subpart G proceeding should not apply
equally well to a Subpart L proceeding." The regulations in Subpart L not only
provide for the submittal of such information at the discretion of the Presiding
Officer but also require the Presiding Officer to consider such information in
preparing the Initial Decision."

3. The Presiding Offcer Did Not Err in Denying the Interrenors' Motion
to Submit Rebuttal Evidence

On January 30,1991, the Presiding Officer sua sponte gave the Intervenors
permission to seek leave to submit additional evidence to rebut the Licensee's

"The Intervenors themselves acknowledge that *le}videur does not 'nmdafy a heense apphcauon? " Intervenors'
Monon so Sinke irrelevant and Unrehable Matters. dated Nov. 26,1990, at 2.

" As noted earher, this does not nran that the Commisuon sancuons the hhng or paiemly dencient or " bare-
bunes" appheanons.
"The intervenors also take issue with what they consider to be the Presidmg Ofneer's charactenzauon of the

Univerury's af6 davits as "anwndinents)" to de two appheanons 15-18 at 25 26 Ser grnerally Intervenors'
Response to L.icenzee's Wntien Presentatmn. dated Dec. 24.1990 at Li We beheve that the Presidmg othcer
u tendcJ his use of the words "anwnd its apphcanon papers" to refer to uit papers submmed by the trensee in
suppon of its appheation. and that his words did not refer only to the appheatmn. In any event. reFardless of
the Presid ng Otheer's intended mesmng, we view the Umversny's afhdavits as esplanatory snatenal offered to
and m the understandag of the appheatwns, not as anwndnrnis to the apphcanons. (Because die Comnussion
rejects the charactenzauon of the athdavns as "amendnrnts" to the Umveruty's apphcanon. we need not reach
the Intervenors' arguments that are premised upon that charactenzanon See IS-IB at 2528 )
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1.lanuary 28, 1991 evidentiary submission (consisting of the seven affidavits
i

discussed above). 'Ihe Presiding Officer required, however, that any such '

submittal by the Intervenors

(1) list []. with document and page references, specific facts or arguments that have appeared
for thefirst time in " Licensee's Response to Intervenots!'] Rebuttal." and (2) for each fact
listed. stat [el what Intervenors desire to show and that they have a witness or a citation to

a legal authonry or recognized code to support that showing. If intervenors wish. they may
attach affidavits which witi be received in the wntten record only if their motion is granted.

Unpublished Memorandum and Order (Motion to Show Cause), issued Jan. 30,
1991, slip op at 1-2 (emphasis in original). Intervenors e 'cepted the Presiding
Officer's invitation and moved for leave to file rebuttal evidence in response to
these seven affidavits. See Intervenors' Motion for Leave to Respond to New
Pacts and Arguments in Licensee's Response to Intervenors' Rebuttal, dated
Feb.12,1991.

In an unpublished order issued March 12,1991, the Presiding Officer deferred
ruling on the motion to file rebuttal evidence." In the Final Initial Decision,
the Presiding Officer denied the Intervenors' motion for leave to file rebuttal
evidence. LBP-91-31, 34 NRC at i10,119. He based this ruling on his
interpretation of Subpart L and on his conclusion that the Intervenors had had
numerous opportunities to respond concerning all issues of importance. Id. at
110, 113. The Presiding Officer also based his ruling on the conclusions that
the Intervenors' request for leave to submit rebuttal evidence was too general
and that it failed to suggest the nature of the rebuttal evidence that they would !
proffer. Id. at i13. See generally id. at i13-19.

On appeal, the Intervenors object to the Presiding Officer's denial of their
motion to respond to the University's seven affidavits. According to the

| Intervenors, the Presiding Officer's ruling enabled the University to circumvent
{

| the Intervenors' right to public notice and opportunity for comment. Specifically, !

! the Intervenors assert that the University filed an " empty application"(IS-IB at
| 21) and only later submitted the affidavits that it should have included as part of
i its original application, and which the Intervenors had no opportunity to rebut.
! /d. at 21, 23, 24; II-IB at 58-59. The Intervenors complain that the Presiding

Officer's ruling consequently denied them their hearing rights under section 189
| of the AEA, as well as their alleged rights to file rebuttal evidence under section
| 556(d) of the Administrative Procedure Act ("APA") and the Due Process Clause

" fer L"ipublished Menuwandum and Order (Intenenors' Monon for Clanncanon. etc ). assued March 12.199J..

shp op at 2:;

| I am not now pernumng a funher response to 1.icensee's [fahngs] by Intervenors. choosing instead to
hnut the response to answers to my questwns. After i receive the answers. I will decide what further
acuon nmy be appropnale.
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of the Fif th Amendment of the United States Constitution. II-IB at 45,57,59,
60; IS-IB at 21.5" In a related argument, the Intervenors also assert that the
Presiding Officer's ruling teversed the burden of proof on the "public health 1

| and safety" issues by admitting into evidence the Licensee's affidavits but not
permitting Intervenors the opportunity to respond. IS-IB at 13,55.

For the reasons set forth below, we conclude that the Presiding Officer's ruling I

neither violated any right Intervenors had to rebut the University's submissions
nor reversed the burden of proof on the issues of "public health and safety."

j
To begin with, the Presiding Officer did give the Intervenors every chance '

to make their case, including the filing of rebuttal evidence. Transcript of
;

Conference held June 27,1990, at 44. The Intervenors were given - and took '

full advantage of- just such an opportunity to rebut the University's written
presentation." In addition, the Presiding Officer on his own motion gave the i

Intervenors permission to seek leave to submit additional rebuttal evidence to
deal with the University's fmal evidentiary submission of January 28, 1991. <

Unpublished Memorandum and Order (Motion to Show Cause), issued Jan. '

30, 1991, slip op. at 1-2 (quoted at p.115, above). The Presiding Officer
indicated that he would allow such additional rebuttal evidence af the Intervenors
satisfied certain conditions (intended principally to ensure that the Intervenors'
evidence responded solely to facts or arguments appearing for the first time in the
University's January 28 submission). But, as the Presiding Officer reasonably
concluded, the Intervenors' subsequent request for leave to submit rebuttal
evidence was too general, failed to suggest the nature of the rebuttal evidence
that they would proffer, dealt with issues that the Intervenors had previously had
ample opportunity to address, were irrelevant, were unnecessary for an adequate
record, and/or suffered from other shortcomings. See LBP-91-31, 34 NRC at
113-19.

To the extent that Intervenors are contending that the Presiding Officer abused
his discretion in denying the Intervenors' motion for leave to file rebuttal ev-
idence, we disagree. We conclude that the Presiding Officer was well within
his " broad discretion"M to conclude both that the Intervenors had already been
accorded ample opportunity to respond to all issues of importance and that, if he
needed any further information to compile an adequate record, he could obtain

|
S"Intervenors do not, however, argue on appeal that Subpart L is unconsntononal.

)Sl
5cc Intenenors' Response to Licensee's wntten Presentanon dated Dec 24. 1990, and accornpanying

Declarations of Henry ottinger. Mark H. urn. Donald W wallace. and the " TRUMP-s Renew Panet" Ser alw
"Intervenurs' Monon to Stnke Afndavn of Dr. Susan M Langhurst. Marked lacensee's Exhibit 15. hied with
Licensee's Response to "Intenenors' Monon for Reconsideranon . . and rmergency order . . Part 1.' Daied
November 15. 1990." dated Dec 12.1940
M

fmal Rule. "Inforrnal Heanng Procedures for Maienals Licensing Adjudicanons," 54 led Reg 8269 (Fab.
28.1989; rhnal Subpart L Rule")

i
|
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it by posing questions pursuant to section 2.1233(a)." The Intervenors' ample[

| opportunity to address the issues in this cue is demonstrated by their numerous
| and voluminous filings. During this proceeding, the Intervenors have submitted

) seventy-nine filings and twenty-one evidentiary exhibits. The Presiding Officer's
i decision denying the Intervenors' request to file additional evidence was fully

consistent with the Commission's intent in promulgating Subpart L, i.e., to
i

decrease the cost and delay for the parties and the Commission and to empower
!presiding officers to manage and control the parties' written submissions." j

The Intervenors' argument, when reduced to its essence, is simply that they
were unfairly disadvantaged by the manner in which the Presiding Officer
exercised his discretion to determine the sequence of filings and to prohibit
filings, i.e., that he gave the University the last word. However, Subpart L does
not accord Intervenors the right to speak last regarding the issues in a materials
license proceeding." Nor do the other statutory or constitutional provisions cited
in the Intervenors' briefs. The Intervenors point to section 189a(1) of the AEA,
42 U.S.C. 6 2239(a)(l), and to section 7(c) of the APA,5 U.S.C. 6 556(d)? But,

I these provisions do not advance the inquiry: this Subpart L proceeding is the
agency hearing guaranteed by the AEA, and the APA provision simply does not
apply to informal hearings like this one (see further discussion at section II.B.4,
infra).

The Intervenors also err in claiming a denial of due process under the Fifth
Amendment. Neither group of Intervenors has provided any analysis whatever
explaining why the Subpart L hearing procedures followed in this case fail to
conform to the due process requirements of the Fifth Amendment. They provide
merely cursory references to "due process clause of the Fifth Amendment of the
United States Constitution" or to portions of that phrase. II.lB at 45,57,59,

i

60. 1

"Scr LDP 9131,34 NRC at I10.113-19 In fact. the Presadmg otheer on three occasions dit exeresse this
authonry to pose questums to surrous parties See t.Bp-91 12, 33 NRC 253, 257 (1991 L unpubbsheo Memorandum

j
and order (Quesuunst dared Ieb 26.1991; unpubhshed Memorandum and order IQuesnont dated May 22.1991

1
"I mal Subpart 1. Rule. supra note 52. 54 F ed Reg at 1(275 Cf I mal Rule. " Informal Heanng Procedures for '

Nuclear Reactor operator licensmg AJpudicainms." 55 Fed Reg 36.l(01. 36303 (sept 7,1990)- Mthough this
case has proved complex and lengthy. the size of the recorJ could have been substannally larFer, the costs even
greater, and the delay c*en longer, had the Preudmg othcer totally abandoned his car marmFement respehnes
and permmed the parties to subnut all the fihngs they nughi have wuhed Ser generath RmbrilInternathmal
Corp (Rocketdyne Dmuons. ALAH-925, 30 NRC 709. 718 (19N9) (1Bly mfntmahnng' shese tsubpan L)
adjudications. the Comnusuon did not miend. in our new. to encourage ' free-form' heiganon by any of the

p"arncipants . ."A aff'd. CLIWS 31 NRC 337 (1990s
Seenon 21233ta) of Subpart L espressly accords the Presidmy otheer the discrepon both to deterrmne the

sequence in which the partws present their *argumenis[] documentary data. miormahonal natenal, and other
supporung wnnen evidence" and to offer mdmdual parties the opponurury 10 provide further data. rrmienal, and
endence in response to the Presiding otheer s quesuons 10 C F R. I 21233(a)
"This secuon of the APA proudes that

j
A party is enhiled to preseni bis case or de'ense by oral or documentasy evidence. to subnut rebuttat
evidence and to conduct such crossnanunanon as may be required for a full and true disclosure of dw

|facts. '
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More to the point, however, the Intervenors base their argument on an
incorrect legal premise. Generalized health, safety and environmental concerns
(such as those that the Intervenors assert) simply do not rise to the level of
liberty or property interests that are protected by the due process clause.57 City
of West Chicago v. NRC, 701 F.2d 632, 645 (7th Cir.1983); Sequoyah fuels 1

Corp. (Sequoyah UF, to UF, Facility), CLI-86-17,24 NRC 489,495-98 (1986);
Kerr-McGee Corp. (West Chicago Rare Earths Facility), CLI-82-2,15 NRC 232,

;

256-57 (1982).5"

4. The Presiding Officer Did Not Err in Denying the Interrenors' Request
for Oral Presentations, Cross Examination, and Formal llearing

Throughout this proceeding, the Intervenors repeatedly requested that the
Presiding Officer authorize oral presentations and cross-examination of witnesses
-in essence, to conduct a formal evidentiary hearing." The Presiding Officer
in his Final Initial Decision concluded that there were insufficient reasons to j

justify oral presentation or a formal evidentiary hearing. LBP-91-31,34 NRC at I

37, 111-12, 127. On appeal, the Intervenors complain that the Presiding Officer
should have sought the Commission's permission under section 2.1209(k) to
conduct a formal hearing or, at the very least, should have granted their request
for oral presentation and cross-examination on a wide variety of issues (Il-1B at
60-70; I-RB at 18), such as the willingness of the Columbia Fire Department

|
|

57 fiven if the Intervenors' mierests were protected by due process. the Intenenors have nevertheless failed to
discuss the remaimng two factors that the Supreme Court has held must be analped and balanced when presenung

|
such due process arguments-

|
the nsk of an erroneous depnvanon of such mterest through the procedures used and the probable value.
if any. of skidit onal or substitute procedural safeguards and . . . the Governnem's imerest. meluding
the function invohed and the fiscal and adnumstranve burdens that the additional or subsuiute procedural
requirernents would entail.

Mathews t Udtrder. 424 U s 319. 335 (1976) See utw Sequmah fuels Corp (sequo)ah Uli to UF Facahty1,4

CLi-86-17. 24 NRC 489. 495-98 (19M6).
Sa in an argument related to their comennons regardmg rebuttal evience, the Intervenors assert that the unfairness

of &nymg further rebuttal was compounded by the fact that discovery is barred in subpart t proceedmgs. Is IB
at 12. II IH at 59.1-RB al 18 section 21211(di expressly prohibits discovery in a Subpart L proceeding. 10
C F R. I 21231(Jn Rm kwell laternarmani Corp (Rocketdyne Dmstont ALAB 925. 30 NRC 709. 716 (1989)
We see no unfairness m such a result t he nght to discovery is me required unkt the APA even for formal
adiudicatory heanngs, much less for informal hearings under the AIA Ser 5 U S C. 4 554 (l%8K Fmal Subpart
1. Rule, supra note 52. 54 red Reg at 8270. "oreover. given the thoroughms with which the Intenenors have

; paruerpated in tius proceeding. we hardly thmk that this unavailahihty of discovery has hampered their abihty to
| advance their case.

[ "Sec. e g. Intervenors' Monon for order Recommending Formal Heanng, or m the Ahernauve Requinng
! oral Presenianons. dated Nov. 14,1990-. Imenenors' Mouon for Recunsideranon of Menwrandum and order of

November 1.1990: Part ti. dated Nov 16.1990 at 9-10. Intenenors' Resp (mse to Reply of NRC staff Afhant
(Dr ) Amarendranath Datta to Quest ons posed in Memorandum ami order of May 22.1998. dated June 11.1991.
at 22-23. Imcrvenors' Renewed Mouon for oi&r Recommendmg twmal Hearmg. or m the Alternauve Requinng
oral Presemanons (Part !). dated June 20. 1991; Intenemws' Renewed Monon hs order Recommendmg ivrmal

i Hearmg. or in the Alternauve Requinng oral Presentanons (Part lit dated June 27. 1991; Intervenors' Wntten
! Presentanon at 59-60.
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to fight a fire involving the release of radioactivity (II-IB at 60-61, 64); what
was "really observed," "really believed," and "really said" by various of the j

Licensee's expert witnesses (id.); the credibility of Dr. Morris (id. at 60,65-
66); and the accuracy of Dr. Langhorst's characterization of NUREG-1140 (id. at j
66). For the reasons set forth below, we disagree with the Intervenors' position
regarding each of the three requested procedures.

|
1

a. Formal Hearing i

The formal on-the-record hearing provisions of the APA do not apply to the
Commission's informal proceedings such as those addressing materials license
amendment applications." The Intervenors are instead entitled only to "som, j
scrt of procedures for notice, comment, and a statement of reasons" for the I

agency action.*' They have received as much.
Moreover, under our regulations, the parties to a Subpart L proceeding have I

no right to require a formal hearing. Rather, the Commission alone has the
authority to require such a hearing. See 10 C.F.R. 9 2.1209(k). Under Subpart
L's procedures, the Commission will generally exercise this authority only in I
situations where the Presiding Officer requests permission to conduct a formal I

adjudication using the rules of Subpart G 62 However, Subpart L contemplates I
that a presiding officer would only rarely request permission to conduct a !
formal adjudication. Proposed Subpart L Rule, 52 Fed. Reg. at 20,091. For l

the reasons set forth in our discussions below regarding oral presentations and |

cross-examination, we find nothing in the record to suggest that the Presiding |

| Officer abused his discretion in declining to seek the Commission's permission
'

to conduct a formal hearing *2
!

|

l "Kerr-McGrr Corp. (west Chicago Rare Farths rae hty). CL1-82-2.15 NRC 232, 247-256 (1982L ag'd sah
nom Carr of Wr.it Chicap t NRC. 701 F.2J 632. 64145 (7th Cir.1983)(m which both the Commission and
the United states Court of Appeals for the sevemh Circuit dawussed this issue in guest detail and concluded that
the AEA does not mandate formal, anal-type heanngs in matenals heense proceed ngs). See sentrally Union
of Concerned Sarnricts t NRC. 920 F.2d 50. 53 (D C. Car 1990) (the AEA *nowhere desenbes the coment
of a heanng or presenbes the manner in which this 'heanng' is to be run"). Moreover the Commission has
itself expressly stated that Subpan L procedures are not subject to the APA's formal heanng requirements. Final
Subpart L Rule. supra note 52. 54 Fed. Reg at 8270
"'Independens U.S Tanker Owners Comm. t Inis. 690 F.2d 908. 922 23 (D C. Cir.1982), and authority cited

therem See also Edics and Nelson, FrJeral Regulatory Process: Agency Prm-sice and Procedures. t 5 4 IV at
i

107 (2d ed 1992). |
62 Scr 10 C F R. 6 2.1209tkt Scr also Safety tir4r Corp (Bhemsburg site Decontanunation). CLI-92-13. 36

'

NRC 79. 87 (1992L Moreover, the Commission does not have to grant the Presid ng Ofneer's request
63 1n a related argunent. Imervenors take issue with the P-siding ofncer's view that "not havmg seen and heard

the witnesses also is advantageous.'' 34 NRC at 129 Intervenors argue that the Presidmg Ofncer's statenrnt
contravenes the general pnnenple of law that oral evidence is superior to wntien evidence li-IB at 66-68. The
Intervenors' argument is inappropnately raised on appeal. Appeals lie only from unfavorable acuens by the

,

Presiang ofncer. not from Jacrum in an inmal decision with which the party esagrees but which has no operanve
effect. DuAr Power Co Cherokee Nuclear Station. Unns I,2. and 3). ALAB-482. 7 NRC 979,980 (1978t We
therefoer need not rule on this argument

!
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| b. Oral Presentations

| In promulgating Subpart L, the Commission contemplated that the Presiding
i Officer would base his decision on a written record. See generally 10 C.F.R.
| 5 2.1233. See also Proposed Subpart L Rule,52 Fed. Reg. at 20,091, Conse-
!

quently, the Commission accorded the Presiding Officer wide discretion to de-
cide whether oral presentations are "necessary to create an adequate record." 10 |
C.F.R. 5 2.1235(a). See also 10 C.F.R. 6 2.1209(i). The Commission anticipated
that,in the vast majority of situations, the Presiding Officer would not allow oral
presentations." A., previously noted, the record in this proceeding is volumi-

| nous, and the Intervenors have taken full advantage of their many opportunities
| to present evidence - filing literally dozens of affidavits and declarations. See
| text following note 53, supra. Consequently, we find no reason to conclude that
! the Presiding Officer abused this discretion in denying the Intervenors' request
i for oral presentations,

c. Cross-Etamination

We reach a similar conclusion regarding the Presiding Officer's exercise of

| his discretion to preclude oral cross-examination. Parties have no fundamental
right to cross-examination even in a formal Subpart G licensing proceeding.
Final Subpart L Rule, supra note 52,54 Fed. Reg. at 8270; Southern Cahfornia

, Ediwn Co. (San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), CLI-82-
| 11,15 NRC 1383,1384 (1982)(" Cross-examination is not such a ' fundamental

l

right' that any denial constitutes prejudicial error per se"). The Commission
i has made clear that, in a Subpart L proceeding, "the responsibility for the

examination of all witnesses rests with the Presiding Officer,"*5 not with the
|

| parties. I

; The Presiding Officer was well within his " broad discretion" (Final Subpart
| L Rule, supra note 52,54 Fed. Reg. at 8269) to conclude that cross-examination

was unnecessary and that he could obtain any further necessary information by
posing questions pursuant to section 2.1233(a)?' We defer to the Presiding
Officer's judgment.

| |
t

|
M

Final subpart L Rule apra note $2. 54 Fed Reg. at 8274 (" oral presenianon, should be necessary only in
'

those rare instances m which the wntten presentauons leaW unresobed issues that die presidmg officer hnds can
, be decided only after having oral presenianons"t
! *5

final Subpart L Rule, w/>ra nose 52. 54 Fed Reg at 8274 See alw A heillniernanonal Corp. (Rocketdy ne
; Dmuon). ALAB-925,30 NRC 709. 716 (1989). ad 'd CLI M5. 31 NRC 337 0990s (referrms to "exanunanon
| solely by die presiding orncer7 Even pnor to the promulganon of subpan L the Commisuon generally did

not pernut "tradinonal trial-type cross-exanunanon" by the parues in mformal proceedings See Sequeuh Nb
Corp. (sequoyah UF, to Ufa 1acihty). C1.146-17. 24 NRC 4M9 497 a 5 (19Mto

i "In fact. the Presidmg Otheer on three occanons did exerene this authonty to pose queshons to vanous
| parues See LBP-91 12, B NRC 253,257 0990 (poung quesuons to inserWnors and NRC Staff unpubhshed.

i Memorandum arul Order (Queshonst dated reb. 26.1991 sposmg queshons to Licenwe. Intervemws and NRC
StafD. unpublished Memorandum and Order (Quespont dated May 22.1991.

l
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S. The Presiding Officer Did Not Err in Refusing to Consider the
Adequacy of the Staff's Review of the University's Two Applications

Intervenors assert that the NRC Staff's review of the University's licensei

amendment applications constituted nothing more than a rubber-stamp approval,
that the Presiding Officer erred in not setting aside the amendments and
remanding the applications to Staff for additional review and findmgs, and
that the Commission itself should therefore take the steps that the Presiding

1
Officer avoided. Specifically, the Intervenors claim that Staff failed (1) to I

make certain required findings of fact and to explain the basis for its approval
of the applications; (2) to prepare a safety evaluation report ("SER"); (3) to
prepare either an EA or an EIS; and (4) to consider numerous other factors that
Intervenors consider relevant. IS 1B at 9, 62-68, referring to LBP-91-31, 34

j
NRC at 108-09. See also Intervenors' Written Presentation at 27-30. For the '

following reasons, we reject all of these arguments.

The Presiding Officer Was Not Obliged to Consider the Adequacy ofa.

Staff's Safety Review

As a general matter, the Commission's licensing boards and presiding officers
have no authority to direct the Staff in the performance of its safety reviews.
Carolina Power and Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1,2,
3, and 4), CLI-80-12,1I NRC 514,516 (1980): Rockwell International Corp.
(Rocketdyne Division), ALAB-925,30 NRC 709,721-22 (1989), aff'd, CL1-90-
5,31 NRC 337 (1990). Moreover, the University rather than the Staff bears the

1

burden of proofin this proceeding. Consequently, the adequacy of Staff's safety !

review is, in the final analysis, not determinative of whether the application
should be approved.67 Giveri these facts, it would have been pointless for the
Presiding Officer to rule upon the adequacy of Staff's review. Louisiana Power
and Light Co. (Waterford Steam Electric Station, Unit 3), ALAB-812,22 NRC
5, 56 (1985).

Moreover, even assuming arguendo that Staff did conduct an insufficient
review, a denial of a meritorious application on that ground would be grossly

| unfair - punishing the applicant for an error by Staff. The subject of |
l

#sce Flonda Power and Lght Cu (si Lucie Nuclear Ptmer Plant, Umt 1). ALAB-921, 30 NRC 177.186
(1989), Emmana Power and I.ight Co (Waterford steam Weetne Station. Unit 3A ALAll-812,22 NRC 5. 56

| 0985E facific Gas and Electnc Co (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. Unns I and 2). ALAD-728.17 NRC
777. 807. renew decitard CLI-83-32.18 NRC 1309 0983L ser generath rmal Rule. ~ Rules of Pracoce for
Dimicsue Licenung Proceedings - Procedural Changes m the Hearms Process." 54 red Reg 33.168. 33.171
(Aug 11, 19891 t-With the excepuon of NEPA [Nanonal Ennronmenial Pohey Act) issues, the sole focus or

. the heanng is on whether the apphcanon satishes NRC regulatory requirements, rather than the adequacy of the
! NRC Siaff performance"). Although the above cited cases address nuclear power plani heenung appheauons. the
| pnnciple for which those cases are cited apphes equally to NRC rnatenals hcensing amendment pmceedmgs such

as this case

l
.
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the litigati<m in this proceeding is the University's entitlement to the license
amcndments, not the adequacy of Staff's review of those amendments. For
these reasons, we reject Intervenors' argument that the Presiding Officer erred

| in not setting aside the amendments and remanding the applications to the Staff.
1

I I
b. The Commission Declines to Exercise its Authority to Set Aside the

Amendments and Remand the Applications to Staff

! The Commission itself has the authority to vacate licensing actions or ask for
further Staff review, and has exercised that authority on appropriate occasions.
Carolina Power and Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Units,

1, 2, 3, and 4), CLI-80-12, II NRC 514, 516-17 (1980). However, for the
j second and third reasons stated in the immediately preceding section, as well as
i the additional reasons set fonh below, we decline to take those actions in this

| proceeding.

i. THE STAFF HAD NO OBLIGN110N EITHER TO PROVIDE AN FXPLANATION
OF ITS DETERMINATION TO APPROVE THE LICENSE AMENDMENTS OR TO

l MAKE FINDINGS OF FACI' IN SUPPORT OF THAT DETERMINATION

Intervenors are incorrect in conclu1ing that the Staff, in its review of license

| amendment applications, had an obli,'ation to make specific findings of fact or
to explain its approval of those license amendments. Although such findings andi

| explanation might have been helpful to byh Gie Presiding Officer and the parties,
! they are not required under our orders, policy statements, and regulations.
j Moreover, such findings and explanation, while useful in the earlier stages of
i a proceeding, would decrease in importance z.s the record develops, and would
'

ultimately be completely superseded by the Presiding Officer's (and, later, our
own) findings of fact and conclusions of law. In any event, the Staff's approval
of the University's two applications implies the conclusion by the Staff that the

| Licensee's applications satisfied the requirements of the AEA." '
|

|

|

l

"Moreover, the nwre fact that the NRC staff did not prepare a wntien explananon of its decision to approve
the beense anwndnwnts does not nwan that staff failed to make the hndings required under tte AE.A. Each year.
Staff handles approximately 5(XX) rnatenals beense actions (such as opphcations for heense anwndrnents. heense
renewals, and new heensen)- a responsibihty se could smt neet were it required to prepare wntien explanations

;

of each heensing decision. |
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ii. THE STAFF WAS NOT REQUIRED TO PREPARE A SAFETY
EVALUATION REPORT

I
'

During the hearing, Intervenors complained that the Staff improperly failed
to prepare an SER." The Intervenors argue both that sections 70.23 and 30.33
of our regulations require the Staff to prepare such a document, and that the
Staff's standard practice was to prepare an SER, as evidenced by its issuance of
such a document when issuing the amendment to Rockwell's TRUMP-S license
in an earlier proceeding. Intervenors' Exhibit No.1, supra p. 87, at 12-13, citing
" Safety Evaluation Report, License Amendment Application Dated December
22, 1989, Re Use of Plutonium in the TRUMP-S Program," Docket No. 70-
25, dated March 9,1990. The Presiding Officer, in his Final Initial Decision,

| rejected this line of argument and concluded instead that the " Staff , , is not
| required to issue a safety evaluation" report. LBP-91-31,34 NRC at 106. See
| also id. at 109. On appeal, the Intervenors assert that this ruling was erroneous,
j IS-IB at 31.

The Presiding Officer is correct. The Intervenors' argument regarding the
necessity for an SER is essentially a variation on its more general argument,
already rejected above, that the Staff must file specific written findings of fact or
explanations for its decisions. We reject the SER contentiol, on the same grounds
as we rejected the more general argument. The Commission's orders, policy
statements, or regulations, do not impose upon the Staff the duty of preparing
an SER in a materials license amendment proceeding. Moreover, Intervenors'

; reliance upon sections 30.33 and 70.23 of the Commission's regulations is
,

| misplaced. Those sections merely provide that the Commission will not approve !
a special nuclear materials license or a specific byproduct material license '

unless it first determines that the applicant's qualifications, proposed procedures,
equipment, and facilities are adequate "to protect health and minimize danger
to life or property." 10 C.F.R. Il 30.33(a)(2) and (3),70.23(a)(2), (3), and (4).
The Staffimpliedly made just such findings by approving the applications. The

| Presiding Officer has more explicitly made them during this proceeding. And

| the Commission today expressly makes those findings itself.
<

|

"Sec. eg. Intervenarv Apphcation for Temporary Stay to Preserve Status Quo. dated Aug 20.1990, at 8.
tntervenors' Exhitat No.1. supra p. 87. at 12-13. Intervenors' Response to tjeensee's Wntien Presentation. dated
Dec. 24.1990, at 23

The staff acknowledges that at prepared no SER. See tener from Colleen Woodhead. Counsel for NRC Staff.
to Judges Bloch and tjnenberger, d.ued June 21,1990
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iiL TIIE STAFF WAS REQUIRFD TO PREPARE NEITIIER AN ENVIRONh1 ENTAL
IN! PACT STATEh1ENT NOR AN ENVIRONNIENTAL ANALYSIS

Pursuant to section 102(2)(C) of NEPA and the Commission's regulations
implementing that Act, the Staff must prepare an EIS addressing any major
action taken by the Commission that may significantly affect the quality of
the human environment. 42 U.S.C. f 4332(2)(C) (1988); 10 C.F.R. Part 51.
However, neither the statute nor the regulations require the Staff to prepare an
EIS if the federal action's effect on the environment is not "significant." The
Commission has excused the Staff from preparing EISs, EAs, or findings of no

| significant impact ("FONSIs") regarding any
1

category of actions which do not individually or cumulatively have a sigmficant effect on '

the human environment and which the Commission has found to have no such effect in
accordance with the procedures set out in 6 51.22, and for which, therefore. neither an

j environmental assessme it nor an environmental impact statement is required.

10 C.F.R. 9 51.14(a). Under one such categorical exclusion, the Staff is not
requited to prepare an EIS or EA for any " amendment of materials
licenses authorizing [u]se of radioactive materials for research
and development and for educational purposes." 10 C.F.R. 9 51.22(c)(14)(v).
Dr. William J. Adam, the Staff's Senior License Reviewer responsible for
reviewing the University s license applications, stated in an affidavit that the
Staff had relied on this categorical exclusion to justity the conclusion that no
environmental assessment was necessary. Affidavit of Dr. William J. Adam,
dated July 26,1990, at 2, attached to IS-IB at A-2.

The Intervenors disagree with Dr. Adam's unclusion and assert instead that
the provisions of section SI.22(c)(14)(v) are overridden by those of section
$1.20(b)(7). II-IB at 51-55, cifing 10 C.F.R. i Sl.20(b)(7). See generally IS-IB

,

at 9. The latter section requires the preparation of an EIS prior to the "[ilssuance |

of a license to possess and use special nuclear material for processing and fuel
fabrication" pursuant to Part 70 of the Commission's regulations. According to
the Interrenors, the experiments at the Alpha Lab involve the possession and

,

i

use of such materials and the laboratory therefore falls within the definition, in I

10 C.F.R. 6 70.4, of a "plunium processing and fuel fabrication plant"
;

|

[A] plant in which ths following operations or activities are conducted: (1) Onerations
for manufacture of reactor fuel contammg plutomum meludmg any of the following: ti)
Preparation of fuel matenal; Oi) formation of fuel matenal into desired shapes; (iii)
application of protective claddmg;(iv) recovery of scrap matenal. and (v) storage associated
with such operations, or (2) Research and development activities involving any of the
operations desenbed m paragraph (1) of this defmition except for research and development
activities utilanng unsubstantial amounts of plutonium.
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| Intervenors assert that the Alpha Lab's proposed research and development
activities would use 10 grams of fuel material plutonium "a very substantial
amount" - and that, consequently, the laboratory does not fall within the
exception set forth at the end of the above-quoted definition. II IB at 52-55. To
support their conclusion regarding substantiality, the Intervenors point out that
the approximately 2 Ci of plutonium to be used in the laboratory are 1,000,000
times the amount that can cause a significant likelihood of cancer; that this
amount equates to approximately 40,000,000 permissible body burdens; that it
is 2000 times greater than the threshold requiring decommissioning plans (citing |

section 70.25(a)); and that it is sufficiently high to require emergency planning
in addition to that generally required of licensees (citing section 70.22(i)). II-IB
at 53-54. See also Intervenors' Exhibit No.1, supra p. 87, at 10-11.

Intervenors also rely on the following language from the Commission's State-
ment of Considerations to the final rule promulgating section 70.4: plutonium
proc,:ssing and fuel fabrication plants " typically process kilogram quantities of
plutonium." Final Rule, " Plutonium Processing and Fuel Fabrication Plants,"
36 Fed. Reg. 17,573,17,574 (Sept. 2,1971) (emphasis added). See also Pro-
posed Rule, " Plutonium Processing and Fuel Fabrication Plants," 36 Fed. Reg.

| 9786 (May 28,1971). According to the Intervenors, the Commission's use
of the word " typically" reflects the Commission's recognition that such plants
may also process quantities of less than i kilogram. il-1B at 54-55. From the

I above line of argument, the Intervenors conclude that the laboratory qualifies as
a " plutonium processing and fuel fabrication plant" as defined in section 70.4,
and that the Staff consequently erred in failing to prepare an EIS as required by
section 51.20(b)(7)."

| The Presiding Officer disagreed with the interrenors' position and instead
| concluded both that the amount of plutonium (and other actinides) to be used in

the TRUMP-S experiments constituted " unsubstantial quantities" for purposes i

of sections 70.4 and 51.20(b)(7), and that the laboratory would therefore not
constitute a ',,lutonium processing and fuel fabrication plant." LBP-91-31,34
NRC at 42-43,102. We agree with the Presiding Officer that the laboratory is

| not a plutonium processing and fuel fabrication plant, and that Staff therefore
[ was not required to prepare either an EA or an EIS.

We first observe that the Unisersity's research and development activities do
| not appear to involve any of the operations described in part (1) of the above-

quoted definition in section 70.4. We also conclude, for the reasons set forth

"The Intervenors also espreswd their behef that the regulatory exemption contravenes NEPA. However, they
correctly recognued that such a position constitutes a prohibited collateral attack on section $122 and that.
consequently, they cannot raise that challenge in this pnxceding 11~1B at 52. See Ameruan % clear Corp.
(Revision of orders to Modify Source Matenals licensen. Ct.146.". 24 NRC 7tR 70810 (1986). Although
the liuervenors could have filed a peutson for masver of the bar on collateral attacks agamst our reFulanons Ore

j 10 C F R 121239ab)). they did not avail themselves of this opportunity
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below, that the amount of material with which the University is experimenting
is not sufficiently substantial to qualify the laboratory as a plutonium processing
and fuel fabrication plant under sections 70.4 and 51.20(b)(7). The Commission
did not further define the phrase " unsubstantial amounts of plutonium" when it

| adopted section 70.4 in 1971. Nor has the Commission focused on the meaning
of the phrase in any subsequent decisions or rulemakings. The Commission's
only comment regarding this term appears in the Statements of Consideration to
the Proposed Rule and Final Rule, and indicates that the " plants for the conduct
of plutonium fuel research and development activities . typically process
kilogram quantities of plutonium." Final Rule, " Plutonium Processing . ml Fuel
Fabrication Plants," 36 Fed. Reg. 17,573,17,574 (Sept. 2.1971); 36 Fed. Reg.
9786 (May 28,1971) (Proposed Rule, containing identical language).

7he Commission, in offering this observation, was simply referring to the
fact that most of these plants process a substantial volume of plutonium,

,

|
i.e., quantities that are measured in kilograms rather than in smaller units |
of measurement. Our understanding is confirmed by the underlying Staff |

paper submitted fo- the Commission's consideration in 1971 regarding the
proposed rule on plutonium processing and fuci fabrication plants.78 (The
proposed rule's language on this matter was identical to the language that the
Commission adopted in the Final Rule.) When the Commission added the
subject definition to section 70.4 and issued the Statement of Considerations,
it was contemplating only eleven plants that had not been designed to resist
adverse natural phenomena such as tornadoes. See SECY-R 188 at 8,22 23.
Most of these plants were considered "large-scale fabrication plants" with 50-60
kilograms of plutonium in process at any time. Id. at 3,18,19. The possession
limits of the eleven plants ranged from 750 kilograms down to 5 kilograms. See i

id.at27.
The Commission was in no way suggesting that a laboratory such as the Alpha

Lab which conducts experiments using only a small fraction of these amounts
should be considered to be a plutonium processing and fuel fabrication plant. As
reflected in the Staff paper that accompanied the draft Proposed Rule at issue,
the Commission expressly intended to exclude from the scope of section 70.4
" smaller-scale plutonium operations such as the fabrication of sources and small
thermoelectric batteries, analytical laboratory work, and other types of research
activities which involve much smaller quantities of dispersible plutonium in their
process." Id. at 7 14. The Staff considered such facilities to "have a much
more limited risk to health and safety in off-site areas" and therefore concluded

73 See SFCY.R 188. " Proposed Amendments to Part 70 Pre-Construenon Review of Pluiomum Procesung ar,d
Fuel Fahneanon Plants." dated March 17.1971 ("SLCY.R IK8"t at 8. 22-23 in 1987, the Comnussion released
St.CY.R 188 to the pubhe as a resuh of a Freedom of hformauon Act request, and the docunrnt has subsequently
been available m the Comnusuon's pubhe docunwnt room. FotA.THoM As 87.14 870103 (8707200235)

|
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j that it was "not necessary to conduct a detailed analysis of the effects of natural

| phenomena for currently licensed activities of these types." Id. at 21.12

iv. THE STAFF WAS NOT REQUIRED TO CONSIDER VARIOUS
OTHER FACTORS

| Finally, the Intervenors cursorily assert that Staff failed to consider: (1) the
'

public health and safety; (2) adequacy of the equipment; (3) adequacy of the site;
(4) adequacy of adfhistrative controls; (5) adequacy of emergency plans; (6)
whether Rockwell was controlling the University's actions; and (7) problems
regarding Am-241. IS-IB at 9, 62-68. We cannot see how the Intervenors

| were harmed by Staff's alleged silence on these issues,7) especially given the
! Presiding Officer's thorough examination of all but the sixth factor (a matter

irrelevant to this proceeding). . As noted above, this litigation concerns the
applicant's entitlement to the license amendments, not the adequacy of Staff's
review of the amendment applications. The University, not the Staff, bears
the burden of proof on the issues listed above. Therefore, the adequacy of
Staff's initial review is, in the final analysis, not dispositive of whether the

; application should be approved. Finally we reiterate that the Intervenors have
| had extensive opportunities to respond to the University's positions regarding

all relevant issues in this proceeding.

C. The Risk of a Dispersion of Radioactive Materials Is
Acceptably Small

| Throughout this proceeding, the Intervenors have asserted that the Alpha
! Lab does not meet fire safety standards and that a fire in the Lab could result
j in a serious dispersion of radioactive material. In his Final Initial Decision,

the Presiding Officer rejected the Intervenors' arguments. He concluded that,
if the University would abide by several safety requirements in addition to
those specified in its license amendment applications, then the planning and
construction of the Alpha Lab and the procedures for handling the radioactive

72
Having rejected the intervenors' argument on the basis of the language and regulatory history of secuan

70 4 itself. we do not need to go further aheld and examite the two allegedly analogous regulanons (secuons
70.25(a) and 7022(i)) upon which the Intervenors also rely We sinularly need not exanus.e the allegedly analogous
regulations cited by the Uruversny in support of its possuon that the amount of plutomum at issue is "unsubstanual "
See, e g. letter from Maunce Ancirad (counsel for the University) to Presidmg otheer Bloch. daled Apnl 2.1991
(cuing 10 C F.R I 140 3(h)). Licensee's Wntten Presentauon at 78-79 (cnuig 10 C I it il70.22(hJ(i),70 24(a).

. 73 6(c), l50.ll; and Regulatory Guide 10351.1).
75

We note that the NRC Staff was not totally silent on environmental / safety issues during the heanng. For
'

instance, staff nled an af6 davit addressing the necesury of HLPA filtranon in the Alpha 1.ab (Aug. 21.1990).
a bnef and two supporung afhdavies addressing safety-related issues regardmg the trace contanunants in the
Omveruty's plutomum sample (Dec. 5.1990); and two bnefs and two supponmr. afhdavits addressmg hre safety
issues (May 47 and June 6.1991L
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elements would together provide an " adequate assurance of [firej safety " LBP-
91-31,34 NRC at 52,61. He viewed the probability of a severe fire, leading to
offsite dispersion of actinides, as " minuscule" and "not credible." Id. at 60; see,

| also id. at 36, 53-54, 77, 88-89.

We are not as sure as the Presiding Officer that we can altogether discount
the risk of such fires as " minuscule" and "not credible." The Presiding Officer
did not examine the likelihood of such a fire starting in any of three possible
locations: the glove boxes inside the Alpha Lab, the remainder of the Alpha
Lab, and the remain 'er of the MURR facility basement. Nor did he examine the
likelihood of the fire spreading to any of the three locations where the actinides

| might be located: the MURR facility vaults, the Alpha Lab, and the route
between the vaults and the Alpha Lab. Inquiries into these questions would be
necessary before ruling out all consideration of such fires.

'Ihe Presiding Officer was correct in general, however, in finding that the
chances of a severe fire are very small. The scarcity of ignition sources, the
MURR staff's ability to curtail the Alpha Lab's oxygen (through ventilation
control), the low level of fire loading, the relative lack of fuel continuity,
the small heat release rate of the fuel in the Alpha Lab. the fire prevention,
detection, and suppression measures employed by the University, and fimally the
fire barriers present in the Alpha Lab all strongly suggest that the probability of
a severe fire is quite small.

We expect that the Umversity will take all steps necessary to protect the
licensed materials from a fire, however unlikely, but we have decided that we
need not measure the fire risk precisely. This is because, even in a worst-case
scenario (i.e., a fire leading to offsite radiation exposures), we find that the risk
to the public from a fire affecting the TRUMP-S materials is still acceptably
small.

Before discussing the technical issue of offsite dose, we will address in Part
C.1 the Intervenors' concerns regarding the MURR Facility Emergency Plan,"

I and will conclude that we may appropriately consider the Emergency Plan in
. examining the offsite dose issue. In Part C.2, we will turn to the question of

the maximum offsite inhalation dose levels that could reasonably be expected at
various distances in the aftermath of a fire involving TRUMP S materials and,
in Part C.3, we will address the question whether those dose levels would be less
than the levels contemplated by the MURR Emergency Plan, We will conclude
that the former dose levels are less than the latter ones. In Part C.4, we will
explain how and why two sections of the Emergency Plan require modification

|
,'

M"Energency Plan for the Umverury of lessoun Research Reactor Facshty." racihty tjcense No. R-103. Docket I
No 501k6 (Dec. 8,1989)(hereinaher "Energency Plan" or "MURR Enwrgency Plan ~). The Umvermty rnade 4

the MURR Energency Plan available to the Intervenors on June 26.1990 (Meyer Enwrgency Planmng Afhdavit. I

supra note 16. at 4 n i L and the NRC Staff subnutted the MURR Emergency Plan to the Presiding ofhcer in thisi

| proceeding on August 16.1990
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in order to ensure that the Plan adequately protects the public from a release of
TRUMP-S materials in the event of a fire. Finally,in Part C.5, we will examine
the additional fire safety conditions already imposed by the Presiding Officer,
and also those requested by the Intervenors.

1, Consideration of the MURR Facility Emergency Plan

The MURR Facility Plan addresses a wide range of emergency situations and
focuses principally on those with the potential for causing radiological hazards
affecting the health and safety of the MURR staff and the general public. It
outlines the objectives to be met by the various emergency procedures (which
are more detailed than the Emergency Plan and are established to implement
its goals) and defines the authority and responsibilities of the individuals
charged with meeting these objectives. It covers all activities within the
MURR facility, including the reactor containment and the laboratories within

| the MURR building. Consequently, it applies to the TRUMP-S experiments
| being conducted in the Alpha Laboratory. MURR Emergency Plan at 1 i1.0,

216 9.6,23; Meyer Emergency Planning Affidavit, supra note 16, at 4 12,10
1 33.

The MURR Emergency Plan establishes the Facility Emergency Organization
(the group of individuals who are to be on site at the time of an emergency)

; and the Emergency Support Organization (groups that may be called upon for
i assistance, depending upon the specific type of emergency), and spells out

their responsibilities. MURR Emergency Plan at 6; Meyer Emergency Planning
Affidavit, supra note 16, at 51114-15. It provides for the activation of these

! organizations in an emergency. MURR Emergency Plan at 1I $64.0-4.2. It
! also provides for a hierarchy of individuals responsible for the direction of

the University's response to a radiological emergency, and sets forth those,

responsibilities as well. MURR Emergency Plan at 4-5 66 2.1-2.2; Meyer
Emergency Planning Affidavit, supra note 16, at 5-6 16.

The Emergency Plan describes the different classes of emergency situations,
j grouping accidents according to the potential severity of offsite radiological con-

sequences. For each of these classes, the Emergency Plan specifies emergency |,

| action levels, radiological assessment actions, corrective actions, and protective I,
! actions. MURR Emergency Plan at 8-10 65 3.0-3.4, 12-15 il5.0-5.3.4, 25-27

(Table I); Meyer Emergency Planning Affidavit, supra note 16, at 6 17, it
also describes each of the emergency facilities and equipment, and indicates i

how each can assist the University in responding to a radiological emergency.
MURR Emergency Plan at 16-18 66 6.0-6.6. Finally, the Emergency Plan ad-
dresses the issues of recovery from a radiological emergency and the mainte-

| nance of emergency preparedness. Id. at 18-20 667.0-8.4.
|
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The Intervenors object to consideration of the MURR Facility Emergency
Plan, although the Presiding Officer relied on it to some extent. See, e.g., LBP-
91-31,34 NRC at $4,101. Er the reasons set forth below, we disagree with the
Intervenors' objections, decline to reverse the Presiding Officer's decision to rely
on the MURR Emergency Plan, and will ourselves take the MURR Emergency
Plan into consideration when examining the dose / dispersion issues. However,
as discussed in Part C.4 of this Order, we will require that the University (i)
modify its MURR Emergency Plan to take into account the activities in the
Alpha Lab by revising its emergency classes and action levels and (ii) refrain !
from conducting any experiments in the Alpha Lab unless the reactor control
roun is staffed in the manner specified in this Order.

Alleged Needfor Two Emergency Plansa.

Before discussing the detailed arguments proffered by the Intervenors, we
offer an initial observation applicable to their overarching contention that the
Commission should require the MURR facility to have two emergency plans -
one applicable to the TRUMP-S materials and one applicable to the research
reactor. Nothing in our rules requires separate emergency plans for each activity
undertaken in a single facility. In this case, one emergency plan for both the
MURR reactor and TRUMP-S (and other) materials is sensible. A licensee's
procedures to respond to a radiological incident should be as simple, clear, and
easy to remember as possible. Requiring two separate emergency response plans
for the same building might undermine that important principle and actually
increase the chance for human error in responding to a radiological incident.

i
|

b. Alleged failure to Discuss the EJ]ect of Radioactive Materials Becoming
Airborne

Intervenors assert that the Meyer Emergency Plan Affidavit fails to address
! the effect of radioactive materials becoming airborne. II.lB at 22. This omission

does not trouble us. The affidavit, which provides a detailed description of the
MURR Emergency Plan, can hardly be faulted for failing to discuss a matter that

! the Emergency Plan itself is not required to address. The Intervenors' argument
apparently reflects the Intervenors' misunderstanding of the level of detail that
the Commission requires of an Emergency Plan. As stated in Regulatory Guide

| 2.6,

| [Ilt is not practicable to develop a completely detailed plan encompassing every conceivable
I type of enwrgency situation . . The plans should be the expression or the encrall crim ert

of operation that desenbes how the elements of advance plannmg have been considered and
, the provisions that have been made to cope with emergency situationtI

|
'
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Regulatory Guide 2.6, " Emergency Planning for Research and Test Reactors,",

! at p. 2.6-1 i B (Rev.1, March 1983) (emphasis added.)
'ihe stated purpose of the MURR Emergency Plan, which fits the above-

quoted description well, is to " outline [] the objectives to be met by the emer-
j gency procedures and define [] the authority and responsibilities to achieve such

objectives." Emergency Plan at 216 9.6. See also Meyer Emergency Planning
Affidavit, supra note 16, at 10133 ("The MURR Facility Emergency Plan is

; written in broad terms to encompass emergency situations that may occur in
the course of operating the reactor or in the laboratories within the MURR fa-

'

cility"). The level of detail sought by the Intervenors is instead appropriate for
the Emergency Procedures that implement the Emergency Plan, but need not be
included in the Plan itself."

Moreover, our examination of the record shows that the MURR staff has
seriously considered the effect of radioactive materials becoming airborne.
See Meyer Emergency Planning Affidavit. supra note 16, at 15-161 50-55.

! Emergency self-contained breathing apparatuses are available to firefighters and
MURR personnel and would protect them from inhaling any radioactive contam-
ination. See id. at 8 23,15-161 50-52; " TRUMP-S Fire Protection Issues" at
7, appended as Attachment A to Licensee's Exhibit No. 22, Affidavit of William
Markgraf, Columbia Fire Chief, Responding to Portions of Intervenors' Rebuttal,
dated Jan. 28,1991; Licensee's Exhibit No. 20, Affidavit of Walter A. Meyer,
Jr. Responding to Portions of Intervenors' Rebuttal, dated Jan. 28,1991, at 19

48,20 150. Further, the University has implemented a number of procedures
for the Alpha Laboratory to alert the reactor operators in the control room, and
the firefighters, that radioactive materials could have become airborne.''

c. Alleged Failure to Show How the Released Transuranics %dd Be

| Detected

Intervenors criticize the Emergency Plan for failing to specify the means by
which transuranic releases will be detected. II-IB at 24. However, this level
of detail is appropriate to the University's emergency procedures rather than
to its Emergency Plan. Moreover, the University's TAM procedures have set
out a number of methods to ensare the detection of any transuranics that may

| D
See Regulatory Guide 2 6. supra, ar p. 2 6 2 i C.S. The adequacy of the Enrrgency Procedures is not an issue

before us in this proceethng

| 7*See sop (Standard operatmg Procedure) VI!! 8 I (entiret appended to Meyer Emergency P:anrung Afndavit.
supra note 16. as Attachnent 5. sop VI!! 8 2 6 4 and sop Vill 8 3 6 5, both of which are appended to Meyer
r.nwrgency Plannmg Afndavit, supra note 16. as Attachnent 5. Ser ut.w Meyer Emergency Planning Afhdasst.
supra note 16. at 12135(5). desenbing TAM-71 ("High Airborne Radioactivity") Sops give direcuan to the
control room operators, w hile T AMs give direcnon to the laboratory personnel See Lacensee's wntien Presentauon
at 41.

1
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leave the glove box." The detection of either a " Loss of Facility Argon Supply"
(TAM-61) or "High Oxygen in the Argon Glove Box"(TAM-62) would indicate

|
leaks in the glove box - a situation that could result in possible releases of I
transuranics. Also, "High Airborne Radioactivity" (TAM-71) would indicate
that radioactivity had been detected at either the Alpha Laboratory room monitor
or the Alpha Laboratory exhaust monitor.

In a related argument, the Intervenors criticize the Emergency Plan for its
failure to demonstrate adequate alpha detection equipment. Il IB at 24. We
reject this argument on two grounds. The MURR facility does in fact contain
alpha detection equipment.7" Moreover, the gamma detectors in the facility"
will supplement the alpha detectors by reveal;ng indirectly any radioactive
releases of alpha-emitters. As we have discussed in section H.B.I.b.ii of this

|

,

Order, the alpha-emitting plutonium sample used in the TRUMP-S experiments I

contains measurable amounts of the gamma-emitting Am-241. Consequently,
the presence of any plutonium that may leave the glove box can be detected
indirectly by a gamma detection instrument."" Similarly, the samples of Am-
241, Np-237, and U-235 (all of which also emit alpha radiation) emit gamma
radiation that can be easily detected.

d. Alleged Failure to Demonstrate the Presence of Smoke Detectors in Some
Areas of the Basemer.

Intervenors criticite the Emergency Plan for its failure to demonstrate the |
presence of smoke detectors in "some areas of the basement.' 11-1B at 24. The |

Intervenors' failure to specify the areas of the basement with which they are
concerned precludes us from responding as specifically as we would prefer."
However, to the extent that the Intervenors intended to refer to the Alpha Lab,
we cannot accept their position. The University has submitted record evidence
that:

"These TAM procedures are desenbed in the Meyer Energency Planmng Afhdavit sirpra note 16. at 11 12
1M
"Sec Lacensee's E xhibit No 4. Afhdavit of Chester B Edwards. Jr , Regardmg the Adequacy of Alpha

Laburnuwy Equipnent. l'are.Related re*res m the Alpha taboraiory and Csetieral Basement Area, and the Storage
and Transfer of Aetmide and Archned Ma enals. dated Nov 13.1990. at 3 t il (hstmg an Alpha 3 Radianon
Air Momfor as part of the equipmeni in the Alpha lato See ahn Umversny of Missoun Central Radianon
Safety Comnuttee's Handbmd. ..upra p 99. at 3-3 5 3 2 2 (Survey Procedures). Apphcanon for Reveal of the
Umveruty of Missoun Bruad Scope lacense No. 24&5 t M2. Jared i eb 27. IW2. ai 616219 3
"Umveruty of Masoun Central Radiation Safety Comnunee. Handbm4. supra p W. at 335322 C Survey

Procedures-)
""Imersenors alu> argue that the t nwrgency Plan is Hawed because at f.uls to mdicate that the Umversity has

mstalled backup energency nmmuns that detect alpha particles II lB at 24 We reject this argunent on the same
grounds as stated m the test above

"The Communon would be jusuhed m ignormg thn argument on the ground that it was inadequately bnefed
on appeal. Sec. e g. Pubhr Senur Ca. of OAlahoma (Black im Stalmn. Umts I and 2). ALAB.573.10 NRC
775. 7N6-87 (1979p
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The Alpha Laboratory is . . equipped with smoke detectors within the Laboratory and a
heat sensor within the argon glove box. Alarms for these sensors are displayed locally at the
Alpha Laboratory on a 4 zone fire alarm panel and sounded remately in the reactor control
room . .a2

More specifically, inside the Alpha Laboratory, there are smoke detectors
mounted on the ceiling, a smoke detector mounted inside the laboratory exhaust
duct, and smoke detectors mounted on the ceiling above the loft area. Activation
of any of these detectors will trigger an alarm at a local alarm panel that will in
turn activate an alarm in the reactor control room.8) Finally, we note that City of
Columbia Fire Department ("CFD") officials have toured the Alpha Laboratory
and concluded that the fire safeguards and precautions are adequate. Meyer I
Emergency Planning Affidavit, supra note 16, at 10 32; Letter from Frank W.
Barfield, CFD Fire Marshal, to Chester B. Edwards, Jr., MURR, dated April 13,
1990, appended as Attachment I to Licensee's Exhibit No. 25, supra note 82.

To the extent that the Intervenors' argument was instead intended to refer to
fire detection capability in areas of the basement other than the Alpha Lab, we
find nothing in the record on the matter.

Involvement of the Fire Departmente.

The Intervenors raise three arguments regarding the Emergency Plan's provi-
|

sions for communication with and involvement of the CFD. They fi,st contend
that the University's emergency plan is a sham because the University merely |plans to call the CFD to the facility and then discuss what should be done. II-IB
at 20-21. Second, the Intervenors criticize the Emergency Plan for failing to
address the possibilities that the radiation levels might be so high that a fire
commander would refuse to order his crews to approach the fire (id. at 22) or
that firefighters would themselves refuse to fight a fire in a facility where sci-
entists had been experimenting with unsealed transuranics (id. at 25). Third,
the Intervenors criticize the Emergency Plan for failing to describe a means and
commitment to notify the CFD when necessary. Id. at 24. We see no merit in
any of these three arguments,

i
r

a2
Meyer Energency Planmng Afhdavit, supra note 16. at 9128 Accord Ucensee's Exhibit No 25. Affidavit

of Chester B Edwards. Jr. Responding to Question Ill, at 316. appended to Licensee's Response to Presiding
officer's Questions. dated March 26,1991. See aLw Ucensee's Exhibit No I. supra note 12. at 10126 6 ("two
smoke detectors are present m the laboratory"); beensee's Exhibit No 4, supra note 78, at 4114 (regarding the
presence of a fusible hnk heat detector in the glove box); Application for Amendment to tacense No.24-00513-32
at 10 and Apphcation for Amendment to Ucense No SNM.247 at 10. each of which descnbes the snn>ke detector
and fire alarm for the Alpha laborator)

83
Meyer Emergency Planning Affidaut, supra note 16. at 9128. t.icensee's Exhibit No 4. supra note 78, at 4

114 (there is a fusible hnk heat detector in the glove box that will activate a local alarm and reactor conuol room
al.irm if the temperature in the glove box were to exceed 136 F (58 C))
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Based on our review of the record (and, in particular, both the Emergent y
Plan and the Meyer Emergency Planning Affidavit), we conclude that th:
Emergency Plan, far from being a sham, provides a strong assurance of
safety reFarding any fires that might affect the Alpha Lab or the TRUMP.S
materials." The Emergency Plan prosides for specific fire-safety and fire-
suppression actions by the MURR staff and also provides for professional fire
suppression activities by the CFD. The Meyer Emergency Planning Affidavit
describes these provisions in considerable detail, and our review of the Plan
itself confirms the accuracy of the description in that affidavit. In addition
to the Emergency Plan, the University has adopted FEP 3, dealing generally
with fire procedures for the MURR facility, and also FEP 3(a) Standing Order
90-6, three Standard Operating Procedures, and live TAMS, all of which set
forth appropriate responses specifically addressing a fire in the Alpha Lab. See
Meyer Emergency Planning Affidavit, supra note 16, at 10-12 t 33-35, and

I

,

Attachments 3-5 thereto. Based on our review of the Emergency Plan and these l
procedures (or the summaries of them"), we are convinced that the University |

has established adequate measures for responding to a fire in the Alpha Lab
(e.g., immediate fire suppression measures, contecting the CFD, securing and

| isolating the lab, shutting down the reactor).

| Nor can we agree with the Intervenors that the CFD would refuse to fight a fire
i that potentially invol ed radioactive materials. The Presiding Officer considered

| Interrenors' argument, reviewed their evidence, and found that the CFD could
I be relied upon to fight a fire in the Alpha Lab. LBP-91-31, 34 NRC at 90-91,

94. We can find no reason to disturb that finding. The CFD has a longstanding
cooperative relationship with the MURR staff," pursuant to which the CFD
would respond to any fires that may occur at the MURR facility" To this end,
the City of Columbia has provided written assurances to the University since
1982 that the CFD "will respond to fires or other emergency situations should

j they occur at the research reactor"a" Moreoser, CFD Battalion Chief Erman L.

"In this respect. we note that the NRC Staff has repeatedly reuewed the MURR Ernergency Plan (or changes
dwreto) and found them to be in full comphance with Part 50 of our regulanont See Meyer i nwrgency Planmng
Afhdaut. supra note 16. at 5113. tener to Dr J Steven Morns. Unnerury of Missoun. from Alexander Adams.

j Jr . NR R. dated Jan. 25.1990. submitted tu Staff to the Preudmg Offker on August 16. 1940 We also note that
the NRC Staff most recently reapprosed changes to the rnwrgency Plan on May 16.1994
"Only ciw of thew TAMS (TAM-621 was subnutted mio the record. despite the fact that the Licennee and die

Intervenors had copies (or aetess to copws) of all five TAMS

"The Umversity consulted with the CI'D both when construenng Ihe Alpha Laboratory (Meyer Enwryency
Plannmg Affidaut. supra note 16 at 7120 3.10132) and when developmg the Lnwrgency Plan and the

p"rocedures to implement that Plan Od at 215)
Sec -1 RUMP-5 I tre Prucetmn issues." apra p 131 at 2.

"" Letter to Direcu,r. Umveruty of Missnun Research Reactor (MURR) f acility from Raymond A flet k
(Columbia City ManaFert dated i eb 19.1990. appended as Attachnwn: 2 to Meyer i nwrfency Planmng Affidaut.
supra none 16; letter to Director. Unneruty of Missoun Research Reaciar f acthey from Michael R sanford
IColumbia Deputy City Managert dated Aug 24.19M2. attached as Appendix A to the MURR racihty Enwrgency
Plan See alw Meyer Erretgency Plannmg Atridaui. supra note 16. at 6118

|
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Ca'l has further confirmed the CFD's intentions in this respect by stating under
oath that:

According to the ICFD}'s copy of the MURR Emergency Plan. discuuions vGi MURR
|

officials, and on-site exercies which I had participated in[.] . . the [CFDJ v (ilij perform
fire duties in response to an tJarm at the MURR. These duties would include lighting a fire
which could involve :ausoacthe matenals at the MURR facihty. including the Alpha Lab [J.
Firefightmg woulJ be under the direction of the Departrnent's incident Commander with the
advice of the Uniaersity's Emergency Director. . Each attack crew would have a heahh
physics team member % signed to thern to advise of radiation danFers and answer questions

|about the immediate area they were in. '

Affidavit of Fire Battalion Chief Erman L Call, dated Oct. 24,1990, Exhibit A,
'

3

appended to " Licensee's Submittal in Accordance with ' Memorandum (Memo-
|

randum of Conference Call of Oct. 19, 1990),'" dated Oct. 30,1990.
{

To ensure that the CFD can fight such a fire effectively, the MURR staff has I

provided both radiological and facility familiarization training for CFL) personnel
and has also included the CFD in the biennial NRC-required emergency response
drills." Firefighters are provided protective clothing'" and self-contained

;
breathing apparatus'' that give adequate protection from inhaled or ingested '

radiation from the radioactive materials available for release from a fire in the
Alpha Lab. Sce Meyer Emergency Planning Affidavit, Supra note 16, at 16

|
152. Consequently, we consider it unlikely that such a firefighter would receive
a dose, from inhalation or ingestion, even appioaching the 25- to 100-rem limit
specified in the Environmental Protection Agency's Protective Action Guides

!
for firefighters.'2

V

"T he Universary is comrmited to conduct traimng sessions for CFD personnel at least biannually. See Emergency
.Plan at 1914 81. Il 2; Meyer Emergency Planmng Athdavit. supra note 16. at 7120.12131137-39 Such
!

4

4

trainmg would include MURR facihty onentauon and a review of selected health physics procedures specifically I

relevant to the MURR facihty. See tener to thrector. Umvenny of Mismun Research Reactor (MU'tR)Iveshty
from Raymond A fleck (Columbia Cuy Managert dated Feb 19. 1990. appended as Anachnwnt 2 to Meyer
Enwrgency Planmng Afhdavit. supra nv.e 16. Sir alw Meyer Enwrgency Planmng Afridavet. Jupra note 16. at
7120.12137.1313C
'*Licensce's Enh bit No 20. supra p.131 si 19-201149-50.
W

5ee Meyer Enrrgency Planmng Affidaut, supra mwe 16. at 8123.15150 * TRUMP-S Fire Protecuon Issues."
su ra p.131 at 7. Licensee's Exhht No 20. upra p I.41. at 19148,20150
* The U S Lnvironnwntal Protecuan Agency's Manual of Protective Acrwn GusJes and Protectrve Actions

for Nmlear Incidran at p 210. Table 2-2 (LPA 404R-92-001, oct.1991L proudes that individuals such as
hrchghters perfornung energency services may receive whole-body doses in excess of 23 rem, as long as the
services are perfornwd on a voluntary basis and the hrenghter as fully amare of the nsks involved Ser also U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Comnussion Responw Techmeal Manual PRTM-93'). NUREG/BR-0150. Vol 1. p t-8 (Rev.
3. November 1993?. MURR Emergency Plan at 12 IS O 1. Smularly. the NIPA reconunends that hrehghters be,

allowed to receive a one-tme uhde-body dose of no more than 100 rem in hie-threatemng situations and 25 rem
to praect a facihty chmmate the escape of effluenis. or control hres See Ni PA. Farr frusccrwn Handbook at p.
14125 (16th ed.19M6L relevant poruons appended to ljcensce's Extubit No 20 (supra p.131) as Attachnrnt B.
NFPA 801. "Recomnended Fire Prosecuon Pracuce for Facahues Handimg Radioactne Lienals." at p. B-5 5 2-
3 2(f)(1986), appended as Anachment 2 to Intenenor's Exhibit No 21. Declaranon of thmaid W. Wallace, dated

r ConimueJI
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We likewise consider it unlikely that a firefighter would receive more than
a very small external dose. The University has correctly pointed out that the
only risk of external exposure to the firefighters would come from the gamma,

! radiation. Such exposure would be, at worst, minimal. For instance, I gram of
the Am-241 sample (the maximum amoult that the University would use in any

| one experiment in the Alpha Lab)in the ;inshicided glove box would subject a
firefighter to a direct gamma-particle dose of less than 100 mrem /hr at a distance

| of 10 feetM This level hardly constitutes a significant radiological hazard to
| firefighters. See noo 92, supra, and associated text. I

In sum, given the substantial training and protective equipment given to CFD
i

firefighters, as well as the CFD's longstanding relationship with the MURR, we !
| see no reason to doubt the CFD's cooperation in a fire emergency. |We similarly find no merit in the Intervenors' third assertion - that the

|Emergency Plan fails to describe a means and commitment to notify the CFD i
of a fire. Section 6.5 (" Communications Equipment") of the MURR Emergency

| Plan provides that:

Provisions for communication by public telephone have been made with all Emergency
Support Organizationsl* 1 . Emergency notification rosters shall be posted at strategic

; locations as specified in the Activation of Onsite Emergency Organization Procedure. The
'

rosters shall include telephone numbers for required staff. University Emergency Support
Orgaturations, Off-sae Emergemy Support Organi:. anon. and Emergency related State and
Federal agencies.

Emergency Plan at 17-18 (emphasis added). In addition, section 8.2 of the
; Emergency Plan provides that, at least biennially, the University will conduct

drills that will test these communication links and notification procedures. Id.,

I at 19. The above-cited portions of the Emergency Plan comport with the
recommendations of "American National Standard for Emergency Planning for
Research Reactors " ANSI /ANS-13.16-1982, at 6. For all of the reasons stated

above, we find this language to be a sufficient indication of both the means by
which the University would riotify the CFD and the University's commitment
to do so.

lDec. 24.1990. See als NFPA N02, * Recommended I' ire Protecuon Pracuce for Nuclear Research Reactors." at
|

802-5 to 802-6 5 2 2 6 0988), relevant pornons appended as Attachment C to t.scensee's Exhibat No. 20 (supra p. |
131) Cf licensee's Exhibit No 23. NrPA 801. " Recommended rire Protecuon Pracuce for racshues Handhng
Radioachve Matenals." at Appendis B. p 80121 i B-3 3(f) (1991) (providing for 75. rem and 25-rem hnuts).

ended to Licensee's Response to Presiding otheer's Quesuons, dated March 26.1991,

The gamma dose rate from the trace amounts of Am-241 m the Pu-239/240 sample would be lower by several
crJers of magstude.
"The Emergency Support Orgamrauons include not only the Cf'D bul also the University's Health Physics

Services, the Umversity's Pohce. the Umversary Hospital and chmen. and the Umversity News Bureau. Ml'RR
Enrrgency Plan at 6123. Meyer Emergency Plan Afhdavit, supra note 16. at 5115.
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f. Alleged Failure to Discuss Mitigation of the Consequences of a Fire

Intervenors criticize the Emergency Plan for failing to show what would be
done to mitigate the consequences of a fire, and for claiming that this is to be
decided later. Il-IB at 24. Although the Intervenors do not explain the meaning
of the phrase "done to mitigate the consequences of a fire," we assume that they
intend to refer to the specific actions that the University and the CFD would
take to combat a fire." If this is indeed what the Intervenors meant, then their

| criticism not only reflects a pervasive misunderstanding of the level of detail
necessary in an Emergency Plan (see discussion in section II.C.I.b, supra) but
it also is undermined by the record in this proceeding.

As we discussed in the preceding section, the procedures, training, equipment,
and cooperative arrangements all are in place to permit the MURR and the CFD
to deal effectively with a fire emergency. Moreover, the University and the CFD
have conducted frequent drills testing the effectiveness of the MURR Emergency
Plan. According to the Meyer Emergency Planning Affidavit, supra note 16, at
12 $38:

There have been five emergency action dnlls performed under the Emergency Plan that
1was approved by the NRC in 19M Approximately once every two years, the dnlis
!

include representatives of each Emergency Support Organization (both the University of
Missoun personnel and the CFD participate) . Each of the biennial dnlis involving the
Emergency Support Organizations (including the CFD) has included an exercise on fightmg
a fire involving radioactive materials.

In short, we find that the degree of advance planning to mitigate fire
consequences is entirely adequate.

g. Alleged Problems with the Separation of Onsite and Ofpite Emergency
Procedures

The University has prepared separate procedures to address onsite and of fsite
consequences of an emergency at the MURR facility. The University addresses
the former in its FEPs. TAMS, and SOPS," and the latter in its Site Emergency

"The Comnussion would be jusu6ed in ignonng this argunent on the ground that it was inadequately bnefed
on appeal $re. e g. PuMrc Strine Cp of oAlahoma (Black Fox Station. Uiuts 1 and 2). ALAB-573.10 NRC
773. 786-87 (1979)
*Meyer Enwrgency Planning Af6 davit, supra note 16. at 216. As noted in note 76 above, Sops give directk>n

to the control room operators. utule TAMS give d recuon to the laboranwy personnel See Ideensee's Wntien
Prewnianon at 41.

Ahhough the University made most of its IEPs, Sops TAMS. etc., available to the intervenors. the panies
meroduced relauvely few into the record See Intervernes' Exhibit No 19. supra note 12. at 387-419 (TAM h489.
91). 44L46 (sop Vill 8 through VtX 8 3t Meyer Enwrgency Planmng Afhdavit. supra note 16. Anachnent 5
(sop Vill 8 through Vill 8 3), intervenors' Exhibit No. I1, supra note 6 (TAM-62). Iniervenors' Exhibit No 12,

IConnnued)
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Procedures ("SEPs"). Intervenors assert that the University's separation of these
onsite and offsite emergency procedures is "poorly planned and unnecessarily

| complicated." Il-IB at 21.
I We agree with the University that the public heahh and safety are not

compromised by the separation of FEPs from the SEPs. As explained in
| the Meyer Emergency Planning Affidavit, the University developed the SEPs
! "to handle communicating and coordinating with off-site organizations if a

facility emergency is determined to have potential for offsite radiological
consequences." Meyer Emergency Planning Affidavit, supra note 16, at 216.

| See also U Mo RB at 68. However, the probability of an incident at the MURR
| fadlity that would require the implementation of these offsite SEPs (i.e., either
! a core melt or a large TRUMP-S fire) is extremely low. As a result, practically

al! radiological incidents that may occur at the MURR could be adequately
handled pursuant to the onsite FEPs. Under such circumstances, the Intervenors'

| proposed merger of the FEPs and SEPs might result in the unnecessary (and
wasteful) use of outside emergency response resources in emergencies with no
offsite consequences. Certainly, there is no indication in the record - and
no argument by the Intervenors (except in the most conclusory of terms) -
that a merger of onsite and offsite procedures is necessary to provide adequate
protection.

h. Alleged Failure to Submit the Plan to the Proper Authoritiesfor Approval

De Intervenors complain that the University failed to submit the Plan to
the proper authorities for approval. Specifically, they argue that the University

j failed to submit it to the Local Emergency Planning Committee 60 days prior
to submitting it to the Commission and, assuming that the plan was anything'

more than the reactor Emergency Plan, that the University also failed to submit
it to the Commission. II-IB at 24. See also Intervenors' Written Presentation
at 19,49, and Intervenors' Exhibit No.1, supra p. 87, at 14 50.15 54(b),
both of which documents cite 10 C.F.R. gl70.22(i)(3)(xiii), 30.32(i)(3)(xiii),
and the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act, 42 U.S.C.
il i 1,001-11,050 (1988) ("Right-to-Know Act").

We disagree with the Intervenors' position. Regarding their first argument,
the two regulations upon which the Interrenors rely did not become effective
until April 7,1990, subsequent to the University's filing of the two applications
and the NRC Staff's issuance of the two license amendments. See Part
II.B.I.a(iii), supra. Consequently, the University was not required to comply

supra rute 16 (IEP.3. and REP..ha) (draftn. Meyer i nrrgency Plannmg Afhdavit, supra noic 16. Atta.:hmens 3
| (F EP 3(a)) Meyer Ernergency Plar.mng Affidarst. supra note 16, Attachnent 4 (Standmg order M8. (regarding,

FEP-3(a))

i
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with those regulations in connection with the two license amendments at issue
in this proceeding.

Moreover, it is unclear whether the Right-to-Know Act pursuant to which
these two regulations were promulgated even applies to the University. That
statute requires certain facility owners and operators to submit to the appropriate
local emergency planning committee a material safety data sheet for each "haz-
ardous chemical" located at the facility, as defined in the Occupational Safety
and liealth Act of 1970 (" OSHA") and its implementing regulations. 42 U.S.C.
611,021(a)(1). OSHA requires " employers" to prepare such sheets. Reading
the Right-to-Know Act and OSHA together, the former statute seemingly ap-
plies only to an owner or operator who is also an " employer" under OSHA.
42 U.S.C. 611,021(a)(1), (2). The definition of " employer" in OSHA expressly

| excludes states or their political subdivisions. 29 U.S.C. 6 652(5) (1988); 29
| C.F.R. I 1910.2(c). The University is a part of the government of the State of

| Missouri. Mo. Const, of 1945, art. 9, 6 9; Mo. Rev. Stat. 6 172.020 (1986);
Barish v. Director of Revenue. 872 S.W.2d 167,171 (Mo. App.1994).

| In any event, the Right-to-Know Act clearly does not apply to the materials
at issue in this proceeding. That statute's defmition of " hazardous chemicals"
expressly excludes "substancels] . used. in a research laboratory .
under the direct supervision of a technically qualified individual." 42 U.S.C.
I 11,021(e)(4). The Alpha Laboratory is obviously a research laboratory and, for
the reasons set forth in Part II.B.I.c supra. the Intervenors have failed to show
that the personnel associated with that laboratory are not " technically qualified."

; Regarding the Intervenors'second argument (i.e., that the University failed to

| submit its emergency plan to the Commission) the MURR Facility Emergency
Plan has been approved six times by the NRC Staff," and " applies to all
activities within the MURR Facility, which includes both the reactor containment
and the laboratories within the MURR building."* Thus, the agency-approved
MURR Emergency Plan already covers the facilities where the TRUMP-S
experiments are taking place. And, as we shall explain in Part II.C.3 infra,
the consequences of a TRUMP-S accident are well within the parameters of
the MURR Emergency Plan. Consequently, the MURR Facility Emergency

| Plan need not be resubmitted to the Commission for approval to encompass the
I TRUMP-S experiment. Such experiments are already covered under the Plan.

1
i

l

i

"See licensee's Exhsbit No 20. supra p.131. at 316; letter to Dr James J. Rhyne. Director. [Umserury of
Missouri) Research Reactor Facihty, from Alexander Adams Jr., NRR. dated reb 8.1993.;

! "Meyer Emergency Planmng Affidavit. supre note 16. at 21174 (emphases addedt See alw id at 10133.
l Licensee's Exhibn No. 20. supra p 131. at 2141. Emergency Plan at 1.
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i. The Emergency Plan's Alleged Failure to Satisfy the Commission's
Regulatory Requirements

The Intervenors argue that the Emergency Plan fails to satisfy any of the
requirements of 10 C.F.R. il 30.32(i)(3) and (4) and 70.22(i). II-1B at 23. In
Section II.B.I.a.iii of this Order, the Commission has determined that these new

emergency planning regulations - which took effect only after the University
had submitted its two instant materials license amendment applications - do
not apply to those applications. Consequently, from a procedural perspective,
the question whether the MURR Emergency Plan satisfies the requirements of
these two regulations is irrelevant to the issues in this proceeding. Nevertheless,
despite the procedural adequacy of the University's two applications, we could

! still impose upon the University a requirement that it satisfy the provisions of
| the two regulations cited above, if we were to conclude that such action was

necessary to protect the public health and safety. As explained elsewhere in this
| Order, however, we do not reach such a conclusion. Rather we find that, given j

the conditions imposed by this Order, the University's possession and use of
|

the radionuclide samples at issue pose no undue danger to the public health and
safety.

|
|

j. Alleged Failure to Identify and Analyze Types of Accidents

( The Intervenors contend that the Emergency Plan fails either to identify types
of TRUMP-S accidents or to analyze them. Il IB at 23. But, as we have already )
held, no:hing in our regulations required the University to develop a special
emergency plan dealing with the TRUMP-S experiment. The University's
general plan is sufficient to encompass the TRUMP-S work. As it happens,
however, the record does contain ample information and analysis regarding such
accidents. The affidavits of Daniel L Osetek" and Dr. L Steven Morris"'" as
well as the Meyer Emergency Planning Affidavit all contain detailed discussions
on this subject.

k. Alleged Failure to Furnish Dimensions to Scale of the Basement, to
Show the True Combustibles, and to identify Clearly the Location o, uns
Firefighting Equimnent

Intervenors argue that the Emergency Plan failed to furnish to-scale dimen-
sions of the basement, to show the true combustibles, and to identify clearly the

"Ucensee's Exhihis No 1. supra note 12.
#

Ucensce's Exhibit No. 24. Afndmt of Dr t. sieven Moms Responding to Question II. dated March 25.1991,
attached to Ucensee's Response to Presiding Otheer's Questions, datcJ March 26.1991
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location of the firefighting equipment. II IB at 23. The Intervenors again display
a misunderstanding of the nature of an Emergency Plan. It simply does not need
to include this level of detail."" We also note that the University has provided
a detailed description of firefighting equipment in the Alpha Laboratory and in
the immediate area adjacent to the Alpha Laboratory. See hieyer Emergency
Planning Affidavit, supra note 16, at 8-10 127-32.

L Alleged Failure to Define Responsibilities

The Intervenors assert that the Emergency Plan is flawed because it fails
to identify the precise responsibilities of various individuals (presumably those
on the h1URR Emergency Response Team). Il-IB at 24. We disagree. Once
again, this level of detail is unnecessary in the Emergency Plan. h1oreover,
the University has conducted repeated drills to ensure that each individual on
an emergency response team knows his or her responsibilitics during a fire.
Between 1984 and 1990, the University has conducted five actual emergency
response drills, each of which "has included an exercise on fighting a fire
involving radioactive materials." hieyer Emergency Planning Affidavit, supra
note 16, at 12-13138.

Alleged failure to Describe Adequate Training to Fight a Firem.

The Intervenors argue that the Emergency Plan is flawed in that it fails to
describe adequate training to fight a fire. II-IB at 24. As discussed above,
such a description is unnecessary in an Emergency Plan. h1oreover, the City
of Columbia firelighters have been trained and retrained in the radiation safety
measures required to fight a fire at h1URR. See hieyer Emergency Planning
Affidavit, supra note 16, at 12-13 38. Finally, because the source term of a
h1URR accident envelopes that of a TRUMP-S accident, the type of training
provided to the firefighters to fight a reactor fire would, except for minor
adjustments, also be adequate to fight a TRUh1P-S fire.'"2

Alleged Failure to Descrwe :he Kinds ofInformation to Be Given ton.

Ofpite Response Organi ations

The Inteneners critici7e the Emergency Plan for failing to describe the types
of information to be given to offsite response organizations. II-IB at 24. Again,
the Intervenors misunderstand the nature of the Emergency Plan. It is not

"" At best. the argunrnis relate to the adequacy of the Univeruty's ernergency procedures, an issue not before
us in this proceeding.
H12 ,,3,cyg,gggy, ,jy3
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intended to be a detailed road map setting forth all the minutiae of emergency
response. Moreover, the University has repeatedly conducted drills to ensure
that offsite response organizations have the information necessary to meet their
responsibilities effectively.

4

i

o. Other Alleged Omissions

The Intervenors criticize the Emergency Plan for its failure to describe how
,

the facility will be restored to safe use after the accident, and also how the
University would cope with reentry, avoid radioactive material being tracked
out, and dispose of any water that had been contaminated with transuranics.
II-1B at 24.

Contrary to the Intervenors' assertion, the Emergency Plan does address
" recovery" operations for restoring the facility to safe use. Specifically, section
7.0 of the Plan states:

4
1

IThe Recovery Organizatmn will be the Emergency Organization. De Emergency Director ',

. shall assess the potential mdelogical affects [sici to onsite and offsite personnel before
i returning access ta ponion; of the facihty that hase been evacuated because of the energency

and the Emergency Orgamzanon shan <tetermine (thatj the radiological conditions within
these affected areas are safe Tefore access to them is restored.

t)uring recovery . , prosedures shall be wntten and approved for handhng significant
evolunons before they 3ra performed.

The Commission agrees with the approach taken in the Plan on recovery
operations. By far the greater emphasis should be placed on preventing an
accident, rather than recovering from an accident. However, in the unlikely event
of an accident, recovery operations will depend upon site-specific information
such as the extent and location of contamination. Based on this information, the
University can then develop procedures directed at the site-specific situation. See
Meyer Emergency Planning Affidavit, supra note 16. at 16 55; ANSI /ANS-
15.16-1982, supra p.136, at 7 ("It is not practicable to plan detailed recovery
actions for all conceivable situations").

As for the problem of radioactive material being tracked out of the facility,
the University employs a Health Physics Manager w ho presumably would follow
routine health physics procedures (e.g., the issuance of a radiation work permit)
to prevent the spread of contamination. See MURR Emergency Plan at 5 6 2.1.

Finally, the MURR facility has a 25,000-gallon contaminated-water collection
system. See Licensee's Exhibit No. 20, supra p.131, at 18144. This system
has the capacity to collect for more than 2 hours the full drainage of water from
the sprinkler heads in the Aipha Lab. See Letter from Dr. Susan M. Langhorst,
Manager, Reactor Heahh Physics [ University of Missouri], to Mr. John Jones,
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|

Region III, NRC, dated July 3,1991, at 1. ' Although the University may need to
develop special disposal procedures (depending on the contamination level of the
water in particular situations), such special procedures need not be included in

the Emergency Plan (or even the emergency procedures). Rather, the University
should develop such procedures directed at the site-specific situation.

p. Arguments Addressed Elsewhere in This Order
,

Intervenors assert that the Emergency Plan falls to take into account the
TRUMP-S Project. II-IB at 23. We address this argument in Section II.C.3 of
this Order, infra.

Intervenors argue that the " Emergency Classes" and " Action Levels" in the
Emergency Plan are inadequate for effective fire department response to a fire
involving TRUMP-S materials. Id. at 21. The Intervenors also assert that the
Emergency Plan is insufficient to protect against a fire in the Alpha Lab because
the reactor control room will not be attended at all times. Id. at 25-27; l-RB at
16-17. (The Intervenors do not, however, expressly present this second argument
as a challenge to the MURR Emergency Plan.) We address these two arguments
in Section II.C.4 of this Order, infra. -

2. The Afaximum Expected Offsite Inhalation Dose Level That Could
Resultfrom the Release of TRUhtP-S Radionuclides in a Fire

. We will now analyze the potential radiological ramifications of a fire that
released into the atmosphere portions of the TRUMP-S samples. The Presiding
Officer did not reach this question because of his conclusion that the risk of
fire is not credible. Our analysis, however, assumes a fire, as we are not as
confident as the Presiding Officer that the risk of fire is " minuscule." See p.

- 128, supra. Because we are analyzing a major technical issue unaddressed by
the Presiding Officer, we mest perforce embark upon a more detailed technical
discussion than ordinarily seen in adjudicatory decisions.

We will first set forth the standard that we will apply in determining the
maximum expected offsite inhalation dose level.'") We will then determine
what maximum expected offsite inhalation dose level would be expected to
result from the release of radionuclides in a fire.

W3 1n the unMely esent of an airborne release of radionuchdes into the air (assumed to be in the form of a ckiud).
an indnidual rnember of the general pubhc may recene a dose through inhal. mon, direct or indirect ingesuon.
and/or direct radianon exposure o e., either from the ground (ground shine) or from the a r Dmmersion]) In such
an event, by far the most predonunant dose would be attributable to inhalation

1
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The Standardfor Determining the Statimum Etpected Offsite Inhalationa.

Dose lael

Throughout this proceeding, the Intervenors have asserted that the Commis-
sion, when calculating the maximum concentration downwind of the MURR
facility in the case of a maximum credible accident involving TRUMP-S ma-
terial, should not rely on NUREG-1140 (discussed below). According to the
Intervenors, the NRC Staff prepared NUREG-1140 using assumptions inappli-
cable to dispersion modelling. Il-1B at 43,46,48. Instead the Intervenors urge
the Commission to use the dispersion model set forth in Regulatory Guide 1.145
for dispersion greater than 100 meters"" and the IIalitsky model for dispersion
within a 100-meter radius.ios

We conclude that NUREG-1140 provides the most appropriate approach
to use in determining the maximum expected offsite inhalation dose level in
the event of a TRUMP-S accident. De equation set forth in NUREG il40
to calculate the inhalation dose repraents the Commission's standard generic
equation for making dose assessments in situations involving releases from
facilities of materials licensees (such as the University). NUREG-1140 was
issued relatively recently, in 1988, and was subject to extensive peer review.
Intervenors' view notwithstanding, there is no reason for the Commission not
to employ its own well-considered methodology set forth in NUREG ll40 in
assessing offsite dose consequences of hypothetical accidents involving materials
licensees such as the University of Missouri.

l. Tile EQUATION IN NUREG Il40 IS A GENERIC EQUATION AND IS IIASED ON
ASSUS!!TIONS APPLICABI E TO DISPERSION MODEtt.ING

Re inhalation dose (D(r)) is the dose received by an individual member of
the general public who is standing at a distance r from the point of an accidental
release and is inhaling a particular radionuclide. Simply stated, the inhalation
dose (D(r), in units of rem) is equal to the total amount of radionuclides inhaled
(in units of pCi) multiplied by that particular radionuclide's dose conversion
factor (in units of rem /pCi). NUREG-il40 expresses this inhalation dose in an
equation that takes into account the time and form of exposure, distance from

UM il IB at 46. rump Regulano Guhle I 144. Aunosphene Dnperuen Models for Potennal Acchiens Conse-
quence Assessments at Nudear Power Plants" (Rev 1. Nosember 1982. rensued i chruary 1983)
H6 Il IB al 46; innersenors' E.xhibit No 20. apra p 104. at 2122181, rrrms James Hahtsig. " Gas Diffusion
Near Buddings." ASHRAE Trans 69. #1855, at 46445 (1963) The intersenors did not submit this ariscle mio
the record
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the source, and breathing rate.'" The differences in the parties' conflicting
calculations of D(r) are attributable to differences in their assumptions when

j assigning quantities to the various terms in the NUREG-1140 equation - a
i matter to which we now turn.

|
| IL THE NUNIERICAt, VALUES TO BE ASslGNED TO THE ELENIENTS IN THE

| NUREG.Il40 EQUATION
|

In examining toe four terms used to calculate D(r) in NUREG-Il40's
I equation (see note 106, supra), we observe that both the University and the
! Intervenors agree upon the numerical values to be assigned to the terms B

(breathing rate) and DCF (dose conversion factor). Neither the University nor
the Intervenors challenge NUREG-Il40's quantity of 2.66 x 104 mVsec for
the breathing rate B. See NUREG-1140 at 12. See also Licensce's Exhibit No.

| 16, Affidavit of Susan M. Langhorst Responding to Portions of Intervenors'
|

,

| Rebuttal, dated Jan. 28,1991, at 7 14 (citing, without criticism, the use of
this figure in NUREG-I140),15 n.22, and Attachment 1. Likewise, both the
University and the Interverors use NUREG-1140's figure of $30 rem / Ci as the
DCF for Am-241.8" NUREG-ll40 at 80, Table 13. See Licensee's Exhibit,

! No.16, supra, at 15 n.22, and Attachment I thereto; Intervenors' Exhibit No.
20, supra p.104, at 12 39.

The differences in the result of D(r) calculated by the University and the
Intervenors are due solely to the differences in the assumptions used for
assigning values to O and x/G. We now turn our attention to those two values.

|

| |
|

i

|

*lkr1 = (DCF) x (B ) x (X/@ x G
where: DCT Ohe dose conversion factor) is a mathematical conversion factor that translates the arnount of
radioacuvity from any parucular radmnuchde entenng the body mio the amount of dose received by the body no
rem /Cs inhaledt 8 is a normal breathing rate nn cubic meters per second (m'/secH, I O is the concentranon at/
dastance r per total actmry relcawd on seconds per cubic meter (sec/m )); G is alie total quanury of acunides3

released dunng the release penod On uruts of Ci)

Underlymg tfus equanon are two wry conservauve release and exposure assumpuons See NUREG.ll40 at
13; RTM-93. supra note 92, at p. H-25. They give no credst for the dose reduenons attnbutable to the many
hre detecuon and suppression measures that are present in the MURR basement (scr Secuan !!C.I d of this
order, supra, and secuon 11 C 5 a is of this order, m/ra) or to the record evidence that the Cary of Columbia Fire
Department woulJ reach a fire at the MURR facihty wittun 10 nunutes 1.icensee's Exhibst No 20. supra note 85,
at 22156. Meyer Emergency Planning Affidavn. supra note 16. at 14145 Furthernwre, no individual member
of the general pubhc would. as a pracusal matter. stand in the nuddle of a smoke cloud for one full hour without
movmg to avoid snwke mhalation
H#?

All parties agree that the dispersion of Am-241 is the hnuung case 6.e., the worst. case scenano) for a release
of TRUMP.s matenals. Sec. r g. Lacensee's Estubit No.16. supra p.145, at 17124a. Licensee's Exhibst No
24. supra note 100, at 54151 Table 2. Intervenors' Exhibit No 20. supra p.148. at 24192.
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(a) Release Quantity (g)

The " release quantity"(G) of TRUMP-S materials is the amount of actinides
(measufed in curies) that would be released into the atmosphere outside of the
MURR facility as a result of a fire or other accident"* and deposited into
an unrestricted area"" to which a member of the general public could have

However, some of the actinides that would be separated from theiraccess.

source and released into the F ove box (i.e., entrained) as a result of a fire wouldl

remain in the MURR facility due to natural acrosol removal processes such
as diffusion (for plateout) or sedimentation (for settling). See SECY-94-302,
" Source Term-Related Technical and Licensing Issues Pertaining to Evolutionary
and Passive Light-Water-Reactor Designs," Attachment I at 12 (Dec.19,1994).
Consequently, the release quantity (G) would necessarily be less than the total I

amount of entrained actinides (Gu).
To obtain an accurate estimate of the release quantity (G), the quantity of

, entrained actinides must be reduced by the quantity of actinides that " plate out"

( or otherwise fail to escape the facility. This is accomplished by multiplying the
amount of entrained actinides (available at the time of release) by a " release
fraction" (RF) - i.e., G = 0,,,a x RF."" The University and the Intervenors
disagree on the values that should be assigned to both G,,g and RF.

1o roual quas,isn eg,,,,ap

The University proposes that the Commission consider Go to be the max-
imum amount of radioactive material that the University is entitled to use in
the Alpha Lab at any one time. The University points out that, although it is

; authorized under its license to possess up to 10 Ci (approximately 2.9 grams)

!

I
l
|

| "*See RTM.93, sapva note 92. at H-55. H-65

'" At the eme relevant to thes procceang. our regulauons de6ned the term " unrestricted area" as "any area access
to which is not controlled by the heensee for purposes of protection of ineviduals trom exposure to ra&ation and
ra&oacove matenals. and any area used for residennal quarters " 10 C F R. I 20 3(ax17) (1989) ("old Part 20

reg'ulanons"). See also 10 C F R i 201003 (1994) ("new Part 20 regulations").
" The release fracuon is "that poruon of nutenals in inventory hkely to be espersed in a severe real
accident." NURLG-0767. "Cntena for selecuon of Fuel Cycle and Major Malenals lacenses Nec&ng Radiological
Conungency Plans." al 5 (March 1981. reprinted Apnl 1987). RF is expressed mathemancally by the equanon:

AT = (amount of acutudes entrained) x ti -f)

where (/)is the fracuan of the total achnsdes that remains unhin the MURR facihty due to natural aerosol removal
processes, and which consequently do not escape the buil&ng into the alnmsphere.

!

|
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of Am-241,"i it has committed to use no more than I gram (or 3.43 Ci)n2 or
Am-241 for its experiment at any given time."2 Consequently, the University
urges us to assign a value of I gram to Q, See Licensee's Exhibit No. 2,
supra p. 89, at 8 18 n.6.

By contrast, the Intervenors argue that the Commission should consider the
entire 10 Ci of licensed radioactive material. II-IB at 34. Intervenors rely on |
language in NUREG-1140 indicating that the material being considered in that I

document could be scattered among as many as 500 locations, with the result
|

that a fire could reach only a small fraction of the quantities licensed and would '

therefore result in only an insubstantial release. Id., citing NUREG-1140 at 90-
93. Intervenors assert that, contrary to the assumption used in NUREG-il40,
all the TRUMP-S material will be located at a single location -in the MURR

i

| facility - thereby rendering the entire 10 Ci vulnerable to a fire. Il-1B at 34.
We will use the University's proposed amount of I gram (or 3.43 Ci) of Am- |

241 as Q,,,,,. The Intervenors' argument in favor of using the University's full |
oossession limit for Am-241 fails to take into account the reasons underlying

, ti.e Staff's statement in NUREG-1140 that the "[e]ntire possession limit [is]
| astumed to be involved" in an emergency. NUREG-il40 at 17. The Staff in
| NL REG-1140 was attempting to bound all materials licensees that might need

|
| al :mergency plan. However, as Stafflacked site-specific information for those '

'

n.aterials licensees, it was constrained to calculate the offsite doses based on
the full possession limit of materials licenses. The Staff in NUREG-1140 fully
recqmized that site-specific information for individual licensees would render 1

| Staff % calculation overly conservative as to those licensees. Id. |

,

| We conclude that the University's storage of the bulk of the actinides in a
j

firepr . T vault constitutes just such site-specific information. This means that,
|

at any given moment following the University's separation of the samples into i

HIsee Licenace's Response to Intervenors' Rebuttal, dated Jan. 28.1991, at 75 76. see clao note 107. supra j
(regarding Am.241 being the worst case scenano with which we are concernedt jH2

The 3 43-Ci/ gram value for the specific actmty (spa) of Am.241 is computed as follows: I

"
. Half f )(A onue Mass)

j

| mhere Half I te = 432.2 years !
Atonuc Mass = 24l

*spa = = 3 43 Ci/g
432.2 years x 241,

i

I Equauon from: HHS. Radmlvgwal Neuhh #andb<mA at 103 (Rev. ed , January 1970).
Half-Ufe from. Federal Guidance Report No.11. "Ununng Values of Radionuclide intake and Air Concen-

tration and Dose Conversion Factors ror Inhalation. Submersion. and Ingestion," EPA.520/l.88-020 at i14 (EPA.
september 1988)

Atomic Mass from: Knolls Atonne Power tab, Chart of the Nurhdes (14th ed., Apnl 1988).
H3

| Ucensee's Exhibit No.16. supra p.145. at 1617124a.
i
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1 gram units in 1990, no more than 1 gram of actinide would be outside safe !
| storage and susceptible to dispersion by fire. Therefore, based on the site-specific
i information provided in the record of this proceeding, we conclude that the use

,

!

| of I gram as the Og is justified (especially given the University's commitment
;

| to use no more than that amount at any one time for the experiment)"4 and is 1
| also fully consistent with the methodology and underlying rationale of NUREG- 1
i 1140. '

fn) Release fracnon (RF)

| The University and the Intervenors also disagree on the appropriate value
'

for RF. The University's consultant, Mr. Osetek, indicated that RFs for burning
plutonium would fall within the range 2.8 x 10-8 to 5.3 x 104 Licensee's
Exhibit No.1, Supra note 12, at 7 2. Dr. J. Steven Morris of the University
proffered a value of 10-6, which is a product of multiplying the following two
factors - the fraction of available actinides that would be entrained (10 ) and4

the fraction of those entrained actinides that would be expected to pass through
one HEPA filter (10-2),ns In contrast, the Intervenors' expert, Professor James
C, Warf, indicated that RF would fall between 104 and 4 x 10-3."* Professor
Warf also asserted that "[n]o one really knows what actual release fractions
would be experienced in a fire." Id.

In resolving the RF question, the Commission will use a ground release
of Am-241 as the limiting case for its analysis,"7 and will rely on the

, figure in NUREG-1140. Of all the publications on RF quoted by both the
| University and the Intervenors, NUREG-1140 is the only technical document

that specifically addresses accidental releases at materials facilities (as opposed,

to power reactors). It is also the only document that has undergone the public-|

notice and comment process"" as well as technical peer reviews. Moreover,

| NUREG-il40 has repeatedly referred to the RF studies of Schwendiman and

|
' "4

As a condmon for our approval of the instant beense amendnrnis. we requae the University to use no more
than I gram of the subject acunides as any one time in TRUMP s expenments.
"5

ticensee's Exhibit No. 24. supra note 100. at de 135. Dr Morns assumed that une of the Alpha Lab's four
HEPA hisers would remam intact dunns and .uier a hre.
"' Janus Warf. "Commems on the Alndavit of Daruel J osetek RegarJing safety of the TRUMP-S Project.**
dated Dec. 9.1990). appended as Artachment A to Intervenors' Exhibit No. 20. supra note 34 The TRUMP S
Review Panel denved much of its data from expermwnes on entr:annent which. as previously noted does not

ate with RF.
' See note 107 supra

na Nt' REG-il40 was the basis for the rulemalung proceeding that resulted in the promulgation of the current
versions or 10 C F R. Il 30 32fi) and 70.226) discussed carher in this order. See Final Rule. '' Emergency i

|

Preparedness for Fu;l Cycle and other Radiosenve Matenal 1.icensees." 54 Fed Reg 14.051 (Apr. 7,1989) In
!

the Statement of Considerations that accompamed that Fmal Rule, we expressly approved NUREG l!40's nrthod j
for calculaung doset fd at 14.058. '

|
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|
Mishima - two scientists whose writings were cited repeatedly by both the

| University and the Intervenors.

| NUREG-ll40 specifies 10-3 as the RF for Am-241,'" and we will therefore

| use this figure, De 10-2 mitigation factor provided by the HEPA filter would

| be relevant only to a release of actinides through the stack The Commission

| declines to give the University similar credit for the HEPA filter in the event of

| a ground release - the worst-case scenario that we are now considering.*

|

(b) Concentration per Release Rate (x/0)
|

| The Intervenors and tiie University also disagreed on the appropriate x/G

| values for various distances (r) from the release point (r = 0). The University
! argued that NUREG-ll40 confains the appropriate dispersion model for de-

termining all x/G values. See Licensee's Exhibit No.16, supra p.145, passim
| Licensee's Exhibit No. 2, supra p. 89, passim. The Intervenors argued that, for

r 2100 meters, x/G must be calculated from NRC Regulatory Guide 1.145 and
that, for r less than 100 meters, x/G should be calculated using Halitsky's dis-
persion model. See notes 104 and 105, supra. For the reasons set forth below,
we again follow NUREG-1140's approach.

40 Alleged Requirement That the G*unuswn Use the Dupernon Alvdel ser %rth in Regulator Gunde

i 145 Jor Dispersion.s Escredung 100 blesers

The Intervenors first argue that, in estimating offsite dose beyond 100
meters from the MURR facility, the Commission musf use the dispersion model
provided in Regulatory Guide 1.145 to estimate the offsite dose from a release
resulting from a fire in the Alpha Laboratory.11-1B at 43,46. The Commission
finds the Intervenors' first argument unpersuasive for the following two reasons.

*NUREG-il40 at 80. 93 see aha RTM-93 supra note 92. Table H-12 at p H-50 (also using 104 as the
RT for Am.241). The RF hgure of 10-3 is highly conservative. The 6 pure as a worst-case release fraction.
was determined from expenments deswned to maxinse releases. and involved the placement of nnely powdered
matenal on top of a large anmune of comissuble material. NUREG-il40 at 17 By contrast the relauvely small
quanury of combustible matenal in the Alpha t.ab (along with numerous other factors) renders such a worst-case
release highly unkkely. The c ..ervausm of this nunter is even further highhghted by the fact that the actual
RT for the Rocky I'lats hre involving hundreds of blegrams of plutomum (an element to which 14UREG.ll40
asugns the same estimated RT as for Am 241) was venhed empincally to be only about 10-8. IJ. at 44. 69
*This conservauve approach is consistent with our pronouncenrnt in Fmal Rule. " Emergency Preparedness for
Fuel Cycle and other Radioacuse Material L.icensees." 54 Fed. Reg. 14.05).14 057 (Apr. 7.1989)-

In general, credit would not be given for 6|ters because the accidents on which the need for emergency
preparedness is based are severe accidents such as large 6res, possibly with explowens, m which the hhers
are assuned to be destroyed or the release is assumed to occur through an unprotected release path, such
as a hole burned in the roof of the buildmg.

| See aho NUREG-1140 at 17 r[n]o creda is generally given for design or operaung features that could reduce
releases . . [e g.,) filter systems dunng a nre").
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First, as we noted earlier in this Order, NUREGs and Regulatory Guides
serve merely as guidance and do not prescribe requirements on licensecs;'2
they simply are not binding in a legal sense. The Commission and its Staff are
not limited therefore to considering only one dispersion model any more than
the licensees are required to base their dose / dispersion arguments on only one
dispersion model. Ihr the dispersion model in Regulatory Guide 1.145 (or, for
that matter, in NUREG-1140) to become a binding rule of law, the Commission
would have to promulgate it as a regulation. 22

Second, Regulatory Guide 1.145 was never intended to address accidents at a
materials licensee's facility. As indicated by its title (" Atmospheric Dispersion
Models for Potential Accident Consequence Assessments at Nuclear Power
Plants"), Regulatory Guide 1.145 was directed instead at accidents at nuclear
power plants. Consequently, even if the Regulatory Guide's dispersion model
were binding on the Commission in its examination of power plants, the model |
would not be binding on our examination of materials licenses, which are more l

appropriately analyzed under the rubric of NUREG-1140.

i.

led Alleired Approprtateness of Usmg the Habray Model por Dupenwns

f)p to llX) Meren

We disagree with the Intervenors that the Halitsky model is more appropriate
to use than the NUREG-1140 model when estimating dispersion < up to 100
meters from the MURR facility. In 1988, the NRC Staff issued a NUREG
that proffered a new methodology to assess offsite ground releases from nuclear

,

ipower reactors for distances close to the release point, where building wake
effect becomes important. NUREG/CR-5055, " Atmospheric Diffusion for
Control Room Habitability Assessments" (May 1988). This new methodology
was based on empirical data for ground releases for distances close to the
release point (e.g.,10 to 100 meters) and therefore took into consideration
building wake effects. These two significant features render this methodology
more accurate than the one used in the Halitsky model 25 years earlier (and also
the ones used in both Regulatory Guide 1.145 and NUREG-1140). Moreover,

'21 5ee p 98 supra Regulatory Guides tsuch as i 145) proude one nrthodology that the Stafr would accept
as proof that a heensee was complying with a parucular NRC requirenrnt other methodologies are acceptable.

ouded that a heen.see furmshes sufhcient jushticanon.
22 1he Comnussion has chosen not to coefy dispetuon models for either nuclear power reactors or nuclear

matenats Many nedeis assess pubhe health hazard mdicators such as dose, crincahty, and radioacuvity
concentranon in the environment The enors in the hnal numbers produced by a nedel are dependent on
computat onal accuracy as well as the errors m the nxxlel's fundamental assumphons and mput parameters. Each
nedel will hate its own sirengths and weaknesses, and will desenbe certain site-specihe utuations better than
others. A genene model. such as the one in Regulatory Guide i 145 must be estrently conservative if it is to
bourut all ute-specihe utuations By contrast. a wie-specine nuxlel niay appropnately include more reahstie (i e ,
less conservanve) parameters. To date. no model can destnbe all site-spetine situations accurately - or even all
such situanons better than the other nmdels
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I a comparison of x/Q values derived using the more accurate NUREG/CR-5055
methodology with those derived using the NUREG-1140 methodology shows
that, for distances between 10 and 100 meters, NUREG-1140's x/Q values are
the more conservative.

(m) Alleged t/se of a "Maguc Number" m NUREGildo

| Finally, the Intervenors argue that the Commission should not rely on
| NUREG-1140 because that NUREG assumed a " magic number" of 104 as

the maximum intercept fraction when calculating the inhalation dose,"3 and
I because this " magic number" was based on " realistic" rather than conservative

assumptions "4 According to the Intervenors, this " rule of thumb" or " magic
number" is less precise than a good dispersion model such as Regulatory Guide

; 1.145 or the Halitsky model. II-IB at 46-47. See also Intervenors' Exhibit No.
20, supra p. IG4, at 24-25194. The Intervenors misread NUREG-1140. The
" magic number" was not used to calculate the x/Q values provided in NUREG-

| 1140, nor do we use it in calculating the x/G value in the instant proceeding.

b. Computation of the Ma.timum Expected Offsite Inhalation Dose Level

! Once the standard for determining the dose level is established, it is possible
to compute the maximum expected offsite inhalation dose level at various
distances from the MURR facility.W Those dose levels turn out to be extremely

|

W
| The Intenenors are referrmg to the Staff's statement in NUREGil40 at 10'11, that "[tlhe intercept fracuen

for mhalanon of 10-* is considered to be about the mammum value hkely to be inhaled in an accidens" for a,

| person standmg at "a distance of 100 nriers for the entire duranon of the accideni . In other words, a person
! en tir plume centerhne is assumed to inhale at most about one millmnth of the malenal released "

"'see NUREGil40 at 16. where the Staff stated that "[t]he Comrnissmn's pohey is that. ' Emergency plannsng
i should be based on realisne assumpoons regarding sesere accidents" (cirms NUREG0885. "U.s Nuclear
'

Regulatory Compussion Pohcy and Plannmg Guidance .1985." ai 6 tissue 4.19t(5)).
O hrst. the fundanental equations set forth supra at note 106 and p 146.

Inhalanon Dose (larn = (DCT) x (B ) x (x/Q) x (Q)
Release Quant ty (Q) = (Ototal x (AT)l

| are combmed to yield the following expreen of the dow rate.

| DtrJ = (DCD x (B ) x (x/Q) x (QtotaD * (#f)-
'

NC At. the hve fautors on the right slae of this equation are replaced by the following numbers that are appropnate
to reflect both a release of Am.241 (the hnuung case) and the value of X Q at sanous distances from die Alpha/

Lab

j (DCF) = 530 rem /gCi (NUREGI140 at 80. Table Ih
3

'

(B) = 2 66 x |(r4 m /sec (NUREGll40 at 12).
| (Qtotal) * 3 43 Ci (Scr 8088 I12 JuP#8)

10-3 (NUREGil40 at 80. Table 13)! (RO =

3.3 x 10-3 sec/m for r = 100 m3(xtQ) =

2.1 x 10-3 sec/m for r = 150 mi

. ! 6 x 10'3 3sec/m for r = 200 m
| 5 8 x 104 3sec/m for r = 400 m

j (NUREG-1140 at 13 (for rneteorology condelion l', I m/sec. no buoyancy))
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small:26 - in fact, on the order of one-tenth those that might result from a
i

hypothetical reactor accident at the University of Missouri's research reactor.
|See p.153, infra. '

3. A Comparison of the Maximum Expected Offsite Inhalation
Dose kreis with the Dose Laels Contemplated by the MURR
Emergency Plan

Now that the expected dose levels at various radii offsite have been de-
termined, we turn to the question whether those levels are bounded by (i.e., less
than) the dose levels contemplated by the MURR Emergency Plan. In compar-
ing the two, we will also address the question whether the Emergency Plan can,

!

properly be considered to encompass the activities of the Alpha Lab (which was
constructed after the Emergency Plan was written). The answer to each question
is in the affirmative.

During the hearing, the University claimed that "[t]he MURR Facility Emer- |

j gency Plan applies to all activities within the MURR Facility, which includes
'

, the laboratories within the MURR building," and that the TRUMP-S ex-
periments being conducted within the MURR building are consequently covered
by the MURR Emergency Plan. Meyer Emergency Planning Affidavit, supra
note 16, at 21174. The Intervenors dispute this assertion, arguing instead that

| the Emergency Plan was created before TRUMP-S was even thought of and
;

| consequently cannot " relate" to these experiments. II-1B at 23.
j;

The Intervenors are correct in asserting that the University developed its ;
MURR Facility Emergency Plan prior to beginning the TRUMP-S Project.

{However, this fact alone does not itself discredit the Emergency Plan as '

inadequate to cover an accident in the Alpha Lab involving TRUMP-S materials.!

| The Commission concludes that the Emergency Plan is sufficient to cover
such an accident. Because the Emergency Plan is adequate to protect the public
from a research reactor accident (and the NRC Staff has repeatedly found that
it is - see note 84, supra), then a fortiori the Plan is sufficient to protect the
public from a release of TRUMP-S materials. The principal hazards associated *

with an accident involving TRUMP-S material would stem from the inhalation
or ingestion of strong alpha-emitting radionuclides.827 By contrast, a research

(

'2"i 60 rem at 100 neiers.102 rem at 150 nwiers. 0 77 rem at 200 nwters. and 0.28 rem at 400 meters from the
MURR facihty
127 Both pluromum and uranium are pnncipally alpha <rrutters.

The University has correctly pointed out that the only nsk of external caposure to the 6refighters would
conw from the gamma radianon such esposure would be, at worst. mimmal. ror instance, I gram of
Am.241 Ohe maximum amount th.at the Umversity would use in any one espermient in the Alpha Lab)

|- in the unshielded glose box would provide a direct dose to a hrchghter of less than 100 mrem /hr at a
'

distance of 10 feet As posed earher in tins order. ttus would hardly constitute a sigmhcant radiological
huard to nrefighters. See p. IM. supra
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reactor release would include not only alpha-emitters but also noble gases,
iodines, and other particulates such as cesium (none of which are principally
alpha-emitters). Because the activity and diversity of radioactive materials in the
research reactor's source term are much higher than the activity and diversity of
the radioactive materials used in the TRUMP-S experiments, a release from a
worst-case accident involving the MURR research reactor has a greater potential
for harm to the public than does a worst-case accident involving TRUMP-S
materials.

To demonstrate tais point, we compare how two such hypothetical releases
would affect a person standing approximately 500 feet from the MURR facil-
ity.88 Under conditions of atmospheric inversion, a leakage from the reactor's
containment building would result in a whole-body dose of roaghly 10 rad (here,
the same as 10 rem)* during a one-hour exposure period at a 500-foot radius.'"
By contrast, a release of actinides from the Alpha Lab would result in only a

| 1.02-rem whole-body dose during the same 1-hour period at approximately the
same distance of 150 meters (492 feet). See pp.151-52 of this Order, supra.

Viewed another way,if the University were applying today to add the Alpha
Laboratory to a facility that did not already have an emergency plan, then the
University would be required to submit for Commission approval an emergency
plan that, among other things, provided for the evacuation of individuals who
could be exposed to one or more rem if they remained in place for an hour after
an accidental release. See NUREG-1140 at iv,14. In the case of the Alpha Lab,
this evacuation area would extend out to a radius of approximately 150 meters.
However, the University has instead chosen to build the Alpha Lab in the MURR
facility - a building with an agency-approved emergency plan that includes an
evacuation area considerably larger tha the one that would be required for
a stand-alone Alpha Lab. Consequently, the MURR Facility Emergency Plan
already provides all the protection (and more) that an emergency plan for the
Alpha Lab would offer.'

I |

* Both the hypotheucal reactor release and the hypotheucal TRUMP-s release would take place as virtually the
l identical physical locanon. i e, within the MUR", facihty.

| *The number of rem equals the number of rad inuluphed by a quahty factor that reflects the type of radioactive
; enussua Ivr noble gases (which would be the pnncipal radioactive enusuon dunng the first hour of a reactor
| accident), the quahty factor is 1. Consequently. in such an evenr. the number of rad would be equal to the number
' of rent

12 ,, -safety Evaluanon by the Test & Power Reactor safety Branch. Divisson of Reactor I.iccusing." dated3
! July 27.1966. at 17 (the hrst 2-hour exposure at a radius of 500 feet would resuh in a person recetymg less
| than a 24 rad whole-body dose). This document is part of the adnumstrause record in AEC Docket No. 50186.

involvmg the University's July 1.1965 apphcanon for authorizanon to operate MURR. The Safety Evaluanoni

! has been available in the Pubhc Document Room since at least 1974 See "lNottee of} Proposed Issuance of
[ Amendment to facihty Ucense. Curators of the Umversity of Missoun, Docket No.50186." 39 Fed Reg 19.801

Oune 4.19741
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1. Changes Required in the MURR Facility Emergency Plan

Although the Commission has determined that the MURR Emergency Plan
does " relate" to the TRUMP-S experiments and is sufficient to bound effectively
the dose levels resulting from an accident involving the materials used in those
experiments, we have identified two features of the Emergency Plan that require

i

clarification in order to ensure that the Plan adequately protects the public from
a release of TRUMP-S materials in the event of a fire.

1

I
The " Emergency Classes" and " Action Levels" in the Reactora.

Emergency Plan

Intervenors argue that the " Emergency Classes""' and " Action Levels"" in
the Reactor Emergency Plan are inadequate to ensure an effective fire department
response to a fire involving TRUMP-S materials. II-IB at 21. We reject
the Intervenors' argument as presented, on the ground that the University's
methodology for classifying potential accidents was not intended to provide
direction to the CFD on how to fight the fire. See Meyer Emergency Planning
Affidavit, supra note 16, at 15-16 % 51-53. However, for the reasons set forth
below, we agree with the premise underlying the Intervenors' argument, i.e., that
the University needs w describe its emergency classes and action levels more
precisely in order to reflect adequately certain differences between the nature
of the fires that might affect the MURR research reactor and nature of the
fires that might affect nuclear materials in the MURR laboratories (including
fires involving TRUMP-S material). To understand the importance of these

"8
The MURR Energency Plan dehnes Ernergency Classes" as ' classes of accidems grouped by seventy level for

which predeternuned emergency measures should be saken or considered." Emergency Plan at 21. This dehmnon
comports with thas in ANst/ANs-1516-1982, wpra p.136. at 1. For purposes of this order and proceeding. the
terms " Emergency Class" and 'imergency Classi6 canon" are synonymous.

Nuclear power reactors hase four emergency classes These are, from the least to the most sesere: Class 1
- Noahcanon of Unusual Ewnt; Class 2 - Alert; Class 3 - Site Area Emergency and Class 4 - General
Emergency. see 10 C F.R. Part 50. Appends: E. I!V C. and authonty cited therem. By contrast. research reactors
generally have only the first three of these emergency classes. and materials facihnes have only the second and
third of these emergency classes see 10 C F R. fl 30 32(sOxni). 70 22iiOxuip (specifymg the rwo emergency
classes for matenals hcensest 10 C F R 66 30 4,70 4 (dehmng the two emergency classes for matenals bcensest
RTM-93 at A-32 to A 13 (specifymg the two energency classes for matenals beenses); 10 C F R. Part 50.
Appendia E n.2 at 734 (1994)(refernng io Regulatory Guide 2.6. " Emergency Planmng for Research and Test
Reactors"(Rev.1. March 1983) which. al 2 6-1, in turn refers to the discussion m ANSI /ANs 15161982, supra.
at 3. 5. regarding the three emergency classes for most research reactorst Therefore, gnen that the emergency
classes for a research reactor completely encompass the energency clasics for a malenals facihr), an emergency
plan that covers a large research reactor will perforce also cover a maienals laboratory located within the reactor
facihty.
U2

The Emergency Plan de6nes "Energency Action teels" as "specine instrument readmgs, or observanons;
radiological dose or dose rates. or speci6e contanunanon levels of airborne, waretborne. or surface deposited
radioacuve matenals that may be used as thresholds for estabhshing emergency classes and smuanng appropnate
emergency measures " Emergency Plan at 21. This denmnon comports with that in ANSl/ANS 1516-19N2.
supra p.136. at 1. Ior purposes of this Order and proceeding, the terms "Enrrgency Acuon LeveS" and ' Acnon
Lesets" are symmynums
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differences, one must first understand the reasons why the classifications that
the Commission assigns to reactor fires differ from those that we assign to
materials fires. To that end, we offer the following background information.

As indicated in note 131 supra. the Commission has established four different
classes of emergency for reactors "NOUE,"" Alert,"" Site Area Emergency,"
and " General Emergency." Each of these classes is associated with particular
action levels. "[F]acility emergencies, such as prolonged fires" affecting research
reactors are classified as "NOUEs" See ANSI /ANS-15.16-1982, supra p.136, at
3."3 By contrast, the least serious fire in a materials facility such as the Alpha
Lab requires the higher classification of " Alert." This is because the amount of
time available to mitigate the effects of a materials facility fire would presumably
be shorter than the time available to mitigate the effects of an equally serious
fire affecting the reactor.'" For this reason, materials facilities may not use
NOUE as an emergency class for fires, but instead must use either the " Alert"
or " Site Area Emergency" classes.

!
The Corrmission's Fuel Cycle and Materials Incident Emergency Classifi-

|cation scheme (the scheme applicable to the University's materials licenses), '

as set forth in the Commission's Response Technical Manual (RTM-93, supra
note 92), specifies that a " Site Area Emergency" involving a materials facility
includes a

/s/igniAcant release possibly approachmg EPA PAG levels. Radiatian and contamination
levels may require restricting areas offsite. Environmental samphng and offsite monitoring
required.

while an " Alert" would include only

Ip]ossible minor releases well below EPA PAG caposure levels. Environmental samphng !
and some offsste monitonng may be required. i

RTM-93 at A-32 to A-33 (emphasis added).
With this background in mind, we turn to the classification scheme set forth in

,

j
the MURR Emergency Plan. The Emergency Plan indicates that "/s/igmfcant
releases of radioactive materials as a result of experiment failures"is one of the
situations that would qualify as merely an " Alert" rather than as a " Site Area
Emergency." Emergency Plan at 10 0 3.3 (emphasis added). To the extent that

U3
ANSI /ANS.15161982 is rehed upon in Regulatory Guide 2.6. "Ernergency Planning for Research and Test

Reactors" at 2 6-1 (Rev. I, Mach 1983). which m turn is rehed upon in 10 C r R. Pan 50. Appendix E n 2,i

| H.s Ceipare Fmal Rule, " Emergency Preparedness for ruel Cycle and other Radioacave Matenal L.icensees." 54
Fed. Reg 14.051,14.056 (Apnl 7.1989)(~in many instances, it would not be possible to reduce exposures offsite
[due to a hre at a maienals facihry) be:ause there would not be enough tmr"). werk ANSI /ANs-1516-1982,
supra p.136. at 3 FThere is usually ume available to take precaunonary and correctne steps to . . nutigate the
consequences" of a reactor acciJenn
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( this language applies to a fire involving materials licensed pursuant to 10 C.F.R.

| Part 30 or 70, the language is inconsistent with the above. quoted definitions

) from our Response Technical Manual."5

| The University's classification scheme also describes the following action
level as a "NOUE:"

! [p]rolonged fire or explosion within the facihty that can resuh in a release of radioactivity
| that would cause exposures of the pubhc or Staff approaching i rem whole body or 5 rem

| thyroad.06

l

l To the extent that this language applies to a fire involving materials licensed
i

pursuant to 10 C.F.R. Part 30 or 70, the language is inconsistent with the |
| above-quoted definitions from the Response Technical Manual. The "NOUE" I

action level's reference to " exposures approaching I rem" equates to |
| a similar reference in the " Response Technical Manual's definition of " Site '

| Area Emergency," in which the Commission referred to a " release possibly
approaching EPA PAG [ exposure] levels" - levels that are 1-5 rem. Seet

Environmental Protection Agency, Manual of Protective Action Guides and
Protective Actions for Nuclear Incidents at p. 2-6, Table 2-1 (EPA 400-R-92-
001, October 1991).

To correct these inconsistencies, we require that the University modify its
MURR Emergency Plan in the following two respects. First, the Emergency

| Plan's classification scheme must clarify the the current "NOUE" action level
,

5 applies only to a reactor fire, and not to a laboratory fire involving nuclear |
! materials. Compare MURR Emergency Plan at 25-26. Table 1. "NOUE" action )

level 5. Second, the classification scheme must clarify that either a " prolonged i

fire" affecting nuclear materials or a "significant release possibly approaching
EPA PAG levels" of such materials would constitute a " Site Area Emergency."
Compare MURR Emergency Plan at 25-26, Table 1, "NOUE" action level 5.

h. Attendance in the Reactor Control Room

On appeal, the Intervenors argue that the University's fire response planning
is insufficient to protect aga;..st a fire in the Alpha Lab because the reactor

| control room will be understaffed, or even unattended, at certain times. II-
IB at 25-27; I-RB at 16-17. The University responus that the safety of the
Alpha Lab would be enhanced by the fact that its various smoke, heat, and

U8
We note. however. that the language is perfectly adequate to the extent that si apphes to fires affecung the

MURR reactor See ANst/ANS-15161982, sopra p 1.16. at 3 ("Situanons that may lead to {an Alert") class
include . . sigmficant releases of radio.icuve matenals as a result of espenmemal failures").
DfURR Emergency Plan at 25-26. Table 1. -NoCE" acuen level 5 (emphasis added) We recognize that the
Umversary's reference to "5 rem thyroid" would apply only to a reactor release See p 153. supra
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radioactivity alarms would be continuously monitored by three reactor operators
in the MURR facility during all modes of operation (including shutdown for
maintenance or refueling)."' We agree with the Intervenors on this point. Two
of the University's germane licensing documents indicate that the reactor would,
at times, be completely unattended.

He first of these documents is the MURR facility's own Ha:ards Summary
Report (July 1,1965), which the University submitted to the Commission in
support of its application for a Class 104 Utilization Facility License."" That
document indicates that only one operator is required to be in the control room
during normal operations of the reactor (with another in the vicinity), that a
minimum of two operators is required to be on duty during preoperational
checkout, operation, and shutdown procedures, and that the control room is
left unattended when the reactor is shut down. Hazards Summary Report
11 A.4.3(2),12.2.6, i1.8.2, and A.4.4(5). The second document is one of the
MURR facility's technical specifications, which provides that "[t}here will be
two facility staff personnel at the facility during reactor operafion. One of these
persons must be a licensed reactor operator or senior reactor operator and the
second person must be knowledgeable of the facility." Licer se No. R-103, AEC
Docket No. 50-186. Technical Specification No. 6.1.i dated July 9,1974, at 8
of 8 (emphases added).

Regarding the Intervenors' concerns about understaffing of the control room
during TRUMP-S experiments, we consider the probability of accidents occur-
ring simultaneously in the MURR reactor and the Alpha Lab to be too low to
justify a requirement that the University add another person to the Control Room
staff during the operation of the reactor for the sole purpose of monitoring the
Alpha Lab alarms. Such an addition would be contrary to health and safety in
that it would increase both the personnel and the potential distractions in the
Control Room without contributing to the Control Room's principal purpose -
reactor safety.

His concern does not apply, however, to the periods when the Reactor
Control Room is not staffed at all. Under those circumstances, we will require
that, whenever TRUMP-S experirnents are being conducted, the University
place at least one TRUMP-S experimenter in the Alpha Lab and also ensure
that a second person who is f.smiliar with the MURR facility in general and

07
U Mo RB at 73 a 40 See alw Ucensce's ExhiNr No. 25. supre note 82 at 316. Ucensee's Extubst No. 24,

supra nose 100. at II. 35. 44. Ucenwe's Estubir No 20. supra p 131. ai 21155 Meyer EnrrFency Planmng
Affidaut, supra note 16. as 9128 29.1414445 Ucensee's Lahabs No 1, supra note 12. at 10126 6.Ucensee's
Wnnen Presenrahon at 41; Arphcask n for Anendnens to Ucense No 2400513 32 at 10 and Apphcanon for
Anrndinent to Ucense No. sNM-247 as 10 cach of which desenbes the snmke detector and fire alarrn for the
Al ha laboratory (staff subnutted these two apphcanons anto the record on June 21,19Wh
8

The Intervenors subriutted other portmns of this sane docunent as Exhible No 4 to their Monon for tue
to subnut Evidence Respecung Cnucal Safety Failures idenufied in Site inspecuan of May 18.1991. dared May
22,1991.
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the Control Room and Alpha Lab in particular (such as a Health Physicist
or Reactor Operator) is present in the MURR facility. As an alternative, the
University may assign this latter individual to the Alpha Lab or the Reactor
Control Room (to monitor the Alpha Lab's alarms), and also require that the
TRUMP-S experimenter be present in the MURR facility. De presence of
these two individuals will ensure that sufficient staff is available to monitor for
a fire (either directly by watching the interior of the Alpha Lab or indirectly
by observing the Alpha Lab annunciators in the Reactor Control Room), and
to react to any such fire (by using the fire extinguisher and calling the onsite
and/or offsite emergency response organizations).

Finally, when no TRUMP-S experiments are being conducted and the Reactor
Control Room is unstaffed, the University must ensure either that at least one
person who is familiar with the MURR facility in general and the Control Room
and Alpha Lab in particular is present in the MURR facility or that any actinide
sample within the glove box is placed in a fireproof container."'

S. Additional Fire Safety Conditions imposed by the Presiding Officer or
Requested by the interrenors

In his Final Initial Decision, the Presiding Officer required the University to
take one of the following three actions:

Disclose procedures (or adopt new procedures) that ensure a fire loading and continuity of
burnable materials (in the basement outside the Alpha Laboratory) that will assure conditicns
equivalent to those observed by Mr. Purington; (n.Ill] [or]

Propose procedures ensunng a new maximum loadmg (and contmuity). higher than observed
by Mr. Punngton. and demonstrate by analysis or expert testimony that the new maximum
loadmg (and continuity) will present a credible fire from spreading into the Alpha Laboratory
from outside; or

install an automatic fire spnnkler system in the rectangular area outside the Alpha Laboratory.
[n ll2)

n. l l t : Vehicles that rely on combustible fuels must, of course, be effectively
excluded from the basement dunng any tmie actinides are in use in the
laboratory.

nll2: If this is done, further changes in procedures are unnecessary cucpr for
the effective exclusion of schicles uith combustible fuel from the basement
while actmides are in use in the laboratory.

*The condmons set furth en the last two paragraphs of this section's text are cormstent with the University's
eximung conmutment to staff the MURR control roorn 24 hours a day, escry day of the year, with NRC-beensed
teactor operators see Ucenace's Exhibit No 25. supra note It2. at 316, Ucensee's Exhibit No. 24. supra note
100. at 11. bcensee's Exhibst No 20. supra p 131. at 21155. Meyer I nrrgency Planmng Afhdavit, supra mne
16. at 9128.14144 Weensee's Written Prewniation at di
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LBP-91-31, 34 NRC at 90 (emphasis and footnotes in original). Accord id.
at 130. In his Order on Reconsideration, the Presiding Officer offered a
clarification of his phrase "while actinides are in use"

"In use" means that actmides are actively being used in some way in the laboratory such as
for an expennent or for cutting into different portions for subsequent expenmentatmn. The
phrase was not intended to exclude all gasohne-powered vehicles from the h1URR basement

dunng the entire duratmn of the expenmental period The presence of small amounts of
contamination in the glose box and associated filters, due to routme operations. would not
require exclusion of the vehicle.

There is, of course, the chance of an unanucipated accident, such as a spdl of powdered
actmide. In such an event. Licensee would be expected to take appropnate extraordmary
precautions, which generally would require exclusion of gasohne. powered vehicles from the
sicinity of a large spill. The purpose of excludmg a combustible-fuel vehicle is to exclude
a source of fire that nught exceed the expected fire loading or not be easily controlled by a
water spnnkler system.

LBP-91-34,34 NRC at 161-62.

On appeal, the Intervenors urge the Commission to impose still more con-
ditions upon the University (I-RB at 34-37) Conversely, the University asserts
that the Presidmg Officer's requirement (especially his restrictions on the use
of combustible-fueled vehicles) is too harsh and should be relaxed (U Mo IB,
passim).

The Commission, of course, is not a general fire safety or occupational
health agency. With regard to fire safety, the Commission's roe is limited.
Our responsibility is directed to the hazards associated with nuclear materials
rather than to all questions of fire safety at licensed facilities. It is from this
perspective that we examine the fire-safety conditions imposed by the Presiding
Officer and evaluate the additional conditions advocated by the Intervenors. In
general, we find that the Presiding Officer properly insisted that the University
take all reasonable measures to prevent fires affecting the Alpha Lab and the
TRUMP-S materials.

a. Fire Prevention Procedures

1. PROlllBITION OF TIIE OPERATION OF CON 18USTIBI.E-FUEL VElllCLES
WilILE ACTINIDES ARE IN USE IN Tile LABORATORY

| As noted above, in two of the three choices that he offered to the University,
the Presiding Officer included a prohibition against combustible-fuel vehicles in
the basement while actinides are in use. LBP-91-31,34 NRC at 90 nn.1Il-l12

| and at 130 nn.199-200; LBP-91-34,34 NRC at 161-62. The University requests
th'at we rescind this condition on the ground that it is unduly burdensome.
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U Mo IB at 2,21-37. For the reasons stated below, we approve the condition,
but modify it in one significant respect.

Any heavy self-propelled vehicle operating next to the Alpha Laboratory
wall has the potential to breach the wall and degrade it as an effective fire

|

barrier, and also conceivably to damage the sprinkler system (depending upon
the location of the sprinkler heads and branch lines). In addition, a self-propelled
vehicle using combustible fuel has the potential to supply a flammable liquid

l

,

fuel and an ignition source to the laboratory area. Based on these two potential
consequences, either mf which could promote the spread of fire into the Alpha

|
,

'

Laboratory, we agree with the Presiding Officer that restrictions on the use of '

such vehicles are prudent.

We do not think it necessary, however, to ban combustible-fuel vehicles from
i

the entire basement. Rather, we limit this restriction to the rectangular basement I

area south of the Alpha Laboratory while separation or experimentation with
actinides is taking place in the laboratory. We do not require that the University

,

|
exclude combustible-fuel vehicles from the other areas of the basement during
such experimentation or separation. This revision limits the prohibition to the

)location in which it is needed, i.e., the area adjacent to the Alpha Laboratory.
|

Because the University expects to use the combustible-fuel forklift primarily
(if not exclusively) to conduct activities in portions of the basement remote from
the Alpha Laboratory (id. at 31-32 & n.31), our requirement does not impose
undue burdens on the Alpha Laboratory, the TRUMP-S experiments, or the

! University.

IL PROIIIBITION 9F TIIE ACCUMUI.ATION OF COMllUSTilli.ES ANYWIIERE IN
j Tile BASEMENT

The Intervenors urge us to prohibit the accumulation of combustibles any- I

where in the basement. I-RB at 35. We decline to go so far. For the following
reasons, we conclude that the present fire loading " in the basement is signifi-i

cantly less than that required to pose a threat to the wall or doors separating the
basement from the Alpha Laboratory.

Ibr a basement-area fire sufficiently large both to raise the air tempera- |
ture in the entire basement to very high temperatures and to sustain that high j

I

|
|

I"Mr Punnpon defines " fire load'* as "the amount of fuel anul.sbie for combustion in any gnen fire area. !
Typwally this value is snen in terms of pounds of combusubles per squase foot of floor area Ub/ft )." 1.icensee's

i

!
Exhibit No.19, Affidavit of Robert G Punngton Regardmg Fire Protecuon at the Alpha Laboratory, dated Jan 28.
1991. at i1. Combusuble weight is gnen in equnalent pounds of wood, and is therefore referred to as "equnalent
conbusuble weight "
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( temperature, we must assume that the entire "derated" fire load" of the
'

basement (other than the Alpha Laboratory) would become involved in the fire.
Applying the appropriate industry standards, we conclude that the basement's
derated fire load is insufficient to provide enough fuel for a fire to breach the
Alpha Lab's doors or walls."2

In addition, the sprinklers outside the laboratory will lower the temperatures
in the loft and wall area and will prevent the fire rating from being exceeded."3
When we consider these facts, together with the installation of sprinkler cov-
erage inside the Al,'ia Laboratory,"4 the placement of fire extinguishers in the

.

!

i

{

"I
ln the beenace's hre lochng calculanon. combusubles contamed m metal enclosures were "derated" in

accordance with NFPA. Fire Protrcreon 11anJhrmk. supra note 92, at pp 7-112 to 7113 (1986L The basis
for detaung is the fact that ordinary coneusubles that are enurely or largely enclosed in steel containers will not
burn completely and therefore will not conmbute their full heat of combusuon to the hre load Id. at p. 7-112.
The degree of deraung is a functwn of the rano of the weight of the enclosed coneusubles to the weight of the
total coneusubles In the MURR basement, the equivalent combustible weight of enclosed combustibles is 9747.5

[ lbs (nut of a Iotal equivalent cornbusuble weight of 10.474 8 lbst "l' ire Load Calculanon" at 2. appended as
i Attachnient A to Ucensee's Exhibit No 20. supra p 131 Thas results in a coneusuble rano of 0 93 (i e. 9747.5

+ 10.474 8t The derstmg factor for ranos in emeess of 0 8 is 0 | See NI PA. Fur Protertwa Handbook. supra.
[ at p 7113.

To deternune the total derated hre load, the derated and nonderated poruons of the hre load are adJed. and
then this sum is divided by the square footage of the MURR basement The nonderated pornon of the hre load
equals the total hre load of 10.474 8 lbs less that portion of the total hre load which is subject to deraung, i.e.
9747.5 lbs This difference equals 727 3 lbs The derated pornon of the hreload equals the pornon of that total
hre load which is subject to deraung a c. 9747.5 lbs. muluphed by the raung factor of 0.1. This yields a derated
load of 974 7 lbs The addsuon of the non-derated load of 727.3 lbs and the derated kiad of 974 7 lbs yields a

j total derated hre load of 1702 lbs Fmally thes sum is divided by 3424 ft2 (the square footage of the MURR
| basement) to compute the hre load per square foot - 0 5 lbs/ft . (Even without deraung. the hre load is stui2

quite small - 3 05 lbs/ft2 (10.474 8 lbs + 3424 f,2 )3,

l "2
For ord nary coneustables suth as the ones in the MURR basement (see Licensee's Exhibit No. 4. supra

note 78. at 3-51113-15. and 8-9135, 37. 38. Licensee's Exhibit No 5. supra note 42, at 3-41213; " Fire L
| oad Calculanon," supra note 141. at h hre loadean be related to hre seventy as deternuned by the s tandard
i

ume-temperature curve usmg tables such as Table 7 9B of the NiPA's fue Prmertwn Handbook. supra note 92,
at p 7-111. The smallest hreh>admg shown in that table is 5 lbs/ft . resulung in a inaximuhi hre seventy of 302

| nunutes. Osven that the basenrnt's derated hre loadmg (0.5 lbs/ft , sac note 141, supra)is only mir trnih of the2

level necessary to support (t e., provide fuel for) the 30'nunute fire in Table 7 9B. we conclude that the basement's
fire load could not support a hre of sufficient duranon to breach the Alpha lab's doors (rated at 20 rrunutes; see
Licensee's Exhibit No 4. supra note 78. at 6122) or walls (rated at 40 nunutes; ser " Fire Resistance Calculations

for the Alpha Laboratory" at 5, appended as Attachment A to Licensee's Exlubit No 24. supra note 100)
"3

Sce txtter from T. Lew Pitchford and Dr susan M Langhorst (Urugersity of Missoun) to Mr. John Jones
(NRC Region HI), dated July 3,1991, at 1. U Mo 18 at 38 (provid ng a brief desenpuon of the new automanc
spnnkler system). See sha Apphcanon for Renewal of the Universsry of Masoun Broad Scope 1.icense No.

| 24-00513-32, dated Feb 27,1992, at 5919.3 (the Licensee has installed an automane wet pipe spnnkler system'

in the Alpha laboratory. entry airlock, loft area, and aducent basement arcat
"'See note t43. supra
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laboratory and MURR basement,us the licensee's fire-related procedures,* the i

routine fire-related housekeeping measures,"' the installation of smoke / heat / fire l

detectors,"8and the routine fire safety patrols,* we conclude that the prohibition
proposed by the Intervenors is unnecessary.

I

b. Fire Detection |

In the event that part or all of the sprinkler system becomes inoperable, the
University proposed to take one of the following two compensatory measures:
either post a 24-hour fire watch in the location covered by the inoperable
portion (s) of the sprinkler system, or adopt new procedures relating to fire
loading and continuity (as permitted in the Final Initial Decision). U Mo IB

| at 38-39, referring to LBP-91-31, 34 NRC at 90,130. We will require that
I a fire watch be in effect whenever both of the following two situations exist:
| (a) experiments or separation are in progress in the Alpha Laboratory and (b)
| any part of the sprinkler system located in or immediately outside the Alpha
| Lab is inoperable. However, because the alternative condition regarding the

establishment of new procedures is too ill-defined to provide any ascertainable
|

| level of protection, we do not approve it. '

1

I
l

|

|
"5

The laboratory contams two 5-pound halon enunguishers. one dry chenucal exunguisher, and one
MET.L.X extinguisher (for combusuble nr.alst in addition. four 5-pound CO 'AhnFuuhers and one dry chem-2
ical exunguisher are located in the basenrns area uhere the Alpha Laboratory is housed Meyer I;nergency
Planmng Afhdawn, supra rune 16. at 8-91127. 30 tacensee's Exhibit No. 19. supra note 140. at 1918. We
consider these enunguishers to be adequate for the laboratory size. nature of combusubles, and potennal igmtion
suurecs an the laboratory See NIPA. hre Prosearwn Handbemt supra noic 92, at 2014 to 2015 (Table 242A.
prosuhng the charactensucs ia varuus types and sizes (weight 0 of portable hre enunguishers; these charactens-
uca include tir range of stream, the durauon of dachsge, and the UL classahcanonk and p 20-23 riable 242B. j

,

pmvkhng tasic eturguuher regiurenents m terms of maximum travel distance to entmFuuhers and maximum '

size of area to be protected per extinguisher im Class A hazards fordmary combusublesh However, to state the
obvious. 6te enungunhers quahfy as a nungaung factor only when personnel are in the laboratoryi

i # ur anstance, the Umversary's Energency Procedures provide for nouncanon of the reactor comrol room asF

to nature and location of the hre and also luni6 canon of the Columbia Fire Departurnt. See FLP 3ta). Control
Room Response to Alpha biboranity Fue, appended as Anachment 3 to Meyer Enrrgency Planmng Afhdavit.

|.
suqva rune 16M 5ee Ucensce's Exhibn No 5. supra nw C. mi 6120

'

"'Inside the Alpha Laboratory, there se smoke delectors mounted on the ceshny. a smoke desemr rnounted
inside the laboratory eshaust duct. ar 1 smoke detectors nwunted on the ceshng abose the M area in addinon.

| acuvanon of the automatic spnnkler r stem will engger un alarm Iach of these will acuvate an alarm at a hical
alarm panel that will in turn acuvan an alsm in the reactor control room See Meyer Enrrgency Planmng
Af6 davit. supra tune 16. at 9128; Lecensee's I nhibn No. 25. supra note 82. at 316; Ucensee's Exhibn No. l.
supra note 12. at 1012h 6 ("two smoke deteckrs are present in the laboratory"), appended to beensee's Wntten
Presentatum. Apphcanon for Amendnrnt to License No 24-005!3-32 al 10 and Apphcanon for Anrndment to
beense No SNM-247 at 9. caeh of wl"ch desenbes the smoke detector and hre alarm for the Alpha bdwratory;
Appheauon for Renewal of the Umversny of Masoun Broad Scope beense No. 2440513-32. dated feb 27
l992,at5159.3
*See b6 =e's Exhibn No. 24. supre noie 100, at i t; Leennee's Exhiht No 20. supra p 131. al 21155,22
15ftb
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c. Fire Suppression

The Intervenors urge the Commission to require that the University install
sprinklers in the entire MURR facility or, at the very least, in the entire basement.
I-RB at 34. Given the basement's fire loading as described in the record, we
do not believe that the installation of sprinklers in the remaining areas of the j
basement is necessary.

|
The installation of a wet-pipe automatic sprinkler system in the laboratory

;

and adjacent rectangular area of the basement"8 undoubtedly has reduced the '

likelihood of a serious fire affecting the Alpha Laboratory. However, because
of the need for a high degree of reliability in the sprinkler system, we will

i
require that the licensee follov the requirements for valve supervision as

|specified in NFPA 801, " Recommended Fire Protection Practice for Facilities
i

Handling Radioactive Materiala," and shall inspect, test, and maintain the
system in accordance with NFPA 25, " Standard for the Inspection, Testing,
and Maintenance of Water-Based Fire Protection Systems."

|

D. The Presiding Officer Did Not Err in Excluding the Intervenors'
i Other Areas of Concern

1.' Nuclear Proluferation and the Common Defense and Security

In an order iaued June 15, 1990, the Presiding Officer excluded from
consideration the Intervenor Organizations' sixth area of concern, regarding
nuclear proliferation (and also waste disposal). LBP-90-18,31 NRC 559,569
70 (1990). See also unpublished Memorandum and Order (Motion to Strike
Portions of Intervenors' Rebuttal), issued Jan. 23, 1991, slip op, at 3. In an
order dated August 28, 1990, he rejected similar arguments proffered by the;

Individual Intervenors. Unpublished Memorandum and Order (Admitting Parties
and Deferring Action on Stay), issued Aug. 28,1990, slip op. at 5-7. Intervenors
had argued to the Presiding Officer that the "public interest" precluded the
Commission from approving the University's license applications because the
University's project would be " inimical to the common defense and security"
and would exacerbate the nation's nuclear waste disposal problems.m

More specifically, the Intervenors contended that the University's research
project would, if successful, adversely affect efforts to restrain nuclear prolifer-

U"ser documents cited in note 143. apra
W Imervenor organizanons' * Reply Memorandum . . . m Support of Request for Heanng and Stay Pendmg
Heunng." dated June 17 1990, at 14-15 ettmg AEA 157, 42 U.S C 5 2077(cN2) and to CF R 5 70 3Hds;
endmdual intervemws' Fepuons for trave to Intervene tand) Request for stay, dated Aug. 6.1990. at 4-6, 9
Imervenor organizat ons' Request for Hearms and Stay Pendmg Heanng. dated May 10,1990. at 5. See alw
Imer enors' wntien Presenianon at 53-55; intervenors' Request for Heanng and Stay Penang Hearmg. dated

! Nov. 2.1990, at 5
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ation. They reasoned that the project, if it resulted in a useful process, would
lead to commerce in large amounts of separated weapons-usable materials. Ac-
cording to the Intervenors, such commerce would carry with it the risk that
the nuclear material could be diverted for warheads which could be sold in
the black market and/or used by terrorists.u2 The Intervenors further asserted

that the extraction of transuranics from the nuclear waste would undermine the
government's efforts to obtain international agreement to the renewal of the
Non-Proliferation Treaty.8 9

In his June 15 and Aucun 28, 1990 orders, the Presiding Officer rejected
this entire line of egument un grounds of relevance. He concluded that it was
improper for him to consider the project's effect on nuclear proliferation unless

. the project would violate a treaty, law, regulation, or Commission guidance, and
| that the Intervenors had pointed to no such violation. LBP-90-18,31 NRC at
| 570 (regarding law or treaty); unpublished Memorandum and Order (Admitting
| Parties and Deferring Action on a Stay), issued Aug. 28, 1990, slip op. at 6
) (regarding regulations or guidance). The Presiding Officer also ruled that the
1

project did not violate the general provisions of either section 57 of the AEA
or section 70.31(d) of the Commission's regulations, each of which prohibits
issuance of NRC licenses that would be " inimical to the common defense
and security." LBP-90-18, 31 NRC at 570 n.9, citing AEA { 57, 42 U.S.C.
6 2077(c)(2) (1988), and 10 C.F.R. $ 70.31(d). In the Final Initial Decision, the
Presiding Officer referred to his earlier ruling in LBP-90-18, but did not discuss
the issue further. LBP-91-31,34 NRC at 34 n.*,102 n.145.

! On appeal, the Intervenors reiterate many of their earlier arguments. IS-ID at
5,13-14. Intervenors also challenge the Presiding Officer's ruling that the test
for consideration of issues related to common defense and security is whether
the licensee would violate a law or treaty, or whether the project is illegal.
According to the Intervenors, the test is instead simply whether the project is
inimical to the common defense and security. Finally, the Intervenors argue
that, contrary to the Presiding Officer's ruling denying the admissibility of this
area of concern, the Commission's Subpart L procedural regulations require
Intervenors only to describe an area of concern, not to brief it fully. Id. at 14,

| quoting Final Subpart L Rule, supra note 52,54 Fed. Reg. at 8272. For the
| reasons set forth below, we accept the Inter enors' position as to the proper
| litmus test for consideration of aa argument regarding nuclear proliferation, but
|

U2 fniervems orgamzauons' -Reply Menxrandum . in Support of Request for Hearing and Stay Pending
Heanng? dated June 12.1990. at A.16 and A.20 (" Declaration of Janes C warf and Daruel O Hirsdi at 3 and"

7). Intervemw Orgamratmns' Request for Heanns and Stay Pending Hennng, dated May 10,1990, at 5. Src ulu
intervenors' wntten Presentauon at 53-55. Intervenors' Exhibn No 16. Declarauon of George Bunn. dated Aug
2N.1990, at 3. arixhed to Intenenors' Wntien Presenianon

| "3 |ndividual Inicrvenors' Prunons for leave to intervene (and) Requests for stay. dated Aug 6.1990. ni 4 See
i also Intervenors' Wnnen Presentation at $5 Intenenors' Lahibit No 16. supra note 152, at 3. The latervemrs
i raised several otner related arFurtrms before the Presiding otticer, but did not preserve them on appeal
I

!
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nevertheless reject the Intervenors' position that they should have been allowed
to litigate this area of concern.

The Commission's Subpart L procedural regulations impose upon the Inter-
venors the burden of showing that this area of concern is " germane to the subject
matter of [this] proceeding." 10 C.F.R. p 2.1205(g) (1992). In other words, it
must " fall generally within the range of matters that are properly subject to chal-
lenge in [this] proceeding." Final Subpart L Rule, supra note 52,54 Fed. Reg.
at 8272. We agree with the Intervenors that they may argue that the TRUMP-S
project is " inimical to the common defense and security," and not just that the
project would contravene a particular regulatory guidance, regulation, statute,
or treaty. The Intervenors are also correct in their view that they may address
whether weapons-usable material will be properly protected from theft or di-
version. See generally Georgia Power Co. (Vogtle Electric Generating Plant,
Units I and 2), CLI-93-16,38 NRC 25,41 (1993)(refusing to read a procedural
regulation in such a way that would "have the unintended effect of prohibiting
petitioners from raising issues otherwise germane to a proceeding").

! Intervenors are rtot entitled, however, to litigate this area of concern unless
j the specific " common defense and security" risk asserted ty the Intervenors in
i this proceeding is reasonably related to, and would arise as a direct result of, the
i specific license amendments that the University asks the Commission to approve

| in this proceeding. See United States Department of Energy (Clinch River
| Breeder Reactor Plant), CLI 82-23,16 NRC 412 (1982), rev'd and remanded
| per curiam on other grounds sub nom. Natural Resources Defense Council v.

NRC, 695 F.2d 623 (D.C. Cir.1982), in which the Commission rejected the
contention that " going forward with the breeder reactor program would increase
the threat of a nuclear war and complicate non-proliferation problems." 16
NRC at 425. In Clinch River, the Commission found this argument " irrelevant

j because the initiation of site preparation activities [the action at issue in

| that proceeding] [would] not lead directly to the production of plutonium or
'

commit the Commission to authorize construction of [the Clinch River Breeder
Reactor]." /d. (emphasis added). The Commission and the federal courts
have applied the same principle in determining whether a party has standing
to participate in a proceeding. See, e.g., Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, .
U.S. ._.,112 S. Ct. 2130, 2136 (1992); Transnuclear, Inc. (Ten Applications for
Low-Enriched Uranium Exports to EURATOM Member Nations), CLI-77-24,

| 6 NRC 525,531 (1977); Edlow International Co. (Agent for the Government
! ofIndia on Application to Export Special Nuclear Material), CLI-76-6,3 NRC

563,570 (l976), rendered moot on appeal, Natural Resources Defense Council
v NRC, 580 F.2d 698 (D.C. Cir.1978) (per curiam).

Here, the University's proposed research does not lead "directly" to nuclear
weapons proliL ation. Rather, the research is many steps removed from even the
possibility of such proliferation. First, even if the University's initial research
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is successful. Congress or DOE may still choose (for policy, economic, or other
reasons) not to authorize the additional research necessary to render the process
commercially viable. Second, if such a second round of research is authorized,
it still may not be successful. Third, if the second round of research is both
authorized and successful, the federal government and industry may still choose
not to use the process, again due to policy. economic, or other considerations

(such as the availability of a more preferable means of nuclear waste disposal).
And fourth, if the federal overnment and industry do choose to use the process,F

the government can still regulate the use and distribution of the pmcess so as to
preclude the nuclear weapons proliferation that the Intervenors fear. Only at this
fifth stage would the Intervenors' concerns about proliferation and safeguards
become ripe for concern. We are loath to halt basic research in its tracks on the

purely speculative ground that its fruits may someday be put to improper use.
It will be up to future policymakers to decide whether and how to use the

results of the University's research. The policymakers' future decision may be
the proximate cause of the Intervenors' concerns, but the basic research itself
cannot be. The connection is simply too remote and speculative, being premised
upon the future third-party activities that are unrelated to the specific activities
authorized by the license amendments. Consequently, we conclude both that the
Intervenors' " proliferation" area of concern is not a direct consequence of the
proposed license amendments (or the Commission's approval thereof), and that
the Presiding Officer correctly excluded it from the scope of this proceeding.

2. Disposal of TRU and Mixed Wastes

The University in both of its amendment applications indicated that most of
the waste to be generated during the TRUMP-S Project will be contamination-
control and cleanup wa.ste (such as Kimwipes, gloves, and contaminated cloth-
ing) containing either depleted uranium or less than 100 nanocuries of plutonium
per Fram of waste, and that this waste would be incorporated into the MURR
Radwaste Program for disposal through a radioactive waste broker. The Univer-
sity also proposed to package, label, and store separately any TRU wastes,'" and
expected DOE to accept and dispose of these wastes. Finally, the University in-
dicated that all wastes v>ould ultimately be processed so as to be nonhazardous
and that, consequently, none would qualify as mixed waste. Application for
Amendment to License No. SNM-247, dated Feb. 20,1990, at 18-19; Appli-
cation for Amendment to License No. 24-00513-32, dated March 9,1990, at
19-20.

W
Became the TRUMP-s espermwnis create no new TRU. they mill yield no TRU waste per se The term

"TRU maste" refers mstead to nems on whwh TkV has been deposited te g.. Kimmipes. gloves. and contanunated
skwhing) as a rebuit of the TRUMP-S expennents
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He Individual Intervenors, in their Petition for Leave to Intervene, presented
as one of their areas of concern the issue of waste disposal. Specifically, they
argued that no waste disposal sites are currently licensed to receive the TRU
and mixed wastes that the University's TRUMP-S Project will generate, and
that the University may therefore be constrained to store such wastes on site at

least into the next century - a situation that the University is not equipped to
, handle. Individual Intervenors' Petitions for Leave to Intervere [and] Requests
| for Stay, dated Aug. 6,1990, at 3-4.

De Presiding Officer declined to admit this arca of concern. He reasoned
that the Individual Intervenors had cited no regulatory authority requiring the
Licensee to include its waste disposal phn in its application, and that the
Presiding Officer knew of no such autl ority. Unpublished Memorandum and
Order (Admitting Parties and Deferring Action on a Stay), issued Aug. 28,1990,
slip op. at 4. The Presiding Officer also noted that the Licensee had responded
to Individual Intervenors' argument by explaining in detail how it plans both
to limit the radioactivity of its wastes and to dispose of such wastes. Id. at 5,
citing Response of Licensee to " Petitions for Ler.ve to Intervene; Requests for
Stay," dated Aug. 20,1990, at 6-14.

On appeal, the Individual Intervenors contend that the Presiding Officeri

j erred in excluding this area of concern. They essentially reiterate their prior
t arguments - specifically asserting that the project will generate TRU and mixed

wastes; that no sites currently exist in which to dispose of either; that the
University cannot lawfully ship the transuranic wastes and must therefore store
them indefinitely on site; and that it is not equipped to do so. According to the
Individual Intervenors, these facts raise questions respecting hazards of accidents
such as fire or other exposure, are therefore " germane to the subject matter of
the proceeding," and should not have been excluded. II-IB at 8, quoting 10
C.F.R. 6 2.1205(g).

Individual Intervenors take particular issue with the Presiding Officer's
! reasoning, viz., that the Intervenors had not cited any regulatory authority that

would require the University to include its waste disposal plan in its application.
Individual Intervenors contend that Subpart L contains no provision mandating
such a citation of authority, and that the Intervenors should be permitted to raise
this area of concern if it relates to the question whether the amendments provide
an adequate assurance of safety and minimize danFer to life. Il-IB at 8.

He Commission affirms the Presiding Officer's decision to exclude the
" waste disposal" area of concern. Given DOE's firm commitment to take any
TRU and mixed waste,3" DOE's current possession of the available technology

|
'

W
See tener from Kenneth R. Qunonano. Pro}cet Manager. Nuclear f.nergy Division, Department of f.nergy. to

Mr M J Gabler. Program Manager. Technology Progmms. Rocketdyne Dmsson. Rockwell International Corp,
dated July 30.1990. at 1.

I
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to manage at least 67 tons of spent fuel,"* the small potential amount of such
waste at issue here,"' and the University's experience in handling mixed
waste,"' we cannot conclude that there is any realistic danger in the University
keeping such waste on site until DOE is in a position to collect it or that the
Presiding Officer erred in excluding the " waste disposal" area of concern."'

3. Decommissioning

The Presiding OLcer in his Final Initial Decision denied the Intervenors'
requests to accept their area of concern regafding the decommissioning of |
the Alpha Lab. LBP-91-31, 34 NRC at 125-26. On appeal, the Interrenors j
present two substantive arguments regarding the University's " failure" to file a
decommissioning plan. Ihr the reasons set forth below, we disagree with both

;

arguments.'*
|

The Intervenors' principal substantive argument on appeal is that the Umver-
,

sity's failure to file a decommissioning funding plan as part of its two license )
amendment applications renders them fatally flawed. IS 1B at 15,16; II IB at

"* Wanie Conhdence Decismn Reuew. 55 Fed. Ref 38.474. 38,501 (Sept 18. It ' libi

l "7
Winie there is sone mdicanon that the Umveruty expects that she TRUMP s protect will yield no nused or

i TRU wasse at all, the record also mdicates that tir propecs stught yield one barrel of TRU waste per year Compare
! Respimse of Ucenwe to Peutmas for trave to Intervene. Requests for Stay." dated Aug. 20.199t at N-9.11 unh

Excerpts on IRUMP-S from the Mmutes of the rebniary 14.1990Meenng of the l+otope Use Subcomnuttee of
the Reactor AJvnory Comnunce at 2. appended as Attachnrot 3 to I.anghurst Personnel Quahhcanons Afhdaut,
wpra note 16 FWaste esumines for Phase I are . . I barrel of TRU wastes Conunuation of the project should
. suit in I addmonal barrel of TRU/ year"t
"% ~8~.nameermg. Chemniry and MURR ProFram Support of the Rockwell Internanonal TRUMP.S Ptoicci.t

I A Proposal s ibnuned to Rockwell lmernaimnal . . by The Curators of the Umverury of Masoun . ' at 19
( Oanuary 1990L subnutted as interwnors' Eahibit No 19. supra note 12. at 22
l The Umversity of Missoun-Columbia has in place a nuncJ waste managenent program based upon

the Jomt i PA/NRC ~ Guidance on the Dehmoon and IJennheauon of Cimmercial Maed Low lxvel
Radmacuve and Hazardous Wasies" danuary H.1987. othce of Sohd Waste and E.merFency Response,
LPA. Directne Number 94)2 042) The Umveruty estahinhed this waste program an early IWN through
the Umveruly othee of 1.nuronnrmal Health and Safety in meet the NRC and i PA reqmrements for
managmg and dnpoung of nused wastes Procedures have been estabhshed to proude for the storage,
procesung. and dispouuon of nused waue in surular form to that expected to be generated by the

i
TRUMP-S project 1 he espenence that the MURR operanons and Health Phyucs staffs hase m handhng
and shipping him-level waste On luding Class B wasic shipnwnts of arradiated metal hardwarel, comhmed

( wnh the mixed wade expenence prouded by the othce of Enuronmental Health and Safety, wdl proude
'; suthetent esperuse to safely and effectnely manage the nuned waste uream from this project

"'Indnhlual imervenors aho complain that the Prcuding othcer's decismn to exclude the "waue dnposal" area
of concern was improperly based upon "an c parte presentanon of endence" by the Unneruty regardmF H5
plans to hnut the radmacuuty of the wastes and to dispose of such wastes ll-iB ni 10 9 (alludmg to lhe Preudingi

othcer's conuderanon of the Resp (mse of bcensee to ' Pennons for 1. rase to lmertene. Requests for Stay 7 dated
Aug 20.19901 We cantwt fuhl that the Preudmg othcer improperl) considered or based ha ruhng upon the

'

Umveruly's August 20.1940 Response Although it is true that the Preudmg othccr alluded to such evidence
m his Augua 28.1990 unpubhshed Memorandum and order, his ruhng to ewlude the " waste dnposal" area of
concern was based ewluuvely upim "the abwnte of any support in the regulanons" for the Intervenors' argunrnt
Unpubbshed Menorandum and order ( Adnutung Parties and Deternng Actmn on a Sla)L dated Aug 28.1990

| shp op at 5
l H'"Becauw of our new on the mesmng of our decomnusuomnF regulanons. we need not reach the Intervenors

procedural argunents (15-1B at it17.10. II IB al e 71
]
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3-7; I.RB at 37. More specifically, the Intervenors assert that the University's
requested authorization level of 25 Ci (later reduced to 10 Ci) of Am-241 ex-
ceeds the 10-3-Ci minimum level for which such a plan is required under 10
C.F.R. 5 30.35(a). Intervenors argue that the Licensee is not excused from this

)requirement by the provisions of section 30.35(c)(permitting certain licensees
to file a Certification of Financial Assurance in lieu of a decommissioning fund-
ing plan). According to the Intervenors, section 30.35(c) does not apply to
byproduct materials license amendment applications w hich, like the University's
application, seek amthority to possess and use more than 1r8 Ci of unsealed
americium. Similarly, Intervenors argue that Licensee's requested authorization
level of 2 Ci of plutonium exceeds the 10-3-Ci minimum level for which a
decommissioning funding plan is required under section 70.25(a). II-IB at 3-4.

The Intervenors are, of course, correct in arguing that sections 30.35(a) and
70.25(a) of our regulations generally require a materials license applicant to
submit a decommissioning funding plan if the amount of unsealed byproduct
material or unsealed special nuclear material to be licensed exceeds certain
levels. They are also correct in arguing that, in the instant proceeding, the
amount of materials at issue in this proceeding exceeds the levels specified
in sections 30.35(a) and 70.25(a). liowever, the intervenors fail to recognize
that sections 30.35(c)(2) and 70.25(c)(2) provide specific exceptions to the
requirements of sections 30.35(a) and 70.25(a) for any holder of a license issued
on or before July 27, 1990, and that the University falls squarely within this
regulatory exception (having received its byproducts materials license, its SNM
license, and the two instant amendments to those licenses prior to that date).
Such a licensee has a choice of either (1) filing a decommissioning plan on
or before July 27,1990, or (2) filing a Certification of Financial Assurance on
or before that date and then filing a decommissioning funding plan in its next
license renewal application.

If such a licensee is a governmental entity, then sections 30.35(f)(4) and
70.25(f)(4) dictate the terms of its certification. Both of these sections state that
financial assurance for decommissioning may be provided,"[i]n the case of , ,

State government licensees, [by] a statement of intent containing a cost
estimate for decommissioning or an amount based on the Table in paragraph (d)
of this section, and indicating that funds for decommissioning will be obtained
when necessary." In the State. ment of Considerations to the Final Rule in which
these regulations were promulgated, the Commission expressly indicated its
intent that this provision apply to state universities. See Final Rule, " General
Requirements for Decommissioning Nuclear Facilities," 53 Fed. Reg. 24,018,
24,037 (June 27,1988). See also Proposed Rule, " Decommissioning Criteria
for Nuclear Facilities," 50 Fed. Reg. 5600,5607 (Feb. I1,1985).

By letter dated June 15,1990, the University provided the Commission with
precisely the kind of statement described in sections 30.35(f)(4) and 70.25(f)(4)
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! - a fact that the Intervenors do not deny. The certification also included
all of the contents specified in Regulatory Guide 3.66, vit, it identified the
facilities for which the University guaranteed financial assurance, stated the
amount of money that the regulations required to be set aside to pay for
decommissioning, included the required statement that these " funds will be
requested and obtained sufficiently in advance of decommissioning to prevent
delay of required activities," and included evidence of the authority of the
University's Vice President to sign the Certification.'*' Consequently, we
conclude that the University complied with the Commission's filing requirements
regarding decommissioning.ia2

The Intervenors' second substantive argument (or cluster of arguments)is that
the University's certification of financial assurance promises nothing and fails to
identify the source of the funding; and that, even assuming that the University
could assure the requisite funding through an appropriations vote by the state
legislature, such a vote would be utfra vires because it would violate article
III, section 37 of the Missouri Constitution. II-IB at 4 n.l. The Intervenors

! are apparently not arguing that the University's certification failed to comply
with the Commission's relevant regulations (sections 30.35 and 70.25). Instead

j the Intervenors are, in essence, contending that those regulatory provisions are
themselves insufficient to protect the public health and safety. This assertion
constitutes an improper collateral attack upon our regulations.'*$

We also read in this second argument a related complaint that the certification

| does not provide an ironclad guarantee that decommissioning funds will be avail-
able when the time comes to decommission the Alpha Lab. The Commission

|

|
!

161 Regulatory Guide 3 66 (Task DG-3002L " Standard Iormat and Content of fmancial Assurance Mechamsms

| Requwed fur Decomnussiomng under 10 CI R Parts 30,40,70. and 72."13 2.4 at p. 3 25 and Exhibit No. 3-9 at
I p 3-26 Oune 19901. See aim ul I312 at p. 3-2.
'

The intervenors have conceded that the Utuveruty's cern6 canon "does fulhll sonw of the requ rements of .
tR]eFul. story [Giuide [3 661" iniervenor's Response to Licensee's written Presemanon, dated Dec. 24.1990,at
19 Although the Intervenurs asserted before the Picsiding otticer that the Umseruty had fmled to sausfy the
alleged requwenent of Regulaiory Guide 3 66 (i e that the Umversity nonfy the Masoun General Assently of
its decomnusuotung fundmg responuhihties Od 4 the Intervenors have not raised this arFunent on appeal
162

We also note that the Umversity subnuned a full decomnusuomng fundmg plan as part of its February 28.
1992 Apphcanon for Renemal ofits Broad Scope 1.icense No. 24@513-32. (The staff approved the Unneruty's
Apphcation on July 7,1993, and no Intervenors have challenged that approval.) The Umwersity's submmat may
well render the Intervenors' Grst argurnem numt
' *3

j 10 C F R. I21239tal See alm Amenran kleur Corp (Revison of Orders to Modify Source Matenals
j Licensest CLt-86 2.L 24 NRC 7N, 708-10 (19k66 Although the Imervenors could have hied a peutism for

waiver of the bar on collateral anacks aganst the reFulanons (see 10 C f R. 5 21239(b4 they did not assel
themselves of this opportumty.
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considered such a " guarantee" approach in the proposed rule for establishment
of decommissioning criteria,* but expressly rejected it in the final rule:

The intention of the proposed rule is that these State and Federal hcensees should, early in
their facihties' hfetime. be aware of the eventual decomnussioning of the facihty. specifically
its cost. and make their funding bodies aware of those eventual costs. The prmisions of the
rule requinng nanung a guarantor of funds may be subject to misinterpretation. Accordingly,
the proposed rule is being modified to indicate that Federal and State licensees should provide
a statenrnt of intent that they have an estimate of the cost to deconunission their facihties
and that they will obtain funds when necessary for decommissioning.

Final Rule," General Requirements for Decommissioning Nuclear Facilities," 53
Fed. Reg. 24,018, 24,037 (June 27,1988). See also 10 C.F.R. il30.35(f)(4)
and 70.25(f)(4). Consequently, we reject the Interrenors' " guarantee" position as
either inconsistent with, or an improper collateral attack upon, the Commission's
regulations.

IIL Tile PARTIES' AND PRESIDING OFFICER'S
OllSERVATIONS REGARDING SUllPART L

in the final section of the Final Initial Decision, the Presiding Officer offered
his " Reflections on Subpart L," and invited the parties to provide their own
opinions on that subject to the Chief Administrative Judge of the Licensing
Board Panel. LBP-91-31, 34 NRC at 128-29. The parties used their appeal
briefs as a vehicle to inform . Commission directly of their views as to how
well (or poorly) Subpart L had worked in this proceeding. See U Mo IB at
39-44; l-RB at 18-21.

Initial Decisions and appeals therefrom are intended to address the parties'
real cases and controversies, not more general questions of regulatory philosophy
and practice. The parties should instead employ the rulemaking process to
address the latter issues.'" Consequently, we do not consider in this Decision
the Presiding Officer's and the parties' reflections on Subpart L.

W
Propowd Rule. "Deconurusuomng Cntena for Nuclear Facihues." 50 Fed Reg 5600. 5606 (i eb i1.19N5 r

Another potenhal fundinF nrthod is for a heenwe . to obtain a guarantee that the k> cal,
state. or I-ederal governnwns will assune hnancial responubihty for deconunnsiomng the facihty Thas
would nmst hkely be possible when the beensee is a local. State. or federal agency or a state afhhated
organuation auch as a unneruly or hospital

See aim ed at 5614 and 5622 next of proposed seeiions 30 35 tex 4i and 70 254e>4n
W

Src Publec Serverr Co of Nri, //ampdure (Seabruck statmn. Unsts I and 21. C1.l 894, 29 NRC 399. 416.
rrrenstJeranon demed. Ct.1-N9-9. 29 NRC 421 (1989t
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Conclusion

1. The Commission affirms in part and modifies in part LBP-91-31 and
LDP-91-34, as discussed above.

2. Conditions. The Commission grants the University of Missouri's two
license amendment applications, subject to the following conditions:

As specified in section II.C.5 of this Order, the University must take thea.

following fire safety measures:

i. Combustible-fuel vehicles must not operate in the rectangular
basement area south of the Alpha Laboratory while separation or
experimentation with actinides is taking place in the laboratory.

ii. A fire watch must be in effect whenever both (a) experiments or
separation are in progress in the Alpha Laboratory and (b) any
part of the sprinkler system located in or immediately outside the
Alpha Lab is inoperable.

iii. The licensee must follow the requirements for valve supervision as
specified in NFPA 801 (" Recommended Fire Protection Practice
for Facilities Handling Radioactive Materials") and must inspect,
test, and maintain the system in accordance with NFPA 25 ("Stan-
dard for the Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance of Water-Based
Fire Protection Systems").

These three requirements replace the first two options in Ordering
Paragraph I of the Final Initial Decision (LBP-91-31, 't NRC at 130).

b. As specified in Section II.C.4.a of this Order, the University must
modify the Emergency Classes and Action Levels in its MURR Facility
Emergency Plan in the following two respects:

i. The Emergency Plan's classification scheme must indicate that the
current "NOUE" action level 5 applies only to a reactue fire, and
not to a laboratory fire involving nuclear materials.

ii. The classification scheme must clarify that either a " prolonged
fire" affecting nuclear materials or a "significant release possibly
approaching EP'. PAG levels" of such materials would constitute
a " Site Area Emergency.''

c. As specified in Section II.C.4.b of this Order: Whenever TRUMP-
S experiments are being conducted and the Reactor Control Room is
unstaffed, the University must place at least one TRUMP-S experimenter
in the Alpha Lab and must also ensure that a second person who is
familiar with the MURR facility in general and the Control Room and
Alpha Lab in particular (such as a Heahh Physicist or Reactor Operator)
is present in the MURR facility. As an alternative, the University may
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assign this latter individual to the Alpha Lab or the Reactor Control
Room (to monitor the Alpha Lab's alarms), and also require that a
TRUMP-S experimenter be present in the MURR facility.

Moreover, when no TRUMP-S experiment is being conducted and the
Reactor Con'rol Room is unstalfed, the University must ensure either that
at least one person who is familiar with the MURR facility in general andI

the Control Room and Alpha Lab in particular is present in the MURR '

facility or that any actinide sample within the glove box is placed in a
fireproof container.

( d. As specified in section II.C.2.a.ii(a)(i) of this Order, the University is
| permitted to use no more than I gram of the subject actinides at any one
j time in TRUMP-S experiments.

| 3. To effectua'.e the conditions set forth in Ordering Paragraph 2 above,
j NRC Staff is instructed to issue conforming changes to the University's license.
'

4. Additional Requirement. As specified in Part II of the ' Background"
portion of this Order, the University must certify, within 30 days of the issuance

j date of this Order, that it has complied with the requirement imposed by the
Presiding Officer concerning TAM-62.

5. Estended Deadline for Petitions for Reconsideration. Because of the
unusual length of this opi.iion, we exercise our discretion to extend the deadlines
for petitions for reconsideration and answers thereto, specified in 10 C.F.R.
6 2.1259(b)(incorporating 10 C.F.R. 5 2.771). Petitions for reconsideration must
be filed no later than 30 days after the issuance date of this Decision. Answers
in opposition to, or in support of, any such petitions must be filed no later than

i32 days thereafter.
!

6. Filing Requirements Applicable to Petitionsfor Reconsideration In the
|

event that the Intervenor Organizations and the Individual Intervenors each wish
to file a Petition for Reconsideration, they shall file one joint petition. In the j
event that the Intervenor Organizations and the Individual Intervenors wish to j
file an answer to a Petition for Reconsideration filed by the University, they I
shall file one joint answer. Each Petition for Reconsideration or Answer to such
petition shall not exceed 3D pages in length. !

7. Effective Darc. If no petition for reconsideration is filed, this Order will

| take effect upon the upiration of the 30-day period for filing such pe'itions. If
one or more petitions for reconsideration are filed, then this Order takes effect'

upon the issimnce of a Commission decision on reconsideration.

!
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It is so ORDERED.
1

For the Commission

JOHN C. HOYLE<

Acting Secretary of the,

Commission

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 28th day of February 1995.
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Cite as 41 NRC 175 (1995) DD-95-4

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF ENFORCEMENT

Joseph R. Gray, Acting Director I

|In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-245 .I

50-336
50-423

NORTHEAST UTILITIES
I

(Millstone Nuclear Power Station) February 22,1995

!

|

l The Acting Director of the Office of Enforcement has denied petitions filed
by Carmela V. Marien and Marianne W. Nerricio requesting that accelerated
enforcement action be taken against Northeast Utilities (NU). The Petitioners
requested that this action be taken against NU for willful violations of the
employee protection provisions of 10 C.F.R. 650.7. As grounds for their request,
the Petitioners asserted that they were retaliated against for engaging in protected
activities consisting of raising concerns regarding a computer system being used
in the execution of NU's fitness-for-duty program. The reasons for the denial
are fully set forth in the Decision.

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 5 2.206

I. INTRODUCTION

On August 21,1993, Carmela V. Marien and Marianne W. Nericcio (Peti.
tioners) filed separate requests for an immediate investigation and accelerated
enforcement action against Northeast Utilities (Licensee) for alleged willful vio-
lations of the employee protection provisions of 10 C.F.R. 9 50.7. As grounds for|

these requests, Petitioners assert that they have been retaliated against for engag-
ing in protected activities consisting of raising concerns regarding a computer
system being used in the execution of the Licensee's fitness-for-duty program.
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II. DISCUSSION

In April 1993, while employed by Northeast Utilities at the Millstone Nuclear
Power Station as an Occupational 11ealth Administrator, Ms. Marien was asked
to use a new computer program in the administration of the plant's fitness-for-
duty program that is required by NRC regulations in 10 C.F.R. Part 26. In using
the program, Ms. Marien observed that there were certain problems with the
personnel security aspects of the computer program and reported these problems
to her management and, following questioning by an NRC inspector, to the
NRC. In her petition. Ms. Marien alleges that, subsequent to her identification
of such problems: (1) three of her managers / supervisors would not speak to
her at a meeting on the subject on May 12,1993; (2) a manager made harassing
statements to her at a June 8,1993 meeting among fitness-for-duty staff, and
(3) she received a whistle in the interoffice mail.

Ms. Nericcio similarly was asked to use the new computer program and, sub-
sequent to her use of the program, supported Ms. Marien in her identification and

pursuit of the concerns about the program. In her petition, Ms. Nericcio alleges
that, subsequent to her identification of the problems relating to the computer
program used for fitness-for-duty: (1) three of her managers / supervisors would
not speak to her at a meeting on the subject on May 12,1993; (2) at a June 8.
1993 meeting on the subject, one of her managers chastised her for discussing
her concerns with the NRC; and (3) she received a whistle in the interoffice
mail. Petitioners assert that these actions constitute harassment, intimidation,
and retaliation for reporting concerns about the fitness-for-duty computer pro-
gram.

In June 1993, Ms. Marien and Ms. Nericcio filed complaints with the
Department of Labor. stating that the harassing statements that were made to
them during the June 8,1993 meeting constituted retaliation for engaging in
activities protected under the Energy Reorganization Act. On June 27, 1994,
after conducting a hearing on the matter, a DOL Administrative Law Judge
(ALJ) concluded that Petitioners had not established that a violation occurred in
that they had not shown that the Licensee had taken any adverse action against
them. According to the ALJ, Petitioners had testified that, with the exception of
the alleged harassing statements, they had suffered no other form of retaliation
such as reassignment, loss of pay, adverse performance evaluation, or denial of a
vacation. The ALJ could not determine whether the alleged harassing statements
had actually been made and he concluded that the statements themselves,
if they actually were made, were not sufficient to constitute adverse action
against Petitioners. The ALJ recommended dismissal of the complaints and his
recommendation is pending before the Secretary of Labor.

With respect to the Petitioners' receiving whistles in interoffice mail, the
ALJ stated that neither of the individuals was able to prove the source of these
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whistles or their meaning, that Ms. Marien testified that she thought it was a
joke, and that no one came forward to acknowledge having sent the whistles.
The AU concluded that "two anonymous whistles in the mail are so ambiguous
that I cannot draw any conclusion from the mere fact that they were sent' to f

,

Complainants." I agree with the AU's conclusion and, in these instances,
can attach no significance to the Petitioners * having received whistles in the
interoffice mail.

The NRC Office of Investigations (OI) opened an evaluation of Petitioners'
- allegations on July 9,1993, and upgraded the evaluation to a full investigation

'

on February 2,1994. OI reviewed the administrative and evidentiary record.,
developed in the Department of Labor proceeding and conducted interviews
of selected witnesses. Interviewees who were present at the May 12, 1993
m:eting did not corroborate that Petitioners were shunned by management at

;

that meeting. Interviewees who were present at the June 8,1993 meeting did '

not corroborate Ms. Marien's claim that she was harassed at that meeting or
Ms. Nericcio's claim that she was chastised at that meeting for discussing her
concerns with NRC. In short, OI was not able to substantiate that Petitioners
were subjected to harassment and intimidation for raising concerns about the
Licensee's fitness-for-duty computer program. On Octobei 31,1994,01 issued
a report concluding that Petitioners' allegations of retaliation for engaging in
protected activities could not be substanFated.

On the basis of the AU's decision and Ol's findings in these matters, -

I conclude that the Petitioners' allegations of harassment, intimidation, and
discrimination are unfounded. Accordingly, these allegations provide no basis
for the NRC to take accelerated action as requested by the Petitioners.

Ms. Marien also stated that she had disagreed with the Licensee's decision
to transfer an employee's medical records to the Corporate Medical unit, and
asserted that the Licensee's decision not to raise Ms. Marien's concern to the

,

j
next level of management for review constituted retaliation for participation in

!
protected activities. This matter appears not to have been raised in Ms. Marien's '

original complaint to the DOL and, therefore, neither the DOL AU nor NRC's
- Office of Investigations considered the issue. However, the Licensee did address

i
it in a letter to the NRC dated December 7,1993, responding to the petitions and
stated that the records were transferred at the request of the individual whose
records they were. In these circumstances, I cannot conclude that the decision
not to raise Petitioner's concern to the next level of management constituted
retaliation.

III. CONCLUSION

Based on 'the findings of the Department of Labor Administrative Law
Judge and the NRC Office of Investigations, and a review of the Licensee's
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.

December 7,1993 response to the petitions, I have concluded that the Peti-
tioners' allegations that they were retaliated against for engaging in protected
ach,;:ies were not substantiated. R)r these reasons, Petitioners' allegations pro-
vide no basis for the NRC to take accelerated enforcement action against the
Licensees. Therefore, Petitioners' requests for accelerated enforcement action

{are denied. '

A copy of this Decision will be filed with the Secretary of the Commission for
the Commission to review in accordance with 10 C.F.R. 5 2.206(c). As provided
by that regulation, tne Decision will constitute final action of the Commission

1

25 days after issuance, unless the Commission, on its own motion, institutes a |,

} review of the Decision within that time. '

I
FOR THE NUCLEAR

2 REGULATORY COMMISSION

Joseph R. Gray, Acting Director
Office of Enforcement

Dated at Rockville, Eryland,
this 22d day of February !995.

!
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Cite as 41 NRC 179 (1995) CLi-95-2

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION !

;
,

COMMISSIONERS-
l

| Ivan Selin, Chairman
'

Kenneth C. Rogers
E. Gall de Planque

i in the Matter of Docket No. 40-08027-MLA
l (Source Material License)

No. SUB-1010)

SEQUOYAH FUELS CORPORATION March 9,1995
I

| The Commission considers the appeal of a licensing board decision, LBP-93-
25,38 NRC 304 (1993), which permitted the Sequoyah Fuels Corporation (SFC)|

to withdraw its license renewal application, and terminated the administrative
proceeding in progress on that application. The Commission concludes that SFC
did not require a license renewal to continue limited and previously authorized
decommissioning-oriented activities. Accordingly, the Commission denies the
appeal and affirms the licensing board's order.

|

RULES OF PRACTICE: RENEWAL OF LICENSES

The Presiding Officer's function in a license renewal proceeding is to decide
'

whether renewal is appropriate and, if so, to determine what activities can
continue in the renewal term.

REGULATIONS: INTERPRETATION (10 C.F.R. 0 40.42(e))
|

Pursuant to the former 10 C.F.R. 6 40.42(e) (1994). a source material license
may remain automatically in effect beyond its expiration date to allow a licensee
to continue decommissioninF and security activities authorized under the license.

f Section 40.42(e) has been superseded by a new automatic license extension
l provision,10 C.F.R. 6 40.42(c), which became effective in August 1994.
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REGULATIONS: INTERPRETATION (10 C.F.R. 5 40.42(c))

The automatic license extension provision under 10 C.F.R. 540.42(c) may
extend a license regardless of the nature of the source material remaining on
site.

REGULATIONS: INTERPRETATION (10 C.F.R. 5 40.42(c))

The "necessary" provision (which appears in both the former section 40.42(e)
and the new section 40.42(c)) simply means that the limited regulatory license
extension comes into play only when decommissioning cannot be completed
prior to the license's expiration date.

REGULATIONS: INTERPRETATION (10 C.F.R. i 40.42(e))

The automatic license extension provision grants the licensee no sweeping
powers, but permits only limited activities related to decommissioning and to
control of entry to restricted areas. Such activities also must have been approved
under the licensee's license. To implement an activity not previously authorized
by license, t.nd thus not previously subject to challenge, the licensee must first
obtain a license amendment.

REGULATIONS: DECOMMISSIONING

Licensees need only submit the final radiological survey showing that the
site or area is suitable for release in accordance with NRC regulations after
decommissioning has been completed.

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONDITIONS

To make a serious case for conditions, intervenors reasonably can be held
to an obligation to offer some indication of their objective. The proponent of
litigation bears the burden of explaining which direction the litigation will take.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

I. INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 2.786(b), the Native Americans for a Clean Envi-
ronment and the Cherokee Nation (the Intervenors) filed a petition for reviewi

1
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of the Presiding Officer's Memorandum and Order, LBP-93-25, 38 NRC 304
(1993), which (1) allowed the Sequoyah Fuels Corporation (SFC) to withdraw
its application to renew its facility license and (2) terminated the administrative
proceeding then in progress on that application. The Commission granted review
in CLI-94-4,39 NRC 187 (1994). SFC and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Staff (Staff) support the Presiding Officer's decision. The Commission affirms
LBP-93-25.

II. BACKGROUND

SFC's nuclear fuel processing facility, located 2.5 miles southeast of Gore,
Oklahoma, was origina.ly licensed in 1970. The initial license authorized the
conversion of uranium oxide (U,0,) into uranium hexafluoride UF . A license
amendment in 1987 auttorized SFC also to reduce depleted UF, to uranium
tetrafluoride (UF,). The anost recent license renewal, for an additional 5 years,
occurred in 1985, after which the license was due to expire in September of
1990. On August 29,1990, SFC applied for a 10-year license renewal. Under
NRC rules, the license remained in effect pending an agency determination on
the renewal application. See 10 C.F.R. 5 40.43(b) (1994).

The Native Americans for a Clean Environment (NACE), an organization
with several members residing within 10 miles of the SFC facility, petitioned
the NRC for a hearing on the license renewal application and asked for leave to
intervene. A Presiding Officer was designated in October 1990.8 He ultimately
admitted NACE, the State of Oklahoma (Department of Wildlife Conservation),
and the Cherokee Nation as parties to the proceeding. The parties agreed to
postpone the hearing until the NRC Staff completed safety and environmental
reviews.

In a letter dated February 16, 1993, SFC notified the NRC of its intent to
terminate all production activities authorized under its license, and requested
termination of the license.2 Along with the letter SFC submitted a Preliminary
Plan for the Completion of Decommissioning (PPCD). SFC indicated that all
production operations involving UF, had ceased, and that production operations
involving DUF, would cease by July 31,1993.

By early July 1993, SFC advised the NRC that production activities at its
facility had stopped altogether, and that continuing activities would be limited to
decommissioning the site and to controlling entry into restricted areas.' Having

I See 55 red Reg 46344 (Nov 6.19Wh
2 Src trtter from J.unes J Sheppard. President, sic, to Robert Bernero. NRC (Feb 16.199h
3

See letter from John H Liks, President. SIC. to Robert Ber nero. NRC (July 7.199h ongmng acuvines related
to deconumssionmg include the deconianunanon of structures, components, and site areas. the offsite shipment

(Continued)
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provided that notification, SFC on July 12,1993, moved to withdraw its license
renewal application and to terminate the license renewal proceeding as moot.

In response, NACE and the Cherokee Nation agreed that production-related
issues were moot, and therefore did not oppose SFC's motion to the extent that
SFC sought to dismiss such issues from the renewal proceeding. However, the
Intervenors opposed dismissal of the proceeding with respect to issues involving
continuing nonproduction activities that SFC intended to conduct under the
authority of its license. See supra note 3. The State of Oklahoma did not object
to SFC's motion to withdraw its license renewal application, but requested the

, imposition of pafticular conditions on the withdrawal.

| In LBP-93-25, the Presiding Officer allowed SFC to withdraw its renewal
| application without conditions, and terminated the proceeding. Central to the

| Presiding Officer's opinion was his conclusion that there was no jurisdiction

( in the license renewal proceeding to address the issues the Intervenors wished
to litigate: the adequacy of SFC's decommissioning funding, groundwater
monitoring, and emergency planning; the safety of SFC's program of spreading

{
raffinate on its agricultural lands; and the ability of SFC's management and
operations programs to prevent additional contamination. The Presiding Officer
characterized these issues as decommissioning-related and therefore beyond
his jurisdiction in a license renewal proceeding. In the Presiding Officer's
view, to continue the proceeding would improperly compel SFC to litigate the

j acceptability of decommissioning activities already permitted by its existing
license. 38 NRC at 321. The Presiding Officer also reasoned that a license

;

renewal proceeding that included consideration of all decommissioning-related i

activities would " minimize and perhaps negate" the NRC Staff's regulatory role
,

in approving and overseeing decommissioning activities. Id. at 319.
|

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 9 2.786(b), NACE and the Cherokee Nation jointly
filed a petition for review of LBP-93-25. The State of Oklahoma did not request
review. Both SFC and the NRC Staff opposed review. In CLI-94-4,39 NRC

| 187 (1994), the Commission granted review and outlined issues for the parties
i to address.

III. TIIE INTERVENORS' ARGUSIENTS IIEFORE
Tile CONISIISSION

The Intervenors claim that termination of the license renewal proceeding
violated section 189a of the Atomic Energy Act 42 U.S.C. Q 2239(a), under
which they allege entitlement to a hearing on SFC's ongoing nonproduction or

of yellowcake and of "raffinate" sludge ta liquid waste producu. and the "disposmomng" of feruhzer, calcium
Ruonde sludge. low quahty yellowcake, and Huonnated maienals. See Prehnunary Plan for the Complenon of
Decomnussiomng.13 at 3-1 to 3-2 treb 16,199h
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decommissioning-related activities.4 ney offer several arguments. First, they
challenge the Presiding Officer's conclusion that he did not have jurisdiction
to address the issues NACE and the Cherokee Nation seek to litigate. They
stress that "[w] hen they were admitted to the license renewal proceeding as
Intervenors, Petitioners became entitled to a hearing on all issues relevant to
the renewal of SFC's license, including the adequacy of license conditions
related to nonproduction or decommissioning activities "5 Because SFC
continues to conduct nonproduction or decommissioning activities that were
authorized under SFC's last license renewal, and were to have been addressed
in this renewal proceeding, the Intervenors argue that the Presiding Officer
should have continued the license renewal proceeding to permit litigation of
these nonproduction matters.* According to the Intervenors, only those planned
decommissioning activities not already authorized by SFC's license, and thus
requiring a license amendment prior to implementation, lie outside the Presiding
Officer's jurisdiction in the license renewal proceeding 7

he Intervenors also argue that once the license renewal application was
withdrawn, SFC lacked the regulatory authorization to continue any activities
at its facility.' They conclude that SFC now " conduct [s] non-production-related
operations at the facility, under color of [a] license which expired in 1990."'
The intervenors acknowledge that pursuant to the former 10 C.F.R. 6 40.42(e)
(1994), a license may remain automatically in effect beyond its expiration date to
allow a licensee to continue decommissioning and security activities authorized
under the license.'' They argue, however, that this automatic license extension
provision did not apply to SFC, primarily for three reasons." First, they claim

1

|

)
4

5cc generall.s Nauve Anrncans for a Clean Environmen(s and Cherokee Nanon's Iniual Bnef on Review of
t.BP-93-25 Ontervenors' Innual Brief) at 1-5.19-20 (May 6.19941

$
Nauve Anrneans for a Clean Environnent's and Cherokee Nanon's Reply Bnef on Review of LBP-93-25

(Intervenors' Reply Bnef) at 9
*Intervenors' Imual Bnef at 15
7 /d at 16;intervenors' Reply Bnef at 9.
"Scr generally Intervenors' Imual Bnef at 4-10
*ld. at 10.

30
A new provision. to be codined as 10 C F R. I 40 42(e), became effecuve in August 1994. and supersedes the

former section 4042(e). See Final Rule. Timehness in Decomnusswmng of Matenals facilines. 59 Fed Reg.
36.02f> Ouly 15.1994) rFinal Rule") secuon 40 42te). in effect at the tmic of the Presiding ofhcer's decision,
provided as follows:

(e) Each specihc heense conunues in effect, beyond the expiranon date if necessary. with respect to
possession of residual source matenal present as contanunation unut the Comnussion nouhes the beenwe
in wntmg that the bcense is ternunated Dunrig this ume, the hcensee shan -

(Il lanut actions involving source matenal to those related to decomnussiomng; and
(2) Cununue to control entry to restncted areas unut they are suitable for release for unrestncted use

and the Conurussion nonnes the bcensee in wnung that the heense is ternunated

The superseding provismn, the new 10 C.F R. I40424c). is very smular to the fornrr secuon 4042(e), but
with some language changes. The new rule, for example, does not refer to " residual source maienal present as
contanunanon," but simply to " source material" Fmal Rule 59 Fed Reg at 36.035
"Intervenors' Imual Bnef at 19-20, intervenors' Reply Bnef at 6-8
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that SFC did not meet the former section 40.42(e)'s "necessary" requirement,
because the pending license renewal could accomplish the same end as automatic
extension, and therefore it was not "necessary" for section 40.42(e) to come
into play to extend the effect of the license.u Second, they contend that
SFC's leftover source material, or yellowcake, was not the sort of " residual

. contamination" contemplated by the former section 40.42(e)." Rird, they.

argue that for the former section 40.42(e) to apply. SFC needed to have satisfied
agency notification and reporting requirements under two other regulations, the
former 10 C.F.R.140.42(b), and the former 10 C.F.R. 5 40.42(c)." In sum,
NACE and the Cherokee Nation submit that "[c]ontrary to the Licensing Board's
strained interpretation of the regulations, SFC does not fit within 640.42(e),

. and has not satisfied $ 40.42(b) or (c)," and therefore should not have been,

permitted to withdraw its license renewal application."
The Intervenors add that the Presiding Officer mistakenly assumed that he

! altogether lacked the authority to deny a request for withdrawal of a license
application.'' De Intervenors claim that the Presiding Officer misinterpreted
the scope of his authority pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 2.107, the NRC regulation
governing withdrawal of applications, and incorrectly read the regulation to
preclude him from denying a request for withdrawal of an application, and
to allow him only the discretion to impose conditions on withdrawal of an
application."

Lastly, the Intervenors submit that the Presiding Officer failed to address
their request that conditions be placed on a withdrawal of SFC's license renewal
application.'8 They had requested that the Presiding Officer, ifinclined to permit
SFC to withdraw its renewal application, first hold a hearing to allow litigation on
what conditions needed to be imposed on SFC's withdrawal of the application."

IV. DISCUSSION

At the time of the Presiding Officer's decision, the agency's regulations
for materials licensees contained no specific provisions dealing with a licensee
in SFC's position: one that prematurely and unexpectedly ceases operations,
without sufficient time to prepare final decommissioning reports and surveys in

U lmenenors' Imnal Bnef at 20 21.
U M at 21.
H 5cc d at 14,21.
U IJ at 20
I*M at 11. Imervenors' Reply Bnef at 3-4
U

| Intervenors' Imual Bncf at !l.
'

'8 M at 18. Intervenors' Reply Bnef at 12-13 jW
See Intervenors' Imnal Bnef at 18

i

i
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advance. Dat is no longer the case. With the intent to clarify the applicable
regulations and thereby expedite decommissioning, the NRC in early 1992
initiated a revision of its decommissioning regulations for materials licensees,
particularly of those provisions regarding the licensee's (1) obligation to provide
notification of its intent to cease operations, and (2) authority and obligation to
initiate decommissioning. The new final rule on Timeliness in Decommissioning
of Materials Facilities became effective on August 15,1994, and will be codified
under 10 C.F.R. i 40.42 of the 1995 edition of the Code of Federal Regulations.

Because the regulations in effect at the time of the Presiding Officer's decision
did not explicitly address SFC's situation, the Presiding Officer was forced to
apply the existing regulations to SFC in the manner he found most practicable
given his understanding of the Commission's intent and practice. We find that
he did so reasonably. Like hime, we conclude that once SFC halted production
activities and withdrew its license renewal request, its license was automatically
extended under the former section 40.42(e) to permit limited cleanup activities.
However, even if we were persuaded otherwise, there is no practical reason now
to restart this proceeding. A provision of our new decommissioning rules, the
new section 40.42(c), supersedes the former section 40.42(c) and unambiguously
would extend SFC's license for decommissioning purposes without a license
renewal. Thus, it would be futile to order reinstatement of the license renewal
proceeding under our former regulations.

In declining to disturb the Presiding Officer's decision, we find no reason
to decide as a general matter when (if ever) a Presiding Officer (or Licensing
Board) may refuse to permit withdrawal of an application. We also see no
reason here to second-Fuess the Presiding Officer's refusal to impose conditions
on SFC's withdrawal of its license renewal application.

In sum, we decline to reinstate the SFC license renewal proceeding. The full
rationale for our decision follows below.

A. The License Renewal Proceeding

At issue before the Commission is whether the Presiding Officer erred in
terminating the license renewal proceeding. This question hinges mainly upon
whether SFC required a license renewal to continue the decommissioning-
oriented activities it now conducts at its facility. Although a resolution of this
matter centers upon an analysis of our decommissioning regulations, it may
be helpful to begin by outlining generally the purpose of the license renewal
proceeding.

The Intervenors were admitted as parties to a proceeding for renewal of an
NRC license allowing production operations as the Licensee's principal activity.
The renewed license would have permitted SFC to conduct 10 more years of
production. The Presiding Officer's function in the renewal proceeding was to
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|
decide whether renewal was appropriate and, if so, to determine what activities

I
could continue in the renewal term. Although the license renewal proceeding, |

had it continued, likely would have addressed nonproduction issues peripheral to l

SFC's principal operations, these issues would have been ancillary to the central
question -i.e., the propriety of continuing production for 10 more years.

Decommissioning and cleanup (and continued monitoring during cleanup)
reflect a new and distinct phase for a facility, separate from the operational
phase. Production-oriented operations, on the one hand, and decommissioning
activities, on the other, generally pose different risks and call for different public
safety standards.2" Because SFC had abandoned production at its facility and
had dropped its request for license renewal, the Presiding Officer concluded
that continuation of the license renewal proceeding would improperly " construct
an artificial forum" compelling SFC to litigate an entirely different matter -
decommissioning activities rather than production activities.28 For the reasons
outlined below, we agree that SFC does not need a license renewal to continue
the limited decontamination and decommissioning activities now under way.

B. SFC's Authority for Ongoing Activities

At the heart of the Intervenors' claims is the argument that "nothing in the
NRC's regulations" acts to extend the effect of SFC's license, a license they
subn.it expired in 1990.22 SFC, they conclude, currently lacks the authority to
continue any manner of activity at the Sequoyah Fuels site.

The Interrenors would like us to keep the license renewal proceeding alive
.

because, although production-related issues are now moot, "it is clear that
SFC will continue to have responsibilities under the existing license,"23 and
" dismissal of a license renewal proceeding must be denied where the licensee,

continues to have responsibilities under the existinF license."24 At bottom, the
Intervenors argue that, before SFC can undertake any decontamination activities,
the Licensee must renew its license.25 In their view, in permitting SFC to
proceed without a license renewal, the Presiding Officer granted SFC an unlawful

defacto license renewal.26

20 We note. for example, that the intervenors have highhghted concerns raised by a November 17.1992 accident
that resulted in a release of mtrug'en dioude. Tius incident relaicd to productwn acuvities. which SIC no longer
conducts
28 LBP-93-25. 38NRC at h
22 1mervenors' trunal Bnef at I.
23 /J at 14
2*IJ at i2.
28 See ed at 23. Iniervenors' Reply Bnef ai 9-10
26 Sec interwnors' in tial Dnef at 24
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The Presiding Officer rejected the Intervenors' position largely on the author-
ity of the " automatic extension" provisions in the former 10 C.F.R. 5 40.42(e).27
That rule kept a license in effect past its expiration date, so long as the licensee
"[l]imit[ed] actions involving source material to those related to decommission-
ing." As it read at the time of the Presiding Officer's decision, section 40.42(e)
provided as follows:

Each specufic license continues in efect, beyond the expiration date of necessary, with respect
to possession of residual source material present as contarnunation until the Commission
notifies the licensee in unting that the license is terminated. Dunng this time, the licensee
shall -

(1) Limit actions involving source material to those related to decommissioning; and
(2) Continue to control entry to restricted areas until they are suitable for release for

unrestricted use and the Commission notifies the licensee in wnting that the license is
terminated

(emphasis added).

On appeal, the Intervenors argue that the former section 40.42(e) did not
apply to SFC.28 They offer three arguments. They first submit that section
40.42(e), by its own terms, would only extend a liccase where license extension
is "necessary."2' In their view, "[w]here there is a renewal application pending,
it will never be 'necessary' to extend a license,"3" for the Presiding Of ficer can
simply continue the license renewal proceeding.3' They next claim that "the
jurisdictional basis of section 40.42(e) is limited by its own terms to very specific
circumstances, in which cleanup has been completed to a degree that only
residual contamination remains."32 SFC's facility, the Intervenors submit, has
more than merely " residual source material present as contamination" because
of the presence of commercially salable source material, such as yellowcake.33
Lastly, the Intervenors argue that the former section 40.42(e) only applied to
licensees meeting various planning, survey, and notification requirements in
the former 10 C.F.R. 6 40.42(b)." We find these arguments unpersuasive.
Our regulations' "necessary" provision (which appears in both the former

27
Although SFCs bcense was scheduled to expire in 1990. at did not do so. Under our regulanons. SFC's beense

renuuned in effect in ses enurety oxe SFC tendered a tirnely renewal apphcation, pending a final decision on the
apphcauon See 10 C F.R. I 40 434b) (1994). Under the Comnussion's newly revised regulanons, this "tinely
renewal" provmon is found in secnon 40 42(a). See Final Rule. 59 Fed Reg at 36.035. once SFC withdrew its
beense renewal appheauon. of course. is could conunue acuvity under its beense only if the "automaue extension"

p8rovision in the former section 40 42te) came into play.
- iniervenors' iniual Dnef at 20-21; intervenors' Reply Bnef at 6
29 1ntenenors'iniual Bnef as 20
3"Il
3'll at 2421;intervenors' Reply Bnef at 6
32 inienenors' Reply Bnef at 6.
33 Intervenors' truual Bnef at 21.

| 3'Id. The former secuan 40 42nb) directed hcensees to include with their notification to cease activities a
completed Form NRC-314 certifying mformation on the disposinon of matenals; a radiauon survey; and. when

t ContmueJ)
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section 40.42(e) and the new section 40.42(c)) simply means that the limited
regulatory license extension comes into play only when decommissioning cannott

! be completed prior to the license's expiration date. Nothing in the regulations
i

suggests that the provision is inapplicable to licensees who previously have
applied for renewal of their license. As the Presiding Officer stated, "[n]o
reasonable explanation has been forthcoming from Intervenors on why that
provision would cover cases where licenses have er.pired without a renewal l
application being filed, but not those where a renewal application has been i

applied for and subsequently withdrawn with a termination notice " 35

Nor do we agree with the Intervenors that the former section 40.42(e) applied |

only to licensees that already substantially had decontaminated their sites and
disposed of all source material. The term " residual" contamination reflected not

I
what remained at the end of decommissioning, but what was present at the en ofd

operations and at the beginning of decommissioning. To " decommission" means
to begin reducing " residual" radioactivity to a level that permits release of the !
property for unrestricted use and permits the termination of the license.36 The

i NRC will terminate a license when " residual . contamination" reasonably
i has been removed."

| The Intervenors point out that the former section 40.42(e) allowed automatic
license extension only for ' residual source material present as contamination,"
and argue that some of the source material remaining at the SFC facility - bulk,
unused yellowcake - cannot be characterized as " contamination." (Emphasis
added.) The Intervenors' reading of the former section 40.42(e) is not without
force, in a strictly linguistic sense. One could say that unused raw material,
even if radioactive, is not " contamination." But we cannot embrace that view,
as there is no history or policy to commend it. |

Nothing in our Statements of Consideration on materials decommissioning,
either for the former section 40.42(e) or for the new section 40.42(c), suggests j
that leftover (but radioactive) raw material falls outside our automatic license
extension rule. Nor do the Intervenors offer an explanation of why the j

Commission would impose such a limitation. More reasonable, in our view,
i is the Presiding Officer's (and the NRC Staff's) understanding of the former

section 40.42(e) - i.e., " residual source material present as contamination"
means any radioactive material left over after plant shutdown and requiring
removal, whether unused or not,

called for, a decomirussiomng plan. The Intervenors claim that sFC subnuned a prelmunary but not a hnal
decommisuoning plan; provided only "avadable" radianon survey data instead of a nnal report and failed to
subnut a completed hrm NRC-314 /d

.

35 LBP-93-25,31t NRC at 318-19
36 See 10 C F R I 40 4 (19%4
"See the former 10 C.F R I40 42(f x2), to be codahed under the new regulations as secuan 40 420K2),

t
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In any event, our new decommissioning regulations for materials licensees
- which revise and recodify section 40.42 in a number of ways - contain a
clarified version of the former section 40.4he) Piat clearly leads to the same
result that the Presiding Officer reached. The revised provision (the new 10

| C.F.R. 640.42(c)) states simply that licenses remain in effect with respect to
| the possession of " source material." See note 10, supra. This indisputably
I would cover SFC's yellowcake material. Thus, even it the Commission were to

agree with the Intervenors' reading of the former section 40.42(e), the new
provision takes away any practical reason to remand this case. Were the
Presiding Officer ordered to resume the license renewal proceeding, SFC could
again simply seek withdrawal of its license renewal application, and this time
could incontrovertibly rely upon section 40.42(c)- which because of clarified
phrasing very explicitly would extend SFC's license to permit limited, previously |

i

I approved decommissioning activities, regardless of the nature of the source l

material remaining on site.

We also find that SFC's failure to submit various final decommissioning
reports did not compel continuation of the license renewal proceeding. The
applicability of the former section 40.42(e) was not linked to and did not

[ rely upon the submission or contents of decommissioning reports. Neither the
| language of the former section 40.42(e) nor the Statements of Consideration for

the rule intimate any relationship between submission of the decommissioning
documents and the automatic license extension granted under section 40.42(c).
Moreover, the Presiding Officer properly concluded that it was unreasonable

| to expect SFC already to have completed final decommissioning sutveys and
| reports at the time that it made a commercial decision to shut down operations.

,

Our newly revised regulations for decommissioning of materials facilities clarify |

the Commission's position on this point.28 Accordingly, the Presiding Officer
reasonably found that these final reports are expected only at the completion of
decommissioning."

Finally, the Presiding Officer violated nothing in our case law in dismissing
this license renewal proceeding. The cases cited by the Intervenors do not
establish any obligation on the part of the Presiding Officer to reject the

M ''rhe fmal rule . . . clarifies requarements for radmlagical surveys perfornrd as part of the beense ternunanon
process. This rule clarifies that hcensees need only subnut the final survey showing that the site or area is suitable
for release in accordance with NRC requiremems after decomnussmnmg has been completed" Final Rule 59
Fed Reg at 36.027. see al.m id. 59 Fed. Reg. ai 36.036 (i 40 42(iH I) and (2)). To chminate any confusion over
how heenwes should nonfy the agency of the mtent to ternunaie activines. the revised regulanon on notification
drops all reference to surveys, reports, and plans See id. 59 fed. Reg at 36.035-36 (l 40 42(d)).
"Sce t.BP-9b25, 38 NRC at 318 The Intervenors also argue that. for former scenon 40 42(e) to apply, sFC
needed to have comphed with the ierms of the former 10 C F R 6 40 42(c) which covered beensees not seekmg
heense renewal. That provision directed such heensees to subnut the final surveys and reports hsted in the former
secnon 4042tb). But the forner section 40 42(c) was mtended for heenwes that would not need an mienm
penod in which to conduct decontanunanon acuvines. and instead could accomphsh cleanup effons relanvely
expedinously, as in the cae of matenals licensees with only scaled sources
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withdrawal request, and do not otherwise support the Intervenors' claims.
Moreover, the Intervenors rely primarily upon Licensing Board decisions, which
have no precedential effect beyond the immediate proceeding in w hich they were
issued.

Ii>r example, the Intervenors cite Nuclear Engineering Co. (Sheffield, Illinois
Low-l.evel Radioactive Waste Disposal Site), Locket No. 27-39, Memorandum

and Order Ruling on Motions to Withdraw Application and Dismiss Proceeding
(May 3,1979) (unpublished), aff'd on other grounds, ALAB-606,12 NRC
156 (1980), and claim that it shows that, where any responsibilities remain
under a license, a licensing board must deny withdrawal of a license renewal
application." In Sheffield, however, the licensee sought to walk away entirely
from any existing respomibilities for the control, maintenance, and cleanup of a
20-acre byproduct material burial site. Ilere, by contrast, SFC has not attempted
to reject its remaining license obligations, but has proceeded, pursuant to our
" automatic license extension" rule, to control entry to restricted areas and to
carry out authorized cleanup-stage activities.

The Intervenors also cite Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Humboldt Bay
Power Plant, Unit 3), LBP-86-1, 23 NRC 25 (1986), where the Licensing
Board terminated a proceeding only after the submission of a decommissioning
plan. Based upon Humboldt Bay, the Intervenors argue that a license renewal
proceeding becomes moot only upon submission of a final decommissioning
plan.'' The Humboldt Bay opinion, however, must be read within the context
of an cartier decision in the same proceeding. The Licensing Board in the
earlier decision deferred ruling on the !icensee's r pest to withdraw a license
amendment application and to terminate the pr ;eding because of uncertainty
over the licensce's future intentions. See Pacift ,as and Electric Co. (Humboldt
Bay Power Plant, Unit 3), LBP-81-20,14 N . ,101 (1981). The Board sought
confirmation that the licensee planned either to comply with previously ordered
plant remediations or to dispose of materials, and therefore ordered the licensee

to submit under oath or affirmation a swement of its intentions. Altnough the
submission of a decommissioning plan uti3fied the Board's concerns, in no
sense was the submission of a decommissio' ing plan necessary to render then

proceeding moot. As the NRC Staff's brief notes,in terminating the proceeding
the Board "made no findings regarding the adequacy of the decommissioning
plan, or whether it, in fet, subsumed the issues raised in the amendment
proceeding "'2

"See Intervenors' inmal Bnef at 12
"I See ut at 13.
C

NRC Staff Response in opposmon to Nauve Americans for a Clean Enstronrnent and Cherokee Nauon's
Peutum for Review of LBP-9L25 (NRC staff Responic) at 13 Oune 17. lW4
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We hold, in sum, that the Presiding Officer reached the correct result in
declining to adjudicate issues surrounding the SFC facility's decommissioning
in the context of a now-moot license renewal proceeding. He did not grant SFC
a defacto license renewal. There remains no practical reason, in any event, to
coatinue litigation on this issue because the NRC's new " automatic extension
rule," section 40.42(c), leaves no possible doubt that the rule covers SFC and
eliminates any need for license renewal.

Our ruling grants SFC no sweeping powers. The automatic extension
provision, now section 40.42(c), permits SFC to conduct only limited activities
related to decommissioning and to the control of entry to restricted areas.43
The Licensee retains neither expansive nor indefinite license authority. Having
withdrawn its license renewal application, SFC may no longer conduct the
principal activities authorized by its license." Moreover, SFC is not free to
perform all kinds of decommissioning activity, only those previously approved
under its license. To implement an activity not previously authorized by its
license, and thus not previously subject to challenge, SFC would first have
to obtain a license amendment, an action that would trigger opponunities for
hearing.d5

C. The Presiding Officer's Discretion under 10 C.F.R. 6 2.107(a)

As an additional argument, NACE and the Cherokee Nation submit that the
Presiding Officer misinterpreted the scope of his authority pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
9 2.107(a), and erroneously concluded that he lacked altogether the discretion to
deny a request to withdraw an application." The regulation reads as follows:

he Commission may permit an applicant to withdraw an application pnor to the issuance
of a notice of heanng on such terms and condiuons as it may prescribe, or may, on receiving
a request for withdrawal of an appheation. deny the application or dismiss it with prejudice.
Withdrawal of an application after the issuance of a nonce of hearing shall be on such terms
as the presidL flicer may prescnbc.

'I
See 10 C F R.140 42(eKI) and (2) (1994). Ser sisa the newly anrnded 10 C F R. 5 40 42tc) m the next

issuance of the Cude of Federal Arrulancas (1995). Ser rmal Rule,59 Fed Reg at 36.015 (July 15.1994).
"The agency defines "pnncipal acevmes" as those that are "essennat to achieving the purpose (s) for which
the beense was issued or amended" Deconmussiomns and decontaminauon aeovmes are not deened pnncipal
acuvines. See Final Rule. 59 Fed Reg. al 36.035 tl 40 4).

!
'8 1ndeed. sin. :ently has sought a license amendnrnt and the intervenors have been adnutted to the anwndnwns !

proceedmg. 5cc Sequman Furts Corp (source Matenallicense No sUll.1010L Dwket No. 40 80274ft.A.3.
Memorandum and order (Request for Heanng) (oct. 14.1994;(admanng NACE and the Cherokee Natmn to a
beanng on proposed amendment se orgaruzauonal changes). sf C plans several deconmusammng acuvines tSat !
are nos authorued under its beense, including constructmn of an onsne isolanon cell, dernohtmn of structures.
systems, and components and disposal of rubble in the cell, and cell closure. Ser Prehnunary Plan for Completion
of Decormmssiomng.14 at 41 (Fett 16. 1993). These acovites would require a hcense anendment and are
subject to the secuon 189a heanng requirenrnt. I

"Intervenori Imual Bnef at 11. Intervenors' Reply Bnef at 1.
|
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10 C.F.R. 9 2.107(a)(1994). Both the NRC Staff and the Licensee argue that a
presiding officer does not have the authority to deny a request to withdraw an
application, and at most can impose conditions on a withdrawal." The Licensee

adds that the presiding officer may deny or dismiss the underlying application,
but not the request to withdraw the application."

We need not decide today under what circumstances a presiding officer may
deny a request to withdraw 'an application. The Presiding Officer's decision in
this case does not rely upon an interpretation of section 2.107(a), but rather upon
the conclusion that the license renewal proceeding was an inappropriate forum
in which to litigate decommissioning matters. However, we do not foreclose the

possibility that in limited instances denial may be appropriate, as, for example,
where a licensee seeks to withdraw a license renewal application but in fact
continues to conduct some production activity.

D. Request for Conditions

As a final argument, the Intervenors claim that, although their principal
request before the Presiding Officer was for a license renewal hearing, they also

'

had requested, in the alternative, that the Presiding Officer impose conditions
on SFC's withdrawal of its license renewal application. This alternative request,
Intervenors say, the Presiding Officer did not address."

It is not clear to us whether the Presiding Officer understood that the
Intervenars were asking for such alternative relief. However, unlike the State of

"
Oklahoma, which sought specific conditions, NACE and the Cherokee Nation
did not provide the Presiding Officer with any - even general - suggested
conditions to consider. Instead, they requested that the Presiding Officer hold
a prehearing conference to determine what hsues "must be litigated for the
purpose of imposing conditions."" The onl/ guidance provided on possible
conditions to impose are the Intervenors' broadly stated categories of concern:
the adequacy of decommissioning funding; the adequacy of emergency planning;
the safety of raffinate waste distribution; and the adequacy of management
organization.

Although having had numerous opportunities, both before the Presiding
Officer and on review before the Commission, to identify any possible deficiency
that could be remedied through conditions, the Intervenors instead complain I

that it was impossible to "present an evidentiary case on the conditions that

#
Sec sequoyah haels Corporanon Bnef an Response to NACt. and Cherokee Nanon Insual Bnef on Review of

t.BP-9025 ($rC's Bnef) at L5 Uune 10,1994L NRC Staff Regionw al 69
" sic's Bnef ai 4 |#

See Intervenurs' lainal Bnef at 17.i A |
N

NACE and Cherokee Nauun's opposioon to SrC's Monon for Withdrawal of Apphcanon and Ternunauon of
Heanng, and Request for Perheanng Conference at 24 duly 26.199h
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should be imposed "" But the Presiding Officer did not insist upon an
" evidentiary case." Nor do we. To make a serious case for conditions, however,
the Intervenors reasonably can be held to an obligation to offer some indication
of their objective. The proponent of litigation always bears the burden of
explaining which direction the litigation will take. We cannot fault the Presiding
Officer for not ordering the parties to engage in protracted, ill-defined litigation,

! based solely upon vague and general areas of concern.
Moreover, for two of the Intervenors' broad categories of concern - de-

commissioning funding and SFC's management - the Intervenors have been
admitted as parties to separate adjudicatory proceedings that will focus on these
issues.52 We also note that no activity SFC now conducts has been conducted
without a prior opportunity for hearing. For example. SFC's raffinate fertilizer
program was approved in a prior license renewal. The Intervenors have not
indicated - as the NRC Staff has stated - any "new or altered procedures or
circumstances which call that approval into question."53

We are left simply with a request for conditions based on conclusory
statements and generalized concerns. This is not enough to justify continuation
of an otherwise defunct license renewal proceeding."

V. CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated in this decision, the Presiding Officer's decision in
LBP-93-25 is affirmed.

i

4

|

|
|

|
|

|4 1nicrvenors' Reply Hnef at 13
'

52
5cc Srqumah fuels Corp. Docket No 4(MiO27-MLA-3. Menwandum and order (Request for Heanng)(octi

14.1994) (granting NACE and Cherokee Nauon petiuon fw heanng on proposed organizational changes); we
.

|
aho Sequmah Turls Corp Gwe ouahoma Site Decontammauon and hmdingL C1.1412,40 NRC 64 (lW4)
(afhrnung NACE intenentioni, CLi-9413,40 NRC 78 (1994)(afhrming Cherokee Nanon mterventiont
D NRC Staff Bnef at 2 n 2
N

We noie that, m support of their request for a heanng on condinons. the Intenenors cite Sheffwld supra p
190. a caw where the IJcensmg Board had ticen provided with a propowd %t of condiuons' to be imposed
in any order granting the tacensce's nunon to withdraw its appheatmn or disnuss the proceedmg Intervenors'
iteply Bnef at 3 n 4. Shepwid shp op at 4 Here. the Inienenars hase nos even hmied at possible opuons for
condmons that could redress their concernt
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It is so ORDERED. '

|

| For the Commission

| |
! !

JOHN C. HOYLE
Secretary of the Commission

| Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 9th day of March 1995.
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Cite as 41 NRC 195 (1995) LBP-95-3

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL

Before Administrative Judges:

Marshall E. Miller, Presiding Officer
Dr. Harry Foreman, Special Assistant

in the Matter of Docket No. 30-16055-ML-Ren

(ASLBP No. 95 707-02-ML-Ren)
(Source Material License

No. 34-19089-01)

ADVANCED MEDICAL SYSTEMS, INC.
(Cleveland, Ohio) March 13,1995

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

I. HACKGROUND

In this proceeding, Advanced Medical Systems, Inc., seeks timely renewal of
Material License No. 34-19089-01 for its facility located at 1020 London Road,
Cleveland, Ohio. The Licensee seeks continued permission from the NRC to
possess various quantities of radioactive materials for use in its manufacture of
medically related devices.

As a result of the NRC's pending licensing action, four parties have petitioned
for hearings on the renewal request.' On January 27.1995, a single presiding
officer was alipointed to rule on the hearing petitions and to preside over a
hearing if one is to be held. Under the Commission's regulations, any hearing
would be conducted under 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart L, informal hea-ing
procedures.

I Under the proviuons of 10 C F R I 2.1205(f), the Staff has elected to parncipate as a party to this proceeding.
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II. REGULATORY STANDARDS |,

Under the provisions of 10 C.F.R. 6 2.1205(a), any person whose interest
may be affected by a proceeding for the renewal of a license may file a request
for a hearing. A request for a hearing filed by a person other than an applicant
must describe in detail (1) the interest of the requestor in the proceeding; (2)
how that interest may be affected by the results of the proceeding, including
the reasons why the requestor should be permitted a hearing;(3) the requestor's {
areas of concern about the licensing activity that is the subject matter of the

l
proceeding; and (4) the circumstances establishing that the request for a hearing i

is timely.
'

In ruling on a request for a hearing, the presiding officer must determine
that the specified areas of concern are germane to the subject matter of the
proceeding 2 The issues the requestor wants to raise regarding the licensing
action must fall within the range of matters properly subject to challenge in
the proceeding,3 and the statemer.ts of concern must be pleaded with enough

'

specificity to allow a presiding officer the ability to ascertain whether what
the requestor seeks to litigate is truly relevant to the subject matter of the
proceeding.'

The presiding officer also must determine that the requestor meets the judicial
standards for standing and consider, among other factors, the nature of the
requestor's right to be made a party to the proceeding; the nature and extent
of the requestor's property, financial or other interests in the proceeding; and4

the possible effect of any order that may be entered in the proceeding upon the
requestor's interest.5

To be admitted as a party in an NRC proceeding, a petitioner must allege
"a concrete and particularized injury that is fairly traceable to the challenged
action."6 A prospective party must show that it could suffer an " injury in fact"
because of the proposed licensing action and that its interest is within the " zone,

of interests" to be protected by statutes under which the requestor seeks to
challenge the licensing action.' In this case, a requestor must allege an injury in
fact within the zone of interests protected by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954,

2 10 C F R 121205(gt
3
Statenrni of Consideranons. Inforrnal Hear.ng Procedures for Maienals Licensing Adjudicaucas,54 Fed Reg,

8269. 8273 (Feti. 2M.1989 A
'Sequmale furt.: Corp. LBP 94-39,40 NRC 314. 31516 (1994L
8 10 C F R 6 21205(a)
*Baban A and mkos Co (Pennsylvania NucIcar Services operanons. Parks Township Pennsylvaruat LBP 94-4.

39 NRC 47,49 (1994L cinng TransnmIvar. lac. (Export of 9315% Ennched Urainumt CLI-94-1, 39 NRC 1. 5
(1994 L

7
5acramenso Eniapal Urdm Dutnct (Rancho seco Nudear Generaung stauont CLI.92 2, 35 NRC 47. 56

(1992L Babcoci and WJcos ( Apollo. Pennsylvania hiel Iabncanon Facibiy). LBP-93 4. 37 NRC 72. 80, appeal
dumused. CLi-91-9. 37 NRC 190 (1993t
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as amended ("AEA")," or the National Enviro imental Policy Act of 1969, as
amended ("NEPA")?

|

There are three components to the " injury in fact" requirement - injury, l
cause, and remedial benefit. The asserted injury must be " distinct and palpable"
and "particular and concrete" as opposed to being " conjectural, hypothetical
or abstract." The injury need not already have occurred, but when future
harm is asserted, it must be " threatened or certainly impending" and "real and j,

immediate." There must also be a causal nexus between the asserted injury and
i

the challenged action. To establish injury in fact in this case, the requestor bears I

the burden of establishing that the injuries it alleges will occur to its interests
| protected by the AEA or the NEPA.'"

III. ANALYSIS |

IFour requestors have petitioned for a hearing on the AMS license renewal
3application: the Earth Day Coalition, Cleveland, Ohio (" Coalition");" the |

Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District, Cleveland, Ohio (" District");'2 the
City of Cleveland, Ohio (" City");" and the Cuyahoga Emergency Management
Assistance Center, County of Cuyahoga, Ohio ("CEMAC")." AMS has filed
answers to each petition."

A. Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District

Requestor District states that the AMS facility is within the service area of
the District's wastewater collection and treatment system. Citing past discharges
of radioactive wastes from the facility into the District's sewer lines, the District
states that it has significant financial interest in the future regulation and control

e 2 U.S C. Il 201122844

'42 U s C.18 43214347
10

Apollo. LBP-91-4. 37 NRC at si, rums Clewland Eterrnc Illuminarms Ca (Perry Nuclear Power Plant.
Unit 1). LBP-92-4.15 NRC I14.120 (1992)
" Eanh Day Coahuon. Request for Heanng (Dec. 28.19941
12 Northeast otuo Regional sewer thstnet. Requesi for Heanng (Dec. 29.1994 L
"Cuy of Cleveland chao Request for Heanng Oan 13. 1995).
"Cuyahoga County local Energency Planning Comnuttee. Request for a Heanng. Peunon to Intervene (Jan 27,

,

1995) 1

" Answer of AJvanced Meacal Systenu inc to Requeu of the Nonheast ohio Regional Sewer thstnet dan
12. 1995). to Requesi of the City of Cleveland dan 12, 1995). to Request of the Eanh Day Coahtion (Jan 27,
1095L to Request of the Cuyahoga Enrrgency Managenwn Assntance Center (Feb 27. 1995).

Iur reasons not fully esplained. Counsel for AMs ed not hase a cornplete service hst for this proceeding until
he uas infornied of this fact by the semor Anorney for the Atonne Safety and Licensing Board Panel on February
22.1995. Because of this shonconung, the Presiding othccr was unable to deternune if all enuties involved with
this proceceng had received the AMs hhngs AMS re-served its four answers and by rmtion asked the Presi&ng
officer to have its answers conudered tinely Monon of Advanced Medical Systems. Inc. as to Tmr for Service
(feb 27,1995L
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of radioactive material at the AMS facility.'' The District also cites a potential
for its own facilities to discharge radioactive wastes into the general environment |

of Lake Erie if its facilities become contaminated from accidental releases from <

the AMS facility. 1

The District alleges that, because of the configuration of its sewer system,
any radioactive releases from the AMS facility would affect a great portion
of its system and its wastewater treatment plants. The District states that its
financial interest in this proceeding is at least as great as its property interests.
It alleges that it has incurred costs of well over one million dollars as a result
of prior AMS discharges and that a sudden large release could be devastating
to its operations. Moreover, the District is concerned for the health and safety
of the employees who maintain its system.

The District states that its primary concern is the ability of AMS to maintain
proper control over its radioactive material in light of the record of past problems
at the AMS facility. A second concern involves the lack of an emergency plan
for the AMS facility. The District alleges that since radioactive material that
may be released in a fire or other disaster would ultimately be washed into the
sewer system, there should be a realistic assessment of the potential for releases
under various accident scenarios. A third concern involves the adequacy of
the amount of financial assurance AMS has posted for decommissioning of the
facility. A fourth concern involves the ability of AMS to provide for remediation
of offsite releases if such releases occur.

The District's petition for hearing was filed within 30 days of the submis-
sion of the AMS license renewal application and is therefore timely under the
provisions of 10 C.F.R. I 2.1205. All of the four concerns enumerated by the
District appear germane to the subject matter of this proceeding - the renewal
of the AMS license to possess radioactive materials at its Geneva Ohio facil-
ity. The District has properly alleged that its sewer system, which services the |
AMS facility, could be directly impacted by accidental radioactive discharges
or during efforts to control accidents at the site. It has also properly alleged j
that its interests would be threatened by deficiencies in emergency planning and
the lack of financial assurance for the site if the license were renewed with
deficiencies in those areas. It has standing to become a party to this proceeding.

'* By way of badground. the Thsenet has hied three peutmns for enforcenwns actions against AMs pursuant to
10 C F.R. 6 2.206. two of which are sull pending See 59 Fed Reg 47.959 (sept 19.1944) and $8 Fed Reg
19.282 (Apr 13.1993). ben though these two pennons are pending and raise some of the same issues raised
in its heanng peuuon. the Distnet is not precluded frorn requesung a heanng with respect to the AMs renewal
apphcanon Sie Georrid Power Co (Vogtle E lectne Generaimg Plant. Umts I and 2). LBP-93-5. 37 NRC %,98
n 2. aff'd CLl-93 26, 38 NRC 23 (19931
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ne Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District's request for a hearing is therefore
granted.'7

11. The City of Cleveland

Requestor City states that the AMS facility is located within the jurisdiction
of the City, and is located adjacent to both residential housing and commercial
businesses. The City's primary interest in the proceeding is to ensure the
health and safety of the citizens within its hirisdiction. An accidental release
of radioactive material could pose a major threat to the health and well-being
of those citizens. The City also states that it has an interest in protecting the
health and safety of fire, police, emergency medical, and other city personnel
who would be called upon to act if there were an accident at the AMS facility.
The City is also interested in the economic well-being of the areas surrounding
the AMS facility due to alleged past releases of radioactive materials and the
condition of the AMS facility itself.

He City asserts that its interests will be affected by the license renewal be-
cause, it alleges, the AMS facility is already contaminated and its decontamina.
tion or decommissioning will potentially affect Cleveland residents, businesses,
and city employees. Any potential releases of radioactivity would affect these
groups more than others since they live and work in proximity to the AMS
facility. He City also claims both present and future financial interests in the
licensing of AMS because the financial burden of planning for an emergency
at the facility and providing training for emergency personnel has fallen on the
City. It states that it has been forced to form a Task Force of governmental
agencies to come up with an adequate emergency response plan for the AMS
site. In summation, the City claims that the effect of granting a renewal license
without including sufficient terms and conditions to safeguard the City's citizens
would leave the City with the " lion's share" of the responsibility for dealing with
existing and future problems at AMS.

De City adopts as its areas of concern the nine issues outlined by the NRC
Staff's letter to AMS, dated December 22, 1994, which details deficiencies

"The AMS answer to the District's peutmn. as with its answers to the other three peutwns. generally presents
arguments that address the rnents of the ascas of concern rased t>y the Requestors. However. the areas of conecrn
are not contennons, as contenuons are undersiood m a construcuan or operating heense pnwee&ng. and need not
be argued on the nrnts by an opposing party at the incepuon of the procec4ng, but rathrr, at the tmr of its
wntien presentauon Sri 10 C F R 6 21233(c) and (dt subpart 1. pracuce requires a pennoner to allege areas of
concern nrrely to demonstraic to the Presi&ng oftieer that the issues it seeks to raise are sornehow hnked to the
beensmg actwn. 'the threshold for plea &ng an area of concern is very low - whether it ts germane to the subject
matter of the proceceng See statenrnt of Consideranons. Informal Heanng Procedures for Matenals Licensing
Adjuecatmns. 54 i ed Reg 8269 (Feb 28.1989).Styrunch TucLs Corp. 40 NRC 314,31516 0994) None of
the AMS answers sidress whether the areas of concern raised by the Requestors are permane m ihr remicrr of shc
Iktnae trnsual appfwanem Moreover. the AMS answers fail to address whether each Requestor has estabhshed
the requisite standmg to request a heanng

a
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the Staff found in the AMS renewal application. The City, however, fails I

to enumerate what these concerns are, with the exception of two.'8 It states
that these two - Item Number Seven in the Staff's letter regarding the
emergency plan for the AMS facility, and Item Number Eight in the same
letter regarding decommissioning funding and financial assurance - are of
the most immediate concern. The con. rns allege inadequacies involving
onsite emergency preparedness and insufficiencies in funding for accidental
contamination both on and off site.

The City has included with its petition for hearing the affidavits of two City
attorneys attesting to the dates upoi which the City received actual notice of
the AMS renewal application. The City's request was filed within 30 days
of its having received actual notice of the application. Under the provisions
of 10 C.F.R. 5 2.1205(c), the request is timely. The two concerns enumerated
by the City, regarding the inadequacy of the AMS emergency response plan
and the insufficiencies in decommissioning funding and financial assurance, are
germane to the proceeding. The City has standing to request a hearing because
its interest could be directly affected if the license were renewed and there were

deficiencies in those areas. The City of Cleveland's request for a hearing is
granted.

C. Cuyahoga Emergency Management Assistance Center

The third of the requestors, Cuyahoga County Local Emergency Planning
Committee, presents an unusual question. The timely" petition was forwarded
to the NRC on "Cuyahoga Emergency Management Assistance Center" letter-
head, but the text of the petition describes the concerns of the Cuyahoga County
Local Emergency Planning Committee ("LEPC"). While the letter states that
LEPC is the agency with primary responsibility for emergency planning within
Cuyahoga county, it goes on to state that LEPC will be seeking a variance from
the Ohio State Emergency Planning Commission to formally add the AMS fa.
cility to the list of facilities subject to LEPC jurisdiction. Moreover, the letter
states that it is not certain that LEPC can obtain jurisdiction over the AMS facil-
ity. Without some link to the AMS facility that serves as a basis for a potential
concrete or particularized injury to LEPC, LEPC has failed to establish that it
has standing to request a hearing.

is
The NRC Staff has elected to be a party to this proceeding under the provismns of 10 C F R I 21205(f). While

the staff did not expressly hst its areas of concern in its Notice of Participation. st imphcit y stated its concerns
by attaching the December 22.1994 letter from John A Grobe. Chief. Nuclear Matenals inspection, section 2.
to Advanced Medical systems, which detailed nme specihe deficiencies in the AMS heense renewal apphcauon
"The petitwn states that it was 61ed uithin 30 days of LJ PC's recemng actual notice of the AMs beense renewal
request
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However, even if LEPC has failed to demonstrate that it has met the judicial
concepts of standing, it can participate in the hearing under the provisions of
10 C.F.R. 6 2.1211(b). That provision permits a representative of an interested
state, county, municipality, or an agency thercof to participate in a Subpart L
proceeding and to make written and oral presentations in accordance with 10
C.F.R. 65 2.1233 and 2.1235. Therefore, LEPC will be allowed to participate as
a representative of an interested county under and to the extent allowed by the
provisions of 10 C.F.R. 5 2.121l(b) upon submission to the Presiding Officer
(and service upon the parties) of an affidavit of a Cuyahoga County official
attesting that LEPC is representing the County's interests in this matter. Such
affidavit shall be served on the Presiding Officer within 30 days of the date of
this Order.

D. Earth Day Coalition

Requestor Earth Day Coalition submitted a one-page letter as its request
for hearing listing several concerns related to the pending renewal application.
Among those concerns are the present contamination of the AMS facility, the
possible contamination of the sewer system servicing the AMS facility, the
lack of emergency planning, and the potential for a major accident at the AMS
facility. While the concerns listed by the Coalition apper.r germane to the subject
matter of this proceeding, it has failed to set forth the necessary facts to establish
that it has standing to intervene as required by the Commission's regulations.
The Coalition merely states that it is a "non-profit environmental education
and advocacy organization located in Cleveland . [whose] interest in this
hearing is not commercial or financial [but] strictly in public education
and information and environmental issues."

ne Coalition fails to allege any injury, concrete, particularized, or otherwise,
i

that may accrue to it as an organization as a result of the license renewal. |

The Commission has long held that a mere institutional interest in providing
information to the public is insufficient to establish standing in its proceedings.2o
The Coalition could have alleged injury to at least one of its members in order
to derive standing in its own right. Ilowever, the Coalition failed to describe
any injury accruing to one of its members, and further failed to provide an
affidavit from a member authorizing the organization to represent him or her in
the proceeding, which are the two elements necessary for organizational standing
on behalf of a member.

The Earth Day Coalition has not established standing to participate as a party
to this proceeding. Its hearing request is therefore denied.

20 Tran.inuctrar. Inc. (Laport of 9315% 1:nnched tiraruum). CLl-941. 39 NRC t. $ (1994).

21see Errhcrn Stares Amer Co (Pathfinder Atome Plano. LBP-89 30. 30 NRC 311. 314 (19N9)
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IV. ORDER

For all the foregoing reasons and upon consideration of the entire record in
this proceeding, it is, this 13th day of March 1995, ORDERED

1. The petition for hearing of the Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer District
is granted; I

2. He petition for hearing of the City of Cleveland is granted;
3. De petition for hearing of the Cuyahoga County Local Emergency

Planning Committee is denied in part. Upon submission to the Presiding
Officer (and service upon the parties) of an affidavit of a Cuyahoga County
official attesting that LEPC is representing the County's interests in this matter,
LEPC will be allowed to participate in the hearing as the representative of an
interested county under and to the extent allowed by the provisions of 10 C.F.R.
62.1211(b). The affidavit must be served on the Presiding Officer within 30
days of the date of this Order;

4. De petition for hearing of Earth Day Coalition is denied.

In xcordance with the provisions of 10 C.F.R. 5 2.1205(n), the denial of
the hearing request of Earth Day Coalition and the partial denial of the hearing
request of the Cuyahoga County Local Emergency Planning Committee may be

;

appealed to the Commission within 10 days after this Order is served. )
1

Marshall E. Miller, Presiding Officer
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

i

|
Daytona Beach, Florida .

March 13,1995
j
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| Cite as 41 NRC 203 (1995) LBP-95-4
|

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
! NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
|

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

j Before Administrative Judges:

Peter B. Bloch, Chair
Dr. Richard F. Cole
Frederick J. Shon

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 55-30662-EA
iA 94-007

(ASLBP No. 94-694-05-EA)
(Re: Prohibition of

Participation in
Licensed Activities)

KENNETH G. PIERCE
(Shorewood, Illinois) March 27,1995

ne Licensing Board vacated a Staff order that had barred the defendant from
working as a reactor operator. It held that plant procedures were ambiguous and
that a defendant who had made a reasonable interpretation of those procedures
should not be found in violation of those procedures. It also held, after
reexamining factual evidence in light of its view of procedural ambiguity, that
there had been no lying to or concealment of facts from the NRC.

PLANT PROCEDURES: ENFORCEMENT; AMBIGUITY

When a violation of ambiguous plant procedures is alleged, it is appropriate
to receive evidence from plant operators in order to determine how those
procedures were interprete.1 by them. Likewise, it is appropriate to interpret
the procedures in light of company actions in cases of alleged violations of
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the same procedures, as reflected in official records. It also is appropriate to
examine training given to plant operators in the meaning of the procedures.

It is not appropriate to sustain an enforcement action in v.Dich the operator
did not act willfully because he reasonably believed he had complied with plant
procedures.

ENFORCEMENT: MISREPRESENTATION; FAILURE TO
REMEMBER

When a person is chapi e n improperly stating under oath that he had
failed to remember facts .ekt a meeting or conversation, it is important to
examine precisely what the person was doing at the time and how strong others'
memories are before concluding that he had lied.

ENFORCEMENT: CONSPIRACY TO CONCEAL FACTS

A person may not be convicted of a conspiracy to conceal facts from the NRC
unless he had a duty to reveal those facts or that he entered into an agreement
to conceal facts from the NRC. When a station operator reassures trainees that
they may keep a certain matter within the control room, it is not appropriate to
hold a reactor operator responsible for having agreed to a continuing conspiracy
to conceal information just because he remained silent while the reassurance
was taking place.

ENFORCEMENT: CONSPIRACY; ILLEGAL ACT
|

Civil conspiracy requires an agreement to perform an illegal act.

APPEARANCES

Colleen Woodhead, Esq., Rockville, Maryland, for the Staff of the United
States Nuclear Regulatory Commission, complainant.

Kenneth G. Pierce, pro se, defendant.

INITIAL DECISION
(Vacating Staff Order)

'Ihis case involves the validity of an April 21,1994 Order prohibiting Mr.
Kenneth G. Pierce (Mr. Pierce) from involvement in NRC-licensed activities for
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3 years, with an additional 2-year reporting period (Order).' In support of the
Order, the Staff of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Staff)
alleges that Mr. Pierce mispositioned a reactor control rod and then:

(1) failed to follow the correct abnormal operating procedure by failing
to move the rod to position 00 (fully inserted), failing to measure offgas

| levels, and failing to document this event in the control room log; and
| (2) agreed "to not discuss the incident with anyone else" and lied to

an investigator about the event.2i

Based on these allegations, the Staff prohibited Mr. Pierce from serving as a
reactor operator for 3 years and imposed some ancillary provisions.

Mr. Pierce denies the allegations. lie states that the Staff incorrectly relies
on Dresden Operating Procedure (DOA) 300-12, "Mispositioned Control Rod,"
Revision 2 (DOA). Mr. Pierce and three other Dresden reactor operators testified
that other plant procedures were applicable and that he had not violated those
in any way. Indeed, he claims he was complying with plant practice and that he

)
had never been trained in DOA 300-12, which the Staff considers applicable.
He also denies having lied about this event or having entered into any agreement
concerning keeping this event secret. *

1. POSITIONS CONCERNING Tile MISPOSITIONED
CONTROL ROD

|

A. Staff Argument

The Staff relies on Dresden Operating Abnormal Procedure (DOA) 300-
12 ("the DOA"), "Mispositioned Control Rod," Revision 2 (November 1991).
The Staff states that the DOA was adopted pursuant to Dresden Technical
Specification 6.2.A.I and Appendix A of Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2
(February 1978).3

The DOA says, in section C,"Immediate Operator Actions," step 2:

if a control rod is found or moved more than one even notch from its in-sequence position,
then all control rod movement must be discontinued

3 A pubhc evidenuary heanng was held November 29-30.1994. en Johet. libnois on January 23,1995, the NRC
Staff hied " Proposed Findings of f act and Concluuuns of Law Concerrung the order Dated Apnl ?!.1994. Issued
to Kenneth G herce"(staff Proposed hndings) Mr Pierce hied a letter contammg a Sununar: of the Evidence on
December 30.1944 (Pierce Sumrnary) On i ebruary 21.1994. Mr Pierce also hied " Proposed Lmuted Fmdings
of Faci and Conclusions af im Concerning the order Dated Apnl 21.1994 Issued to Kenneth G Pierce"(Pierce
Proposed Findmgs) staff then hied its " Rebuttal to the Proposed Imdings of f act and Conclusmns of Law bled
b Kenneih G Pieree"(Staff Rebuttall

59 Fed Reg. 22.693 (May 2.1994t
3 /d at 22.693.
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l
! In section D, " Subsequent Operator Actiors," aeps 2.a(1) and 5, require,
! respectively:

||
, 1

if a single control rod is inse rted more than one even notch from its in-sequence position
|and reactor power was greater than 20*4, and if the mispositioning was withm the last 10 '

minutes, then the mispositioned control rod must be contmuously inserted to position 00.

[the licensed operator must) , , compare the current off gas radiation level to the off
!

gas radiation level prior to the suspected tmie of the mispositioning, and to record data in I

the Unit log book includmg the location of the mispositioned rod, time of discovery of the
i

mispositioning, action, taken, and any other observation determined to be relevant.4 )
i

The significance of the reporting requirements may be appreciated by examining
Step 6 of the DOA, which requires, " prior to the resumption of routine control
rod movements," that:

an upper managenent representauve will conduct an evaluation into the cause of the
mispositioning and implement immediate corrective actions . 8

Staff witness Hiror,ari Peterson also testified, at Tr,64, that a plant proce-
dure, " Unit 2(3), DGP 03-04, Revision 17, ' Control Rod Movements *" (the
DGP) does not apply to mispositioned control rods.* He looks to DGP lE,
" Precautions," at 4 of 14 of the DGP, which states:

1. . In the event of a mispositioned control rod, time is usually of the essence. In order
,

to recover from a mispositioned control rod, refer to DOA 300-12, Mispositioned Control l
Rod. I

He testified, at Tr. 63:

And also in this procedure under the precautions it gives a warning, precautions, to the
people following these procedure, if you deviate from your planned aspect, go to IX)A
300-12.

He also testified, at Tr. 54, that there is a distinct difference between a general
operating procedure, such as the DGP, and a procedure governing an abnormal
event, such as DOA 300-12, He stated:

Okay, first of all. This, you hase to understand, this is [a] . . general procedure. In
this context ttus talks about, again. the QNE is supposed to be their expert associate at any
time there is a sequence, a rod sequence that has to be followed, and that's been approved

|
by licensed individuals and such. If at the point when they are moving those control rods,

'M as 21.6%-%
8 ld at 22.6%
6 The DGP is "Enhibs:9." bound in followmg Tr 52.
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| there is something that is unplanned or maybe they have to change it, then you have, the
! QNE must have the time to review it and approve those changes. But that's in a sense of a
| general operating procedure not in an abnormal situation. And that clearly states m the rest

| vf the procedural precaution is that if you have an abnormal situarum, ie. mispositicmed
control rod, refer to DOA 30012. (Emphasis added }

|

Staff also relics on DGP 03-M i E.3, which states:

3. Control rod movement has a direct and dramatic effect on core reactivity. Like all core
reactivity changes, it must be perforned in a conservative manner in strict compliance with
nntren procedures. [ Emphasis added by the Staff j7

i
The Staff investigation in this case was extensive. As the Staff Proposed

Findings state:

By letter dated November 25,1992, Commonwealth Edison Company (CECO) nonfied
NRC Region ill that it had discovered information about a September 18.1992, mispo-
sitioned rod at the Dresden Station, which was not logged or reported to senior station
managenent, and which suggested that hve individuals had knowledge of the event, but
d;d not report it. Region III appointed an inspection team who, along with investigators
from the Region ill Office of Investigations, composed a Task Nrce which conducted an

;
investigation of this matter beginnmg November 30,1992. The findings and forty-six doc-

!

umentary exhibits of the Office of Investigations were compiled in 01 Repon 3 92-055R
issued May 11,1993, (hereinafter termed "Ol Report"). The findings of the technical staff
were reported in Inspecnon Report 50-237 249N2033 issued September 9,1993. (hereinafter
termed * Inspection Report"). The inspection Report was sent to the five individuals, and an

enforcement conference with transenbed interviews (hereinafter ternwd "EC. Interviews")
of each person was held by Region 111 with four of the five individuals involved 8 During
the conference with Mr. Pierce, he submitted a wntten statement with attachments of parts
of Dresden procedures. This statement asserted that after he mispositioned a control rod,
he followed the directions of the Qualified Nuclear Engineer (QNE), who, according to Mr.
Pierce, had authonty to approve mispositioned rods by parts of Dresden procedures DOA
300-12, DGP 03 04 DAP 07-02 and 07-29.

Subsequently, the Region !!! enforcement board resiewed Mr. Pierce's oral and wntten

explanations, and found that his assertions were not supported by the procedures and his
denial of wrongdoing was contradicted by the other statements of the four other persons
present during the mispositioned rod event.

Accordmgly, after consideration of the evidence in the aforementioned Inspection Report,
01 Report, the E.C. Interviews, and Mr. Pierce's untten subnuttal, the Staff issued orders
dated Apnl 21,1994, to three of the five individuals involved in the September 1992 event,
which restncted their employnrnt in the nuclear industry for three years, with an additional
two year reponing period, and a Notice of Violation to CECO?

7
NRC staff Proposed Findinp of fact and Conclusmas of Law Concerrung the Order Dated Apnl 21,1994.

Issued to IGnneth G. Pierce, knuary 23,1995, at 21122.
8 One individual. Mr Miller. ahhough invued to appear, chose not to anend.
'The footnote nurnbers in the cited text have ticen changed to be consecutne with our own nurnbers
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11. Mr. Pierce's Argument

Mr. Pierce argues that the DOA did not even come into play. lie relies on
the testimony of four licensed operators - all of whom confirm that it was
their practice as licensed operators to permit the QNE to approve unplanned
deviations from a control rod sequence, pursuant to the DGP m The purpose
of this procedure, set forth on page 2 of 14, is to provide " general instructions
for movement of control rods on Units 2 and 3." his procedure has a section
directed toward a licensed operator such as Mr. Pierce. The section is Section
G, on page 5 of 14. Following the beginning of the procedure is a large " NOTE"

| that says, in 2:
]

A QNE [ Qualified Nuclear Engineer) rnay be present at times during control rod movement to
i act as an advisor to the NSO and Operations Shift Supervisor. to provide technical guidance.

and apperne any unplanned Jeriationsfrom the sequence.

|
(Emphasis added.) Mr. Pierce argues that this note is unambiguous. It does
not contain any limitations on the authority of the QNE to approve unplanned
deviations. He further argues that the words of the DGP appear to conflict with
the Staff's interpretation of the meaning of a mispositioned rod. In addition, he
argues that step 3 in the DOA is to contact a QNE. In Mr. Pierce's opinion this
implies that the QNE was not present when the mispositioned rod occurred."

Mr. Pierce also supports his interpretation with two other portions of the
DGP. Section E.4 provides:

j

i

Control rod mosement without approval from a QNE (Qualified Nuclear Engineer) or explicit
procedural guidance may lead to fuel over powenng. Technical Specification siolation or core
damage. (W-8) lEmphasis added ]

He argues the procedure is predicated on the assumption that a nuclear operator
could rely either on the QNE or on explicit procedural guidance. He advances
further support for the controlling role of the QNE in i F.2.:

When performing control rod movements per Control Rod Sequence (DAP 14-14). steps
may NOT be skipped without approval of a QNE. (W-4).

|

N
We note that, in addihon to the four reactor operators. Mr Pierce's argurrrnt is corroborated by Mr. Miller's

sworn testinwny that the Apnl 10 event. discussed below. invohed a " fast rod" and not a "misposmoned rod?
of Report. Lahibit 40 at 41 He as further corroborated by a staienwns of Mr. Tang Wee that "it was not a
nuspositioned rod since QNE authonzed new mstrucuons to include this rod special instrucuons authonied it "
ol Report. Exhibit 20 at 5

i H staff Exhibit 12. Picrce Interview. at 59, hnes 17 22.
|
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II. EVIDENCE CONCERN!NG PROCEDURE VIOLATION

A. Staff Inspection Report

On September 9,1993, the Staff issued a Special Inspection Team Report, i

| "Dresden Control Rod Mispositioning Event, September 18,1992" (SIT Re-
port).82 'Ihat report is very important to a full understanding of this case. It
describes an important similar incident that occurred on April 10,1992, and it
describes the action taken by Commonwealth Edison Company following the
alleged mispositioned control rod event. These two sections of the SIT Report
helped to persuade us that there was substantial ambiguity in plant procedures
concerning mispositioned control rods at the time that Mr. Pierce is accused of
having violated them.

We note that the SIT Report is a competent professional document. Nev-
erthe!ess, we reach a different conclusion than it did concerning whether plant
procedures were followed and whether the NSO, Mr. Pierce, exhibited a lack

| of integrity. Our record contains evidence that the SIT Report did not examine.
j Because this is a legal proceeding we have heard more in-depth evidence than
j was obtained during the Staff investigation. In particular, we have heard live

| testimony from four reactor operators and we have considered, in detail, Mr.

| Pierce's defense - that he was following the procedures as he knew them.')
!

|

| 1. The April 10,1992 Incident
1

When Commonwealth Edison investigated an April 10,1992 mispositioned
control rod event, it concluded that insufficient corrective action was taken.'4 The

failure to take corrective action is consistent with Mr. Pierce's allegation that the
custom at the plant was not violated in that event. In particular, Commonwealth

| Edison showed no concern that DOA 300-12 had not been followed, giving rise
| to the inference that it was satisfied that the DOA was not called into play in
; that event.
| This point is sufficiently important to cite the entire portion of the SIT Report

| on this subject:

!

i
!

12 Following Tr. 243, inspection Report Nos. So 237N2033 (DRP); 54249M2033 (DRP)(STT ReporO,
33 staff Propowd Findmgs at 20118. takes Mr. Pierce's renwrks in Exhibit 12 out of context. Mr. Pierce
very clearly stated, at page 39. 'Tm sure I did whatever the Nuke told me inunedsately, which I still would do j,

hiday" He also has connstently rnaantamed that if a QNE approses a rod nmement it is no longer considered a|

l nusposmoned control rmt See staff Exhibit 12 at 40, $5.
14 lbiloming Tr. 43. srr Report at 9 j
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The Apnl 10,1992 esent occurred on Unit 2 dunng a control rod sequence adjustment to
increase the FCL [Ilow control kne)." Control Rod M4 was being inserted from posiuon 16
to position 14, when the rod " triple-notched" and inserted to position 10. Under the QNE's
[Quahlied Nuclear Engmeer's) direction, the NSO [ Nuclear Station Operatori contmued to
insert control rods (rod M 12) and then withdrew Control Rod M-4 from posinon 10 to
position 14. Subsequently, the ro'l sequence configuration was corrected.

The licensee identified that Control kod M-4 was mispositioned; however, corrective actions
desenbed in Deviation Report (DVR) 12-2 92-64 concentrated on the mechanical problem
associated with the root cause of the control rod triple-notch. Although the control rod dnve
hydraulic (CRDil) dnve water pressure was normal (280 psi over reactor pressure), there was

a mechamcal problem in the insert speed control valve (valve 123) causing dnve speed to be
too fast. The inspectors concluded the licensee took corrective actions for the nrchamcal
problem; however, the imnedsate actions and operator response to the mispositioned control
rod were not in accordance with approved plant procedures.

The operators did not take the mitigating actions in accordance with DOA 300-12. " Mis-
positioned Control Rod" Control Rod 4 was mispositioned greater than one even notch,
and the procedure required subsequent action to insert the affected rod to posmon 00. The
NSO failed to perform the required action and withdrew the rod to position 14. This was an
example of an apparent >iolation of approved procedure (92033-02a/50-237,249 (DRP)).

In addition, the QNE directed the NSO to withdraw the mispositioned rod without SRO
[ Senior Reactor Operator) approval. The SE [ Shift Engineerj and/or SCRE (Station Control
Room Engineer) were desigrated to direct licensed activities as required by DAP 07-01,
* Operations Department Organization." Directmg control rod movement without a senior
operating beense was an example of an apparent violation of approval procedures (92033-
02h/50 237 (DRP)).

From the Apnl 10 event, the beensee identified the abnormal plant condition (mispositioned
control rod), but did not udennfy the fasture to implement required procedural corrective
action.r. The beensee concentrated on the mechanical problem with the CRD system, and
failed to implement corrective actions to assure response to future mispositioned control
rods was m accordance with plant procedures. This was an apparent violation of 10 CFR 50
Appendix B, Cntenon XVI," Corrective Action,"(92033-01/50-237,249 (DRP)). [ Emphasis
added)

We are particularly concerned about the implications for this proceeding of
the last-cited paragraph of the SIT Report, This paragraph appears to us to
corroborate Mr. Pierce's argument, The paragraph raises the following question:

Why did Commonwealth Edison overlook the plant procedure problem?.

A possibility is that they were grossly negligent or had some other improper
motive. Ere likely, in our opinion, Licensee did not fault its personnel

U"rlow control hne" (ICt.) as shonhand for the functwo that relaies the rate of coolant flow in a reactor core
to the power level FCL refers to a hne on a graph that shows this relationship, which diticrs when there are
changes in the reactmty of the core Generally, the ICL is decreased by insemng control rods funhet. Howeser,
a saluence of rod nmenrnis intended to increase the Ift could include sonie insemons of rods at the sane
ome that other rods are being withdrawn.
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! because it considered that they were operating pursuant to the DGP and were
following procedures. Hence, we infer that they did not see any inconsistency
between the DOA and the DGP. Otherwise, they would have felt duty-bound
to correct the inconsistency. We conclude, for purposes of this proceeding,86
that Commonwealth Edison officials did not understand in April 1992, that it
was procedurally necessary to implement the DOA under circumstances when

i
a QNE wrote orders concerning "mispositioning" of rods. In the words of Mr.

I
Ciuffini, Mr. Mosey, and Mr. Pierce, Commonwealth Edison did not think that

|
it entered the DOA when the QNE had approved an unplanned rod movement
sequence pursuant to the DGP. Tr. 121, 249, 258, 259-60 (Ciuffini), 274-75
(Moscy) and 314, 352 (Pierce).

2. Investigation of September 18,1992 Event

When Commonwealth Edison concluded its investigation of the September
18, 1992 event, it found that the individuals' actions were " inappropriate."

i
However, it did not find that the actions were failures to follow existing plant |
procedures, nor did it find a deliberate failure to follow station procedures or
that there was deliberate misconduct of operators in concealing their error."
A subsequent event explains further why Commonwealth Edison did not find
deliberate misconduct. On December 10,1992, corrective actions promised by

|
Commonwealth Edison were to " develop a clear interface between the qualified
nuclear engineers and licensed operators" and to " evaluate the nuclear engineer
training program." SIT Report at 13 3.13. Apparently, until December 10,

,

1

1992, Commonwealth Edison did not feel that a clear interface existed or that
its training program for nuclear engineers had been adequately evaluated.

One test of the clarity of procedures is whether there has been formal training
that spells out their meaning. He Staff gave no testimony about how Mr. Pierce
was trained. Here is how Mr. Pierce describes the training he received about
the April event:

Yes. I received training on the Apnl event prior to Septernber 18th The training consisted
of Mr. Mosey had a bad rod. The training contained no nrntion of CECO's dissatisfaction
with this fai!ure to follow DOA 300-12 while a QNE was present.''

I"We note that Conunonweshh Edison is not a pany to this proceeding and has not presented argunrnts. This
finding is with respect to Mr Pierce and not to Commonwealth Edison.
"STr Report at 111310
ia Tr 11. We note that Mr Pierce is not a lawyer His staterrent was rude in opening renurks and was
not technically sworn. It was, homeser, inade to a gosernnent agency and is sub ect to penalues for lying tot
gv.stnnrnt agencies. There is no contrary evidence in the record
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The record corroborates Mr. Pierce's point of view that he was following existing '

procedures as best he knew how, '

f
B. Testimony of Witnesses

|
|

1. Relemnce

The interpretation of ambiguous texts is a common legal problem. Providing
| that a text, such as an agency rule, is ambiguous, then it is proper to determine
! how those using the rule were intefpreting it. For example, in contract law, it

is said that

The rule that the surmunding circumstances should be considered in the construction of a

contract applies with particular force where the language considered alone is susceptible to
more than one meaning.''

I' also is said that:

I

in the determination of the meaning of an indefinite or ambiguous contract, the construction
placed upon the contract by the parties themselves is to be considered by the court.2"

The general principle that a court is interested in how people have acted
in response to particular language also is found in administrative law. In
interpreting rules, it is said:

Courts give extra authontative weight to interpretative rules and practices which embody
interpretations nuide contemporaneously with the enactment of the statute, or which have
been consistently followed over a long period.21

In this case, we have found that the relationship between the DGP and the
DOA is ambiguous. In addition, practice at the Dresden plant seems to have
been inconsistent, as judged by the SIT Report's conclusions about two different
mispositioned control rod events. Under these circumstances, it is appropriate
to hear how licensed operators have interpreted the overall scheme of local plant
procedures. Especially when procedures are complex, it is helpful to hear how
they are interpreted by the very people who use the procedures day to day. 'they
are the ones to whom the procedures are directed and whose work is affected.
What they say about the meaning of those ptocedures, particularly when several

I'l7A Am Jur. 2d 374 5 356.
20 g. ,,373 g 337,f
21 Kenneth Culp Davis, Admmusrante kw Trearrse at 651714 (2d ed 1979r

As early as 1827. interpretmg a North Carohna statute of 1782, the supreme Court declared- "In
the cont.trucuan of a doubtful and ambiguous law, the contemporaneous construeuon of those who were
called upon to act under the law, and were appointed to carry its provisions into effect, is entitled to very
grear respect." L/mards' kssee v Darlm 25 U s (12 Wheat) 206. 2!O t1827).

See alw Kenneth Culp Davss. Admmusrattve Gw Treatise at 324 5 5 06
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of them have no direct stake in the outcome of this case,is entitled to very great
weight.

2. The Testimony

Testimony in support of Mr. Pierce was given by Mr. Barry Jaicomo (Jaicomo
Test.),22 Mr. Lou Ciuffini(Ciuffini Test.),23 and Mr. Tom Mosey (Mosey Test.).24
All three are Licensed Reactor Operators (NSOs): Mr. Jaicomo since May 23,
1974,23 Mr. Ciuffini since July 25, 1983,26 and Mr. Mosey since 1990?

All three stated that Mr. Pierce did nothing wrong and that they would have
done the same as he did.25 ney said that it was customary at the plant for a

j

| QNE to routinely direct control rod movements? The QNE would get " carte ;
i

blanche on rod movements" from the SRO? They also stated that prior to the |

September incident they could not recall any training or guidance to follow DOA j
300-12 while a QNE is directing rod control movements.3' They each stated ;

that Mr. Pierce knew procedures verbatim and was a stickler for procedures J2 l

Mr. Jaicomo said that Mr. Pierce is an outstanding operator.33 All three are,

I so supportive of Mr. Pierce that they look to ulterior motives to explain his
| dismissal 24

| These reactor operators also testified that important changes were made con-
'

cerning procedures and training in mispositioned control rod events subsequent
| to September 1992." When training on DOA 300-12 was integrated into plant

simulator training, many months after the September incident, the initial simu-
lator run showed that three operators followed DOA 300-12 correctly and that,

! four others made a variety of errors. See also Tr. 70-72.

| Subsequently they decided that training in DOA 300-12 would be given every
2 years.3' Mr. Ciuffini testified that the development of training on DOA 300-12

|

| Following Tr. 28622

23 i

i hillowing Tr i15 i

24 Rillowing Tr. 268
25

| Jawonm Test at I t12-3
: 26 0ufhni Teu at i T12 3

27 Mowy Test at i 112 3.
28 Jaicomo Test at 3117. 8. Ciuthni Test at 2117. 8. and Mosey Test at 2117. 8
"Jascomo Test at i 14b. Ciufhni Test at i 14b. and Mosey Test at i 14b
3"Jascomo Test at i 14J. Ciufhru Test at i 14d. and Mowy leg at i 14d
3'Jascomo Tesa at 1144. Caufhni Test al i 14a. and Mowy Test. at i 14a This testinumy as cormborated by
our analysis below at p. 214. of devianon reports on nusposatmned control rod incidems,
32 Jaiconm Test at 3 11 9. 10. 14.Oufbru Tesi at 2 t19.10-13. and Mosey Test at 3 t19-12.14
33

Jascone Tesi at 4115.
34 Oufhni Test at 41181 13. and at 5115. Jaicomo Test. at 3 1111 14. and Money Tesi ai 3115-
33 Althwgh it is standard legal doctnne th.it changes made by a defemiant cannot be introduced mio evidence
to prove habihty pnar to the changes, the evidence here is not being introduced to show wrongdomg by

| Comnmnwealth Edison its use is to esculpate an individual from disciphne br what he is supposed to have
| known pnor to the changes.

3*Jaicone Test at 215a
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went through "several iterations" because of its complexity.37 It is now clear
to everyone that individual control rod movements are documented.38 It also is

| now clear that the SRO approves all rod movements.3'

C. Previous Deviation Reports

Staff Exhibit 14 contains eight reports on previous mispositioned control rod
events. First, we find that the existence of eight reported events does not provide

| any evidence concerning the frequency with which unreported mispositioned
control rod events may also have occurTed." There is no basis in our record for
estimating the percentage of reporting. We accept the testimony of Mr. Ciuffini
that there was no perceived need to report Mr. Pierce's alleged mispositioned
control rod because it had been approved by the QNE and because there was little
safety significance of this particular rod movement in a coast-down situation.'

Second, we have reviewed these events, which we summarize by their DVR
number (last two digits only), in the same sequence provided in the Staf f Exhibit:

Was QNE Present Was DOA 300-12
DVR No. at first? Entered?

39 Yes No
97 Immediately No

notified

29 No (QNE notified) Not mentioned by name. No
rod was moved to 00. NSO
moves rod before notifying
QNE. Off Gas indications

checked.

33 No (QNE notified) Yes, but it may have been
misapplied since no rod was
moved to 00 and no Off Gas

test results are mentioned.
179 No (QNE notified) No |
23 No Yes j
64 Don't Know No
71 No Yes, but rod inserted to 00

!
only after discussions with I

QNE

37
Cmfhm Test at i 15s

3"Jacomo Test at 215e
''Jaiconn Test at 215c; Cmfhm Test at 215b. d, and Mmey Test at 215e
"we rqcct staff 1%yosed i momgi al 25 1935, 36
'I lr 258
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Since DOA 300-12 was not entered in four of the eight "mispositioned control
rod" events, we conclude that the practice at Dresden concerning DOA 300-12
was that it was as often breached as honored. Even when the procedure was
" entered,"it appears that its provisions were not well understood.

D. Training

On November 14, 1994, we ordered the Staff to file a Special Brief setting
forth its view of:

the effect of the ''special instruction for rod movement." issued by a Quahfied Nuclear
Engineer (QNE), on the obligations of Mr. Pierce.42 The Special Brief shall discuss the
facts of this case in relationship to the apphcable regulations, technical specifications and
procedures. It also shalldiscuss the training given to Mr. Pierce and the StafI's evaluation
of the efficacy of that training in the struation in which Mr. Pierce found himself. See 01
Report. Exhibit 7, page 4 (last sentence of i 6).

(Emphasis added.) The Staff filed a " Response to Licensing Board's Memoran-
dum and Order of November 14, 1994." In that document the Staff stated, at 2.
that its witnesses'

wntien testimony, in final preparation now, will address these two [ Board] questions. The
questions are addressed by the two Staff witnesses who are presently and formerly in the
operator licensing section in Region lli (Mr. Jordan and Mr. Feterson. respectively). These
mirnesses are thoroughly knowledgeable about the Commission's regutaions governing
operator hcensmg and trammg. They ud! be able to answer the Board's quesnons on these
matters at the hearmg scheduled to begin on November 29,1994, if the written testimony
has not already answered the questions to the Ikard's satisfaction. [ Emphasis added.1

When the time for the hearing arrived, we asked Mr. Peterson about what
relevant training Mr. Pierce had received. Surprisingly, Mr. Peterson did not
know whether Mr. Pierce had receised any relevant training. He testified:

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE BLOCll: Do you know whether there was any
training in the relationship between the reactor operator and the quahtied nuclear engineer?

WITNESS PETERSON. Personally, no. But there's certam areas where they would
have to review the procedures.

ADMINISTRATIVE JUlX3E BLOCil: I'm sorry. I want to know if you know
that there was training in the relationship bet een the QNE and the operator of the reactor.

WITNESS PETERSON. No. I can't say

42
We note that the " Report of Insestigahon Dresden Nuclear Power Plant." No 3-92-055R (May 1,1993) states.

at 21. eviderwe item #18 ''Pil RCI undersinod that the Misposinoned Contml Rod Procedure only apphes when
a nuclear engineer is not presens " (Exhibit 41 at 58. 60 61.)
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ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE BLOCil: And do you know w has the procedures provided
about the relationship between the QNE and the OR?

WITNESS PETERSON: Excuse me? What was that again?

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE BLOCil: Was there anything in the procedures of the
plant that covered the appropriate relationship between the QNE and the operator?

WITNESS PETERSON: I beheve there are set procedures.

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE BLOCil: Okay.

WITNESS PETERSON: I can't remember exactly what details they were.
4

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE BLOCll: But could you show us now what the relation-
;

ship is between those procedures and the matter that we're being asked to consider?

WITNESS PETERSON: I can't do it personally, specifically you know, but I can do it
more generally.

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE BLOCll: But that's what we need. We need it specifi.
cally. We need to know what the relationship is in the procedures between the QNE and the
operator, because that's the principal defense before us.

i

WITNESS PETERSON: Well, particularly the QNE is a person who would have the
knowledge aspect of the rod program. They're the individuals who will set up the rod
sequencing for starting up the reactor, and also controlhng the rod configuration as the plant
is operating. They are supposed to be the experts associated with the flux distribution and
where the rods should be positioned. And they have specific procedures on that. !

IVrsonally, in an aspect of regulations, we do not examine QNE because they are not
licensed by the NRCf3

,

Based on this testimony, we conclude that Mr. Pierce never received any
wievant training concerning how he should relate to a QNE when a control rod
is found or moved more than one even notch from its in-sequence position.

E. Custom Is Not an Excuse for a Violation

We want to be very clear about our conclusion in this case. We are examining
a case in which the application of two plant procedures, viewed side by side,

'

is ambiguous. We have called those procedures the DGP and the DOA. In
particular, there is a note in the DGP that supports a reasonable belief that the
QNE - if present during an unintended rod movement - may " approve any
unplanned deviationsfrom the sequence." (Emphasis added.) This supports Mr.
Pierce's view that an unplanned deviation that is approved by a QNE is not a
mispositioned control rod.

We note the Staff's argument that the Note does not apply when there is a
,

I

43 Tr. 30 32.
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mispositioned control rod. flowever, that reading would narrow the italicized
language, which apparently would never apply. That narrow interpretation of
the DGP does not persuade us. We conclude that the terms of the DOA and the

.

|
DGP are in conflict.

Viewed as a whole, plant procedures concerning mispositioned control rods
were ambiguous at the time of the September event. Under that circumstance, we
consider it appropriate to examine the practice, at the time, of plant operators to
see how they understood and executed those procedures. In this case, testimony

|
by plant operators persuades us that Mr. Pierce's interpretation of the procedures
is a reasonable one and that it would be unfair to discipline him for adopting a
reasonable view of the procedures.

We are not persuaded that Mr. Pierce's nervousness after this event was
any indication that he failed to comply with procedures.44 Ilis nervousness
may have occurred because the Assistant Superintendent of Operations at
Dresden had informed Mr. Pierce that disciplinary action would be taken for
any mispositioned rod.45 lie may also have been upset because of the work
" atmosphere"" or because he felt that if he didn't do "everything just right"
Dresden might be shut down.47 lie also may have been concerned because
his movement of control rod til was the only one he had ever unintentionally
moved.48

We note that the evidence about operator practice is corroborated by two
other persuasive pieces of evidence. First, we have discussed the SIT Report's
conclusions that Commonwealth Edison investigated both the April precursor
event and the September event and that in neither case did it find a violation
of procedures. Second, we analyzed deviation reports for mispositioned control
rod events, and we found that it was common for operators not to follow the
DOA, which is the basis for the Staff's enforcement action. I

We are convinced that, in light of ambiguous procedures and a leck of relevant
training, Mr. Pierce should not be penalized for his failure to fo..ow the DOA
during the September event. Additionally, he is not to be faulted for a failure to
document the alleged mispositioned control rod incident because Staff has not

,

provided any persuasive authority that he was unreasonable in his belief that the |

DOA never was entered and that, therefore, he was not required to report the
event that had occurred. In Mr. Pierce's opinion, this event was " cured" by the
action of the QNE and did not require a report.

We note that the ambiguous plant procedures were corrected subsequently.

'd Staff Proposed finshngs at 44-451121
'5 Jordan Tesi at 7. following Tr. 26. See also staff Ethibit 12. Pierce Intemew. as $3 hne 4 to 54 hne 14
4' staff Exhibit 12. Pierce Insemew. as 62 hnes 120.
47 /4 at 63. hnes 1L23
'8 14 at 70. hnes 210
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It is helpful that all control rod movements be documented so that a reviewable

record is created. Ilowever, we do not consider Mr. Pierce's nonreporting to
be a breach of unambiguous procedures at the time it occurred. We do not find
him culpable for failure to follow unclear rules.

III. EVIDENCE CONCERNING CONCEALMENT OR LYING

Even though we already have concluded that Mr. Pierce did not commit a
violation by failing to follow the DOA, we still must analyze the charge that
he lied during the investigation. We do not, however, need to consider further
wheiher he " agreed" to keep the alleged mispositioned control rod event secret.

Since we already have ruled that here was no clear and unambiguous procedural
requirement to report the "mispositioned control rod" that was approved by the
QNE, it was not a violation to agree with others not to report it.** So we need
not determine whether or not such an agreement actually took place. It is settled
law that a person cannot be responsible for a conspiracy to commit an act that
is legal."

We do not decide whether the Nuclear Regulatory Commission could disci-
pline a reactor operator for agreeing to conceal information under the mistaken

belief that he was procedurally required to report that information. That propo-
sition is not relevant to this case because we have not been persuaded that Mr.
Pierce had an obligation to make such a report or believed that he was required
to make such a report, l.ikewise, we do not have to decide whether it is ille.

d'our review of the evidence does not persuade us that Mr Pierce agreed with others to do anything improper
The preponderance of the eudence supports our concluuon that Mr. Tang Wee stuted that the event did not have
to be discussed further At ihnt pomt. Mr. Pierce snay or may not have focused on what was said as he was
attending to the mstrurnents He semained silent. cather because he had not heard or because he agreed with what
Mr. Tang wee s.ud.

" Stone v Welhams. 970 F 2d IN3. cert. demed.113 S Ct 2331.124 L Ed. 2d 243 (2d Cir.1992) (Under
Alabama law, a cause of acnon for conspiracy arues ma from conspiracy itself but from wrong alleged to be the
obpct of she casuperacy The allegaimn of fraudulent suppressmn of a matenal fact requires that there he a duty to
disclose that fact because of special circunntances found in the facts of a casch Robbms v Clarte. 946 F.2d 1331
otth Car 1991) (Pnson officials did not comma allegal act by dechmng to reveal idenunes of pnsoners tesung
posiuve for human immunodeticiency virus OHv). cause of AIDS (Acqmred Immune Dericiency syndrome), and.
thus, officials did rmt comrrut an acimnnble conspiracyh Colorado Termers Unwn. Inc. * Romer. 730 F. Supp.
1041. appealdumused. %3 F.2d 1394. cert demed. I13 S. Ct 1%0.122 L Ed. 2d 739 (D. Colo 1990)(Cinzens
that had sponsored cinzen-manated anendnent to State Consutuhon could not nuuntain comnun-law conspiracy
claim aFainst Fosernor who had spoken out sgainst mittative, as gnernor's rgorrs to defrat amendment were not
anlawful. and as cinzens failed to present any evidence that governor had used unlawfut means to accomphsh that
goah. Knu Constructwn and Engmrersng. inc. v Internatwnal Fodelm insurame Co. 749 F. Supp. 753. ag'd.
%I F.2d 213 (W.D ta 1990)(The actmnable rienent in a esval conspiracy claim under Louisiana law is not the
conspiracy itself. but rather the tort that the conspirators agreed to perpetrale and which they actually conumited,
m whole or in part. however, to recover plamng must be able to prove that an agreement ritued between the
acca.,ed Jefendants to commer the tilegal or tortwas act that resuhed in plamnff*s in3ury); and Ameruan Computer
Trust hasma v. Jack Farrrilimplement Co. 763 F. Supp 1473. order aff'd and remanded. %7 Y 2d i208. cert
demed. Borrboom internatwnal. Inc. v Ameruun Compuser Trust hasmg.1i3 S. Ct 414. I21 L Ed 338 (l13
S CI 414.121 L Ed 2d 3310 (Mere custence of combinanon of persons acung m concert is msocient to
estabbsh civil conspiracy if there is no undertymg wrong. there can be no ciul conspiracy)
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gal to agree to hide information from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, as
we interpret Mr. Tang Wee to have suFgested that it was not necessary to file

!
,

a report about the alleged mispositioned rod, and we do not conclude that he
was suggesting -in the broken and imperfect English that he uses - that the
trainees and others agree to an oath of silence.58

The remaining issue is whether Mr. Pierce lied to investigators concerning
! the mispositioned control rod event or its aftermath.

A, Discussion of Allegations

Staff proposed findings at pp. 53-55 are the bases for its allegation that Mr.
Pierce did not provide accurate information to the NRC. In this section of our
opinion, we set forth each proposed finding, discuss that finding in light of Mr.
Pierce's response, and then reach conclusions with respect to those findings.

I1. Staff Findmg 136' When asked ten times by the NRC Task Ibrce about the discus- '

sion/mecung/ agreement of Messrs. Miller. Marotto hecard. Tang Wee and Pierce, Mr.
Pierce denied all knowledge of the dncussion, even when informed that the other four '

persons att stated he was present at the discussion. Staff Ex.12. pp. 42,45 49. 8182.

|

This Staff finding relates to a closed investigative interview conducted with {
Mr. Kenneth G. Pierce, Jr., at the LaSalle County Courthouse on December 30,
beginning at 10:20 a.m. The Staff was represented by Richard T. Anderson
and Joseph M. Ulie, investigators, and Hironori Peterson, Reactor Engineering
Operator Licensing Examiner.

Mr. Pierce denied any memory that Mr. Tang Wee had told him that "anything
that had to do with 11-1, was not to leave the control room." On page 42 of the
transcript of that interview, the following questions and answers are found:

Q Do ,,ou remember Mr. Tang Wee coming down and having a discussion with the
two trainees is all?

A ic.

Q Okay. There was no discussion with them that you can remember?

A Not that I remember.

Q Was there any discussion by Mr. Tang Wee at the fhe-panel board. where you
would have been stationed, about **Mr. Miller calming down. Mr. Miller getting yourself
under control, Mr. Miller,let's follow and contmue on with the rod movement. We can get
this under control"

88 Sir p 223. below
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Do you remember anythmg hAs that being said in your presence within the hrst few '

stunutes at the fne-panel board?

A No.

Q Do you remernber Mr. Tang Wee conung down to the five-panel board at all?
i

A No.
|

| Q Okay. |

A Like I say, it's three and a half nuenths ago. now. lie may have; I don't know.
|

t

We have studied this section of the transcript and we have reviewed related
transcript sections. In those pages, Mr. Pierce was repeatedly confronted by
Mr. Anderson with statements indicating that there was testimony from four
individuals that there was a meeting (Tr. 48) and Mr. Pierce kept denying any

| memory of that meeting.

It is important to note that while Mr. Pierce denied attending a meeting behind
the five panel board, he did not deny that there was any meeting. He stated
there had been a discussion with the other individuals about the mispositioned
rod at Tang Wee's desk. Anderson Testimony at 5, following Tr.135.

He Staff finding needs mo^f cation in one respect. Mr. Pierce did not " denyi

, all knowledge." lie said he t "' not remember.

2. Staff Findmg 137: At heanng. Staf f witness. Mr. Richard Anderson. chief investigator
for the Region III Office of Investigations (01) which participated in the investigation
of the mispositioned rod event, stated that he and a colleague on the investigation
team collected the exhibits attached to 01 Report No. 3-92-055R. and that he wrote
the sununary report. Testinumy of Richard T. Anderson concerning the Order dated
Apnl 21.1994, issued to Kenneth G. Pierce, ff. Tr.135. pp. l.4_s2

his finding is correct. We note that in the cited statement of Mr. Anderson,
he stated that the interview of Mr. Pierce on December 30,1992, occurred about
27 days after the other interviews were completed. We conclude that there is an

;

inadequate basis for us to determine that Mr. Pierce lied when he said he did |
not remember. We note, as we discuss below, that others remembered either a
discussion or a meeting and were not completely consistent about the contents of
these events. The additional time that passed before Mr. Pierce was questioned

i

lends added difficulty to a determination that he may have willfully lied when I

he said he did not remember.

3. Mr. Anderson explamed that the reasons for his conclusion that Mr. Pierce dehberately
provided inaccurate information to the NRC Task Force were: the testimony of Messrs.

82
Mr. Richard T. Anderson, an Invesugawr in the Region III Off6ce of Investiganons. holds a B.s. in Accounung

and has 25 years expenence in invesugalory posinons 4 of which have been v1th the Conumssion
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hccard. Mdler, Marotto, and Tang Wee that there was a meetmg or dacussic,n about the
mispositioned rod which took place behind the control panel and that Mr. herce was
present; Mr. Miller's testimony that Mr. herce rephed affirmatnely to a statenrnt by Mr.
Tang Wee that informanon about the misposinoned rod was not to leave the control room;
Mr. herce's statement to CECO that he might have heasd someone give advice about
Lecping the incident within the control rootn; Mr. Merce's statement that he remembered
saying that the day's rod movenents were a rughtmare. a comment that Mr. hecard
heard Mr. herce say befund the panel; Mr. herce's repeated denial of any memory of i

the agreement of the five persons w hen repeatedly questioned by the investigation team;
and Mr. Pierce's evasion of a direct answer to the interviewers' questions, attemptmg to
focus attention on denial of a formal "meetmg." /d.. pp. 4-6.

We have reviewed this finding and have decided that we must examine the
issue for ourselves. First, we are aware that hir. Anderson's judgment about

1

misrepresentation was formed in relationship to what we now conclude was an I

erroneous belief that hir. Pierce had violated procedures, including failure to
file a required report. Second, we give little credence to unsigned statements
and to investigatory notes prepared by people who have not appeared before us
for cross-examination. We place greater weight on signed or sworn statements.
Third, we examined the testimony of the different witnesses to see whether they
agreed or disagreed with one another and with hir, Pierce concerning particular
events that occurred after the alleged mispositioned rod incident. We conclude !

that there is substantial corroboration for hir. Pierce's testimony and that his
failure to remember a meeting or conversation is credible.

j
For us to find that there has been a misrepresentation, we have to look at

precisely what questions were asked and what answers were given by each |

Iwitness. It is important to examine any inconsistencies that may exist among
the stories and to attempt to understand the perspective that each witness brought I
to the investigative interviews.

We did, in fact, attempt to have the Staff prepare just this kind of analysis
| for us. However, Staff apparently did not fully understand what we wanted,

so it presented a Table of Statements Regarding the Agreement to Keep the
hiispositioned Rod Secret from Dresden hianagement. Staff Findings at 4-16.

We note that Staff did not present any live testimony concerning the al-
leged meeting or discussion. Instead, Staff sets forth a variety of statements,
including unsigned statements and interview notes. We disregard these unsigned

| statements and notes as insufficiently reliable to support a conclusion that a mis-
representation had occurred. (The notes are, however, generally consistent with
the sworn or signed statements in our record.)

| Relying, then, on sworn or signed statements, we find that there are substantial
differences among witnesses. We also find that the witnesses often were

; responding to leading questions rather than to general questions that elicited
| their unaided memories.
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How, then, did the witnesses say that the alleged meeting occurred? Mr.
Piccard stated, at Tr. 50-51 of his NRC Task Force Interview, that before the
meeting started, Mr. Pierce was way back in a back corner of the control room.
He began to state what Mr. Pierce was doing back there, but his answer was cut

i off by a further question.
|

| John Marotto, on the other hand, signed a statement that indicated that he

i had no recollection of Mr. Pierce being "way back there" before the meeting
! started. Staff Findings at 6-7. He stated that " George, Sean, and myself (and :

| / think A'en /Mr. Piercel also) [ emphasis addedJ found a spot somewhat away
lfrom e 'cryone else in the control room (we were behind the panels) . "

.

| So, Mr. Marotto, who stated that Mr. Tang Wee later told everyone to calm
| down, did not unequivocally state that Mr. Pierce was present when that event

occurred.
! Later, Mr. Marotto was questioned by the NRC Task Force. Staff Findings

at 8. The Task Force apparently assumed that Mr. Pierce was at the meeting
i

| and did not initially ask Mr. Marotto whether or not Mr. Pierce was at the
'

meeting, even though he had hedged about that earlier. The Task Force asked
Mr. Marotto if Mr. Pierce made any comments about agreeing with a statement
Mr. Tang Wee allegedly made. Mr. Marotto said:

|

| am sure Ken probably dd agree with him. I don't know exactly uhat Ken said. I dem's
[ recall Ken saying a uhole lot at that conversanon.

(Emphasis added.) Even though Mr. Marotto later said that Mr. Pierce was
!- present in the meeting, the vagueness of his memories does not lead us to

conclude that Mr. Pierce lied when he stated he had no memory of this event.
He may well have been nearby and not listening intently.

Subsequently, at his enforcement conference interview. Mr. Marotto stated:

I remember going back into the panels. to the back panels. We went back there to look at
the instrumentation and some of the controls back there to check some things and while we
were back there, it was all five of us were back there. I behese. and he . IEmphasis

added.]

Staff Findings at 8. We note that, in this testimony, Mr. Marotto finally explained
i how the " meeting" occurred. This version is entirely consistent with Mr. Pierce's

statement that he did not remember a meeting but that all of them may have been
back behind the panels doing something. Investigative Interview of Kenneth G.

;
Pierce, Jr., December 30,1992, at 49. i

Mr. Sean Miller signed a handwritten statement that Mr. Pierce met with him
behind the back panels on Unit 2. Staff Findings at 9. However, at his NRC
Task Ibrce interview, he stated that at first he did not think that Mr. Pierce was

present "back there." Staff Findings at i1. Then Mr. Tang Wee and Mr. Pierce
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came back. (Note that this is different from Mr. Piccard's statement that Mr.
Pierce was back there first.) Id.

Mr. David Tang Wee's testimony also casts doubt on whether there was "a

meeting." lie said, at his NRC Task Force Interview, Staff Findings at 12:

I walked in on them. I so happened to walk into Shawn [ sic][,) and his two trainees
and Ken were back there.

We note that they were "back there" but Mr. Tang Wee says nothing about Mr.
Pierce being at "a meeting" or "a discussion." Indeed, Mr. Tang Wee discusses
this incident as if his principal discussion was with the QNE and his assistants

!

and his principal purpose was to calm them down and reassure them. Mr. Tang
Wee states that " Ken was doing something on the panel themselves. I am not
sure." Staff Findings at 13. Later, ;n his Enforcement Conference Interview,
Mr. Tang Wee said:

the NSO [Mr. Pierce] was doing his work as far as I remember. I renember him down on
his knees. stamping the chart. This is in the back panel.

Staff Findings at 13. This testimony helps to explain why Mr. Pierce would not
remember a meeting " We conclude that: (1) he was back there doing his job;
(2) he did not place his full attention on what was going on with the others;
and (3) 3 months later he honestly did not remember any meeting or discussion

|
behind the panels.

I

4. Staff Findmg 139: Mr. Pierce stated that if words concerning keeping the misposi-
tioned rod in the control room had been said in his presence, he would remember it
and imnediately question it and alert higher authorities; he operated by the rules as
he knew them to the best of his abihty; he has no recollection of any such statement
and doesn't believe it was made in his presence; he remembered Mr. Tang Wee said,

'

they were lucky to haw special instructions and a nuclear engineer; Mr. Tang Wee
meant they were lucky not to go through DOA 300-12 because it y ould require a lot of
meetings which would have been frmtless. because it wasn't ' emething that could be
prevented from happenmg again, whereas they knew the cunent atnmsphere regardmg

H
We note that Mr. Tang Wer did nut tesufy and thai we did not have an opportumry to observe him or assess

his demeanor Nevertheless, we have weighed his testmumy. If. instead we considered has tesunumy to be
inadnussable, then we would have to reach the same result because his tesunumy is part of the basis offered for
the case against Mr Pictee.

We have not reached the queshon of whether or not Mr. Pierce entered into an agreement about whether to
keep ttungs quiet- That questwn seems renwte smce we are not even sure whether Mr. Pierce participated m
"the nreung." h seems most hkely that he overheard Mr Tang Wee assertmg that an operasor could follow the
direchons of a QNE Whatever he said. he may have concurred with Mr Tang Wee that it was unnecessary to
go any further with an incident in which a QNE was present. issuing directions Most hkely he overtrard Mr
Tang Wee makmg these reraarks and - bemg busy with the instrunrnts - either said nothmg or mumbled sone
kmd of verbal agreenent smee his anennon was elsewhere. we beheve that he did not remember makmg an
agreement.
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control rod rnisposmonings he thougts he was going to get a day off wnhout pay; he
renembers saying ''Darnn nght" but thinks it referred to cornpletion of lengthy control
rod rnmenent. Tr. 31519.

I
We accept all of this testimony as truthful. Mr. Pierce is an even-minded, !

thoughtful witness and has represented himself well in these proceedings. We
believe him. If he had perceived that Mr. Tang Wee was suggesting something

,

'

improper, we believe that he would have remembered that and have testified
to it. Ilowever, all Mr. Tang Wee was doing was reassuring some trainees
about the proper interpretation of an event. At the time, Mr. Pierce agreed with
the explanation, so he had little reason to remember this discussion. We note
that after reflecting on Mr. Pierce's reasons for agreeing with Mr. Tang Wee's
reassurances, we have concluded that the procedural interpretation shared by
Mr. Tang Wee and Mr. Pierce was reasonable.

We find that Mr. Pierce reasons well, showing an understanding of complex
.

regulatory matters and responding with patience even under highly trying |
circumstances. In our proceeding, he has asserted what he believed to be the
truth, even when NRC Staff witnesses were strongly disagreeing with him.

B. Conclusion

We find the Staff's case unconvincing. By a preponderance of the evidence,
we find that Mr. Pierce was telling the truth in his testimony and in his statements
to NRC officials. We believe that he did not remember being part of a " meeting"
or " discussion" behind the panel. Those who claimed to remember a meeting
disagree about many of its details. It seems likely that Mr. Pierce was in the

|
vicinity of a discussion that took place behind the control panels. Most likely
he was attending to the instruments and noticed what was happening only at the

| periphery of his consciousness.
| We are not sure how it was that the Staff reached a contrary conclusion in

this case. It appears that they began with the assumption that the mispositioned
rod had to be reported and that it was illegal to agree not to report it. From
that premise, they reached a conclusion that Mr. Pierce could not possibly have

| failed to remember such a " striking" event as a meeting w here such an agreement
occurred. Then they overlooked the need to examine each piece of testimony
in detail. They r.ever seem to have analyzed precisely what each person said
about what happened at the conference or to have considered the significancei

| of different people having different memories of the events. They also seem
'

to have overlooked the possibility that Mr. Pierce did not give full attention to
| what was happening around him when he was behind the control panel looking

at instruments.
!
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l IV. OVERALL CONCLUSION

We conclude, for reasons stated above, that Mr. Kenneth Pierce did not

knowingly violate any plant procedures. The procedures were complex and
contained an biguities. His interpretation of plant procedures at the time of this
event was a reasonable interpretation of the words of the procedures and was
consistent with plant practice.

By a preponderance of the evidence, we also conclude that Mr. Pierce
answered honestly and completely in the enforcement process. The charge of
rnisrepresentation was unfounded.

V. ORDER

For all the foregoing reasons and upon consideration of the entire record in
this matter, it is, this 27th day of March 1995, ORDERED, that:

1. Mr. Kenneth Pierce is exonerated of all charges against him and the
enforcement order issued to him on April 21,1994, is vacated.

2. This is a final initial decision and shall become the final action of the
Commission forty (40) days after its issuance unless any party petitions for
Commission review in accordance with 10 C.F.R. 6 2.786 or the Commission
takes review sua sponte.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

Dr. Richard F. Cole
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE l

|

|
Frederick J. Shon
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Peter B. Bloch, Chair
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Rockville, Maryland
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OFFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS
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(
| In the Matter of Docket No. 030-01786 1

) (License No.19 00296-10) |

NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH March 5,1995 I

l

The Director of the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards granted
- in part, was unable to grant in part, and determined that a petition dated De-
cember 2,1993, and rubmitted by the North Bethesda Congress of Citizen's
Associations (Petitioner), was mooted in part. The petition requested that the !
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) take action with regard to the National
Institutes of Health (NIH), specifically that the NRC: (1) suspend License Con-

| dition 27 (formerly License Condition 24) of the NIH Materials License No.

| 19-00296-10 (License), which authorizes NIH to dispose of licensed materials
| by incineration, pending resolution of two regulatory issues -(a) no environ-

| mental report or environmental assessment has been completed regarding the
! incineration of radioactive waste on NIH's Bethesda campus, and (b) there may |

be less than adequate monitoring to ensure that radioactive effluents ae within
regulatory limits; (2) provide copies of the NRC environmental assessments

!
and/or safety evaluations that provide the bases for (a) an exception from 10
C.F.R. 6 20.303(d) limits regarding radioactive materials discharges into sani-
tary sewer systems (License Condition 21); and (b) approval of the construction ;

! and operation of a low-level waste storage facility at NIH's Poolesville cam- J

pus (License Condition 28); and (3) forward a copy of future correspondence
between NRC and NIH regarding these matters to the Petitioner. The Director

; determined that because NIH permanently ceased operation of the three incin-
'

erators and amended the license to delete License Condition 27, the request to
: suspend License Condition 27 was moot. Because the NRC was not required to
| conduct environmental assessments in connection with the NIH applications for

authority to incinerate radioactive waste and for authority to discharge radioac-
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tive materials into sanitary sewer systems, and because NIH was not required to
submit environmental reports in connection with those applications, Petitioner's ,

request for copies of such environmental assessments and reports cannot be {
granted. The information submitted by NIH in support of its application for ;

authwity to construct and operate the Poolesville low-level waste storage facil- '

ity, however, is the functional equivalent of an environmental report and safety
evaluation. The Director supplied the Petitioner with copies of documents sub- j
mitted by NIH in support of License Conditions 21,27, and 28. The Director
placed Petitioner on the distribution list for all correspondence regarding op- |
cration of the NIH incinerators, sewer disposal limits, and interim radioactive I

waste storage license amendments at the Poolesville facility. |
|

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 5 2.206

I. INTRODUCTION

By letter addressed to the Executive Director for Operations, dated Decembe-

| 2,1993, Arlene S. Allen, on behalf of the North Bethesda Congress of Citizen's
'

Associations, Inc. (North Bethesda Congress, or Petitioner), requested that
NRC take action with respect to the National Institutes of Health (NIH, or the
Licensee) in Bethesda. Maryland.

Petitioner requests that the NRC: (1) suspend License Condition 24 of
the NIH Materials License No. 19-00296-10 (License), which authorizes NIH
to dispose of licensed materials by incineration, pending resolution of two
regulatory issues - (a) no environmental report or environmental assessment

| has been completed regarding the incineration of radioactive waste on NIH's
'

Bethesda campus, and (b) there may be less than adequate monitoring to ensure
that radioactive effluents are within regulatory limits; (2) provide copies of the

| NRC environmentr.1 assessments and/or safety evaluations that provide the bases
for (a) an exception from 10 C.F.R. 6 20.303(d) limits regarding radioactive
materials discharges into sanitary sewer systems (License Condition 21); and
(b) approval of the construction and operation of a low level waste storage

! facility at NIH's Poolesville campus (License Condition 28); and (3) forward a
j

copy of future correspondence between NRC and NIH regarding these matters 1

| to the North Bethesda Congress. !

! 'Ihe Petitioner asserts the following as bases for these requests: (1) NIH
,

i has not completed or submitted to the NRC an environmental report regarding
i radiological releases from incinerators at the Bethesda campus, and the NRC j

has not issued an environmental assessment or impact statement regarding NIH
'

radiological emissions, as required by the National Environmental Policy Act and
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10 C.F.R. 55 51.21,51.45, and 51.60(b); (2) licensing the disposal of radioactive
waste by incineration is a federal action subject to the NEPA process; (3) because
releases from the Nill incinerators are capable of exceeding regulatory limits and
will increase over the next few years, and because total radiological emissions
from NIH are sufficient to warrant environmental analysis, the continued burning
of radioactive waste by NIH without an environmental report and environmental
assessment are in noncompliance with NRC environmental regulations; (4)
although NRC cited NIH for its failure to adequately monitor radioactive
effluents and Nill committed to install instrumentation for continuous monitoring
as a corrective action for having exceeded its yearly radioactive effluent release
limit to unrestricted areas for 1987, no continuous monitoring for radioactive j
airborne effluents exists for the NIH incinerator stacks; (5) it is not clear that the |

box monitoring system installed by NIH adequately detects radioactive waste,
and small amounts of iodine continue to be identified in the incinerator ash,
indicating that medical waste still gets into the incinerators; and (6) it is unclear
that NIH methods to assess radioactive effluent releases at the incinerators satisfy
regulatory requirements and provide assurance that Part 20 limits are being met.

The NRC Staff provided a partial response to North Bethesda Congress
by letter dated February 24, 1994. The Staff acknowledged receipt of the
petition, and denied Petitioner's request to suspend License Condition 24
pending resolution of the petition. The denial of the request to suspend
License Condition 24 was based on findings of the then-most-recent NRC
Inspection Report, Inspection Report No. 030-01786/92-001, which concluded
that emissions from the incinerators at the NIH Bethesda campus were within
regulatory limits and that, despite some deficiencies, the incineration operation
was under adequate control. The NRC Staff, therefore, determined that there
was no immediate risk to public health and safety from continued operation of
the incinerators. The February 24,1994, letter granted Petitioner's request for
copies of environmental assessments and/or safety evaluations insofar as such
documents exist and could be retrieved. A later search of the active and archived
NRC files disclosed no such documents. The February 24, 1994 letter also |

granted Petitioner's request for copies of all correspondence with the Licensee

j concerning the matters raised by Petitioner,
As of May 1994, all three incinerators were taken out of service by NIH.

In v letter dated August 10, 1994, NIH committed to permanently stop all
incineranon oflow-level radioactive waste at its Bethesda campus, and requested
a license amendment to delete License Condition 27 (formerly License Condition

| 24) from License No. 19-00296-10. This application was granted by NRC on
| November 3,1994.

| 1 have completed my evaluation of the matters raised by Petitioner, and

| have determined that, for the reasons stated below, Petitioner's request to
suspend authority to incinerate pursuant to License Condition 24, pending

I
i
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performance of an environmental assessment and an environmental report with
regard to iV.neration operations, and pending review of incinerator operating
procedures, is moot. Petitioner's request for environmental assessments and/or
safety evaluations in connection with License Conditions 21 and 28 cannot be
granted because the NRC was not required to perform environmental assessments
or formal safety evaluations in connection with the low-level radioactivity
associated with N111 discharges to the sanitary sewer system and with the low-
level waste storage facility at Nill's Poolesville campus, as explained below.
Documents constituting the informal equivalent of an environmental review or
safety evaluation in connection with License Conditions 21, 24, and 28, will |
be supplied to Petitioner. Petitioner's request for a copy of all correspondence

'

'

between NRC and NIH regarding these matters was granted by the NRC Staff
letter dated February 24,1994.

II. IIACKGROUND
I

'Ihe Nill specific license of broad scope, No. 19-00296-10, was issued in
December 1956 by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). The license is due
to expire in May 1995. The license replaced a set of nine licenses that had been

issued to different institutes or labcratories of NIH. At the time of issuance
of this broad-scope license, short-lived radioactive waste (half-life under 100
days) was .Jiowed to decay in storage and was then disposed of as ordinary
waste. Long-lived solid and liquid wastes were incorporated into concrete and
shipped for disposal. There was no license condition permitting incineration of

.

licensed material, and sewer disposal of licensed material was limited to 1 Ci/yr,
provided other conditions, such as average concentration limits, were met.

Soon after the License was issued, Nill requested authorization to incinerate
dead animals used in experiments, and other combustible waste containing
tritium (11-3), carbon-14 (C-14), and sulfur-35 (S-35)in the two general-purpose
incinerators then in use on campus. This request was granted as License
Condition 12 in February 1959. In April 1968, Liccue Condition 21 was
approved to extend the incineration authorization to include meineration of any
byproduct material, provided the effluent concentration limits specified in the
regulations were met for the air effluents from the incinerators, as well as for
disposal of the ash resulting from incineration. Byproduct material is defined in
NRC regulations as "any radioactive material (except special nuclear material)
yielded in or made radioactive by exposure to radiation incident to the process of
producing or utilizing special nuclear material." 10 C.F.R. 5 20.1003. This, in
effect, means any radioactive material produced in a nuclear reactor, other than
plutonium, which is considered special nuclear material. H-3, C-14, and S-35
are all byproduct materials. Special nuclear material is any material that has the

|
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potential for use as fuel in a nuclear reactor, including plutonium, uranium-233,
and uranium enriched in the isotope 233 or in the isotope 235.

In 1961, Nill requested raising the sewer disposal limit from 1 to 20 Ci/yr.
| In response to this request, NRC authorized an increase in the sewer disposal

limit from 1 Ci/yr to 3 Ci/yr in October 1961, as reflected in License Condition
21. In April 1968, following another request, the sewer disposal limit was raised
to 5 Ci/yr, and in April 1969, the License Condition was amended to raise the
sewer disposal limit from 5 Ci/yr to its current level of 8 Ci/yr.

License Condition 24, authorizing incineration of byproduct material, and
the License Condition 21, authorizing disposal of up to 8 Ci/yr of radioactive
material to the sewer, have not changed materially since they were first issued.

;

The NRC regulations pertaining to incineration and sewage disposal appear |

in 10 C.F.R. Part 20, " Standards for Protection Against Radiation," first im-
piemented in 1957. The initial 1957 version of 10 C.F.R. Part 20 limited the
quantity of licensed and other radioactive material released into the sewerage {
system to 1 Ci/yr. Limits were also imposed on the average concentrations of )radioactive materials in the sewer releases. The regulations in 10 C.F.R. Part

|20 were revised in 1982 to raise the disposal limit for discharges to sanitary
sewerage systems from 1 Ci/yr to a total of 7 Ci/yr, of which up to 5 Ci/yr
may be 11-3, up to I Ci/yr C-14, and up to 1 Ci/yr all other isotopes combined.
Permission to incinerate radioactive waste in the form disposed of at Nill was
sought through the mechanism then applicable to permit licensees to apply for
approval of a waste disposal method provided in 10 C.F.R. 5 20.302, " Method
of obtaining approval of proposed disposal procedures."

An application for a license amendment to permit interim storage of low-
level radioactive waste at the NIH Animal Center in Poolesville, Maryland,
was submitted to the NRC in October 1992. In the same submittal, Nili also
requested an increase in its possession limits for carbon-14 from 2 to 3 curies,
and for phosphorus-32 from 2 to 4 curies. The increases in possession limits
were requested to provide flexibility in waste storage. The stated reason for the
request to store waste was partly to allow decay of short-lived activity before

,

disposal, and partly in anticipation of a reduction or climination of options '

for permanent disposal of low-level radioactive waste, such as the anticipated
closure of the Barnwell, South Carolina waste disposal facility. In January 1993,
the NRC authorized use of the Poolesville facility for interim storage of low-
lesel radioactive waste, as reflected in License Condition 28.
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111. DISCUSSION
|

A. Petitioner's Request for Suspension of incineration Operations Was
Mooted by Amendment of the NIH License

As explained above, NIH's authority to incinerate radioactive waste was
terminated by the NRC Staff's November 3,1994 grant of NIH's application
for a license amendment to remove License Condition 27. Consequently,
Petitioner's request for suspension of NIH incineration operations is moot.
Similarly, any past deficienices in NIH's incineration monitoring program' need
not be addressed, other than to emphasize that if, in the future, NIH were to i

request authorization to resume incineration operations, the NRC Staff, as part
of its evaluation of such a request, would review the incineration program and
operating procedures and require correction of any deficiencies in the monitoring

2program before granting such a request.

B. Request for Environmental Assessments and Environmental Reports

1. Incineration of Radioactive Waste

Petitioner contends that incineration of radioactive wastes and potentially
contaminated medical wastes by NIH, without complete environmental reports
and environmental assessments, is in violation of NRC regulations and the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Petitioner further states that, in
the Statement of Consideration accompanying the newly revised 10 C.F.R. Part
20, NRC retained the requirement for prior approval of incineration on a site-
specific basis and that NRC rejected the notion that disposal of radioactive

NIH incinerator efouents were within the 10 C.F R. Part 20 regulatory knuts specifnd by the hcense, and the
meineration operanon was under adequare control. See NIH inspecuon Report No. 0501786/92-001 (Sept.14
1992) and NRC Inspect on Report No. 030 01786/94 001 duly 8,1994t Nonetheless, there were some weak
areas in die program, as in&cated by the the possibihty that the amount of io&ne that was released in efduents
may have exceeded ALARA goals See NRC Inspection Report No DD01786/94 01. The Ucensee's As Low
As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) comnutment. mcorporated into Ucense Con &uon 27 by the July 1986
appheacon for authortry to meinerate radioactive matenals. obhgates the Ucensee to have a program with the
objecuve of hnuung the average annual concentration of rascacuve matenal in the incinerator stack effluents
to 10% of the Appendia B. Table 11 values. The in& canons that the incineration efHuents may have esceeded
this 10% hnut in 1993 were mferential, and could not be venfied on the basis of available data The NRC Staff
deternuned that the ash residue data collected by the beensee was not specific enough to pernut a deternunauon
whether sodine 125 releases &d in fact violate the Ucense Condmon 27 requirement to have an ALARA program
with the objecove of hnuung the average annual concentraunn of ra&oachve material in the incmerator stack
ef0uent to 10% of the Appen&m B. Table l' valaes. The available data, however, mdicate that the annual average
concentranons of rasoacuve matenals in the incinerator effluents were probably substantially below the Appendix
B. Table 11 hnuts for the 1990 through 1993 time period reviewed in the May 1994 NRC mspection.
2

Petmoner also contends that releases from sources other tism the incinerators, such as Buildmg 21 did not
appear to be rouunely considered in conjunction with meinerator ra&onuchde releases when computmg overall
facihty release totals to unrestneted areas. Ucense Condiuon 27 arnposed knuts only upon inemerator radmnuchde
releaes Lfnuents from Building 21, and from other buildings on the NIH campus, are hnuted separately by other
hcense uc6'mns and by the hnuts imposed by 10 C F R. Part 20 on efnuents to unrestncied areas
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waste by incineration is simply just another form of general effluent release,
and thus approval ofincineration is subject to the NEPA process. Petitioner also
claims that because radiological releases from the NIH incinerators are capable
of exceeding regulatory limits, as discussed in the 1988 NRC Inspection Report
No. 030-01786/88-001, NIH total radiological emissions warrant environmental
analyses.

'Ihe initial authorization to incinerate H-3, C-14, and S-35, as well as the
1968 license amendment extending this authorization to all byproduct materials,
predated both the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, and NRC
regulations implementing NEPA (10 C.F.R. Part 51), which became effective in
1974. There was, therefore, no requirement at the time of these amendments
to conduct an environmental assessment. A review of NRC records pertaining
to the NIH licenses failed to identify any formal environmental assessments
or safety evaluations in connection with these license amendments. However,
related correspondence between NRC and Nill indicate that authorization to
incinerate radioactive wastes was granted on the condition that operations be
conducted within the effluent limits imposed by 10 C.F.R. Part 20. The total
activity incinerated in any given period was limited indirectly by limiting the
maximum llowable concentrations of radioactive materials in the effluents from
the incinewor stacks to the levels specified by Appendix B, Table II.

The onyinal authorization to incinerate licensed material was reevaluated
in connection with NIH's 1988 license amendment application to add a third
incinerator of larger capacity to the two existing smaller incinerators previously
authorized for operation. The license amendment application was accompanied
by detailed descriptions of the incineration facility and proposed modes of
operation and control. The record also shows correspondence from NRC I
requesting clarifications and additional information, as well as responses from
NIH providing the requested information. These documents were incorporated ;
into the License as tie-down conditions, which means that the Licensee must
conduct operations as described in its application documents. However, a
formal environmental assessment was not prepared. The amendment request
was granted on the same condition as the original 1959 amendment authorizing
incineration of wastes, which was that effluents from the inbrators inust
remain within the concentration limits specified by Appendix B, Tables II.
Incineration at NIH was authorized only after performance of NRC Staff
reviews of the incinerator design and proposed methods of operation and control
of effluents, including disposal of the ash resulting from incineration, and

| consideration of the public doses expected from the operation.
; The NRC practice in 1988 was, and still is, to determine on a case-by-
! case basis whether to perform an environmental assessment in connection with

| applications for incineration of waste containing radioactive material, provided
that the concentration of radioactive materials in the incinerator effluents at the

l
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| point of release, and in the ash residues, do not exceed the limits specified by
l

Appendix B, Table II, and also provided that the dose to the highest exposed
| member of the public that results from the authorized activity is no more than

a small fraction of the dose limit for individual members of the public (100
milltrem per year) specified by 10 C.F.R.120.1301(a)(1). The radiation dose to
a member of the public resulting from air effluents depends on the concentration
of radioactive materials in the air at the location of that person. Limiting the
concentrations of radioactive materials emitted from the stack at the release
point to those specified in Appendix B. Table 11, ensures that any dose to
members of the public will be a small fraction of the applicable public dose
limit. This is due to the fact that dispersion of the effluent air from the stack
will reduce the average concentration of radioactive materials in the air at the
location of an exposed individual to a small fraction of the limits for emissions
at the release point, causing the delivered dose to that individual in turn to be
a small fraction of the public dose limit. Review of an application to incinerate
licensed materials involves, in part, verification that dispersion of the released
material during transit, from the stack to the closest exposed individual, will
reduce the concentrations sufficiently to ensure a very small dose to members

,

of the public, even under the most conservative assumptions. Since the NIH!

application proposed limiting airborne incinerator effluents at the release point,

'

to Appendix B. Table 11 limits, the dose to the highest exposed member of
tha public would be limited to a small fraction of the dose limit for individual
members of the public specified by section 20.130l(a)(1).

The NEPA and the Commission's implementing regulations in 10 C.F.R. Part
51 do not require the performance of an environmental assessment in connection
with authorization of incineration of radiological wastes at NIH. Under NEPA
5102(2)(c),42 U.S.C. 5 4332(2)(c), and 10 C.F.R. 9 51.21, an environmental
assessment must be undertaken by the NRC for all licensing and regulatory ;

i actions except where the Commission's regulations, see 10 C.F.R. 0 51.20(b), I

, require the preparation of an environmental impact statement, or the licensing
!

actions are eligi' ale for categorical exclusion from these requirements because
the actions do nat individually or cumulatively have a significant effect on the
human envi.onment. 10 C.F.R. 96 51.21 and 51.22(a). Any use of source,
byproduct, or special nuclear material that involves quantities and forms of
these materials similar to those involved in activities eligible for categorical
exclusion in 10 C.F.R. 6 51.22(c)(l4)(i)-(xv), is also eligible for categorical

| exclusion.10 C.F.R. 5 51.22(c)(l4)(xvi). The Commission anticipated that the
'

quantities of radioactive material associated with the fifteen types of activities
eligible for categorical exclusion under 10 C.F.R. 6 51.22(c)(14)(i)-(xv) would
involve effluent releases of between zero and 12% of the limits of 10 C.F.R.
Part 20. Statement of Consideration, " Environmental Protection Regulations for
Domestic Licensing and Related Regulatory Functions and Related Conforming

i
I
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Amendments," 49 Fed. Reg. 9352, 9376-79 (Mar.12,1984). Applicants who 1

propose to limit the concentration of radioactive material in the incinerator 8t sek
effluents to lest, than 12% of the applicable Part 20 limits, therefore, would be

i
eligible for the categorical exclusion pursuant to section Sl.22(c)(14)(xvi). Since
NIH committed, in its application for authority to incinerate radioactive waste.

|to have a program with the objective of limiting average annual concentrations
of radioactive material in the incinerator stack effluents to 10% of the Appendix

j

B, Table 11 limits, the NIH application for authority to incinerate was eligible,

| for categorical exclusion pursuant to section 51.22(c)(14)(xvi).

NIH's authority to dispose of contaminated ash residue from incinerator op-
erations was also granted without performance of an environmental assessment,
pursuant to the categorical exclusion of section 51.22(c)(l4)(xvi), for the same

reasons as discussed above. The concentrations of radioactive materials in the 1
ash residue were required by License Condition 24, in the case of NIH, to be )l below those specified by Appendix B, Table II. Since Part 20 does not specify
concentrations limits for ash, the limits specified for water were applied to the
incinerator ash.

When the categorical exclusion provisions of 10 C.F.R. Part 51 exempt a
license application to incinerate licensed materials from the requirements to
prepare an environmental assessment or an environmental impact statement, such
as the NIH incineration operations, the Licensee is not required to submit ani

| environmental report for such proposed activity. Although NIH was not required
to submit a formal environmental report in connection with its application for
authorization of its incineration facility, NIH was required to submit, and did
submit, detailed descriptions of the facility and the proposed mode of operation
and control to ensure safe operation and compliance with NRC requirements.

In view of the above, the NRC was not required to and did not perform
environmental assessments, and the Licensee was not required to and did
not submit environmental reports, in connection with authorization of NIH
incineration operations or disposal of incinerator ash residue. Petitioner has

; been provided, however, with copies of documents submitted by the Licensee
| in support of License Condition 27 and documents associated with the grant of
| License Condition 27.

|

2. Radioactive Material Discharges into the Sanitary Sewer Systems
| (License Condition 21)

! Petitioner requests copies of the NRC environmental assessments and/or
safety evaluations that provide the basis for the NRC's grant of an exception
from 10 C.F.R. 6 20.303(d) limits regarding radioactive material discharges
into sanitary sewer systems. License Condition 21 exempts NIH from section

| 20.303(d), now superseded by 10 C.F.R. 6 20.2003(a)(4), which limits the
|
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| quantity of licensed and other tadioactive material released into the sewerage
system to 5 Ci/yr H-3,1 Ci/yr C 14, and I Ci/yr all other isotopes combined.
License Condition 21, however, authorizes disposal of up to 8 Ci/yr of all
licensed and other radioactive material, with no separate limits on the activities
of individual isotopes, provided the provisions in 10 C.F.R. 5 20.303(a)-(c),
superseded by 10 C.F.R. 5 20.2003(a)(1)-(3), are met. These regulations place
limits on the monthly average concentrations of radioactive materials in sewer
releases.

He license amendment that initially authorized a sewer release limit of 8
Ci/yr was granted in 1969, and predates NRC's Part 51, which implements
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969. Bere was, therefore,
no requirement at the time the license amendment was granted to conduct an
environmental assessment in connection with this License Condition 21. No |
environmental assessments or safety evaluations to support the grant of this '

amendment were found in a search of NRC records, nor were any references to
'

such documents found.
A review of NRC records pertaining to the NIH license indicates that the

grant to NIH of the exemption from section 20.303(d), by raising the annual
release limit from the Part 20 limit of I Ci/yr to 8 Ci/yr in 1969, and from the
Part 20 total activity limit of 7 Ci/yr to 8 Ci/yr after 1982, without separate
limits on H-3 and C-14, was based on concentrations of radioactive material
in the sewer releases from the facility. The dose to a member of the public,
otitaming drinking water from the sewer discharge point for the facility, depends
on the concentratica of activity in the sewer water, and not on the total amount
released during the year.

Section SI.22(c)(14)(xvi) provides that any use of source, byproduct, or
!special nuclear material that involves quantities and forms of these materials
!similar to those involved in actions eligible for categorical exclusion from j

environmental assessments is also eligible for exclusion, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. i

6 51.22(c)(l4)(i)-(xv). NIH releases daily to the sewers a very large amount of
water from its various buildings and the Clinical Center. This volume of water,
which substantially exceeds one million gallons per day, provides very large
dilution factors for radioactive wastes released to the sewers. At the level of
8 Ci/ year, the resulting average concentrations of radioactivity in water leaving
the NIH campus are a small fraction of the allowable concentrations specified
in the 10 C.F.R. Part 20, Appendix B Table 3, and thus NIH sewer disposal
activity is eligible for categorical exclusion pursuant to section 51.22(c)(l4)(xvi).
Sec Section III.B.1, supra. The corresponding doses are, therefore, also small
fractions of the public dose limits, and are of the same order of magnitude,
or smaller, than those involved in activities that are eligible for categorical
exclusion. It was, therefore, concluded that grant of the NIH application
for an 8-Ci/yr sewer disposal limit was eligible for the categorical exclusion.
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NRC's review of the NIH amendment application for License Condition 21 also

considered the fact that radioactive material in the sewer water released from
NIH is further diluted at the Blue Plains Sewage Treatment Plant, to which NIH
discharges its sewer water. Further dilution is provided by the Potomac River,
to which the effluent from Blue Plains is discharged.

( The Part 20 limit on total activity released to the sewers per year from a
; licensee's facility was imposed to guard against the possibility that more than

one licensee may discharge radioactive material to the same sewer lines, thus
raising the overall concentrations of radioactive materials in the sewer lines.
This was not an important consideration in the case of NIH in view of the high
water discharge volume from the facility, which ensures very low concentrations
of radioactive materials, even in the presence of possible sewer discharges from
other licensees discharging to the same sewer system. A review of the NIH

; records for sewer discharges in recent years showed that the annual quantities
{ discharged have been less than the 7 Ci/yr limit in Part 20. License condition

| 21 did not impose separate limits on H 3 and C-14 discharges.
In view of the above, Petitioner's request for environmental assessments

and/or safety evaluations providing the basis for authorization of License Con-
| dition 21 cannot be granted. Petitioner, however, has been provided with doc-
i uments submitted by NIH to the NRC in support of the amendment requests to

raise the sewer discharge limits.

3. Construction und Operation of the Low-Level Waste Storage Facility at;

| NIH's Poolesville Campus (License Condition 28)

| Petitioner requests copies of the NRC environmental assessments and/or
| safety evaluations that provide the bases for the NRC grant of the Licensee's

license amendment application for construction and operation of a low-level
waste storage facility at NIH's Poolesville campus. License Condition 28

| of the License currently states that " Radioactive waste generated under this
| License shall be stored in accordance with the statements, representations,

and procedures included with the Licensee's waste storage plan described in
the Licensee's application dated October 13, 1992." The conditions under
which radioactive waste is stored at the Poolesville facility an described in

I the Licensee's 1992 application for an amendment to permit such storage, and
were incorporated into License Condition 28 as tie-down conditions. They were
evaluated by the NRC Staff and found to be adequate to ensure public health
and safety and to minimize adverse environmental effects. The Poolesville
facility is inspected routinely by NRC's Region I to ensure that the conditions
described in the bases for the license amendment are being observed, in addition

I to observance of good radiological safety practices.
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The application documents for the License Condition 28 provide detailed
descriptions of the Licensce's Poolesville facility and surrounding environment
and demography, storage building construction details, methods of waste storage,
waste form and inventory control, and other relevant details. His information
was provided in accordance with the instructions in NRC Information Notice
IN 90-09, " Extended Interim Storage of Low-Level Waste by Fuel Cycle and
Materials Licensees," which describes the information required by the NRC for

i its review of license amendment requests to authorize extended interim storage
l

of low-level radioactive waste. His review is functionally equivalent to an
environmental assessment for such facilities.

In view of the above, Petitioner's request for environmental assessments
and/or safety evaluations in connection with authorization of License Condition

28 cannot be granted. Petitioner, however, has been provided with a copy of IN
90-09 and the information submitted by the Licensee in support ofits application
for authority to construct and operate the Poolesville low-level waste storage
facility, which is the functional equivalent of a an environmental report and
safety evaluation.

C. Request to Forward a Copy of Future Correspondence Between NRC
and NIH to Petitioner

As requested by Petitioner, North Bethesda Congress of Citizen's Associ-
ations will be placed on the distribution list for all correspondence regarding
operation of the NIH incinerators, sewer disposal limits, and interim radioactive
waste storage license amendments at the Poolesville facility.

|

[ IV. CONCLUSION
|

| For the reasons discussed above, Petitioner's request to suspend authority for
i incineration operations by NIH pursuant to Condition 24 of the NIH License,

pending a review and improvement of operating procedures for the incinerators,
and pending preparation of an environmental assessment and an environmental
report, was mooted by removal of that authority from NIH License No.19-
00296-10 in November 1994. Petitioner's request for copies of any NRC
environmental assessments and/or safety evaluations that provide the bases for

| authorization of License Conditions 21 and 28 cannot be granted, as explained in
Section III, supra. Certain information submitted by the Licensee in connection
with its request for authorization of License Conditions 21,24, and 28, and NRC
correspondence in response, however, was provided to Petitioner. Petitioner's
request for a copy of all future correspondence between NRC and NIH regarding

| these matters is granted.
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| A copy of this Decision will be filed with the Secretary of the Commission
; for the Commission to review in accordance with 10 C.F.R. 5 2.206(c). As
| provided by this regulation, this Decision will constitute the final action of the
| Commission 25 days after issuance, unless the Commission, on its own motion,

| institutes a review of the decision within that time.

!

| FOR THE NUCLEAR
REGULATORY COMMISSION

|

Robert M. Bernero, Director
Office of Nuclear Materials Safety

and Safeguards

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 5th day of March 1995.

|

|
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Cite as 41 NRC 241 (1995) DPRM-95-1

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Ivan Selin, Chairman
Kenneth C. Rogers
E. Gail de Planque

in the Matter of Docket No. PRM 60-3

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
ENERGY March 15,1995

He Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is granting in part and denying in
part a p< tition for rulemaking (PRM-60-3) from the U.S. Department of Energy.
He Petitioner requested that the NRC amend its regulations governing the
preclosure operations at a geologic repository operations area so as to establish
numerical dose criteria for use in identifying the need for engineered safety
features and for determining their adequacy. In granting the petition in part,
NRC is proposing certain numerical dose criteria that would be applicable to
two different categories of design-basis events, namely (1) events reasonably
likely to occur regularly, moderately frequently, or one or more times before
permanent closure; and (2) events that are considered unlikely, but that are
sufficiently credible to warrant consideration. The petition is denied in part
insofar as it proposed other numerical dose criteria.

PARTIAL GRANT AND 1%RTIAL DENIAL OF
PETITION FOR RULEMAKING

He U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) submitted a petition for rulemaking
on April 19,1990. On July 13, 1990 (55 Fed. Reg. 28,771) NRC published a
notice of receipt of the petition for rulemaking. He comment period expired
on October 11, 1990. The petition requested that the Commission amend
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10 C.F.R. Part 60 to prescribe certain numerical accident-dose criteria to be
applied at the boundary of a "preclosure control area."

Under DOE's proposal, the definition of "important to safety," in 10 C.F.R.
660.2, would be chanFed to apply a reference dose limit at the preclossre-
control-area boundary, instead of the present unrestricted-area boundary; further,
the definition would be amended to add a statement "All engineered safety
features shall be included within the meaning of the term 'important to safety.'"
The petition also proposed that performance objectives of 10 C.F.R. 660.11I
would be revised to incorporate an explicit accident dose limit, at the preclosure
control area boundary, of 0.05 Sv (5-rem) effective dose equivalent, or 0.5-
Sv (50-rem) committed dose equivalent. DOE indicated its intention that this
limit would apply to direct irradiation and inhalation pathways, alone, and not
to ingestion cf contaminated foodstuffs. 'Ihe phrase "at the times" would be
deleted from 10 C.F.R. 6 60.111(a), to clarify that the performance objective for
the period of operations does not apply to exposure from accidents. Finally,
the petition proposed adding new definitions, to 10 C.F.R. 6 60.2, for the terms
"preclosure control area," " committed dose equivalent," " committed effective
dose equivalent," and " effective dose equivalent," to support the application of
the accident dose criteria described above.

Ibr a fuller statement of the petition for rulemaking, see the Federal Register
notice cited above.

In response to NRC's publication of notice of receipt of the petition, com-
ments were received from: DOE; Edison Electric Institute and the Utility Nu-
clear Waste and Transportation Program (eel /UWASTE); Intertech Consultants,
on behalf of Lincoln County, Nevada, and the City of Caliente Nevada; and
an anonymous " Concerned U.S. Citizen." The Commission, having now con-
sidered the petition and comments, grants the petition in part and denies the
petition in part, and to that end, the Commission is publishing, concurrently
with this notice, a notice of proposed rulemaking.

| Under the proposed rule, accident-dose criteria would be applied at the
boundary of a newly defined "preclosure controlled area," as recommended by
DOE. Further, in response to the petition, the term "important to safety" would
be redefined, though not in the form suggested by DOE. The Commission is
also proposing to adopt the Petitioner's request that the phrase "at all times" he
deleted from the performance objective that applies to preciosure operations. In
all other respects, the petition is denied.

I
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'Ihe reasons for the action, insofar as it both grants and denies part of the
petition, are set out at length in the statement of considerations accompanying

.

'

the proposed rule.

For the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

JOIIN C. IlOYLE
Secretary of the Commission

Dated in Rockville Maryland,
this 15th day of March 1995.
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Cite as 41 NRC 245 (1995) CLI-95-3

I

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA |
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:
i

l
i

Ivan Selin, Chairman J
Kenneth C. Rogers i

E. Gail de Planque |

|

In the Matter of Docket No. IA 94-011

DR. JAMES E. BAUER :

(Order Prohibiting involvement
in NRC-Licensed Activities) April 5,1995

i
|

1

'Ihe Commission denies a petition filed by Dr. James E. Bauer seekmg .

l
interlocutory Commission review of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board's
December 9,1994 Memorandum and Order, LBP-94-40,40 NRC 323 (1994).
That order denied Dr. Bauer's request to eliminate certain of the bases upon !

which the Staff relied in its May 10,1994 enforcement order imposing several -]
restrictions on Dr. Bauer. ;

|

RULES OF PRACTICE: INTERLOCUTORY REVIEW |

Interlocutory review of Atomic Safety and Licensing Board decisions is ;

disfavored. |
2

1

RULES OF PRACTICE: INTERLOCUTORY REVIEW ]
The standards set out in 10 C.F.R. 6 2.786(g)(1) and (2) - a showing of

either " irreparable impact" or a " pervasive or unusual" effect on a proceeding's
i '' basic structure"- reflect the limited circumstances when inteilocutory review

may be appropriate.

|
|
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e

RULES OF PRACTICE: INTERLOCUTORY REVIEW

A legal error, standing alone, does not alter the basic structure of an ongoing
proceeding and therefore does not justify interlocutory review. Such errors can
be raised on appeal after a final licensing board decision.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
i

ne Commission has before it a petition filed by Dr. James E. Bauer seeking ;

interlocutory Commission review of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board's
December 9,1994 Memorandum and Order, LBP-94-40,40 NRC 323 (1994). ,

| That order denied Dr. Bauer's request to eliminate certain of the bases upon '

which the Staff relied in its May 10,1994 enforcement order imposing several
restrictions on Dr. Bauer, including a prohibition on conducting any NRC-
licensed activity for a period of 5 years.

Dr. Bauer argues that the allegations on which the Staff relied cannot, as a
matter of law, form the basis for a Staff enforcement order because of their

,

! unlitigated, hearsay nature and their lack of connection to other NRC-licensed
activities from which Dr. Bauer has been prohibited. De Nuclear Regulatory
Commission Staff opposes grant of the petition for interlocutory review. We

| deny the petition.8

i As the Commission has repeatedly held, interlocutory review of Licensing
; Board decisions is disfavored. Georgia Power Co. (Vogtle Electric Generating
'

Plant, Units 1 and 2), CLI-94-15, 40 NRC 319 (1994) (Vogtle); Sacramento
Municipal Utility District (Rancho Seco Nuclear Generating Station), CLI-94-
2, 39 NRC 91, 93 (1994) (Rancho Seco). The standards set out in 10 C.F.R.

i

| 9 2.786(g)(1) and (2)- a showing of either " irreparable impact" or a " pervasive
or unusual" effect on a proceeding's " basic structure" - reflect the limited
circumstances when interlocutory review may be appropriate.

Dr. Bauer does not claim " irreparable impact." He argues only that the
Board's refusal to dismiss the Staff's enforcement allegations was erroneous as

| a legal matter and affected the proceeding's " basic structufe." But it is not at all
'

clear that the Licensing Board erred in allowing the NRC Staff the opportunity
to substantiate its allegations at a hearing. The Commission need not, in any
event, step in now to correct the Licensing Board's legal errors, if any. A legal

3 Also before us is Dr. Bauer's pennon for pernussion to 61e a reply to the NRC Staff's response in opposition
to granung unerlocutory review. Dr. Bauer attached the reply itself to tus pention. The NRC Staff opposes grant
of this peunon. The Staff does not argue. nor do we end, prejudice to the Staff an granting Dr. Bauer's request
to Ric a reply. Nor do we see any other reason to deny the request to reply. we therefore allow the 61ing of
the reply. We have considered it, along with the pennon for irnerlocutory review, in ruhng on whether to grant
interlocutory review.
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error, standing alone, does not alter the basic structure of an ongoing proceeding I

and therefore does not justify interlocutory Commission review. See Vogfle,40
NRC at 321-22; Rancho Seco,40 NRC at 93-94. Such errors can be raised on
appeal after a final Licensing Board decision.2

We intimate no definitive judgment on the soundness of the Licensing Board's
decision or on the ultimate merits of this case. Our decision today stems
from our unwillingness to entertain interlocutory appeals except in extraordinary
situations.

CONCLUSION

For these reasons, Dr. Bauer's petition to file a reply to the Staff's opposition
to his petition for review is granted. His petition for interlocutory review is
denied.

It is so ORDERED.

For the Commission

JOHN C. HOYLE
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 5th day of April 1995.

2 We also note that Dr. Bauer could have challenged the inurediate effectiveness of the Staff's enforcement order
on the ground that the order is not based on adequate evidence but on rnere suspicion. unfounded allegations, or
error. See 10 C.F.R. I 2.202(cM2Hi). Had he done so, and had tus challenge been successful, he could have been
rehewed of the protubicons of which he complains at least untd ternunanon of tie heanng.
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Cite as 41 NRC 248 (1995) CLI-95-4

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS: |

| van Selin, Chairman |
Kenneth C. Rogers |
E. Gail de Planque

in the Matter of Docket No. 70 364-ML-Ren i

BABCOCK AND WILCOX
COMPANY

(Pennsylvania Nuclear Services Operations,
Parks Township, Pennsylvania) April 26,1995

1

Intervenors filed a Petition for Review of the Presiding Officer's Initial |

Decision (LBP-95-1,41 NRC 1 (1995)) addressing the application of Babcock &
Wilcox for a renewal of its Special Nuclear Materials License No. SNM-414 for
its facility in Parks Township, Pennsylvania. The Commission concludes that the |
Petition for Review fails to raise any substantial question justifying Commission l

review as required under the agency's controlling procedural regulations. The !
lCommission therefore denies the Intervenors' Petition for Review.

ORDER

The Intervenors (Citizens' Action for a Safe Environment and Kiski Val-
ley Coalition to Save our Children) have filed a Petition for Review of the
Presiding Officer's Initial Decision (LBP-95-1,41 NRC 1 (1995)) addressing
the application of Babcock & Wilcox (B&W or Licensee) for a renewal of
their Special Nuclear Materials License No. SNM-414 for their facility in Parks
Township, Pennsylvania. Staff and B&W oppose the Intervenors' Petition for i

'
Review. Upon consideration of these pleadings and the underlying record in this
proceeding, the Commission concludes that the Petition for Review fails to
raise any substantial question justifying Commission review as required under

I
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10 C.F.R. I 2.786(b)(4), incorporated into Subpart L in 10 C.F.R. I 2.1253. He
Commission therefore denies the Intervenors' Petition for Review.

BACKGROUND

Pursuant to License No. SNM-414, B&W uses radioactive materials in its
Parks Township facility. Under this license, B&W's principal activities at the
facility are the decontamination, repair, maintenance, and testing of equipment
and components contaminated with radioactive materials; the volume reduction
of low level radioactive waste; the decontamination of on.c facilities formerly
used for plutonium and uranium processing; and the management of an inactive,
onsite burial area.

he Intervenors sought and received a hearing where they opposed B&W's
application. He Presiding Officer, in granting their hearing request, accepted
one broad area of concern which he also defmed to include four subarcas
of concern.8 After conducting an informal hearing pursuant to Subpart L
of the Commission's procedural regulations, the Presiding Officer issued an
Initial Decision (LBP-95-1) in which he considered and rejected all of the
Intervenors' arguments regarding B&W's license renewal application. In short,
the Presiding Officer found that radioactivity levels at onsite facility measuring

,

points were consistently below even the most conservatively applied maximum
'j

permissible concentrations permitted under the Commission's regulations and )
that no reportable releases in excess of NRC regulatory limits occurred in the j
period 1976 through 1993. He also found that B&W could be expected to j

keep exposure rates to members of the general public at very low levels. Based !

on these findings, he concluded that the licensee is fully qualified to maintain
radioactive effluent releases within regulatory limits so that the public health
and safety and the environment are not threatened.

I
Broad area of concem:

Whether there has been, and under a hcense renewal whether there will be, offsite radiation from
the Parks Township facahty which threatens the lealth and safety of the nearby populanon and tireatens
radiological contanunanon of nearby residenual, agneultural and busmens propeny.

Included subarras of concern:
1. Whether the housekeeping pracuces (drums, containers, etc.) at the Parks Township facihty threaten

the offsite release of radianon through water. dust, and air pmbways.

2. Whether B&W managenrnt practices as marufested by the management of the Apollo facihty
threaten offste releases of radianon from the Parks Townslup facihty.

3. Whether transportation of wastes between Parks and Apollo has radiologically contanunated offsite
propernes.

4. Whether the location of the Parks Townslup facihty waste dump over a mined-out area threatens.
through subsidence, the insegnty of the durnp. and whether the nuned-out area creates a threat of offsite
release of radiacon through a water-migration pathway.

LBP-94-12. 39 NRC 215. 222-23 (1994L |
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I PETITION FOR REVIEW

The Intervenors, in their Petition for Review, raise four contentions.2 First,
| they challenge the Presiding Officer's conclusions that "B&W has demonstrated

that it has an excellent record of compliance with NRC requirements" and
that "taking into account previous effluents from the Parks Township

| facility, . . [the] act;vities under a renewed license will be conducted in a
manner consistent with regulatory requirements that protect health and safety
and minimize danger to life and property." Petition at 2, quoting LBP-95-
1, slip op. at 73 and 72-73 !41 NRC at 36], respectively. Second, they
broadly challenge the Presiding Officer's conclusion regarding their failure to
demonstrate that "there has been [or] will be offsite radiation

! from the Parks Township facility which threatens the health and safety of the
| nearby population and threatens radiological contamination of nearby residential,

agricultural and business property"(the " broad area of concern," supra note 1).
Third, the Intervenors take issue wim the statement in the Initial Decision

that "[t]he Assessment of Mine Subsidence . . concludes that conditivns at the
SLDF [ Shallow Land Disposal Facility - one of the facilities within B&W's
Parks Township facility] are not conducive to the development of sinkhole-type
subsidence in . the . long term." Petition at 2, quoting LBP-95-1, slip
op. at 62 [41 NRC at 31]. Fourth, the Intervenors assert generally that it would
be in the public interest to defer the issuance of the license renewal pending the
collection and review of data from an EIS addressing the decommissioning of
the SLDF. Petition at 5.

,

l

DISCUSSION

To merit Commission consideration, a Petition for Review must raise at
! least one of the fc!!owing kinds of substantial questions justifying Commission

review:

(i) A finding of material fact is clearly erroneous or in conflict with a finding as to
the same fact in a different proceeding;

(ii) A necessary legal conclusion is without governing precedent or is a departure from
or contrary to established law;

(iii) A substantial and important question of law, policy or discretion has been raised
(iv) The conduct of the proceedmg involved a prejudicial procedural error, or

2 The Intervenors also proffer nurnevous subargurnents and related questions. However, pven the failure of the
four pnncipal argurnents to sausfy the condinons set forth in 10 C.F R. I 2.786(bX4). we need not discuss these
subsidiary maners.
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(v) Any other consideration which the Commission may deem to be in the public
,

1interest.

;

10 C.F.R. I 2.786(b)(4), incorporated into Subpart L in 10 C.F.R. I 2.1253.
The Intervenors' arguments fall into three of these categories: fact, law, and

public interest. We have reviewed the record in this proceeding and are con-
vinced that the Presiding Officer's Initial Decision considered the Intervenors' '

concerns thoughtfully and fairly. The Presiding Officer referred some of them to
the NRC Staff for further technical review under 10 C.F.R. 5 2.206. We see no
obvious factual e: Tor, novel legal question, or important policy issue requiring
an adjudicatory review by the Commission.

We find no substantial evidence to support the factual contentions proffered in
the Intervenors' Petition for Review. We therefore conclude that those arguments
fail to demonstrate any clear error in the Presiding Officer's findings of fact.10
C.F.R. 5 2.786(b)(4)(i).

Similarly, we find no obvious errors in any of the Presiding Officer's legal
conclusions challenged by the Intervenors. Consequently, the Intervenors have
not raised "a substantial and iraportant question of law" pursuant to 10 C.F.R. ,

5 2.786(b)(4)(iii). Nor are any of his legal conclusions "without governing
precedent or . . . a departure from or contrary to established law." Herefore,
the Intervenors' arguments do not fall within the parameters of 10 C.F.R.
I 2.786(b)(4)(ii).

Finally, we see no public interest to be served by deferring the issuance of the
license renewal pending the collection and review of data from an EIS unrelated
to the instant proceeding. (De EIS in question involves the decommissioning
of the SLDF and is unrelated to the license renewal application.)

Ibr all these reasons, we conclude that the Intervenors have not satisfied their
burden to raise questions that are sufficiently substantial to justify Commission
review under 10 C.F.R. 6 2.786(b)(4). |

We note, however, that our denial of review does not preclude all NRC 1

consideration of the arguments presented by the Intervenors in this proceeding.
For instance, the Presiding Officer referred thirteen sections of the Intervenors'
Written Presentation to the Commission's Executive Director for Operations,
for appropriate disposition under 10 C.F.R. 5 2.206. LBP-95-1 at 7-11, 63-
72. Although the Staff recently concluded that ten of these concerns failed
to satisfy the requirements of section 2.206 (i.e., a request must "specify the
action requested and set forth the facts that constitute the basis for the re-
quest"), the Staff nevertheless agreed to look further into the remaining three
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! concerns. 60 Fed. Reg. 13,478 (Mar. 13, 1995).' Moreover, some of the
Intervenors' contentions may be more appropriately decided at a future time in
a decommissioning context.

Finally, we note that the Intervenors assert, for the first time in their Petition
for Review, that the " latest readings" of concentration levels of uranium in ash

, samples taken from the Kiski Valley Water Pollution Control Authority's lagoon
! " include samples of approx [imately] 460 picocuries per gram." Petition at 1.

'Ihe Intervenors, ho;vever, have provided no evidentiary support for their late-
filed assertion regarding the 460-picoeurie/ gram readings, nor have they shown
whether such readings are representative of the samples taken from the lageon,i

| nor have they shown why they could not have raised this matter earlier in this

| We therefore decline to consider it in the context of this proceecing.case.

| However, the Intervenors are free to raise this issue with the NRC Staff, and to
provide supponing documentation.

It is so ORDERED.

For the Commission

JOHN C. HOYLE
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 26th day of April 1995.

|
|

l

I Although the staff's nouce in the federal Regiserr idenc6ed only twelve areas of concern. the Presiding of6cer
indicated that one of these also included a tturteenth area of concern. l.BP-951 at 65. The tturteenth area is one <

Iof those which the NRC staff has not yet addressed.
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; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
j NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
:

I

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

James P. Glear,on, Chairman
|Jerry R. Kline 1

G. Paul Bollwerk, til j;

| Thomas D. Murphy j

i

|

| In the Matter of Docket No. 40-8027-EA

(ASLBP No. 94-684-01-EA) j

(Source Material License
No. SUE-1010) 1

|
SEQUOYAH FUELS CORPORADON

and GENERAL ATOMICS
,

(Gore, Oklahoma Site Decontamination !

and Decommissioning Funding) April 18,1995

'Ihe Licensing Board grants a motion for a protective order limiting the use
,

of the protected information to those individuals participating in the litigation ;

and for the purposes of the litigation only.

!

RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCOVERY (PROTECTIVE ORDERS); |
LNTERPRETATION I

The Commission's regulation concerning protective orders is patterned after
Rule 26(c) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and we look to decisions
interpreting the federal rule for guidance. Toledo Edison Co. (Davis-Besse
Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-300,2 NRC 752,760 (1975).
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! RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCOVERY (PROTECTIVE ORDERS)
!

| "In providing authority to permit discovery of confidential information only
; in a designated way . . with few exceptions, the protection granted parties

or persons against the disclosure of trade secrets and confidential business
information restricts the use of such information to those engaged in the
proceeding." Marcus, Myth and Reality in Protective Order Litigation, 69
Cornell L. Rev. 72, 73 (1983); see also cases cited, 8 Charles A. Wright and
Arthur R. Miller, Federal Practice and Procedure 6 2043 n.29; as an example
of such limitation, see Administrative Conference of the United States, Manual
for Administrative Law Judges 192 (Form 19-d).

RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCOVERY (PROTECTIVE ORDERS)

"[E]xceptions recognized for extrajudicial releases of protected information
are generally in circumstances where either a statute or an agency's rules and
regulations specifically provide for the disclosure of information obtained by
it." See, e.g., Resolution Trust Corp. v. KPMG Peat Marwick, 779 F. Supp. 2
(D.D.C.1991).

RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCOVERY (PROTECTIVE ORDERS)

The availability of managemeit directives in the NRC's Public Document
offices does not place those who do business with the NRC on notice of
the Agency's policies and practices regarding the use of protected discovery
information.

I t

RULES OF PRACTICE: RESPONSIBILITIES OF STAFF

It cannot be successfully maintained that the Staff, as one litigant in a pro-
ceeding, in the absence of statutory or regulatory authority directing otherwise,
can perform with different responsibilities than other litigants. It must operate

! and conform to the same standards as apply to other parties. Iouisiana Power
and Light Co. (Waterford Steam Electric Station, Unit 3), ALAB-801,21 NRC
479, 484 (1985).

RULES OF PRACTICE: RESPONSIBILITIES OF STAFF

In the absence of regulatory authority or some policy direction by the
Commission, the Staff must be bound by the terms of a Board protective order.

|

|
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! RULES OF PRACTICE: DISCOVERY (PROTECTIVE ORDERS);

RESPONSIBILITIES OF PARTIES

|
It has been stated that the " Commission and its adjudicatory boards have

,

'

always proceeded on the assumption that the terms of all protective orders will !

be scrupulously observed by everyone who acquires confidential information |
under such an order." Houston Lighting and Power Co. (Allens Creek Nuclear
Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-535,9 NRC 377,400 (1979).

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
' Ruling on Motion for Protective Order)

! <

'

On December 2,1994, the Sequoyah Fuels Corporation (SFC) filed a motion
requesting a protective order that, except for a single paragraph conceiaing the
disclosing of confidential information to certain specified offices, is agreeable
to all parties.8 he order contemplates controlling the disclosure and use of
confidential business information and records as protected discovery material
under 10 C.F.R. 5 2.740(c). He controversy over the contested paragraph, 1

'

numbered 7, relates to the possible disclosure of confidential material by the
Staff to NRC offices who are not involved in the development or litigation of
this proceeding.2

He paragraph proposed by SFC and supported by its parent organization
General Atomics (GA) reads as follows:

7. Nothing in this Protective Order shall prevent NRC Staff authorized to receive
Protected Discovery Material from using such material as is appropnate in the legitimate
exercise of their respective duties, provided that they shall not disclose such materials
to any individual not authorized to receive material under this Protective Order without >

first obtaining either the consent of the party whose Protective Discovery Material is being
disclosed or the approval of the Licensing Board.

!

The paragraph proposed by the Staff, Native Americans for a Clean Environment
(NACE), and the Cherokee Nation reads: i

7. Nothing in this Protective Order shall prevent NRC Staff authorized to receive
Protected Discovery Material from disclosing such to the NRC Executive Director for
Operations, the NRC Director of the Office of lavestigations, or the NRC Inspector General,
or their staff, but such NRC Staff shall inform each of the foregoing to whom Protected
Discovery Material is disclosed that the material was obtained from docunents covered by
this Protective Order. Notwithstanding any other provision containeu in this Protective Order,

3 Mauon for Prosecove Order (Dec. 2.1940
2 1d at M
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b

f

the NRC Executive Director for Operations, the NRC Director of the Office of Investigations,
or the NRC Inspector General, or their staff inay use or refer such Protected Discovery
Mascrials as is appropnate in the legitimate exercise of their respective duties.

I

DISCUSSION ;
,

As recommended by the foregoing, SFC proposes that protected discovery ;

materials be disclosed only to individuals engaged in the litigation unless the i

consent of the producing party or the Board is obtained.) He Staff contends {
this limitation impedes the ability of the Staff to provide information to the
Executive Director for Operations (EDO), the Agency's senior staff official
whose responsibilities include supervising and coordinating the operational
activities of all Staff offices, and "could restrict the flow of information" to the
Agency's Office of Investigations (01) and Office of Inspector General (OlG).
These offices, it is asserted, have a " vital role" in assuring public health and
safety and protection against fraud, abuse, and wrongdoing.

He Staff claims further that the Agency's management directives impose
a duty on NRC employees to seport allegations of licensee or contractor
wrongdoing. He Staff, accordingly, asserts an independent responsibility to |
report information of any wrongdoing obtained through the materials transmitted
in the protective order to the NRC offices indicated, and asserts that it would
be inappropriate to obtain the consent of a party, or the Board, prior to the

,

communication of any protected information.* He supervisory or investigative j
functions of these offices are delineated in 10 C.F.R. Part 1, il 1.13,1.31, and <

l.36. SFC proposes that if the Staffis concerned about obtaining the contributing |

party's consent to transmitting any protected information to the offices indicated,
it would not object to the Staff proceeding ex parte to the Board.5

In sum, SFC requests the protection of the Board against a claimed unilateral
power in the Staff to independently distribute confidential discovery material to
individuals not engaged in the present litigation.' And the Staff contends the
Board lacks jurisdiction to direct the Staff in the performance of its regulatory
responsibilities, or to supervise the manner in which Agency employees refer
information to 01 or OlG for possible investigation.7 He Staff argues, with
the Board's jurisdiction being limited, it cannot interfere with NRC employees'

Ild
8 staff Response to SFC Monon for Prosecove order at 3-9 & n.8
5 SFC Reply to Staff Response to Monon for Protecove order at 3.
'SFC concedes that protected nuuenal can be provided the EDo in the exercise of his supervisory role on this

heigation. See SEC Reply to staff Response to Motion for Protecove order at 2; see also Tr.132-33.
I sia3 Response to SFC Mouon for Protective order at 9.

I
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responsibility to communicate matters involving health, safety, or wrongdoing
to the offices indicated.8

In oral argument, the Staff acknowledges that a " tension" exists between the
Board's responsibilities to control discovery and the Agency's policy " governing
the Staff." Tr.171. However, it contends such tension must be resolved in
favor of the Staff whose responsibility " overrides the delegation to the Board

to oversee discovery." Tr.175. SFC argues the Staff is only entitled.

to confidential information as a party to this proceeding and under 10 C.F.R.
5 2.740(c) that information, in NRC's litigative processes, requires the Licensing
Board's protection against inappropriate releases. Tr.165-66.

Since NRC case history reveals no precedents concerning the proposed use
of protected information for nonlitigative purposes, the Staff and SFC were
questioned during oral argument on whether the matter should be referred to |

the Commission for policy direction or whether a change in the regulations
authorizing the transfer should be sought. Neither the Staff nor parties believes !

such action necessary, contending the Board has the authority to resolve the I

issue before us. Tr. 149-53, 190-91.

| Questions were also raised by the Board on the standard to be used to evaluate

| the appropriateness of the Staff submitting protected materials concerning
'

wrongdoing to supervisory or investigative offices, and GA opined the test
should be the " reasonableness" of the Staff's justification. Tr.137-40. NACE
expressed a concern over the Board's having to consider an issue of wrongdoing
" totally unrelated" to the decommissioning matter before the Board (Tr. 211-
12); and the Staff persists that the Board's maintaining jurisdiction over this
issue would be tantamount to directing or supervising the work of the Staff.'
The Staff questions whether time delays could impact an investigation adversely
if allegations of wrongdoing had to be presented first for Licensing Board
approval. However, assurances of the ability of a Board to respond rapidly i

in such circumstances did not alter the Staff's basic position that no discretion
is permitted on reporting such allegations or wrongdoing activity to supervisory '

| or investigative offices. Tr. 196-97, 209-11.
! he parties are further in disagreement concerning provisions dealing with

| requests for protected discovery information under the Freedom of Information
| Act (FOIA).'' He parties diverge on whether the Board has authority to resolve

disputes over the exemption of protected information under the provisions of the

a staff Answes to Board Questions (Mar. 3,1995).

| ' staff Response to SIC Mouon for Protecove order at 7 9; Tr 191-92. The staff indicates a withngness to

| nonfy the Board ex parre and in camera, that a referral of protecove infarrnacon has been made. See Staff

| supplernent to oral Argurnent Regarding Mouon for Protecove order at 3 tt6.
'0

; Scc Sopulated Motion for Protecove order (Feb. 3.1995); staff Response to GA's supulated supplemental

| Monon for Protecove order (Feb. 24. 1995); GA Mouon for Leace to Reply (Mar. 2.1995); Staff Response to
'

GA Monon for leave to Reply (Mar 6.1995).

|
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Act. All parties in the proceeding, except the Staff, support GA's supplemental i

motion to add a new paragraph 6 to the Pfotective Order. The motion proposes |
that employees of NRC's Assistant General Counsel for Administration; the l

Office of Nuclear Material Safety & Safeguards, Program Management, Policy
Development & Analysis Staff; and the Office of Administration, Division of
Freedom of Information and Publication Services review protected discovery
information for the purpose of determining whether exemptions under the statute
apply to requests for protected materials." If determined to be not exempt,
the party producing such materials would have the right to apply for a Board
determination and to argue before the Board that such materials are not Agency
records subject to the Act.12 The Staff contends the Licensing Board has no
jurisdiction to consider FOIA requests of protected discovery information since
the Agency has established different procedures for handling such matters."

DECISION

With the Staff basically alleging an exemption from the controlled in-
formation provisions of a protective order, we are confronted here by an issue of
first impression.'' His position is in conflict with the provisions of 10 C.F.R.
6 2.740(c) wherein the Licensing Board is authorized to issue orders to protect
against discovery disclosures of a party's trade secrets, confidential research,
development, or commercial information or to require that disclosures of such
information be made in a designated way.

De Commission's regulation concerning protective orders is patterned after
Rule 26(c) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and we look to decisions
interpreting the federal rule for guidance." His is useful where, as here, there
is a dearth of NRC decisions on the matter before us.''

H
for purposes of clanty, we have insened herein several nunisterial changes requested by GA to its Supulated

Supplemental Monon for Protecove order of February 3,1995. Although the Staff objected to a motion by GA
for leave to reply to the Staff response to GA's Supplemental Monon. the Board grants the motion in the mierest
of obtaining fullinformanon on the parues' views concermng the apphcabihry of the Freedom of informanon
Act to ilus proceedang.
12 5tipulated supplemental Monon for Protecove order at 12.
"The Staff, ciong General Electric Co. v. NRC. 750 F 2d 1394 (1984), alleges the Agency is free to disclose
protected informanon even if the Board should rule otherwise. The factual setung there, however, is different
that the discovery phase in the case before us See Staff Response to GA's Supulated Supplemental Motion for
Protecove order f8;eb. 24,1995) and GA Motion for Leave to Reply (Mar. 2,1995).
4

The Staff subt.s.ied evidence of a pnor effort to have a protective order amended for the referral of informanon
to NRC invesugauve offices However, no guidance is provided herein since the tacensing Board never acted on
the monon. See Staff Supplement to oral Argunent Regarding Mouon for Protecove order at 2 3.
" Toledo Edison Co (Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station) ALAB.300,2 NRC 752,760 (1975).
3'The Appeal Board approved a protecove order restncted to the parues in the proceeding in %rgsnia Electric
and Power Co. (North Anna Power Stanon, Umts I and 2), ALAB 555.10 NRC 23,28-29 (1979). Although the
decision sheds some light on the claimed inviolabibty of the Staff's role in protecove orders, the Staff alleges

fContsnued)
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Discovery procedures contemplate parties in an adjudicative proceeding mak-
ing full disclosure of all information relevant to the subject matter of a case as a
means of eliminating surprise and efficiently expediting the disposition oflitiga-
tion. 'lhe process enables parties to obtain complete knowledge of the issues and
facts involved in litigation." It is recognized that the discovery process is not
unfettered, however, and has " ultimate and necessary boundaries."'8 One such ;

limitation is the provision for protective orders which highlights the tribunal's I
authority to control the discovery process and circumscribe the invasion of in-

| quiries into what otherwise are the private and confidential business domains of
party litigants.''

| In providing authority to permit discovery of confidential information only !

in a designated way, it has been noted that, with few exceptions, the protection
| granted parties or persons against the disclosure of trade secrets and confidential

l'

business information restricts the use of such information to those engaged in |

| the proceeding.2 Protective order information has been held to be reachable by
a grand jury subpoena,2' but a review of federal court decisions suggests that
the exceptions recognized for extrajudicial releases of protected information are
generally in circumstances where either a statute or an agency's rules and regu-
lations specifically provide for the disclosure ofinformation obtained by it.22 A

'

leading case prohibiting other uses of information obtained by protective orders
and restricting utilization to the litigation for which it was obtained is Rhinchart

| v. Seattle Times, 98 Wash. 2d 226, 654 P.2d 673 (1982). Upholding a protec. |
tive order, even though a prior restraint on publishing information obtained in a '

I discovery process, the court noted that by " allowing liberal discovery, with in-
quiries into matters which would not necessarily be introduced or admissible at

i

trial, [ courts] were permitting invasions of a litigant's private domain and were !
rightly concerned" about protection against abuse of the discovery process.23
In sustaining the state court's decision, the U.S. Supreme Court referred to the
Court's broad discretion to decide the appropriateness of a protective order and

the decision has httle precedential value since it was decided pnar to the establishment of the 01. OIG. and the
Agency's Management Direcuves rehed upon here. See Staff Supplement to oral Argument Regarding Motion -

for Protecove order at 3-4 I

( "4 James W. Moore et al, Moore's Federal Pracoce 126 02 (1994).
> Is Mckman v. Taylor. 329 U.s. 495. 50547 (1947).

''8 Charles A. wnght and Arthur R. Miller, Federal Practice and Prvcedure i 2036 (1970).
20 Marcus. MpA and Realny in Protective Order lingarson, 69 Cornell L Rev 72,73 (1983); see also cases cited. I

8 Charles A. Wnght and Arthur R. Miller, Federal Pracuee and Procedure 12043 n.29 (1970); as an example of |
such hmitauon,'see Admimstraove Conference of the Umted States, Manualfor Administrar w few /udges 192

(Form 19-d).
21 la re Grandlary Subpoena. 836 F.2d 1468,1477 (4th Cir.1988), cert. denied. 487 U.S.1240 (1989).
22 See, e g., Resolution Trust Corp. v. KPMG Pear Marwick, 719 F. sapp. 2 (D D C. I991).

| 23 R/unchart 98 Wash. 2d at 242.
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to weigh fairly the interests of the parties affected by discovery.24 Although
a protective order for securing the confidentiality of trade information has

| issued, the Court always has the discretion to subsequently modify the order,
l assuming an adequate showing of good cause.25 As a matter of practice, lawyers |

and judges assume litigants use material obtained through discovery only for
|

preparation for litigation even where the Court has not entered a protective
order. It has been pointed out, in this connection, that discovery is essentially
a private affair.26 And discovery has been denied where the purpose of a
discovery request was to gather information for use in proceedings other than |

| a pending suit.27 It has been pointed out that courts should not sanction and |
| encourage the use of private litigants' devices (i.e., discovery) as reinforcements
| for federal prosecutors, whether civil or criminal.2: And it has been recognized

that a demand for sensitive documents can be made "not in a sincere effort to
! gather evidence for use in a lawsuit but in an effolt to coerce the adverse party,

,

regardless of the merits of the suit, to settle it in order not to have to disclose I
sensitive documents."2,

In the present case, the parties are attempting to resolve future discovery ;

difficulties by an " umbrella" protective order designed to accommodate in I

( advance all requests for confidential information. As noted in the Manual
i

| for Complex Litigation, such orders " expedite the flow of discovery material
.

while affording protection against unwarTanted disclosures."" The Staff ie not
obligated to enter into such a prearranged protective order but its gartkipation is
a recognition that its execution will be in the Agency's best interests, as well asi

| other party litigants.3 Alternatively, it could have opted to wait and challenge
denials of requests for confidential information requested in the ordinary course
of the discovery process. A prearranged protective order, however, is frequently i

seen as an efficient method of obtaining the information a case requires since
the resolution of disputed confidentiality issues under the good-cause standard
in the regulations is frequently a time-consuming process.32

|
24 Startle Times Co. r R4 nchart. 467 U.s. 20 (1984). Ahhough the circumstances of this case involved first
amendinent rights. the decision has general apphcabibry. See also llarrif F. Amoco [fodu(rion Co.,768 f.2d 669

| (5th Cir.1985), cert denied. 475 U.S.1011 (1986).

|
25 Padslic Cin:en r Uggers Group. Jac. 858 F.2d 775 (1st Cir.1988L cerr. denied. 488 U.S.1030 (1989); ses

| also in re Agent Orange: Producr habduty Utegarion 82l F 2d 139 (2d Chr I987). cert. denied. 484 U S. 953
(1987).
26 See 8 Charles A. wnght et al.. Federal Pracuce and Procedure 2d (1970),1994 Supplement 12(M3, ser also
Marcus. The Ducovery Confidennaltry Controversy. U. nl. L Rev,457, 458 (1991).
27 Oppenheuner fund, Inc. v. Sanders. 437 U.s. 340,352 n.17 (1978).
2sGAF Corp. v Eastman Kodak Co.,415 F. Supp.129,132 (s D N Y.1976).

i 2*Marrese v Amencan Academy of Orthopaeduc Surgeons,706 F.2d 1488, t495 (7th Cir.1983).
"Manualfor Compter litrgation 2d. I 21431 (1985).

~

3' The Staff recognizes that a protecove order is " desirable in this case . . " and mil " facilitate the discovery
process, conserve time and . streamhne the process" Staff Response to SFC Monon for Protecove
Order at 1; and staff Reply to GA Bnef in suppon of Mooon for Protective order at 7-8.
32 Marcus, Myth and Realsrv in Protectiw Order krigarwn. 69 Cornell L Rev. 1. 23 (1983).
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On delineating the respective supervisory, administrative, or investigative
responsibilities of the EDO, and the Directors of the 01 and OIG offices,
the Staff asserts that restricting its ability to communicate wrongdoing though
privileged information violates the Commission's policy on the free flow of
communications, interferes with the Agency's ability to ensure public health and
safety and protect against fraud, abuse, and wrongdoing.33 This appears to the
Board as an exaggerated claim which implicitly argues the basic responsibilities
of the NRC offices would be threatened by not having discovery information
available to it. In its operations, the agency can make a variety of demands for
information from licensees (10 C.F.R. 6 2.'04), as it has in the past with this
Licensee, and the investigatory powers of 01 and OIG are extensive enough
that they can hardly be considered as hampered by the inability to receive
protected discovery information. As has been pointed out, "the government as
investigator has awesome powers, not lightly to be enhanced or supplemented
by implication."" It is our conclusion that if the StahN position has validity,
no basic reason exists for it ever to be a party to a protective agreement.35 SFC
does concede that the EDO's supervisory responsibilities are involved in all
NRC litigation and to the extent of any involvement in this proceeding, that
office is entitled to the privileged information discussed herein. See Tr.132-33.

A more serious challenge is presented by the Staff's claim that a protective
order represents an interference with its responsibilities as directed by the
NRC. The management directives claimed by the Staff as obligating it to
report all matters of possible wrongdoing, irrespective of their genesis, to OI
or the OIG, would, if interpreted any other way than the Staff claims, "be
inconsistent with the objective of the Agency's Management Directive."36 The
Staff's position is untenable for several reasons. Management directives are
required to be adopted by all federal departments and agencies and as formulated
are an internal management system for communicating an agency's " policies,
objectives, responsibilities, authorities, requirements, guidance, and information
to employees."3' (Emphasis supplied). Directive 1.l(041) indicates that the
directive applies to and must be followed by "all NRC. . employees." Volume
8 of the 14 volumes of the management directives concerns Licensee Oversight
Programs, and 8.8, or Chapter NRC-0517 and Appendices I-III of that volume,
which is cited by the Staff as support for its position herein, deals with the

33 staff Response to sFC Monon f.4 Protective order at 37.
M GAF Corp., supra note 28. 415 F. supp at 132.
33 The staff argues that a protective order is not necessary to Innd the staff due to the provisions of 10 C.F.R.
I 2.790 and 18 U.s C. I 1905. but at has agreed to be voluntanly subject to a protective order and waive requinns
deternunations under the regulauons in order to conserve erne and streamhne the process. See staff Reply to GA
Bnef in Support of Motion for Protecuve order at 7-8. See also Tr.17173.
36

Staff Answers to Board Quesnons at 2. see also Tr.17172.
37 NRC Managenent threenves system Direcove. Pohey 1.101,
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Management of Allegations and defmes "the policy and procedures for the
proper receipt, processing, control, and disposition of allegations received for
resolution by NRC offices that concern NRC-regulated activities."$8 The chapter
cited involves the handling of allegations of wrongdoing by Office Directors
and Regional Administrators and the Agency's Office of Investigations. The.
management directive makes no reference, as the Staff concedes, to allegations
of wrongdoing based on protected confidential information solicited through
the discovery process and excludes from its definition of allegation " matters

,

being handled by more formal processes such as . hearing boards . ")'

Although the Staff's conclusion that this exclusion only involves matters "related
to the issues iri the proceeding" is debatable," the Commission could have stated
that the defir.ition of allegations covers information received from whatever
source, including protective orders, had it intended to do so.

He issue before us, however, is whether the Agency's Management Direc-
|

tives can be equated with regulatory requirements and thus avoid having to meet '

the procedural rulemaking requirements of noticing rulemaking in the Federal
Register, scliciting public comments, and publishing final regulations.di We
do not believe, and do not concur in, the Staff's judgment that the availabil-

,

ity of management directives in the Agency's Public Document offices places
|

those who do business with the NRC on notice of the Agency's policies and I
practices.C Even if a contrary judgment were to be made, a reading of the man-
agement directive cited by the Staff (8.8) provides no information that privileged
discovery material is embraced within its terms. Although it can be presumed
that the Staff's position is based on the supposition that wrongdoing might be
deduced from protected discovery information (Tr. 208-11), there is no evidence
of wrongdoing in this case, nor hint of how evidence of such derived from pro-
tected discovery material transforms itself into allegations, as contemplated by
the mar.agement directive cited.

Weighing the conflicting interests of the parties in the proposed protective
order, it appears to the Board in a final analysis that to permit the Staff to
ignore the confidential status of protected information erodes the foundation
of protective orders as authorized by the rules. Here is nothing in the
regulations of this Agency that authorizes the exercise of such a power, and
if that authority appears necessary to the responsible functioning of the NRC,
the Commission can direct a rule be publicly proposed for adoption. It also
needs pointing out that the Staff's proposed version of paragraph 7 goes much

3a Staff Answers to Board Quesuons (Mar. 3.1995).
3' NRC-0517-N 3.

"Stafr Annstrs to Board Quesnons at 3.
43 See 10 Cf R.12.8N
U

5cc Staff Answers to Board Quesnons at 4 a.3.
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1

!

beyond the premise of allegations of wrongdoing. By its terms, there is no !
requirement of any investigatory purpose to trigger the Staff's authority to I

i

release protected information. De Staff would be entitled to release any i

and all protected information to the offices indicated without having to meet
any criteria of wrongdoing. With no restraints, such an unbalanced authority

|

provides an opportunity for one litigant in a proceeding to vitiate the protection
of confidential information in a way the discovery process never contemplated. j

It cannot be successfully maintained that the Staff, as one litigant in a pro- '

cceding, in the absence of statutory or regulatory authority directing otherwise, !
can perform with different responsibilities than other litigants. It must operate '

and conform to the same standards as apply to other parties.42 Related to the
substance of the Staff's argument here, it has been stated that a protective order
should be enforced against a third party, including the (federal) government,
and that absent some extraordinary circumstance or compelling need, a pro-
tective order should not be vacated or modified merely to accommodate the
Government's desire to inspect protected testimony for possible use in a crimi-
nal investigation.48

Sustaining a lower court's upholding of stipulations of confidentiality for
witnesses' testimony against the federal government, the Court of Appeals
stated:

Dese [the government'sl arguments ignore a more significant counterbalancing factor -
the vital function of a protective order issued under Rule 26(c). F.R. Civ. P., which is to
" secure the just, speedy and inexpensive determinanon" of civil disputes. Rule 1. F.R. Civ.
P., by encouraging full disclosure of all evidence that might conceivably be relevant. His
objective represents the cornerstone of our administration of civil justice. Unless a valid
Rule 26(c) protective order is to be fully and fairly enforceable, witnesses relying upon such
orders will be inhibited from giving essential testimony in civil litigation. thus undermining
a procedural system that has been successfully developed over the years for disposition
of civil differences. In short, witnesses might be expected frequently to refuse to tesufy
pursuant to protective orders if their testimony were to be made available to the government
for investigatoiy purposes in disregard of those orders [45 j

In a case" involving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and similar
in its factual setting to the one before us, the Court affirmed the use of the trial
court's discretion restricting the agency's use of protected discovery information
for investigative purposes. The decision was based, in part, on the lack of

43 .ouisiana Power and I.ight Co. (waterford steam Electnc stauon, Unit 3). ALAB-801. 21 NRC 479. 4841

(1985L
** Martmdell v. leernatwnal Telephone & Telegraph Corp , 594 F.2d 291 (l979).
45 1d at 295-%.

"Harns v. Amoco Producten Co. 768 F.2d 669 (5th Cir.1985) rert. denied. 475 U.s.1011 (1986K
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statutory authority for the use of discovery information in the conduct of the
Agency's investigatory function.

We do not conclude that the uncovering of possible evidence of wrongdoing
through the discovery of protected information may not, on occasion, present a
problem for the NRC. However, in the absence of regulatory authority or some
policy direction by the Commission, the Staff must be bound by the terms of
the order contemplated here. It has been stated that the " Commission and its
adjudicatory boards have always proceeded on the assumption that the terms of
all protective orders will be scrupulously observed by everyone who acquires
confidential information under such an order."d7 We do not state, if the Staff
(or the Board itself) became aware of information involving immediate threats
to health and safety, that an obligation does not exist to report such information
to responsible NRC officials, irrespective of the source of such information.
This obligation is always present. Here, we emphasize the difference between
evidence that may lead to allegations of wrongdoing and information on existing;

| dangers to the public's health or safety.
; However, the Staff, having no authority to use protected information for

nonlitigative purposes, confronts us with another dilemma inasmuch as the

| ruling leaves a proposed protective order not consensual and agreeable to all
'

parties. The Board has several options: First, not to grant a protective order
in its present form on the basis that an essential element of good cause has
not been adequately shown as is otherwise required by the regulations.48 The
parties would then have to proceed seriatim pursuant to the regulations governing
the obtaining of protected information,10 C.F.R. il2.740(c) and 2.790. This

| ruling would, however, further delay this proceeding and leave the parties in
| a posture they wanted to avoid. And even though that result rests with the
I parties whose motions are before us, we would not be responsibly conducting

our charge to take action to avoid delay.d' We are concerned about the pace of I

this adjudication and that that ruling, requiring the observance of good cause |,

| and other procedural requirements of the regulations, would consume further '

| argument and unnecessary time.
| Re second option would be to refer this matter in its entirety to the
| Commission. However, the Board's role is to decide disputed issues and it
| is that responsibility we meet by rendering a decision on the disputed issue

before us. We are not called upon either to declare some Commission policy
askew or to establish some policy matter the Commission should embrace.

|
He Board is called upon to issue a protective order, the terms of which are '

47 Houston lightmg and Pmr Co. (Allens Cn:ck Nuclear Generating stauon, Unit 1). At.AB-535. 9 NRC 377
400 (1979).
4s

See 10 C.F R. I 2.740(c).
d'Scr 10 C.F.R.12.7:8.
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tailored to prevent possible misuse of proprietary information. This act is well
within the jurisdiction of the Board and the parties agree that it is within the
Board's competence to settle disputes concerning the terms of the protective
order without the intervention of the Commission. Unlike the Staff which has
as its function differing roles - administration, enforcement, and regulation
- the Board's role is exclusively adjudicatory in nature. At this juncture, a
largely undefined Commission policy which the Staff claims places restraints
on its ability to abide by the terms of the protective order does not, nor should
not, prevent the Board from acting in its narrow adjudicatory role. If the Staff
chooses, for reasons it has outlined, to go against the terms of the protective
order after it has issued, it can apply to the Commission for such guidance or
relief.

The third option, and the one adopted herein, is to determine that support
for the protected order, with the paragraph 7 version as requested by GA, has
been adequately substantiated. There has been no issue here of the need for
a protective order and, except for that paragraph, all parties support it. The
material described here, over which SFC expresses a concern about inadvertent
releases," is entitled to protection as privileged or confidential information. A
formal procedure is included in the proposed order controlling accessibility by
those involved in the litigation, and an opportunity for parties to challenge the
bona fides of protected material is available. A provision is included in the
order (paragraph 12) providing for Board review where objections are made
to the designation of material as protected discovery material and the Board
also reserves herein, infra, the right to review the status of protected discovery
material introduced into the record prior to the close of this proceeding. And
finally, a procedure is provided for assuring the Staff of a Board review, ex parte
and in camera, of that protected material it represents as constituting wrongdoing
and requiring the consideration of the offices designated. We do not agree that
the Board review constitutes, in any degree, a directing or supervising of the
Staff in the conduct of its responsibilities While there is admittedly tension51

created by the different roles the Staff and the Board must play, the Board simply
is exercising its authority to supervise the discovery procedure, as required by
NRC's Rules of Practice in 10 C.F.R. 5 2.740(c). To require the Staff to abide by
the same rules as other parties may act as a restraint, but the regulations provide
the stricture, not the Board. We do agree there should be no requirement in
the proposed order for the Staff to request consent from the party producing
protected discovery materials and we strike that provision from paragraph 7 of

;

the order. In light of the foregoing, and weighing the respective interests of the j

parties in this proceeding, we find the case for the protective order requested is

"Tr. I%. 217.
51 5ce staff Response to SIC Monou for Protective order er 7 9.

|
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| adequately supported and SFC's motion, with the amendments hereafter noted,
'

is granted. In the event that the parties desire to pursue additional discussions
regarding the provisions of this order, they are of course free to do so and
the Board would entertain a motion to modify its provisions if agreeable to all'

parties.i

| We have reviewed the positions set forth by GA and the Staff concerning
a procedure for handling any future FOIA requests of protected discovery
information. GA recommends that the Licensing Board, having authority over

! the discovery procedures, should be the final arbiter of releases of protected
material sought by FOIA requests. The Staff contends that since the Agency has

| established its own procedure, pursuant to the requirements of the Act itself52
! for considering such requests, the Board has no jurisdiction over the subject

matter. It is the Board's judgment that this issue is premature and, accordingly,
we issue no pronouncement with respect to it at present. Consideration of this
matter requires a thorough review of the Agency's FOIA procedure, a resolution
of its applicability to discovered protective materials and determinations on "the
responsible office," " agency records," and " exemptions" set forth in 10 C.F.R.
Part 9, Subpart A, of the regulations. These issues are not only complex and
would require additional argument by the parties, but may not be necessary to
decide at all. De Board will make a determination of any such FOIA issues at
the time of their appearance and the Staff and other parties are directed to bring
any FOIA request to the Board's attention promptly.

Here are several additional matters associated with SFC's proposed protec-
tive order that require attention and concerning which there appears to be no
controversy. First, the changes recommended by the Staff dealing with agency
contractors who might have access to protected material are granted, as such |

persons should be required to execute affidavits of nondisclosure. Accordingly,
|

revisions to paragraphs 3 and 5 in the protective order are made as follows:
Paragraph 3. In subparagraph "a," strike out everything after " case" in line ,

8 and insert the following in a new subparagraph: I

b. Persons, such as account.mts, consultants, and economists, w ho are not regular employees
of the NRC, and are assisting in the preparation of this case, or giving testimony in tlus
case, whether the testimony is oral or written for purposes of a deposition, interrogatory or
heanng, and have a need to know. These persons are subject to a contractual obligation of
non-disclosure with the NRC.

Paragraphs previously designated as b, c, d, and e will be redesignated c, d, e,
and f, respectively.

$2 5 U.S C.1552; see also Executive order 12,600. 52 Fed. Reg 23.781 (1987).
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Paragraph 5. In line 3, substitute the designation "3(f)" for the designation
"3(c) ".

In addition, in paragraph 10, on page 8, lines 14-15, delete the words "to the
Licensing Board or." His makes clear that protected material is to be returned
to the party producing it and not the Board at the termination of the proceeding.

In order to ensure the proper handling of protected discovery material and
the Board's authority in providing in camera treatment for such material, delete
the language of paragraph 11 and substitute the following in its place:

11. Use of any Protected Discovery Materials by any party in any wntten or oral
testimony, exhibit, brief, or other submission in this proceeding shall be subject to the
following conditions:

a. Absent disclosure consent by t% party whose Protected Discovery Materialis being
used, such Material shall be filed and served in a sealed envelope or other appropriate
receptacle labeled to signify it is scaled pursuant to this Protective Order.

b. The Licensing Board, as the final arbiter of the decisionmaking process herein,
retains the right to review the status of Protected Material prior to the close of the record
in this proceeding. In any such review, the Licensing Board may require the party whose
Protected Matenal is being used to submit information in support of a claim for protection
from disclosure, and may afford other parties the opportunity to make submissions supporting
or opposing a claim for protection.

c. Absent consent by the party whose Protected Material is being used or any disclosure
determination pursuant to ll.b, Protected Discovery Material subject to this paragraph shall
be afforded in camera treatment in this proceeding.

ORDER

A. He motion for a protective order submitted by Sequoyah Fuels Corpo-
ration, with the amendments indicated herein, is granted.

B. IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that all parties to this proceeding, counsel
thereto, and the individuals and entities specified herein, are subject to the
following terms and conditions:

1. This Protective Order governs the disclosure and use of the following
categories of " discovery material" (documents, answers to interrogatories,
and answers to requests for admissions obtained in this proceeding through
the discovery provisions of Part 2 of the Commission's Rules of Practice
for Domestic Licensing Proceedings and Issuance of Orders, and any
information which would reveal protected matters in those documents,
answers to interrogatories, and answers to requests for admissions):

a. documents submitted by Sequoyah Fuels Corporation ("SFC")
and/or General Atomics ("GA") which the Commission has previ-
ously determined or determines should be withheld from public dis-
closure pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 2.790;
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I
b. any discovery material produced in this proceeding and des- '

ignated by any of the parties as " protected" as described below; and
c. any discovery material that would reveal protected material

referred to in clauses (a) and (b) above. ,

Rr purposes of this Protective Order, the foregoing shall be collectively
referred to as " Protected Discovery Material."

.

I

2. If a party responding to a discovery request believes that any material
produced or disclosed in response to such request: 1

a. is entitled to protection as privileged or confidential informa-
tion, or

! b. contains information that constitutes Protected Discovery Ma-
terial provided by another party or which would reveal Protected Dis-
covery Material, such party shall segregate such material from other
portions of the response to the discovery request and shall designate
such material as Protected Discovery Material by stamping or other-
wise marking it with the legend:

PROTECED: Subject to Protective Order
in Docket No. 40-8027-EA

3. Disclosure of Protected Discovery Material shall be made only to
the following persons:

a. NRC Staff counsel and their supervisors, who are subject to
and governed by the nondisclosure regulations at 10 C.F.R. 5 2.790
and/or 10 C.F.R. Il9.17 and 9.25 and are assisting in the preparation
of this case; NRC Staff who 'are subject to and governed by the
nondisclosure requirements of 10 C.F.R. 5 2.790 and/or 10 C.F.R. |
559.17 and 9.25 and are assisting in the preparation of this case;

b. Persons, such as accountants, consultants, and economists,
who are not regular employees of the NRC, and are assisting in the
preparation of this case, or giving testimony in this case, whether the
testimony is oral or written for purposes of a deposition, interrogatory,
or hearing, and have a need to know. These persons are subject to a
contractual obligation of nondisclosure with the NRC.

'
i

c, All counsel of record and in-house counsel of GA, SFC,
NACE, or the Cherokee Nation, who are assisting in the preparation
of this case, and their secretaries and legal assistants who are assisting
in the preparation of this case;

d. Officers and Directors of GA, SFC, NACE, or the Cherokee
|

Nation, who are assisting in the preparation of this case; l

e. Employees of GA, SFC, NACE, or the Cherokee Nation and i

Ipersons, such as accountants, consultants, and economists, who are
assisting in preparation of this case; provided that such employee
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or other person has been specifically designated to receive Protected
Discovery Material by written agreement of the party that is producing
or did produce the Protected Discovery Material or by Order of the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (" Licensing Board");

f. Any person from whom testimony is taken or to be taken in
; this matter by GA, SFC, NACE, or the Cherokee Nation, whether
l the testimony is oral or written, for purposes of a deposition, inter-
| rogatory, or hearing; provided that such person has been specifically

designated to receive Protected Discovery Material by prior written
agreement of the party who is producing or did produce the Protected
Discovery Material or by Order of the Licensing Board.

4. Prior to the disclosure of Protected Discovery Material to any person
identified in clause 3(a), such person shall be informed by NRC Staff
counsel of the terms of this order and reminded of the nondisclosure
requirements of 10 C.F.R. 5 2.790 and 10 C.F.R. 95 9.17 and 9.25.

5. Prior to the disclosure of Protected Discovery Material to any person
identified in clauses 3(b) through 3(f), such person shall execute an affidavit
in the form appended hereto, as Enclosure I to this Order, and such affidavit
shall be served upon the parties to this proceeding.

6. Any person authorized to receive access to Protected Discovery
Material under this Protective Order shall not disclose, orally or in writing,

; any Protected Discovery Material to any person other than those persons
I authorized to receive it under this Protective Order. Furthermore, no

disclosure shall be made other than for purposes directly related to this <

| proceeding and the hearing to be held in conjunction with this matter. |
7. Nothing in this Protective Order ' hall prevent NRC Staff authorized j

| to receive Protected Discovery Material from using such material as is
appropriate in the legitimate exercise of their respective duties, provided
that they shall not disclose such materials to any individual not authorized
to receive material under this Protective Order without first obtaining the
approval of the Licensing Board.

8. The restrictions on dissemination of Protected Discovery Material
set forth in this Protective Order shall not apply to any party's nonpublic
dissemination at its discretion of documents or materials that contain or
would reveal only its own Protected Discovery Material and that neither
contain nor would reveal protected material for which another party is
entitled to protected status.

9. 'lhe restrictions on dissemination of Protected Discovery Material
set forth in this Protective Order shall not apply to any party's public dis-
semination at its discretion of documents or materials that contain or would
reveal only its own Protected Discovery Material and that neither contain
ner would reveal protected material for which another party is entitled to

| !
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protected status. Once a party has publicly disclosed or disseminated its
own Protected Discovery Material pursuant to this paragraph, the disclosed
or dir,eminated material shall be deemed disclosed for all parties and for
all purposes, and said materials shall no longer be subject to this Protective
Order or remain confidential.

10. Parties granted access to Protected Discovery Material under the
terms of this Protective Order shall take all necessary and prudent steps,
including limiting the numbers of copies made, to prevent disclosure
of the Protected Discovery Material, including any documents, notes,
compilations, summaries, or other documents incorporating the materials
or ti.eir content. The Protected Discovery Material cannot be revealed,
transmitted, or communicated to any person who is not described in
Paragraph 3, above. Each person given access to the Protected Discovery
Material shall segregate all such material, keep it secure, refrain from
disclosing it in any manner to persons not essential to the preparation and
completion of this matter, and shall keep it confidential, and take all steps
reasonably required to ensure that persons to whom counsel has permitted
access for trial preparation maintain such confidentiality, except as provided
for by this Protective Order or other order of the Licensing Board. In
addition to limiting the number of copies of protected documents that are
made, each party shall maintain a log of each copy of a protected document
that is made, identifying the document (s) copied and the person (s) given
custodial responsibility for the copied documents. A copy of this log shall
be provided to each party at the conclusion of the proceeding, including
any reviews or appeals, and at any prior time upon the request of a party.

,

Furthermore, persons granted access to the Protected Discovery Material 1

shall, upon completion of this proceeding, including any reviews or appeals, |
return all Protected Discovery Materials, other than those that have been I

made part of the record or have otherwise been relied tpon by a party,
to counsel for the party producing said material for disposition. All other
Protected Discovery Material shall be maintained and secured so as to
prevent unauthorized access or disclosure.

11. Use of any Protected Discovery Materials by any party in any writ-
ten or oral testimony, exhibit, brief, or other submission in this proceeding
shall be subject to the following conditions:

a. Absent disclosure consent by the party whose Protected Dis-
covery Material is being used, such Material shall be filed and served |
in a sealed envelope or other appropriate receptacle labeled to signify |
it is sealed pursuant to this Protective Order.

b. The Licensing Board, as the final arbiter of the decisionmaking
process herein, retains the right to review the status of Protected
Material prior to the close of the record in this proceeding. In
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any such review, the Licensing Board may require the party whose
Protected Material is being used to submit information in support of ,

a claim for protection from disclosure, and may afford other parties
| the opportunity to make submissions supporting or opposing a claim

| for protection.
'

c. Absent consent by the party whose Protected Material is being
used or any disclosure determination pursuant to 11.b, Protected
Discovery Material subject to this paragraph shall be afforded in
camera treatment in this proceeding.

; 12. Any party may object to the designation of material as Protected
j Discovery Material. Such objections shall be made by a letter to the party

claiming protection, which letter shall identify the material to which the!

objection is addressed and the grounds for the objection. Such correspon-
dence shall be treated as Protected Discovery Material. Prior to any further

,

| proceedings, the objecting party shall have the burden of consulting with

| the party claiming protection. If the dispute is not resolved through con-
l' sultation, the objecting party may apply to the Board for a ruling that the

material sought to be protected is not entitled to such status and protection.
In the event of a dispute concerning the designation of Protected Discovery

| Material, the material designated as protected shall be treated as such under
this Protective Order until the Board orders to the contrary.

| 13. This Order is without prejudice to the right of any party to seek
! further or additional protection of any discovery material, including an order
| that certain discovery not be had.
i 14. Neither the taking of any action in accordance with the provisions

of this Order, nor the failure to object thereto, shall be construed as a waiver |
of any claim or defense in this action. Moreover, the failure to designate
material in accordance with the provisions of this Order, or the failure to
object to such designation at any given time, shall not preclude the later

|- filing of a motion seeking to obtain such designation or challenging the
i propriety thereof. He entry of this Protective Order shall not be construed

as a waiver of any right to object to the furnishing of information in response
to discovery and shall not relieve any party of the obligation of producing

| information in the course of discovery.
'

15. De inadvertent production of any privileged or work product
material shall not be deemed a waiver or impairment of any claim of
privilege or protection, including but not limited to, the attorney-client
privilege and the protection afforded to work product materials. Upon
receiving notice from the producing party that materials, including copies
of summaries thereof, have been inadvertently produced, all such materials
shall be returned to the producing party within five (5) days of receipt of

| such notice.

|
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16. Any allegations of abuse or violation of this Protective Order will
be referred to the Licensing Board for any action it deems appropriate.

C. The parties are directed to resume the discovery process on receipt of
this Order and the Board's intention is to have the process completed by July
31,1995.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND '

LICENSING BOARD

.

James P. Gleason, Chariman

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Jerry R. Kline
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Judge Bollwerk concurs in part and dissents in part in this decision. His separate
views follow.

Bollwerk, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part:

I find the bulk of the protective order issued by the Board unobjectionable,
including the NRC staff-proposed modifications to paragraphs three and five
and the Board-initiated changes to paragraphs ten and eleven. I do, however,
have two basic disagreements with the majority's determination to accept
the Sequoyah Fuels Corporation and General Atomics (SFC/GA) version of
paragraph seven of the order. 'Ihis provision mandates Board review and
approval of any determination by staff personnel litigating this proceeding
that protected SFC/GA proprietary discovery material should be given to staff
investigative or enforcement personnel. My objections to paragraph seven,
which are both substantive and procedural, flow from the same source -
my concern about the degree to which this provision interposes the Board
into investigative and enforcement activities delegated to the staff by the
Commission.

My procedural problem is with the majority's decision to act in the first in-
stance to adopt either the SFC/GA or the staff /intervenor version of paragraph
seven. Without a doubt, deciding issues properly presented by the parties in an
adjudication is one of the paramount duties of a judicial officer. Here, how-
ever, choosing between the competing versions of paragraph seven implicates
a significant question about the authority of this Board to involve itself in de-

#
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1
terminations regarding the initiation and prosecution of agency investigations

| and enforcement actions. Because this provision presents such an important is-
I sue regarding the extent of the Board's authority in an area that traditionally has

been considered within the delegated purview of the staff and because the Com-
mission is the ultimate repository of both the investigative / enforcement power
and thejudicial authority that are implicated here, in this instance certification of
the parties' dispute to the Commission is warranted. See 10 C.F.R. El2.718(i),
2.786(g); see also infra note 4; cf. RTC v. Thomton, 798 F. Supp.1,4 (D.D.C.
1992) (once agency issued practice guidelines permitting intra-agency sharing
of subpoenaed materials, it became entitled to share those materials internally
without notice to document supplier). But see New England Power Co. (NEP,
Units I and 2), LBP-78-9,7 NRC 271,280 (1978)(denying request to certify
question to Commission regarding Licensing Board's authority to suspend staff
review of operating license application).

Notwithstanding my preference to place the matter directly into the hands of
the Commission without a Board decision, because the majority has chosen to
act on pa.agraph seven, I outline my disagreement with the substance of their
determination as well. Fundamentally, ray concern is with the Board's incursion
into a regulatory area in which it has no authority or expertise.

My disagreement with the majority's position rests on three basic precepts.
The first is that the authority given this agency to initiate and pursue investi.
gations and enforcement actions regarding violations of the Atomic Energy Act
(AEA) and agency regulations resides with the NRC staff.' The executive power
to investigate and then undertake an enforcement action regarding licensees and
others involved in regulated activities was given by the Congress to the Com-
mission as the agency head. See AEA 6161c,42 U.S.C. 9 2201(c). In turn,
this investigative / enforcement authority has been delegated by the Commission
(with some oversight constraints) to various staff personnel and offices, in partic-
ular the Executive Director for Operations (EDO), the Office of Investigations,
and the Office of Enforcement.2 See 10 C.F.R. Il1.31(b),1.32,1.36(a). See
also AEA i 161n,42 U.S.C. 6 2201(n); NRC Management Directive 8.8, chap.
0517-032 to -035; id. app. 0517, pt.111. Thus, the NRC staff has the principal
responsibility within the agency for initiating and conducting investigations and
enforcement actions.

I in using the term " enforcement action." I refer to those proceedings inshtuted by the staff under 10 C.F R. Part
2. subpart B. against a heensee or anyone else subject to the agency's jurisdiction.
2 NRC " staff personner* generally are considered to be in those offices reporung to the EDo. see 10 C F R. )

l i.31(b). The ofhce of the inspector General (olG) does not report to the EDo. see ad i1.12 but does j

have responsibihty for investiganng agency programs and employees. see 5 U s C. app 6 2(1). which sometimes
can involve investigaung the acuvines of heensees and others engaged in hcensed achvines. In hght of ;

'olG's investigative role, my comments regarding the dissemination of information by suff hogators to staff
investigauve/enforcenros personnel apply equally to the disclosure of information to OlG ofhcials.
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My second premise is that any staff personnel, including those involved in an
agency adjudication,8 who become aware of evidence indicating that licensees
or others involved in regulated activities are contravening statutory or regulatory
requirements are under a duty to bring that information to the attention of those
particular staff officials who exercise the Commission-delegated responsibility
to initiate and carry out agency investigations and enforcement actions regarding
wrongdoing. See NRC Management Directive 8.8, chap. 0517-052.d See also
Pub. L. No. 96-303,94 Stat. 855 (1980)(federal employees should uphold the
Constitution, laws, and regulations of the United States and all governments
therein and never be a party to their evasion); 5 C.F.R. 6 2635.101(b)(ll) (all
federal employees shall disclose waste, fraud, abuse, and corruption to appro-
priate authorities); NRC Management Directive Handbook 7.4(A) (allegations
of wrongdoing regarding conduct of NRC employees or contractors should be
reported to Office of Inspector General). As a consequence, in reviewing a par-
ticular discovery document, if a member of the staff litigating this case comes
across information that evidences a violation or potential violation of any statu-
tory or regulatory requirement, that individual is under a duty to disclose that
information to appropriate staff investigative or enforcement personnel.

My final premise is that oversight of ongoing staff activities concerning the
initiation or prosecution of investigations and enforcement actions generally is
not a matter within the Commission-delegated jurisdiction or the expertise of a
presiding officer adjudicating a challenge to a completed staff enforcement ac-
tion. Previously, in overturning an Appeal Board order that required the staff to
perform a management capability assessment as part of the staff's future review
of a reactor operating license application, the Commission declared that a pre-
siding officer's delegated authority to conduct adjudications does not include the

| authority to " direct the staff in performance of [its] administrative functions."
Carolina Power and Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1,2,

3 As nembers of a Comrrusson-level of6ce, see 10 C F R. Il.23. attorneys with the office of the General
Counsel (oGC) who act as counsel in agency hcensmg and enforcement adju&canoas technically are not "stafr"
personnel. Nonetheless, as staff represemauves, for present purposes I conuder them within the designanon of
" staff persontel."
'The majority nnds this management direcuve irrelevant because it makes no specine reference to the exact

situation now before tir Board. Given the subject maner involved it is not wholly apparem to me why this
lack of a specinc &recuve is comrolhng. See infra note s. In any event. given the majonty's apparent
recognition that the Comnussion can provide staff hugators with the authoney to provide protected matenals to
staff invesuganon/ enforcement personnel without Board involvement. see Majanry opimon at 262, this concern
about a lack of clear Comnusuon &recuon seenungly supports my suggescon that the paragraph seven matter be
cerufsed to the Conmussion for its consideranon and resolucon

The majonty also 6nds this rnanagemem &rective unpersuamve because it is not a regulanon. Judicial authonty
suggests. however, that in deternumng how an agency allocates responsibihty for internal handhng of documems
prodisced pursuam to legal process. agency pohey guidehnes can provide the necessary &recuon. See Thomson,
798 F. Supp. at 4 (issuance of sneernal pracoce guidehnes enucles agency to share subpoenard matenal smernally
pursuam to guidehnes).
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3, and 4), CLI-80-12,1I NRC 514,516 (1980). See also Florida Power and
Light Co. (St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 2), ALAB-553,10 NRC 12,
13-14 (1978) (Appeal Board would not review staff determination to accord
higher priority to recent Three Mile Island accident notwithstanding fact that
resulting reduced allocation of manpower to adjudicatory proceeding would de-
lay scheduled staff filing); Philadelphia Electric Co. (Fulton Generating Station,
Units 1 and 2), LBP-79-23,10 NRC 220,223 (1979) (staff license application
docketing and review activities are not under supervision of Licensing Board);
New England Power Co., LBP-78-9,7 NRC at 279-80 (denying request that a
Licensing Board suspend the staff's review of operating license application).5
Nothing presented by SFC/GA suggests that the Commission intended that the
staff's vital investigative and enforcement responsibilities should be treated dif-
ferently.'

Besides this lack of Board authority, it also seems apparent that the de-
termination SFC/GA paragraph seven requires is one that a Board's experience
and expertise makes it ill-equipped to make. To be sure, in exercising the au-
thority granted by the Commission to adjudicate challenges to an enforcement
action, the presiding officer must assess the propriety of any staff investigative
or enforcement activities to determine whether the bases specified as supporting
a contested enforcement action are factually and legally sound and are sufficient
to support the remedy sought or the sanction imposed.2 See Oncology Services
Corp., LBP-94-2,39 NRC 11,25 (1994), This is not the judgment that SFC/GA
paragraph seven involves, however,

$ 1 note that in these Appeal Board and Lacensing Board decismns, there is no citation to a parucular regulanon
or inscrual manual as a source of the staff's adnunistranve authonty; it is sirnply acknowledged that the staff has
that preroganve. It is not clear to nw why, even in the absence of a specinc &rective, the duty of any staff rnember
to report suspected wrongdoing to the proper staff invesugauve/enforcemem authonties is not equally apparent.
6 1 mm unable to And that the Appeal Board's decision in Mrginia Electrie and Powr Co. (North Anna Power

station, Umts I and 2). ALAB-555,10 NRC 23 (1979), which is referenced by the majonty, is precedent for
adopong the sIOGA veruoo of paragraph seven. In North Anna, in granting a protecove order for propnetary
informanon, the Appeal Board stated that "[alo disclosure of the tassertedly] propnetary information desenbed
above shall be made outside the Umied states Nuclear Regulatory Commission or to anyone within the Commission

,

who is not talung an achve part in the review of such informauon." Id. at 29. The import of this language for
&sclosure of discovery matenal to staff investigative /eeforcement personnel is sornewhat anduguous, see Tr. at 192,
panicularly because the " active review" of such informauon could involve invesugauve/enforcemem personnel. I
would require a much clearer staternent of judicialiment to consider this decision a bineng precedent here.
7 As the presi&ng of6cer responsible for the conduct of an adju& canon, a Board does have authonty for overseeing

the introduction of invesugative/ enforcement informanon into the proceedang. through discovery or otherwise. See
TTC v. Atlantic Richfield Co 567 F.2d 96,104 (D C, Cir.1977)(allowing agency investigauve staff to provide
informauon to staff Imgators wnhout notice and opportumty to object by other parties would negate authonty
and responsibihty of Adnumstrative law Judge over adju&catory process). This instance however, presems the
opposite situauon, i.e.. what is the authonry of the presi&ng ofhcer to oversee the essenunauon of potennal
inves6sanve/ enforcement material to other agency staff operating outside the adjudicatory procee&ng.
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Under the SFOGA version of paragraph seven, in determining whether staff
litigators may disclose particular proprietary information to agency investiga-
tive/ enforcement personnel, the Board apparently is to apply a standard of "rea.
sonableness," i.e., is it reasonable to permit stafflitigators to turn the information
over. See Tr. at 137-39. He Board does make " reasonableness" determinations
in ruling on other information disclosure requests. For example, in assessing
the propriety of a request for an adjudicative subpoena, the Board must make
a " reasonableness" judgment about the relevance of the subpoena as measured
against the party contentions or staff charges at issue in the proceeding. See
FTC v. Anderson, 631 F.2d 741,746 (D.C. Cir.1979). Its determination under
SFOGA paragraph seven is fundamentally different. Besides requiring that the
Board assess whether the information, the staff would disclose is reasonably rele-
vant to some purported wrongdoing, if the Board is to fulfill SFOGA's supposed
aim of preventing staff misuse of the material, see infra pp. 276-77, the Board
necessarily must alsojudge whether the staff's concern about purported wrong. i

doing is itself " reasonable." This, in turn, involves the Board in determining
whether an agency investigation or enforcement action should be initiated or
pursued, an executive judgment wholly outside the range of the adjudicatory
experience and expertise of the Board.

In contrast to what I find are these compelling reasons for the Board to
keep out of this area of staff responsibility, the principal arguments put forth
by SFOGA in support of Board intervention are wholly unconvincing. First,
they assert that the Board's intervention in the staff's investigative / enforcement
process will minimize access to their confidential commercial information that,
in turn, will minimize the possibility of inadvertent or otherwise improper
ds. bare. See Tr. at 137, 217. His argument carries little weight here,
howevei, given the staff personnel to whom the disclosure would be made. By
the very nature of their duties, those in the investigative and enforcement offices
in the agency have the most experience in handling " confidential" information.
These officials are, in fact, the agency personnel most likely to ensure that it
remains confidential. If, as the staff's proposed version of paragraph seven
provided, investigative / enforcement personnel are advised of the confidential
commercial nature of the information, I have no difficulty in concluding that
they have the training and experience to see it is not improperly disseminated.

He other argument of SFOGA is that the Board's intervention is necessary
to ensure the integrity of the adjudicatory process. According to SFOGA, by
invoking their right to challenge the staff's enforcement order in the agency's
adjudicatory process, and then complying with the agency's discovery rules
by turning over information relevant to this adjudication, they should not be
subjected to the possibility that the private commercial information they disclose
will be used for a purpose having nothing to do with the proceeding, i.e., as
support for some collateral agency investigation or enforcement action. See
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1
[SFC] Reply to NRC Staff's Response to Motion for .orotective Order (Jan. 6, '

1995) at 3 [ hereinafter SFC Reply].
Implicit in this SFC/GA assertion is the suggestion that the Board's review

of staff information disclosures is necessary to ensure that the staff does not
abuse its investigative / enforcement authority.' Such speculation about possible
staff abuse, however, flies in the face of the usual presumption that government
officials will properly discharge their official duties. See United States v. Chem-
ical Foundation, Inc., 272 U.S.1,14-15 (1926). Moreover, in asserting that I

'the administrative adjudicatory process under which the information is obtained
somehow mandates a limitation on its use in the investigative / enforcement pro-
cess, SFC/GA fundamentally misconstrue the nature of the regulatory environ-

i

ment in which this proceeding takes place. 1

As the court noted in Harris v. Amoco Production Co., one of the authorities I

relied upon by the majority here: |
"tJnlike courts, which are concerned pnmarily with t'v enforcement of private rights although |
public interests may thereby be implicated, administrative agencies are predominantly
concerned with enforcing public rights although pnvare interests may thereby be affected. To
no small degree adrninistrative agencies for the enforcement of public rights were estabhshed
by Congress because more flexible and less traditional procedures were called for than those
evolved by the courts."

768 F.2d 669,671 (5th Cir.1985) (quoting FCC v. National Broadcasting Co.,
319 U.S. 239, 248 (1943) (Frankfurter, J., dissenting)), cert. denied, 475 U.S.
1011 (1986). What this guidance suggests is that one who appears in a court
proceeding and one who participates in an agency adjudication should have very |

different expectations about the extent to which their private interests are to be
served in that proceeding.

The Harris case makes clear that because the enforcement of private rights
predominates in a court proceeding, a private litigant should reasonably ex-
pect that protected material disclosed to agency personnel as part of the dis-
covery process will be subject to judicial scrutiny prior to any further disclo-
sure to agency investigators. See id. at 684-85. In contrast, a private party
in an adjudication before an agency whose cardinal duty in all its proceed-
ings, adjudicatory and otherwise, is to protect the public interest, should not
reasonably expect that, in the absence of some relevant claim of privilege,'

3 Consistent with the son ofinvesugative/ enforcement * abuse" pmtection they apparently seek for their propnetary
information. STOGA nught ask that the Board also protect nonpropnetary mformauon from disclosure to staff
investigauve/ enforcement personnel. See Tr. at 217-19 Compare Anderson 631 F.2d at 747 48. Giveir the

i

generally pubhc nature of nonpnvileged discovery informauon their failure to do so is understandable as a i

practica mattes.
' Akhough the purported concern of sFCGA is with the disclosure of propnety anformanon that could cause

6nancial harm, with their versson of paragraph seven they seek to protect the mformation frorn being used to
fContinued)
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| it will be able to delay or otherwise impede agency personnel charged with
upholding that public interest from informing authorized agency investiga-
tion / enforcement personnel about evidence of regulatory wrongdoing.S The
protection claimed by SFC/GA simply is not appropriate in the context of this
regulatory agency proceeding.

,

'

Ultimately, the best the Board can do to address the SFC/GA concern
about possible staff " misuse" of their proprietary discovery information is to
do what has been done in other instances when staff activities with some
bearing on an adjudication nevertheless are outside of the presiding officer's
sphere of authority - see that the Commission, which is the body with
ultimate supervisory responsibility for the staff, is informed of the staff's
actions. See St. Lucie ALAB-533,10 NRC at 14. Accordingly, I would
modify paragraph seven to provide that when staff litigators find it necessary
to disclose confidential discovery information obtained in this proceeding to
staff investigative / enforcement officials, they must simultaneously inform the

,

Commission of their action." The Commission could then take whatever|
action it deems appropriate to oversee the use of that information in the staff's
investigative / enforcement process. I find this approach, which is entirely within
the Board's delegated authority as the presiding officer in this adjudication,,

j would provide a suitable accommodation of the competing public and private
interests involved here.'

I
r

1
,

imtiate or pursue an invesuganon or raforcement action relatmg to wrongdoing. of course, the usual way to
protect inennunaung material is to assert a self-mennunauon pnvilege; however, here the corporare nature of the
records hkely to be mvolved means that such a pnvilege probably cannot be invoked by SFCGA. Ser 8 John
H. wigmore, &idence m Tnair er Commun low 5 2259a, at 353 & n.1 (McNaughton rev 1961) (cang, among
others Hale v. HenArt. 201 U s. 43,74-75 (1906)). Any nuempt by SICGA to use paragraph seven to assert an
otherwise unavalable pnvilege clearly is not appropnate.
* Because the staff also has the responsabihty to use informatmn about wrongdoing to make enrmnal referrals
to the Umred States Departnrnt of Jusuce (Doh. as appropnate, ser 10 C F.R. Il.36(c), also troubhng is the

| degree to which the sFC/GA provision would imerpose the Board into staff's relauonship with Dol Compare |
l SEC w. Dresser /ndannes. Jac.,628 F.2d 1368,1384-87 (D C. Cir ) (en banc), cerr denird. 449 U.s. 993 (1980).

i This is not the only question about the extent of appropnate Board interposmon that anses with the adoption

| of sFCGA paragraph seven. Paragraph seven states that staff hagators are protubited from disclosmg protected
discovery matenals Unanswered as the question of the degree to which staff bagators, without turmag over the

| actual documents, are prohibued from infornung staff invesuganve/ enforcement personnel about the custence of |
! such matenals and their concern that those mmenals evidence wrong &ung that warrants further investiganon. |
| For instance, does the seenung concern about staff "nususe" of the matenals go so far as to pernut the Board |

| to prohibit staff hugators from giving invesuganve/enforcenent personnel a hst of dorunrnt utles when such j
'

a hsung would not resuh in the disclosure of any propnety information? such a hst presumably would aid I

invesugators matenally in obtsmng the matenals by a 10 C F.R. I 2.204 demand for informanon or through an j
adnumstrauve subpoena, the ahernauve document retneval avenues referenced by the majonty. Havmg started
down the proverbial "shppery slope" with the adopuon of SIC /GA paragraph seven, it as not apparent to me
where the Board's supervision of ongoing staff invesngauve/enforcenrnt acuvmes ends.
H

! Consstent with the SICCA adnussion that presentations to the Board under their version of paragraph seven
I

could be en camera and as parre to avmd prejudicing an mvesuganon, see sFC Reply at 3 n.1; Tr. at 139. I would
afford smular confidennahey for staff docunent dissenunauon fihngs with the Comnussion.
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ENCLOSURE 1

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

in the Matter of Docket No. 40-8027-EA

(Source Material License
No. SUB-1010)

SEQUOYAH FUELS CORPORATION
and GENERAL ATOMICS

(Gore, Oklahoma Site Decontamination
and Decommissioning Funding)

AFFIDAVIT OF NON-DISCLOSURE

1, . give this affidavit in support of my access
to the protected discovery material that is subject to the Protective Order
issued by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (" Licensing Board") on

in the above-captioned proceeding.

1. Iam My affiliation is
2. I represent to the Licensing Board that I have read the Protective Order

issued in this proceeding and will comply in all respects with its terms and
conditions with respect to protected material produced in connection therewith.
I will not disclose any protected discovery material, either orally or in writing, to
any individual other than those individuals admitted under the Protective Order
by the Licensing Board.

3. I acknowledge that any violation of the terms of the Protective Order
may result in the imposition of sanctions as the Licensing Board deems appro.
priate, including but not limited to referral of the violation to appropriate bar
associations and other disciplinary bodies. I funher acknowledge that a party
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i
j

whose protected discovery material is improperly disclosed shall be entitled to :

all remedies under law or equity. '

;

I
(Name)

.

DISTRICT OF COI,UMBIA, ss:
Subscribed and sworn to before me this day of 199

'

l

! Notary Public i

My Commission expires:
I

I

! $

:. ;
I

J,

i

| |

;

>

i
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Cite as 41 NRC 281 (1995) LBP-95-6

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman
Dr. Jerry R. Kline
Dr. Peter S. Lam

in the Matter of Docket No. 50-160-Ren

(ASLBP No. 95-704-01-Ren)
(Renewal of Facility

License No. R-97)

GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY

(Georgia Tech Research Beactor,
Atlanta, Georgia) April 26,1995

In a proceeding involving the proposed renewal of a facility operating license
for a research reactor, an Atomic Safety and Licensing Board determines that a
Petitioner for intervention possesses standing and has proffered two acceptable
contentions. The Board accordingly grants the Petitioner's petition for leave to
intervene and request for a hearing.

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING

'Ihe Commission has long applied contemporary judicial concepts of standing
to determine whether a petitioner for intervention has a suilicient interest in a
proceeding to be permitted to intervene as a matter of right.
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J
a:

!

! RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING (PLEADING REQUIREMENTS)
I To establish standing, a petitioner must show that the subject matter of the

hearing will cause him or her injury in fact and that the injury is arguably within
the zone of interests protected by the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,
or the National Environmental Policy Act, as amended.

:

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING (GROUP)
' A group or organization may establish its standing through the interests of

its members. To do so, a group must demonstrate that at least one member who
personally has standing wishes the group to represent him or her. Signature
of a petition by a ranking official who has personal standing is sufficient for
standing purposes.

'

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING (GROUP)

When a group bases its standing on the membership of an individual, the
individual need not have been a member on the date the original petition for

; leave to intervene was filed but only as of the date the supplemental petition for
intervention must be filed. The Rules permit amendment until that date without
prior approval of the Licensing Board and there is no definition of the scope or-

subject matter of such amendments.

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING TO INTERVENE

In determining standing, a Licensing Board must accept as true all material
allegations of an intervention petition and must construe the petition in favor of
the petitioner, notwithstanding contrary interpretations by other parties.

RULES OF PRACTICE: STANDING (INJURY IN FACT)

Living or working within a specified distance of a site (with variations of
distance depending upon the nature of the nuclear facility or activity), or even
passing by the entrance to a site twice a week for recreational purposes, is
enough to presume injury in fact. Such facts may be sufficient for standing
purposes even though they might be insufficient to found a valid contention.
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:

OPERATING LICENSE HEARINGS: ISSUES FOR
! CONSIDERATION

He adequacy of an applicant's physical security system is a permissible issue
; in an operating license renewal proceeding.

)

j RULES OF PRACTICE: ADJUDICATIONS INVOLVING MILITARY
OR FOREIGN AFFAIRS FUNCTIONS

Although 10 C.F.R. 5 50.13 provides that applicants need not provide design
features or other measures to protect against attacks or destructive acts, including
sabotage, by an enemy of the United States, it does not preclude intervenors from
challenging whether security systems satisfy governing security requirements,
set forth in 10 C.F.R. Part 73. j

RULES OF PRACTICE: SECURITY PLANS

Admission of a contention involving a security plan does not transform the
security plan into a public document. Licensing boards may adopt appropriate
protective measures to preclude public release of information concerning such
a plan.

SECURITY PLAN: DESIGN-BASIS THREATS

De applicable design-basis threats against which an applicant must protect
appear in 10 C.F.R. 5 73.1, to the extent referenced in sections applicable to
particular types of reactors. He design-basis threat for research reactors includes
" radiological sabotage."

SECURITY PLAN: SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES

The security plan for certain research reactors, insofar as it protects against
radiological sabotage, may be modified to account for special circumstances.10
C.F.R. 5 73.60(f).

|

RULES OF PRACTICE: LITIGABILITY OF ISSUES |

|
'Serious violations or other incidents may form the basis for a contention

challenging the adequacy of management of a facility.

1

j

|
|
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RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTION, ADMISSIBILITY OF
'

Where there is no local public document room in an area near a facility,
and where a petitioner for intervention unsuccessfully seeks information from
a local NRC office, a licensing board may judge the adequacy of a proposed
contention on the basis of available information.

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTION, ADMISSIBILITY OF

A petitioner's imprecise reading of a reference document, or typographical
errors in that document, cannot serve to generate an issue suitable for litigation.

|

| RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTION, ADMISSIBILITY OF
I

| NRC's review of regulations governing a particular issue does not serve as a

| basis for a particular contention concerning that issue. Nor does a petitioner's
j differing opinion as to what applicable regulations should (but do not) require.

l

RULES OF PRACTICE: CONTENTION, ADMISSIBILITY OF

A petitioner is obligated to provide the analyses and supporting evidence
showing why its bases support its contention. A licensing board may not make
factual inferences on a petitioner's behalf.

TECHNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED

ne following technical issues are discussed: Research reactors, Security
plan, Management.

PREHEARING CONFERENCE ORDER
(Ruling on Standing and Contentions)

nis proceeding concerns the proposed renewal of the facility operating
i

| license for the Georgia Tech Research Reactor (GTRR), located on the campus |

| of the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, Georgia. Pending before
! us is the petition for leave to intervene filed by Georgians Against Nuclear

| Energy (GANE). The petition is opposed by the Georgia Institute of Technology
l (Applicant) and by the NRC Staff.

He background for this proceeding is set forth in our Memorandum and Or-
der (Intervention Petition), dated November 23,1994 (unpublished) (hereinafter

1
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|

11/23/94 M&O). In that order, we provided for GANE to file an amended peti-
tion for leave to intervene (as authorized by section 2.714(a)(3) of the Rules of
Practice) by December 30,1994. GANE did so.

In examining GANE's amended petition, which delineated the basis for
GANE's standing and also set forth GANE's proposed contentions, we noticed
what appeared to be a technical or ministerial mistake in GANE's statement of
standing. Specifically, GANE attached the affidavits of forty-four individuals
who stated that they wished to be represented by GANE, set forth the addresses
of each of them, including the distance from the reactor site, and in some cases
how they believed operation of the reactor would affect them. None of the
affidavits indicated, however, whether the individual was a member of GANE.
Because the basis for standing being relied upon by GANE was the standing of
individual members (a permissible method for an organization to establish its
standing), we instituted a telephone conference call to determine whether any
of the forty-four listed individuals were in fact GANE members.

During the telephone call, GANE identified several of the listed individuals
as members of GANE. We authorized GANE to file a supplemental amended
petition by Friday, January 13, 1995, to permit it to identify at least one of
the listed individuals who was a member of GANE. We also extended the
time within which the Applicant and Staff might respond to GANE's amended
supplemental petition. Finally, we scheduled the initial prehearing conference
for January 31-February 2,1995, in Atlanta, Georgia. Memorandum and Order
(Telephone Conference Call,1/10/95), dated January 11,1995 (unpublished).'
On January 13, 1995, GANE timely filed a supplemental amended petition
setting forth the name of one of the forty-four individuals identified in the
December 30,1994 amended petition (Mr. Robert Johnson) who was a member )
of GANE. i

On January 25,1995, both the Applicant and the NRC Staff filed responses |
to GANE's amended petition, each opposing interver. tion on the bases of both

'

lack of standing and lack of an admissible contention.2 We considered GANE's
standing and each of its contentions at the prehearing conference held on January
31,1995-February 2,1995.3

|

I
3 on January 12,1995, we issued a Nouce of Preheanng Conference, pubbshed ai 60 Fed Reg. 3885 (Jan.19,

1995). That Nouce provided for oral henited appearance statements to be heard on Wednesday mormng, February
I.1995. The Board heard such statements at that ume,
2 Geragia insuture of Technology's opposition to Pecuan for leave to Intervene Filed by Georgians Against |

Nuclear Energy. dated January 15.1995 [ Appbcant's Response). NRC staff's Response to Amended Prunon for
leave to Intervene and Supplement Thereto Filed by Georgians Against Nuclear Energy, dated January 25.1995
(NRC Staff Responsel.

3 Transcript references to the preheanng conference (pp.1419) will be set forth as Tr. _ tjnuied appearance
statements are separately numbered (LA Tr. I-76).
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For reasons set forth below, we find both that GANE has established its
standing to participate and has set forth two admissible contentions. We are
thus admitting GANE as a party and issuing a Notice of Heering.

A. Standing

The Com nission has long applied " contemporary judicial concepts" of
standing to determine whether a petitioner for intervention has "a sufficient
interest in a proceeding to be permitted to intervene as a matter of right."
Florida Power and Light Co. (St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant, Units I and
2), CLI-89-21, 30 NRC 325, 329 (1989). As we observed in our i1/23/94
M&O (at 3-4), to establish standing a petitioner must show that "the subject
matter of the proceeding will cause an ' injury in fact' to the petitioner and that
the injury is arguably within the ' zone of interests' protected by the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended, or the National Environmental Policy Act, as
amended." We also observed that a group or organization such as GANE may,
inter alia, establish its standing through the interests of its members. See Warth
v. Seldin. 422 U.S. 490,5|1 (1975); Houston Lighting and Power Co. (South
Texas Project, Units I and 2), ALAB-549,9 NRC 644,646-47 (1979). GANE
here seeks to establish its standing in that manner.

Furthermore, in determining standing, we must " accept as true all material
allegations of the [ petition], and must construe the [ petition] in favor of the
(petitioner}." Warth v. Seldin. supra, 422 U.S. at 501; Kelley v. Selin, 42 F.3d
1501,1507-08 (6th Cir.1995). As set forth above, GANE on January 13,1995,
submitted the affidavit of Robert Johnson, who stated that he is a member in
good standing of GANE and that he desires GANE to represent him and his
interests in the proceeding. His earlier affidavit submitted with the December
30,1994 amended petition stated that he worked "about one-half mile" from the
reactor, that he believed his " life and health" were jeopardized by continuing
operation of the reactor, and that in the event of a release of radiation from
the facility his " personal health would suffer serious consequences." He also
stated that he had read GANE's initial petition and that, if GANE's petition
were upheld, "there is a reduced likelihood of serious accident" at the reactor,
that the " reactor will be safer" and that "I am less likely to suffer injury from
it."

To establish standing through the interests of its members, a group must
demonstrate that at least one of its members who wishes the group to represent
him or her personally has standing to intervene. The Applicant and Staff advance
widely disparate reasons why, in their view, GANE should not be permitted to
base its standing on the standing of Mr. Johnson. None of those reasons appears
to us to be well founded.
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l

To start with the Applicant, it takes the position that the GTRR is " inherently I

safe" and that even the worst credible accident would have no effects beyond
a small radius on the Georgia Tech campus (Applicant's Response at 2-3). It
recognizes that Mr. Johnson resides more than 4 miles from the GTRR site
(based on his GANE rnembership form, which accompanied GANE's January
13,1995 filing) and that he works about one-half mile from the site (the basis
upon which GANE relies for standing). The Applicant first " denies" that an
office location (as distinguished from a residence) can serve as a foundation for
standing (id. at 5) although at the prehearing conference it withdrew that claim

(Tr.13-14).*
As for whether a person working at a distance one-half mile from the facility

could be affected, the Applicant claims that, based on its Safety Analysis
Report (SAR), no " dangerous emissions" from GTRR would extend more than
100 meters from the facility (Tr.14). It would preclude standing based on
presumptive effects similar to those underlying the 50-mile presumption for

| power reactors.

| However, it appears that Argon-41 would be released through the reactor
i stack during routine operations (Tr. 16,20-21,260) and, even though permitted

under applicable regulations, could extend at least one-half mile from the site.
In addition, other noble gases could be dispersed under accident scenarios (Tr.
20-23). Those effects are enough for standing purposes, even though they might,

I be insufficient to found a valid contention. Consumers Power Co. (Palisades
i Nuclear Plant), LBP-79-20,10 NRC 108, i15 (1979); Kelley v. Selin, supra. 42

F.3d at 1509 (petitioners who own land in "close proximity" to proposed site for
dry-cask spent fuel storage have asserted a " personal stake in the outcome of the
litigation by virtue 'of their ownership and use of their property for residential
and leisure pursuits"). For these reasons, we conclude that Mr. Johnson works
close enough to the GTRR to be presumed to be affected by operation of the
facility.

The Staff focuses its opposition to GANE's standing on its belief that Mr.
; Johnson did not become a member of GANE in sufficient time for GANE
| to found its standing on his membership. This belief is premised upon

a membership card for Mr. Johnson submitted along with his affidavit of
membership and dated December 11,1994. The Staff takes the position that,
when an organization bases its standing on representation of a member, the
individual must have been a member at the time the original petition was filed
- here, October 26,1994 - absent a showing of good cause for late filing. See
Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear Project No. 2), LBP-

|
# Given holdings that merely passing by the entrance to a site ;wice a week for recreauonal purposes is enough

so provide mjury in fact, see Norrhern states Pcwcr Co (Pathfinder Alonus Plant), LBP-943. 31 NRC 40 (1990),
the Apphcant's imtial pouuon was clearly erroneous.

|
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79-7, 9 NRC 330, 335 (1979). Here is, however, authority to the contrary.
See Houston Lighting and Power Co. (South Texas Project, Units 1 and 2),
ALAB-549,9 NRC 644,649 (1979).

We believe that membership on the date of the amended petition is sufficient
for establishing standing. He Rules permit amendment of a petition to intervene
until that date "without prior approval" of the Board, and there is no definition
of the scope or subiect matter of such amendments. Supplying the name of an
affected member is a permissible amendment. Contrary to the Staff's position
(Tr. 31-32), the Notice of Opportunity for Hearing does no more than recite the
ultimate standing requirements. It does not specify when that standing must be
perfected.

We need not, however, base our standing conclusion solely on the scope of
amendments to a petition for leave to intervene that are permissible under the
Rules. For, at the prehearing conference, GANE stressed that Mr. Johnson had
become a member long before the December 21,1994 date on his certificate
submitted with his membership affidavit. We (as well as the parties) examined
GANE's bylaws, which indicate that a person can be a member by accepting the
organization's stated goals and participating in its activities, including voting at
meetings. He or she need not file a formal registration.

GANE submitted meeting minutes (ff. Tr.196) which indicated that Mr.
Johnson attended and participated in meetings on November 3 and December
1,1994; GANE advised that Mr. Johnson voted on various matters at those
meetings (Tr. 196, 201). GANE further noted that Mr. Johnson in 1992 had
participated in a GANE lobbying effort, that he received the GANE newsletter
from 1992 to mid-1994 (although because of job demands was unable to
participate in other GANE activities), that on August 4,1994, he participated
in a GANE activity, including a major letter-writing campaign, and that he
attended a GANE public forum on September 18,1994, and stated that at that
time he committed himself to GANE and considered himself a GANE member.
GANE further advised that Mr. Johnson had attempted to attend a meeting in
early October 1994, but was prevented by logistical reasons from doing so. Tr.
197-98.

The Staff and Applicant attempt to characterize Mr. Johnson's activities prior
to November as mere support for the organization and not membership (Tr. I1,
198-200). Given the deference we must accord to a petitioner's representations
concerning its standing, we regard GANE's own description of its member-
ship, and the circumstance that it regarded Mr. Johnson a GANE member as
of September 17, 1994, as more persuasive. We find that Mr. Johnson was a
GANE member prior to October 26, 1994, and that, whether the initial filing
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l date or the date of the amended petition is controlling, his membership provides
a proper foundation for GANE's representional standing in this proceeding.5

In sum, we agree with the Appeal Board's conclusion that "[i]t is neither
J

Congressional nor Commission policy to exclude parties because the niceties
,

of pleading were imperfectly observed. Sounder practice is to decide issues
|

on their merits, not to avoid them on technicalities." South Texas, ALAB-549,
supra,9 NRC at 649. We accordingly find that GANE has standing and proceed i
to consider the issues it seeks to raise. I

B. Contentions

We will first consider the two contentions that we find admissible and then
turn to the others.

1. Contention 5: Security |

a. General Description

GANE's fifth contention challenges the physical security of the reactor, in
particular during the period of the Olympic Games scheduled for Atlanta during
the summer of 1996. It claims that reactor security is " grossly inadequate"
inasmuch as the reactor building "may be accessed directly from the outside,"
no personnel are " assigned to the building outside of normal business hours,"
and that essentially the entire system " consists of a chain-lin[k] fence with some
barbed wire on top." GANE claims that wire cutters would be " sufficient to
breach the fence." It goes on to assert that the roof is "nothing but 7/36" thick
steel sheet-metal" (based on the SAR) that would " easily be breached by a
rocket-launcher or hand-thrown grenade."

GANE next delineates the planned 1996 Olympic Games in Atlanta as a
" specific situation which has historically attracted terrorist activity and threats."
It poses the potential refueling of the reactor with " bomb-grade" uranium fuel
during this period of time as a " tempting target for terrorists." It elaborates upon
the threat as not only a tempting target for theft of " bomb-grade or hazardous
materials" but as a " target for a World Trade Center-type bombing which would j
not only injure residents and visitors to Atlanta but also create an international

5 In ad&oon, we nose that GANE's stan&ng could also be founded on Ms. Glenn Carroirs stanang. Ms Carroll
has been an officer and enernber of GANE pnor to her hhng of GANE's pention on october 26. she stated ,

that she rouunely passes by the reactor "a couple of omes a day"(Tr. 35), thus affor&ng her personal stan&ng i

to amervene. It is "enough for stan&ng purposes that the peuuon had been signed by a rankmg ofhcial of the
orgamzanon who [herself) had the requisite personal interest to support an intervention peonon" Duke Anver
Ca (Anendnent to Matenals t.icense sNM-1773 -Transportation c' spent hel from oconee Nuclear stauon
for Storage at McGuire Nuclear stanon). AIAB-528,9 NRC 146.151 (1979). on thss basis as well, GANE has
demonstrated its stan&ng

.
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diplomatic disaster for the United States." At the prehearing ceaference, it cited-

the example of the UCLA research reactor that was voluntarily shut down during
'

| the 1984 Olympic Games that were held in Los Angeles (Tr.176).*

I

b. Applicant and Staf Positions

ne Applicant opposes this contention essentially because it believes, based
j on 10 C.F.R. 6 50.13, that reactor security is not a proper subject for a licensing
j proceeding. It states that the security system has been approved by NRC and
; that preventing terrorism is the responsibility of the United States Government,

| working with appropriate local authorities. It concludes that it would be " grossly

] inappropriate to disclose the security plan for the GTRR to the public in this
1 proceeding." (Applicant's Response at 16, emphasis supplied).

The Staff also views this contention as an issue inappropriate for litigation.
i It states that in challenging the sufficiency of Georgia Tech's security plan,

it was incumbent upon GANE to indicate that the facility fails to comply with,

applicable regulations. Nor, according to the Staff, has GANE sought to address2

; the sufficiency of the security plan. (He Staff recognizes that the security plan
is not available for public inspection but comments that at no time did GANE
seek access to that plan.) Further, the Staff faults GANE for failing to indicate
whether its concern over terrorists and rocket or grenade attacks are threats that7

the Apg,hcant is required to consider.,

1 I
4

|
c. Requestfor AdditionalInformation

Following the prehearing conference, we requested the Staff (and, alternative-
| ly, GANE) to provide us a copy of a letter from a former Georgia Tech

,

officer (Dr. Robert M. Boyd) to NRC, dated December 3,1993, that had been ),

;- referenced by a person in an oral limited appearance statement. Memorandum
,

j and Order (Request for Additional Information on Security Contention), dated '

March 3,1995 (unpublished). From its description during the limited appearance'

j presentation (LA Tr. 47), the letter appeared relevant to GANE's proposed
f security contention and called for upgraded security at the GTRR during the

1996 Olympic Games. Both the Staff and GANE sent us (and other parties)<

1 copies of this letter, which had been submitted to NRC in response to a notice of
; proposed rulemaking concerning reactor security (but not applicable to research

reactors). In addition, we requested the comments of all parties on 10 C.F.R.
i

6 A letter from UCLA to the tjcensing Board in its renewal proceeding (Docket No. 50-142), dated March 20.
1984. indicated that the reactor was currensly shut down for repers and was to remain shut down until after
the summer Olympic Games. The letter also stated that UCLA's plans for secunty also included the placing of

f barncades to restnct vetuele access to the reactor building and the posting of artned guards at the facihty dunng
} the penod of the Games such nwasures were not reqmred by the NRC.

1
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673.60(f) and whether that section would permit enhanced security during the
period of the Olympic Games. All parties responded.

In its March 20,1995 response, the Applicant focused only on this case and
opined that nothing in the Commission's rules or case law (including 10 C.F.R.
6 73.60(f)) suggests that Contention 5 should be admitted in this proceeding. It

J
noted that the section was adopted only 2 years ago and produced no case law |
and garnered no comment when proposed. It pointed out that the Commission, )
in the preamble to its adoption of this section, indicated that some nonpower |

licensees had already implemented additional measures against sabotage. It
stated that Georgia Tech was one of those license (s that had taken these voluntary
steps. It offered to permit the Licensing Board to peruse the security plan at ;

its request to demonstrate that it is sufficient to meet NRC regulations. But it
went on to opine that, since the plan already included the voluntary measures
mentioned above, and because other federal law-enforcement agencies (such
as the FBI) are responsible for security at the Olympic Games, it would be
inappropriate under 10 C.F.R. 5 50.13 to permit consideration of terrorism in its )
security plan.

'Ihe Staff recognizes that 10 C.F.R. I 73.60(f) on its face would p :rmit mod-
ification or enhancement of a security plan to take account of changed circum-
stances or particular events at a particular site involving radiological sabotage,
to the extent that the Commission, and this Board as its delegee, deemed such
action appropriate. The Staff does not believe that the 1996 Olympic Games
constitute a changed circumstance or event that would warrant " alternate or ad-
ditional" security measures at GTRR to protect against radiological sabotage,
or that GANE has presented additional information, through its Contention 5 as
supplemented by Dr. Boyd's views, to warrant consideration of enhancement of
the security plan.7

GANE, of course, takes a contrary view. It believes that security requirements
for a reactor must be considered on a " case-by-case, or site-specific" basis. It
also maintains that " attaining a secure facility" is the criterion that must be met.
GANE 3/20/95 Response.

d Board Evaluation

(i) We begin our evaluation by putting to rest the Applicant's claim (based
on 10 CF.R. 650.13) that security is an inappropriate subject for a licensing
hearing but rather is the responsibility of governmental suthority. 7 hat section
was promulgated in 1967 and indicates that applicants need not provide design

7 The staff opines that were we to adnut Contenuon 5 it could only be as a sua sponte issue, subject to
requirements for such kaues. staff's 3/20/95 Response at 5 n 4 We disagree. GANE presented Gus issue, and
we are adnutung it as a GANE issue.
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features or other measures to protect against attacks or destructive acts, including >

sabotage, by an " enemy of the United States." Specifically, it was intended to
exempt reactors from having to be constructed to withstand a missile attack
from Cuba. 59 Fed. Reg. 38,889, 38,993 (Aug.1,1994). ~

Although that may once have precluded intervenors from raising security
issues, as early as 1973 the Commission took steps to establish physical
protection requirements of plants and materials that licensees would have to

,

meet. 38 Fed. Reg. 30,537 (Nov,6,1973); see also 42 Fed. Reg.10,836 (Feb. '

24,1977). Intervenors are permitted to raise questions as to whether an applicant -

satisfies governing security requirements, set forth in 10 C.F.R. Part 73. Indeed,
in past cases, the Commission has explicitly recognized that intervenors may
play a role in assessing the effectiveness of reactor security systems. See, e.g.,,

! Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units I and
2), CLI-80-24, i1 NRC 775,777 (l980); Consolidated Edison Co. ofNew York
(Indian Point, Unit 2), CLI-74-23,7 AEC 947,949 (1974).

Section 50.13 of 10 C.F.R. is still on the books, but it only applies insofar as
precluding intervenors from raising potential threats that exceed the design-basis ;

threats against which the Commission obligates licensees to protect.10 C.F.R.
673.l(a). As the Commission has observed, "[t]here is a significant difference
in the practicality of defending against a missile attack and constructing [a
particular type of barrier]." 59 Fed. Reg. 38,889,38,893 (Aug. I,1994).

Beyond that, we reject the Applicant's claim that admission of this contention
,

!would transform the security plan into a public document. According to the
Applicant, that plan is currently classified at an "L" or " Confidential" level (Tr.

'

213). In admitting this contention, we are requiring GANE to identify those '

of its representatives whom it desires to advance this contention and, subject to .

Board approval, have access to the security plan. Those persons will have to -

'
obtain security clearance or access authorization. Further appropriate protective
provisions will govern all aspects of the hearing process. See 10 C.F.R. 6 2.900 -

et seg. |
(ii)' As acknowledged by the Staff (Tr.171), the applicable design-basis I

threats against which the Applicant must protect appear in 10 C.F.R. 6 73.1, but
only to the extent that they are referenced in sections applicable to particular i

types of reactors - for research reactors,10 C.F.R.19 73.60,73.67, and Part
73, Appendix C. This design basis is written in terms of power reactors but does
not exclude research reactors, except to the extent specifically provided (e.g.,
vehicle barriers). 'Ihe design-basis threat includes " radiological sabotage," of ;

the type GANE seeks to consider under this contention.10 C.F.R. 673.l(a)(1),
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referenced in 10 C.F.R. Il73.60(e) and (f) and Part 73, Appendix C.8 Of the
threats posed by GANE's contention, several are clearly encompassed by the
governing regulatory design basis. Specifically, wire-cutters and hand-thrown

i grenades are clearly covered. Contrary to the Applicant's claim, a " terrorist" is
defmed as "an advocate or practioner of terror as a means of coercion"' and is
thus not necessarily an " enemy of the United States," or similar person, within
the meaning of 10 C.F.R. 5 50.13.

Of the threats set forth by GANE, the "World Trade Center-type bombing" is
clearly excluded to the extent it envisions a vehicular bomb threat, by virtue of
the specific exemption of that type of threat from the design basis for research
reactors, set forth at 10 C.F.R. Il73.l(a), 73.l(a)(1)(i)(E) and 73.l(a)(1)(iii).

i

(To the extent the World Trade Center reference may envision a hand-held
explosive threat to the reactor, that would be within the design basis.) In
addition, the theft or diversion of special nuclear material (SNM), as asserted !

by GANE, is also not within the design basis, as only " formula quantities"
'

would be included.10 C.F.R. 96 73.l(a)(2) and 73.2. GTRR does not appear
to possess formula quantities of SNM. SAR, Table 2.1, at 7.

(iii) Turning to the activities covered by the contention itself, both the
Applicant and Staff misperceive their major thrust. Although GANE to some
extent questions the adequacy of ongoing security, its major assertion is that
security is not adequate for the period in which the Olympic Games are to
be held in Atlanta - indeed, on the Georgia Tech campus. In other words,
GANE is not asserting (at least primarily) that the security plan currently does
not comply with regulations. It is asserting that, because of defined special
circumstances, the plan should be enhanced for a designated period of time.
For that reason, GANE's failure to set forth examples of how the existing plan
fails to comply with regulations, as the Staff would require, is of no moment.
It is not even relevant.

At the prehearing' conference, the Board pointedly inquired whether there
was regulatory authority to modify a security plan to account for special
circumstances. The Staff, in particular, indicated there was no such authority
(see, e.g., Tr. 180,182,185). The regulations, however, provide otherwise. See
10 C.F.R. 9 73.60(f), which reads:

,

(O in addition to the fixed-site requirements set forth in this section and in 573.67,
the Commission may require, depending on the individual facility and site conditions, any
alternate or additional measures deemed necessary to protect against radiological sabotage
at nonpower reactors licensed to operate at or above a power level of 2 megawatts thermal.

sThe esphcit exclusion of research reactors from specified poruons of the desigsbasis threat suggests that the
rema nder of the threat is apphcable to research reactors. The manner in which research reactors nuast rneet the
threat differs from the manner that power reactors must meet the threat.
* Webster's TMrd New internarumal Dictr< mary 2%| (|986)
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| The regulations also include performance objectives, the performance capa-
| bilities that sites must meet and fixed site physical protection systems which

sites must utilize to satisfy the objectives and capabilities. For power reactors,
these requirements appear in 10 C.F.R. ll73.20,73.45, and 73.46 and include

| such measures as armed guards and various barriers. Requirements for protec-
; tion against radiological sabotage appear in 10 C.F.R.173.55. Those measures

| are not required, however, for research reactors. See also 10 C.F.R. 5 73.6.
'

(iv) As set forth earlier, subsequent to the prehearing conference, we
obtained the parties' views of the effect of 10 C.F.R. 5 73.60(f). At the same
time, both the NRC Staff and GANE provided us a copy of a letter from Dr.
Robert M. Boyd, former Radiological Safety Officer at Georgia Tech, concerning,

| potential security problems at GTRR during the Olympic Games.
! Dr. Boyd's opinion appears to lend some credence to GANE's perception of
! security deficiencies for the Olympic Games. However, several years ago, the
| Commission made a statement that appears not to have endorsed his views. As
! emphasized by both the Applicant and Staff, in response to Dr. Boyd's letter

'

(which was transmitted to NRC with respect to a rulemaking applicable to poweri

reactors but not research reactors) the Commission stated:

Comment. One comment [from Dr. Boyd) recommended that. in light of the upcoming
1996 Olympics, all reactor fuci, heavy water. and kilocuries of Cc and Cs be removed
immediately from the Georgia Tech campus.

| Response. While research reactors do not fall within the scope of this rulemaking, the
Commission notes that its threat assessment activities are performed on a continuing basis.,

| in close haison with the intelhgence commumty. Should the level of domestic threat change
at any time, appropriate action will be taken by the NRC. Specifically, the Atlanta Field

| Office of the FBI has estabhshed liaison with all Federal agencies in Georgia, includmg ti.e
'

NRC, relative to the Olympics. The FBI is the lead law enforcement agency in charge cf the
Olympics and, to date, has not indicated that there is any threat to NRC-licensed facilities
or matenals relative to the Olympics.

| Protection Against Malevolent Use of Vehicles at Nuclear Power Plants,59 Fed.
| Reg. 38,889, 38,896 (Aug.1,1994).
'

(v) We conclude that GANE has advanced a sufficient basis to meet the
i pleading requirements of 10 C.F.R. 6 2.714 and to cause us to determine that

the 1996 Olympic Games constitutes a special circumstance that would bring
10 C.F.R. 6 73.60(f) into play. Its reliance in effect on the terror incident that
in fact occurred at the 1972 Munich Olympic Games, together with references
to UCLA's experience at the 1984 Olympic Games, constitutes " facts" which
support the contention, within the meaning of 10 C.F.R. 6 2.714(b)(2)(ii).
Coupled with the opinion of Dr. Boyd, they are sufficient to support an
admissible contention. The Commission's previously expressed view on Dr.
Boyd's observation was in a context that suggests that we are not precluded

|
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from determining the 1996 Olympics to be a special circumstance, given an

| adequate basis for such an inference. In that connection, we take official notice
'

(see 10 C.F.R. 52.743(i)) of the recent occurrence of other random terrorist
incidents directed at public facilities that buttress this conclusion. See National,

Surety Corp. v. First National Bank in Indiana,1% F. Supp. 302, 304 (W.D.
Pa.1952); Rank v. Krug, 90 F. Supp. 773,781 (S.D. Cal.1950).

i

| In evaluating the adequacy of GANE's basis, we also recognize that GANE
has had no access to the security plan, because of its security classification.
Contrary to the Staff's position, GANE also could not obtain such access
prior to being admitted as a party and asserting a contention such as this one
- for it would have to have a "need to know" prior to being granted any
security clearance that would enable it to peruse the plan. See, e.g.,10 C.F.R.
Ol 25.15(b),25.17(a),25.35. Thus, GANE's assertion, inter alia, that there are
no guards present on a 24-hour basis must not only be presumed to be accurate
but also to suggest an option (armed guards) that represents what actually was
voluntarily followed by UCLA at the 1984 Olympic Games. Shutdown of the
reactor during the Olympic Games, as also occurred at UCLA in 1984 and as
sought by GANE here, may also be an available option, given what actually
took place at UCLA (even though not at the behest of NRC). Thus, GANE has
presented information that demonstrates a genuine dispute with the Applicant,
within the meaning of 10 C.F.R. 5 2.714(b)(iii).

In sum, we are basing our conclusion accepting this contention on GANE's
having provided as adequate a basis as might be expected, given security
classification requirements. For contention purposes, it has set forth a special
circumstance that permits us to consider the need for enhanced measures under

10 C.F.R. 0 73.60(f). (Dr. Kline dissents from our admission of this contention.
His opinion appears at pp. 309-12, supra.)

2. Contention 9: Management Problems

GANE's ninth contention asserts that management problems at the GTRR
are so great that public safety cannot be ensured. GANE states that safety
concerns at the reactor are the " sole responsibility" of the Director (citing the
SAR). GANE claims that this Director was the one who withheld information
from the NRC about a serious 1987 accident, that the NRC was advised of this
accident by the safety officer at the time, who was later demoted and left the
GTRR operation claiming harassment. GANE Amended Petition at 10. (In a
communication dated March 14, 1995, supplying us and the parties a copy of
the same letter as the Staff provided in conjunction with Contention 5, supra, at
13, GANE identified the former radiation safety officer as Dr. Robert M. Boyd.)

GANE alleges that, since that incident, management was restructured to give
the Director increased authority, including increased authority over the Manager
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of-the Office of Radiation Safety. Although conceding that the safety officer
"has a line to higher-ups than the director," GANE claims that he/she works for
the Director on a day-to-day basis and the threat of reprisal would be a " huge
incentive" against defying the Director. GANE Amended Petition at 10.

GANE adds that the Nuclear Safety Committee has theoretical oversight of
GTRR operations but is flawed in having "no concern with health issues." Citing

! the SAR, GANE claims that the Office of Radiation Safety Manager is sought
for knowledge of law more than health physics. Id.

| He Applicant asserts that the charge that safety concerns are the " sole
| responsibility" of the Director is without merit. It claims there is an emergency

organization in place and a Nuclear Safeguards Committee comprised of twelve
independent experts who review and approve all safety matters. The Applicant

j states that the 1987 incident referenced by GANE was investigated by the NRC,
'

considered thoroughly in Federal Court, and is a closed matter. It adds that the
current organizational structure for the GTRR has been approved by the NRC.
Applicant's Response at 18-19.

He Staff notes that, as GANE concedes, other individuals and safety
organizations and committees associated with the facility have the ability to
report safety problems to persons with higher authority than the Director. It
adds that GANE has not shown any reason to believe that the Director was
responsible for reprisals against the individual who reported the 1987 incident,
that other safety problems have not been reported, or that the Licensee's safety

| organizations and committees would fail to take appropriate action in the event
a safety problem were discovered. The Staff concludes that the contention lacks
the requisite foundation. Staff Response at 28.

At the prehearing conference, GANE clarified its response by indicating that
its sources of information concerning the 1987 incident were both newspaper

i articles (Tr. 339) and various NRC reports - Enforcement Action 88-32,
| Inspection Report 50-160/87-08, and Office of Investigations Report 2-88-003
; (Tr. 365). Those reports indicate the existence of severe management problems
'

during 1987-88, reflected by the involuntary dismissal of two GTRR employees
for reporting safety information to NRC. (Rose employees were apparently
later reinstated by the University, but to positions outside the GTRR. OI Report

| 2-88-003.) ne reports also ascribe certain of the problems to the then-Director

| of the GTRR, who also serves as the current Director. Further, the SAR (cited
by GANE) indicates that the Director will have significant operational public
health and safety responsibilities under a renewed license. SAR Fig. 6.1 at 157.

In evaluating GANE's arguments, the Board agrees that the other officers or
committees referenced by the Applicant and Staff appear to exercise oversight
or audit-type functions, as claimed by GANE (Tr. 349), rather than day-to-day
operational functions. The SAR upon which GANE relies appears to place the

|

|
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j most significant of the operational responsibilities, if not the " sole" responsibility
as alleged by GANE, on the Director.'

i
ne Staff, in particular, acknowledges the seriousness of the 1987-88 incident !

; (Tr. 374,377,378,384-85) but maintains that GANE has not demonstrated any
recent managerial deficiencies. He Staff claims that the earlier managerial
problems have been corrected, at least to its satisfaction, more than 6 years
ago (Tr. 373) It asserts that, although some minor deficiencies may have been
uncovered, nothing approaching the seriousness of the 1987-88 incident has
occured since that time (Tr. 377-78). The Applicant claims that "the problem

| has been fixed, and there's no allegation that the problem has either not been
fixed satisfactorily or that it has recurred" (Tr. 382). Absent demonstration of
more recent managerial deficiencies - a cattern of conduct, or at least an event
in recent history giving reason to believe that the GTRR is not being operated
safely or that it would not be operated safely in the future - the Staff finds
insufficient foundation for the contention (Tr. 373-74, 377).

A sedes of violations or other incidents, even where they rise to a level
no higher than a level IV, has been recognized as sufficient to form the basis |
for a contention challenging the implementation of a reactor's maintenance and
surveillance program and, through that vehicle, the managerial sufficiency of l

various corporate officers and officials. Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo ;
Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units I and 2), LBP-93-1, 37 NRC 5,19-20 :

(1993). Here, the 1987-88 incident relied on by GANE is a severity level III
(Tr. 378)- more serious than those advanced in Diablo Canyon, Furthermore,
GANE has never previously had an opportunity to contest in an adjudicative
proceeding the acceptance by the Staff of the current Director. As for other,
more recent incidents, GANE took steps to obtain that information but was
unsuccessful.

Had GANE had more information available to it, it may well have been able
to buttress this contention in greater detail. One of the premises emphasized )by the Commission in its rule change in 1989 (which raised the threshold for
the admission of contentions) was the Commission's expressed desire to require
petitioners to become familiar with, and read, the documents relevant to the
proceeding that were available prior to seeking intervention. Underlying that
premise was the assumption that documents concerning the proceeding would

]be readily available locally. As stated by the Commission in the Statement of
|

Considerations for the revised intervention rule:
J
l

Several months before contentions are nied. the applicant will have filed an applicauon with
the Commission. accompanied by multi volume safety and environmental repons. These
documents are available for pubhc inspection and copying in the Commission's headquarters
and local putdie document rooms.

|
<
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. the license application should include sufficienf information to form a basis for l'

Conte!EiODS .

| 54 Fed. Reg. 33,168, 33,170-71 (Aug. I1,1989) [ emphasis supplied).
,

| Reflecting the lack of any local public document room (LPDR) in or near |

Atlanta the NRC in its notices concerning the availability of information for
this proceeding referred only to the NRC public document room in Washington,

.
D.C. It is tmreasonable, however, to expect a pro se petitioner such as GAN'E

l to travel to Washington, D.C., to obtain adequate information to formulate a
successful contention.

| As an alternative, GANE contacted the NRC Region 11 Atlanta office to
i request copies of reports from 1987 to the present. GANE was provided only

one document - that referencing the 1987-88 incident (Tr. 330, 334, 368, 372)
upon which GANE relies in its contention. (It does not appear tha: Region II
intentionally withheld documents, but it undoubtedly interpreted very narrowly
the description of the reports requested - i.e., accidents or investigations. Tr.
330, 379, 386.) What GANE should have sought were Inspection Reports for
the period in question (1988-94)- such as the 1994 report (IR 50-160/94-01)
supplied by the Staff in another context, upon which GANE now seeks to rely
(Tr. 329, 336, 338). If there had been a LPDR in the Atlanta area, GANE would
have been able to peruse the chronological GTRR file (which in any event is i

part of NRC's NUDOCS system, that also is not present for public access in :
the Atlanta area but is present in most, if not all, LPDRs).'o I

It turned out from the prehearing conference that Georgia Tech itself main-
tains complete files on campus that are available for public examination, as long
as formal requests are filed (Tr. 39-44, 332-34). Those files, however, were not
referenced in NRC's Notice of Opportunity for Hearing - undoubtedly because
NRC does not maintain them or, indeed, even supervise their completeness or
availability. That being so, and given the premise of NRC's procedural rules
as being based on the availability of adequate information, we find that GANE
lacked sufficient local access to information to formulate its contention in greater
detail beyond the information it has supplied concerning the 1987-88 incident."
As detailed later, however, that information is a sufficient basis for a contention
in this proceeding.

88 Upon inqmry from the Board. the staff asserted that LPDRs are estabbshed for power reactors but not generally
for research reactors (Tr. 48). The Board notes, however, that an LPDR was estabbshed in 1980 for the renewal
of the bcense for the UCLA Research Reactor. at a hbrary in las Angeles. Cahforma, and that it was kept open
unot February 11. 1994, 59 Fed. Reg. 4121 (Jan. 28.1994).
H GANE has been put on the distnbucon hst of the ofAce of Nuclear Reactor Regulanon (NRR)in Region II (Tr.
41), but that ofRee does not generate the inspecnon reports that would support this k nd of contenuon. GANE
also etanuned the SAR as a predicate for its contentions including ttus one. but nmch of the inforrnauon beanng j
upon a contenuon such as stus was not and would not be included in the sAR. j

i
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We note the seriousness of the 1987-88 incident and its implications with
respect to current management - based on the identical person being Director
both then and now nat the Staff is satisfied with the resolution of the incident
and has closed it does not preclude another party from taking issce with the
adequacy of management at the GTRR, when this appears to be the first occasion
where an interested member of the public could have sought to adjudicate this
matter. We find that, in these circumstances, GANE has presented an adequate
basis to admit this contention, and we are accordingly doing so.

We note, however, that in order to prevail, GANE will have to demonstrate
that, inter alia, substantial management deficiencies persist.'2 We assume that
GANE will utilize discovery to attain examples of recent incidents, if any, that
bear on management capability and also may utilize experts with managerial
experience.

3. Contention 1: General Safety Deficiencies

Erning next to the proposed contentions that we find do not meet the
Commission's contention requirements, GANE's first contention states that "the
GTRR is generally unsafe." As its basis, GANE first contrasts a statement on
page 1 of the SAR to the effect that "no safety problems have been encountered"
with examples of four alleged incidents that assertedly have occuned throughout
the operating life of the reactor, from 1972 to 1987. (The latest of these incidents )
is the 1987-88 incident discussed under Contention 9, the others occurred
earlier.) GANE also incorporates from another contention asserted deficiencies
in environmental monitoring. Finally, it cites certain alleged deficiencies in the
SAR, both by way of asserted omissions and incorrect statements. Amended
Petition at 3. i

GANE interprets the SAR claim of "no safety problems" to be inconsistent
with the facts and as supporting evidence for its view that the entire SAR is

1

unreliable. Tr. 58. As further basis for that view, GANE asserts that the SAR
'

fails to state the core inventory of radionuclides and fails to discuss core melt
scenarios that involve breach of containment. Additionally, GANE asserts that
the SAR states an incorrect half-life for I-131 and considers Xe-137 and Kr-90
but erroneously ignores their respective daughter products, Cs-137 and Sr-90.

He Applicant and Staff each oppose admission of Contention 1. De
Applicant bases its opposition in large part upon factual rebuttal of GANE's

i

assertions. However, consideration of the factual merits of the contention is |
premature at this stage. The Staff opposes admission on grounds that GANE |

12 h is not clear from our record whether Dr. Boyd was one of the two persons disnussed in 1987 - we have
not been provided their names ~ or whether the alleged democon and later resignation of Dr. Boyd constitutes
another instance of potential mismanagement.
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has not stated an adequate basis for its contention or that it otherwise has not

| presented issues suitable for litigation.
'

The Board concludes that the four events involving radiological contamination
! cited by GANE are not a sufficient basis to support an assertion that the reactor
I operation might be unsafe during the future licensing period being sought by
| Georgia Tech. The events cited by GANE occurred during the period from

1972 to 1987. GANE has neither presented recent safety information nor a
technical basis or expert opinion suggesting how these old incidents relate to
current safety or the safety of future operation. (We note, however, that we are
permitting the 1987-88 incident - apparently the most serious of those cited,

| as well as the most recent - to be examined under Contention 9, which we are
'

admitting.)

| V/e also reject for lack of basis GANE's assertion that the four incidents
demonstrate that Georgia Tech made an inconsistent claim in the SAR, at 1. In
context, it is clear the cited SAR statement refers specifically to fuel performance
and engineered safety systems and not generally to all past incidents associated

| with reactor operation. No basis is presented for showing that the statement is
false with respect to the functions cited. A petitioner's imprecise reading of a
reference document cannot serve to generate an issue suitable for litigation.

Petitioners have not proffered a basis or expert opinion supporting their
assertion that the SAR is deficient because of data omissions or errors in the
text. GANE's opinion is that topics such as core inventory of radionuclides, an
additional core melt scenario, and accident dose analyses that specifically cite
Cs-137 and Sr-90 should have been discussed in the SAR, but it presents no
expert opinion or analysis of why that is so. GANE's desires cannot be admitted
for litigation, however, without some threshold technical basis showing safety

| significance or some other reason why these topics must be included in the SAR.
i Similarly, typographical errors in the SAR of the type cited by GANE for the

half life of Iodine 137 (1.93 hours instead of 193 hours) may be well founded
| but are unsuitable for litigation absent some demonstration of a dispute with the
| Applicant or a showing suggesting that the erroneous number was improperly
| relied upon in an essential analysis. Indeed, the Applicant states that it has
'

issued a revised version of the SAR with the typographical errors corrected. Tr.
i M-65.0

For all of the foregoing reasons, the Board finds GANE Contention 1 not

| admissible in this proceeding.
l

|

D
| The Board has not received or exanuned the revised version of the SAR. In response to our inquiry, however, j

the Board was advised that no substanuve changes were made but only rypograptucal corvecuons (Tr. 64-651

1
'
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'4. Contention 2: Containment integrity
|

GANE contends that the GTRR containment shell is unable to prevent the|
'

escape of radioactive material to the environment. It cites numerous assertions '

as bases for its contention:
t

| 1. The containment shell is designed to leak I/2 Percent per day while the SAR describes ;
'

the shell as relatively leak tight.

2. State of Georgia measurements show a dose rate of 700 mr per year around the reactor
site.

3. A criticality accident followed by fuel melt and a steam explosion could occur leading to !

release of millions of curies of radiation, grave health threats to nearby persons, and billions i

of dollars worth of property damage.

4. In an accident the reactor building would leak 10,000 curies per day because of its
design basis leak rate even if it were not breached by a steam explosion.

i 5. The containment building can be breached in a steam explosion because the top of the
! building consists only of a 7/16" steel roof. Moreover a rocket or grenade launched from

outside containment would breach the building.
,

| 6. 'Ihe containment building has many doors, electrical penetrations. ventilators. a smoke
stack, and a pipe tunnel beneath the reactor, all of which could serve as pathways for escape
of radiation in an accident. High doses would be encountered in the pipe tunnel which would

| endanger emergency workers who enter.
i

GANE contends that Georgia Tech's refusal to consider a core melt scenario
' with steam explosion and release of millions of curies of radiation to the envi-

ronment demonstrates that it has a deficient understanding of reactor operation.
Other alleged inaccurate scenarios in the SAR are said to include a radiolog-
ical dispersion analysis that fails to consider the effects of thunderstorms and t

tornados and skin dose analyses that fail to consider the simultaneous inhalation !
dose. GANE asserts that rapid withdrawal or hang up of control rods or flow !

blockage are unanalyzed scenarios that could lead to a criticality accident.
Finally, GANE asserts that 400,000 curies of Cobalt-60 stored in a pool ;

shielded by 18 feet of water could become unshielded if a steam explosion in
'

the reactor breached the pool. His event is said to yield 480 million Roentgen
per hour exposure to emergency personnel.

Both the Applicant and the NRC Staff oppose admission of this contention. !

| The Applicant responded that the issues raised by GANE have been comprehen- '

( sively addressed in the SAR. Much of the Applicant's response addresses the
merits of GANE's contention prematurely and we are unable to consider it ati

this stage. According to the Applicant, the steam explosion scenario is consid-
ered not credible. He 700 mrem / year measured at the site boundary emanated [
from a storage facility on site that is under State license and is not part of this '

,
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renewal application. Similarly, the Cobalt-60 stored under water on site is under
State license and also is not a part of this application for license renewal.

The NRC Staff opposes admission of this contention because it assertedly
does not comply with 10 C.F.R. 5 2.714(b)(2)(ii) and (iii). These sections require
that GANE provide a statement of facts or expert opinion that support the
contention and sufficient information to demonstrate the existence of a genuine
dispute with the Applicant on a material issue of law or fact. GANE assertedly
has not done so but instead provides only its own unsupported opinions. The
Staff believes that GANE's concerns about the 700 mrem /yr dose measurement
by the Georgia Environmental Protection Division (EPD) lacks specificity with
respect to time and place and present-day radiation levels. The Staff further
states that GANE asserts that the Applicant's dose projections for design-basis
accidents constitute unacceptable risk but does not cite any violation of NRC
regulations. According to the Staff, GANE's concern for rocket or grenade
penetration of the %-inch steel roof of the reactor building fails to take account
of the protective function of the concrete biological shield around the reactor
inside containment. Finally, the Staff claims that GANE's concern for workers
entering the pipe tunnel for cooling water hookup in an emergency does not
take account of information in the SAR that discloses that there is shielding in
the pipe tunnel and that the emergency water hookup is not located in the tunnel
but in a lab building outside containment.

De Board rejects this contention for the following reasons. GANE is primar-
ily concerned that the Applicant omitted an important accident scenario from
the SAR wherein the fuel melts, a steam explosion and breach of containment
occur, and millions of curies of radiation are released to the environment with
consequent widespread health effects and property damage. The Board finds
no technical basis in references or expert opinion supporting GANE's view that
this is a possible accident scenario. He Board was unable to elicit such basis
from GANE at the prehearing conference (Tr. 81-85). The Board finds that the
accident scenario proffered by GANE lacks the technical basis necessary for the
admission of a contention as specified in 10 C.F.R. ( 2.714(b)(2). Accordingly,
we deny admission of GANE's accident scenario, together with all of the alleged
consequences of such a scenario.

GANE's assertion that the containment building will leak 10,000 curies per
day in the wake of an accident where containment is not breached is similarly
lacking in basis. Although GANE cites the SAR accurately for the maximum
design-basis leak rate of containment, it cites an inaccessible person of unknown
credentials to support the assertion of 10,000 curies per day leakage (Tr. 90-93).
His is an inadequate basis for a contention.

GANE's assertion that State of Georgia dose measurements in the vicinity
of the reactor were 700 mrem /yr lacks sufficient specificity for admission as
a contention. GANE prc,vides no information establishing whether the reactor
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is the source of the radiation, whether the source is under jurisdiction of the
State or the NRC, whether the dose currently exists, or whether there has teen a
violation of NRC regulations. Additionally, there is no dispute of material fact
because neither the Applicant nor the Staff contests the existence or accuracy I

of the cited dose rate.
GANE's concerns for exposure of reactor personnel to radiation from 400,000

curies of Co-60 is derived from its accident scenario involving a steam explosion
and breach of containment, which we earlier found inadmissil;!c for lack of
technical basis. In this case, a steam explosion is postulated to breach the
storage pool causing a loss of water which shields the Co-60. Because it is
dependent on a postulated steam explosion, this concern suffers from the same
deficiency of technical basis as the excluded accident scenario. Moreover, the
Co-60 is regulated by the State of Georgia under its authority as an agreement
State and is not under the jurisdiction of the NRC. He Co-60 has no role in
GTRR operations and is not a part of the renewal application. We could consider
the Co-60 in this proceeding if there were a sufficient basis to suggest an effect
on reactor safaty; however we find no such basis here.

De Board finds that Contention 2 lacks the technical basis required by 10
C.F.R. 6 2.714(b)(2) and it is not admitted.

S. Contention 3: Contamination of Sewer System

GANE contends that the GTRR is contaminating the City of Atlanta sewer
system, by releasing radioactive material to the sewers of Atlanta. As basis for
this allegation, it cites sewer contamination it says occurred in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, and Cleveland, Ohio. It also asserts that NRC has revised its
regulations governing sewage disposal of radionuclides because of its discovery
of radionuclide accumulation in sewers, and that NRC ordered Georgia Tech to
perform a study of radiation levels in the sewer serving the reactor which was
never done.

He Applicant and the Staff oppose admission of this contention. The
Applicant relies prematurely on factual rebuttal while the Staff asserts that
GANE has provided inadequate basis for the contention.

He Board concludes that GANE has not provided a sufficient technical or
legal basis for its contention. It does not assert a violation by GTRR of any
NRC regulation governing sewage disposal of radioactive material. Nor does
it cite any basis in documents or expert opinion for its belief that GTRR has
discharged insoluble radioactivity that is accumulating in the sewers. A finding
of radiation in the sewers of other cities has no bearing on events occurring
in Atlanta. Nor is NRC's review of its regulations governing discharge of
radioactivity to the sewers an adequate basis for this contention. See, e.g., Duke
Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear Station, Units I and 2), ALAB-813, 22 NRC
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59, 85-86 (l985); Sacramento Municipal Utility District (Rancho Seco Nuclear
Generating Station), ALAB-655,14 NRC 799,816 (1981). Finally, GANE has
presented an inadequate basis for its assertion that the NRC ordered GTRR to
perform a study of the sewers which was never done." For all of the foregoing
reasons, Contention 3 is not admitted.

6. Contention 4: Unstable Geologic Conditions

GANE contends that the GTRR site is unsafe because it suffers from unstable
geologic conditions. GANE asserts that an underground water flume directly
below the reactor could create a sinkhole that would undermine the reactor
foundation. Danger to the reactor foundation is also said to arise from the
possible collapse of an old 6-foot pipe tunnel that runs beneath the reactor.
GANE alleges that the reactor foundation is sited atop the Wahoo Creek
formation which it says is not solid bedrock, contrary to the assumption of
reactor management. It further alleges that the reactor building has visible water
damage and cracking caused by structural stress from a shifting foundation, that
the SAR gives an inadequate description of the underlying geologic structures,
that the local water table is only iI feet beneath the surface in some places, and
that the reactor building and parking lot are in a low-lying area that experiences
regular flooding and dampness.

GANE advances as bases for its concerns that a sinkhole appeared adjacent
to the reactor building 20 years ago; a sewer line collapsed W mile from the
reactor building killing two persons in 1993; and that the reactor foundation is
a slabby, viscous, muddy, medium-grained muscovite plagioclase gneiss which
tends to break across oblique planes. It cites Alternatives 9/93 (later shown to
be 1/94), a Geologic Survey Bulletin, and the SAR as bases for its concerns for
the geologic foundation.

He Applicant opposes admission of this contention on the grounds that it
is without merit. The NRC Staff opposes admission 'on the ground that the
contention is comprised of GANE's personal opinion but that GANE has not
met its burden to make a showing by analysis or expert opinion that a genuine
dispute with the Applicant exists on these matters.

He Board concludes that the Staff's analysis is correct. There is no evidence
presented showing that there has been a sinkhok adjacent to the reactor and
it cannot now be determined on this record that such an event occurred. No
analysis or expert opinion is provided to suggest that there is a threat to public
health and safety arising from a pipe tunnel under the reactor or from the

H GANE cited Alternariws 9/93 as basis for its asseruon of NRC-ordered studies. Upon inquiry, the cited article
did not appear to support the aneruon. Tr.139-42. Later is was revealed that the correct reference was Ahernatins
I/94 Tr.16062.
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geologic foundation of the reactor. The collapse of a sewer tunnel elsewhere
in Atlanta is not an adequate basis for inferring that a threat to public health
and safety exists at the reactor. He materiality to public health and safety of a
groundwater table i1 feet below the surface or flooding in the reactor parking
lot has not been provided and is not self-evident. GANE would have us infer
a public health threat from the existence and description of these structures and
circumstances. However, it is the petitioner who is obligated to provide the
analyses and expert opinion showing why its bases support its contention. It
has not done so and the Board may not make factual inferences on petitioner's
behalf. Ari:ona Public Service Co. (Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station,
Units 1, 2, and 3), CLI-91-12, 34 NRC 149 (1991). For all of the foregoing
reasons, this contention is not admitted.

7. Contention 6: Adequacy of Monitoring

GANE contends that the GTRR is unsafe to the public because it has not
been and is not ncw being monitored adequately. GANE asserts as basis for
its contention that Georgia's EPD has responsibility for monitoring around the
GTRR. It asserts that EPD has performed no air monitorir.g; many isotopes
are unmonitored; there has been no offsite monitoring; EPD has exercised
diminishing oversight over the years; it has failed to publish annual reports
since 1989; water monitoring has not been performed since 1980; and all TLD
data from 1979 to 1985 were erroneous and had to be corrected. Strontium-90
and Cs-137 are assertedly not monitored. The regulatory authority is not clear
to the regulators themselves and leaves a regulatory void with serious harm to
the public. Finally, Petitioners assert that the Georgia EPD has a conflict of
interest as a regulator, arising from the fact that EPD is a customer of GTRR.

He Board rejects all of the foregoing assertions at the outset because
they allege performance deficiencies by an agency of the State of Georgia
that are beyond our jurisdiction to consider. The State of Georgia conducts
environmental monitoring in the vicinity of the GTRR in coordination with
Georgia Tech. However, the Applicant is required to conduct its own monitoring
(SAR at 97-102; ER 14.7) and nothing in the record of which we are aware
would indicate that it does nc; do so. Grant of the proposed GTRR license is
not dependent upon the monitoring performance of an agency of the State.

GANE further asserts that students monitor Ar-41 in air only once per yev
in the vicinity of GTRR. GANE's opinion is that the following statements in the
SAR are untrue: that gas is monitored as it leaves the building; AR-41 is the
only notable A >pe emitted and this is validated by environmertal monitoring;
there have been . ] years of safe operation of the reactor; and long-term effects
of licmse renewal on the environment will be insignificant. Finally, GANE is
concerned that long-term contamination has already occurred in the environment.
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De Applicant and the Staff oppose this contention on the grounds that GANE
has not provided bases for its assertions.

He Board finds that: GANE's assertion about student monitoring is not in
dispute, is immaterial to license renewal, and is the result of imprecise reading ,

of the SAR by GANE (Tr. 259-62). Grant of the proposed license is not
dependent upon radiological monitoring done by students. The Board fimds
that GANE has supplied nothing whatever as bcses for its claim that statements
about environmental monitoring by the Applicant in the SAR are untrue. For
all of the foregoing reasons, Contention 6 is not admitted.

8. Contention 7: Emergency Response Plan

GANE contends that the GTRR is not safe because it does not have an
adequate emergency response plan. It asserts that: the emergency response
plan is uncoordinated and unknown to local and state authorities; that Georgia
Tech has never held a campus-wide evacuation drill; that the emergency
command center would be unworkable in the event of a core-melt accident
because of its location inside the facility; that 10,000 curies per day would
escape to the environment due to core melt; that radiation releases would range
further than 100 meters of the EPZ; and that Georgia Tech is negligent in not

,

planning for a large release.
Both the Applicant and the Staff oppose admission of this contention. He

Staff asserts that GANE has provided no technical support for its bases or that
it asserts matters that are not required by regulations.

He Board finds that Contention 7 must be rejected for failure to provide
bases; failure to provide statement n ' alleged fact or expert opinion in support
of the contention; and for failure to show that a genuine dispute exists with

,

the applicant on a material issue of law or fact.10 C.F.R. 9 2.714(b)(2)(i), (ii), '

and (iii). GANE's assertions represent only its own unsupported opinion as '

to credible accident scenarios and consequences of accidents and its differing
opinion of what the applicable regulations should require. Its opinion that local
and state authorities are uninformed about emergency responses at GTRR is
founded on a report of a misdirected telephone call by a person not acting for
GANE (Tr. 269, 271-74, 278-79).

9. Contention 8: Reservoir Contamination

IIn this contention, GANE asserts that the Hemphill reservoir, located within
a mile of the GTRR, is vulnerable to extensive contamination if there is an
accidental release from the reactor. GANE further asserts that the contamination
would exacerbate the chronic water shortage in the Atlanta region caused by the
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rapidly growing population and deteriorating infrastmeture. Amended Petition
at 8-9. ,

he Applicant and the Staff oppose admission of this contention. The '

Applicant asserts that no credible accident has been postulated and the reservoir )
is located upwind from the prevailing winds at the reactor. The Staff maintains
that GANE fails to provide any supporting fact or expert opinion as it is required
to do under Commission regulations., ,

| This contention about an accidental release contaminating the Hemphill )
reservoir is merely an expression of GANE's opinion. No basis is provided ;

for any of these assertions. He Commission's regulations require, inter alia, 1

| that GANE provide a concise statement of the alleged facts or expert opinion to

| support the contention, and sufficient information to show that a genuine dispute

! exists with the Applicant.10 C.F.R. { 2.714(b)(ii) and (iii). GANE has not met
these requirements.

Specifically, GANE has not provided a concise statement of the alleged facts
relating to how an accidental release would occur and how such a release
would contaminate the reservoir, nor what expert opinion GANE intends to
rely upon to prove the contention. Neither does GANE make any references

; to any specific sources or documents upon which it intends to rely to prove
the contention. Without these showings GANE has not provided sufficient

( information to demonstrate that a genuine dispute exists with the Applicant
! regarding the postulated accidental release from the reactor and any subsequent

contamination of the reservoir. Based on these considerations, the Board finds
this contention inadmissible.

|
10. Contention 10: Financial Liability

GANE claims in this contention that the GTRR is a financial liability to
| taxpayers of the State of Georgia and to the University. Specifically, GANE

| asserts that over half of the operating cost of the research reactor is paid by
Georgia taxpayers, amounting to about half a million dollars per year; and it is

i questionable whether the other half of the costs can be generated by contract
| work because of lack of use of the GTRR. GANE believes that the University's

request for a waiver of the annual $60,000 fee from the Commission further
| underscores the fact that the reactor is a burden to the University. GANE

further asserts that the decommissioning of the reactor " holds yet a stiff fee for'

Georgia taxpayers" due to uncertain cost estimates as a result of the lack of
"real decommissioning" and the " failure of nuclear waste policy in this country
to date." Finally, GANE states that it " envisions a noble role for Georgia Tech, if
they will but accept it, to treat the nuclear waste and decommissioning aspects j

j of the reactor seriously, and immediately, and make the needed discoveries I

|

l

|l
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for humanity on the thorny issues of nuclear waste and decommissioning."
Amended Petition at 10-11.

Both the Applicant and the Staff oppose admission of this contention. The
Apphcant states that it fmds no merit in the contention because the reactor is
being used for education, research, and public service. De Staff argues that the
benefits and alternative use of the reactor are not appropriate issues for litigation
in this proceeding; and GANE has not provided sufficient basis to dispute the
Applicant's cost estimate of decommissioning.

As set forth, the issue of the research reactor being a financial burden to the
taxpayers of Georgia or to the University is outside the scope of this proceeding
and hence is beyond our jurisdiction. For this license renewal application, the
Commission's regulations do not require a showing by the Applicant of lack of
financial burden either to the taxpayers of Georgia or the University.

Although the Commission's rules may allow litigation of an alleged failure of
an applicant's environmental report to provide an adequate cost-benefit analysis,
GANE's contention is not framed this way at all. GANE has neither stated that
there is a lack of cost-benefit analysis in the Applicant's environmental report
nor assened that it even wished to litigate this issue. Tr. 295-96.

He argument that the request for a waiver of the annual $60,000 fee further
underscores the financial burden to the University is moot because currently no
fee is required.10 C.F.R. i 170.11; Tr. 300-01. As to the decommissioning cost,
by merely questioning the Applicant's cost estimate, GANE has not provided
any facts or expen cpinion to support its view. No factual or legal basis was
provided by GANE to show that the Applicant has not met the requirements of
10 C.F.R. 6 50.75, or any other Commission regulation.

GANE's statement regarding its envisioning a noble role for Georgia Tech
to address the issues of nuclear waste and decommissioning is an expression of
its opinion. It is not relevant to a proper issue in this oroceeding.

Based on the above considerations, GANE in ti ontention has not met the
requirements of 10 C.F.R. 9 2.714(b)(ii) and (iii) in providing any basis of a
genuine dispute with the Applicant on an issue of law or fact material to this
proceeding. Herefore, the Board finds this contention inadmissible.

C. Order

Ibr the reasons stated, and in light of the entire record of this proceeding, it
is, this 26th day of April 1995, ORDERED:

1. De request for a hearing and petition for leave to intervene of Georgians
Against Nuclear Energy (GANE) is hereby granted.

2. GANE Contentions 5 and 9 are hereby admitted.
3. GANE Contentions 1,2, 3,4,6,7,8, and 10 are hereby denied.
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4. He Licensing Board will conduct a telephone conference call in the near
future, at a time to be identified by the Licensing Board following consultation
with parties' representatives, to establish the mechanics of GANE's obtaining
access to security information, as well as schedules for discovery, summary
disposition motions (if sought by any party), and potential hearing schedules.

!

,

5. His Order is subject to appeal to the Commission in accordance with
the requirements of 10 C.F.R.12.714a. Any such appeal must be filed within
ten (10) days after service of this Order. Under 10 C.F.R.12.714a(c), this Order
may be appealed only by the Applicant or the NRC Staff.

6. Notwithstanding the pendency of any appeals, the parties shall proceed
to prosecute their cases before us with due diligence.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD '

Charles Bechhoefer, Chairman

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE I
1

l

Dr. Jerry R. Kline
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dr. Peter S. Lam 1

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Rockville, Maryland
April 26,1995

Judge Kline joins in this Order in all respects except for the acceptance of
Contention 5. Judge Kline's dissenting opinion with respect to that contention
follows. I

Dissenting Opinion of Judge Kline on Contention 5: l

My colleagues would admit parts of Contention 5 that assert special hazards
to GTRR because the City of Atlanta will shortly host the Olympic Games.
They would treat the Olympic Games as causing an individual facility or site
condition justifying alternate or additional security measures within the mear.ing
of 10 C.F.R. 6 73.60(f). However, I find that GANE's pleading has fallen short
of providing acceptable bases for this contention under section 2.714(b)(2) and
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it must be rejected before reaching the threshold for consideration of alternative
provisions under section 73.60(f). GANE has provided no facts or expert opinion
that support the contention.

GANE asserts that the Olympics have historically attracted terrorist activity
and that the bomb-grade nuclear fuel at GTRR would be a tempting target for
terrorists. GANE appears to be concerned about theft of special nuclear material
(SNM) and radiological sabotage. Contention 5 could be viewed as expressing
concern either that: (1) an attack on the GTRR is more likely during the
Olyrnpic Games or (2) that an attack on GTRR during the Games might be of
a character that is more 1 kely to succeed in causing radiological sabotage or a
diplomatic disaster.

Petitioner's general concern that the reactor might be specially targeted
for attack by terrorists during the Olympics lacks both factual and regulatory
bases. GANE provides no authority showing that any reactor anywhere has
been attacked by terrorists and there is no basis provided for its opinion that
GTRR might be a tempting target for terrorists. Neither does GANE provide
any authority supporting its view that the Licensee is required by regulations to
consider and respond to subjectively perceived changes in risk of attack during
special events such as the Olympics. My reading of sections 73.60 and 73.67
which specify security requirements for nonpower reactors did not reveal any
such requirements.

GANE asserts several factual bases in support of Contention 5, including:
(1) close proximity of Olympic housing to the reactor, (2) a terrorism incident
at a previous Olympic event, and (3) a letter expressing security concerns
that was written to the Commission by a previous employee of GTRR." In
each case the asserted basis invites an inference that there might be generally
increased likelihood of attack on GTRR during the Olympic Games. The bases
are inadequate under the provisions of 10 C.F.R. 5 2.714(b)(2)(i), (ii), and (iii)
and for the reasons stated above. Even if the bases are true, and no party has
disputed them, no violation of NRC regulations is cited and they fail to state a
dispute of material fact with the Applicant. All assertions of increased risk a e
generic; no concrete basis suggesting the existence of a specific plan to target
GTRR has been provided.

Section 73.67(a)-(d) requires licensees that possess or use special nuclear
material of moderate or low strategic significance to take specific steps to
control, mitig :e, or otherwise abate threats of theft or diversion of special
nuclear material. Additionally, the performance requirements found in section
73.40 require generally that the licensee protect against radiological sabotage

U GANE assened. as addmonal basis, at the preheanng conference that the nonpower reactor at UCLA wras shut
down dunng the olympic Ganes in los Angeles. No basis for this assermon was presented. nur is its relevance
to this case evident. Tr.176 77.
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in accordance with security plans approved by the Commission. Section
,

I
| 73.60 provides additional security requirements, including protection against
| radiological sabotage, for nonpower reactors that possess in excess of formula

quantities of special nuclear material. The SAR appears to show that GTRR )
possesses less than a formula quantity of SNM, however, and that section may I

not be applicable if there is no other inventory of SNM on site. j
No basis has been provided suggesting that the Applicant has failed to comply

with applicable regulations or that actions required by regulation would be less
|

effective in preventing radiological sabotage or diversion of special nuclear )
material during the Olympics than at any other time. The Board may not,

make an inference of increased likelihood of attack or of successful theft or i
'

sabotage during special events such as the Olympic Games in the absence of )
bases provided by petitioners. Ari:ona Public Service Co. (Palo Verde Nuclear )
Generating Station, Units 1,2, and 3), CLI-91-12,34 NRC 149,155-56 (1991). I |
disagree with my colleagues' view that compliance with regulations is irrelevant
to the question before us. Clearly some basis needs to be provided showing that
compliance with applicable regulations would be inadequate to cope with the

| risk before the special provisions of section 73.60(f) are invoked. I

| Re hypothetical use of grenades or rocket launchers against the reactor is
| inadequate basis for the contention because there is no citation of a requirement

| to repel such threats that is applicable to nonpower reactors. Rese weapons inay
be within the scope of the design-basis threats set forth in section 73.l(a)(1);

| however, the Staff appears to believe that the design-basis threat for radiological
sabotage is not applicable to this reactor. Tr.171-75. In its brief to the Board,
the Staff cited section 73.1 in support of its view that GANE had not alleged that

j the licensee is obligated to consider rocket or grenade attacks on the reactor.86
| Section 73.l(a) provides: "The fotbwing design basis threats where refer-
| enced in ensuing sections of this part, shall be used to design safeguards systems

to protect against acts of radiological sabotage and to prevent the theft of spe-
cial nuclear material"(emphasis added). Neither section 73.60 nor section 73.67
specifically references the design-basis threats in section 73.l(a)(1). Nor does
NRC guidance to licensees for the format and content of physical security plans
refer to the design-basis threats of section 73.l(a)(1)." I conclude that sectionj

73.l(a)(1) does not apply to the GTRR and that the bases for Contention 5 that'

| appear to rely on design-basis threats must be rejected.
i

i

''NRC Staff Response at 24 n 33. NRC staff s Response to Licensing Board's Memorandum and order of March
3.1995, dated March 20,1995.at5 a4.
U standard Format and Content for a 1.icensee Physical Secunty Plan for the Protection of special Nuclear Matenal
of Moderate or low saategic Sigmncance. Regulatory Gmde i 59 Rev.1. February 1983. I 6nd no reference to
design basis threats in this guide. While regulatory guides do not substitute for regulations, it is inconceivable that
an NRC guide could be issued with so gross an error as to overlook a design-basis threat that the Commission

| intends should apply
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I find that GANE was not unfairly handicapped in preparation of Contention
5 by lack of access to the GTRR security plan. Security vulnerabilities at
GTRR could, if they exist, be adequately identified, for example, by expert
perusal of the SAR, by direct inspection of the reactor, by interview of
knowledgeable experts, or by reference to authoritative writings on industrial
security. Petitioners provided nothing suggesting they have undertaken any effort
beyond formulating their personal opinion in support of this contention.

GANE's concerns are so general as to be applicable in substantially equal
measuie to all of Atlanta and to any public event. In this case, Petitione has
provided no basis suggesting that there is a particular threat focused on GTRR.
Nor has it shown any regulatory basis suggesting that GTRR is required to
respond to generic assertions of increased risk associated with special events
such as the Olympic Games. Contention 5 should be rejected.

Dr. Jerry R. Kline
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

i

e
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Cite as 41 NRC 313 (1995) DD-95-6,

|

|

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGUI.ATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR RU.OTOR REGULATION
|

| William T. Russell, Director
i

l

! In the Matter of Docket Nos. 50 '361
50-362

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON
COMPANY, et al.

(San Onofre Nuclear Generating
! Station, Units 2 and 3) April 27,1995
|
,

The Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, denies a petition filed on
August 10,1994, by Mr. Ted Dougherty requesting a shutdown of the San Onofre
Nuclear Generating Station. The request was based on concerns regarding the

| vulnerability of SONGS to earthquakes because of the existence of nearby fault
lines, and concerns regarding the defensibility of SONGS to a terrorist threat.

|

SEISMIC AND GEOLOGIC CRITERIA: PLANT DESIGN

Appendix A (Criterion 2) to 10 C.F.R. Part 50 states that the design basis for
the nuclear power plant should reflect the most severe of the natural phenomena
that have been historically reported for the site and surrounding area, the
combinations of the effects of normal and accident conditions with the effects,

of the natural phenomena, and the iraportance of the safety functions to be
performed.

j SEISMIC AND GEOLOGIC CRITI:RIA: PLANT DESIGN
| Appendix A to 10 C.F.R. Part 100, " Seismic and Geologic Siting Criteria for
| Nuclear Power Plants," Section III(c), requires that the nuclear powec plant's

design bases for earthquakes be determined through evaluation of the geologic
and seismic history of the nuclear power plant site and surrounding region.

!
|

i

,
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TECHNICAL ISSUES DISCUSSED: PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF
NUCLEAR PLANTS

Be design-basis threat for radiological sabotage has been modified by an
amendment to 10 C.F.R. Part 73 to include use of a land vehicle by adversaries
for transporting personnel and their hand-carried equipment to the proximity of
vital areas and to include a land-vehicle bomb.

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 6 2.206

L INTRODUCTION

On August 10,1994, Mr. Ted Dougherty (the Petitioner) submitted a letter
to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission or NRC) requesting
a shutdown of the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS). The
Commission determined to act on this request pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 2.206.
The request was based on concerns regarding the vulnerability of SONGS
to eanhquakes because of the existence of nearby fault lines, and concerns
regarding the defensibility of SONGS to a terrorist threat.

On September 22,1994, I informed the Petitioner that the petition had been
referred to this Office for action pursuant to section 2.206 of the Commission's
regulations. I also informed the Petitioner that the NRC would take appropriate
action within a reasonable time regarding the Petitioner's request.

My Decision in this matter follows.

II. BACKGROUND

%e Petitioner provided as basis for the request (1) a letter to the Governor of
California wherein the Petitioner expressed concerns regarding the vulnerability
of SONGS to earthquakes and (2) a Los Angeles Times article concerning the
threat of vehicle bombs and the Commission's recent rule requiring nuclear
generating plants to install antiterrorist barriers within 18 months.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Vulnerability of SONGS to Earthquakes

%e Petitioner asserts that SONGS is vulnerable to a deep ocean quake as well
as a magnitude 8 earthquake (or greater) on the Newport-Inglewood fault. He
asserts that human error following an earthquake of this magnitude could result
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,

I

in failure of the plant's safety systems to protect the plant, thereby resulting in
a meltdown.

Before licensing SONGS (and all nuclear plants), the NRC revirved the
design of the facility including its ability to withstand the effects of natural

|
phenomena such as carthquakes, tornadoes, and hurricanes without loss of
capability to perform the safety functions. Appendix A (Criterion 2) to 10
C.F.R. Part 50 states that the design basis for the nuclear power plant should

i reflect the most severe of the natural phenomena that have been historically -

| reported for the site and scrounding area, the combinations of the effects :
| of normal and accident conditions with the effects of the natural phenomena,

! and the importance of the safety functions to be performed. Appendix A to
10 C.F.R. Part 100, " Seismic and Geologic Siting Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants," section III(C), requires that the nuclear power plant's design bases
for earthquakes be determined through evaluation of the geologic and seismic ;

history of the nuclear power plant site and surrounding region. The purpose ,

Iof this determination is to estimate the magnitude of the strongest earthquake
that might affect the site of a nuclear power plant during its operating lifetime.

,

The earthquake postulated for the seismic design of a plant, called the Safe
Shutdown Earthquake (SSE), defines the maximum ground motion for which
certain nuclear power plant structures, systems, and components necessary for

| safe operation and shutdown are designed to remain functional (e.g., for decay
heat removal after the reactor is shut down). |

He San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) site had undergone )
geologic and seismic investigations and reviews prior to issuance of the con- |

struction permits, including surveys performed by the Applicant, the United
~ States Geological Survey, the California Division of Mines and Geology, and
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. The findings of these
investigations were reviewed extensively by the Staff and were litigated exten-
sively in proceedings concerning the issuance of the construction permits' and |
operating licenses for SONGS Units 2 and 3. I2

ne Petitioner asserts that SONGS is vulnerable to a deep ocean quake. Bere
are a number of offshore faults in the coastal waters off Southern California. Of
greatest concern to the San Onofre site is an offshore structure beginning with
the Newport-Inglewood Zone of Deformation near Long Beach, passing the site
about 8 kilometers offshore and extending south to the San Diego area as the
Rose Canyon Fault Zone.2 His entire structure is known as the Offshore Zone

3 See LBP-73 36. 6 AEC 929 (1973); ALAB 248,8 AEC 957 (1974).
2 See LBP-82-3.15 NRC 61 (1982); ALAB-673.15 NRC 688 (1982); AtAB-717.17 NRC 346 (1983); and

see Carsfess v. NRC. 742 F.2d 1546 (D C. Cir.1984), cert. demed. 471 U.s.1836 (1985) (the Court of Appeals
affirmed the Comnussion's granting of the operanng bcenses for songs Unas 2 and 3. noting the voluminous
record and substanual evidence supparung the seisnue review).

3 See LBP-82-3. supra 15 NRC at 68.
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1
of Deformation (OZD)." He Atomic Safety and Licensing Board determined, l

during the 1982 operating license proceeding, that, based on historic earthquake ,

data, the distinctive geology of the area, and prevailing stresses in the earth's l

crust, the controlling feature for San Onofre is the OZD.5 j

He Petitioner asserts that SONGS is vulnerable to a magnitude 8 or greater )
earthquake on the Newport-Inglewood Fault. The largest earthquake known
to have occuned on that fault is the 1933 Long Beach carthquake which was

,
a magnitude 6.3.6 Testimony presented during the operating license proceeding

i'
concluded that the features of the OZD, its geologic strain rate, regional tectonic '

setting, and absence of extensive and/or through-going fault ruptures in near-
surface strata along much of the OZD, all support earthquakes of less than about I
a magnitude 7.7 In addition, the NRC Staff concluded, based on an evaluation

.

of historical seismicity of the OZD and an evaluation of the fault parameters, I
that a maximum magnitude of 7.0 is based upon a reasonable and conservative |
interpretation of all available geological and seismological information.8 ne I

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board' as well as the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Appeal Board 5 concluded that a magnitude 7 earthquake on the OZD is ;

appropriately conservative." De Petitioner has not provided any basis to
support the likelihood of a magnitude 8 or greater earthquake on the Newport- !

Inglewood Fault or call into question the conclusion of the Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board and the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board.

He Petitioner expresses concern that panic caused by an earthquake could
result in a meltdown due to human erros. He ability of a nuclear power
plant to resist the forces generated by the ground motion during an earthquake
is incorporated in the design and construction of the plant. Industry codes

1

and practices that govern the design and construction of nuclear power plant '

structures and components are far more stringent than those used for residential
and commercial buildings. As a result, nuclear power plants are able to resist
earthquake ground motions well beyond their design bases and well beyond the
ground motion that would result in damage to commercial buildings.

"Il
8 14 at69.
'/d at 104
7 ALAB-673. supra 15 NRC at 709 n 40.
8 NUREG-0712. " safety Evaluanon Report Related to the Operanon of san Onofre Nuclear Generating station.

Units 2 and 3 " 6 2.5.2.3 4 (rebruary 1981).
'See LBP-82-3. supra 15 NRC at 86.

30 ALAB-717, rafva.17 NRC at 364-65.
"W Peunoner also provided a scenano of the effects on the Los Angeles area of a snagnitude 6 earthquake
on the Newport-Inglewood Fault followed by a tnagiutude 8 earthquake. W Peu:ioner has failed to provide any
bans to support tlus scenano. The staff reviewed this scenano and deternured that, based on the invesagauons
and reviews discussed above. at has no basis in scienu6c theory or physical possibihty
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As a safety requirement, nuclear power plants have strong-ground motion

| seismic instruments in and near the sites. If the ground motion at a site
exceeds a specified level, which is one-half or less of the Safe Shutdown
Earthquake, the plant is required to shut down (10 C.F.R. Part 100, Appendix

, A V(a)(2)). As a defense-in-depth design feature, SONGS has an automatic
I seismic scram system to shut down the reactors when the ground motion

exceeds a conservatively selected threshold value.'2 Prior to resuming operations
i following plant shutdown as the result of an earthquake, the licensee is required

| to demonstrate to the Commission that no functional damage has occurred to
l those plant features necessary for continued safe operation.

| In summary, based on exhaustive seismic and geologic investigations per-
! formed for the SONGS site, which has been subjected to extensive litigation,
| the seismic design basis for the plant is reasonably conservative.

| Le Petitioner has failed to provide an adequate basis for his concern
regarding the scismic adequacy of SONGS and, accordingly, has not raised any
substantial health or safety issue that would call into question the safe operation
of SONGS.

B. Threat of Vehicle Bombs

ne Petitioner asserts that SONGS is not defensible from terrorists. He
;

Petitioner bases this assertion on a newspaper article (Los Angeles Times, Aug. |
4,1994) concerning the threat of vehicle bombs at nuclear plants and the l
Commission's recent rule requiring nuclear plants to install antiterrorist barriers )
within 18 months. 1

Le Commission's regulations regarding physical protection of nuclear plants
are set forth in 10 C.F.R. Part 73. The regulations require a physical protection
system designed to protect against acts of radiological sabotage or theft of
special nuclear material bued on certain design-basis threats. The design-basis
thieats for radiological sabotage defined in 10 C.F.R.173.l(a)(1) include "a

,

determined, violent, external assault." The potential threat posed by malevolent |

use of vehicles as part of a violent external assault and the need to protect |
against it, were the subject of detailed analysis before the NRC published its
regulations on design-basis threat. However, the use of a land-vehicle bomb
was not initially included in the design-basis threat for radiological sabotage.

The newspaper article cited by the Petitioner describes two events that
occurred in February 1993: a forced vehicle entry into the protected area at
Bree Mile Island (TMI), Unit 1, and a van bomb which was detonated in a

12 NUREG-o741. " Technical speci6 canons san Onofre Nuclear Generaung station Unit 2." Table 3.3.1 (February
1982); and NUREG-0952, "rechnical specincanons san onofre Nuclear Generaung Stanon Unit 3." Table 3.3.1
(Nowmber 1982).
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public underground parking garage at the World Trade Center in New York City.
As a result of these events, the Commission directed the NRC Staff to reevaluate

and, if necessary, update the design-basis threat for vehicle intrusions and the

! use of vehicle bombs.
In its subsequent review of the threat environment, the NRC Staff concluded

that there is no indication of an actual vehicle threat against the domestic
commercial nuclear industry (59 Fed. Reg. 38,889 (Aug.1,1994). Nonetheless,
ia light of the above recent events, the NRC Staff concluded that a vehicle

,

| intrusion or bomb threat to a nuclear power plant could develop without warning
! in the future. Therefore, on August 1,1994, the Commission published in the

Federal Register (59 Fed. Reg. 38,889), a final regulation to amend its physical
i protection regulation for operating nuclear power reactors. The amendments
'

modified the design-basis threat for radiological sabotage to include use of a
land vehicle by adversaries for transporting personnel and their hand-carried
equipment to the proximity of vital areas and to include a land-vehicle bomb

| (see 10 C.F.R. 6 73.!(a)(1)(i)(E) and (iii)).
All operating commercial nuclear power plants, including SONGS Units

2 and 3, must comply with the modified design-basis threat. This amended
rule requires reactor licensees to install vehicle control measures, including
vehicle barrier systems, to protect against the malevolent use of a land vehicle,
by February 29,1996 (see 10 C.F.R. 5 73.55(c)(9)). A description of the
proposed vehicle control measures for all operating commercial power reactors

; was required to be submitted to the Commission by February 28,1995, for
i review. The Licensee for SONGS submitted its proposed measures on February

24,1995, and they are currently being reviewed by the NRC Staff.
The security program at SONGS has consistently demonstrated superior

performance and continues to exceed regulatory requirements. In addition
: to the normal NRC inspection activities of the SONGS security program, an
! Operational Safeguards Response Evaluation (OSRE) was conducted with the

| assistance of members of '.he U.S. Army Special Forces. One objective of the

! OSRE is to evaluate the Licensee's abilities to respond to an external threat.
The OSRE team concluded that SONGS had an excellent contingency response
capability.

The Petitioner has failed to provide an adequate basis for asserting that the

| plant is not defensible. He Petitioner cited a newspaper article as basis for his
allegation. The article does not provide any information that is new or different

| from that already considered by the Commission. He Staff has concluded that

,

the Petitioner has not raised a significant health or safety issue.
|

;

I
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. IV. CONCLUSION

The NRC Staff has reviewed the basis and justification stated to support the
Petitioner's request that the NRC take appropriate actions to cause the shutdown

and dismantling of SONGS. This review did not reveal any substantial safetyI

i issues that would call into question the continued safe operation of SONGS.
'Ihe institution of proceedings in response to a request pursuant to section

2.2% is appropriate only when substantial health and safety issues have been
raised. See Consolidated Edison Co. ofNew York (Indian Point, Units 1,2, and
3), CLI-75-8, 2 NRC 173,176 (1975), and Washington Public Power Supply
System (WPPSS Nuclear Project No. 2), DD-84-7,19 NRC 899,923 (1984).
This standard has been applied to determine whether any action in response to
the Petition is warranted. For the reasons discussed above, no basis exists for
taking any action in response to the Petition as no substantial health or safety
issues have been raised by the Petition. Accordingly, no action pursuant to
section 2.206 is being taken in this matter.

- A copy of this Decision will be filed with the Secretary of the Commission

for the Commission to review in accordance with 10 C.F.R. 5 2.206(c). As
provided by this regulation, the Decision will constitute the final action of the
Commission 25 days after issuance, unless the Commission, on its own motion,
institutes a review of the Decision within that time.

FOR THE NUCLEAR
REGULATORY COMMISSION

William T. Russell, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 27th day of April 1995.
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Cite as 41 NRC 321 (1995) CLl-95-5

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Ivan Selin, Chairman
Kenneth C. Rogers
E. Gail de Planque
Shirley A. Jackson

I in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-321
50-366

| 50-424
50-425

(10 C.F.R. 9 2.206)

|
GEORGIA POWER COMPANY, et al.

1 (Hatch Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2; -

,

i Vogtle Electric Generating Plant,
Units 1 and 2) May 11,1995* ;

t

The Commission clarifies that nothing in its earlier decision, CLI-93-15,38
NRC 1 (1993), purported to prohibit the Staff from taking further action on the

,

pending Vogtle and Hatch transfer amendments. In CLI-93-15, the Commission
vacated a Partial Director's Decision under 10 C.F.R. f 2.2% and instructed the
Staff to defer resolving the section 2.206 petition pending the outcome of the
Vogtle transfer proceeding.

MEMORANDUM

in a letter to the Commission dated April 6,1995, Georgia Power Company
requests us to authorize the NRC Staff to complete its review and issue license

*Re-served May 12.1995.
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| amendments transferring operational authority for the Vogtle and Hatch power

| reactors from Georgia Power to Southern Nuclear Operating Company. The
Vogtle transfer is the subject of an ongoing adjudicatory proceeding. Georgia
Power is concerned that the NRC Staff may " misconstrue" a prior Commission
decision involving Vogtle, CLI-93-15, "as instructing the staff to defer issuance
of a final 'no significant hazards [ consideration)' determination until after the
Licensing Board issues its decision in the amendment proceeding."

| In CLI-93-15, we vacated a Partial Director's Decision under 10 C.F.R.
' 5 2.206 and instructed the Staff to defer resolving the section 2.2% petition

pending the outcome of the Vogtle transfer proceeding. 38 NRC 1 (1993).
We ruled that "in view of the overlap and similarity of some issues between
the section 2.2% petition and the transfer proceeding , the Staff's final
determination of the common issues should take into account the Licensing
Board's findings and the outcome of the transfer proceeding." 38 NRC at
3. We reasoned that deferring consideration of these issues is consistent with
the Commission's longstanding policy "discourag[ing] use of scetion 2.206
procedures as an avenue for deciding matters that are under consideration in
a pending adjudication." 38 NRC at 2.

Our decision in CLI-93-15 was brief and addressed no other issues. Contrary
to the concern expressed by Georgia Power in its April 6 letter, nothing in CLI-
93-15 purported to prohibit the Staff from taking further action on the pending
Vogtle and Hatch transfer amendments.

We intimate nojudgment on whether it would be lawful or appropriate at this
| stage of the proceeding for the Staff to make a finding of no significant hazards

consideration which would then enable it to issue the amendments. We simply
observe that the Staff is not precluded by our ruling in CL1-93-15 from taking
any lawful action with respect to them.

For the Commission

JOHN C. HOYLE
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,

j this !Ith day of May 1995.

|
i

3 Comnussmner Jackson thd not parucipate in tius matter
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Cite as 41 NRC 323 (1995) LBP-95 7

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

G. Paul Bollwerk,111, Chairman
Dr. Charles N. Kelber

Dr. Peter S. Lam

in the Matter of Docket No. lA 94-011 .

(ASLBP No. 94-696-05-EA) |

DR. JAMES E. BAUER
(Ordw Prohibiting involvement in 'j

NRC-Licensed Activities) May 31,1995

|

. In this proceeding concerning an NRC Staff enforcement order prohibiting |
the involvement of Dr. James E. Bauer in NRC-licensed activities, the Licensing |
Board denies (1) the portion of an NRC Staff prediscovery dispositive motion
relating to the parties * Joint Issue 1, which was initially considered in LBP-94-
40,40 NRC 323,332-33 (1994), and (2) the Staff's petition for reconsideration
of the Board's ruling in LBP-94-40,40 NRC at 337, concerning Bauer Issue 8,
albeit with an additional modification of that issue.

|
|

RULES OF PRACTICE: SUMMARY DISPOSITION

Summary disposition is appropriate only when it has been shown "that there
is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled
to a decision as a matter of law." Advanced Medical Systems, Inc. (One Factory
Row, Geneva, Ohio 44041), CLI-93-22, 38 NRC 98,102 (1993).

|
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RULES OF PRACTICE: SUMalARY DISPOSITION (IlURDEN OF
PROOF)

With respect to a summary disposition motion, the moving party "bearr. th: {
burden of showing the absence of a genuine issue as to any material fact." Id. |
(footnote omitted). Further, in assessing the showing made by the motion's

!
proponent, the presiding officer is required to " view the record in the light most i
favorable to the party opposing such a motion." Id. (footnote omitted). In doing !
so, however, if the presiding officer finds that the proponent has failed to make |
the required showing, then the presiding officer "must deny the motion - even |

'if the opposing party chooses not to respond or its response is inadequate." Id.
(footnote omitted).

LICENSE: CONSTRUCTION OF TERNIS

In construing the meaning of the terms of a license, it is most useful to look
to the principles that govern the construction of another written instrument -
the contract. Cf Meadow Green-Wildcat Corp. v. llathaway. 936 F.2d bol,
603-05 (1st Cir.1991) (regarding standard of review to apply in interpreting
terms of agency permit, court will treat the instrument like a contract).

LICENSE: CONSTRUCTION OF TERSIS (ANIBIGUITY; USING
EXTRINSIC SIATERIALS)

It is a well established rule that if the terms of a writing are plain and
unambiguous, there is no room for construction, because the only purpose of ,

'judicial construction is to remove doubt and uncertainty. See 17A Am. Jur. 2d
Contracts $ 337, at 342 (1991). Further, if the language of the instrument is
unambiguous, its meaning should be determined without reference to extrinsic
materials. See id. at 343-44.

I
l

RULES OF PRACTICE: SUS 151ARY DISPOSITION
(CONSTRUCTION OF LICENSE TERSIS)

LICENSE: CONSTRUCTION OF TER51S (A%IBIGUITY; SUA151ARY
DISPOSITION)

The preliminary inquiry in seeking to construe the terms of a written
instrument is to determine whether ambiguity exists, which is a question of
law that can be resolved through summary disposition. See 10A Charles A.
Wright, ct al., Federal Practice and Procedure 5 2730.1, at 279 (2d ed.1983).
On the other hand, if it is determined that ambiguity exists that can be resolved
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only through an inquiry into the state of mind of the parties to the instrument,
then genuine issues of material fact generally will exist that make summary
disposition inappropriate. See id. at 265-66.

LICENSE CONDITIONS: CONSTRUCTION OF TERMS
(" BASED ON")

i

Language in a license condition stating that the license is " based on" the I

statements and representations in a license application is not the equivalent of a !

declaration that the application is " incorporated by reference into" the license.
As one court has pointed out in interpreting the interchangeable term " based
upon," a " straightforward textual exegesis" leads to the conclusion that this term
means " derived from" or "use[d] as a basis for," United States ex rel. Siller v. .

Becton Dickinson & Co., 21 F.3d 1339,1348 (4th Cir.), cert. denied,130 L. |

Ed. 2d 278 (1994). To say that the lic=~a is derived from the application is not
the same as saying that the application and its terms are incorporated into the

,

license so as effectively to be made provisions of the license. 1

LICENSE CONDITIONS: DEFINITION

A license " condition" either imposes a specific qualification on the standard
terms of the license or creates particular duties or requirements for the licensee
beyond those specified under the standard terms of the license.

LICENSE: CONSTRUCTION OF TERMS (AMBIGUITY; USE OF
EXTRINSIC MATERIALS) |

| Even if there is no facial ambiguity in the terms of a license, in interpreting
the meaning of those terms it may be appropriate to look to an extrinsic source

| such as agency regulations based upon the general rule of construction that in
drafting an instrument the parties are presumed to have in mind all the existing
legal directives relating to the instrument, or the subject matter thereof. See 17A
Am. Jur. 2d Contracts Q 381, at 402-03 (1991).

ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS: SCOPE OF PROCEEDINGS

A party contesting a Staff enforcement order is free tc propose any legal
or factual issues it wants to litigate, at least so long as that issue bears some
relationship to the bases set forth in support of the order by tending to establish,
either alone or with other issues, that some explicit or implicit legal or factual j

predicate to the order should not be sustained. See LBP-94-40,40 NRC at 336 !
n.7. )
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Dispositive Motion Related Rulings)

In LBP-94-40, 40 NRC 323 (1994), we made various rulings regarding
prediscovery disposit motions filed by petitioner James E. Bauer, ht.D.,
and the NRC Staff rdating to several issues specified by the parties in this
enforcement order litigation. Currently pending before the Board are (1) party
responses to additional questions we posed in LBP-94 40 regarding the Staff's
request for summary disposition of Joint Issue 1, and (2) a December 19,1994
Staff motion requesting reconsideration of our ruling modifying Bauer Issue 8.

| Ibr the reasons detailed below, we deny both the Staff's request for summary '

j disposition of Joint Issue 1 and its motion for reconsideration regarding Bauer
.

| Issue 8. ;

I
l

I. JOINT ISSUE 1

A. Background

As a preface to our rulings in LBP-94-40, we described in some detail both
|

the circumstances surrounding the hiay 10, 1994 enforcement order that Dr. !

Bauer contests in this proceeding and the substance of the parties' motions
requesting dispositive rulings on some issues designated by one or both of the
litigants. Sec 40 NRC at 326-28. As was noted there, one basis cited by the Staff

.

for its hiay 1994 order precluding Dr. Bauer from having any involvement in
NRC-licensed activities for five years is his alleged use of a strontium-90 source
for purposes not permitted under the applicable NRC license. Specifically, the )
Staff alleges that as the radiation safety officer and sole authorized user on '

| a byproduct materials license permitting the Indiana Regional Cancer Center
l (IRCC) to use a strontium-90 source to treat specified medical conditions, Dr.
I Bauer violated the terms of this license by treating superficial skin lesions with

1

the sourcef In Joint Issue 1, the parties posit the issue whether the use of the
|

strontium-90 source for skin treatments is a violation of the IRCC license. '

In its July 29,1994 motion for summary disposition, in requesting a ruling in
its favor on Joint Issue I the Staff asserted there are no disputed material issues of
fact regarding this issue. As the basis for this claim, the Staff relied upon section
nine of the IRCC license entitled " Authorized Use," which contains the statement

that the licensed source is "[ flor use in Atlantic Research Corporation hiodel B1
hiedical Eye Applicator for treatment of superficial eye conditions." Further,
according to the Staff, the license does not provide for any other authorized
use. See NRC Staff hiotion for Summary Disposition and NRC Staff blotion
for Dismissal (July 29,1994) at 5 These undisputed facts, it asserted, compel
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the conclusion that under the IRCC license the strontium-90 source can be used
only for treating superficial eye conditions.

Dr. Bauer countered that there are material factual issues in dispute. lie
asserted that the license does not limit authorized uses to those set forth in
section nine. As evidence of this, he poin ed to section thirteen of the license,
which is under the general heading of " CONDITIONS" and states "[t]his
license is based on the licensee's statem nts and representations lis'ed below:
A. Application dated March 28,1988." According to Dr. Bauer, because
paragraph six of IRCC's March 1988 application states that the purpose for
which licensed material will be used is "[t]reatment of superficial tissues of
the eye and skin," the declaration in section thirteen of the license results in
the apphcation's statement of purpose being completely incorporated into the
license. See Response to NRC Staff Motion for Summary Disposition and NRC
Staff Motion for Dismissal (Aug. 29,1994) at 2 & n.l.

In LBP-94-40,40 NRC at 332-33, in reviewing the parties' arguments we
found they had not discussed the applicability and impact of a possibly relevant
provision of the agency's rules of procedure - 10 C.F.R.12.103(b). Section
2.103(b) provides that in instances when the Staff determines a materials license
application does not meet statutory or regulatory requirements, it may issue a
notice of denial or proposed denial that informs the applicant of the reasons
for the Staff's action and offers an opportunity for a hearing on the denial
or proposed denial. Because of the potential impact of this provision on our
resolution of the Staff's dispositive motion, we asked that both parties address
(1) whether IRCC had the right to receive notice that the Staff had denied its
application for skin treatment authority and that it was entitled to a hearing on
such a Stalf determination; (2) if IRCC was entitled to such notice, whether and
how the Staff provided that notice; and (3) if IRCC was entitled to such notice
and the Staff did not provide it, whether the failure to provide notice has any
i npact on the Staff's assertion that IRCC's license did not provide authority for
skin treatments.

In its January 6,1995 response to these questions, the Staff states that because
the strontium-90 license issued to IRCC only granted that portion of its request
concerning the treatment of eye conditions, with respect to skin treatments
IRCC's application "was, in effect, denied." NRC Staff's Response to Board's
Questions (Jan. 6,1995) at 3 [ hereinafter Staff Questions Response]. The Staff
also concedes that "lRCC should have been provided the notice described in
section 2.103(b)," but was not. Id. at 3-4. Nonetheless, according to the Staff
the failure to provide notice pursuant to this procedural regulation has no impact
on its assertion that IRCC's license did not provide substantive authority to
undertake skin treatments.

The Staff contends the license clearly shows that treatments are limited to
superficial eye conditions. Also relevant, the Staff declares, is the April 25,1988
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cover letter accompanying the license that advised IRCC to review its license
carefully to ensure it understood all the conditions imposed and to notify the

| NRC's regional office if there were any errors in the license or questions about
| its terms. The Staff further asserts that any failure to follow the requirements

| of section 2.103(b) could not create any presumption that the Staff granted
IRCC's request for skin treatment authorization. The Staff maintains such a

| presumption would constitute granting the license by default, which is prohibited
| by 10 C.F.R. 0 30.33(b) that mandates a materials license can be issued only

upon deciding that an application meets the requirements of the Atomic Energy
Act and Commission regulations. See Staff Questions Response at 4-5.

| Finally, the Staff declares that the only impact of a failure to provide the
notice and hearing opportunity mandated by section 2.103(b)is to toll the time

I for IRCC to request a hearing on the denial until the Staff issues the notice.
The Staff nonetheless states that under the circumstances here IRCC could not

! request further relief because (1) the terms of the license clearly put IRCC on
' actual notice that the Staff had denied its application for skin condition treatment,

and (2) in accordance with the recent settlement of a related case, see Indiana
Regional Cancer Center, LBP-94-36,40 NRC 283 (1994), IRCC has requested
termination of its strontium-90 license.' See Staff Questions Response at 6-7.

In his February 3,1995 response to the Board's questions, Dr. Bauer argues
that because the Staff failed to provide the notice of denial referred to in section
2.103(b), the only conclusion is that the Staff qprosed IRCC's strontium-
90 application in toto, including IRCC's request for authorization to provide

| superficial skin treatments. Further, Dr. Bauer dismisses the Staff assertion
that he and IRCC were on notice of the denial as improperly forcing them to
" engage in a ' guessing game'" about the extent of the licensed authority the
Staff granted them. Dr. James E. Bauer's February 3,1995 Response to the
Board's Questions (Feb. 3,1995) at 6-8.

Subsequently, Dr. Bauer petitioned to supplement his response. See Dr. James
Bauer's March 2,1995 Petition for Permission to File Supplemental Response
to the Board's Questions (Mar. 2,1995). In that supplement, he declares that
various documents relating to agency policies and procedures regarding section
2.103(b) produced by the Staff in response to a January 9,1995 Freedom of J

Information Act (FOIA) request make it clear that it is mandatory that the Staff
provide notice of the denial of a materials license application. He concludes
that by failing to follow this substantive directive, the Staff effectively granted
the license that IRCC applied for, including IRCC's request for skin treatment
authority. See Dr. James E. Bauer's March 2,1995 Supplemental Response
to the Board's Questions (Mar. 2,1995) at 4-8. For its part, the Staff does

I The mphcation in the staffs response as that the sanr reasons moukt preclude Dr Bauer frorn oblasmng
adjudicatory review of the staffs demal decmon

I
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i not oppose Dr. Sauer's request to file the supplement, but maintains that the
materials he refer. to do not add anything substantive to the parties' responses
to the Board's questions.2 See NRC Staff Response to Dr Bauer's Petition to
File Supplemental Response (Mar. 21,1995) at 1-2.

H. Analysis

| As it has often been stated, summary disposition is appropriate only when
it has been shown "that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and
that the moving party is entitled to a decision as a matter of law." Advanced
Afedical Systems, Inc. (One Factory Row, Geneva, Ohio 44041), CLI-93-22, 38
NRC 98,102 (1993). It is also apparent that the moving party " bears the burden
of showing the absence of a genuine issue as to any material fact." Id. (footnote
omitted). Further, in assessing the showing made by the motion's proponent, we
are required to " view the record in the light most favorable to the party opposing
such a motion." /d. (footnote omitted). In doing so, howeve:, if we find that

j the proponent has failed to make the required showing, then we "must deny the
| motion - even if the opposing party chooses not to respond oi it response is

inadequate." Id. (footnote omitted).
As was noted above, as the movmg party the Staff calls upon us to find

that there are no material facts at issue and that it is entitled to a decision as a

| matter of law on the question whether the treatment of skin conditions violates
the terms of IRCC's strontium-90 license. As is also noted above, as support
for its position on this issue, the Staff relies upon the terms of the license, in
particular section nine, that it declares establish no material facts are in dispute
regarding the question of IRCC's (and Dr. Bauer's) lack of authority to provide
skin treatments so that the Staff is entitled to a decision in its favor as a matter
of law on that question.

To rule on the Staff's request, it is apparent we must interpret the terms
of the IRCC strontium-90 license. As guidance in undertaking this task, we
find it most useful to look to the principles that govern the construction of
another written instrument - the contract. Cf Afeadow GreenMildcat Corp. v.
Ilathaway, 936 F.2d 601,603-05 (lst Cir.1991)(regarding standard of review to
apply in interpreting terms of agency permit, court will treat the instrument like
a contract). It is, of course, a well-established rule that if the terms of a writing

| are plain and unambiguous, there is no room for construction, because the only

| purpose of judicial construction is to remove doubt and uncertainty. See 17A
Am. Jur. 2d Contracts i 337, at 342 (1991) [ hereinafter Am. Jur. 2d Contracts). ;

1

I

2 There bemg no opposiuon, we grant Dr Bauer's March 2,1995 request to supplemeni his response to the
Board s questions.
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Further, if the language of the instrument is unambiguous, its meaning should
be determined without reference to extrinsic materials. See id. at 343-44.

He preliminary inquiry regarding such a written instrument thus is to
determine whether ambiguity exists, which is a question of law that can be
resolved through summary disposition. Sec 10A Charle.s A. Wright, et al.,
Federal Practice and Procedure s 2730.1, at 279 (2d ed.1983). On the other
hand, if it is determined that ambiguity exists that can be resolved only through
an inquiry into the state of mind of the parties to the instrument, then genuine
issues of material fact generally will exist that make summary disposition
inappropriate. See id. at 265-66.

Using these guidelines, we come first to the Staff position that the language
of the license is unambiguous in establishing that the Staff did not give IRCC
the authority to conduct skin treatments with its strontium-90 source. He Staff
is correct that license section nine, under the heading of" Authorized use," refers
only to strontium-90 source use for the treatment of superficial eye conditions.'
If this were all the license said, there would be no possible ambiguity.

There is, however, the language in section thirteen that Dr. Bauer contends
provides cause for additional scrutiny. This section, which is under the general
heading " CONDITIONS," states that the license is " based on" the statements
and representations contained in the IRCC application, which includes a specific
request for authonty to provide skin treatments. Dr. Bauer insists that we can
reasonably read this section as an expression of Staff intent to incorporate the
terms of the IRCC application into the license, including the request for authority
to provide skin treatments.

We are unable to conclude that the " based on" language used in section
thirteen is the equivalent of " incorporated by reference into," which is the
meaning that Dr. Bauer would give the term. Rather, as one court has pointed
out in interpreting the interchangeable term " based upon," a " straightforward
textual exegesis" leads to the conclusion that this term means " derived from" or
"useld1 as a basis for." United States ex rel. Siller v. Becton Dickinson & Co.,
21 F.3d 1339,1348 (4th Cir.), cert. denied,130 L. Ed. 2d 278 (1994). To say
that the license is derived from the application i.4 not the same as saying that
the application and its terms are incorporated into the license so as effectively |
to be made provisions of the license.

'

We thus are unable to accept Dr. Bauer's interpretation of this provision
or to conclude that the language of the license concerning the appropriate use

3 Sinularly, seewn 12 of the incense, which falls under the general headmg of "CoNDITloNS' and the
subheading "Afaterial amt the " contams the statenrnt "stronnum 90 sealed sources for trealment of superficial
eye condmons "
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of the strontium-90 source is ambiguous * As a consequence, under the rules
of contract construction to which we look, because there is no ambiguity in
the written instrument, our inquiry should be over without further inquiry into
extrinsic materials. See Am. Jur. 2d Contracts i 337, at 343-44.

Nevertheless, in the context of this regalatory proceeding, we conclude that
it is appropriate to refer to one extrinsic matter - 10 C.F.R. 6 2.103(b). We
look to this extrinsic source based upon the general rule of construction that in
drafting an instrument the parties are presumed to have in mind all the existing
legal directives relating to the instrument, or the subject matter thereof. See
Am. Jur. 2d Contracts $ 381, at 402-03. Dealing as it does with the Staff
denial of a materials license application, this section must have been a relevant
consideration for the Staff as the issuer of the IRCC license. Moreover, based
on the Staff's answers to our questions regarding this provision, its applicability
to the IRCC application appears highly relevant to the important question of the
Staff's intent concerning the license.5

The Staff's response to our questions regarding section 2.103(b) certainly
suggests, although does not explicitly state, that the intent of the particular Staff
personnel who were invol ed in issuing the IRCC license was to deny IRCC's
request for skin treatment authority. At the same time, the Staff recognizes
that pursuant to section 2.103(b), such an intent "should have" manifested itself
as a notice of denial. Staff Questions Response at 3. In the face of this
acknowledgment, we can only conclude that the Staff's action in not providing
the notice under this regulation reasonably engenders a question about the intent
of those who issued the license. And, as we noted earlier, see supra p. 330, if
an inquiry into the state of mind of one of the parties to an instrument is needed,
a material issue of fact exists that renders summary disposition inappropriate.

Consequently, we deny the Staff's request for summary disposition regarding
Joint Issue 1. In doing so, however, we do not preclude either party from again
seeking summary disposition on this issue once any appropriate discovery has
been conducted.

4 Given our conclusion thai secuon 13 does not incorporate the IRCC apphcanon by reference as IV Bauer
rnamtains. it seems only appropnate to consider exactly what the language of that section does As a heense -

"condmon." this section shoulJ either impose a specifie quahhcauon on the standard terms of the hcense or create
parucular dunes or requirements for the beensee beyond those specified under the standard terms of the hcense
in this instance, the stand.ird terms of the heense provide that the beense is issued "in rehance on statements and
representauons heretofore made by the beensee." Staff Disposmve Monon. Anach f By providing in addanon
that the beense is " based on" the statements and representauons in the IRCC March IW8 apphcanon. wcuon 13 4

I
apparently has the effect of knutmg the scope of the Staff's rehance m granung the apphcanon to that parucular
document This of course. would have the additional effect of hrruung the scope of the hcensee represensauons
that could be acuonable in aninaimg an enforcement proceedmg relauwe to the grant of the IRCC bcense.

5 Because we have before us only ihe Staff's disposmve monon on Jomt issue 1. we are not in a procedural
posture to resolve Dr Bauer's assernon that the staff's failure to proude nonce under 10 C F.R 6 2.10Nb)
compcis a legal Imding in his favor on that issue.
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11. RECONSIDERATION REQUFST
1

A. Background

in LBP-94-40,40 NRC at 337, we also ruled on the Staff's request to dismiss

| Bauer Issues 48 and 49. As we observed there, those issues presented the general
j questions whether the provisions of 10 C.F.R. Part 35, Subpart G, apply to the
j use of iridium-192 as a remote afterloader scaled source in high dose rate (HDR)

| brachytherapy treatments and, if so, whether the specific survey requirements
.

of the provisions of Subpart G - in particular 10 C.F.R. l35.404(a)- apply
| to such treatments.' Although noting that we had dismissed similar issues in

the related Oncology Services Corp. proceeding because they were better stated

| in other issues, we found that dismissal in this proceeding was not appropriate
| given that not all those other issues were included here, We decided that the

| better course in this proceeding was to combine the essential elements of these
| issues with Bauer Issue 8, which the Staff had not sought to dismiss.? Bauer Issue

8, which asked whether any of the applicable survey requirements of Subpart G
. control the " reasonableness" standard of 10 C.F.R. 6 20.201(b)(2),8 was revised

as follows:

8. Regarding the use of Indium-192 as a scaled source in a brachytherapy remote I

afterloader for the High Dose Radiation treatment of humans ("HDR"):
|

| a is 10 C F R. Part 35. Subpan G. including the specific survey requirement in
| section 35 404(a). apphcable?

,
b. As a rnatter of law, does fulfilhng any of the applicable sursey requirements

! in 10 C F.R. Part 35, Subpart G. contro' ad/or satisfy the reasonableness
standard in 10 C F R. I 20.20l?

l

l
a

6 Dr. Bauer set fonh those issues as follows:
48 whether the regulauons in 10 C F R Pan 35 Subpart G " sources for Brachytherapy" apply to the

use of Indium 192 as a sealed source m a brachytherapy remote afterk>ader for the High Dose Radiation
i treatment of humans ("HDR").

| 49. If the regulanons in 10 CIR Part 35 Subpart G " Sources for Brachytherapy" apply to the use of
Indium-192 as a sealed source in a brachytherapy remne a;tericader for the treatment of humans (HDR)
then whether the specide survey requirement of 10 C F R. 6 35 404(a) apphes to Indium-192 HDR

Jome Preheanng Repon (June 24.1994) at 6 [ hereinafter Prehearms Report)
7 As origmally pioposed. Bauer issue 8 asked "{wlhether fulfillment of any apphcable survey requirement of 10

,

| C F R Part 35. Subpart G. as a maner of law, either controls and/or satnnes the reasonableness standard set forth |

! m 10 C F R. I 20 20l*" Preheanng Repon at 2.
8

| At the ume of the November 1992 meident that is the subject of the poruon of the Staff's hfay 1994 order

i pertinent to Bauer issue 8.10 C F R I 20 201. enuited " Survey s " provided in subscenon (b) that "[e}ach heensee

! shall make or cause to be made such surveys as (1) may be necessary for the beensee to comply with the regulanons
m this part. and (2) are reasonable under the circumstances to evaluate the extent of radiauon hazards that nuy be
present " with the revision of 10 C F R. Part 20 in 1994. secuon 20 201 was replaced by an analogous provision
now found m 10 C F R.1201501 See LBP 94-40. 40 NRC at 335 n 6

|

|
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40 NRC at 339. Further, because the revision of this issue was at our instigation,
we suggested that the parties could seek reconsideration of our determination.
See id. at 337 n.9.

In a December 19, 1994 petition, the Staff asks that we reconsider this
modification of Bauer Issue 8 in part. The Staff states that it has no objection to
subpart b of that issue as an expression of the "section 35.404(a) compliance"
issue, it does, however, protest that subpart a of Bauer issue 8 regarding the
general applicability of 10 C.F.R. Part 35, Subpart G, to this proceeding should
be dismissed as irrelevant. This is so, the Staff maintains, because even if the
response to Bauer issue 8, subpart a, is "yes," Dr. Bauer would not be entitled to
any relief given that the May 1994 enforcement order at issue did not allege he
violated Part 35, Subpart G. See NRC Staff's Petition for Partial Reconsideration
(Dec.19,1994) at 4-5.

In his January 4,1995 response, Dr. Bauer contends that Staff's objection
to subpart a of Bauer Issue 8 is inconsistent with the statement of charges
against him as outlined in the May 1994 enforcement order. Dr. Bauer notes
that in the order the Staff claims he failed to conduct an appropriate survey

| under 10 C.F.R.120.201 during a purported brachytherapy remote afterloader
1 misadministration incident in November 1992. To address this Staff claim,

he asserts that it is necessary that he be able to make a showing under both
subparts of Bauer Issue 8. According to Dr. Bauer, a determination under
Bauer Issue 8, subpart b, about whether any of the applicable Subpart G survey
requirements, including section 35.404(a), satisfies the reasonableness standard
in section 20.201(b)(2) is "almost meaningless" without a determination under

| Bauer issue 8, subpart a, about whether Subpart G is applicable to brachytherapy
remote afterloader HDR treatments. See Answer in Opposition to NRC Staff's
Petition for Partial Reconsideration (Jan. 4,1995) at 6-9 [ hereinafter Bauer ;
Reconsideration Answer]. |

Responding to the parties' filings, in a memorandum and order issued January |
17,1995, we noted the possible merit of Dr. Bauer's point about the necessity 1

of a determination on Bauer Issue 8, subpart a. given that section 35.4(M(a)
was a part of Part 35, Subpart G, at the time of the misadministration incident.
Accordingly, we gave the Staff an additional opportunity to address Dr. Bauer's
assertions regarding the relevance of subpart a, to which Dr. Bauer could submit
a reply. See Memorandum and Order (Permitting Additional Filings on Staff
Petition for Partial Reconsideration)(Jan. 17,1995) at 3-4 (unpublished). In its
response to the Board's order, the Stalf declares that Bauer issue 8 subpart a, is
irrelevant because a determination about whether a particular survey regulation
would satisfy section 20.201(b) does not require a demonstration that the
regulation is applicable to the medical procedure being performed with licensed
material. According to the Staff, to show compliance with section 20.201(b),
Dr. Bauer need only demonstrate that he performed the survey described in
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the particular regulation, such as section 35.404(a), and that thh survey was
reasonable under the circumstances within the meaning of section 20.201(b)(2).
See NRC Staff's Response to Board Order Dated January 17,1995 (Jan. 24,
1995) at 3-8.

In his reply, Dr. Bauer continues to maintain that the Staff's attempt to dismiss
Bauer Issue 8, subpart a. is wholly misplaced. According to Dr, Bauer, subpart b
of Bauer Issue 8 that the Staff accepts simply asks for an answer to the question
" *1f Dr. Bauer has satisfied the NRC's survey requirements that apply to HDR,
has he, as a matter oflaw, acted reasonably under section 20.20l?'" Dr. James
Bauer's Response to the NRC Staff's Response to Board's Order Dated January
17,1995 (Jan. 31,1995) at 5 (emphasis in original). To answer this question, he
asserts, one must know what survey requirements apply to HDR brachytherapy, ,

which is precisely the answer Bauer Issue 8, subpart a, is intended to provide.
He suggests that Staff's continued attempt to avoid the question posed by Bauer
Issue 8, subpart a, is a result of its misplaced attempt to introduce an element
of subjective " reasonableness" into the discussion of subpart b, which he finds

issue by its very terms seeks a determination "as atotal inapposa,. given ti, o ,

matter of law." Dr. Bauer aludes by stating that through Bauer issue 8 what
he intends to prove is that by having complied with the specine prevailing NRC
regulations applicable to HDR brachytherapy, as a matter of law, he behaved !

reasonably under 10 C.F.R. 5 20.201. Src id. at 6 9.

B. Analysis

A party contesting a Staff enforcement order is free to propose any legal
or factual issue it wants to litigate, at least so long as that issue bears some
relationship to the bases set forth in support of the order by tending to establish,

'
either alone or with other issues, that some explicit or implicit legal or factual
predicate for the order should not be sustained. See LBP-94-40,40 NRC at 336
n.7. To begin the process of defining and resolving the matters for litigation
in this proceeding, we mandated that the inidal joint prehearing report include
a statement of central issues. The parties' dispositive motions regarding some
of those issues are an important step in the ongoing process of issue denotation
and resolution.

As for Bauer Issue 8, th., Staff's reconsideration motion and the cubsequent
filings by both parties have helped give the Board a clearer picture of the param-
eters of what we have already recognized is an important matter for Dr. Bauer
- the question of"sectron 35.404(a) ompliance/' One thing that has emerged

' As pan of his respunw to the staft's reconuderanon request. Dr Bauer contends die staif faded to nwet the

standards governing rech '" muon under 10 C F R 5 2 77hbs by rnevely repea ng. without new inforrnation.
argurnents n previou. . s rather .han elaborating upon or refining argunrnas previously advanced See Bauer

I
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from the parties' recent filings is that they are working from fundamentally dif-
ferent premises in defining what this matter entails. The Staff's position is that
in proving overall compliance wnn the section 20.201(b)(2) requirement that a
licensee must make such surveys as are " reasonable under the circumstances,"
licensee compliance with any particular FRC regulatory provision is merely a
factor that is to be weighed along with the other " relevant" circumstances in-
volved. As Dr. Bauer correctly points out, under Staff's analysis there is a
subjective factor in each section 20.201(b)(2) determination because a " reason-
ableness" finding always depends on weighing all the relevant circumstances,

| which may include any p rtinent regulatory compliance or noncompliance. Dr.
| Bauer, on the other hand, maintains that if he has complied with the agency's
'

regulatory provisions " applicable" to HDR brachytherapy treatment surveys, in-
ciuding section 35.4(M(a), as a matter of law he is entitled to a determination
that he has satisfied the section 20.201(b)(2) standard of " reasonable under the

; circumstances." Ihr h n actions that do not involve a violation of the applica-
| ble regulatory standards must be " reasonable" per se under section 20.201(b)(2).

As rh, a ruling on which regulations are " applicable" is relevant to his legal
th

| In resolving this matter, we must first make clear our understanding of
I several terms used by the parties. As we discern it, in referring to regulatory
| provisions as " applicable," Dr. Bauer is describing those regulations that the

| agency intends to govern the conduct of a certain type of activity. In this
instance, the activity in question is the conduct of surveys relating to the use of

! iridium-192 in a brachytherapy remote afterloader to provide HDR treatments.
l On the other hand, the Staff's reference to " relevant" regulatory requirements

encompasses both those provisions that e nnd are not " applicable," as Dr.
Bauer would define them. Accordiag ie he Staff, a regulation need not

,

| be " applicable" to the licensed actidy in question to be " relevant" to the
j reasonableness determination under section 20.201(b). Essentially, in making

| such a reasonableness determination under the Staff's analysis, an otherwise
'

inapplicable standard may in fact be relevant under the circumstances so as to
be worthy of consideration h the balancing process that is to be used to arrive
at that determination.

With these definitions in mind, for purposes of resolving this matter we
will assume that the Staff's interpretation of section 20.20l(h)(2) is correct,
i.e., that there is a subjective factor in each section 20.20l(b)(2) determination
because a " reasonableness" finding always depends on weighing all the relevant
circumstances. In doing so, we also assume that the Staff is correct that any

,

!

!
Reconsideranon Answer at 45 Ahhough the suttslance of the staff a monon makes this a dose quesuun te;ause j
et was the Board's own acnon m rebrmulaung Bauer hsue 8 that pecistated the mohon. we are mdmed to '

afford the staff sorrevhat mnre lautude m ttus mstarke

,
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pertinent regulatory compliance or noncompliance is relevant to such a finding,
regardless of whether the regulation is " applicable" under Dr. Bauers definition
of that term. Yet, even accepting the Staff's arguments at>out the nature of
the finding under section 20.201(b), the fact that a regulation is " applicable"
to the licensed activity involved would, in the absence of information to the
contrary, estaMish that it is among the relevant circumstances that should be
conside..d in making a reasonableness & termination. As a result, we cannot
say that the question of " applicability" posed by subpart a of Bauer issue 8 is
totally irrelevant to this proceeding even under the Staff's analysis of what is
entailed in making a " reasonableness" finding under section 20.201(b).

Accordingly, we deny the Staff's motion that we reconsider our ruling in
,

LBP-94-40 amending Bauer Issue 8 and delete subpart a. Nonetheless, based '

on the parties' filings and the language of Bauer issue 8, subpart b, which
refers only to " applicable survey requirements," we conclude that an additional
modification af Bauer issue 8, subpart a, is appropriate to make it clear that the
focus of any " applicability" determination should be the survey provisions of
10 C.F.R. Part 35, Subpart G.8a

Ill. CONCLUSION

Because we conclude there are material factual issues in dispute regarding
the Staff's intent in issuing the IRCC license authorizing the possession and
use of strontium-90, we deny the Staff's request for summary disposition of
Joint issue 1. We also deny the Staff's petition for reconsideration of our prior
addition of subpart a to Bauer Issue 8. We do so because we conclude that,
even under the Staff's interpretation of 10 C.F.R. 6 20.201(b). the question of a
regulation's " applicability" to the licensed activity at issue has some relevance ;

to the " reasonableness" determination that must be made under that section.
Finally, we find that, consistent with the parties' filings and the language of i
Bauer issue 8, subpart b, an additional modification of Bauer Issue 8, subpart a, I

is warranted to narrow consideration of any "applicinility" issues to the survey
requirements in 10 C.F.R. Part 35, Subpart G.

For the foregoing reasons, it is this thirty-first day of May 1995, ORDERED,
that

IU
We also note that in this decision we need not and do not address whedier. as Ik Bauer aswrts. an afhrnuine

answer to the "apphcabihty" quesuon in Bauer luu M. subpart a. along with a hnding that there has been
cornphance with the "appheabic~ regulation or segulations rnust. as a enatter of law. resuli in a deternunation of
reasonableness' under 10 C F R 6 20 20)(bx21
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1. The portion of the Staff's July 29,1994 motion for summary disposition

requesting a ruling in its favor on Joint Issue 1 is denied.
2. Dr. Bauer's March 2,1995 petition to supplement his response to the

Board's questions posed in LBP-94-40 is granted.
3. The Staff's December 19,1994 petition for reconsideration of our ruling

in LBP-94-40 modifying Bauer Issue 8 by adding subpart a is denied.
4. Subpart a of Dr. Bauer Issue 8 is further amended to read as follows:

8. Regardmg the use of Indium-192 as a set. led source in a brachytherapy renote
afterloader for the lhgh Dose Radiation treatment of humans ("IIDR").

a. Are any o' the specific survey requirements in 10 C.F R. Part 35, Subpart G,
including the specific suney reqmrement in section 35 404(a), apphcable?

b. As a matter of law, does fulfillmg any of the apphcable sursey requirements
in 10 C F k. Part 35, Subpart G. control or satisfy the reasonableness standard
of 10 C.F R. I 20.20I?

THE ATOMIC SAFETY
AND LICENSING BOARD"

G. Paul Bollwerk, Ill, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Charles N. Kelber
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Peter S. Lam
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Rockville, Maryland
May 31,1995

H Copies of this nemorandum and order are bemy sent this date to counsel for Dr Bauer by facsinule transnussion
and to staff cmnsel by E-nuul er nsnnsson through the agency's wide area network sysicm
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA '

| NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION |
|

'

| |

| OFFICE OF ENFORCEMENT
'

!

James Lieberman, Director |
t !

i

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-250
'50-251

50-335
| 50-38S '

FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT |

COMPANY
(Turkey Point Nuclear Generating

| Plant, Units 3 and 4; and
9t. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant,
L,.3its 1 and 2) May 11,1995

De Director of the Office of Enforcement has denied petitions filed by

| Homas J. Saporito, Jr., requesting that the NRC: (1) submit an amicus curiac ,

'

brief to the Department of Labor regarding his claim that Florida Power &
Light Co. (FP&L) retaliated against him for engaging in protected activities; (2)
institute a show-cause hearing to modify, suspend, or revoke FP&L's licenses to

| operate Wrkey Point; (3) institute a show-cause proceeding to order the FP&L
| to provide him with a "make whole" remedy; (4) take escalated enforcement

action against FP&L and certain FP&L eraployees for engaging in retaliation;
(5) conduct an investigation of FP&L to determine the involvement of each
and every individual in the discrimination against him, and report the results to

| the Department of Justice; and (6) conduct an investigation to determ:ne if the ,

|
! overall work environment at Turkey Point and St. Lucie nuclear stations is free
| from hostility and encourages employees to freely and confidentially contact the

NRC without going through the normal chain of command. The reasons f.>r the ]
I denial are fully set fo.th in the Decision. |

|

|

|
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DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 5 2.206
,

I
-L INTRODUCTION ;

On March 7,1994, Thomas J. Saposito, Jr. (Petitioner), filed a request

| for enforcement action pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 2.2% (Petition). The Petition '

| requested that the NRC: (1) submit an amicus curiae brief to the Department
j of Labor (DOL) regarding his complaints numbered 89-ERA-007 and 89-ERA-
| 017 concetning the Petitioner's claim that Florida Power & Light Company ;

(FP&L or Licensee) retaliated against him for engaging in protected activity ,

''during his err.ployment at Turkey Point Nuclear Generating Plant in violation
,
' of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.7; (2) institute a shew-cause proceeding pursuant to 10

C.F.R. I 2.202 to modify, suspend, or revoke Florida Power & Light Company's .

'

licenses authorizing the operation of Turkey Point; and (3) institute a show-
cause proceeding pursuant to section 2.202 and order the Licensee to provide
the Petitioner with a "make whole" remedy, including but not limited to,

| immediate reinstatement to his previous position, back wages and front pay
with interest,' compensatory damages for pain and suffering, and a posting
requirement to offset any " chilling effect" Petitioner's discharge may have had
on other employees at the Turkey Point and St. Lucie stations. ;

On March 13,1994, Petitioner supplemented the Petition, aiterating the three
requests noted in the preceding paragraph and providing additional information.

On April 7,1994, Petitioner again supplemented the Petition providing
additional information, including a chronology of events that relate to his request

,

for action against FP&L. Petitioner also described what he believes should be i

the content of the amicus curiac brief to DOL, including the fact that a licensee

[ employee can go directly to NRC with safety concerns, that NRC instructed
'

Petitioner not to divulge his safety concerns to FP&L, that Petitioner's conduct in
refusing to disclose his safety concerns to the Licensee should not be considered !

insubordinate, and that FP&L engaged in illegal conduct when its Vice President
interrogated Petitioner about his safety concerns. j

tOn June 12, 1994, Petitioner supplemented the Petition a third time with
additional arguments responding to FP&L's response to his petition and stated ;

that the discrimination is a continuing violation. :

On June 7,1994, Petitioner filed another request for enforcement action |
against FP&L and certain of its employees pursuant to section 2.206. The June ;

7,1994 Petition incorporated much of the material and arguments of the Petition
'

originally submitted on March 7,1994, and requested, in addition to a reiteration ;

of the request for a show-cause proceeding already requested in the March 7 !
Petition, that: (1) NRC take escalated enforcement action against FP&L and f

certain FP&L employees for violating NRC requirements under section 50.7 in j

!
' |
I !
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retaliating against Petitioner for his having engaged in protected activities during
his employment at Turkey Point in 1988; (2) NRC conduct an investi ationF

of FP&L to determine the involvement of each and every individual FP&L
employee in the discrimination against Petitioner and forward the results of that
investigation to the Department of Justice; and (3) NRC conduct an investigation
to determine if the overall work environment at Turkey Point and St. Lucie
nuclear stations is free from hostility and encourages employees to freely and
confidentially contact the NRC with perceived safety concerns or to bypass the
FP&L chain of command in raising those concerns to the NRC without first
apprising FP&L management of the safety concerns.

On June 28, 1994 Petitioner supplemented his June 7 Petition with a
document entitled " Complainant's Answer in Opposition to Respondent FPL's
IFP&L's] Motion to File Brief Dated June 20,1994." This supplement described
the activities in the DOL deliberative process relative to Petitioner's complaints
filed with that agency, restated Petitioner's request for escalated enforcement
action against the Licensee, but did not otherwise provide any additional requests
for action.

On June 30, 1994, Petitioner again supplemented his June 7 Petition to
describe discussions that he had with the NRC Office ofInvestigations regarding
the alleged chilling effect at FP&L facilities that was created as a direct result
of his termination. Petitioner concluded the supplement by requesting an NRC
investigation into whether a chilling effect exists at FP&L facilities.

IL BACKGROUND

As a basis for his March 7,1994 request, as supplemented, Petitioner noted
that since it is NRC's policy t<> defer enforcement action until the Department
of Labor (DOL) Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) has issued a decision, and
since the ALJ issued a decision in Petitioner's cases in June 1989,' the NRC
could now "take action as requested above against . Florida Power & Light
Company." Furthermore. Petitioner stated that the incidents and adverse actions
establish a prima facie case of hostile work environment and that the NRC cannot
tolerate a hostile work environment at Turkey Point. Petitioner also stated that
"ll]icensee employees have been dissuaded fiom raising safety issues . to
the NRC because of FPL's IFP&L's] continuing retaliation against employees
who do so" Petitioner asserts that FP&L's " interrogations of Petitioner about

'In a Recommended Decismn and order IRD&o)inued on June 30.19M9. the Dol AlJ found that IYtmoner
failed to estabhsh a pnm farw case of dncrmunalmn and recommended danussal of lYurmner's complanu Tha
RD&o was reversed and remanded in a decmon usued by the secretary of Labor on June 3.1994 On jaly
21 1994 Revondent IT&L hied a twnon for re.onuderanon which was derned by t:.e Secretary of Labor on
I-ebruary 16.1995
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his protected activity in 1988 were illegal conduct under the law and NRC
regulations under Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations."

,

As supplemented by the June 7,1994 request, Petitioner's basis for requesting j
the enforcement action includes a reference to the Secretary of Labor's order
on June 3,1994, remanding Petitioner 2 DOL complaints to the ALJ for j

reconsideration.

i
'

111. DISCUSSION

Petitioner requested that the NRC submit an amicus curiae brief with the
Department of Labor "regarding issues of fact in DOL Case Not 89-ERA-7/17

concerning the Licensee's retaliatory conduct towards Petitioner during,.

Petitioner's period of employment at Licensee's Turkey Point nuclear station in
1988 as a direct or indirect result of Petitioner having engaged in ' protected
activity' under 10 C.F.R. 50.7." The Petitioner requested that the amicus curiae
brief make clear that the NRC instructed Petitioner not to divulge his concerns
to FP&L2 and that Petihoner's conduct should not be considered insubordinate.

It should be noted that, under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and NRC
regulatory provisions, the primary responsibility for protecting the public health
and safety in the operation of a nuclear facility lies with the licensee who is
authorized to possess and use the facility. Consequently, licensees must be alert
at all times to pokntial safety problems and should make diligent efforts to
discover and resolve such problems when there are indications that they may
exist. Thus, it may at times be difficult to balance the licensee's obligation to
uncover and correct safety problems with a licensee employee's right to bypass

| the chain of command and take safety concerns directly to the NRC.
! The Secretary of Labor issued a decision on June 3,1994, in which he held

| that "[a]n employee who refuses to reveal his safety concerns to management
and asserts his right to bypass the ' chain of command' to speak directly with'

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is protected under the employee protection
| provision of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974." Consequently, the
i

l 2
f The Peuuoner was not instrucied not to evulge his concerns to FP&L on December 6.1W8. the Peunoner

contacted the Regmn 11 Semor Alleganon Coordmator and aded if the NRC wanted :nm to provide a copy of his
alleganon matenal to the bcensee The Petanoner was aded by the semor Allegsmn Coordinator if he wanted to
provide the matenal and the Peuuoner responded that he had lost all conhdence that the I.acensee would resolse
his concerns The Pennoner further stated that he wanted to cooperate with the NRC and that if the NRC wanted
him to proude a copy of the matenal to the bcensee he wocid do so j

on December 7.1988. after consuhmg enh Region 11 managenwnt. ihe Semor Alleganon Coor&nakw attempted 1

j to contact the Pennoner to answer his quesuon as to whether the NRC mansed hem to provide his material to )
j the t.scensee The semor Alleganon Coorenator spuLe with the Primoner's wife becauae the Pennoner was not j
j avadable The Semor Alleganon Coordmator informed the Pennoner's wife that a renew of the nutenalin& cased ,

| there was some informanon that the NRC would not proude to the t,scemcc The Petmonet's wife was aned to '

inform the Peuuoner that he did not have to proude a copy of has maienal to the Licensee if he d d mn wani to.
but that he was free to do no af he so deured
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Secretary ruled against FP&L for taking adverse action against the Petitioner
for refusing to reveal his safety concerns to management.

On August 25, 1994, the NRC Chairman wrote to the Secretary of Labor
expressing concern with the breadth of the ruling in that decision, noting that
in certain circumstances employees have a duty to inform their employers of
matters that could bear on public and worker health and safety.$ The Secretary
treated the letter as an amicus brief for the purpose of deciding a motion for
reconsideration. The motion was denied on February 16, 1995. Because the
Secretary ruled in favor of Petitioner on the issue of whether FP&L could
legitimately take adverse action against him because of his refusal to report
safety concerns to management, the request for an amicus brief addressing the
factual circumstances surrounding that incident is denied.

The Petitioner also requested that the amicus curiae brief include a statement
. hat FP&L engaged in illegal conduct by interrogating Petitioner. NRC cannot
conclude that FP&L's inquiry of Petitioner on his safety concerns, in and of
itself, is illegal. As previously mentioned, licensees have a responsibility -
indeed an obligation - to pursue and resolve safety problems and an employee's
public announcement, as in this case, that there are significant safety problems
that must be addressert should cause any reasonable licensee to make efforts to
discover, address, and resolve such concerns. Questioning an employee who
has publicly stated that there are safety problems, in and of itself, would not be
illegal; however, the Secretary of Labor has ruled that actions taken against the
employee can constitute a violation of section 21I of the Energy Reorganization
Act if the alleger said that he intended to report his concerns to the NRC. In
the particular circumstances of this case, and noting that the ALJ is once again
reviewing the facts and will make a recommendation to the Secretary of Labor
regarding whether the Licensee had nondiscriminatory reasons for terminating
Petitioner, the NRC does not at this time conclude that FP&L's questioning
of the Petitioner in an attempt to discoser Petitioner's safety concerns was a
violation; therefore, this portion of the request is denied.

De Petitioner requested that the NRC initiate a show-cause proceeding pur-
suant to section 2.202 to modify, suspend, or revoke FP&L licenses authorizing
the operation of Turkey Point; however, he did not specifically address the

3 The NRC pubhshed a draft statemes of pohey m the federal Argrster titled " Freedom of Employees m the
Nuclear Industry to Rasse Safety Concerns Without fear of Reiahanon " This draft pohty resterated NRC's
posmon thar *escept in hnured fact +pecific mstances. advismg the Commission of safety mformauon would not
absolve an employee of has or her duty alao to mform the empksyer of matters that could bear on pubhc. mcludmg
worker, health and safery Examples of those exceptmns would mdude situanons an which the employee had a
reasonable expectanon that he or the may be subject to retahanon for raising an assue 10 has or her empkeyer even
af an ahernauw imernal process is used. situanons where the beensce has threatened adverse acnon fcr adennfymg
noncomphances or other safety concerns. and circumstances in whwh the employce beheves that supervisors and
manaFement may have engaged m wrongdoms and thal ran ng the matter internally could resuh m a cover-up or
destructmn of evidence? q60 Fed Her Wh
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basis for this request in his Petition. Absent a specific description of the basis,
therefore, the NRC assumes that Petitioner is requesting this action due to the
Licensee's alleged discrimination and creation of a chilling effect in terminating
Petitioner's employment. He NRC is aware that the Secretary of Labor has
emanded the Petitioner's complaints to the ALJ, reversing in part the ALJ's

finding that the Petitioner's acts were not protected activity and finding that
FP&L violated the Energy Reorganization Act when it discharged Petitioner for
his refusal to reveal his safety concerns to the Licensee. However, the Secretary
directed the ALJ to " review the record . and submit a new recommendation

. on whether FP&L would have discharged [ Petitioner] for the unprotected,

aspects of his conduct." Herefore, the June 3,1994 order does not consti-
tute a final decision by the Secretary of Labor in this case, since the Secretary I

has asked the AU to consider whether the Licensee might have had additional, !
nondiscriminatory reasons for discharging the Petitioner. The Petitioner's basis
for requesting enforcement action, i.e., the ALJ's RD&O (which did not find
discrimination) and the Secretary's order (which remanded the case to the ALJ 1

to determine whether there were nondiscriminatory reasons for the termination)
is insufficient to justify enfarcement action at this time. Until the AU issues
a revised recommendation on remand, there is insufficient basis to initiate a
show-cause proceeding or take other enforcement action requested by the Peti-
tioner here, including actions against specific FP&L employees. Therefore, this
portion of the request is denied. He NRC will monitor the DOL proceeding on
remand to the AU and determine, based on further DOL findings and rulings
in these cases, whether enforcement action against the Licensee is warranted.4

With respect to Petitioner's request that NRC initiate a show-cause proceed-
. ing to, among other things, require his immediate reinstatement, back pay, and
compensatory damages, the Energy Reorganization Act (ERA) provides author-
ity to the Department of Labor to order that such personal remedies be prm ided

| to individuals discriminated against for engaging in protected activities. The
ERA does not extend this authority to the NRC. Remedies such as reinstate-
ment, back pay, and compensatory damages to the individual must re . ult from
the DOL process and not an NRC show-cause proceeding. Accordingly, this

| portion of Petitioner's request is denied.
As noted above, the request for enforcernent action against the Licensee is

denied pending a finding by the AU as to whether discrimination occurred.
Therefore, for the same reasons stated above, the Petitioner's request that NRC
take escalated enforcement action against certain FP&L employees for violating

| NRC requirements is denied.

# n new of my Jeterrmnanon that there is not a sufhcient basis for enforcement acnon agams: the hcensee at this!
hme. the Peunoner's claim that the Lice.nsee's acnon against him is a consmumg wolanon need not be consulcred
here.
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With respect to the Petitioner's request that the NRC initiate ae. investiga.
tion to determine the extent to which FP&L employees were involved in the
discrimination against the Petitioner, the NRC intends to await the outcome of
the DOL proceeding to determine whether an additional investigation by the
NRC is warranted. Therefore, this portion of the request, as well as Petitioner's
request that the results of such investigation be forwarded to the Department of
Justice, are denied.

The Petitioner also requested that the NRC investigate whether the overall
work environment at Turkey Point and St. Lucie nuclear stations is free from
hostility and that the station employees feel free to report safety concerns to the
Licensee or NRC. The NRC inspected the Turkey Point and St. Lucie Nuclear
Safety Speakout Program for handling employee nuclear safety concerns in
September and October 1993 (NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50-250/93-23, 50-
251/93-23,50-335/93-21, 50-389/93-21). Also, the NRC continuously monitors
complaints filed by employees at the licensees' facilities across the nation to
determine whether the complaints filed with, and substantiated by, the DOL
warrant some action by the NRC. The NRC inspection results and the history
of discrimination complaints at the Florida Power & Light Company's Turkey
Point and St. Lucie nuclear stations do not warrant additional action by the NRC
at this time. Therefore, this portion of the request is denied.

IV. CONCLUSION

! As explained above, the Petitioner has not raised any issues that would
warrant the requwed actions. Therefoie, the Petitions filed on March 7 and

j June 7,1994, as supplemented by letters dated March 13, April 7, June 12, June
' 28, and June 30,1994, are denied. The Staff will continue to monitor the case

| pending before the Department of Labor.
' A copy of this Decision will be filed with the Secretary of the Commission for

the Commission to review in accordance with 10 C.F.R. $ 2.206(c). As provided
by that regulation, the Decision will constitute final action of the Commission

i
25 days after issuance, unless the Commission, on its own motion, institutes a
review of the decision within that time.

James Lieberman, Director

Office of Enforcement

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this Ilth day of May 1995.

|
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Cito as 41 NRC 346 (1995) DD-95-8

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF ENFORCEMENT

James Lieberman, Director

in the Matter of

ALL LICENSEES May 25,1995

ne Director of the Office of Enforcement has denied a petition filed by
Thomas J. Saporito, Jr., requesting that the NRC issue a generic letter of
instruction to all licensees requiring them to review station operating procedures
in order to ascertain whether the procedures contain any restrictions that would
prevent or dissuade a licensee employee from bringing perceived safety concerns
directly to the NRC without following the normal chain of command. In
the petition, he also requested that each licensee be required to report to the
Commission, under oath or affirmation, that the review has been completed, *

that its empicyees are free to bring concerns to the NRC without following the
normal chain of command, and that this information has been communicated
to all of its employees. The reasons for the denial are fully set forth in the
Decision.

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 5 2.206 .

I. INTRODUCTION

On March 8,1995, Romas J. Saporito, Jr. (Petitioner), filed a request for
i

action pursuant to 10 C.F.R. I 2.206 Specifically, Petitioner requested that NRC <

issue a generic letter of instruction to all licensees requiring them to review their
station operating procedures to determine whether those procedures include any
restrictions that would prevent or dissuade a licensee employee from bringing
perceived safety concerns directly to the NRC without following the normal
chain of command. The petition requests that each licensee be required to,

i
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report to the Commission, under oath or affirmation, that the review has been
completed, that its employees are free to bring concerns to the NRC without
following the normal chain of command, and that this information has been
communicated to all of its employees.

IL BACKGROUND

As a basis for his request, Petitioner cites the decision by the Secretary of
Labor on June 3,1994, Saporito v. Florida Power & Light Co., 89-ERA-007
and 89-ERA-017, in which the Secretary concluded, in part, that "[aln employee
who refuses to reveal his safety concerns to management and asserts his right to
bypass the ' chain of command' to speak directly with the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission is protected under the employee protection provision of the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended."8 Slip op at 1,

111. DISCUSSION

Petitioner cites the Secretary's June 3 decision as support for Petitioner's
contention that "[alny licensee policy or procedure preventing or dissuading
employees from bypassing the normal ' chain of command' at a licensee's station
and directly contacting the NRC to report perceived safety concerns is illegal

, and fosters an inherent ' CHILLING EFFECT' in violation of NRC
requirements." The NRC addressed this issue on August 25, 1994, when the
NRC Chairman wrote a letter to the Secretary of Labor which noted with concern
the fact that the Secretary's broad statement, upon which Petitioner relies, could
be applied, without qualification, outside the context of the particular facts
involved in that case. The Chairman stated that the licensees, not the NRC,
are in the best position to deal promptly and effectively with concerns raised
by employees and that except in limited fact-specific instances, advising the
Commission of safety information would not absolve an employee of his or
her duty also to inform the employer of matters that could bear on public and
worker health and safety.

In his February 16, 1995 Order, denying reconsideration of the June 3
decision, the Secretary said that it would not be accurate to interpret his June 3
decision as providing an employee an " absolute right" to refuse to report safety
concerns to the plant operator (slip op. at 2-3). Rather, the Secretary stated that

I Whde hnding that the dacturge of an employee for refunnF to reveal tus safety cancerns to a heenwe could be
a violanon of the Energy Reorganuatmn Act the Secretary of thor did nos reath a hnal decmon as to whether
the tacensee in Petinoner's me nuy have had twher. leginnute. reasons to ternunair Petinoner. bus renwr&d
the case to the Adrrumstranve t.aw Judge to review the record and autnut a new reconenendanon on that suue
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the employce's right to bring information directly to the NRC and his duty to
inform management of safety concerns "are independent and do not conflict"
(slip op. at 3). These statements clearly indicate that whether a refusal to provide
information to management is protected must be determined on a case-by-case
basis.

Furthermore, the Petitioner has offered no evidence to suggest that there is
widespread discrimination against employees who bypass the chain of command
and report their concerns directly to the NRC. The NRC requires, in 10 C.F.R.
I 19.11(c), that all licensees and applicants for a specific license post NRC Form
3 " Notice to Employees," which describes employee rights and protections. In
addition,10 C.F.R. 6 50.7 and associated regulations were amended in 19902
to prohibit agreemt its and/or conditions of employment that would restrict,
prohibit, or otherwise discourage employees from engaging in protected activity.
These measures appear to be sufficient to: (1) alert employees in the nuclear
industry that they may take their concerns to the NRC, and (2) alert licensees
that they may not take adverse action for an employee's exercising the right to
take concerns directly to the NRC. Without Petitioner establishing a factual basis
to doubt the effectiveness of these measures, and without the NRC possessing
independent evidence to reach such a conclusion on its own, the NRC cannot
conclude that there is a sufficient cause to issue a generic letter as requested by
the Petitioner.

IV. CONCLUSION

As explained above, the Petitioner has not established sufficient basis to
require the requested actions. Therefore, the petition filed on March 8,1995, is
denied.

A copy of this Decision will be tiled with the Secretary of the Commission for
the Commission to review in accordance with 10 C.F.R. 6 2.206(c). As provided
by that regulation, the Decision will constitute final action of the Comrnission

2 in a recent decision. the secretary of t. abor cued the 1990 anendrnents to secuen 50 7 as effecmely prohibitmg
any terms or condmons of employnent that would prehabn. restnet. or otermise ducourage an enployee from,
among other things prunimg mformatum to the NRC lohn DelCore > W1 Barnei Corp. nl.RA 04. shp
op at 8-9 ( Apr 19.1995) The sceretary emphanied that such attempts at restnering an engloyee are not nm
prevalent m the nudear industry due to [the) inservemng regulanon ' shp op ai 2.
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25 days after issuance, unless the Commission, on its own motion, institutes a
review of the Decision within that time.

FOR THE NUCLEAR
REGULATORY COMMISSION

James Lieberman, Director

Office of Enforcement

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 25th day of May 1995.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

William T. Russell, Director

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-295
50-304

COMMONWEAiTH EDISON COMPANY
(Zion Nuclear Power Station,

Units 1 and 2) May 26,1995

The Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation denies a petition
submitted pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 2.206 by Robert K. Rutherford and forty-
three other securitj guards at the Zion Nuclear Power Station (Petitioners)
requesting action with regard to the Zion Nuclear Power Station, Units I and
2, of the Commonv'ealth Edison Company (Comed or Licensee). Petitioners
requested that the Nuclear Regulatory Cornmission (NRC) rethink and withdraw
its approval of the October 7.1994 revisions to the Zion security plan, and
demand greater justification from both the Licensee and its security contractor
concerning the pioposal to reduce the number of armed guards and the defense of
the Zion facility. Petitioners also requested that the manning and positioning of
armed guards be reconsidered and increased to a more sound defensive position.
The petition is denied because Petitioners raised no substantial safety concern
regarding the revised security plan for the Zion facility.

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 5 2.206

1. INTRODUCTION

By letter dated November 3,1994, Mr. Robert K. Rutherford and forty-
three other security guards at the Zion Nuclear Power Station (Petitioners)
requested that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) rethink and withdraw
its approval of the October 7,1994 revisions to the Zion Nuclear Power
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Station security plan, and demand greater justification from both Commonwealth
Edison Company (Comed or Licensee) and its security contractor concerning
the proposal to reduce the number of armed guards and the defense of the
Zion Nuclear Power Station. Petitioners also requested that the manning and
positioning of armed guards be reconsid; red and increased to a more sound
defensive position.

As the bases for these requests, Petitioners allege that (1) the revised
| Response Team Member (RTM) plan degrades actual plant security to the point

| of folly; (2) the proposed qualifications for the RTM plan are causing employee

| turnover, undue stress, labor problems, and inconsistency in plant defense;
! (3) monetary considerations should not take priority over plant defense and

administrative jobs should not replace front-line security guards; (4) the total
| disarming of the owner-controlled areas and protected areas is highly detrimental

! to plant defense and public safety; and (5) modern armaments and increased
! hostility among the general public as well as potential terrorist threats from

either domestic and/or international sources have not abated. In addition, a copy
of the same petition was sent to United States Senator Paul Simon of Illinois,
who referred it to the Department of Energy (DOE). The DOE forwarded the
copy of the petition to the NRC. On this copy of the petition, a handwritten
note stated the following: " Low level waste is now being stored in the owner
controlled area with no security patrols except a casual tour once per eight hour
shift."

By letter dated December 22, 1994, the NRC acknowledged receipt of the
petition and indicated that the NRC Staff would take action within a reasonable
time. Commonwealth Edison Company responded to the petition by letter dated
February 27, 1995. Petitioners replied to the Comed response by letter dated
February 28,1995, supplementing the petition with further detail.

De Licensee's letter briefly described the revision to the security plan
contained in its October 7,1994 letter and explained that although the total
number of guards on site will be decreased, the number of armed response
personnel at Zion Station has not been changed and will continue to exceed the
minimum requirements of 10 C.F.R. 5 73.55(h)(3). The Licensee's February
27, 1995 letter also stated that certain administrative functions such as those
performed by x-ray and metal detector machine operators, security badge issue
personnel, and personnel search will be perfornwd by watchmen. It went on
to say that four of the six Comed nuclear sites implemented the RTM plan
in 1994, another implemented it in January 1995, and Zion is scheduled for
implementation in June 1995. In addition to this general description of the

! revision to the security plan, the letter addressed each point in the petition.
For the reasons discussed below, I have concluded that the Petitioners have;

not raised any substantial safety concern, and I, therefore, deny the petition.

|
| |
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II. BACKGROUND

The Licensee's original security plan, submitted in a letter dated November
18, 1977, and supplemented in letters dated May 26, 1978, and June 25,
1978, included an armed response commitment. The NRC Staff reviewed
the security plan against the general performance requirements of 10 C.F.R.
5 73.55(a) and the specific requirements of 10 C.F.R. i 73.55(b) through (h). In
particular, the NRC Staff concluded that the physical security organization met
the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 6 73.55(b)(1) regarding the written agreernent with
the security contractor and the requirements of 10 C.F.R. 6 73.55(b)(2) regarding
the onsite presence of a full-time member of the security organization with the
authority to direct physical protection activities of the security organization.
Based on a review, principally of the size of the site, the location of the vital
areas, and the response capability of the local law enforcement agencies, the
NRC Staff also concluded that the security plan met the response requirements
of 10 C.F.R. 6 73.55(h). In particular, the number of guards in the plan
substantially exceeded the requirements of section 73.55(h)(3) concerning the
minimum number of guards on site. As defined in 10 C.F.R. s 73.2, a guard is
a uniformed individual armed with a lirearm. A watchman is an individual, not
necessarily uniformed or armed with a firearm, who provides protection for a
plant in the course of performing other duties, and armed response personnel
are persons who are uniformed, whose primary duty in the event of attempted
radiological sabotage shall be to respond, armed and equipped, to prevent or
delay such actions. He NRC Staff concluded that 7 ion facility's security plan
was satisfactory and that it was adequate to protect the Zion facility from
threats, thefts, and radiological sabotage directed from within or outside the
facility. Consequently, the NRC Staff issued a Security Plan Evaluation Report
(SPER), dated March 14,1979, which concluded that upon full implementation,
the security plan would meet the general performance requirements of section
73.55(a) and the specific requirements of section 73.55(b) through (h), and that
the security plan would ensure that the health and safety of the public would
not be endangered from threats, thefts, and radiological sabotage directed at the
Zion facility.

By letter dated October 7,1994, Comed submitted a revision to the security
plan for Zion Station pursuant to 10 C.F.R. $ 50.54(p), which allows licensees
to make changes to their security plans without prior NRC approval, provided
the changes do not reduce the effectiveness of the plan. The October 7,1994
revision included use of watchmen in positions that formerly used guards. The |
revision reduced the total number of guards on sit but did not change the '

number of armed response personnel. In its October 7,1994 submittal, the
Licensee stated that the revision did,not reduce the effectiver.e.,s of the plan.
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111. DISCUSSION

A. Plant Security
|

Petitioners contend that the revised RTM security plan degrades actual plant !
'

security "to the point of folly." Petitioners' supplemental letter of February 28,
1995, requests that the NRC guarantee that Comed will not reduce the number
of armed responders to five.

The total number of guards immediately available at a nuclear power plant )
I to fulfill NRC response requirements shall nominally be ten, unless specifically

,

required otherwise on a case-by-case basis by the Commission; however, this <

number may not in any case be reduced to less than five guards. 10 C.F.R.

| 6 73.55(h)(3).
- Although the October 7,1994 revision to the security plan will reduce the j

total number of guards on site, the number of arioed response personnel at
the Zion facility will not change and will continue to exceed the minimum
number of armed response personnel required by section 73.55(h)(3). The

| regulations address the use of both guards and watchmen in a security force.

| Historically, most licensees have used a combination of the twe because there
are certain job assignments that do not require use of a guard, i.e., central alarm
station and secondary alarm station operator, personnel escorts in the protected
and vital areas, x-ray and metal detector machine operators, security badge
issue personnel, and personnel searchers. In the past, Comed far exceeded
the guard requirement, having guards even where they were not required by

| regulations. The NRC Staff has reviewed the revised RTM security plan and
I- concluded that it provides sufficient site security, is not inimical to the common

defense and security, and that protection of the public health and safety does
not require the Licensee to increase the number of its armed response personnel
er guards beyond the levels reflected in the revised plan. Marcover, the NRC
5taff concluded that the revisions are acceptable and would not decrease the
effectiveness of the security plan.

In view of the above, Petitioners have not raised a substantial safety concern
regarding the reduction in the number of armed security personnel.

B. Effects of the Proposed Revision to the Zion Nuclear Power Station
Security Plan on Employees and Plant Defense

Petitioners contend that the new quahfications for armed guard positions
in the revised security plan will cause employee turnover, undue stre.s, labor
problems, and inconsistency in plant defense.

Petitioners state in their February 28, 1995 supplemental letter that incon-
sistencies exist in that: unarmed personnel (watchmen and inspectors) are

!

!
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permitted to respond to intrusion alarms although they have had no physical
agility testing; unarmed personnel escort vehicles into a door zone which has
direct containment access, ahhough the NRC has directed that armed personnel
be placed at Vertical Pipe Chase doors to prevent such access; and unarmed I
personnel intermingle with armed personnel at the main gate, which could be
disastrous in the event of a firearms exchange.

NRC regulations only require that unarmed personnel such as watchmen
shall have no physical weaknesses or abnormalities that would adversely affect
their performance of assigned security job duties,10 C.F.R. Part 73. Appendix
B, Criterion I.B.I.a. and do not specify which type of security officer should I

respond to intrusion alarms. The regulations also only require that vehicles be |

escorted in the protected and vital areas,10 C.F.R. s 73.55(d)(4), and do not
specify whether the escort must be an armed or unarmed officer. Moreover, NRC
regulations do not require control of vital area doors and barriers by an armed
secu ity officer. Finally, there is no prohibition of both armed and unarmed
personnel occupying access control facilities; in fact it is a common practice at
many sites. It should be noted that 10 C.F.R. Part 73 is " performance oriented,"
with the specific implementation left to the licensee in the site-specific security
plan. The details of the specific commitments depend on the specific site factors.
As noted below, the NRC Staff review of the Zion security plan concluded that
Zion meets the requirements of section 73.55(b) through (h).

In February 1994, NRC inspectors identified security force morale as poor
| due to continuing personnel layoffs to reduce security force shift manning
! levels to the minimum required to meet security plan commitments. NRC

Inspection Report No. 50-295/94005 and 50-304/94005, dated March 22,1994.
In April 1994, the NRC Staff conducted another physical security inspection

| and concluded that overall security performance was good. In addition, the
NRC Staff noted that morale had improved, due to better communication with
security staff members during the backshifts following key personnel changes
in the contract security management organization. However, the NRC Staff was
concerned that continued high overtime hours worked by the security force had

I the potential to negatively affect performance. Security force staffing levels
were sufficient to meet security plan commitments, but were strained to support
unplanned maintenance work. NRC Inspection Report No. 50-295/94011 and
50-304/94011, dated May 25, 1994. The NRC Staff continues to monitor the

| performance of the secunty staff through security inspeQans, and the continued
inspections by its resident inspector staff.'

During an NRC Staff inspection of the Zion facility in October and November
1994, tactical response drills were conducted in which the security force
demonstrated a high level of proficiency. NRC Inspection Report No. 50-

,

| 295/94021 and 50-304/94021, dated December 12,1994. The other five Comed

j sites have already implemented their version of the October 7,1994 security plan
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I revision. An NRC inspection at LaSalle County Station in July 1994 did not

find any inconsistencies in plant defen3e or adverse effects of the revised RTM
plan on plant physical protection and safety. The NRC Staff found that Comed
has continued to meet its armed response personnel commitments to the NRC,
NRC Inspection Report Nos. 50 295/94003 and 50-3N/94005, dated March 22,
1994; 50-295/94011 and 50-304/94011, dated May 25,1994; 50-295/9102I and
50-3M/94021, dated December 12, 1994. Accordingly, there is no reason to
expect that implementation of the revised security plan at the Zion facility will
result in inconsistencies in plant defense or adverse effects on plant physical
protection and safety.

| The October 7,1994 revision to the security plan provided for an improved
selection process that would result in the most qualified personnel performing
armed responder duties. The revised selection criteria are higher objective
standards for proficiency in firearms, physical agility, and knowledge of the
security plan. It is Comed's plan that security guards who cannot meet the new
criteria to be an RTM member will be reassigned to the administrative duties
of watchmen. Although such a reassignment could conceivably cause morale
problems and turnover for such individuals, use of a process reasonably designed
to select the guards who are best qualified for armed response personnel duties
is in the best interest of the common defense and security and the public health
and safety.

In siew of the above, the Petitioners have not raised a substantial safety
concern regarding security force morale or inconsistench s in plant security.

|

C. Monetary Considerations and Administrative Jobs

| Petitioners assert that monetary considerations should not take priority over

| plant defense, and administrative jobs should not replace frontline security
guards.

| Regardless of any anticipated Licensee savings or increased expenses that
might be associated with the October 7,1994 revision to the Licensee's security
plan, the NRC Staff must review the revised plan for compliance with section

j 73.55. In particular, the NRC Staff considered whether the Licensee's onsite
physical protection system and security organiration include the capabilities
to meet the requirements of section 73.55(b) through (h). As explained in
Section Ill.A above, the NRC Staff concluded that the October 7,1994 security
plan revision to reduce the number of guards does not violate section 73.55.
Moreover, after review of the October 7,1994 revisions to the security plan,
the NRC Staff found that the revisions are acceptable and would not decrease
the effectiveness of the security plan.

For the reasons stated above, Petitioners have not raised a sobstantial safety
concern regarding the reduction in the number of guards at the Zion facility.
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D. Disarming of Owner-Controlled and Protected Areas

Petitioners assert that the total disarming of the ownei-controlled area and
the protected area is highly detrimental to plant defense and public safety.

Contrary to Petitioners' assertions, the Zion facility has not been totally
disarmed. As explained above, at Section II.A, the Zion security plan meets
NRC requirements for armed personnel. The Commission's regulations do
not require any guards in the owner-controlled area. Security of the station is
centered around protecting selected vital equipment situated within the protected
area. See 10 C.F.R. i73.55.

Prior to initial plant licensing, the NRC Staff evaluated the Licensee's security
plan to ensure that it met the general performance objective and requirements of
section 73.55(a) and that it implemented the more prescriptive requirements of
section 73.55(b) through (h). In addition, the NRC S;aff observed drills to ensure
that the Licensee could effectively implement its security plan; in particular, to
ensure that the security force could successfully perform the requirements of 10
C.F.R. 0 73.55(h)(4), which are to determine the existence of a threat, assess the
extent of the threat, take immediate concurrent measures to neutralize the threat

by requiring responding guards to interpose themselves between vital areas and
any adversary attempting entry for the purpose of radiological sabotage and
inform local law enforcement agencies of the threat and request assistance.
When a licensee submits a revision to its security plan, the NRC Staff evaluates
it to ensure that the same general performance objective and requirements of
section 73.55(a) and the more prescriptive requirements of section 73.55(b)
through (h) are being met and implemented. Periodically, the NRC Staff also

;

continues to observe tactical response drills to ensure that the Licensee remains
capable of effectively implementing its security plan by demonstrating threat
response as required by section 73.55(h)(4).

The Staff evaluated the Licensee's October 7,1994 revision to the physical
security plan and found that it met the requirements of section 73.55. Although
Zion has not implemented the new RTM plan, an NRC inspection at LaSalle
County Station (which has implemented the new RTM plan)in July 1994 did not

| find any inconsistencies in plant defense or adverse impacts on plant physical
j protection and safety,
i Based on the above, the Petitioners have not raised a substantial safety

concern regarding security of the owner-controlled areas and the protected area.

| E. Potential Threats
|

| Petitioners assert that modern armaments and increased hostility among the
| general public as well as potential terrorist threats from either domestic and/or

international sources have not abated.
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NRC regulations establish a framework for security plans with respect to such
matters as terrorist attacks against licensed nuclear power plants.10 C.F.R. Part
73. As explained above, although the October 7,1994 revision to the Zion
security plan will result in a reduced number of armed guards, the number of
armed response personnel will not decline and the Licensee continues to rneet the

specific requirements of section 73.55(h)(3) with respect to the number of armed

response personnel. In addition, NRC regulations require that in designing
safeguards systems, !icensees shall use the design-basis threats contained in the

i

regulations, including those for the type of radiological sabotage referred to l

by Petitioners. 10 C.F.R. 6 73.l(a)(1). On a daily basis, the Staff evaluates
threat-related information to ensure that the design-basis threat statements in the
regulations remain a valid basis for safeguards system design. On a semi-annual
basis, the results of this Staff review are fermally documented and forwarded
to the Commission. To date, no credible threat to licensed facilities has been
identified that would warrant a modification to the design-basis threat statements
in the regulations. After review of the October 7,1994 revision to the Zion
facility security plan, the NRC Staff concludes that the revised security plan
does not decrease the effectiveness of the plan in protecting the facility against
design-basis threats and that the revised plan meets the requirements of 10 C.F.R.
Part 73.

In view of the above, the Petitioners have not raised a substantial safety
| concern regarding sabotage or theft of special nuclear material at the Zion
'

facility.

F. Manning and Positioning of Armed Guards

Petitioners asked that both manning and positioning of armed guards be
reconsidered and increased back to a more sound defensive posture.

| Specifically, Petitioners state in their February 28,1995 supplemental letter
that, in regard to the protected area, mobile patrols, armed posts, and armed
positions have been reduced, and that there should be at least one continuous

, armed mobile patrol. Petitioners also state, with regard to the owner-controlled
area, that at least one patrol should be made each 24 hours, and that a minimum

| of five armed guards per unit and two armed gua-ds dedicated to the main gate

| are necessary, but that ten armed guards per unit (consisting of two protected-
area patrols and/or sector guards) are optimum. Additionally, Petitioners state
that there is a rost for unarmed personnel in the vehicle search area, althou;'hi

the NRC has directed that at least one armed officer be present at an alternate
gate entry.

| There is no regulatory requirement to have (1) an armed guard at an entry
j gate to the protected area, (2) any security activities in the owner-controlled

|
; area outside the protected area, or (3) mobile patrols in the protected area. |
|

'

|
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While checking the protected area is required,10 C.F.R. 6 73.55(c)(4), the type
of personnel and patrol frequency are not specified in the regulations, but are '

detailed in the site physical security plan. All changes to the Zion plan are
reviewed against the requirements of the regulations and site-specific needs.
The NRC inspects against the commits..ents contained in the approved plan to i

verify that the plan remains effective and that the Licensee continues to fulfill
:

its commitments. Based on NRC Staff review of the Zion security plan and |
its asscciated revisions, and upon onsite verification of Zion's commitments,
Zior. continues to meet the performance objectives of section 73.55(a) and its
commitments under its security plan.

As explained above, althe'4 the October 7,1994 revision to the Zion
security plan will result in i :d number of armed guards, the number of
armed response personnel wir ~ ecline and the Licensee continues to meet the
specific requirements of sectioc e t.55(h)(3) with respect to the number of armed I
respense personnel. In regard to the positioning of armed response personnel,

|
NRC regulations require that licensees establish a safeguards contingency plan -

which requires armed response personnel to interpose themselves between vital
areas and material access areas such that armed response personnel can prevent !
entry for the purpose of radiological sabotage.10 C.F.R. i 73.55(h)(4)(iii)(A). If

,

revisions to a licensee's security plan meet the requirements of section 73.55, the j
NRC Staff concludes that the revisions are consistent with 10 C.F.R. 5 50.54(p)
and that they will not decrease the effectiveness of the safeguards plan. In i

this case, the NRC Staff concluded that the October 7,1994 tevision to the
Zion security plan met the requirements of section 73.55 and did not result in
decreased effectiveness of the plan.

In view of the above, the Petitioners have not raised a substantial safety
concern regarding manning and positioning of armed guards at Zion Station.

G. Additional Concern Noted on a Copy of the Petition Sent to '

Senator Sinion i

Petitioners appended an additional concern that low-level waste is now being f
stored in the owner-controlled area with no security patrols except a casual tour i

once per 8-hour shift, on a copy of the petition addressed to United States
.

Senator Paul Simon ofIllinois. Senator Simon referred the concern to the DOE, j
and DOE subsequently forwarded it to the NRC. Petitioners' supplemental letter {
of February 28,1995. asserts that the interim radwaste storage facility is worthy
of one full 24-hour patrol and alarmed, continuous surveillance equipment, such .

as a camera.
|

Storage and control of NRC-licensed material are governed, in pertinent part,
by 10 C.F.R. 6 20.1801 of Subpart I to 10 C.F.R. Part 20, which requires li- |

censees to secure from unauthorized removal or unauthorized access licensed
,
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materials that are stored in controlled or unrestricted areas. The security require-
ments of Part 73 do not apply to the storage of low-level waste. Zion Station
m#rtains an interim radwaste storage facility (IRSF) for licensed material on
c,te, within the owner-controlled aaa to which general access is not permitted.
The IRSF is locked, key access is control.ed, and once in each 8-hour shift the
IRSF is patrolled by a security officer. The Staff fmds that the IRSF at the Zion
facility is in compliance with section 20.1801.

For the reasons stated above, Petitioners have not raised a substantial safety
concern regarding security of low-level waste in the owner-controlled area at
the Zion facility.

IV. CONCLUSION '

!

The institution of a proceeding in response to a request for action under |

section 2.206 is appropriate only when substantial health and safety issuer have
been raised. See Consolidated Edison Co. ofNew York (Indian Point, Units 1,2,
and 3), CL1-75-8,2 NRC 173,176 (1975), and Washington Public Power Supply
System (WPPSS Nuclear Project No. 2), DD-84-7,19 NRC 899, 923 (1984).
I have applied this standard to determine what action, if any, is warranted in
response to the matters raised by Petitioners. Each of the claims or allegations
by Petitioners has been reviewed, and I conclude that, for the reasons discussed
above, Petitioners have raised no substantial safety concern regarding the revised
security plan for the Zion facility. Petiooners' requests that the NRC withdraw
its approval of the changes to the security plan and that the NRC require an
increase in the number of, or a change in the positioning of, armed guards at
the Zion Nuclear Power Station, are denied. Petitioners' request tinat the NRC
demand greater justification for the proposal to reduce the number of armed
guards and the defense of the Zion Nuclear Power Station is denied. Since the
NRC has agreed with the Licensee that the changes to Zion's security plan do
not decrease the effectiveness of the plan, per section 50.54(p), NRC approval
to implement the changes to Zion's security plan is not required.

A copy of this Decision will be filed with the Secretary of the Commission
for the Commission to review in accordance with 10 C.F.R. 5 2.206(c). As
provided by section 2.206(c), this Decision will constitute the final action of the
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Commission 25 days after issuance, unless the Commission, on its own motion,
institutes a review of the decision wit'ain that ame.

FOR THE NUCLEAR

|REGULATORY COMMISSION

William T. Russell, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor j

Regulation !

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 26th day of May 1995. 1
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

William T. Russell, Director
,

in the Matter of Docket No. 50-389-A

FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT
COMPANY

(St. Lucie Nuclear Power Plant,
Unit 2) May 26,1995

The Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, denies a petition dated
July 2,1993, filed by the Florida Municipal Power Agency (FMPA), which
requested, inter alia, that the NRC (1) declare that Florida Power & Light Com-
pany (FPL) is obligated to provide network transmission among geographically
separated sections of FMPA without imposing multiple charges for transmission
among multiple delivery points; (2) issue a notice of violation of that obliga-
tion; (3) order FPL to file with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission a
rate schedule that provides for transmission in a manner that complies with the ,

antitrust conditions which are a part of the St. Lucie Plant, Unit 2 license. He
reasons for the denial are fully set forth in the Director's Decision. ,

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 6 2.206

1. INTRODUCTION

ne Florida Municipal Power Agency (FMPA), in a petition dated July 2,
1993, requested the Executive Director for Operations of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC or Commission) to take enforcement action against the
Florida Power & Light Company (FPL) for allegedly violating the antitrust
license conditions applicable to the captioned nuclear unit. The petition was
referred to the Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, for response.

|
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FMPA requested that the NRC (1) declare that FPL is obligated to provide
network transmission among geographically separated sections of FMPA without
imposing multiple charges for transmission among multiple delivery points; (2)
issue a Notice of Violation of that obligation;(3) impose a requirement by order
directing FPL to file with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) |
a rate schedule that provides for trar.smission in a manner that complies with |
the antitrust conditions that are a part of the St. Lucie Plant, Unit 2 (St. Lucie); )
(4) take other such action as may te proper, including proposed imposition of
civil monetary penalties; and (5) publish notice of the petition including when
the NRC expects to decide whether to take action in response to the petition.

FMPA specifically alleged that the antitrust license conditions for St. Lucie
require FPL to pravide transmission of power over its system among the various
sections of FMPA's system on a network basis without imposing multiple
charges for transm! n among multiple FMPA receipt and delivery points.
FMPA alleged that FPL has refused to provide such network transmission and
as a result, is in violation of the St. Lucie antitrust license conditions.

FMPA's sectivn 2.206 petitic,n centers on FPL's alleged continued refusal to
provide network transmission service over its system. The issue of u hether FPL
is required to pavide network transmission either under the St. Lucie antitrust
license conditions or as a result of a filed request for transmission service before
the FERC, was resolved by the issuance of a final order by the FERC in a
related proceeding on May 11,1994. The FERC order directs FPL to provide
network transmission service to FMPA. Consequently, the issues that were raised
by FMPA in its section 2.206 petition that pertain to issues under the NRC's
jurisdictional pur iew, i.e., whether FPL was required to offer FMPA network
transmission service, have been resolsed. The unresolved issues pertaining to
FMPA's request for network transmission service are rate-related issues, and are
currently being negotiated by FMPA and FPL under a FERC order. For these
reasons, I am denying FMPA's section 2.206 request for an enforcement action
against FPL.

II, BACKGROUND

During the antitrust review of St. Lucie conducted by the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC, predecessor of the NRC) staff and the staff of the Depart-
ment of Justice (DOJ or Department), the Department, by letter dated November
14,1973, advised the AEC staff that FPL appeared to be engaged in activity that
was inconsistent with the antitrust laws, i.e., principally refusing to (1) wheel,
(2) interconnect with other power entities, and (3) grant access to the St. Lucie

| nuclear facility. During settlement discussions between FPL, AEC staff and
; DOJ staff, FPL was asked to clarify what its corporate policies were on access
|
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to its transmission facilities as well as participation in St. Lucie. By letter dated
February 25,1974, the AEC staff forwarded a set of license conditions to FPL

that, if agreed upon by FPL, would obviate the need for an antitrust hearing
in the St. Lucie construction permit antitrust review. The license conditions
required FPL to offer several cooperative and municipal electric power systems
various coordination services as well as the opportunity to purchase ownership
in St. Lucie. On February 26,1974, FPL agreed to adopt the proposed set of
license conditions. However, several years thereafter, a group of Florida munic-
ipalities was permitted to intervene. Eventually, a settlement agreement reached
in 1980 resulted in a 1981 license amendment adding antitrust license conditions
to the St. Lucie construction permit. Subsequently, pursuant to section 105c of
the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, the Staff conducted an operating
license review of FPL's competitive activities which was completed in Septem-
ber of 1982. The Staff found no significant changes in FPL's activities since
the completion of the construction permit review.

Subsequent to the issuance of the St. Lucie amendment adding the antitrust
license conditions in 1981, FMPA alleged that FPL, on several occasions,
refused to provide transmission services over its network among the various
sections of FMPA without imposing multiple charges for transmission among
multiple FMPA receipt and delivery points.' FMPA characterized this type
of service as " network transmission service" as opposed to point-to-point
transmission service. In 1982 FPL entered into settlement agreements with
various Florida municipalities (the predecessor to FMPA2) and, according to
FMPA, the settlement agreements refined and built upon the St. Lucie antitrust
license conditions. In 1989, FMPA and FPL began negotiating for transmission
network service. The negotiations were unsuccessful and in December 1991,
FMPA filed suit against FPL in (Florida) state court alleging breach of contract.
FPL removed the case to federal court, Middle District of Florida, in January
1992. FMPA alleged that FPL refused to supply network transmission service,
per the transmission agreements negotiated as a result of the NRC licensing
proceeding, and sought injunctive relief and damages.

On July 2,1993, FMPA filed a complaint with the FERC in an outstanding
electric rate case involving FPL (EL93-51-000). FMPA asked the FERC to
find that certain access limitations of existing transmission service agreements
between FMPA and FPL were unjust, discriminatory, and unreasonable under

' Specincally. heense condinon No. X(a) that requires I Pt. to transmit power . (2) hetween two or among
tmwe than two neighbonng entines, or secuons of a neighbonng entity's system which are geographically
tieparated
2 Several cines combmed an 1978 to form IMPA. a jomt acnon agency Under Ekwida law. The Joint Power Act,
enunes have the nght to join with other electne unhues m order to jomily finance, acquire. construct. numage,
operate, or own an electne power project. These nghis were cuended to kical gosernmental enuues unh the
enacmient of the inte kwal Cooperanon Act m 1978
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the Federal Power Act. The complaint asked the FERC to direct FPL to provide
network transmission service.) FMPA also filed a petition before the NRC on
.luly 2,1993, alleging that FPL was in violation of its St. Lucie antitrust license
conditions requiring FPL to provide network transmission service and requested
that the NRC enforce the St. Lucie antitn.st license conditions and require FPL
to offer network transmission ser ice to FMPA.

On October 28,1993, FERC issued a proposed order in the FMPA network
transmission case (65 FERC 61,125) granting FMPA's request to order FPL
to provide network transmission service. The FERC found that by ordering
network transmission, the public interest would be served, fully consistent with
its mandate under the Federal Power Act. As a result of the FERC proposed
order, on December 16,1993, the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of
Florida issued a " Memorandum Decision and Order" in which the Court stated
that the FERC's proposed order resolved the issues presented in the District
Court. As a result, FMPA's request for damages was denied based upon the
" filed rate doctrine" which empowers the FERC to rule on wholesale rate m ers.
The Court dismissed the case.

During a 60-day negotiating period set by the FERC following the proposed
order, FMPA and FPL were unable to reach an agreement on the terms and
conditions for a filed network transmission rate schedule. In the first quarter of
1994,

both parties filed bnefs and supporting materials settmg fonh their respective positions. On
May 11.1994, the FERC inued a " Final Order" m Docket No. TX93-4-000. 67 FERC

61.167 (May 11.1994), reh'g pendurg. In the Final Order, the FERC approved FPL's
proposed load ratto approach to the pncing of network transmission with the crucial additional
requirement, proposed by FMPA. that FMPA receive credd for transnussion facilities owned
by FMPA or its members that wdi be used, along with FPL transrrussion facihties, to integrate
FMPA's loads and resources. 67 FERC at pages 61.481 2. Both FPL and FMPA sought
reheanng of cenaan aspects of the Final Order, and those requests for reheanng remain
pendmg.'

The FERC's Final Order, dated May 11,1994 (67 FERC 61,167), directed
FPL to offer network transmission service along with the necessary rates, terms,
and conditions required to make this service a power supply option for FMPA.

3 f MPA dehues network transnumon scruce as a transmissmn arrangement that would enable tf MPA] to
distnbute a FI*ch 4uanury of transnussion network usage among varmus dehvery pomis. wittmut paymg muluple
numihly or yearly transnussion charges" i MPA Complamt before the F| RC at 25
d Lener dated twember 5.1994 from Robert A Jablon and Domue S Blair of spiegel & McDiarnuJ to Anthony
T. Gody. Chief. inspection Program tiranch, othce of Nuclear Reacu,r Regulaimn ai 2 tf MPA letter |
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Ill. DISCUSSION

Institutional and competitive pressures have been building over the past
decade within the electric bulk power services market to open up the life-
line of the industry, i.e., transmission, by lowering existing entry barriers to
transmission access that would allow a more efficient distribution of scarce
resources and ultimately, cheaper power to those in need and willing to pay for
an efficient power supply. With the paseage of the Energy Polic*. .Act of 1992
(EPAct), the institutional reorganization that has been Fatherint u.amentum in
the electric power industry for several years, developed an inertia unseen in
the industry in this country since the emergence of hirge vertically integrated
electric holding companies in the 192')s and 1930s. After much public debate
leading up to passage of EPAct, the feature included in the act that has been
most influential in reshaping the character of the electric utility industry is
section 211. Section 21I empowers the FERC to order transmission access
to promot:, competition where to do so would be in the public interest - this
public policy change represents a dramatic change from the competition-neutral
policy intended by the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA).
Smaller, transmission-dependent power systems have long argued that PURPA
has not gone far enough in opening up the tightly knit nature of large generation
and transmission systems and have lobbied Congress for several years to amend
PURPA and empower the FERC to order transmission access or " wheeling."
The Staff believes that the formation of FMPA and the goals imposed upon this
joint action agency by its members mirror the changes that have taken place and
continue to take place in the elec*ric bulk power market during the past 10-15
years.

Since the late 1970s, several cities in Florida have sought greater access to
FPL's transmission grid. Typically, these cities own their electric distribution
systems and in some instances, generate a portion of their own power supply
requirements. In order to seek out the most cost-efficient source of power
supply, these cities need meaningful access to transmission facilities, i.e., usually
the local, large, fully integrated electric utility system serving in the relevant
Feographic area - in this instance, FPL.

During the construction permit review of the St. Lucie facility, the antitrust
staffs of the Depanment of Justice and the Atomic Energy Commission identified
instances where FPL's market dominance in generation and transmission in the
state of Florida was allegedly used to restrict the competitive options of smaller
power systems in the state. FPL did not offer the cities and their successor
organization, FMPA, the type of transmission access that would allow FMPA
to successfully compete for sales or purchases of wholesale power in the state

|
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of Florida or other potential markets in neighboring states? The Staff identified
this market conduct by FPL during the licensing review of the St. Lucie facility.
Subsequently, the Department of Justice and NRC staffs recommended that a
set of license conditions, designed to prevent FPL from abusing its market
dominance, be made a part of the St. Lucie operating license.

De Florida municipalities, in the 1970s and early 1980s, and FMPA since
the early 1980s, have sought a type of transmission access, termed " network
transmission service," that would, according to FMPA, provide for a more level
playing field in the Florida bulk power services market. FMPA's quest for
competitive power supply options should not be inhibited by power systems
that have considerable market power and abuse their market power in a manner
that diminishes economic efficiency in the market place. I agree with FMPA's
assessment that its planned integrated dispatch operation (IDO) project, or a
project similar to it, " represents the logica; next step in FMPA's development"
as a competing bulk power entity in the staa of Florida represents a plausible

,

next step in its development as a power supply cystem. As the petition states: ,

Integrating and coordmanng its resources has twen an important long-term FMPA goal
FMPA has presiously sought to establish a Flonda-wide power pool and, failmg that, a
FMPA FPL power pool, but those efforts were rebuffed by FPL. The IDO project would
establish an integrated dispatch and operations pool of cenain FM"A members, thereby
permitting substantially more economic and efficient use of their custing resources and
planmng for more economic future resources?

,

De antitrust license conditions developed in the St. Lucie proceeding were
intended to resolve the alleged anitcompetitive situation that would be main-
tained if an unconditioned license for St. Lucie, Unit 2 had been issued without
conditions. De license conditions were designed to promote the efficient allo-
cation of energy resources in the state of Florida and perhaps service areas in
adjoining states. The Staff concluded that the manner in which FPL charged

8"Apphenni s control over the transnussion network m its area has given is the power to grant or deny access
'

to coordmanon - and thereby access to the benches of lasge-scale. Iow cost. baseload nuclear generahon - to
neighbormg snuller systems lhere have been some alleganons that Apphcant may have used this power to deny
coordmatmg benefits to smaller systems or to take the predommant share of the benefits of such coordinanon as
has been ensered mio" Departnrne of Just ce letter [heremafter. " Advice letter") dated November 14. 1973.
from Bruce B Wilson. Actmg Assistant Attorney General, Department of Jusuce to Howard K. Shapar. Assistant
General Counsel. Atonne Energy Commissmn at M The Advice truer conunued. "our anutrust review led
us to the followmg conclusions- tl) Appheam is the donunant electne uuhty m ihmJa and because of its
ownership of transmissmn h,is the power to grant or deny other systems m ns area the access to courdmation -
and thus the nuclear power - needed to compete in bulk power supply and retail distnbunon markets. (2) there
is some indicatmn Apphcant's donunance may have been enhanced through conduct mhibiung the compeuuve
opportumnes of the smaller systems an Hs area, and On construction and operanon of St t.ucie No. 2. and the
sale of power therefrom to meet Applicant's load growth and compete with the smaller systems m its area could
create or nuuntam a situauon inconsistent with the anutrust laws if access to nuclear generanon were demed those
smaller systems " Advice tetter at 6-7.
*l'MPA sechon 2 206 Pention to die NRC staff. dated J.aly 2.190. at 8
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multiple transmission fees for transfer of blocks of power over its transmission
system was potentially anticompetitive and, consequently, helped design license
conditions that would preclude FPL from abusing its market power in the Florida
bulk power services market.

Here are similarities between the instant matter and a merger case reviewed
by the Staff in the early 1990s, although the letter did not involve a request for
an enforcement action. A brief comparison of the two matters should provide
additional insight into how I reached my decision herein. In the early 1990s,
the Staff reviewed the competitive implications of the merger between Public
Service Company of New flampshire (Seabrook Nuclear Station licensee) and
Northeast Utilities (i.e., the NU/PSNH merger). He merger was also reviewed
for competitive implications by the FERC pursuant to section 203 of the Federal
Power Act and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) pursuant to
section 10(b)(1) of the Public Utilities Holding Company Act.

As in the instant case, the NU/PSNH merger was reviewed for competitive
implications by different regulatory agencies with different standards of review
and areas of regulatory oversight. In its review of the NU/PSNH merger, the
Staff followed the hearings conducted by the FERC very closely and made its
no "significant change" finding based largely upon the testimony and resultant
premerfer conditions imposed on the merging parties by the FERC. De Staff
determined that the potential anticompetitive implications of the NU/PSNH
merger were adequately mitigated by the FERC conditions. The SEC, which was
required to determine w hether the merger would lead toward undue concentration
of control over public utility companies and thereby be detrimental to the public
interest, initially approved the merger but in a subsequent order indicated that
the pertinent competitive issues were under the jurisdiction of the FERC and
therefore made its final approval contingent upon FERC also approving the
merger.

Intervenors at the SEC appealed the SEC decision to the Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia Circuit claiming that the SEC had abdicated its antitrust
responsibility by deferring its ultimate decision to the FERC. The Court ruled
that the SEC did not abdicate its statutory duty to find on the competitive issues
attendant to the proposed acquisition because the SEC indicated in its order
that the intervenors had the opportunity to " rescind or further condition its [the
merger's] approval" before the SEC if they disagreed with the ultimate FERC
ruling. The Court indicated that the SEC, in order to ensure coordination of
their orde.s in a parallel review, conditioned its approval of the acquisition upon
the FERC's final order approving the merger. The Court stated that.

Although the SEC may not rely upon the IIRC's concurrent junsdiction over an acquisition
as a reason to shirk its ow n statutory mandate to determine the anticompetitive effect of that
transaction, see, e g4 Mumcred Elec. An'n. 413 F.N at 105%0. it does not follow that
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the SEC must pretend that it is the only agency addressing the issue when it is not; that
would only lead it to conduct a wasteful, duphcative proceeding. Rather, when the SEC
and another regulatory agency both have junsdiction over a particular transaeuon, the SEC
may " watchfully defer {j" to une proceedings held before - and the result reached by -
that other agency. Wisconsus's Environmental Decade v. SEC. 882 F.2d $23, $27 (D C. Chr.
1989).7

The NRC Staff, prior to the Court of Appeals * decision, indicated that it was
aware of the FERC proceeding and the FERC decision; however, the NRC did

not defer to the FERC decision.
The Staff continues to employ the concept of " watchful deference" espoused

by the Court and has determined that the FERC Order in the rate case involving
FMPA and FPL addressed and adequately responded to the concerns contained
in FMPA's Section 2.206 petition to the NRC. The FERC ordered FPL to provide
FMPA network transmission service in its order dated May 11,1994 - FMPA's
primary concern expressed in its section 2.206 petition. FMPA continues to
argue that it is not taking network transmission service from FPL. It is apparent
from the ongoing discussions between FPL and FMPA and the continuing rate
case proceeding at the FERC that there are issues outstanding between the two
parties that need to be resolved before FMPA begins taking network transmission
service from FPL. However, it is also apparent that the remaining outstanding
issues are rate-related issues within the jurisdiction of the FERC, not the NRC.

IV. CONCLUSION

I have concluded that FERC's Order requiring FPL to provide network trans-
mission service to FMPA and the subsequent ongoing rate proceeding before
the FERC, adequately address and resolve the concerns raised in FMPA's Sec-
tion 2.206 petition and request for action by the NRC. As a result of the

7 Cin of &lmAs Ga.s & Elecinc Department r SEC. 972 0 2d 358. 363 (D C. Car.1992)
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foregoing, I have determined that no proceeding should be instituted and no
further regulatory action by the NRC is required.

FOR THE NUCLEAR
REGULATORY COMMISSION

William T. Russell, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 26th day of May 1995.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION !

l

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

William T. Russell, Director

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-213
50-245
50-336
50-423

(License Nos. DPR-61
DPR-21
DPR-65

NPF-49)
,

NORTHEAST UTILITIES

(Haddam Neck Plant and
Millstone Nuclear Power Station,
Units 1,2, and 3) May 31,1995

The Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation has denied the
petition filed by Mr. Ronald Gavensky requesting that the licenses of the
Haddam Neck Plant and the Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Units I,2, and
3, be temporarily revoked based on Petitioner's allegations. Petitioner raised
numerous concerns regarding receipt inspection activities by Northeast Utilities
(NU) at these facilities. After a review of Petitioner's concerns, the Director
concluded that no substantial health and safety issues were raised regarding these
facilities that would require initiation of formal enforcement action.

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. # 2.206

1. INTRODUCTION

On March 3,1994, Mr. Ronald Gavensky (Petitioner) filed a petition with
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) pursuant to 10 C.F.R. $ 2.206.

l
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In the petition, the Petitioner, a Northeast Utilities (NU) quality control receipt
inspector raised concerns regarding receipt inspection activities by NU at the
Haddam Neck Plant and the hiillstone Nuclear Power Station.'

The Petitioner alleged violations of 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B, by NU
in the receipt inspection area. He alleged that parts represented as having been
inspected and accepted for use were in fact deficient; that adequate training,
skilled personnel, and necessary tools were not available to perform adequate
receipt inspections; and that he had observed unethical and incorrect methods
of receipt inspection, and that he had sought to identify quality problems within
his own department, along with recommendations and solutions, but had not
been permitted to do so. Finally, the Petitioner accused NU of " whitewashing"
his concerns. Specifically, the Petitioner alleged that on two occasions NU's
management had hired investigators to investigate concerns he had raised only to
conclude that there were no problems. The Petitioner requested that the " license
of Northeast Utilities" be temporarily revoked until after the NRC investigates
his allegations.

On hiay 9,1994, I informed the Petitioner that the petition had been referred
to my office for preparation of a Director's Decision. I further informed the
Petitioner that his issues were not considered immediate safety concerns and,
therefore, did not warrant immediate shutdown of the Haddam Neck Plant and
hiillstone Nuclear Power Station, Units I,2, and 3. I also informed the Petitioner
that the NRC would take appropriate action within a reasonable time regarding
the specific concerns raised in the petition. By letter dated November 28,
1994, following a telephone conversation with the Petitioner of November 15,
1994, this office provided him portions of NRC Inspection Reports that relate
to his concerns and a copy of a Brookhaven National Laboratory Associated
Universities, Inc. report of an evaluation of thirty bolts chosen at random
from the Millstone Warehcuse in November 1993. This office also provided
the Petitioner status reports of the Director's Decision concerning his petition
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 2.206 of March 3,1994, by letters dated February 23,
and May 9,1995.

NU voluntarily submitted a response to the NRC on July 26,1994 (NU
Response), regarding the issues raised in the petition. The Petitioner voluntarily
submitted a response dated August n6,1994, regarding the issues raised in the
NU Response. Based on a review of the issues raised by Petitioner as discussed
below, I have concluded that no substantial health and safety issues have been
raised that would require the initiation of formal enforcement action.

I Northeast Nuclear I.nergy Company (Millsione hcenseek an elecme operanng subsidiary of Northeast Uuhues
(NUL holds hcenses for the operanon of hhllsione Nuclear Power sianon. Umis 1. 2. and 3 The Connecocut
Yankee Atonuc Power Company (Haddam Neck heensee). an electne operaung company owned m part by NU.
holds the beense for the Haddam Neck Plani Reference m the pennon to the "heense of Nonheast Unknes"
refers to the heenses of the Haddam Neck Plant and Mdisione Nuclear Power stanon. Uruis I,2. and 3
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II. DISCUSSION

In the petition, the Petitioner raised numerous concerns regarding receipt
inspection activities by NU at the Haddam Neck Plant and Millstone Nuclear
Power Station, Units I,2, ard 3. The issues raised in the petition are summarized J

and evaluated below. |
|

A. Adequacy of the NU Receipt Inspection Program

The Petitioner alleged that NU did not have skilled personnel or the necessary
tools or equipment to perform adequate receipt inspection until 1990 for the |
Haddam Neck Plant and could not have had a properly executed receipt
inspe. tion department until 1989 for the Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Units ]
1, 2, and 3. He alleged that at the present time there are only two skilled |
mechanical receipt inspectors at the Millstone Nuclear Power Station. Also, j
all current receipt inspectors are qualified at Level 2 to ANSI /ASME Standard , j

N45.2.6-1972. However, most lacked the actual experience in mechanical receipt '

inspection required by the standard to which NU is committed. ;

The Petitioner alleged that, when he was first employed by NU 16 years ago, j
he found parts still packed in the original containers unopened but green-tagged <

(acceptable for use). He also found cracked parts, bent parts, mismatched parts, i

all of which were green tagged, and many bad parts accepted for use by the !

architect engineer, Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC), and
wrongly installed.

|
The Petitioner also claimed that he had observed unethical and incorrect i

methods of receipt inspection and that he was prevented from raising quality !

problems either by his supervisor or the Director of Quality.
Most of the specific concerns raised by the Petitioner appear to relate to NU

procurement activities before 1990. At that time, NU, as indicated in the NU
response to the petition, maintained an approved-suppliers list and relied heavily,
like most utilities, on vendor audits and certifications to ensure the adequacy
of procured parts. Because of extensive use of an approved-suppliers list, NU t

stated that its internal programs, including elements for ensuring independently
the quality of procured parts, were not relied on to the same extent as they are
now. NU considered this approach appropriate at the time, given the number

t

of vendors who maintained 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B quality assurance
|

programs.
As the number of vendors maintaining Appendix B programs declined and

the instances of counterfeit aad fraudulent products increased, the nuclear in-
dustry, including NU. found it necessary to develop more sophisticated internal
programs to qualify commercial-grade parts procured for nuclear safety-related i

applications. Generic Letter 89-02," Actions to Improve the Detection of Coun.
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terfeit and Fraudulently Marketed Products," dated March 21,1989, describes
these emerging procurement issues. To address these issues, Generic Letter
89-02 conditionally endorsed Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Report |

'NP-5652," Guideline for the Utilization of Commercial Grade Items in Nuclear
Safety Related Applications (NCIG-07)," dated June 1988. On June 28,1990,
the Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC) board of directors
directed licensees to adhere to the guidance in EPRI tieport NP-5652 and to
review and strengthen their procurement programs in accordance with specific
guidance in NUMARC 90-13, " Nuclear Procurement Program Improvements."
The procurement programs for the Haddam Neck Plant and Millstone Units 1,
2, and 3 were significantly upgraded in response to Generic Letter 89-02 and ;

the NUMARC initiatives.
In February 1989, the vendor interface and procurement programs at Haddam

Neck were inspected (see NRC Inspection 50-213/89-200 dated May 25,1989)
as part of an initial group of thirteen team inspections conducted by the NRC to
evaluate licensee procurement and commercial-Frade dedication programs. That
inspection identified several deficiencies including weaknesses in the procure-
ment and dedication of commercial-grade items for safety-related applications
at the Haddam Neck Plant.

Upgraded procurement programs have been implemented at the Haddam Neck
Plant and Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Units 1,2, and 3. The programs at
the Millstone units were insp cted by the NRC (NRC Inspection Reports 50-
245/91-201,50-336/91-201, and 50-423/92-201, dated November 5,1991). The
upgraded program at the Haddam Neck Plant, while not inspected by the NRC
in the level of detail as Millstorw. was reviewed in part during the resolution
of the identified deficiencies from NRC Inspection 89-200 as well as the 1990
Maintenance Team inspection. The inspection at Millstone found that, before
June 1987, commercial-grade items were purchased and receipt-inspected with
acceptance criteria primarily based on verification of the correct part number.
Between 1988 and 1990, NU upgraded its precedures to upgrade its procure. '

ment inspection services. The NRC assessment team noted that NU had made
a significant effort to strengthen the commercial-grade dedication program and
that its overall program description was generally consistent with the dedication
approaches described in EPRI Report NP 5652. The team found that receipt
inspection capabilities at Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Units 1,2, and 3 had
undergone several improvements. The Millstone Nuclear Power Station receipt
inspectors had a new enclosed facility. The facility's equipment was being en-
hanced and included micrometers, gage blocks, a metal sorter, a shadow graph,
and a variety of electronic devices. The improved receipt inspection facility
and improved testing and inspection equipment had enhanced the capability of
the receipt inspection process to detect misrepresented parts, equipment, and
material. The procurement inspection services consisted of twelve inspectors
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and one supervisor The receipt inspectors were certified under requirements
established by procedures. The assessment team identified several procedural
weaknesses and implementation weaknesses involving the improper identifica-
tion of design criteria, safety function (s), critical characteristics, and methods ;

for verifying the critical characteristics. The assessment team found strengths
and potential strengths in such areas as receipt inspection testing capabilities at

!the Metallurgy Laboratory Facilities in Berlin, Connecticut, and at the Millstone
Nuclear Power Station site, self-assessments of the commercial-grade dedica-
tion program, the 4-day procurement and commercial grade dedication training
course, the review project of previous commercial grade inspections at Mill-
stone Nuclear Power Station and the general consistency of the program with
the dedication approaches of EPRI NP-5652. In addition, the quality, attitude,
and dedication of the Licensee's personnel were evident. The team concluded
that, with appropriate modifications to address the weaknesses, the program,
if properly implemented, would provide adequate control over the commercial-
grade procurement process.

Additional inspections of the procurement programs for the Haddam Neck
Plant and Millstone Units 1,2, and 3 have been conducted by the NRC (NRC In-

'
spection Reports 50-423/92-11 dated May 30,1992,50-213/92-14 dated August

'

12,1992,50-423/92-24 dated January 12,1993,50-423/93-26 dated January 14,
1994, and 50-336/94-21 dated August 31,1994). In 1992, after its inspection of
the lladdam Neck Plant, the NRC Staff concluded that adequate measures were
in place to ensure that the level of quality of procured items was commensurate
with their safety-related application. In 1993, the NRC Staff reported that NU's
receipt inspection program at Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Units I,2, and
3 was deliberate, controlled, and consistent in the choice of attributes required
to be inspected and the documentation of results. After its inspection of NU's >

procurement program late in 1993, the NRC Staff found no significant safety
issues. In 1994, the NRC Staff reported in NRC Inspection Report 50-336/94-21
that NU's procurement inspection services inspections were performed by per-
sonnel certified under NU's Quality Services Department Procedures QSD 1.08,
" Department Indoctrination, Training and Qualification," and QSD 2.08, "Se-
lection Training, Qualification and Certification of Inspection, Examination and
Testing Personnel." The Quality Department Inspector Training Program served
as the basis of the training required for certification. The program emphasized
technical knowledge, skill development, and problem solving. The procurement
inspection personnel were well trained, with ten of twelve inspectors certified to
a Lesel 2 in at least two disciplines. In addition, refresher training was provided
to maintain proficiency and certification of personnel. Also in 1994 (NRC In-
spection Report 50-336/94-21), the NRC Staff reported that NU's procurement
inspection services maintained an inventory of over 500 tools for measuring and
testing and that appropriate inspectors were trained and certified in the use of
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1 these tools. Such tools are typical of many nuclear power plants' inventory.
NU also stocked some exceptional tools such as an optical comparitor shadow-
graph, an Ames hardness tester, and an alloy analyzer. In summary, during these
post 1990 inspections. the NRC Staff noted procurement program upgrades and
found no significant safety issues in the procurement area.,

II. Quality of Fasteners Installed at Northeast Utilities Facilities

Petitioner has an extensive background in the area of receipt inspection
of fasteners of NU nuclear facilities and has raised a number of specific
concerns regarding the quality of fasteners. The focus of the NRC evaluation
of the Petitioner's concerns is receipt inspection of fasteners and assurance
that fasteners will perform their intended function. NU acknowledged in its
response of July 26, 1994, the Petitioner's efforts in raising and aggressively
pursuing valid issues. NU acknowledged that, in March 1992, the Petitioner had
issued six nonconformance reports (NCRs) based on his visual inspection of
various surplus fasteners procured in 1983 for use at Millstone Unit 3. Later, he
issued an additional NCR, citing potential programmatic deficiencies by SWEC,
concerning procurement of various other materials installed at Millstone Unit 3.

The concerns of the Petitioner were verified in NRC Inspection Report 50-
423/92-11 dated May 30,1992. In the report, the Staff noted that an inspection
in 1992 by NU of six of the forty-three items obtained from SWEC stock
that were designated for transfer to the Millstone Nuclear Power Station stores
resulted in an initial rejection of all six items. An item was defined as all of
a specific type of bolt or fastener material, e.g., 600 4" x 4 6" bolts were
classified as one item. Six NCR reports were written concerning these findings
and indicated that all of the material constituting the six items was scrapped.

,

Also, the Staff noted that thirty-two of forty-eight items that had been '

transferred from SWEC stock and introduced into Millstone Nuclear Power
Station stores in 1990 were receipt-inspected and green-tagged without proper
dedication. These items were considered acceptable for use as safety-related
material for installation in the three Millstone Units 1, 2, and 3. An NCR
report was written concerning this finding. Further, NU identified work orders
indicating that fastener material (bolts, nuts, washers) from the thirty-two items
had been used in Millstone Units 1,2, and 3 during the previous 2 years. The
bolts were used principally in the mounting of electrical components (relays,
terminal boards, etc.), fans, ventilation housing, and cable trays. The materials
were also used on various safety-related systems, such as Millstone Unit I
reactor protection system bypass switches, Millstone Unit 2 containment air
recirculation fans, and Millstone Unit 3 shutdown margin monitor.

In NRC Inspection Report 50-423/92-11, the Staff noted that NU had
tested six bolts from the lots of the thirty-two items and had found that the
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chemical properties and tests to determine tensile properties were acceptable. A
Corrective Action Request (CAR) that was initiated on April 27,1992, as a result
of the NCRs, indicated that these six bolts were the poorest appearing bolts of the
lots. Thus, NU determined that the bolts were functionally acceptable. In NRC
Inspection Report 50-423/92-16 dated September 3,1992, the Staff reported
that, as a result of its questions about whether the six tested fasteners adequately
represented the population of fasteners installed. NU tested an additional thirty
fasteners randomly selected from the warehouse and one sample chosen by the |

,

NRC Staff that had linear indications running from the body into the head of the 1

fastener. NU determined that all the fasteners met specification requirements
for material and mechanical properties. The NRC Staff raised a second concern,
that is, that the sample did not represent all the fasteners because all the
manufacturers were not represented. NU then took another sample of thirty
fasteners from each of three manufacturers. The testing of these bolts showed
that all the fasteners, except for one cap screw, were acceptable. He one cap
screw had a tensile strength of only 121.3 ksi rather than the specified strengtn
of 125 ksi. However, the cap screw did have an acceptable yield strength.
The L.icensee performed a statistical analysis on the results of the testing and
determined that the probability of an installed bolt from the thirty-two items
failing to perform its safety function is extremely small (in the order of I chance
in 345,000). The NRC Staff concluded in NRC Inspection Report 50-423/92-24
dated January 12, 1993, that the results for all the faster.ers tested except one
were acceptable and that the nonconforming conditions, including some visual
deficiencies, would not have impaired the capability of the fasteners to perform
their functions, and that NU's current inspection program was deliberate and
controlled.

NU initially indicated that the remaining fasteners transferred from SWEC to
the Millstone Nuclear Power Station stores would be scrapped. However, it did
install some of the fasteners in the units after performing additional inspections
and dedicating the fasteners before they were installed.

Finally, a random sample of thirty bolts of various sizes was taken from
|

the Millstone Nuclear Power Station warehouse bins during November 1993 l

for laboratory tests. They were tested by the Brookhaven National Laboratory |
Associated Universities Inc., and twenty-six of the thirty met specitication re-
quirements for chemical, mechanical, and dimensional properties. Four bolts did
not pass the thread fit inspection with a "Go" gage. Ilowever, the discrepancies

,

would not have prevented the bolts from performing their function. (See Letter !
dated May 2,1994, from Brookhaven National Laboratory Associated Universi- |

ties, Inc., to Mr. James A. Davis, NRC, which is available in the NRC's Public
Document Room.) In summary, on the basis of the extensive tests of samples of
fasteners taken from the warehouse bins, the NRC Staff concludes that materials

in the bins are acceptable for use.
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The possibility of nonconforming fasteners already installed in safety-related

| applications was addressed in an NU letter to the NRC Staff dated September
| 22,1994. NU concluded that this issue did not warrant action for the Haddam
| Neck Plant and Millstone Units 1,2, and 3. NU indicated that periodic testing

and inspection are performed on installed fastener components. Further, safety-
| related plant equipment is periodically tested to ensure that fasteners have
i not degraded. Piping systems and valves are pressure-tested periodically and
i fasteners are visually inspected. Other components, such as pumps, are tested

and key fasteners are checked for tightness and degradation. These inspections
ensure that components remain fastened. Loose components, when found,
are evaluated for generic implications, such as installation errors or defective
materials, and are repaired or replaced as necessary. Plant walkdowns are
performed in accessible areas at least three times a day by trained individur.ls
able to identify abnormal conditions. Components that have degraded because
of fastener problems are more likely to leak initially than suffer a catastrophic
failure and are, therefore, likely to be identified and repaired. In addition,
the NRC Staff notes that fastener installations typically provide for large
safety margins in application. Also, fastener inspection continues through the
installation phase and nonconforming conditions, particularly visual defects, are
likely to be identified and corrected. On the basis of these considerations, the
NRC Staff concludes that the possibility of installed nonconforming fasteners
is not a significant safety issue.

C. Alleged " Whitewashing" of retitioner's Concerns

The Petitioner alleged that the procurement inspection services supervisor
and his manager had performed perfunctory investigations into his concerns
related to the adequacy of NU's receipt inspection program and the Millstone
Unit 3 construction. 1

The first investigation was one commissioned by the NU Nuclear Safety
Concerns Program (NSCP) and was performed between May 18 and May 29,
1992, by an independent review team (IRT) composed of outside consultants.
The IRT investigated five areas of concern identified by the Petitioner, These
areas included NU's control and oversight of the SWEC Quality Assurance
Program, NU control of vendor activities, adequacy of NU receipt inspection
program in the areas of training and adequacy of tools, adequacy of the NCR
process in the receipt inspection area, and adequacy of the transfer of materials
with respect to " visual damage" inspection. In addition, the IRT interviewed the
Petitioner and most, if not all, of the members of the Procurement Inspection
Services Department,

in NRC Inspection Report 50-423/92-16 dated September 3,1992, the NRC
Staff presented the results of its review of the first investigation. The Staff
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found that the IRT review was cursory in nature in two areas and that the
IRT had not supported its conclusions in these areas. Specifically, (I) the IRT
had not reviewed, in detail, the SWEC lower tier procedures and procurement
documents pertaining to the fasteners transferred from SWEC to the Millstone
Nuclear Power Station stores, and (2) the IRT concluded that NU's oversight of
SWEC's quality assurance program was satisfactory without determining how
the nonconforming fasteners were accepted and placed in stock and whether
a programmatic problem existed that allowed the acceptance of the discrepant
fasteners.

The 'RC Staff made an additional observation regarding the IRT review of
the concern regarding guidance for inspecting for visual damage. The concern
submitted by the Petitioner to the NSCP was the lack of guidance for performing
inspections for visual damage during receipt inspection. On the basis of its
review, the IRT concluded that damage would be identified. However, the
examples chosen to support the claim that instruction was given on identifying
visual damage were examples for inservice inspection, not receipt inspection.
The Quality Services Director committed to review the definition of visual
damage and revise it as necessary for use in receipt inspection.

Although the IRT report may have been cursory in two areas, it was compre-
hensive in the other areas investigated: the Combustion Engineering reactor
head studs inspection, the A&G Engineering Inc. bolting, the tools available
for use, and the training received by those performing receipt inspection. In
addition, the IRT conducted a substantial number of interviews to support the
investigation. During its inspection regarding the adequacy of the IRT report,'

the NRC Staff could find no information that suggested a deliberate effort on
the part of NU to color the results of the investigation. " Whitewash" implies a
deliberate act to conceal a fault or defect in an effort to exonerate or give the
appearance of soundness. Although the NRC Staff found that the IRT investi-

|
gation and report were not complete in two areas and in regard to the definition
of " visual damage," the NRC did not find evidence of a deliberate effort on
the part of NU to conceal a defect or falsify records. Thus the NRC does not
consider the IRT report as a " whitewash."

NRC Inspection Report 50-423/92-24, dated January 12, 1993, discusses
the second investigation. This investigation evolved as a result of the NRC
inspection findings on the IRT report concerning the effectiveness of NU's
and SWEC's receipt inspection programs. It also was a result of a CAR
initiated on April 27,1992, as a result of several NCRs issued by the Petitioner.
The CAR was initiated because a significant amount of bolting material had
been transferred from SWEC quality assurance stock to NU and green-tagged
without proper receipt inspection and because there was a question about the
SWEC receipt inspection program. NU initiated the CAR to resolve these

i

concerns. He purpose of the CAR was to provide reasonable assurance that,
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| under SWEC's quality assurance program for Category 1. non-engineered items,

| nonconforming items were identified and were prevented from being installed

| at Millstone Unit 3. To accomplish this, NU reviewed SWEC's program for
i establishing purchase order and receipt inspecticins requirements. NU concluded
'

that appropriate procedures existed to ensure the quality of Category 1, non-
.

engineered items. To review the implementation of the procedures NU reviewed
| approximately 4500 receipt inspection reports (RIRs) and selected for detailed
; review 10(X) that identified nonconforming conditions. From this review,
j NU concluded in closcout documents that SWEC's program was effective in
| ensuring the quality of Category I items.

He NRC Staff reviewed a sample of RIRs and identified a small number of
fasteners that were not inspected for specific attributes, such as the fabrication
attribute or coating / preservatives, as required by Quahty Assurance Directivei

| (QAD) 7.7, " Receiving Inspection - General." With the exception of these

| discrepant bolts, there were no other accepted non-engineered items that have
I subsequently been found to be nonconforming. Therefore, it appeared that the

SWEC's receipt inspection program had been effective.
The Staff did note that NU had closed the CAR without adequately justifying

I that SWEC receipt inspections had been conducted in accordance with quality
| assurance program requirements. The Licensee's review of these concerns

identified that SWEC inspections for non-engineered items relied heavily on the
experience of the inspector and did not strictly follow QAD 7,7. Specifically,
the receipt inspector would decide what needed to be inspected by review

| of procurement documents. The inspector conducted the inspections and
| documented the results on a generic checklist. Therefore, any required attribute

could have been inspected and documented in another attribute of the inspector's
,

i choice.
Considering the extensive effort by NU to resolve this issue and in spite of

the deficiencies noted during the NRC inspection, the NRC Staff could find no
information that suggested a deliberate effort on the part of NU to conceal a
defect or falsify records. Thus, the NRC Staff does not consider the closecut of
the CAR as a " whitewash."

!
III. CONCLUSION

The institution of proceeding pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 2.206 is appropriate
only if substantial health and safety issues have been raised. See Consolidated
Edison Co. of New York (Indian Point, Units I, 2, and 3), CLI-75-8, 2 NRC
173,175 (1975), and Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear
Project No. 2), DD-84-7,19 NRC 899, 924 (1984). His is the standard that
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| has been applied to the concerns raised by the Petitioner to determine whether
'

the action requested by the Petitioner, or other enforcement action, is warranted.
On the basis of the above assessment, I have concluded that no substantial '

health and safety issues have been raised regarding the Haddam Neck Plant
and Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Units 1, 2, and 3 that would require
initiation of formal enforcement action. In particular, safety issues related to the
Petitioner's allegations concerning discrepant fasteners were resolved by either
removing those fasteners from stores or determining that they were functionally
adequate. 'Iherefore, no enforcement action is being taken in this matter.

Although the concerns raised did not warrant the action requested in the
petition, the Petitioner's initiative has led to improvements in the procurement
receipt inspection program for the Haddam Neck Plant and the Millstone Nuclear

|
Power Station. ;

Current inspection plans call for continued NRC inspection effort in this
programmatic area for the Haddam Neck Plant and Millstone Units I,2, and 3
to ensure compliance with current requirements.

The Petitioner's request for action pursuant to section 2.206 is denied. As
provided in 10 C.F.R. 6 2.206(c), a copy of this Decision will be filed with the
Secretary of the Comrnission for the Commission's review. This Decision will
constitute the final action of the Commission 25 days after issuance unless the
Commission, on its own motion, institutes review of the Decision in that time.

FOR THE NUCLEAR
REGULATORY COMMISSION

William T, Russell, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 31st day of May 1995,

t
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Cite as 41 NRC 381 (1995) CLl-95-6

~

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION *

COMMISSIONERS:
;

-,

Ivan Selin, Chairman
Kenneth C. Rogers
E. Gail de Planque

.

Shirley A. Jackson |
,

r

in the Matter of Docket No. 55-30662-EA I
'

(IA 94-007)

KENNETH G. PIERCE
(Shorewood, Illinois) June 1,1995<

|

The NRC Staff sought Commission review of the Initial Decision on the
ground that the Licensing Board made " clearly erroneous" factual findings. The [
Commission denied Staff's petition for review.

RULES OF PRACTICE: PETITION FOR REVIEW ;
I

Among the factors we consider in exercising our discretion to grant or deny
review of a licensing board initial decision is the existence of a substantial t

question whether a licensing board finding of material fact is " clearly erroneous."

,

RULES OF PRACTICE: PETITION FOR REVIEW

The Staff's petition does not show that the Board's own view of the evidence
was " clearly erroneous"- i.e., that its findings were not even plausible in light
of the record viewed in its entirety. This is fatal to a petition for review resting
solely on the " clearly erroneous" argument.
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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

Among the factors we consider in exercising our discretion to grant or deny
review of a licensing board initial decision is "the existence of a substantial ques-
tion" whether a licensing board " finding of material fact is clearly erroneous."
See 10 C.F.R. 6 2,786(b)(4)(i). In this enforcement proceeding, the NRC Staff
seeks Commission review on the sole ground that the Licensing Board made
" clearly erroneous" factual findings.

We deny the petition for review. The Staff's petition, supported by an amicus
curiae answer filed by the Commonwealth Edison Company, demonstrates only
that the record evidence in this case may be understood to support a view
sharply different from that of the Board. The Staff's petition does not show that
the Board's own view of the evidence was " clearly erroneous"- i.e., that its
findings were not even " plausible in light of the record viewed in its entirety."
Anderson v. Bessemer City, 470 U.S. 564, 573-76 (1985). His is fatal to a
petition for review resting solely on the " clearly erroneous" argument.

We grant Commonwealth Edison's Motion for Leave to File Amicus Curiae
to the extent that it seeks permission to file an answer to the Staff's petition,
and we deny it as moot to the extent that it requests permission to file a full
brief with the Commission.

It is so ORDERED.

For the Commission

JOHN C. IlOYLE
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Rockville Maryland,
this ist day of June 1995.
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Cite as 41 NRC 383 (1995) CLI-95-7

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

Ivan Selin, Chairman
Kenneth C. Rogers
E. Gail de Planque
Shirley A. Jackson

l

in the Matter of Docket No. 70-3070-ML

LOUISlANA ENERGY SERVICES
,

(Claiborne Enrichment Center) June 8,1995 I

The Commission denies a petition filed by Ci.izens Against Nuclear Trash
(CANT) seeking interlocutory Commission review of the Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board's March 2,1995 Merorandum and Order (unpublished). That
order denied CANT's petition for waiver of certain regulations contained in 10
C.F.R. Part 61 that pertain to land disposal of waste.

I
RULES OF PRACIPE: INTERLOCUTORY REVIEW

Interlocutory review of Atomic Safety and Licensing Board decisions is
,

disfavored unless a party can show that the licensing board's decision threatens i

" irreparable impact" or has a " pervasive or unusual" effect on the proceeding's j
basic structure. I

I

RULES OF PRACTICE: APPEALABLE ORDERS

Licensing board rulings denying waiver requests pursuant to 10 C.F.R.
9 2.758, which are interlocutory, are not considered final for purposes of appeal.
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ORDER

The Commission has before it a petition for review filed by an intervenor,
Citii. ens Against Nuclear Trash (CANT). CANT challenges a March 2,1995
Memorandum and Order (unpublished) of the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board denying a petition for waiver of certain regulations contained in 10 C.F.R.
Part 61 that pertain to land disposal of waste. The NRC Staff and the Licensee,
Louisiana Energy Services (LES), oppose CANT's petition for review. We deny
the petition.

We view the Licensing Board ruling denying the waiver petition as inter-
locutory. CANT, relying on a 1989 decision in Public Service Co. of New
Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units I and 2). ALAB-920,30 NRC 121,124-26
(1989), suggests that the Licensing Board's waiver denial is final for purposes
of appeal. We do not find that Seabrook, which was issued by the now-defunct
Apgnal Board, governs this case. The Appeal Board's holding in Seabrook was
based on the totality of the circumstances of an extremely complicated proceed-
ing and must be read in light of distinctions between the Commission's review
in contrast to the Appeal Board's in section 2.758 proceedings. Moreover, treat-
ing licensing board waiver denials as final and allowing immediate Commission
review would contradict the waiver rule itself, which provides for immediate
certification to the Commission only when the Board finds a primafacie case
infavor of a waiver. See 10 C.F.R.12.758.

Interlocutory review of licensing board decisions is disfavored unless a party
can show that the lisensing board's decision threatens " irreparable impact" or
has a " pervasive or unusual" effect on the proceeding's " basic structure." See
Georgia Power Co. (Vogtle Electric Generating Plant, Units I and 2), CL1-94-
15,40 NRC 3 |9 (l994) (Vogtle); Sacramento Municipal Utility District (Rancho |
Seco Nuclear Generating Station), CL1-94-2, 39 NRC 91, 93 (1994) (Rancho !

Seco). CANT has not suggested, nor do we see, how its petition meets these
interlocutory review standards.

i
The waste disposal issues in this case are subtle and complex. We would

'

ptefer to review waste disposal as a whole, rather than in a piecemeal fashion,
after a final licensing board decision resolving the entire case has been issued,

,

unless intervening circumstances demand immediate Commission review. Our I

reluctance to step into this controversy prematurely is reinforced by a recent
licensing board pleading filed by CANT on the effects of the Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Policy Act on depleted uranium tails disposal. In that
pleading, CANT states that the Board "would have to reopen the waiver
proceeding for classification of the tails in order to rule that the tails should not
be disposed of by the States as Class A waste pursuant to the LLRWPA." See
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4

CANT's Response Memorandum Regarding Effects of Low Level Radioactive
*

Waste Policy Act on Depleted Uranium Tails Disposal at 6 n.2.
We leave unresolved CANT's challenges to the merits of the Licensing

Board's ruling.
4

,

CONCLUSION '

Ihr these reasons, CANT's petition for Commission review of the Licensing
Board's March 2,1995 Memorandum and Order is DENIED.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
:

For the Commission
J

f' |

JOHN C. HOYLE
''

Secretary of the Commission
,

!

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
.

this 8th day of June 1995. |
.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:
,

Ivan Selin, Chairman
Kenneth C. Rogers
E. Gail de Planque
Shirley A. Jackson

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 70-00270
30-02278-MLA

'

(TRUMP-S Project)
(Byproduct License ;

No. 24-00513-32; Special
Nuclear Materials License

No. SNM-247) ,

THE CURATORS OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI June 22,1995

:

The Commission grants a petition for reconsideration of CLI-95-1,41 NRC
71 (1995), in which the University of Missouri challenges one of the conditions
imposed by the Commission. The Commission also denies a secod petition ;

for reconsideration of CLI-95-1, in which the Intervenors challenge a number
of technical and legal underpinnings of that order.

|

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SAFETY FINDINGS
'NRC: HEALTH AND SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES;

RESPONSIBILITIES UNDER AEA; ADJUDICATORY |

RESPONSIBILITIES !

The fact that the Commission's radiation-protection mission requires it to
consider questions of fire safety does not convert the Commission into the direct
enforcer of local codes, OSilA regulations, or national standards on fire safety,
occupational safety, and building safety.
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i

! ATOSIIC ENERGY ACT: COMMON DEFENSE AND SECURITY,
NON-PROLIFERATION

NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION

RULES OF PRACTICE: ADMISSIBILITY OF AREAS OF CONCERN

Federal restrictions on the University's publication of the methodology and
results of the TRUMP-S experiments, including a requirement that it receive

I

security clearance from the Department of Energy if the University wishes to
publish such information, constitutes an intervening step outside the control of
the NRC and the University that separates the experiments' results from the
proliferation feared by the Intervenors.

:

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SAFETY FINDINGS

LICENSE AMENDMENT APPLICATION

MATERIALS LICENSE UNDER PART 30: STANDARDS

MATERIALS LICENSE UNDER PART 70: STANDARDS
!

NRC: HEALTH AND SAFETY RESPONSIBILITIES;
RESPONSIllILITIES UNDER AEA; ADJUDICATORY
RESPONSilllLITIES

While the Commission by no means encourages defective applications, it
also does not take the position that an application, however minimally flawed,
must be rejected altogether, and may not be modified or improved as NRC
review goes forward. Such a position would be incompatible with the dynamic
licensing process followed in Commission licensing proceedings.

ADJUDICATORY BOARDS: AUTIIORITY OVER STAFF ACTION

-LICENSING BOARD / PRESIDING OFFICER: REVIEW OF NRC
STAFF'S ACTIONS

Although the Commission expects its Staff to consider thoroughly all its [
licensing decisions, the issue for decision in adjudications is not whether the
Staff performed this duty well, but instead whether the license application raises
health and safety concerns.
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ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTS

The Commission's regulations categorically exclude from NEPA review all
amendments for the use of radioactive materials for research and development.
The purpose of an environmental report is to inform the Staff's preparation of
an Environmental Assessment (EA) and, where appropriate, an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS). Where Staffis categorically excused from preparing an
EA or EIS, a licensee need not submit an environmental report.

REGULATORY GUIDES: APPLICATION

When determining issues of public health and safety, the Commission has the
discretion to use the best technical guidance available, including any pertinent
NUREGs and Regulatory Guides, as long as they are germane to the issues then
pending before the Commission. However, the Commission's decision to look to
such documents for technical guidance in no way contradicts the Commission's
rulings that NUREGs and Regulatory Guides are advisory by nature and do not
themsel es impose legal requirements on either the Commission or its licensees.

REGULATORY GUIDES: APPLICATION

A licensee is free either to rely on NUREGs and Regulatory Guides or to
take alternative approaches to meet its legal requirements (as long as those
approaches have the approval of the Commission or NRC Staff).

REGULATORY GUIDES: APPLICATION

The fact that the emergency planning regulations had not yet gone into effect
when the University filed its applications did not preclude the Commission
from seeking technical guidance from a NUREG that provided the scientific
foundation for those regulations.

LICENSE AMENDMENT APPLICATION

MATERIALS LICENSE APPLICATION: NEED TO SUHMIT
SAFETY PROCEDURES

The Commission is free to consider a licensee's general emergency proce-
Ar:s when resolving risk issues, regardless of the fact that the Commission's
regulations do not require the licensee to submit those emergency procedures
as part of an application.
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| TECIINICAL ISSUES

he following technical issues are discussed: Radiation detection equip-
| ment; Evacuation plan; Dose and dispersion calculations; Fire safety issues;
| Emergency plans; Emergency procedures; Transuranic (TRU) material, stor-

age of; Dispersion; Accident dose estimates; NUREG-1140; Regulatory Guide
1.145.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Petitions for Reconsideration)

In CLI-95-1, the Commission addressed numerous issues related to the
application of the University of hiissouri (" University" or " Licensee") to use
uranium and certain transuranic elements for research in its "TRUh1P-S Project."
41 NRC 71 (1995). Both the University and the Intervenors (three organizations
and ten individuals) have filed petitions for reconsideration. The University
seeks clarification of a license condition placed upon it by our order, and the
Intervenors take issue with our resolution of a host of safety and procedural
issues. For the reasons set forth below, we clarify our earlier order as requested
by the University, and we deny the Intervenors' request for reconsideration.

I. BACKGROUND

Because CLI-95-1 already sets forth the background of this proceeding in
considerable detail, we will pros.de here only a brief description of the case's
history. In 1990, the Commission's Staff ("NRC Staf' *) issued to the University
two license amendments which collectively authorized the Licensee to possess
and use certain specified quantities of uranium, neptunium, americium, and
plutonium at its Columbia, hiissouri campus. De University intended to use
the materials in research known as the "TRUh1P-S Project," which aims at
developing an inexpensive means to reduce the volume of waste requiring high-
level radioactive waste disposal facilities. See 41 NRC at 88.

Three organizations and ten individuals intervened, ob;ccting to these amend-
ments on the grounds thar. their issuance would be inconsistent with the public
health and safety and v ould damage the common defense and security of the
country. After a lengthy informal hearing, the Presiding Officer issued a Final
Initial Decision in which he concluded that the University's possession and use
of the radioactive elements at issue were consistent with the public health and
safety and did not harm the common defense and security. However, to decrease
further the risks associated with such possession and use, the Presiding Officer
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imposed certain additional safety conditions on the licensee. LBP-91-31, 34
NRC 29, clarified, LBP-91-34, 34 NRC 159 (1991). Both fic University and
the Intervenors appealed these two decisions.

In CLI-95-1, we affirmed LDP-91-31 and LBP-91-34 with several modifi-
cations, and thereby approved the University's license amendment applications,
subject to nine conditions. More specifically, we affirmed the Presiding Offi-
cer's conclusions regarding all procedural issues raised on appeal as well as his
decision to exclude three areas of concern (nuclear proliferation, waste disposal,
and decommissioning funding); we concluded that the dose and dispersion risks
associated with the release of TRUMP-S radioactive material are acceptably
small; and we modified and supplemented the fire safety conditions that the
Presiding Officer had imposed upon the University.

Both the University and the Intervenors seek reconsideration of CLI-95-1.
The University challenges one of the nine conditions imposed by the Commis-
sion, and the Intervenors challenge nurnerous technical and legal underpinnings
of CLI-95-1.

II. DISCUSSION

A. Licensee's Petition for Reconsideration

in CLI-95-1, the Commission imposed a number of requirements on the
University as a condition for the grant or its license amendments, including the
following:

b. . the University must modify the Emergency Classes and Action Leels in its
MURR Facihty Emergency Plant'lin the following . . respect [j: I

I....

ii The classification scheme must clanfy that either a " prolonged nre" affecting nu-
clear matenals or a "significant release possibly approaching EPA [Environnrn'al
Protection Agencyl PAG [ Protective Action Guidelinel levels" of such matenals
would constitute a " Site Area Enerfency." )

41 NRC at 172.
He Ursiversity questions the wording of this condition. De University agrees

with the Commission that a "significant release [of nuclear materials] possibly
approaching EPA PAG levels" at the site boundary should be classified as a Site
Area Emergency, but argues that a " prolonged fire" affecting nuclear materials |

in the Alpha Lab would not necessarily cause a "significant release possibly

|

'" Emergency Plan for the Umversity .J hhssoun Research Reactor Facihty." f acihty tjcense No. R.103. Docket
No. S186 tdated Aug. 12.1989 reprmted Dec 8.1989)(heremaher "En.ergency Plan" or *MURR Energency
Plan"). submitted by NRC Staff mio the record of this proceedmg on August 16.1990
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approaching EPA PAG levels." The University's proposed remedy for this
problem is that the Site Area Emergency classification would apply only to
a " prolonged fire" that could cause a "significant release." Licensee's Petition
at 2-3.

'Ihe University's point is well taken and, in fact, accurately reflects what
the Commission intended in imposing this condition. Our order's phrase
"' prolonged fire' affecting nuclear materials" was intended to be nothing more
than a shorthand version of the following language from the University's own
Emergency Plan:

1pirolonged fire or explosion within the facility that can result in a release of radioactivity
that would cause exposures of the public or Staff approaching i rem whole body or 5 rem
thyroid

|

which appeared earlier in the same paragraph of our order. CLI-95-1,41 NRC
at 156 (emphasis omitted), quofing MURR Emergency Plan at 25-26, Table 1,

,

"NOUE" action level 5. !
|

To remove any possible confusion, we modify Ordering Paragraph 2.b.ii to !

read: !

The classification scheme must clanfy that either a " prolonged fire or explosion within the
facihry that can result in a release of radioactivity that would ceuse exposures of the public
or Staff approaching i rern whole body" or a "significant release possibly approaching EPA

|PAG levels" of such matenals would constitute a " Site Area Ernergency." '

The Intervenors oppose this modification, contending initially that the Uni-
versity lacks the equipment necessary to measure accurately any "significant |
releases" from airborne alpha-emitting transuranics outside the MURR facil-
ity. They argue that the MURR Emergency Plan focuses on a reactor accident,
which would involve gamma-emitting material detectable by geiger counters,
but that geiger counters are useless in detecting alpha emissions. Answer of
Intervenors-Appellants, filed May 1,1995 (" Answer"), at 1-2. The Intervenors
are incorrect. The University does have the capacity to detect alpha emitters
both directly and indirectly, as indicated by record evidence and discussed in
CL1-95-1. Sec 41 NRC at 132. Actual radiation measurements, in any event,
normally come after-the-fact. Site area emergencies are declared on the basis
of predictive judgments based on site conditions.2

The Intervenors next assert that the facility is in a public area, without j
boundaries to keep the public sufficiently far away from the facility (at least '

I

2 The huervenors aho argue that the University has no plans to station people at appn3 mate locanons outside
the facihty to rneasure doses over ume so as to deternune the t rne at uhich doses etceed PAG levels. Answer at
2 However. the Intervenors point to no record evidence that supports their posmon that the University will not
take appropnare whanon nrasur:ments when necessary

| !
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200 meters, according to the Intervenors) to avoid receiving a dose in excess
of the PAG.3 Answer at 2. ('Ihe University claims that its site boundary is
actually 400 meters from the facility.) The Intervenors' argument ignores record
evidence that the University does in fact control the area around the facility.

'

See Licensee's Exhibit No.10, Affidavit of L Charles McKibben Regarding
Adequacy of Site, at 4 12. Given the likely time available between the start

| of a fire and the radionuclides' escape through the doors of the building (the
escape route in the worst-case scenario), the University should easily be able
to remove members of the public from an area with only a 150-meter radius.*
This is because the University currently has in place both "an agency-approved
emergency plan that includes an evacuation area considerably larger than the
one that would be required for a stand-alone Alpha Lab" (CLI-95-1,41 NRC
at 153) and also procedures and personnel necessary to evacuate buildings or
fields within 400 meters of the facility (Licensee's Exhibit No.10, supra, at 3
18,4 12).

Finally, the Intervenors argue broadly that the Commission in CLI-95-1
unfairly " massaged" certain numbers in its dose and dispersion calculations,
selected the least conservative numbers to use in those calculations (specifically,
for x/G, release fraction, and the quantity of transuranics involved in a fire),
concluded from those calculations that the risks of an offsite dose equivalent
exceeding the EPA PAG are insignificant, and thereby sent a " message" to the
University that "there is no need for safety." Answer at 2-3. The Commission
stands by its technical calculations for the reasons explained in considerable
detail in CLI-95-1. See, e.g., 41 NRC at 145-52. We cannot agree with
the Intervenors that our decision, which resulted in the imposition of nine
safety-related license conditions on the University (in addition to those already
imposed by the Presiding Officer), somehow suggests Commission approval of
"a lackadaisical attitude toward safety." Answer at 3.

i

B. Interrenors' Petition for Reconsideration

Intervenors' petition for reconsideration in places resorts to intemperate, even
disrespectful, rhetoric in attacking the Commission's decision. See, e.g., Petition
at 6 (" kangaroo Commission"),22 ("giving the words * arbitrary and capricious'

3 h PAG linut set by the EPA is l to 5-rem exposure dunns a 1-hour penod U.s Environnental Pnnecuon
Agency. Manual of Protectnt Actwn Gwdes and Protecurre Actions for .% lear Inndents. at p 2-6. Table 2-1.
EPA 400 R 92 001 K)ctober 1991) W Commission has based its own I rem effecuve dose equivalent standard
on the most conservanse end of the EPA's I- to 5-rem spectrum See NUREG-ll40. "A Regulatory Analyus on
Emergency Preparedness for Iuct Cycle and other Radioacuve M nenal Licensees." Linuary 1988. at w
'The Comnusuon in CLI-95-1 found that the PAG lesels would not be eseceded outude a radms of about 150

rneters - not 200 neiers as suggested by the Intervenors 41 NRC at 152 n 126.153 (102 rem whole-body dose
at 150 neiers)
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a bad name"),23 (" Arbitrariness elevated to a high art"). While colorful, this
style of advocacy does not help elucidate the issues before the Commission.
Even so, we have examined carefully each of the Intervenors' arguments for
reconsideration, but find them unpersuasive.

1. Fire Safety issues

The Intervenors assert that the Commission " punted" on fire safety and
improperly " ignored" the City of Columbia's fire ordinances, the BOCA Code,
a Department of Energy Order, an Office of Personnel Management Circular,
National Fire Protection Association ("NFPA") documents (specifically NFPA
801, NFPA NIO, and the NFPA Handbook), and regulations promulgated by the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration. Petition at 1-2. According to
the Intervenors, the Commission was " required" to consider "these authorities
as a guide." /d.

The Intervenors' position is entirely misconceived. Far from ignoring the
various fire-safety documents in the record, the Commission explicitly relied
on them where appropriate. See 41 NRC at 135-36 n.92,161 nn.141 & 142,
162 n.145. In addition, the Presiding Officer canvassed these same materials
extensively (see LBP-91-31,34 NRC at 50-93), and while the Commission did
not go so far as to endorse his finding that a fire was not even " credible," we
did find " correct in general" his view "that the chances of a severe fire are very
small." CL1-95-1,41 NRC at 128. We saw no need, however, to go over in
detail the same fire-safety ground as the Presiding Officer. This was because
we were convinced that, "even in a worst-case scenario (i.e., a fire leading to
offsite radiation exposures), the risk to the public from a fire affecting the
TRUMP-S materials is still acceptably small." Id.

The Intervenors also take issue with our statements that our " responsibility
is directed to the hazards associated with nuclear materials rather than to all
questions of fire safety at licensed facilitics," and that we are "not a general fire
safety or occupational health agency." Petition at 2. But these statements merely
reiterate the Commission's statutory charter to protect against radiation hazards.5
It is, of course, true that the Commission's radiation-protection mission requires
it to consider questions of fire safety, but this does not convert the Commission
into the direct enforcer of local codes, OSHA regulations, or national standards

| on fire safety, occupational safety, and building safety. Here, the Commission
I considered questions of fire probability, fire consequences, and fire protection

and was able to find adequate protection against radiation hazards from fire. See
CLI-95-1,41 NFC at 127-63.

|
' 8 Scr AEA il 57e(2). 84ati).182a. 42 U S C. Il 2077 tex 2), 2014(aNI). 2232(a) (1988) Sir alw 10 C F R

li 3033(aW2h 70 23(aM3

!

|
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There is one additional fire-safety matter raised in the Intervenors' petition.
They challenge the Commission's decision, when considering the adequacy of
the fire-safety conditions imposed by the Presiding Officer, to "derate" 40% of
the fire load in the MURR basement. Petition at 25, citing CL1-s?-1,41 NRC
at 160-61. According to the Intervenors, derating is a " peculiar" consept.

In fact, derating is an accepted practice in rating fire load, as demonstrated in
portions of the NFPA's Fire Protection Handbook that the Commission cited in
its opinion. See 41 NRC at 161 n.141. We thus disagree with the Intervenors'
fire-safety expert, Fire Chief Wallace, on this issue.

2. Exclusion of the issue of Nuclear Weapons Proliferation

The Intervenors object to the Commission's refusal to consider their claim
that the TRUMP-S Project increases the risk of nuclear weapons proliferation
and therefore is inimical to the common defense and security. Petition at 3,
25-27. In CLI-95-1, the Commission explained in detail why this issue was
not germane to the subject matter of this proceeding. 41 NRC at 165, quoting j
10 C.F.R. 6 2.1205(g). In brief, the Commission ruled that the Intervenors I

had failed to show that weapons proliferation was reasonably related to, and |

would arise as a direct result of, the specific license amendments at issue in this 'l
proceeding. 41 NRC at 165-66.

In their petition for reconsideration, the Intervenors recast their position in j

an attempt to establish a direct connection between the TRUMP-S Project and i
nuclear proliferation. They say that the rekase of information learned from the |

TRUMP-S Project would give other nations access to technology enabling them
to obtain plutonium in a form usable in bombs, even if the United States itself l

never adopts the technology. Petition at 26. I

It is not a purpose of the TRUMP-S Project, however, to enhance bomb-
making capacity or to provide a supply of plutonium for use in bombs. Rather,
the research has the benign purpose of developing less-costly means of radioac-
tive waste disposal. See CLI-95-1,41 NRC at 88. The Intervenors' proliferation

,

concern assumes that a side-effect of the TRUMP-S information would be to I

provide information that foreign powers interested in nuclear weapons might
find useful. But, as we said in CLI-95-1, "[w]c are loath to halt basic research
in its tracks on the purely speculative ground that its fruits may someday be put
to improper use." 41 NRC at 166.

Such improper use is by no means inevitable. The Interrenors' argument,
for example, ignores federal restrictions on the University's publication of the
methodology and results of the TRUMP-S experiments, including a requirement
that it receive security clearance from the Department of Energy if the University

I
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wishes to publish such information.6 See 10 C.F.R. Part 810; AEA 9 57b,
42 U.S.C.12077(b). More specifically, prior to publishing its methodology,

| and results, the University would need either to ensure that such information
constituted a " generally authorized activity" appropriate for public dissemination
pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 810.7, or to obtain from the Department of Energy
" specific authorization" for the publication pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 810.8. His
clearance process constitutes an intervening step outside the control of the NRC
and the University that separates the experiments' results from the proliferation
feared by the Intervenors.

l
3. Commission's Alleged failure to Enforce its Regulations on !

Applications i

%e Intervenors criticize the Commission for stating that an application must
not automatically be rejected whenever Staff or an intervenor finds a flaw in

I it. According to the Intervenors, the Commission's statement indicates the
Commission's unwillingness to enforce its own regulations (particularly 10 )
C.F.R. 6 2.1233(c)). Petition at 7. )

%e Commission answered this precise argument in CLI-95-1. 41 NRC at
95-96. We by no means encourage defective applications, but we also do not
take the Intervenors' absolutist position that an application, however minimally

i
'

flawed, must be rejected altogether, and may not be modified or improved as
NRC review goes forward. %e Intervenors' position is incompatible with the ;

dynamic licensing process followed in Commission licensing proceedings. See
Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant. Units I and j
2), ALAB-728,17 NRC 777, 790, review declined. CL1-83-32,18 NRC 1309 j
(1983).

Throughout their petition, the Intervenors stress alleged shortfalls by the NRC
Staff in its review of the TRUMP-S application, as if the adequacy of the Staff
review is what the Commission must decide. See, e.g., Petition at 16-17. We
expect the Staff, of course, to consider thoroughly all its licensing decisions.

* The Intervenors' error is surpnsmg. given another point they make: that the TRUMP-S contract itself" attempts
to prevent" foreign nationals' access to the TRUMP-S resuha Petition at 26. This is not really true as a contractual
matter - the contract appears to contemplate sonw foreign (particularly hpanese) access support services
Agreement between RockwellInternatwnal Corp and the Umversity of Missoun. dated Aug 10,1990, at 711 M).
1011hd)2 3. and I'lysheet #111 Intervenors' Exhibst No.19 at 505,508. and 518 (y Lxcerpts on TkUMP.S
from the Minutes of the January 10.1990 Meetmg of the isotope Use Subcomnuttee of the Renor Advisory
Conmuitee at 1. appended as Anachment 3 to tacensee's Exhibit No 9. Affidavit of Dr Sueus M Langhors
Regarding Adequacy of safety Procedures. Adnunistrative Controls and Licensee's Personn/ Quahfications (the
results of the 'IRUMP-S expenments "would be a sigmficant devehyment for . . countrv, where waste disposal

|. options are hnuted (such as Japan, which is funding this project)"; However the contrst does cross reference
| the doe restncuans: "[t]he (Unnersity) must comply with the apphcable tX)E rer tapons regarding sensitive
'

nuclear technology . " Suppon services Agreement between Rockwell International Corp and the University
of Missoun, dated Aug 10,1990, at Ilysheet #111. Intervenors' Exhibit No 19 at 518
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But in adjudications, the issue for decision is not whether the Staff performed
well, but whether the license application raises health and safety concerns. See
CLI-95-1,41 NRC at 121-22.

4. Environmental Report

The Intervenors offer three objections to the Commission's ruling that the
University did not need to submit an environmental report as a part of its
applications: (1) the Commission allegedly failed to address the fact that the
use of students to perform the TRUMP-S expciments is inherently riskier than
the use of professionals to conduct those experiments, and that, under such
circumstances, the Commission's regulations required the University to file
an environmental report; (2) the TRUMP-S experiment, by its very nature,
allegedly increases the risks at MURR, thereby necessitating the submittal
of an environmental report; and (3) the Commission allegedly ignored its
own requirement that an environmental report be filed for projects involving
plutonium processing. Petition at 12-13, referring to CLI-95-1,41 NRC at 103-
(M.

As noted in our earlier opinion, however, the NRC's rules categorically
exclude from NEPA review all amendments, such as the TRUMP-S amendments,
for the "use of radioactive materials for research and development." See 41 NRC
at 124, discussing 10 C.F.R. 6 51.22(c)(14)(v). The purpose of an environmental
report is to inform the Staff's preparation of an Environmental Assessment
("EA") and, where appropriate, an Environmental Impact Statement ("EIS").
See, e.g.,10 C.F.R. $ 51.45(c) ("[t]he environmental report should contain
sufficient data to aid the Commission in its development of an independent
analysis").1 Where (as here) Staff is categorically excused from preparing an
EA or EIS, a licensee need not submit an environmental report. See National
Institutes of Health DD-95-5,41 NRC 227,235 (1995).'

As noted in CLI-95-1, the Intervenors could have sought a waiver of
the categorical ex:lusion here upon a showing that it did "not serve the
purposes for which the regulation was adopted." 10 C.F.R. $ 2.1239(b), cited in

7 The Conmussion imposed the regulaiory requir-:nents regarding submittal of "environrnental informanon"(of
which an environnental report is one kind) for the express purpose of in piementing secuon 102(2) of the National
Environmemal Pohey Act f"NEPA"). 42 U.s C.14U2(2)(which regmres the preparation of EAs and/or E!Ss).
see 10 C F R. 4 51.41 ("tilhe Comnussion may require an applicant , to subnut such information to the
Comnussion as rnay bc useful in aschng the Comrmssmo in complying with sectiun 102(2) of NEPA"). Cf 10
C F R I 51.40 (encouragmg apphcants to consult with NRC staff before subnunmg envir3nnental reports or other
environmental informanoni
" Altimugh the abose analyus is sufhebent to chspose of all three of the Intervenors' arguments regarding the

absence of an environnental report from the Utusersity's apphcations, we also note that the Intervenors fail to
address either our reasons for concludmg that the use of graduate students poses no ugmficantly increased nsk
to pubhc health and safety (CL1-95-1, di NRC at 103) or our lengthy explanation of why we do not conuder the
Alpha t.ab to be a plutonium procesung plant (ul at 124-27).
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CLI-95-1,41 NRC at 125 n.70. The Intervenors quibble over how CLI-95-1
described the waiver provision, see Petition at 18-19 n.3, but fail to explain
why our rules prevented them from arguing that the categorical exclusion for
research ought not apply to the TRUMP-S project.

S. Allegedly inconsistent Treatment of NUREGs and Regulatory Guides

The Intervenors assert that the Commission relied on its own NUREGs and
Regulatory Guides only when they supported the Commi:;sion's position, but
refused to abide by them when they demonstrated that the licensee failed to
meet the standards set forth in those documents. Petition at 7-8.

When determining issues of public health and safety, the Commission has the
discretion to use the best technical guidance available, including any pertinent
NUREGs and Regulatory Guides, as long as they are germane to the issues
then pending before the Commission. However, the Commission's decision
to look to such documents for technical guidance in no way contradicts the
Commission's rulings (elsewhere in CLi-95-1) that NUREGs and Regulatory
Guides are advisory by nature and do not themselves impose legal requirements
on either the Commission or its licensees. A licensee is free either to rely on
NUREGs and Regulatory Guides or to take alternative approaches to meet legal
requirements (as long as those approaches have the approval of the Commission
or NRC Staff). See CLI-95-1,41 NRC at 97-98,100-01.

6. Allegedly inconsistent Treatment of New Emergency Planning
Regulations and NUREG-11,10

The intervenors allege that the Commission acted inconsistent!y in deciding
that new emergency planning regulations were inapplicable to this proceeding |
yet also relying extensively on NUREG-1140, the basis for those regulations, in i
its examination of the dose and dispersion issues. Petition at 22-24, referring
to CLI-95-1,41 NRC at 101-03 and 143-52, respectively.

In fact, no such inconsistency exists. The fact that the emergency planning
regulations had not yet gone into effect when the University filed its applica-
tions did not preclude the Commission from sceling technical guidance from
a document (NUREG-Il40) that provided the scientific foundation for those
regulations. As noted in the preceding section of this Order, the Commission,
in deciding issues of public health and safety, is free to use any NUREGs and
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Regulatory Guides as guidance, as long as they are germane to the issues then
pending before the Commission.'

7. Allegedly inconsistent Treatment of the Emergency Plan

The Intervenors argue that the Commission inconsistently held both that the
MURR Emergency Plan applies to the Alpha Laboratory (CLI-95-1,41 NRC
at 129) and that certain parts of the Plan cannot, by their terms, apply to the
Alpha Laboratory and must be changed (id. at 130). Petition at 19-20. In so
arguing, the Intervenors ignore the fact that emergency plans can have different
subsections that apply to different portions of a facility. The Commission sees
no inconsistency in declaring that the Plan as a general matter applies to all
laboratories in the MURR facility (including the Alpha Lab) but requires a few
modifications to reflect the addition of the Alpha Lab to the facility. This is
analogous to our approving a license application subject to conditions.

8. Alleged inconsistent Treatment of Licensee's Emergency Procedures

The Intervenors criticize the Commission for relying ori the Reactor Emer-
gency Procedures to " downplay" the risks associated with the TRUMP-S Project
and at the same time ruling that the Intervenors have no right to demand that
the license amendment application be accompanied by emergency procedures '
specifically applicable to the TRUMP-S Project. Petition at 20. Again, the
Commission sees no inconsistency here. The Commission is free to consider a
licensee's general emergency procedures when resolving risk issues, regardle:,s
of the fact that our regulations do not require the licensee to submit specific
emergency procedures as part of an application.*

i

i

j 'in a related argument, the intervenors question the nraning of the Comnussion's statement that NUREG-
1140 underwent "the pubhc notice and comnent process " Pettuon at 23 n.4. nring CLI-95-1, 41 NRC at

| 148. The Comnussion's statement was intended to indicate that the dose calculabon nrthodology set forth in
| NUREG.ll40 was a subject of the nouce and comment process which ultimately led to the promulgation of the
i two new Energency Planmng regulanons. see Final Rule. "Enwrgency Preparedness for hsel Cycle and other
,

Radioacave Matenal 1.icensees!' 54 Fed. Reg 14.051,14.052 ( Apr. 7,1989)("The conservative accident scenanos
and dose calculanons which formed the technical basis for the proposed rule are described in . . . NUREG-
Il4(r'); Draft Repon for Comnrnt. NUREG-Il40. at I (June 1985)("rhis (draft) regulatory guide evaluates
the need for a proposed rule to require additional energency preparedness for certain . . . matenal beensees").
Ahhough the above-cited draft of NUREG ll40 was originally pubhshed in June 1985, it was repnnted Apnl

( 1987, contemporaneously wuh the issuance of Notice of Pr: osed Rulemaking. 52 Fed. Reg 12,921 (Apr. 20.
' 1987), which led to the issuance of the Fmal Rule cited abe u . |

"The latervenors also queshon how the Comnussion can conclude that the procedures are adequate when the j
Commission has not seen more than the few procedures e at the intervenors subnuned into the record. Pemion '

at 20. As we indicated in CLI-95-1, the adequacy of tiu emergency procedures is not even before us in this
proceedmg 41 NRC at 141 a 101.
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9. Alleged Needfor a TRUhfP-S Emergency Plan

The Intervenors argue that the Commission erred in ruling that the existence
of the University's Reactor Emergency Plan made it unnecessary for the licensee
to submit a plan dealing specifically with emergencies arising from the TRUMP-
S Project. Petition at 10-12, citing CLI-95-1,41 NRC at 129-43. Intervenors
assert that the Reactor Emergency Plan addresses types of accidents (fuel damage
events) quite different from those that could arise from the TRUMP-S Project
(a fire resulting in release of extremely fine radioactive particulates into the air).

I
Petition at i1. !

The Intervenors also assert that the primary risk from a reactor accident comes )
from gamma-emitting radionuclides, and thus the primary emergency equipment
identified in the Reactor Emergency Plan are gamma-detection devices. They I

argue that, by contrast, the principal risk from a TRUMP-S accident comes from |

alpha-emitting materials for which the Reactor Emergency Plan's equipment
would be useless, so that there would be no way to measure radioactive
contamination after an accident. /d. at Il-12. Finally, the Intervenors note
that the Reactor Emergency Plan has never been the subject of a contested
proceeding in which its adequacy has been tested. Id. at 12.

None of this is persuasive, however. First, the Intervenors have failed to rebut
or even address the Commission's reasons, stated in CLI-95-1, for believing
that it would be unwise as well as unnecessary to have two emergency plans
for the MURR facility. See 41 NRC at 130. Second, they do not discuss
the modifications that CLI-95-1 ordered in the MURR Emergency Plan to take
account of the TRUMP-S project. See 41 NRC at 130,154-56,172. Third,
they disregard the MURR Emergency Plan's explicit references to laoratory

,

accidents." Fourth. they fail to address the Commission's explanation, set forth I

in CLI-95-1, of the University's capacity to detect alpha emitters. See 41 NRC
at 131-32. Finally, the fact that the MURR Emergency Plan was not the subject
of a hearing prior to this proceeding raises no inference that it is inadequate.

10. Amount, Storage, and Disposal of Transuranic Afaterial

In CLI-95-1, the Commission imposed, as a condition on the TRUMP-S
license amendments, the requirement that the University use no more than 1
gram of any actinide at any one time in the TRUMP-S experiments. See 41
NRC at 148 n.114,173. Because I gram of Am-241 contains 3.43 curies, the

" For instance, the Emergency Plan specifies that "[clomainnrnt. laboratory buddmg and site boundary airborne
radioactivity and radiauon lesels shall be deternuned by stack rnorutor, sea radianon momtors and portable
momtormg equipnent . . . Enwreency Plan, supra noie 1. at 14 il 5 2 2. 5 3 2 temphasis addedi See aim"

Intervenors' Lahibit No.19 (Umversity docunent enutled "Enrrgency Pl.m for TRUMP-s at MURR") at 420
("The MURR energency plan contains a descripuon of the elenwnts of advance planmng to ene unh emergency
saluanons connected wah the operation of MURR. mcludmg espernments conducted wnthm the Aft'RRfacHut,").
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Commission based its dose / dispersion analysis on the assumption that only I
gram of Am-241, or 3.43 curies, would be involved in a fire. The Intervenors
raise three objections to this ruling.

. a. Presumption That Licensee Complies with Condition

'Ihe Intervenors first object to the Commission's decision to base its dose / dis-

persion analysis on the 1 gram (or 3.43 curies) license condition, and point to
the fact that the license permits possession and use of 10 curies of Am-241.
Petition at 21. They ask us to base our findings on the assumption that the
University will violate an explicit and unambiguous condition ofits license. We
see no reason to do so, and the Intervenors have offered no persuasive argument

| why we should. They point out that license conditions sometimes are violated,
! which is undoubtedly true, but here it seems unlikely in the extreme that a' .

University violation of the 1-gram restriction would happen to coincide with a
fire in the MURR facility. We decline to rest our fire safety analysis on that
hypothetical possibility.

b. Consideration of Actinides When in Storage

Second, the Intervenors object to the Commission's decision that a fire
| analysis need not consider americium and plutonium when they are in storage.

They argue that people enter and exit the storage facility frequently and that the
storage facility is a place "where various flammable events may occur." Petition ,

at 21.'2 i
- We disagree. The actinides are placed in storage before and after being used

in experiments. Prior to using the actinides in experiments, the University stores !

the actinide material in the reactor fuel vault, a highly secure facility housed
inside the reactor containment building." The Intervenors have referred us to
no record evidence (and have provided us with no other reason) that would
convince us that this reactor fuel vault is a location "where various flammable
events may occur" or where the likelihood of a fire is at all credible. After
use, the actinides are placed in the archived storage vault, which, as the record

;
32 The Intervenors offer a sirrular argument in support of their objection to our affirmance of the preheanng I

exclusion of their waste disposalissue. Petmon at 1 They assert that the current absence of a licensed disposa!
facihty for transuraruc or nused waste means that the wasies from the TRUMP S Project will remain on the
Utuversity campus indennitely. perhaps for decades. and that the waste storage facihty is designed neither for
handhng such wastes nor for safely stonng them mdchmiely This is of parucular concern to the Intervenors !

because these wastes allegedly "would be kept with other flammable malenals for decades in a sett ng where a j
fire is a menous hkehhood." fd at 27. For the reasons set forth in CLI-9s-1,4I NRC at 167 68, we reject this -

argument. See als discunion of archived storage vauk m/ra. at pp. 400-01.
D ucensee's Exlubit No. 4. Affidavit of Chester B Edwards, Jr.. Regarding the Adequacy of Alpha Laboratory
Equipment. Fire-Related reatures in the Alpha Laboratory and General Basement Area. and the storage and
Transfer of Acunide and Arcluved Maienals. dated Nov. 13.1990, at 10142.

.
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i
| reflects in detail, is a facility in which extensive shielding is provided by lead,
l steel, concrete, and earth. See id. at 13-14 1 61-65. Again, the Intervenors'

petition offers no evidence that this facility would fail to provide both secure
storage and protection against fire.

From the description and location of the archived storage vault, we find that
it is constructed of heavy noncombustible materials and is located so as to
minimize the surface area potentially exposed to fire as well as to protect the
vault and its contents from any fire-related building hazards. We conclude that
a fire affecting the contents of the archived storage vault is not credible.

c. Alleged Storage of Actinides in Waste Facility

Third, the Intervenors assert that at the conclusion of the TRUMP-S Project,
the entire TRUMP-S supply of americium and plutonium will no longer be in
the storage facility but will instead be located in the waste facihty, in forms far
more vulnerable to fire and closer to other materials of substantia: fire hazard.
The Intervenors also call our attention to the flammability of the transuranics
and also to the long period (allegedly years or decades) when that waste may
have to sit awaiting removal to a federal disposal site. Petition at 21-22. We
see no evidence in the record to support this contention. Rather, the record
indicates that after the conclusion of the experiments, the University will safely
store the actinides in in archived storage vault, just described, until DOE takes
possession of the waste.

<

11. The Commission's Selection of a x(Q Value

in CLI-95-1, the Commission rejected the Intervenors' argument that we
| were required to apply Regulatory Guide 1.145, dealing with accidental disper-

,

sion from nuclem power plants, to the determination of the 7/O value for the |

TRUMP-S Project. The Commission chose to rely instead on the x/G value de-
rived in NUREG-1140, dealing with accidental dispersion from materials license
facilities. 41 NRC at 149-51. The Intervenors challenge the Commission's con-
clusion that Regulatory Guide 1.145 was designed to address dispersion from
nuclear power plants, rather than materials facilities. They assert that all disper-I

sions must be treated alike, regardless of the type of faci!ity, and that Regulatory
Guide 1.145 is binding on the Commission. But that Regulatory Guide's title
- " Atmospheric Dispersion Models for Potential Accident Consequence As-
sessments at Nuclear Power Plants"- plainly indicates its limited application.

I Moreover, as previously noted, Regulatory Guides do not have the force of law.
| Thus, this claim is doubly without merit.

The Commission explained in CLI-95-1 its reasons for looking to NUREG-
1140 rather than Regulatory Guide 1.145 in determining the X O value for the/
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|
TRUMP-S project: it is more recent than the Regulatory Guide and, because it
rests on a sophisticated analysis targeting materials licensees, it results in more

| reliable modeling of postulated accidents.84 See also note 9, supra. We find no

| error in our prior analysis on this point.

12. Release Fraction

The Intervenors assert that the Commission, in its dose and dispersion
I calculations, was confused about the distinction between the entrainment fraction

and the release fraction (RF). According to the Intervenors, the Commission cited
two scientists, Schwendiman and Mishima, as measuring RFs (citing CLI-95-1,
41 NRC at 148-49), yet elsewhere claimed that studies on which the Intervenors'
expert relied (which included those of Schwendiman and Mishima) concerned i
entrainment rather than RFs (citing 41 NRC at 148 n.116). Petition at 22-23.

1

We are well aware of the difference between RF and entrainment. See CL1- '

95-1,41 NRC at 146 n.110. In concluding otherwise, the Intervenors misread ;

CLI-95-1. On the one hand, we stated that Schwendiman and Mishima, who )
were cited repeatedly by both the University and the Intervenors, were also i

cited in NUREG-il40 when the Staff developed RFs for fires. On the other !

hand, without citing Schwendiman and Mishima, we stated that the Intervenors' I
" TRUMP-S Review Panel derived much of its data from experiments on j
entrainment which, as previously noted, does not equate with RF." 41 NRC 1

at 148 n.ll6 (emphasis added). The two statements are not contradictory. 1

The Intervenors also obje.t that the Commission did not review the dispute
between them and the University regarding the correct RF value. Petition at 23.
Given that the Commission had already engaged in a detailed examination of |
this issue in a recent rulemaking (see note 9, supra), and given further that the j
detailed examination was related directly to the issue at bar in this proceeding ;

(i.e., the appropriate release fraction for a materials license facility), we saw no )
need to " reinvent the wheel" by examining it again in this proceeding.

13. Other Matters

The Intervenors accuse the Commission of describing the TRUMP-S Project
inaccurately. Petition at 6. This argument is inappropriately raised on reconsid-

,

i
eration. Petitions for reconsideration are akin to appeals from Initial Decisions I

Id Contrary to the Intervenors' suggesuon. d spersion is not simply d spersion, regardless of the type of facihty
from which the radinnuclides come. Pennon al 24 o S Accidents at efferent types of facahties would result m the
release of different physical forms of ra6onuchdes and would consequently lead to quae different 6spersions. (in j
fact, the Inservenors make this sery point in another secuon of their Peuuon, at || ) Airborne concentranons of I

particulairs (the physacal form of all plutomum and/or amencium that nught be released in a TRUMP-s accideno I
would be less than anborne concemrauons of gases (the form of mmr radioactive matenal released from a reactor

'

accidenO due to plume depteuon from grantauonal setthng. turbulent diffusion, impaction with the ground. and
scavenging of material dunng precipitauon NUREG/CR.3657. SAND 84 0186, ''Prehrrunary screcrung of Fuel
Cycle and Byproduct Material Lkenses for Enrrgency Planmng" at 36 (March 1985)
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- they lie only from unfavorable actions by the Commission, not from dic-
rum or factual background sections in an order with which the party disagrees
but which have no operative effect. See CLI 95-1,41 NRC at i19 n.63. We
therefore need not rule on this argument."

| Finally, the Intervenors reiterate other previously raised contentions regard-
| Ing decommissioning, personnel qualifications, TRUMP-S safety procedures,

proper interpretation of the Commission's procedural regulations, the order of
evidentiary submissions, the required degree of specification for special nuclear
material,'6 the adequacy of Staff's safety review, the need for a licensee to

| submit a safety analysis, and the need for Staff to prepare a safety evaluation
report, an environmental impact statement, and/or an environmental assessment.

Petition at 3-4, 5-6, 8-10, 13-19. Because the Commission already has fully
considered and rejected all such arguments (CLI-95-1, 41 NRC at 95-96, 98

i

n.12, 99- 101, 104- 13, 116- 18, 121-28, 168-71 ), we see no point in revisiting
them here.

1

l
'III. CONCLUSION

1The University's petition for reconsideration is granted to the extent described '

above, and the Intervenors' petition for reconsideration is denied. I

It is so ORDERED.

For the Commission *

JOHN C. HOYLE
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 22d day of June 1995.

" Moreover, as for two of the three alleged inaccuracies, the Intervenors are not asserting that CLI-951 contams
false infurnwien. but only that the Comnusuon did not melude certam mformation that the Intersenors would have
preferred to see in the "Bxkground" secuan of that order. As to the Imersenors' tturd pomt (i e.. the Comnussion
nusspoke in suggestmg that the United states currently has high-lesel disposal faciliues in operauon). they are
correct. but our nustaken characteruauon of the current status of 1RU waste ut is actually stored on site) is
inconsequenual to the ments of our deciuon.

*The intervenors incorrectly suggest that the Comnussion failed to conuder Professor Warf's argumems on this
issue. The Comrrusuon conudered the inservenors' pouuon on this issue, as set fonh in latervenors' Exhibit
No. 20. Declaranon of TRUMP-s Review Panel. dated Dec. 24.1990 al 11-14 - a document that Dr. Warf I

coauthored CL1-951. 41 NRC at IGl et seg. Insofar as Professor Warf's views are mcompauble with the I
conclusions of CLl 951, the Commisuon disagrees with his views. |
'Comnusuoner Jxkson did not parucipale m this deciuon

|
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Cite as 41 NRC 404 (1995) CLl-95-9

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
| NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS:

i Ivan Selin, Chairman

| Kenneth C. Rogers
E. Gall de Planque
Shirley A. Jackson

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 50-424-OLA-3
50-425-OLA-3

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY, et al.
(Vogtle Electric Generating Plant,

Units 1 and 2) June 22,1995

The Commission denies Georgia Power Company's motion that in effect
requests the Commission to stay indefinitely inquiries being conducted by the
NRC Office of Investigation.

ADJUDICATORY BOARDS: EFFECT OF OTIIER PROCEEDINGS

It is not unusual in our practice for an adjudicatory proceeding and an OI
investigation on the same general subject matter to proceed simultaneously, even
where issues may overlap.

ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS: STAY OF PROCEEDINGS

Despite this practice, the Commission has been willing to stay a parallel
proceeding if a party shows substantial prejudice.
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l
ORDER '

1

I

A. Introduction j
iThe Georgia Power Company ("GPC") has filed before the Commission a j

" Motion for Order Preserving the Licensing Board's .lurisdiction" that in effect |

requests the Commission to stay indefmitely inquiries being conducted by the |
NRC Office of Investigations ("O!"). The GPC motion asks us to direct O! !
"not to pursue investigations related to discovery or pleadings" in an ongoing i

Licensing Board proceeding. GPC Motion at 1. The NRC Staff and the |

Intervenor, Allen Mosbaugh. oppose the stay. We deny the motion for the
reasons stated below.

,

I
|

B. . Standard of Review

It is not unusual in our practice for an adjudicatory proceeding and an 01 |
investigation on the same general subject matter to proceed simultaneously, even |
where issues may overlap. This allows the NRC to use all of its tools for carrying !

Iout its broad responsibilities to protect public health and safety. Recognizing
this practice, the Commission in 1984 issued a Policy Statement that established
guidelines for 01 to make in camera. ex parte disclosures to the Licensing Board ;

when information gathered during the course of a separate ongoing investigation I

!is potentially relevant to an adjudicatory proceeding. See Statement of Policy;
Investigation, Inspection, and Adjudicatory Proceedings,49 Fed. Reg. 36,032 )
(Sept.13,1984).

Despite this practice, the Commission has been willing to stay a parallel ;
proceeding if a party shows substantial prejudice, e.g., where discovery in an 1

adjudicatory proceeding would compromise an 01 investigation (the converse of |
the situation in this case). See Oncology Services Corp.. CLI-93-17,38 NRC 44 ,

(1993). Here, however, GPC's objections do not rise to the level of substantial l

prejudice required to enjoin an ongoing, customary agency activity. !
!
,

d

C. Discussion

Despite GPC's suggestions to the contrary, the Licensing Boaru and O! appear
to be fully aware of their respective roles and are following the Commission's
policy statement requiring (in some instances) OI-Board consultations. 01
is keeping the Licensing Board informed of its investigations through Board
Notifications and through an earlier in camera, ex parte Staff briefing. Moreover,
to the extent that the 01 inquiry does cover matters that could theoretically also
be the focus of an inquiry by the Licensing Board into conduct of GPC counsel,
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the Licensing Board has not initiated such an inquiry. We see no evidence that
it would be hindered in doing so because of the 01 investigation.

GPC asserts that the OI investigation will provide an avenue for Mr. Mos-
baugh to obtain affidavits that were refused him on privilege grounds during
discovery in the adjudicatory proceeding. In support of this assertion, GPC i

argues that Mr. Mosbaugh will be able to use the OI proceeding to circumvent
the Licensing Board's privilege ruling. However, beyond conclusory assettions,
GPC has offered no explanation how Mr. Mosbaugh would get these affidavits
from 01. Indeed, as we understand it, GPC already has refused to give the
affidavits to OI, claiming that they are privileged. We are aware of no direct
or obvious route by which the affidavits would pass from GPC to OI to Mr.
Mosbaugh. Therefore, the threat of Mr. Mosbaugh obtaining the privileged
affidavits through the OI investigation is speculative, to say the least, and does
not provide a legitimate reason for staying the 01 investigation.

Finally, GPC has failed to demonstrate any other form of prejudice to
its interest arising from the parallel OI investigations and the adjudicatory
proceeding. GPC claims that the adjudicatory proceeding diverts its employees'
and counsel's attention away from the adjudicatory hearing. But this is true in
any case of parallel proceedings and is insufficient, in and of itself, to halt either
one of the proceedings. Here, GPC has offered little to demonstrate that the OI
investigation actually has interfered with GPC's ability to make its case in the
adjudicatory hearing.

GPC's motion provides only one specific example of interference. GPC
asserts that O! requested an interview with a GPC employee who also is a witness
in the adjudicatory proceeding. However, according to the Staff, the interview I

never took place and OI has agreed voluntarily not to interview the employee
until after he has testified in the pending hearing. See NRC Staff Response to
Georgia Power Company's Motion for Order Preserving the Licensing Board's
Jurisdiction, at 4 (May 17,1995).

CONCLUSION

In summary, GPC has failed to meet its heavy burden of showing that contin-
uing the 01 investigation would create substantial prejudice to GPC's participa-
tion in the proceeding now under way before the Licensing Board. Accordingly,
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| GPC's Motion for Order Preserving the Licensing Board's Jurisdiction is
DENIED.

| IT IS SO ORDERED.
|

For the Commission

JOHN C. HOYLE
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 22d day of June 1995.
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Cite as 41 NRC 409 (1995) LBP-95-8

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

,

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD PANEL

Before Administrative Judges:

\
Charles Bechhoefer, Presiding Officer

Jerry R. Kilne, Special Assistant

| In the Matter of Docket No. 030-30266-ML-Ren

(ASLBP No. 95-701-01-ML Ren)
(Byproduct Materials License

No. 30-23697-01E)

INNOVATIVE WEAPONRY, INC.
(Albuquerque, New Mexico) June 1,1995 ,

,

In a proceeding involving an appeal from the NRC Staff's denial of a
requested renewal of a byproduct materials license, in which (based on a transfer
of the license to a new entity) the Staff rescinds its prior license renewal denial,
the Presiding Officer grants the Staft's unopposed motion to terminate the I

proceeding. 1

|
RULES OF PRACTICE: MOOTNESS i

Although the NRC is not strictly bound by the mootness doctrine, its i

adjudicatory tribunals have generally adhered to the mootness principle. |
|
l

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER '

(Terminating Proceeding)

Dis proceeding involved an appeal from the NRC's denial of the requested
renewal of License No. 30-23967-ole by Innovative Weaponry, Inc. (IWi-New
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Mexico), together with a Demand for Information (DFI) directed to Mr. Barry
Mowry, IWI.New Mexico's President. Pending resolution ofIWi-New Mexico's
appeal, the license remained in effect in accordance with 10 C.F.R.130.36. On
November 15,1994, the Presiding Officer issued a Notice of Hearing (59 Fed.

I Reg. 60,025 (Nov. 21,1994)).
This proceeding is subject to the hearing procedures set forth in 10 C.F.R.

Part 2, Subpart L ($ 2.1201 et seq.) In accord with 10 C.F.R. Q 2.1231, the NRC
| Staff on December 19, 1994, forwarded the hearing file for the proceeding to

) the Presiding Officer and the parties.
| On December 23,1994, the NRC Staff moved (without opposition) to hold
! the proceeding in abeyance until January 31,1995, pending its consideration of

new information (an application to transfer control of the license from IWI-New

; Mexico to Innovative Weaponry, Inc., of Nevada (IWI-Nevada)). The Presiding
Officer granted the Staff's request on January 5,1995. The Presiding Officer
later granted further Staff unopposed requests to hold the proceeding in abeyance

! (Orders dated February 27,1995, March 17,1995, and May 3,1995).
| On May 4,1995, the Staff filed a Motion to Terminate the Proceeding. It

states that on April 3,1995, the Staff transferred the license from IWI-New,

'

Mexico to IWI-Nevada and that on April 4,1995, it rescinded both the denial of
the renewal application and the DFl. Before filing this motion, the Staff sought
additional information from IWI-Nevada and Mr. Mowry. The Staff received a

| response by letter dated April 21, 1995. Based on this information, the Staff
concludes that the issue raised by the hearing request - i.e., whether there was
an adequate basis for the Staff's denial-is moot because the license has been
transferred, the denial has been rescinded, and Mr. Mowry is no longer involved
with activities authorized by the transferred license.

Although, as the Staff observes, the NRC is not strictly bound by the mootness
doctrine, its adjudicatory tribunals have generally adhered to the mootness
principle. See, e.g., Advanced Medical Systems, Inc. (One Factory Row, Geneva,
Ohio 44041), CLI-93-8, 37 NRC 181,185 (1993). I find no reason not to do
so here and to terminate this proceeding on mootness grounds.

Mootness exists when there is no reasonable expectation that the matter will
recur and that interim relief or intervening events have cradicated the effects of
the allegedly unlawful action. However, even when an agency order no longer
has effect, as here, a matter may not be moot if it is " capable of repetition, yet
evading review." Id. Although the Staffindicates that it may in the future issue
a new DFl to Mr. Mowry (Motion at 5 n.5), that possibility does not vitiate
the applicability of mootness principles to this proceeding. Mr. Mowry could
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i assert any legal rights he may have were such a DFl to be issued.' Similarly, i

although the Staff has apparently not yet granted the renewal of the license to i

IWi-Nevada, that organization would have a right to appeal any such denial.
(As set forth earlier, the transferred license remains in effect pending final Staff

| action on the renewal.10 C.F.R. 6 30.36.) That being so, the mootness principle
! applies and the exception is not here applicable.

;

The Staff states that it has not sought to determine whether the other parties 1

to this proceeding might have objection to its termination motion. Because the
| time for response to the motion has elapsed and we have received no response,
| I am treating the Staff's motion as unopposed and, for the reasons stated, I am

j
' granting it. This proceeding is hereby terminated. 1

This Memorandum and Order is effective upon issuance and will constitute
'

the final action of the Commission thirty (30) days after issuance, unless any 1
party petitions the Commission for review pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 2.786 or the I

Commission takes review sua sponte. Any petition for review must be filed
I within fifteen (15) days of service of this Memorandum and Order.

3' IT IS SO ORDERED. i

i

l

Charles Bechhoefer, Presiding Officer
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Rockville, Maryland
June I,1995

|
1

8 The staff claims that heanng nghis do not attach so a Drl. and on Nosember 30. 1994 it filed a Motion fin j
Clanficanon and Recomideranon of my Nosember 15. 1994 Memorandum and order grantmg the request of i

Iwl-New Mexico for a heanng, together with the associated Notice of Heanng The staff's sanous deferral
notions sought to hold the emire proceeding in abeyance. Including my acuon on its reconsideranon monon By
grantmg the staff's ternunauon request. I am dechmng to take any funher actson on the staff's reconsideraison j
notion. -

|
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Cite as 41 NRC 412 (1995) LBP-95-9

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATO9Y COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD|

|

Before Administrative Judges:

Thomas S. Moore, Chairman
Frederick J. Shon

James H. Carpenter

in the Matter of Docket Nos. 030-05980-ML&ML-2
030-05982-ML&ML-2

(ASLBP Nos. 92-659-01-ML
92-664-02-ML-2)

SAFETY LIGHT CORPORATION,
et al.

(Bloomsburg Site Decommissioning and
License Renewal Denials) June 8,1995

In this Memorandum the Licensing Board sets forth its reasons for previously
granting an NRC Staff motion for summary deposition on the issue of whether
the agency has regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries and its four wholly
owned subsidiaries.

RULES OF PRACTICE: LAW OF THE CASE

Altnough in some circumstances the law of the case doctrine may be a rule of
practice, that doctrine only applies to successive stages of the same proceeding.

See IB Afoore's Federal Practice 0.404[1] (2d ed.1995).
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** RULES OF PRACTICE: LAW OF THE CASE

That doctrine provides that once the law of the case is determined on appeal
by a superior tribunal in a proceeding, the inferior tribunal lacks the authority to

- depart from it in that same proceeding. Any change in the law of the case must ;

i be made by the superior tribunal itself or by a yet higher authority to which the i

l

superior tribunal owes obedience. See IB Afoore's Federal Practice 10.040[1]
(2d ed.1995).

1

RULES OF PRACTICE: COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL |
l

The doctrine of collateral estoppel long has been held applicable to adminis- !

trative adjudicatory determinations. See United States v. Utah Construction &
Afining Co., 384 U.S. 394,42122 (1966); Commissioner v. Sunnen 333 U.S.
591 (1948). See also 4 K. Davis, Administrative Law Treatise 5 21:2 (2d ed.
1983). And issue preclusion is a settled principle of NRC adjudicatory proceed-
ings. See, e.g., Alabama Power Co. (Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units I
and 2). CLI-74-12,7 AEC 203 (1974).

RULES OF PRACTICE: COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL

| As in judicial proceedings, the purpose of the administrative repose doctrine
"is to prevent continuing controversy over matters finally determined and to save
the parties and boards the burden of relitigating old issues." Carolina Power
and Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant), ALAB-837,23 NRC 525,
536 (1986).

RULES OF PRACTICE: COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL

In contrast to the doctrine of res judicata that is applicable only when a final
judgment is rendered, "for purposes of issue preclusion . , , 'fint'. judgment'
includes any prior adjudication of an issue in another action that is determined
to be sufficiently firm to be accorded conclusive effect." Restatement (Second)
ofJudgments 6 13 (1980).

RULES OF PRACTICE: COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL

Ibr a prior determination of an issue to be sufficiently firm to support issue
preclusion, the earlier decision should not be " avowedly tentative." Restatement
(Second) ofJudgments i 13 cmt. g (1980). Additionally, the fact "that the parties
were fully heard, that the court supported its decision with a reasoned opinion,
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d

[and] that the decision . . . was in fact reviewed on appeal are factors supporting |
*

the conclusion that the decision is final for the purpose of preclusion." Id.

RULES OF PRACTICE: COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL-

:
Finally, even when all of the requirements for applying the doctrine of '

collateral estoppel are met, the doctrine still must be " applied with a sensitive
regard for any supported assertion of changed circumstances or the possible |

| existence of some special public interest factor in the particular case." Alabama
Power Co. (Joseph M. Earley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-182,7 AEC
210, 216 (1974).

RULES OF PRACTICE: COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL
,

4

"To produce absolution from collateral estoppel on the ground of changed
i factual circumstances, the changes must be of a character and degree such as
"

might place before the court an issue different in some respect from the one
decided in the initial case." 1B Afoore's Federal Practice 0.448, at 111.-642

| (2d ed.1995).

.

j RULES OF PRACTICE: COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL

. Similarly, "a change or development in the controlling legal principles" or
*

a " change [in] the legal atmosphere" may make issue preclusion inapplicable.
Commissioner v. Sunnen. 333 U.S. 591,599-600 (1948).

RULES OF PRACTICE: COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL-

W! ver other public policy factors may outweigh the application of the
doctrine of collateral estoppel, the correctness of the earlier determination of an

; issue is not among them. Simply stated, issue preclusion does not depend on
the correctness of the prior decision. United States v. Afoser,266 U.S. 236,242
(1924); AfcLaughlin v. Bradlee, 803 F.2d 1197,1204 (D.C. Cir.1986). See IB
Afoore's Federal Practice 0.441[2], at 111.-519 to !!I.-521 (2d ed.1995).

RULES OF PRACTICE: SUMMARY DISPOSITION

Because the Commission's summary disposition rules borrow extensively
from Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, it has long been held that

{ federal court decisions interpreting and applying like provisions of Rule 56 are
appropriate precedent for the Commission's rules. See, e.g., Cleveland Electric
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Illuminming Co. (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-443,6 NRC ;

741, 753 1(1977).

RULES OF PRACTICE: SUMMARY DISPOSITION

Pursuant to Rule 56(c) and by analogy the Commission's summary disposi-
i tion rule, "[o]nly disputes over facts that might affect the outcome of the suit )
I under the governing law will properly preclude the entry of suramary judgment.

Factual disputes that are irrelevant or unnecessary will not be counted." Ander-
son v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242,248 (1986).

RULES OF PRACTICE: SUMMARY DISPOSITION

Similarly, summary judgment, as well as summary disposition, "will not lie
if the dispute about a material fact is ' genuine', that is, if the evidence is such

| that a reasonable jury could return a verdict for the nonmoving party." Anderson

! v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248 (1986).

RULES OF PRACTICE: SUMMARY DISPOSITION
l

| Stated otherwise, "there is no issue for trial unless there is sufficient evidence

i favoring the nonmoving party for a jury to return a verdict for that party. If the
evidence is merely colorable or is not significantly probative, summary judgment
may be granted." Anderson v. Liberty Lobby Inc.,477 U.S. 242,249-50 (1986).

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: INTERPRETATION

The plain language of section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act is exceptionally
j broad and the reach of the provision is aH encompassing. The title of sec-

tion 184, " Inalienability of Licenses," only reinforces its breadth inasmuch as
" inalienable" means " incapable of being alienated, surrendered or transferred."
Webster's Third New International Dictionary Il40 (1971).

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: INTERPRETATION

The reach of the statute is manifest from its comprehensive language, and
section 184 contains absolutely no limiting provisions. The terms " voluntarily or
inveluntarily, directly or indirectly" and the phrase "through transfer of control
of any license to any person" are words and phrases of inclusinn indicating a
congressional intent to expand the scope of the section to the maximum extent.

|
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ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: INTERPRETATION

On its face, section 184 not only broadly prohibits all manner of transfers,
assignments, and disposals of NRC licenses, but also all manner of actions
that have the effect of, in any way, directiy or indirectly, transferring actual or
potential control over a license without the agency's knowledge and express
written consent.

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SECTION 184

As a consequence of the merger and the merger agreement, the new parent
corporation now possessed the ultimate authority to exercise dominion over
the corporate affairs of its wholly owned subsidiary, including the power to
direct, manage, and regulate all activities concerning the material license. The
very definition of a subsidiary corporation is one that is controlled by another
corporation by reason of the latter's ownership of at least a majority of the
shares of stock. Black's Im Dictionary 1428 (6th ed.1990). Sec 18 Am. Jur.
2d Corporations i 35 (1985).

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SECTION 184

If the statutory proscription against the transfer of control of NRC licenses
could be avoided by the expedient of a corporate restructuring, complex or
otherwise, then section 184 would be a toothless tiger.

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SECTION 184

As long as section 184 and any other regulation or license condition is
not violated, a material licensee may transfer its assets without notifying and
obtaining the agency's permission.

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SECTION 184
i

When the transfer of control of NRC licenses is involved, section 184 requires i

the agency's express written consent, not just that the agency be notified. |

|

ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SECTION 184 |

The language of the Atomic Energy Act itself demonstrates that Congress
placed no importance on the corporate form in enacting section 184.

i
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ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SECTION 184

4- The inclusion of a " corporation" in the definition of a " person" in section 1 is
'

of the Atomic Energy Act and the use of the latter term in the inalienability o'
licenses provision in section 184 indicates that Congress intended a corporation
to be treated in the same manner as all other entities.

ATO511C ENERGY ACT: SECTION 184

Corporate law principles, which are applicable only to the corporate form of ,

organization, are entitled to no consideration unden sectic:.184 and do not thwart
NRC regulatory jurisdiction over a corporation for uolating that provision.

3 ATOMIC ENERGY ACT: SECTION 184

Congress, in effect, already has pierced the corporate veil for corporate vio-
<s of section 184 by definitionally including corporations in the inalicnability

ticenses provision. See Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp. v. Ouimet Corp.,7l1,

! F. ' ' 1085,1093 (1st Cir.), cert. denied. 464 U.S. 961 (1983).
1

ATON11C ENERGY ACT: SECTION 184

It long has been established that the fiction of corporate separateness of state-
chartered corporations will not be permitted to frustrate the policies of a federald

statute.

ATON11C ENERGY ACT: SECTION 184

The static;y frustration principle g .r.it., the NRC to disregard the corporate j
form and impose liability on the partnt corporatien shareholder for the obliga- '

tions of its subsidiary. And, this is true whether or not its intent was to avoid
the statutory prohibition of section 184 for " intention is not controlling when
the fiction of corporate entity defeats a legislative purpose." Kamnaugh v. Ford
Motor Co., 353 F.2d 710,717 (7th Cir.1965).

MEMORANDUM

in LBP-94-41, we approved a settlement agreement of the five pending Safety
Light procacdings and terminated all proceedings.' Among those proceedings

1 40 NRC 340 (1994)
\
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was the consolidated proceeding involving a challenge to (1) an NRC Staff denial
of renewal applications for two byproduct material licenses originally issued to
the United States Radium Corporation (" Radium Corporation") and (2) a Staff
order setting the criteria and schedule for decommissioning the radioactively
contaminated Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania manufacturing site formerly owned by
that licensee 2 In an earlict bare bones order in the consolidated proceeding,5 we
granted the Staff's motion for summary disposition on the question whether thed

agency has regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries, Inc., and its four wholly
owned subsidiaries, USR Lighting Products, Inc., USR Chemical Products Inc.,
USR Metals, Inc., and U.S. Natural Resources, Inc. ("USR Companies"), each
of which the Staff named as among the responsible parties in the license renewal
denials and decommissioning order.8 Although the consolidated proceeding was
settled along with the other Safety Light proceedings, this Memorandum ties up
a loose end and sets forth fully our reasons for granting the Staff's summary
disposition motion and concluding that the NRC has regulatory jurisdiction over
USR Industries and its four wholly owned subsidiaries.

I, ISSUES PRESENTED
|
|

Section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act broadly prohibits the direct or indirect j
transfer, assignment, or disposal of any NRC license through the transfer of

|
control of the license to any person without the Commission's knowledge
and written consent.' Here, the Staff's summary disposition motion squarely
raises the question whether the 1980 transmogrification of the publicly held
Radium Corporation into a wholly owned subsidiary of a newly created USR
Industries and the subsequent conveyance by that subsidiary (after a corporate
name change) of all the nonregulated assets of Safety Light (nee Radium
Corporation) to four other freshly formed subsidiaries, followed, in turn, by i
the conveyance of all the stock in those four subsidiaries to USR Industries, I

all without the Commission's written consent, contravenes section 184 so that
the NRC has jurisdiction over USR Industries and the other USR Companies. ,

In addition, the Staff's motion raises a second narrower question whether the |

2 The site is located on appmumaiety 10 acres along the north bank of the Susquehanna River about 2.5 nules
from Bloomsburg. Pennsylvama

3 order ( Aug 13,1993) (unpubhshed)
# 5cc NRC Staffs Monon for Summary Dnposmon as to NRC Junadunon over UsR Industnes. Inc.. USR

tj hting. Inc. [uc), UsR Chenucal Products, Inc.. USR Metals. Inc., and U s. Natural Remurces. Inc. Uune 30,g

IW2) theremaher Siaff a Monon!
8 The agency's regulatory junsdictmn over the current naned hcensee of the two subject matenal heenses. Safety

Light Corporanon, was not contested in i ne consohdated proceeding
Sec 42 U.s C. I2234 1he lanp e of section 184 is repeated in the Commisuon's regulanons.10 C F R

I 30 34(b)
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later 1982 sale of Safety Light by its parent (USR Industries) to the subsidiary's
operating management, again without the Commission's written consent, runs
afoul of section 184 so as to give the agency jurisdiction over USR Industries.
USR Industries and the other USR Companies contest the NRC's assertion of
jurisdiction over them and oppose the summary disposition motion.'

The identical jurisdictional issues involving the same corporate restructuring
were also presented in two other separate proceedings that also were before us.
Those proceedings involved Staff enforcement orders against, inter alia, USR
Industries and the other USR Companies as responsible parties for these same
byproduct material licenses. Because of the identity of the jurisdictional issues
in these separate enforcement proceedings with the consolidated proceeding,
we start by briefly outlining the procedural history of all the proceedings. We
then set forth the licensing history of the byproduct material licenses at issue.
Next, we describe the corporate restructuring of Radium Corporation and the
subsequent sale of Safety Light. We treat these matters in detail because the
parties' summary disposition filings give only a brief glimpse of these events,
while many of the details helpful to a full understanding of the corporate
makeover are buried in the stack of documents filed as exhibits. Having
unearthed the details of the transactions, we include them in this Memorandum
so that in the event these issues arise again, the history of these esents will j
appear in one place. Finally, we turn to the arguments of the parties. ;

II. PROCEDURAL lilSTORY

The instant consolidated proceeding began with the Staff's February 7,1992
letter denying the long-pending license renewal applications of Safety Light
for byproduct material licenses No. 37-00030-02 (the "02" license) and No.
37-00030-08 (the "08 license"). As grounds for its action, the Staff declared |
that the licensees had failed to comply with the requirements of 10 C.F.R.
6 30.35 regarding decommissioning funding for the Bloomsburg facility.8 On
the same date, the Staff issued an order directing the licensees to satisfy the

7 5cc Answer of UsR Industnes. Inc., UsR Lighting [ sic]. Inc UsR Chenucal Products. Inc., UsR Metals. Inc
U.S Natural Resources. Inc., and safety tj ht Corporauon in opposmon to the NRC staff Motmn for summaryg

Disposmon ( Aug 15.1992), statenwns of Disputed 1 acts. Lxhibits to the Statement of Disputed Facts m support
of the Answer uf USR Industnes. Inc . er ar. m oppminon to the NRC Staff Monon for Summary Dispoutmn
(Aug.15.1992)[heremaher collecusely UsR Industnes' Answer)

Even though hcensee safety Light does not contesi the agency's assertion of Junsdict on over it. Safety
tj ht nevertheless has joined U5R Industnes and the other USR Compames m opposmg the Staff's Monon forg

Sumnury Dispouuon. This seenung mcongruity is pernutted under the Conutussmn's summary disposmon rule,
which provides that "lofn3 other parn may serve an answer suppomng or opposing the motmn [for summary
disposmoni" 10 C r R 12 749(a)(emphasis supphed)

8 Letter from Ruben M Dernem. Director. ofhce of Nuclear Matenal Safety and Safeguards ("NMSs") to
Safety lj ht Corporauon. et al (Teb 7.1992)g
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decommissioning requirements of 10 C.F.R. 6 30.36 in accordance with certain
prescribed criteiia and a specified schedule?

In describing the contamination at the site, the order stated: 1

Although the Bloomsburg site has not been charactenzed completely, the record indicates
that not only are buildings and equipment contanunated with strontium-90 (Sr-90), cesium- |
137 (Cs 137), and other radionuclides, but outdoor areas (i.e., soil, groundwater) are also

1
contaminated at levels that render the site unsuitable for unrestricted release. Since 1982, |
Oak Ridge Assoctated Universities (ORAU), Chem-Nuclear Systems, Inc. (CNSI), and the |
Departnwns of Energy's Radiological and Environmental Sciences Laboratory (RESL) have
conducted lunited studies, analyzed sail and water samples from various locations on the '

site, or both. Most of the samples exhibit radioactive contamination. and the levels of
contamination of many samples are higher than those the NRC considers acceptable for
release for unrestneted use. ORAU measured the highest concentrations found in individual
samples from the site: ORAU measured 15.4 picocuries Sr-90 per gram of soil. 631
picocunes Cs.137 per gram of soil, and 62,000 picoeuries Sr-90 per liter of groundwater,
which are approximately 3,42, and 7760 times the appropriate release criteria, respective
[ sic). Despite the limited number of samples and the limited nature of studies conducted to
date, the OR AU, CNSI and RESL data show that there is widespread contamination on site
which must be remediated before the site can be released for unrestricted use.3"

Previewing their arguments now before us, in their joint answer to both Staff
actions, USR Industries and the other USR Companies denied that they ever
had been NRC licensees or possessed any NRC-regulated materials and that
the agency lacked jurisdiction over them." After considerable procedural
skirmishing, the proceedings encompassing the license renewal denials and
the decommissioning order were consolidated. 2 The Commission reversed j
that Board determination, but it nevertheless ordered the two proceedings j
consolidated."

{
At the time the Staff denied Safety Light's license renewal applications,

there were two agency enforcement proceedings already pending against, inter
alia, Safety Light, USR Industries, and the other USR Companics, Those
proceedings involved a number of material licenses, including the 02 and 08
licenses, and were before identically constituted licensing boards that were
treating the proceedinFs together, 'Ihe first proceeding began with a March
16, 1989 immediately effective Staff order directing the licensees to prepare
and implement a plan for characterizing and decontaminating the Bloomsburg

i

'57 i ed. Reg.6136 (1992)
'O ld at 6136-37 (footnoles ominedt
l' Answer and Request for Heanng (Feb 27,1992) at 3
12 LBP 9213A. 35 NRC 205 0992). See alw Memorandum and order (Granung in Part and Denying in Part

NRC Staff's Monon of Apnl 13,19921 Oune 1.1992); Chief Adimnistrative Judges' Memorandum (Deugnaung
Prending of ticer) Oune 9,1992), LBP-9216A. 36 NRC 18 0992).
U CLI-9213, 36 NRC 79 0992) See alw Conumsuon order [Granung Interlocutory Review] Ouly 2,1992).
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site." The second proceeding began with an August 21, 1989 Staff order
directing the licensees to establish and fund a $1,000,000 trust to ensure the
adequate characterization of the extent and type of radioactive contamination at
the Bloomsburg site," In providing that the August 21 order also should be
immediately effective, it stated that the licensees *

|

failure 10 provide assurance of adequate fundmg to complete implementation of a satisfactory

j site characterization plan, the uncertamry regarding the nature and exent [ sic) of contami-
; nation at the Bloomsburg facihty, and the statements made by the Corporations' pnncipal

officers as to the limited fmancial resources available for site characterization let alone de-
contamination, demonstrate that additional actions are immediately needed to protect public
health and safety. ?

In the enforcement proceedings, USR Industries and the other USR Compa-
nies moved to dismiss the March 16 and August 21 orders on the ground that
the NRC lacked regulatory jurisdiction over them. The Licensing Board. s then
constituted, denied the licensees' motion holding that the NRC had jurisdiction
over USR Industries and the other USR Companies. With respect to the com-
plex 1980 corporate transactions, the Board concluded that

[t]here was no notice given of the transfers of controlling interest in the stock which could
involve transfers of ownership and control of a license, requiring NRC wntten consent. In
short, there was not even an attempt to comply with the mandatory requirements regardmg
" transfer of control of any license" upon wntten consent by the NRC after secunng full
information. The statute requires a full. fair disclosure to be made by licensees of actions
involving the transfer or control of licenses, so that the NRC can make an informed judgment
whether such actions are in accordance with the Atomic Energy Act. Clearly financial and
other considerations related to dectatammation of the site of licensed nuclear byproduct
activities could and should be reviewed by the NRC in fulfdtmg its statutory responsibthties.
Ilowever, the NRC never had an opportumty to seview the effect of the significant changes
in the beensed corporation because of the nondisclosure of the facts by the parties to this
proceeding. As a result of noncomphance with the statutory requirements, the transfers
of control of the hcenses by corpotu restructunng were invalid as to the NRC which is

Fobligated by statute to disregard them

Similarly with regard to the 1982 sale by USR Industries of its subsidiary Safety
Light, the Board determined that

there was no affirmatise disclosure of changes in 100% stock ownership and transfer of
control over heenses, and no wntten consent by the NRC pursuant to the statutory mandate.
The prohibitions against unapproved transfers of control of hcenses enacted by Congress

H 54 fed Reg 12,035 (19890
"54 Fed Reg .36.078 (1989t
'*/J at 36.07%
"t.BP47, .11 NRC I16,128 (1990)(footnotes onutted)
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[ cannot be ignored or avoided by heensees or by the NRC itself. The attempted transfers of

| ownership and control by the USR Companies were ineffective to ehmi.iate NRC jurisdiction

|~ over the succeeding entities because the transfers weie in viotation of statutory requirements.

| The strong pubhc policy estabhshed by Congress cannot be defeated or eroded by using
corporate forms to shield heensees from their obhgations to protect the public health and
safety. USR Industnes remain [sl responsible for decontaminating the Bloomsburg site j
under the hcenses. and the NRC has jurisdiction over them to compel compliance in this i

enforcement proceedmg." |

! Upon interlocutory review, the now defunct Atoinic Safety and Licensing
| Appeal Board determined that the 1982 sale of Safety Light by USR Industries

| contrav.:nea section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act and it affirmed the Licensing

| Board's ruling that the agency had jurisdiction over USR Industries." The

| Appeal Board specifically left open, however, the question whether the agency |

| had jurisdiction over USR Industries' four wholly owned subsidiaries as a result I

|20of the 1980 corporate restructuring
Immediately after this Licensing Board was established to hear the challenges

of Safety Light. USR Industries, and the other USR Companies to the Staff's
denials of the license renewal applications for the 02 and 08 licenses and 1

the Staff's decommissioning order, the Licensing Board presiding over the
enforcement proceedings was reconstituted so all the proceedings were before
identically constituted Boards.2' Thereafter, we decided to proceed with the
consolidated proceeding on the license renewal denials and the decommissioning )
order and, in effect, hold the proceedings involving the enforcement orders
in abeyance. The enforcement proceedings were not consolidated with the
proceeding on the license renewal denials and the decommissioning order. We
took this step in an effort to hold only one trial instead of three because of j
the likelihood that the two Staff enforcement orders would become moot in l
the event we upheld the Staff's denial of the license renewal applications and !

sustained the Staff's decommissioning order. In turn, this approach minimized
the expenditure of the licensecs' limited assets on legal fees and litigation
expenses in circumstances where those assets were needed for the costly cleanup

22 iof the Bloomsburg site We then provided the Staff with the opportunity to
23file the motion for summary disposition on the jurisdictional issues

|

"Id at 128-29
" ALAB-931. 31 NRC 350 (1990).
20 ld at 368-69.
2' $7 Fed. Reg i1.343 (1992)
22 Scc LBP-9216A. 36 NRC at 19-21.
23Tr. at 89-90
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IIL CIIRONICLES

A. Licensing Ilistory

Radium Corporation employed naturally occurring radioisotopes in its busi-
ness long before the enactment of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. With the
advent of the Atomic Energy Commission's (AEC) licensing authority under that
act, Radium Corporation received its first license to possess and use byproduct
material at its Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania site on March 16,1956. That license,
No. 37-301, authorized Radium Corporation to possess and use up to I curie

| of actinium-227 "[fjor preparation of scaled sources for experimental use within
the laboratory and for resale to AEC licensed users."24 Shortly thereafter, on
June 20,1956, the AEC issued the 02 license to Radium Corporation.25 That I

license replaced the initial license, which was then canceled. The 02 license en- |

titled Radium Corporation to possess and use at its Bloomsburg site substantial
quantities of any byproduct material with an atomic number between 3 and 83 i

for "RESEARCil AND DEVELOPMENT as defined in [ original] Section 11(q) )
Atomic Energy Act of 1954" and for " PROCESSING FOR REDISTRIBUTION |
to AEC licensed users."26 At the top of the first page of the 02 license, as in j
the case of Radium Corporation's initial license and all subsequent licenses,
the license stated, inter alia, that "[t]his license shall be deemed to contain the
conditions specified in Section 183 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, and is
subject to all applicable rules, regulations, and orders of the Atomic Energy
Commission now or hereafter in effect and to any conditions specified below."27
In turn, section 183(c) provides that "[n]either the license nor any right under the
license shall be assigned or otherwise transferred in violation of the provisions
of this Act."28

Since its issuance to Radium Corporation, the 02 license has been renewed
and amended frequently. In addition, Radium Corporation received a number
of other byproduct material licenses for Bloomsburg site activities such as the
manufacture of self-luminous sources and the application of tritiated luminous
paint to timepiece hands and dials,2' but none of these licenses is involved in the
consolidated proceeding. As pertinent here, Radium Corporation applied again
to renew the 02 license on April 25,1969.* That renewal application mucht

i

24 Staff's Monon. Eth. l. License No 37-301 (Mar 16,1956t
25 As onginally issued, the 02 heense was desigr.ated License No 37-30-2 but in subsequent years the NRC's i

heense numbering system was changed 60 that the heense now cames the number 37-00030-02
'

2* Staff's Mouon, Esh 2, Ucense No 37 342 Oune 20,1956).
271d Ser generally 10 C F R l34 34<st
28 42 U.s C. I 2233(c).
29 5ce, e g. staff's Monun. Eth 3, License No GL 122 (May 16.1462)(subsequently No 37-0001410G), ut.

Lah 4, bcense No. 37 30 7 (Apr.16,1%5)(subsequently No 37 00030-070)
3"14. Exh,6 Apphcanon for Byproduct Matenal Licenw (Apr 25,1969t
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j authorization to possess the byproduct material with atomic numbers between 3

| and 83 then at the Bloomsburg site for "[d]econtamination, clean-up and disposal

| of areas previously used for research, development and processing under this
! license" and "[d]istribution to authorized recipients of material of value that are

| [ sic] not radioactive scrap."35 In a letter accompanyi:ig the renewal application,
| Radium Corporation also requested that a new license te issued to authorize the

| remainder of the activities it wished to continue at the Bloomsburg site that were

i not already covered by its other licenses, in addition to a short-term renewal of
i the 02 license "to allow for completion of decontamination and disposal in areas
I

which were used for processing under this license."32
In response to this renewal application, the AEC issued amendment 36

to the 02 license on August 5,1969, renewing it until July 31,1970. The
amendment authorized Radium Corporation to possess any byproduct material
in the contaminated facilities and equipment at the Bloomsburg site for the
purpose of"[d]econtamination, clean-up and disposal of equipment and facilities

,

| previously used for research, development, and processing under this license."35
On the same date, the AEC also issued the 08 license to Radium Corporation
authorizing it to possess and use at the Bloomsburg site substantial quantities
of a number of radioisotopes for, inter alia, "[p]rocessing for distributiori to
authorized recipients" and "[r]esearch and development as defined in 10 CFR
30.4(q).")4 Since 1970, the 08 license has been amended several times, the
last time on January 8,1987." The 08 license has remained in effect past
its stated expiration date of December 31,1987, pursuant to the Commission's
regulations allowing license continuation pending agency action on a timely
renewal application and a final decision on the challenge to the Staff's February
7,1992 denial of the renewal applications?

After several additional license renewals, Radium Corporation once again
applied to renew the 02 license on June 7, 1977.37 Just over a year later
on eune 9,1978, the Staff wrote to Radium Corporation requesting that "you -

supplement your application with a detailed report concerning the status of
your decontamination efforts."3" Specifically, the Staff directed that the report

3'IJ at I.
32 1J. Exh. 2, Extier from o L otson Director. Nuclear Dmsion. Unned states Radium Corporanon, to Robert

E, Brmkman. Isotopes Branch U s Atonne Energy Comnussion (Apr 24,1969) Oiled as a supplement to Exh.
2 by the siaff on Oct. 23. 1992)

33 1J, beense No. 37 00030 02. Anrndment 36 (Aug. 5.1969).
3''lJ. Enh 7. Ucense No 3741001408 ( Aug 5.1969)
"UsR Industnes' Answer. Enh.16. Leense No 374X)030-08, Amendment 10 dan. 8.1987) Src 57 Fed. Reg

at 6136

3*Jee 10 C F R I 30 37(b)
37 Staff's Monon. Enh. 2, Appheanon for Byproduct Material beense dune 7.1977)
3"I.I. Iziter from Fredenck Conbs. Radioisotopes bcensmg Branch. Ihvmon of Fuel Cycle and Material safety,

to Unned States Radium Corporanon. Ann- 1 David McGraw done 9.1978).
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" identify those areas which are still contaminated and the types and quantities
of contamination in those areas, provide a description of your current program
for surveying these areas and surrounding environs, and outline your plan for

| completing decontamination of this facility."3' Radium Corporation responded
in an October 23,1978 letter stating "[e]nclosed is the information you requested
in your letter of June 9,1978. Specific operations are scheduled only through
June of 1979. At this time, a complete evaluation of survey results collected
will be carried out to determine further operations."*

The report enclosed with Radium Corporation's October 23, 1978 letter,,

I

which was entitled " Decontamination Program [,1 U.S. Radium Corporation [,]
Bloomsburg Facility" contained two parts. Part I, labeled "Present Status,"
began with a preface stating that

[tlhe purpose of the plant survey was to identify, to the best of our abihty, the status of

| the entire plant site. The survey was not designed to determine the full extent of any
contanunation found in a specific area, but rather to determine what areas or buildings did
have any significant levels of contarnination, and a rough estimate of the work and equipment
needed to carry out such decontamination. This type of survey was sorely needed because
reco'ds of the early history of radioactives [sici operations on the site (1948-1956) werer

d8incomplete

The report then briefly described the t stus of twenty-six numbered areas of the
Bloomsburg site. For example, with respect to " Area #9 - Silo" the report states
that "[t]he silo was used solely for remote storage of certain types of high-level
sources. Contamination is basically background; however, a thorough survey
has not been conducted."42 With respect to " Area l1 - Personnel Office" the
report states that

[iln the basement of the former personnel office is an old wc!! of some sort that was
,

'

apparently used for waste disposal purposes. No records are available as to what was disposed
of in this well- by whom, why or when. It apparently has a concrete cap. Radiation levels

43over the cap are 0-0 25 mR/hr beta-gamma

!

Part 11 of the report was labeled " Proposed Schedule for Further Study and 1

| Decontamination Operations" and began with a brief preface stating that

|

|

I
|

3'id
"/J. Letter from Terry D Brown. Nuclear operanons Manager. United states Radium Corporanon to Fredenck

Combs. U S Nuclear Regulaiory Comnussion toet 23.1978)
4'11. Decontaminanon Program. U S Radium Corporation. Bkomsburg Facihiy (undated
"1 ld

| ''id

1
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! lblased upon the site contanunation status contained in Part I of this program, a tentative
'

schedule for the decontamination program has been developed covenng tle next nine months.
It will be nulified by considerations such as weather conditions and survey results.

In June of 1979. a schedule for the next twelve months will be developed, based upon
new survey results and any other new information available."

l

|' The preface was followed by a schedule that detailed the decontamination steps

| and further surveying Radium Corporation would conduct from October through
December 1978 for eight of the areas at the Bloomsburg site and the acti.ms
it then would take from January through June 1979 for five other areas at the
site.45

Following receipt of Radium Corporation's report, the NRC issued amend-
ment 40 on January 25,1979, renewing the 02 license until February 29,1984."
Like the earlier licenses, amendment 40 authorized Radium Corporation to pos-

| sess the byproduct material contaminating the facilities and equipment at the
i Bloomsburg site for the purpose of "[djecontamination, cleanup, and disposal

of equipment and facilities previously used for research and development under
this license."d7 In addition, amendment 40 included new license conditions 13
and 14. Condition 13 stated that "[a] report of status and schedule of work
for the 12 months [ sic] period commencing July I shall be submitted no later
than July 1."" Condition 14 provided that "the licensee shall possess and use
[the] licensed material [ described in the license] in accordance with statements,
representations, and procedures contained in . [the] application dated June
7,1977 as amended October 23,1978."" This was the status of the 02 and 08

"IJ
'' id
"lJ., License No. 37-000 4 02. Amendment 40 (Jan. 25.1979L
''id
"lJ at 1-2
"IJ at 2. Any ambiguity that condition 13 of heense anendirent 40 imposed an annual repomng requirement

about Radium Corpoianon's decontammanon eruvices at its Bhmmshurg site was clanned the next year by
Radium Corporation's July 17. 1980 letter comnuirnent to the NRC, lhat letter from Jack Miller. Manager.
Nuclear operations. United states Radium Corporanon to John D. Kinneman. Cluef. Matenals Radiological <

Protection Secuon, ' United States Nuclear Regulatory Conmussion - Region I was wnsten in response to an |
NRC mapecuon report hnd ng Radium Corporauon's failure to hie the decontammauon status repon an item of j

noncomphance. In peninent part Radium Corporanon's letter stated
Ibrther to your letter dated June 24.19MO, utuch we received on June 30.19k0, it appears that the j

single item of noncomphance resuhed from an improper interpretation of Ccndinon |} of the above. I

capuoned license by Mr. Terry D. Brown. former Manager of Nuclear operauons.
As we advised the USNRC by the letter dated rebruary 20.1980 (copy attached). Mr. Brown is no

longer employed by Uruted States Ra6 hum Corporanon. his former responsibihues having been assumed
by the undersigned

As Manager. Nuclear operanons. I have jomed Dr John G MacHutchm. Rad 4 anon Safety ofheer, in
estabbshmg an afhrmauve reverw procedure designed to ensure that proper mierpretauon of our heense
requirements ss maintained and that the status report well be submnted to the NRC annually within the
July I date specahed.

USR Industnes' Answer. Ezh 22 (emphasis supphedi

l

<
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material licenses held by Radium Corporation at the time the licensee underwent
major structural surgery in 1980.

B. Corporate Restructuring

By way of background, Radium Corporation was initially incorporated in
Delaware in 1917 and maintained corporate offices at 170 East Hanover Av-
enue, Morristown, New Jersey." Prior to its total restructuring in 1980, Radium
Corporation was managed and operated on a highly centralized basis with three
divisions: the chemical products division that manufactured luminescent phos-
phors; the lighting products division that produced instrument panels; and the
metal products division that made specialty watch dials.58 The metal products
division was located at the Bloomsburg site and also included Radium Cor-
poration's safety lighting products business that manufactured safety lighting
products and tritiated chromatograph foils and accelerator targets - activities
requiring byproduct material licenses from the NRC.52 Before its 1980 meta-
morphosis, Radium Corporation also owned oil and gas interests and a number
of subsidiaries including Unatco Funding Corporation and Metreal Corporation.
Unatco, a Panama corporation, was formed in June 1979 to make international
venture investments. Metreal, a Pennsylvania corporation, was formed in Jan-
uary 1979 and owned the contaminated land and buildings at the Bloomsburg
site previously owned by Radium Corporation, which were leased back to the
parent corporation for, inter alia, the safety lighting products business.5) in ad-
dition to the Unatco and Metreal subsidiaries, Radium Corporation also owned

" staff's Motion. Exh. 8. Proxy Statement of Umted States Radium Corporanon (May28.1980) and Prehnunary
Prospectus of USR Indusmes, Inc. (May 16.1980) at 1. 21. filed as pan of SEC Form S 14 Registranon Staienrnt
of USR Indusines. Inc. (May 16. 1980).
8'id. Exh 9. Proxy Staienent oI Umied States Radium Corporauon and Prospectus of UsR Indusines, Inc. (July

11,1980) at 14 theremafter Proxy Statement) filed as part of the Anencan Stock Exchange Lasung Apphcanon of
USR Industnes, Inc. (reb II,1981)[heremafier AMEX Apphcation] Staff's Monon Exh. 9 includes, m addsuon
to the Proxy Statetrrnt, the following docunents as part of the AMEX Appheauen that will be cited as follows:
Ectier from Ralph T. McElvenny, Jr., Chairman of the Board and Chief Execuuve officer, United States Rad um
Corporanon. to Stockholders (July 11,1980)(heremafter Stockholder Leuerl and Nouce of Annual Meeung (July
11,1980r, Exhibit A to Proxy Statement. Agreenrnt and Plan of Merger (May 16, 1980) theremafter Merger
Agreement). and rahabit B to Proxy Statement. Ceruficate of Incorporanon of USR Indusines, Inc. #May 14
lWO)
52 Although Radmm Corporanon's July 11.1980 Proxy Siaienent clearly states that the corporation only had three

diviuons and that tir safety hghtmg products business was operated together with the metals products division.
comemporaneous correspondence suggests that Radium Corporanon someumes mdicated that the regulated safety
hghting products business was another dmsmn. For example, m a July 17,1980 letter from Radium Corporauon
to the NRC, the letierhead reads "Umled States Radam Corporation, Nuclear Products Dmsion." The leuer is
signed. however, by Jack Miller in his capacity as " Manager. Nuclear operations " USR Indusines' Answer,
Exh 22 See alw id, Exh. 24, letter from Jack Mdler, Manager. Nuclear operauons. Umted States Radmm
Corporanon. Nuclear Products Divismn. to Paul Gumn. Umted States Nuclear Regulatory Comnusuon (Sept.19.
1980L But in an October 14,1980 lener from Radmm Corporanon to the NRC, the letterhead does not contain
the "Nutlear Products Division" designauon even though it is signed by Jack Mdler in his capacity as " Manager,
Nuclear operanons." /J, Lah 21

53 Staff's Mouan, Exh 9, Proxy Statement at 14
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four other nominally capitalized subsidiaries that it formed in 1979 as part of
its restructuring process: USR Chemical Products, Inc , a New Jersey corpo-
ration; USR Lighting Products, Inc., a New Jersey corporation; USR Metals,
Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation; and U.S. Natural Resources, Inc., a Texas cor-
poration."

Until its 1980 restructuring, Radium Corporation was a publicly held, Amer-
ican Stock Exchange-listed corporation directed by a four-person board of di.
rectors." In October 1978, Mr. Ralph T. McElvenny, Jr., became Chairman
of the Board and Chief Executive Officer ("CEO"), having been first elected
to the Board in August of that same year.86 Mr. McElvenny also owned the
controlling interest in and, since 1977, was Chairman and CEO of Titan Wells,
Inc., a company involved in oil and gas exploration and production that owned
26.08% of the shares of Radium Corporation's outstanding common stock.57

,

|
Further, Mr. McElvenny was the sole director of USR Chemical Products, Inc.,

i USR Lighting Products, Inc., USR Metals, Inc., and U.S. Natural Resources,
Inc. - the four wholly owned subsidiaries Radium Corporation formed in 1979
as part of its restructuring process.58 ;

In 1980, Radium Corporation undertook the remaining steps to complete the
corporate makeover that ultimately resulted in it becoming a renamed, wholly
owned subsidiary of a new parent corporation. The newly named subsidiary,
however, owned only those assets requiring NRC material licenses while Radium
Corporation's other assets resided in four sister subsidiary corporations. In
describing its restructuring plan in a letter to stockholders accompanying its
1980 proxy statement, Radium Corporation's Chairman, Mr. McElvenny, stated
that, "[a]!though the objectives of the plan are simple, the mechanics may at
first seem somewhat complicated."" The simple objectives of the plan were
then detailed in the 1980 proxy statement as follows:

M /d, Pruxy Statenrnt at 15, id., Exhs. 12.11.10.13, Ceruticates of incorporalmn of U5R Chemical Products.
Inc., UsR Laghung Products. Inc USR Metal. Inc., and U S. Natural Resources, Inc., respectively.
M /4 Exh. 9. AMEX Apphcanon at 2. ed. Proxy Statenent at 4
S*1d, Proxy Statenrnt at 7. Two other Radium Corporanon directors. Brian P. Burns and Joseph G. Kostrzewa

also came on the board of directors in 1978 The fourth Imard menter. Harry J Dabagian, President and Chief
operaung officer of Ra&um Corporanon since September 1978. becane a director in 1977. having previously
served as Vice President und Geirral Manager of the Chemical Products Division. Mr Burns was a senior partner
in one of the law hrms that rendered legal services to Ra&um Corporauon and Mr. Kostrzewa was Senior Vice

; President and Treasurer ef Traverse Corporanon, one of two compames that operated Radium Corporation's oil

| and gas imerests.14 at 5 7. II. 1

57 /d at 3. 6 7.
38 14. Exhs.11.12.13.Cernficates of incorporanon of UsR Lighting Products. Inc. USR Chemical Products.

Inc., and U.s. Natural Resources. Inc., respecovely See alw id. Exh.15, Consent of sole Director (Nov. 24.
1980)(attached to November 24.1980 Agreenent between Radium Corporauon and USR Metals. Inc ).

" Staff's Motion. Exh. 9. Stockholder letter
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The objective of the merger and the transfers described above is to rearrange the business
,

of United States Radium Corporation into a structure better suited to n eet the current and
future needs of the total enterprise.

,4 .

The restructuring is further intended to limit the risks and liabihties associated with each

business of the Corporation to the assets associated with that business. Management believes

that each of the Corporation's businesses should be free-standing to the extent possible;
j that is, that none of the businesses should have to depend upon the others for support,
l or be burdened with the risks and liabilities associated with those our businesses. As a
'

related matter, the Corporation believes that it would be advantageous to conduct those of
its businesses which are not licensed and regulated through corporations which are separate

| and distinct from a corporation whose business is licensed and regulated. The Corporation's
i safety lighting products business is the only business of the Corporation which is licensed -

I and regulated.*0 '

|

j' The mechanics of Radium Corporation's restructuring plan - the compli-
| cated part - were also outlined in the 1980 proxy statement and an exhibit
'

thereto entitled Agreement and Plan of Merger. First, on May 14,1980, Ra-
3

dium Corporation formed another nominally capitalized subsidiary, incorporated |
in Delaware, named USR Industries, Inc.6' In turn, USR Industries formed an

| additional nominally capitalized, wholly owned subsidiary, also incorporated in
,

|
i Delaware, dubbed Industries Merger Company, Inc. (" Merger Company").62

'

l
Thereafter, pursuant to the May 16, 1980 Agreement and Plan of Merger

(" Merger Agreement") among Merger Company, USR Industries, and Radium i
Corporation, Merger Company merged into Radium Corporation effective Au- '

gust 27,1980.62 This union left Radium Corporation as the surviving corporation
and ended Merger Company's existence. Further, under the Merger Agreement
and on the effective date of the merger, each outstanding share of common stock
of Radium Corporation automatically converted into a share of common stock of
USR Industries, each outstanding share of common stock of Merger Company

I'converted into a new share of common stock of Radium Corporation, and each
' share of common stock of USR Industries outstanding immediately prior to the

j merger was canceled." As a consequence of these actions, Radium Corpora-
tion (the former publicly held parent corporation of USR Industries) became
the wholly owned, privately held subsidiary of USR Industries.65 In addition,
the Merger Agreement called for Radium Corporation to amend its certificate
of incorporation to change its name to Safety Light Corporation.**

*"id, Prosy statemens at 16-17.
"'id. Ceruheate of hworporaimn of USR Industnes
62 1d. AMEX Applicanon at 3. id. Prony staternent at 16.
63 14, Merger Agreernent at A.2;id. AMEX Apphcatmn at 1.
68 /d, Merger Agreement at A 3. id, Proxy Statement at 20.
68

|
/J. Proxy Statement m 12. 15-16

'

"14. Merger Agreement at A4
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Although the terms of the Merger Agreement changed the corporate form of
Radium Corporation from a publicly held corporation to that of a wholly owned
subsidiary of a new parent corporation, the merger itself effected few immediate
substantive changes. Ibliowing the merger, shares of USR Industries' common
stock represented the same interest in the same assets as shares of Radium
Corporation common stock represented prior to the merger.67 Similarly, the
consolidated financial statements of USR Industries immediately after the merger
were substantially the same as the consolidated financial statements of Radium

| Corporation immediately before the merger.68 The number of authorized, issued,
and outstanding shares of USR Industries common stock after the merger was thel

I
same as that of Radium Corporation before the merger." Following the merger,
the shareholders who previously owned Radium Corporation common stock
owned the same proportion and amount of USR Industries common stock and
no exchange of stock cenificates was required." Also, after the merger the stock
options for shares of Radium Corporation stock held by the Chairman and CEO
of Radium Corporation, Mr. McElvenny, and one of the directors, Mr. Burns,
only could be exercised for USR Industries common stock.7' Additionally, on
the effective date of the merger, shares of Radium Corporation common stock
were to be removed from listing on the American Stock Exchange and shares
of USR Industries common stock were to be listed.72

'Ihe officers and directors of Radium Corporation at the time of the merger
remained in their positions following it. In addition, the Chairman and CEO, as

i
well as the other three Directors of Radium Corporation, initially assumed the I

same positions at USR Industries.72 The cc:tificate of incorporation and bylaws
of Radium Corporation did not change bewise of the merger, although the i
Merger Agreement called for Radium Corporaton to change its name to Safety )
Light Corporation.74 Similarly, USR Industries' certificate of incorporation and

{bylaws at the time of the merger remained substantially the same as those of
|Radium Corporation.75

In contrast to changes in the corporate form of Radium Corporation that
occurred with the implementation of the Merger Agreement, the substantive
changes in its corporate existence occurred thereafter. The final steps in
its corporate transformation involved a series of asset transfers from Radium

I

67 /J. Proxy Statenrnt at 16
on fj ,, g y,

"ld. Merger Agreenent at A 1; sd. Pr.exy Statement at 16
"Id. Proxy Statement at 16, 21-
73 /d at 2421 l
'E ld at20. i

"It at 18; #d. Merger Agreenwns al A4
74 /J. Merger Agreement at A.3 to A4
75 /d. Proxy Statement at 20
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Corporation to four of its wholly owned subsidiaries, followed by the transfer
of stock in those subsidiaries, plus the stock of an additional subsidiary, to
Radium Corporation's new parent, USR Industries. Specifically, in late 1980,
Radium Corporation conveyed, without compensation, the entire assets of its
lighting products division to its wholly owned USR Lighting Products, Inc.,
subsidiary. The transfer was accomplished by means of an agreement between
Radium Corporation and USR Lighting Products that was executed on behalf of
the former by its Chairman and CEO, Mr. McElvenny, and adopted on behalf of
the latter by its sole director, Mr. McElvenny.76 Similarly, with the exception of
its NRC-regulated safety lighting products business which it retained, Radium i

Corporation assigned all the rest of the assets of its metal products division
to its wholly owned USR Metals, Inc., subsidiary.77 According to its proxy
statement, Radium Corporation also was to transfer the assets of its chemical 1

products division to its wholly owned USR Chemical Products, Inc., subsidiary l

and transfer its oil and gas interests to its wholly owned U.S. Natural Resources, I

Inc., subsidiary.'8
To complete its corporate restructuring, Radium Corporation then conveyed

,

all the shares of stock of these four subsidiary corporations, plus the shares I

of its wholly owned Unatco Funding Corporation subsidiary, to its new parent
corporation, USR Industries." These asset transfers left Radium Corporation
with only its NRC-regulated safety lighting products business (regulated by the
08 license) and its wholly owned Metreal, Inc., subsidiary - the subsidiary
from whid i' leased the contaminated land and buildings at the Bloomsburg,
Pennsylvania site (regulated under Radium Corporation's 02 license). All of
Radium Corporation's other assets now were the property of USR Lighting
Products, USR Chemical Products, USR Metals, U.S. Natural Resources, and
Unatco, which, with the 'ock conveyances from Radium Corporation to its
new parent, were now, like Radium Corporation, wholly owned subsidiary
corporations of USR Industries

According to Mr. McElvenny, the Chairman and CEO of both USR Industries
and Radium Corporation during the period of the corporate reorganization, no
one at either Radium Corporation or U5iR Industries notified the NRC of the
corporate restructuring before it occurred or ssked the agency for its approval
because they did not believe it was required."" Similarly, Mr. McElvenny also

*/d., Exh 14, Agreement Between Radmm Corporunon and USR Lightmg Products. Inc. (Nov. 24.1980) and
Consent of Sole Director (Nov 24.1980). id, Exh 9. Proxy statement at 15

77 /d,0xh 15, Agreement Between Radmm Corporanon and UsR Metals. Inc (Nov 24,19M0p and Consem of
Sole Director (Nov 24.19MO)
"/d.. Eth 9, Prony Statement at 15 Both of these subsidiary corporat ons apparently are now macuve

corporanons

"Id
"'Id. Esh 16. Deposmon of Ralph T Mellvenny at titl42
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knew of no explicit written consent approving any of these transactions sent by
the NRC to Radium Corporation or USR Industries,8' and the NRC has never
given its explicit written consent to any aspect of the corporate restructuring of
Radium Corporation,82

'

Following the completion of Radium Corporation's restructuring in late 1980,
Radium Corporation notified the NRC in a December 19,1980 letter referencing
the 08 license that the " United States Radium Corporation, Nuclear Products

j Division, has recently changed its corporate name to Safety Light Corporation."83
The letter then stated "la]s discussed, during one of your last plant visits, we
would like to incorporate this change and the resultant operational cb s in the
renewal of the captioned license. As you suggested, we are re-sul .itting our
entire renewal application in place of the one originally sent to you in 1978."88,

Thereafter, in a January 21,1981 letter to the NRC referencing the 02 license,
Radium Corporation stated that

This is to advise you officially that, effective 24 November 1980, our Company name
was changed from United States Radium Corporation to Safety Light Corporation. j

Our facihty location is the same as before, with the exception that the mashng address has Iq

been modified to specify our actual building, rather than the general plant site. Therefore,
in future, Lindly address all correspondence to the following:

Safety Light Corporation
4150-A Old Berwick Rd.
Bloomsburg, PA 17815 l

"5Our telephone number remains unchanged .

Notwithstanding the representations in the December 19,1980 and January |
'21, 1981 letters to the NRC, it was not until June 22, 1981, that Radium

|
al id at 182-81
82 14. Exh 22, Affidavn of Francis M Costello at 7.
Bi ld, Exh 17, letter from Jack Miller, President, Salery Eight Corporanon, to U 5. Nuclear Regulatory

Comnussion (Dec. 19.1980) This letter also appears as USR Industnes' Answer Exh. 8.
''' Staff's Monor', Exh 17. The discussion referenced in the December 19, 1980 leuer apparently occurred

durmg an carher August 14. 1980meeung between three members of the NRC Staff and four representauves i

of Radium Corporanon when the staff visued the Bloomsburg faenhry to dncuss Radium Corporanon a pending )
Apnl 12,1978 heense renewal apphcanon for the 08 heense. A subsequent NRC confirmatory letter mdicated j

that Radmm Corporanon had agreed to resubmit its heeme upphcanon because "[tthe ongmal apphcanon was
filed April 12.1978, and is now outdated (e g., user changes. pending company name change, etc.) . . . tandi i

[t]he management structure of the organizauun has changed substantially " UsR Industnes' Answer, Exh 7, |
|Letter from Paul R. Guinn. Matenal Licensing Branch, Dmsson of Fuel Cycle and Matenal Safery. to Umted

States Radmm Corporauon toct 3,1980t See uIs ed. Exh 5. Memorandum from Myu Cai,chell. Matenals
inspector. MRPS, for John D Kmneman. Chief. Matenal Radiological Protechon Secuon. FFE 158 (Aug 20,
1980) re nreting between U S Radium Corporanon and NRC ljeensmg, ad, Exh 6. Memorandum from Michael
E. wangler. Maienals Licensmg Branch, so Files qundated) re preheensmg visit to U S Radium Corporation.
1.icense No. 37.(x1010 08
'' Staff's Monon. Exh. IR. Leuer from Jack Miller. Preudent. Safety Light Corporanon, to U S. Nuclear

Regulatory Comnussion dan 21.1981) This letter also appears as UsR Industnes' Answer. Exh. 9
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Corporation's Board of Directors - now made up of three Directors- adopted
a resolution changing its corporate name to Safety Light Carporation." That

| action was followed on June 24,1981 by USR Industries' adoption, as the sole
i shareholder of Radium Corporation, of a resolution consenting to the corporate
, name change," Six months later, on December 21,1981, Radium Corporation
I filed with the Office of the Secretary of State of Delaware a name change

certificate of amendment to its articles of incorporation."8
,

|
.

C. Sale of Safety Light

After finalizing its subsidiary's corporate name change, USR Industries
disposed of Safety Light by selling it to Lime Ridge Industries, Inc. - a
Pennsylvania Corporation owned by the President and two Vice Presidents
of Safety Light.8' The sale to Safety Light's operating management was
accomplished by means of a May 24, 1982 stock purchase agreement between
USR Industries and Lime Ridge whereby USR Industries sold all of the issued,
outstanding shares of capital stock of Safety Light to Lime Ridge for $35,000
and a promissory note for $315,000.'" Under the explicit terms of the stock
purchase agreement, no personal liability for payment of the debt attached to
the Lime Ridge shareholders and Lime Ridge granted USR Industries a security ;

interest in the shares of Safety Light by pledging the shares pursuant to an
escrow agreement." In turn, Safety Light guaranteed Lime Ridge's obligation
and secured its guarantee by granting USR Industries a security interest in Safety
Light's equipment, inventory, and accounts receivable and Lime Ridge further
secured its obligation under the promissory note by granting USR Industries a
similar security interest." Finally, Lime Ridge agreed to merge into Safety Light
within 90 days, after which the shares pledged by Lime Ridge to USR Industries
would be released from escrow," Prior to the execution of the May 24,1982

" staff's Monon. Exh.19, Unansnmus Consena of Board of threctors dune 22, 1981) I
a7 /d, Exh. 20. Aetmn of sole stockholder in Lieu or Meeung (June 24, 1981). I

sa id. Exh 21. Cemricate of Amendneni (Dec. 21, 1981)
av d, Exh. 24. stock Purchase Agreenetu (May 24.1982) Tlus staff eslubit consists of a stack of 22 documentsi

labeled " safety bght Corporanon 1982 sale Documents? The stock Purchase Agreenent has sn schedules and
four exhibits and is followed by the remamder of the documents. Because nest of the docunents are made up
of multiple paFes and not all of them carry page numbers. the documents are cited by title and date and a page
number has been assigned. if necessary
'"Id at 2, ed., Exh. A, Pronussory Note (May 24.1982)
H id, stock Purchase Agreement at 3. ut, Exh B. Pledge and Eserow Agreenrnt (May 24. 1982).

,

"id, stock Purchne Agreement ai 4. ed.. Exh C, Guaratuy of Payment (May 24.1982), sd, Exh D, secunty (
Agreement (May 24, 1982). j

Id, Stock Purchase Agreement at 4 5. The agreenrnt for the sale of safety Ught also provided that safety
Ught and its subsidiary. Metreal - the lessee and owner. respectsvely of the Bloomsburg site - would enter
into a lease for a portion of that property with USR Metals. now the wholly owned subsdiary of UsR Industnes
possessmg the noturgulated assets of the former tretals pmducis division of Radium Corporanon Id at 13, lease

(Consmued)
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stock purchase agreement for the sale of all of the stock of Safety Light to its
| operating management, neither USR Industries nor Safety Light informed the

NRC of the intended sale?4 Similarly, neither USR Industries nor Safety Light
| sought the written consent of the NRC for any aspect of the transaction, and the
! NRC has never given its written consent to any aspect of USR Industries' May

24,1982 sale of Safety Light to the subsidiary's operating management."
Ten months after the sale of Safety Light in 1982 and some 14 months

following Safety Light's January 21,1981 letter notifying the NRC that Radium
Corporation had changed its name to Safety Light, the agency responded to
that correspondence by issuing amendment 42 to the 02 license." The March 7,
1983 license amendment changed the name on Radium Corporation's 02 material
license to Safety Light?7 Coincidentally, the next day NRC inspectors conducted
an unannounced routine inspection of the Bloomsburg site and discovered that
ownership of the facility had changed. According to the September 20,1983
report of the earlier March 8,1983 inspection,

[t]he inspectors learned from discussions with the hcensce's management that actual
ownership of the Bloomsburg facihty had changed on November 24,1980 [ sic), when
U.S. Radium sold the facihty and a pation of the activities previously conducted at
the Bloomsburg facility to the current President ano Vice President of the Safety Light
Corporation. The remainder of the previous actnities conducted by U S. Radium at the
Bloomsburg facility were transferred to U.S.R. Metals Corporation."

The agency's transmittal letter enclosing the inspection report also instructed
Safety Light to provide

the details of the recent change in ownership of the Safety Light Corporation, including the
date of the transaction, a discussion of the reorganization which occurred when the name of

I
Agreement ( Apr 1,1982) The lease was for pr,nons of two buildings and relaied rights of way. casements, i

and facihues at the Bloomsburg site where the metals products dmsion of Radium Corporation had camed on ;

its unregulated manufactanng operanons The lease was for an imual 5-year term at s416 67 per rnonth and gave 1

aghcable Consumer Pnce Imlen for northeastern Pennsylvania. Lease Agreement at L f|
USR Metain four opuons to renew for successive 4) ear terms wnh a reni increase for each term at 50% of the

Staff's Monon. Exh.16. Deposition of Ralph T. McElvenny at 2M-05, id. Exh. 22, Afhdavit of Francis M
i

Costello at 5; id Exh. 25, Deposioon of khn T. Miller at 163;id, Exh. 26. Deposioon of Charles R White at
69
"Id. Exh.16, at 205, id. Enh 22, at 7; #d, Exh. 25, at 164, sd, Exh 26. at 73-74
"Earher, on January 20.1983 - exactly 2 years after Safety Ught's January 21,1981 letter noufying the agency

of the name change - the NRC assued amendrrents to Radium Corporanon's other licenses changing the name of
the hcensee to Safety Ught USR Industnes' Answer. Exh.10. Ucense No. 37 00030-07E. Anendment 07 (Jan
20. 1983). Ucense No 374100M04G, Anrndmem 06 (Jan 20,19831 Ucense No. 37 0003410G, Amendnrnt
N (Jan 20.198h.
"Siaff's Monon. Exh. 2, becme No 37-000M02. Anwndment 42 (Mar. 7.1983) Ttus beense also appears

as USR Indusmes* Answer. Enh 10
"14. Exh. 27, inspechon Report Nos. 30-5980/83-01. M5981/H3-01, 345982/83-01, M5335/83-01, 30

8444/83-01 (Sept 20.1983) at 4 attached to leuer from rhomas T. Marun. Director. Dmsion of Engineenng
and Technical Programs (Region I. NRC] tonginal signed by John D IGnneman for Mr Mamn) to Safety Ught
Corporacon (Sept 22.198h [heremafier Marun truer)

i
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the licensee changed from U.S. Radium to Safety Light Corporation on November 24,1980,
a description of the current organization of the Safety Light Corporation and a desenption of
who is financially responsible for the ultimate decontanunation of the radioactive materials
buried on your propeny." F

In its letter, the NRC also instructed Safety Light to "promptly submit a report
of the status and schedule for decontamination activities for the 12-month period
commencing on July 1,1983.""'"

Safety Light responded to the NRC request for information in a November
11,1983 letter stating, in pertinent part:

1. As previously stated in correspondence of 21 January 1981 and properly incorporated
into all our existing licenses, effective 24 Novemher 1980, our Company name was
changed from United States Radium Corporation to Safety Light Corporation. There
were no organizational changes made due to the name change.

2. On 24 May 1982, USR Industnes, Inc., 2203 Timerloch Place. The Woodlands TX;
,

I finalized the sale of the stock of its wholly-owned subsidiary Safety Light Corporation
to a group of executive officers of Safety Light Corporation.

The following individuals now own 100% of the stock of Safety Light Corporation: John
T. Miller-President, David L Watts-Vice President, Charles R. White-Vice President

3 Safety Light Corporation is the corporate entity which has full corporate power to carry
on its business and is responsible for the properties and assets now owned and operated
by it.8"'

Safety Light's November i1,1983 letter thus clearly revealed to the agency
that when Safety Light was sold to its operating management it was a subsidiary
of an entity called USR Industries, Inc., a corporation theretofore unknown to
the NRC. The agency nonetheless did not pursue its inquiry into the corporate
lineage of Safety Light and the availability of adequate resources to decontam-
inate the Bloomsburg site for some 21/2 years. During this prolonged inter-
val, however, the agency did amend another of Safety Light's material licenses

,

|

I

"1J, Exh. 27, Martm letter at I.2. This letter also appears as USR ladustnes' Answer, Exh.12.
"'" Staff's Motion. Exh 27 at 2. At the same time that the Regmnal office mstructed Safety U ht to provide itF
with the details of the sale of the company, the Chief of the Matenals Secuon for Region I, John D. Kinneman. sent
a memorandum to NRC Headquarters settmg out his current understanding of the events surrounding the sale of
Safety Ught. The memorandum also quesuoned whether Safety Ught had adequate resources to decontanunate the
Bloomsburg site. USR Industnes' Answer, Exh 21, Memorandum from John D. Kmneman for John W. Hickey.
Matenal. Ucensmg Branch, NMSS (Sept.22,1983t in recommendag that the 02 material heense should contam
a schedule for decontanunauon of the property. Mr. Kmneman stated that "[t]he wordmg of beense Condiuon No.
13. does not make it clear that the hcensee has to subnut an annual plan or schedule for decontanunahon acuvities."
Id at 2. In this regard, it should be noted that Mr. IGnneman was the addressee of Radium Corporunon's July
17,1980 letter respondmg 'o the agency's citanon of the beensee (also approved by Mr Kinneman) for failure to
file an annual decontanunison status report, as required by condiuon 13 of license amendment 40 in which the
beensee comnutied to fihng an annual status report See supra note 49. j
3"3 Staff's Motmn. Eth 23, tetter from Jack Mdler, President. Safety bght Corporation.10 U S. Nuclear '

Regulatory Commission (Nov II,1983) This letter also appears as USR Indusines' Answer. Exh.13.
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authorizing it to distribute luminous signs, although that license is not involved
in this proceeding.m2 Then, on June 19-20, 1986, and again on November 12,
1986, the NRC inspected the Bloomsburg site.'" During these inspections, the
agency's inspectors requested that the licersee provide the NRC with a site plan
and the location of every company occupying the site and the location and lev- )
els of contamination found by the licensee's surveys.'" In a February 6,1987
response, Safety Light provided the NRC with a site plan of the Bloomsburg

i

site that detailed the contaminated areas and also showed the elaborate division )
of the buildings and grounds among Safety Light, its subsidiary Metreal, and |

their lessee, USR Metals.'"
{

Although the agency inspected the Bloomsburg site in June and November j

1986, the NRC did not finalize its report of that inspection until March 22,
1988."* It then sent the inspection report to USR Industries on April 20,1988 ""
According to the report of the inspection, the agency found three apparent
violations.'" First, the agency determined that the failure of USR Industries
and Safety Light to apprise the NRC of the sale of Safety Light and obtain

,

!

prior approval of the transfer of the 02 and 08 material licenses constituted an |
apparent violation of 10 C.F.R. 6 30.34(b). Second, the agency concluded that
the licensee's failure to file an annual report of the status and schedule of site

i

l

N2 USR Industnes' Answer. Exh 16 bcense No. 374X1030-09G. Amendment 08 (July 22.1986). It should be
noted that dunng the lengthy penod m which the NRC did not further invesugate Safety bght's corporate history.
the Maienals bcensmg Branch of NMs5 correspmuled with Region i regardmg the renewal of Safety bght's
02 matenal heense in an August 9.1984 mira-agency tremorandum the bcensmg Branch indicated that at nad
reviewed the status of Safety bght's 02 license thai was then under umely renewal and stated that it now was
clear that Safety bght had been sold to the current owners without any NRC review or approvat The beensing
Branch, nesertheless, tecommended that Region I process Safety bght's January 27, 1984 renewal apphcanon
and obtam from the hcensee a decomnussionmg schedule. Fmally the bcensing Branch recommended thal the
regional of fice send USR Industnes a lener si had drafted staung that the NRC had not received pnor nonce of the
sale of Safety bght or approved the sale and that it was reuewmg whether USR Industries nught be held hable
for any decontanunauen obhganon not met by Safety bght USR Industnes' Answer. Exh 14. Memorandum
from John W,N Hickey. Secuan leader. Industnal Secuon. Maienal bcensmg Branch. FC. NMSS. for John
D Kaneman. Chief. Nuclear Malenal Secuon A. Regmn I (Aug 9.1984# The regional office never sent the
bcensmg Branch's proposed letter. apparently hecause the Region I staff could not teach a consensus on the
approach the agency should take toward UsR Industnes. USR Industnes' Answer, Exh. 3, Deposinon of John D.
Kmneman at 66-67.
8"3 Staff's Monon. Exh 22. Affidavit of Francis M Comiello at 6. sd.. Exh. 29. Inspectwn Report Nos 030-
05982/86 01. 030 05980/86-01 (Mar 22.1988) at I therematter March 1988 Inspecnon Report) anached to
tetter from wilham T. Russell, Regional Adnutustrasur { Region 1. NRC) to USR Industnes. Inc. ( Apr. 20.1988;
[ hereinafter Russell tetier]
'"ld. Exh 29. March 1988 Impecuan Report at k4

j

'* /J.. Exh 28. Legend and Site Plan anached to tstier from Jack Miller. President. Safety bght Corporauon to I

U.S Nuclear Regulatory Conumssion (Feb 6.1987) Boih before and after receivmg tius Safety bght response.
the agency contmued to issue bcense amendments to Safety bght's vanous malenal heenses on January 8,
1987, the NRC issued amendment 10 to the Otl maienal heense and on June 16,1987, the NRC issued another
anrndnent to Safety bght's matenal hcenw authonnng distnbunon of lununous signt USR Indusmes' Answer.

I Exh.16
"* Staff's Monon. Exh 29, March 1988 inspection Report
"U' ld., Exh. 29, Runell letter

;

'"/J., f th 29. March 1948 Inspecuon Report at 2 |
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decommissioning work for each 12-month period since July 1,1979, constituted
an apparent violation of condition 13 of the 02 license. Third, the agency found
that licensee's failure to complete decontamination of portions of the site in
accordance with the schedule contained in licensee's letter of October 23,1978,
constituted an apparent violation of condition 14 of the 02 license.H" Finally, the
agency's transmittal letter included a demand for information pursuant to section
182a of the Atomic Energy Act"o directing USR Industries to provide, within
30 days, sworn, written responses describing all relationships and transactions
between USR Industries, United States Radium Corporation, and their successors
and subsidiaries affecting the Bloomsburg site. The NRC's information demand
also directed USR Industries to provide the agency with a decommissioning
plan for the site, including an estimate of the cost of decommissioning, and to
propose a method to ensure the availability of sufficient funds to implement the
decommissioning plan.'"

Based upon the information contained in USR Industries' response to the
i

agency's demand for information, the Staff issued the previously describedI

enforcement orders of March 16, 1989, and August 21, 1989, that are not
part of the instant proceeding."2 In each enforcement order the Staff named
as responsible entities not only Radium Corporation and Safety Light but also
USR Industries, USR Lighting products, USR Chemical Products, USR Metals,
U.S. Natural Resources, Lime Ridge, and Metreal. Subsequently, on February 7,
1992, when the Staff denied Safety Light's license renewal applications for the
02 and 08 licenses and issued the decommissioning order for the Bloomsburg
site - the Staff actions before us in this consolidated proceeding - it named
all of these same corporations as responsible entities.")

IV. PARTIES' ARGUMENTS

A. Collateral Estoppel

In its motion for summary disposition, the Staff argues that the doctrine
of collateral estoppel precludes USR Industries from relitigating in the instant
consolidated proceeding the issue of the NRC's regulatory jurisdiction over it
because that identical jurisdictional issue was previously decided against USR
Industries by the Appeal Board in ALAB-931."4 That decision resolved the
interlocutory appeal, by way of directed certification, of USR Industries and

U"See supra p. 426.

""42 U.S C. I 2232(a)
i

3" Staff's Wtmn, Lah 29. Russell Leiter. App B
|'ISee supra rp 42W21. i

"3 See supra pp 419-20 !
'd Staff's Motwn at 39-47. I

)
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its four wholly owned subsidiaries (i.e., USR Lighting Products, USR Chemical
Products, USR Metals, and U.S. Natural Resources) from the Licensing Board's
denial of the USR Companies' motion to dismiss the Staff's March 16 and
August 21,1989 enforcement orders.H5

As previously noted, the Licensing Board in LBP-90-7 ruled that the NRC
had regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries and the other USR Companies
because both the 1980 corporate restructuring of Radium Corporation aca the
1982 sale of Safety Light by USR Industries violated section 184 of the Atomic
Energy Act."6 Upon the interlocutory appeal of USR Industries and the USR
Companies, the Appeal Board squarely held that USR Industries' 1982 sale of
its Safety Light subsidiary, without the Commission's consent, was a transfer
of control of the 02 and 08 material licenses within the meaning of section
184 of the Atomic Energy Act, thereby giving the NRC jurisdiction over USR
Industries for purposes of the enforcement order proceedings.887 The Appeal
Board left open, howevet the issue of the agency's regulatory jurisdiction over
USR Industries' four wholly owned subsidiaries that were created as part of the
1980 corporate restructuring of Radium Corporation."8

.in its opinion in ALAB-931, the Appeal Board began its analysis with tbc
language of section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act and posed thejurisdictional
issue before it as requiring the Board to decide what constitutes "the direct or
indirect transfer of a license through a ' transfer of control' of that license.''"' '

The Appeal Board then addressed each of USR Industries' arguments on that
jurisdictional question.

Before the Appeal Board, USR Industries first asserted that the 1982 sale of
Safety Light stock to three members of Safety Light's operating management
was not a transfer of the license within the meaning of section 184 because of
the established tenet of corporate law that the transfer of stock in a corporation
does not act to transfer any of the assets of the corporation. Based on the lack
of any supporting legislative history of section 184, the Appeal Board rejected
this assertion, concluding there was no indication that Congress intended to
incorporate that principle or any other tenet of corporate law into the section.

'
The Appeal Board also examined and rejected USR Industries' argument

concerning the significance of the fact that section 184 speaks only to the transfer
of a license. According to USR Industries, because section 184 as originally
proposed would have encompassed the transfer of a licensce, the difference
between this language and the enacted language indicated a congressional

H3 Al.AB-931. 31 NRC at 355
U*See supra pp 42| 22
H7 AL.AR-938. 31 NRC at 36%68
U*ld at368,
"'id at361
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intent not to include transactions like the 1982 sale of Safety Light stock,'20
Similarly, USR Industries argued that such a legislative intent could be found
in the difference in language between section 184 and section 310(d) of the
Communications Act'25 - an earlier enacted regulatory scheme on which
many of the provisions of the Atomic Energy Act generally were based. The
latter provision, in prohibiting transfers of Federal Communications Commission
station licenses without agency permission specifically speaks of, inter alia,
transfers of control of corporations holding licenses. In rejecting these USR
Industries' arguments, the Appeal Board stated that the legislative history of
section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act was silent reFarding the reason for casting
that section in terms of the transfer of control of the |icense and it concluded
that

| there is no cause to believe that Congress would have destred certain transfers of total
I

ownership of heensed radio stations to require prior agency approval in circumstances where
identical transfers of total ownership in corporations holding nuclear licenses would not
require such approval. Indeed, given the manifest pubhc health and safety imphcations
of activities under nuclear hcenses, it is reasonable to assume that Congress would have

| been even more interested in clothing this Commission with the authonty to pass adsance
judgment on the acceptahnhty of transactions such as those now in issue 122

Having concluded that there was no congressional bar to Commission over-
sight of the 1982 transaction, the Appeal Board turned its attention to the ques-

| tion of whether that arrangement was a direct or indirect transfer of control of

| the licenses issued to Radium Corporation, in this regard, the Appeal Board
'

concluded:

[wle discern no room for reasonable doubt that a transfer of control took place. In this regard,
we hrJ totally irrelevant the fact that, as the USR Compames stress, under corporate law, a

,

transfer of shares of stock does not serve as a transfer of corporate assets. Apart from the !

absence of anythmg to indicate that Congress intended that doctnne to govern the application
of section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act, our concern here is with the transfer of control
over the heenses issued to U.S. RaJium. Irrespectise of whether those hcenses themselves
(as a corporate asset) are deemed to have been transferred when USR industnes sold its
100% interest in its Safety Light (nee U.S. Radium) subsidiary to the three individuals, it
cannot be senously rnaintained that the effect of the sale was not a transfer of control.

Before the sale, those who possessed domimon over the full ranFe of the operations i

of USR Industries had the authonty, if they desired to exercise it, to call the tune with I

respect to Safety Light's activities under the licenses by reason of Safety Light's status as a
wholly-owned subsidiary . This is so esen though the 1982 purchasers of Safety Light 1

also happened to be its President and two Vice Presidents. Upon consummation of the sale, I
USR Industnes' managenent necessarily rehnquished all nght to dictate how the licensed

82"Id at 363 64
328 47 U s C i 310ld)
122 ALAll 931,31 NRC at 364
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activities should be conducted Rather, the full right to direct those activities - and thus to
123control the hcenses themselves - became vested in the new owners of Safety Light.

In making this determination, the Appeal Board in ALAB-931 also rejected
'

several additional arguments of USR Industries. According to USR Industries,
because the same radiation safety officer and employees under the supervision of
the licensee's radioisotope committee had " control" of the license and licensed
activity both before and after the 1982 sale there was never a transfer of that
control. The Appeal Board found that conditions contained in the 02 license
designed to ensure that only qualified employees were involved with licensed
activities did not place those employees in control of the license within the
meaning of section 184 of the Atomic Enc gy Act.

Finally, USR Industries argued that the NRC interpreted the concept of
control in section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act differently for Part 30 material
licenses than for Part 50 reactor licenses. USR Industries claimed that in initial
applications for reactor licenses, unlike initial applications for material licenses,
the agency requires the names, address, and citizenship of the utility's directors
and officers. This difference, USR Industries claimed, was proof that the agency
did not believe that control of Part 30 material licenses is vested in corporate
directors and officers. In rejecting this argument, the Appeal Board stated:

No doubt. the Commission has its reasons for requiring utahties seeking to construct or to
operate massive nuclear power plants to provide information that is not hkewise reqmred
of a corporate appbcant for a byproduct matenal heense, which generally are of much
smaller dunensions. There is, however, no cause to suppose that one of those reasons is that
the Commission perceives fundamental differences in the concept of control of a Part 50
license, as compared with that of a Part 30 license. Indeed, the Commission's implementing
regulations in the two Parts are identical to the extent relevant here.

In sum, although there are obvious differences between Part 30 and Part 50 licenses (and
the processes necessary to obtain them), none of those differences is pertment to the matter
of where " control" of the beense hes within the meamng of the Atomic Energy Act and
the implementing regulations. In the mstance of a corporate Part 30 or Part 50 heensee,
that control is to be found in the person or persons who. because of ownership os authority
explicidy delegated by the owners, possess the power to deternune corporate policy and thus
the direction of the activities under the beense. flere, to repeat. control over the hcense in
question thus was in the hands of USR Industries at the time of the sale of its wholly-owned
Safety Light subsidiary and, upon that sale the control was transferred to the pachasers
without the NRC's consent.'M

in its answer to the Staff's summary disposition motion, USR Industries
does not directly respond to the Staff's argument that the doctrine of collateral

12)!J ai 365.
*IJ ni 366.
125 1d al 367 tfootnotes onutted)
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estoppel bars it from relitigating here the same jurisdictional issue previously
decided against USR Industries by the Appeal Board in ALAB-931. Ratheri

j than confront the Staff's argument, USR Industries takes the position that the
'

Appeal Board's jurisdictional ruling in ALAB-931 is only the " law of the case"
| and, therefore, we should reconsider the question of the agency's jurisdiction

over USR Industries in this proceeding. In support of this proposition, USR

| Industries contends that because the law of the case doctrine is only a rule
| of practice, we have the necessary authority to reconsider the jurisdictional
| issue, it then argues, without any elaboration or specification, that we should

exercise our discretion to revisit the issue in the instant proceeding because
the Staff has submitted new facts and arguments not previously raised and
USR Industries should have the opportunity to present additional evidence
in response.'26 Finally, in a concluding footnote, USR Industries claims that
"[fjor these same reasons, the related doctrines of collateral estoppel and res
judicata should not prevent reconsideration of the issue of jurisdiction over USR
Industries."'" Citing the Commission's Clinch River decision,'28 USR Industries
asserts that these doctrines need not apply to an administrative agency when
overriding public policy interests favor relitigation of a matter. It argues that
revisiting the jurisdictional issue is appropriate here in order to lay to rest the
Staff's assertion that the 1982 sale of Safety Light violated section 184 of the
Atomic Energy Act. N

USR Industries' reliance on the law of the case doctrine to avoid the
preclusive effects of the Appeal Board's jurisdictional ruling in ALAB-931 is
misplaced. Although in some circumstances the law of the case doctrine may
be a rule of practice as USR Industries suggests, that doctrine only applies to
successive stages of the same proceeding '* The instant consolidated proceeding
involves the Staff's February 7,1992 license renewal denials of the 02 and
08 material licenses and the Staff's decommissioning order of the same date.
This consolidated proceeding is a separate and distinct preceeding from the
enforcement proceedings in which the Appeal Board handed down ALAB-931.
The latter enforcement proceedings have not been consolidated with the license
renewal denials and decommissioning proceeding with which we deal here. This
being so, the law of the case doctrine simply has no relevance to the current
consolidated proceeding and that doctrine cannot be used as the foundation for
an aigument to avoid the preclusive effects of ALAB-931.

326 UsR Industnes' Answer as 27-29
127 Id at29 n19
328 Untred Siares Dr;artment of Energy IChnch River Breeder Reactor Plano. Ct.1-82-23.16 NRC 412. 420

(1982)
'NUSR Industnes* Answer at 29 n 19
' *See iB James w. Moore et al , Moore s federal fruttu e to 404t 1](2d ed 1995)[heremafter Moort's Frderal

fractwr}
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Nonetheless, even if we assume that the instant consolidated proceeding is
somehow part of the earlier enforcement proceedings in which ALAB-931 was

I decided, the law of the case doctrine still provides no basis for USR Industries to
avoid the preclusive effects of the Appeal Board's ruling. That doctrine provides
that once the law of the case is determined on appeal by a superior tribunal in a
proceeding, the inferior tribunal lacks the authority to depart from it in that same
proceeding. Any change in the law of the case must be made by the superior
tribunal itself or by a yet higher authority to which the superior tribunal owes
obedience,828 Thus, in the posited circumstances, we would be required to follow
ALAB-931 because it was rendered by a superior tribunal upon an interlocutory
appeal at a previous stage of the same proceeding. Consequently, even in
this assumed situation, USR Industries' argument evidences a fundamental
misapprehension of the law of the case doctrine and its argument does nothing
to avoid the preclusive effects of the Appeal Board's earlier ruling that the NRC
has regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries.

Further, the Staff is correct that USR Industries is barred by the doctrine of
| collateral estoppel from relitigating here the identical jurisdictional issue decided

against it by the Appeal Board in ALAB-931. Although variously stated, one
familiar formulation of the doctrine of collateral estoppel, or issue preclusion,
was provided by the first Justice Harlan:

The general prmeiple announced in numerous cases is that a right, question, or fact
distinctly put in issue and directly determined by a court of competent jurisdiction, as a
ground of recovery, cannot be disputed in a subsequent suit between the same parties or
their privies; and even if the second suit is for a different cause of action, the right, question,
or fact once so determined must, as between the same parties or their privies, be taken as
conclusively established, so long as the judgment in the hrst suit remains unmodi6ed.132

That doctrine long has been held applicable to administrative adjudicatory de-
terminations'33 and issue preclusion is a settled principle of NRC adjudicatory
proceedings.'" As in judicial proceedings, the purpose of the administrative
repose doctrine "is to prevent continuing controversy over matters finally de-
termined and to save the parties and boards the burden of relitigating old is-
sues."t35

Agency precedents, which track judicial ones, establish that, in order for issue
preclusion to apply,

,

|

131 jg

III
Southern Pact)fc KR v United States. |68 U s I 46-49 (ltt97).

133 See Unsted States v Utah Constructwn & Ahnung Ca,384 U s 394. 42| 22 (l966); Commuswner v Sunnen.

333 U.S 591 (1948). See alw 4 K. Davis. Admmurrutne law Treatise i 212 (2d ed 1983t
I"See, e t. Alabama Power Co (Joseph M Farley Nuclear Plani. Units I and 2) CLi 74-12. 7 AEC 203 (1974t
835 Caruhna four and Ught Ca ishearon Hams Nuclear Power Plant). ALAB-837,23 NRC 525. 536 (1986)
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the indnidual or entity against wo.m the estoppel b asserted must have been a party, or
in privity with a party, to the earher htigation. The issue to be precluded also must be the
same as that involved ir. the prior proceedmg and the issue must have been actually raised.
htigated, and adjudged [by a inbunal of competent junsdictioni. Additionally, the issue must
have been matenal and relevant to the disposition of the first action, so that its resolution
was necessary to the outcome of the earlier proceeding.'"

Stated somewhat more succinctly, the application of the doctrine of collateral
estoppel requires that we consider the questions of identity of parties, identity
of issues, and issue materiality.

In the circumstances presented, the doctrine is fully applicable and USk
Industries has submitted no supportable grounds to thwart its impact. Initia!!y,
however, we note that USR Industries effectively has abandoned any defense to
the applicability of the doctrine with respect to the issue of the NRC's regulatory
jurisdiction over USR Industries stemming from the 1982 sale of Safety Light in
violation of section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act. In its summary disposition
motion, the Staff met its burden as the moving party by fully briefmg the issue
of the applicability of the doctrine and demonstrating how each requirement of
the preclusion doctrine was met. USR Industries' only response has been to
ignore the Staff's argument. In such circumstances, we are under no obligation
to construct USR Industries' defense for it. Rather, we justifiably may treat the
legal issue as conceded by USR Industries."7

In any event, all of the elements for the application ofissue preclusion on the
question of the NRC's regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries are present
here. Turning first to the issue of party identity, USR Industries was named as
a responsible party in the Staff's enforcement orders of March 16 and August
21, 1989,"8 and USR Industries requested the hearings"' that ultimately led,
upon its interlocutory appeal, to the Appeal Board's jurisdictional ruling in
ALAB-931. Thus, USR Industries clearly was a party to the earlier enforcement
proceedings in which the issue of jurisdiction was litigated.

With respect to the matter of identity of issues, we note that the doctrine
of collateral estoppel is fully applicable to questions of jurisdiction.'" In
the instant consolidated proceeding, the question of the agency's regulatory
jurisdiction over USR Industries is identical in every material respect to the
jurisdictional issue that was raised, litigated, and adjudged in the enforcement

IM id at 536-37 (footnote citations ornitted:
"7 Cf Shrsrun Harru. Al.AB-837,23 NRC at 53344. DuAs fmr Ce qCatawba Nuclear sianon. Units I and
2). ALAB.355, 4 NRC 397. 413 (19761. Conumers Power Co. tMedlanJ Plant. Unns I and 2). ALAB-270,1
NRC 473. 476 (1975).
"" 54 Fed. Reg 12.035 (1989) 54 r d Ra9 36.078 (19891.e

"' Answer and Request for Hear , 17.1989) al 5. Answer and Request for Heanng (sept 8.1989) at 5
l*ser, e g, Stoll v Gortlerb. 305 U s 165. |72 (l936). BalJsm y towa Sture Travelmg Men's Ass'n, 283 U.5
522, 524--26 t1931).
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' proceedings. Specifically, in its answer to the Staff's March 16 and August 21,

1989 enforcement orders, USR Industries denied that the NRC had regulatory
jurisdiction over it."' USR Industries then affirmatively raised the issue of
the agency's jurisdiction over it before the Licensing Board in a motion to
dismiss the Staff orders.u2 After the Licensing Board denied its motion to
dismiss,"i USR Industries filed with the Appeal Board a motion for directed
certification of the Licensing Board's action."d The Appeal Board accepted
USR Industries' interlocutory appeal, and, in ALAB-931, affirmed the Licensing

| Board's ruling with respect to the agency's regulatory jurisdiction over USR
j'

Industries."5 The Appeal Board's ruling in ALAB-931 -like the Licensing 1

Board's initial ruling in LBP-90-7 - leaves no doubt that the issue of the
agency's regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries was. raised, argued, and
decided in the enforcement proceedings. Nor is there any question that under l
the Commission's Rules of Practice the Licensing Board and then the Appeal
Board had the requisite authority to entertain and dispose of USR Industries'
motion to dismiss and the subsequent interlocutory appeal on this issue."*

There also is no question that the issue of t'n NRC's regulatory jurisdiction
over USR Industries was relevant and material .o the eventual disposition of the
enforcement proceedings. Without regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries,
the agency's enforcement orders directed to that corporation would be without
force and effect. Thus, the last requisite for applying issue preclusion is fulfilled
because resolution of the jurisdictional issue was necessary to the outcome of
the enforcement proceedings.

Moreover, even though the Appeal Board's jurisdictional ruling in ALAB-
931 was in response to an mterlocutory appeal, its decidon is sufficiently
final to warrant imposition of the doctrine of collateral estoppel and preclude

"3 Answer and Request for Heanng (Apr 7.1989) at 5, Answer and Request for Heanng (Sept 8.1989) at 5.
H2 Monon to Disnuss orders issued March 16.19N9, and August 21.1989 (Nov. 20,19N9) See dm NRC staff's
Response to Monon of USR Indusines, Inc.. UsR Lighung, Inc., UsR Chenucals, Inc . USR Metals. Inc.. and
U s. Natural Resources. Inc., to Disnuss orders lasued March 16.19H9 and August 21.1989 (Dec.15,19M9).

,

Reply of USR Industnes. Inc.. USR 1;ghung. Inc., USR Chenucal Products, Inc.. USR Metals, ine., and U.S. i

Natural Resources. Inc., in Support of the Mouen to Disnuss orders issued March 16.1989 and August 21.1989
dan. 3,1990)
W t.BP-90 7. 31 NRC 116 (1990)
* Monon of USR Industnes. Inc~. USR bghung Inc., USR Chenucal Products, Inc , USR Metals. Inc , and
U S. Natural Resources. Inc., for Directed Ceruficanon (reb 7.1990). See alw Supplemental Monon of USk

,

!
Industnes. Inc., UsR Lighung. Inc., USR Chenucal Products, Inc., USR Metals, Inc. and U.S. Natural Resources.
Inc. for Directed Ceruhcanon(rch 11.1990L NRC staff's Response to Monon and Supplemental Monon of UsR

,

Industries. Inc., USR U hung. inc., UsR Chenucal Products, ine.. USR Metals. Inc.. and U.S Natural Resources,F !

inc., for Directed Cerufscanon deb 28.1990L Subnusuon of UsR Indusines, lac, Companng secuan 310 of
the Federal Commurucanon Act of 1934. as amended. to secuon IM of the Atonne f.nergy Act of 1954 (Mar.
7.1990), NRC Staff Response to Subnusuor, of USR Industnes. Inc . Companng secuon 310 of ttr Federal
Commumcanon Act of 1914. as anended, to sect on Ik4 of the Atonne Energy Act of 1954 (Mar 16.1990).
US Al.AB 931. 31 NRC 350 (1990)
"*$ce 10 C F R || 2.718,2 721,2 730tet ruNar Senke Co of New Hamp3 hire (seahrook stauon. Unas I and
2) ALAB-271, 8 NRC 478 (1975)

i
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relitigating the identical issue he:e. In contrast to the docun.e of res judicata
that is applicable only when a final judgment is rendered, "foi purposes of
issue preclusion . ' final judgment' includes any prior adjudication of an
issue in another action that is determined to be sufficiently firm to be accorded
conclusive effect.""7 For a prior determination of an issue to be sufficiently
firm to support issue preclusion, the earlier decision should not be " avowedly
tentative.""" Additionally, the fact "that the parties were fully heard, that the
court supported its decision with a reasoned opinion, [and] that the decision

was in fact reviewed on appeal are factors supporting the conclusion that.,

the decision is final for the purpose of preclusion.""'
Precisely because the jurisdictional issue was resolved by the Licensing Board

| in the enforcement proceedings and then thoroughly tested on appeal before the
,

Appeal Board, it is appropriate to apply the preclusion doctrine here. The Appeal |

| Board's affirmance in ALAB-931 of the Licensing Board's jurisdictional ruling
( with respect to USR Industries was not tentative or preliminary but was intended

i as the terminative determination on the question of the agency's regulatory
| jurisdiction over USR Industries. The type and quality of procedures under
| which the jurisdictional issue was litigated before the Licensing Board in the

enforcement proceedings were identical to those that would be applicable if the
issue were again litigated in this consolidated proceeding. Both proceedings
are formal adjudicatory proceedings conducted pursuant to Subpart G of the
Commission's Rules of Practice,10 C.F.R. Part 2. Thus, USR Industries already
has had a full and fair opportunity to litigate the issue in the enforcement
proceedings and there is no valid reason for giving it a second bite of the apple.

Finally, even when, as here, all of the requirements for applying the doctrine
of collateral estoppel are met, the doctrine still must be " applied with a sensitive
regard for any supported assertion of changed circumstances or the possible
existence of some special public interest factor in the particular case.""" In

; the instant case, USR Industries has not shown any changed circumstances or
asserted any valid public interest factors sufficient to avoid the imposition of
the preclusion doctrine to the issue of the agency's regulatory jurisdiction over
it. Nevertheless, we note that USR Industries does make the bald declaration
in its misplaced argument on the law of the case doctrine that "the NRC Staff
has submitted new facts and arguments not previously raised with respect to
jurisdiction" and, therefore, "USR Industries should not be prevented from
vigorously presenting additional evidence in response."'" USR Industries fails

"'Renasement iSewnd) of Judstments | |3 0960)
"* ld em g
"* ld.
"0Alabama Amer Ca Omeph M Farley Nudear Plant, Unns 1 and 2). ALAB 182. 7 Al.C 210. 216 0974.
rrmanded. CLI.7412. 7 Ar.C 203 0974.
"I UsR Industnes' Answer at 28.
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to identify, much less support, what facts and arguments the Staff makes in I
this consolidated proceeding that were not made previously in the enforcement
proceedings. Nor has it identified what new evidence it seeks to offer or
explained why such evidence was not presented in support of its motion to j
dismiss in the enforcement proceedings. Indeed, our comparison of the filings of 1

USR Industries and the Staff befere the Licensing Board and the Appeal Board
in the enforcement proceedings with the filings of the parties in the instant
consolidated proceeding fails to reveal any new material facts or significant
arguments that were not fairly made in'the enforcement proceedings "2 |

In any event, even if the Staff asserts some new facts or arguments in support I
of the agency's regulatory jurisdiction in its summary disposition motion, that
occurrence, without a great deal more, does not translate into the kind of
" supervening, material change in factual or legal circumstances" that is necessary l
to vitiate imposition of issue preclusion."2 "To produce absolution from
collateral estoppel on the ground of changed factual circumstances, the changes
must be of a character and degree such as might place before the court an issue
different in some respect from the one decided in the initial case.""4 Similarly,
"a change or development in the controlling legal principles" or a " change
[in] the legal atmosphere" may make issue preclusion inapplicable."' No such
factual or legal changes are present here and USR Industries asserts none. j
Furthermore, the Licensing Board's jurisdictional ruling in the enforcement |
proceedings was issued in response to USR Industries' motion to dismiss for lack
of regulatory jurisdiction over it. By raising the jurisdictional issue in a dismissal
motion before it had undertaken any discovery, USR Industries controlled not
only the timing of its filing but also the extent of the factual development of the
issue, so it should not now be heard to complain about newly asserted, albeit
unspecified, facts and arguments by the Staff in the instant proceeding.

Finally, there are no special public interest factors present here to preclude
applying the doctrine of collateral estoppel. USR Industries claims that the
jurisdictional issue was wrongly decided in the enforcement proceedings and
argues in a footnote that there is a "significant public policy interest in c,rrectly
determining the issue of jurisdictic:. "d* USR Industries' argument is devoid of
merit. Whatever otha public policy factors may outweigh the application of the
doctrine of collateral estoppel,"? the correctness of the earlier determination of

U2 5cc supra notes 142 & 144
"I farle), ALAH-182. 7 ALC at 213.
"* iB hivore's FrJeral Practn e t o 448. at 111 642. See Afontana v. l'nued Stairs. 440 U.s |47, t59 0979)
(holdmg that change in factual settmg not sufhcient to create a nem legalissue)
"8 5unnen. 333 U s at 599-600
"6 UsR Industnes' Answer at 29 n 19
157 3rc e Afe wmd Corp v Afed Contment /menment Co. 320 U s 661. 669-70 0944).
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an issue is not among them. Simply stated, issue preclusion does not depend
on the correctness of the prior decision."8

The premise of preclusion itself is that justice is better served in most cases by perpetuatmg
a posubly mistaken decision than by permittmg rehtigation. If rehtigation were pernutted
whenever it might result in a more accurate determination, in the name of " justice," the very
values served by preclusion would be quickly destroyed. The risks of imposing a wrong
decision on later htigation, moreover, are accounted for in many ways by the wide array of
limitations [on applying the doctrine])"

Nor is USR Industries' argument buttressed by its reliance on the Commis-
sion's Clinch River decision.'" That decision involved a request for an exemp-
tion pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 9 50.12 rather than a formal adjudicatory proceeding
required by section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act. Whatever else that case may
stand for, it is simply inapposite to the question of the applicability of the doc-
trine of collateral estoppel to the formal administrative adjudications involved
here.

Accordingly, all the requirements for applying the doctrine of collateral
estoppel are met and USR Industries is estopped from asserting in the instant
consolidated proceeding that the NRC lacks regulatory jurisdiction over it. USR
Industries may not relitigate here the same jurisdictional issue decided against
it in ALAB-931.

B. Alternative lloiding

Alternatively, even if we assume that the doctrine of collateral estoppel
is inapplicable to the issue of the NRC's regulatory jurisdiction over USR
Industries, we nevertheless would resolve that question preccely as the Appeal
Board did in ALAB-931. Because the facts regarding USR Industries' 1982
sale of its Safety Light subsidiary, the jurisdictional issue, and USR Industries'
arguments before the Appeal Board in the enforcement proceedings, are all
identical to the facts, issue, and arguments here, there is no basis to distinguish
ALAB-931 from the instant case. Hence, we must follow that decision as a
matter of stare decisis. Equally compelling, however, is the fact that the Appeal
Board's reasoning in ALAB-931 rejecting each of USR Industries' various
arguments is fully explained and is correct. Thus, we not only follow that
decision, but we incorporate it here to avoid repeating that same analysis. We
do so notwithstandtng the fact that the Appeal Board's jurisdictional ruling was

"8 t'aned Stairs r Afmer. 266 U s 236,242 (1924L Afrimurhlm i Bradler, 803 I:.2d i197,1204 (D C. Cir.
1986) See !B Afsort's frderal Prm tu r10 441[21. at til-519 to in -521
I"l8 Charles A Wnghi et al . federal Prarnre and Pruredere i 4426. at 265 (1981)
I"CLI-82-23,16 NRC 412 (1982).
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rendered on review of the Licensing Board's ruling on a motion to dismiss
rather than, as here, on a motion for summary disposition. We are able to make
this determination because, contrary to USR Industries' assertion, there are no
genuine issues of material fact in dispute that preclude the grant of summary
disposition on the jurisdictional issue with respect to USR Industries.

Along with its summary disposition motion, the Staff filed a statement of
undisputed material facts as required by 10 C.F.R. l 2.749(a). Among its factual
assertions regarding USR Industries' 1982 sale of its Safety Light subsidiary,
the Staff's listing includes statements 65, 66, and 67 assening, respectively,
that none of the corporations involved in the 1982 transaction requested the
NRC's prior permission or consent to transfer control of the 02 and 08 material
licenses; that the NRC has never made a finding that the 1982 transaction was
in accordance with section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act; and that the NRC has
never given its written consent to the 1982 transaction as required by section
184.'68 The Staff supports statement 65 with the deposition testimonies of the
Chairman and Chief Executive Office of USR Industries, and the initial President

and Vice President of Safety Light.i62 Although this same deposition testimony
also supports factual assertions 66 and 67, the Staff specifically supports these
factual statements with the affidavit of the NRC's principal inspector for the
Bloomsburg site who served in that capaci.y from 1980 through 1989. O j

In both its answer to the Staff's summary disposition motion as well as its
statement of disputed facts filed with its answer, USR Industries merely states
in a footnote, without more, that it disputes the Staff's statements 65,66, and
67? Nowhere in either its answer or its statement of disputed facts, however, j

does USR Industries challenge these Staff statements or provide any evidence ;

directly controverting them. Because USR Industries has neither controverted i

Staff statements 65, 66, and 67 as required by section 2.749(a) nor provided i
affidavits or other evidence demonstrating tnet there is a genuine issue of fact

l'' NRC staff's Statement of Undaputed Maienal Facts as to which no Genume issu Remams (undated) at 10.
162 /d at 10 n 37.
'd /J at 10 nn 38 & 39. See supra pp 4434 and notes 94-95
lad

Sec USR industnes' Answer at 4 n 1. statement of Dnputed Facts f undated) ai 2 n I. In the same manner.
UsR Indusines also &sputes Staff statenrnt 21, which assens that there is no issue as to the NRC's regulatory
junsdiction over Metreal. See USR Industries' Answer at 4 n 1. 30 n 20. Statement of Dnputed Facts (undated)
at 2 n 1. Contrary to USR Industnes' asseruon. however, staff statement 21 presents no genume issue of &sputed
matenal fact and Usf. Industnes cannot now for the 6rst time challenge the agency's reFulatory junsdicuon mer
Metreal in response to the Staff's February 7.1992 heense renewal appbcanon demals and deconurussionmg
order that nanrd. mier alta. Metreal as a responsible party, safety tj ht, UsR Industnes. and the other UsRg

Compames filed on February 27.1992, a jome " Answer and Request for Heanng " See 10 C F R I 2 705 The
answer demed that the NRC had regulatory junsaction mer UsR indusines and the other Usk Compames. The
answer did mW deny that the agency had juns&enon mer Metreal and the answer was not hied on beh.df of
Metreal Further. Metrea! ad not ble a separate answer denymg that the NRC had regulatory junseenon mer
it Accordmgly. because no denial by. or on behalf of. Metreal ever has been hied with respect to the agency's
regulatory juns&ctum oser it and, under the Comrrussioner's Rules of Pracuce maners not demed are aderuned.
USR Indetnes canmn now challenge the NRC's junsdiction mer Metreal
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| about those statements as required by section 2.749(b), Staff statements of
! material fact 65, 66, and 67 are deemed admitted." Accordingly, there are

no genuine issues of material fact to preclude the grant of summary disposition
| on the jurisdictional issue with respect to USR Industries and there is no bar to
'

our following and adopting the Appeal Board's decision in ALAB-931.
Moreover, nothing raised by USR Industries' counsel during argument on the

, Staff's summary disposition motion rises to the level of sufficient evidentiary
| support to controvert the Staff's factual statements and demonstrate a genuine

issue of disputed material fact. At oral argument, USR Industries' counsel
opined that the 1983 discusNn between Safety Light's management and NRC
inspectors at the Bloomsburg site, where the inspectors learned of the earlier
1982 sale of Safety Light and the Staff's subsequent correspondence for over 4
years exclusively with Safety Light (and not USR Industfies), amounted to an
NRC finding of compliance with the requirements of the Atomic Energy Act and

| NRC consent to the sale of Safety Light.* Although this argument is inventive,
'

the matters recited by USR Industries' counsel simply do not controvert the
Staff's fully supported statement of undisputed material facts 65,66, and 67.
Even if the events asserted at oral argument are most generously considered,

| they fall short of the mark. While these events might amount to colorable
evidence, under the standards governing suminary disposition," they do not
constitute sufficient evidence from which a reasonable jury could find for USR

* Sectmn 2.749(a) rI 10 C F R proudes that "[a]Il notenal facts set forth in the statement reqmred to be served
by the nmung pany will be deemed to be adnutted unless conmwened by die statemeni reqmred to be served
by the opposmg pany " In a second similar prowsmn. the Comnussion's suminary dispossuon rules, hke the
analogous sununary judgment prousmn of Rule 56(e) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, states that

[w) hen a monon for summary disposmon is made and supported as prouded m this sectmn. a party
opposmg the motion may not rest upon the mere alleganons or demals of his answer, his answer by
aindavits or as otherwise prouded m this sectwn most set fonh specinc facts shcung that there is a
Fenuine assue of fact

]
10 C r R 5 2 749tb) Finally. and aFain hke the prousmn of Rule 56tc) of Ihe i ederal Rules. the summary i

disposmon rules provide that the Licensing Board

hall render the deciuon sought if the hhngs an the proceedmg. deposmons, amwers to mterrogatones,
and adnussmns on hie, together with the statements of the parties and the afhdavits, if any. show that
there is no gemune assue as to any natenal fact and that the nmutig pany is enutled to a decismn as a
mat"r of law.

10 C F R. I 2 749(di
"T at 235 See supra pp 434-36
* Because the Comnussion's summary disposauon rules burrow estenuvely from Rule 56 of the Federal Rules,it
has kmg been held that federal court decisions interpreung and applying hke prousions of Rule 56 are appropnate
precedent for the Comnussmn's rules Sce, e p. Cleselao Eleonc illummarmy Ca (perry Nuclear Power Plant.
Unsts I and 2L ALAB-443, 6 NRC 741, 753-54 (1977). Thus, pursuani 10 Rule 5fde) and, by analogy the
Commission's summary dispossemn rule. "[o]nly disputes mer facts that nught affect the outcome of the sual under
the govermng law will properly preclude the entry of summary judgment iactual dispules that are irrelevant or
unnecessary will not be counted" Anderwn v Liberr3 L&, Inc.,477 U.s 242,248 (19146). Smularly. summary
judgment. as well as summary disposumn. "will not he if the dispute about a matenal lact as 'genume', that is. if
the endence is such that a reasonable Jury could return a verdict for the nonnmung party." Id Stated otherwise.
"there is no issue for trial unicss there is sufficient endence favonng the mmmoung party for a jury to return
a verdict for that pany if the evidence is merely colorable or is not signiheantly probauve, sumnuary judgment
may be granted " Id at 249-50 scuanons onutted)
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Industries on these matters. Consequently, these assertions also do not create a

| genuine issue of disputed material fact that would preclude a grant of summary
disposition in the Staff's favor,

in its answer to the Staff's summary disposition motion, USR Industries fur-
ther argues that 'h- Staff's P.ctions after discovering the 1982 sale of Safety Light
amount to consent to the stock sale. Specifically, USR Industries asserts that,

| after learning of the sale of Safety Light, the Staff nevertheless communicated
only with Safety Light, issued various license amendments only to Safety Light,
and sent inspection reports only to Safety Light after conducting inspections at
the Bloomsburg site. According to USR Industries, these Staff actions amount
to NRC consent to the 1982 sale of Safety Light and such consent now deprives
the agency of regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries."

The operative facts of USR Industries' argument are not in dispute; nonethe-
less the conclusion it draws from the Staff's actions is incorrect. Section 184
of the Atomic Energy Act requires, infer alla, that the agency "shall give its
consent in writing" to the transfer of control over any NRC-granted license.
This statutory provision is clear and unambiguous. The NRC cannot ignore,

i

waive, or change this statutory mandate. Nothing short of the agency's written |
permission expressly agreeing to the transfer of the 02 and 08 materia! licenses
from USR Industries to Safety Light will comply with section 184. Contrary
to USR Industries' suggestion, letters from the NRC to Safety Light on other
subjects or the agency's grant of unrelated license amendments to Safety Light i

do not meet the consent requirement of the statute. " Implied consent," as USR
Industries' counsel candidly referred to its position at one point in oral argu-

; ment," is insufficient under section 184 - even assuming the Staff actions
could somehow be interpreted as amounting to implied consent.37o

|
|

"UsR Indusines' Answer at 36-38.
*Tr. at 235.
* Because the agency cannot ignore the command of secuen 184 thal it consent in wnting to all license transfers.I

'
USR Industnes' addauonal argurnent that there is no basis for the agency to withhold its consent to the 1982 sale
of Safety Dght cannot serve as a vahd defense to the agency's assernon of pr6Jaction over UsR Indust:as
for wolaung the statute. Moreover. UsR Industnes' assertson that NRC approval of the 1982 transaction would,

be consistent with the agency's own guidehnen and prachces is based on a selective and inaccurate read ngt

of the apph(able agency pohey directive and informauon nouce. See Puhey and Guidance Duective IC 86-2.
; Processing Marenal License Apphcanons involving Change of ownership (Feb. II,1986) at 1.13 b ("{n}ote
l thas if the change of ownership has already occurred without wnsten consent from NRC. it is a violation of NRC
| regulanons"K NRC Informauon Nouce No. 89-25- Unauthonzed Transfer of ownership or Control of L.scensed
! Actmues (Mar 7.1989) at 3.112 h & 2.i FlutC approvals for hanFe m ownership or control may be delayed
| or denied if the following informanon, where relevant. is rw included m the subnuttal h. tT]he presence or

absence of contanunauon should be documended if contarQon is present will decontamination occur before
transfer? If not, does the successor company agree to assur" J full habihty for the decontammanon of the facility or

| sne? i A desenption of any decontanunauon plans. in"' .hng financial assurance arrangements of the transferee,
[ should be provided. . Tlus should include %nanon about how the transferee and transferor propose to

divide the transferor's assets. and responsibility for an) cleanup needed at the time of transfer ")'
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C. Agency Jurisdiction Over the USR Companies

in its motion for summary disposition, the Staff also argues that the 1980
corporate makeover of Radium Corporation violated section 184 of the Atomic
Energy Act, thereby giving the NRC regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries
as well as its four wholly owned subsidiaries, USR Lighting Products, Inc.,
USR Chemical Products, Inc., USR Metals Inc., and U.S. Natural Resources,
Inc. - the beneficiaries of all of Radium Corporation's former nonregulated
assets."' As in the case of the Appeal Board's analysis in ALAB.931 of
USR Industries' 1982 sale of its Safety Light subsidiary, the starting point for
determining whether the 1980 corporate restructuring of Radium Corporation
violated section 184 is the statute itself. That provision provides that no NRC
license

shall be transferred. assigned or in any rnanner disposed of, either voluntarily or involuntanly,
directly or indirectly, through transfer of control of any heense to any person. unless the
Commission shall. after secunng full information. fmd that the transfer is in accordance with
the provtsions of this [ActJ. and shall give its consent in wnting.n2

The plain language of this section is exceptionally broad and the reach of
the provision is all encompassing. The title of section 184, " Inalienability
of Licenses," only reinforces its breadth inasmuch as " inalienable" means
" incapable of being alienated, surrendered, or transferred.""2 The reach of the
statute is manifest from its comprehensive language, and section 184 contains
absolutely no limiting provisions. He terms " voluntarily or involuntarily,
directly or indirectly" and the phrase "through transfer of control of any license
to any person" are words and phrases of inclusion indicating a congressional
intent to expand the scope of the section to the maximum extent. Indeed, it
would be difficult to write a broader or more encompassing provision. Nor is
the broad reach of section 184 surprising as a component of an overall regulatory
scherne that has been described as " virtually unique in the degree to which broad
responsibility is reposed in the administering agency.""' Thus, on its face,
section 184 not only broadly prohibits all manner of transfers, assignments, and
disposals of NRC licenses, but also all manner of actions that have the effect
of, in any way, directly or indirectly, transferring actual or potential control over
a license without the agency's knowledge and express written permission. And
when the 1980 corporate restructuring of Radium Corporation is analyzed in
this light, we have no trouble concluding that there was a transfer of control

"'suff's Monon at 37-39
n2 42 U S C i 2234
"' nehner's Third New Interna;wnal 1)wswnan t |40 t t971)
"d Segel v ALC 400 F.2d 778. 783 (D C Cir.1%8)
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over the 02 and 08 licenses without the NRC's knowledge and written consent,
in violation of section 184.

- In Part II.B. above, we spelled out the details of the 1980 corporate trans-
.

formation of Radium Corporation and we need not repeat all of those particulars :

here. It suffices to note that before the 1980 restructuring Radium Corporation
7

. was a publicly held corporation governed by a four-person board of directors, '

which was elected by a majority vote of the shareholders.in As such, Radium i

Corporation possessed the exclusive dominion over all activities with respect to
the 02 and 08 material licenses, subject, of course, to the terms and conditions
of the license and the agency's regulations. ;

In contrast, after its 1980 restructuring through a reverse triangular merger !

and the operation of the Merger Agreement, Radium Corporation no longer was ;
a publicly held corporation that possessed exclusive control over its material

{
licenses. Rather, Radium Corporation was a wholly owned subsidiary of a new |

parent corporation, USR Industries. As a wholly owned subsidiary, Radium
Corporation no longer had independent authority over its corporate affairs end r

exclusive control over the 02 and 08 material licenses. Its previous exclusive '!
authority independently to direct, manage, and regulate all activities with respect :
to its material licenses had been transferred by operation of the merger and the f
effect of the Merger . Agreement to its new parent, USR Industries. |

As a consequence of the merger and the merger agreement, the new parent,
USR Industries, now possessed the ultimate authority to exercise dominion over
the corporate affairs of its wholly owned subsidiary, Radium Corporation, in- !

cluding the power to direct, manage, and regulate all activities concerning the i
material license."* The very definition of a subsidiary corporation is one that is I

controlled by another corporation by reason of the latter's ownership of at least
a majority of the shares of stock.m Here, of course, USR Industries owned
100% of the shares of stock of Radium Corporation. Similarly, the definition i
of a parent corporation is one that has control through stock ownership of a i

subsidiary corporation.D8 Thus, the 1980 corporate restructuring resulted in a
transfer of control of the 02 and 08 material licenses from Radium Corporation to

i

!

f
t

!
|

O
At the hme of the 1980 annual nreung preceding its corporate restrueruring, there were 1.164.136 outstanding

sh.ues of Radium Corgmranon common stock and only one stockholder owned bencheiaHy more than 5% of the
outstanding shares. Titan Wells. Inc., held 26 08% of the outstanding shares u hale Radium Corporanon's ofhcers
and directors collecovely owned bencheially 35 97% of the common stock. staff's Motwn. Enh. 9. AMEX
Apphcanon at I;id. Proxy statemeni at 3-4
""See Al.AB-938,31 NRC al 364 n 46. 365

m gg. low Dermnary 1428 (6th ed.1990) See 18 Am Jur, 2d Corporarmns i35 (1985:s

U"BlacA's low Durmnary til4 (6th ed 1990). See 18 Am Jur 2d Corporasions i35 (1985).
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USR Industries within the meaning of section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act.'"
Because neither Radium Corporation nor USR Industries sought or received the
NRC's express written consent for this transfer of control over the 02 and 08
material licenses,"* the 1980 merger violated section 184, thereby giving the,

| NRC regulatory jurisdiction over USR Indu3tries as the transferee of the ultimate

| control over its new subsidiary's 02 and 08 material licenses.
Moreover, because the 1980 makeover of Radium Corporation transferred

control over the 02 and 08 licenses in viointion of the Atomic Energy Act and
occurred without complying with the requirements of section 184, the corporate
restructuring of the original corporate holder of the 02 and 08 licensees is void
ab initio as to the NRC. An important consequence of this nugatory act is that
the NRC also has regulatory jurisdiction over all of USR Industries' wholly

| owned subsidiaries that received the various pieces of Radium Corporation as
part of the corporate restructuring.

Specifically, as a publicly held corporation, Radium Corporation was com-
prised of three divisions - lighting, chemical and metal products - and it
owned a number of subsidiaries and other oil and gas interests. Prior to its
corporate makeover, all of the assets of Radium Corporation's three divisions,

,

'

as well as the worth of its wholly owned subsidiaries and its other assets, stood
behind its regulatory obligations as the licensee under the 02 and 08 material li-
censes. Radium Corporation then underwent major surgery that radically altered
its corporate form and worth.

In a nutshell, the corporate restructuring began with Radium Corporation
forming four nominally capitalized subsidiaries whose names paralleled its
operating divisions and its oil and gas interests. These subsidiaries were called
USR Lighting Products, USR Chemical Products, USR Metals, and U.S. Natural
Resources. Next, Radium Corporation formed another nominally capitalized
subsidiary, USR Industries, that, in turn, formed yet another subsidiary called
Merger Company. Pursuant to the terms of a Merger Agreement among Radium
Corporation, Merger Company, and USR Industries, Merger Company merged
into Radium Corporation leaving Radium Corporation the surviving corporation.

8"In its answer to the staff's motwn for summary depossuon. USR Indusines does not argue that there could not
be a transfer of comrol over the 02 and 08 heenses because the same individuals served as & rectors el Ra&um
Corporauon both before and after the 1980 nrrger and also served as the imual dm ctors of USR lidustnes.
We nole, however, that the cormnonahty of & rectors has no branng on whether the 1980 corporate restra. ;%
resuhed in a " transfer of control of any heense to any person" within the meamng of secuon 184 This is so because
secuon Iis of the Alomic Energy Act. 42 U s C i 2014(s), det'nes " person" to include a corporation Therefore,
even though Ra&um Corporanon and USR Indusmes had the same ineviduals servmg on their respecuve boards,
each corporanon nevenheless is a separate erdity and thus a separate " person" within the mesmng of secton
184 Moreover, assunung arguendo that the idenury of board nrnhers sonrhow was matenal. the individuals on
the Rasum Corporanon board after the 19RO merger wore &fferent " hats" than those same in&viduals wore as
members of the nutial USR Industnes board 'Jnder the broad language of sectmn 184. Dus &fference of dunes
and responsibenes of the menters of the respective boards after the merger would establish, at a mimmum. an
m& rect transfer of comrol over the 02 end 08 nutenal hcenses.
88"See supra pp 43132.
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This merger, in conjunction with the stock conversion provisions of the Merger
Agreement, left Radium Corporation as the wholly owned subsidiary of USR
Industries. As a wholly owned subsidiary under the control of its new parent,
USR Industries, Radium Corporation completed its restructuring through a series
of asset transfers.

First, Radium Corporation conveyed, without compensation, the assets of
its lighting products division to its USR Lighting Products subsidiary. Next,
with the exception of its NRC-regulated safety lighting products business that it
retained, Radium Corporation assigned all the other assets of its metal products
division to its USR Metals subsidiary. Further, according to its proxy statement,
Radium Corporation was to convey the assets of its chemical products division
to its USR Chemical Products subsidiary and transfer its oil and gas interests
to its U.S. Natural Resources subsidiary. As the final step in its corporate
makeover, Radium Corporation transferred all the shares of stock in these four
subsidiaries to its new parent thereby making each entity, like itself, a wholly I

owned subsidiary of USR Industries. Similarly, it conveyed the shares of its
wholly owned Unatco subsidiary to USR Industries, leaving Radium Corporation j
with only its NRC-regulated safety lighting products business and its Metreal l
subsidiary from which Radium Corporation leased the contaminated land and {
buildings at the Bloomsburg site. |

Thus, at the conclusion ofits corporate restructuring, the bulk of Radium Cor-
poration's former assets resided with its sister subsidiary corporations controlled
by USR Industries. Because the corporate makeover of Radium Corporation vi-
olated section 184 by transferring control of Radium Corporation's 02 and 08
material licenses to USR Industries without the express written consent of the
NRC, and the asset transfers to Radium Corporation's sister subsidiaries were
an integral part of that corporate restructuring, the NRC's regulatory jurisdiction
necessarily extends to the USR Companies that received Radium Corporation's
assets. Any other result effectively would be at odds with the purpose and intent
of section 184 by rendering the inalienability of licenses provision a nullity. If
the statutory proscription against the transfer of control of NRC licenses could
be avoided by the expedient of a corporate restructuring, complex or otherwise,
then section 184 would be a toothless tiger. Accordingly, in the circumstances
presented, the NRC also has regulatory jurisdiction over the USR Companies.

In opposmg the NRC Staff's assertion of regulatory jurisdiction over it and
I

the other USR Companies, USR Industries makes a number of arguments. Each j
of these arguments lacks merit. '

First, USR Industries argues that the NRC lacks jurisdiction over them
because Radium Corporation and its successor, Safety Light, have been the sole

,

|
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consecutive licensees at the Bloomsburg site.* Contrary to USR Industries'
argument, the fact that neither USR Industries nor any of the other USR
Companies have been named as licensees on the 02 and 08 material licenses is
not determinative of the NRC's regulatoryjurisdiction over them. As previously
explained, the agency's jurisdiction over USR Industries and the other USR
Companies stems from the unapproved restructuring of Radium Corporation in
violation of section 184 of the Atomic Energy Act and the role USR Industries
and the USR Companies played in that corporate reorganization. Hence, it is
the transfer of control of the NRC licenses without agency approval in violation
of section 184 that gives the NRC regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries
and the other USR Companies and the fact that they have never been named
NRC licensees is irrelevant.

For much the same reason, USR Industries' second argument also is without
merit. It initially asserts that there are no regulatory requirements that an NRC
material licensee give prior notice, or any notice at all, to the NRC before it
spins off non-nuclear-related assets to its stockholders, which it claims is all
Radium Corporation did here. Next USR Industries states, without elaboration,
that prior to Radium Corporation's restructuring the NRC did not have notice of,
or reply upon, the existence of that corporation's assets in granting the material
licenses and that Radium Corporation gave timely notice of its restructuring to
the Securities and Exchange Commission in proxy and registration statements
that were disseminated publicly. From this, USR Industries concludes that the
transfer of Radium Corporation's nonregulated assets to other entities did not
give the NRC jurisdiction over those entities and "[tlo conclude otherwise would
lead to the unreasonable result that the NRC has regulatory jurisdiction over all
entities to whom its licensees donate or contribute any nonregulated assets of
value."n2

USR Industries is correct that there is no regulatory requirement that a l
material licensee notify the NRC before transferring nonregulated assets to
its stockholders. Such an assertion is irrelevant, however, to the question of
the agency's regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries and the other USR
Companies here. It is not, as USR Industries claims, the transfer of nonregulaSd |

assets to stockholders per se that provides the basis for agency jurisdiction. As
already explained, the' restructuring of Radium Corporation violated section 184 i

by transferring control of Radium Corporation's 02 and 08 material licenses to I
USR Industries without the agency's express written consent as required by the |
Atomic Energy Act. It is that violation and the role USR Industries and the
other USR Companies played in the restructuring that gives the NRC regulatory
jurisdiction over them.

W USR Industnes' Answer at lLl4
"2 14 at 16
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Indeed, as long as section 184 and any other regulation or license condition
is not violated, a material licensee may transfer its assets without notifying and
obtaining the agency's permission. Nor is the fact that Radium Corporation no-
tified the SEC through the filing of publicly disseminated proxy and registration
statements relevant to the jurisdictional question. The SEC does not enforce the
provisions of the Atomic Energy Act and, in any event, notice to it is not notice
to the NRC. Moreover, when the transfer of control of NRC licenses is involved

as occurred with the restructuring of Radium Corporation, section 184 requires )
| the agency's express written consent, not just that the agency be notified. I

As its next argument, USR Industries assets that well-settled principles of
corporate law preclude the NRC from holding it or the other USR Companies
responsible for the liabilities of Radium Corporation, renamed Safety Light.
Specifically, it recites corporate law principles to the effect that a parent |
corporation is not liable for the obligations of its subsidiary and the separate
existence of distinct sister corporations should not be disregarded solely because
the assets of one are net sufficient to discharge its obligations. USR Industries
argues that neither the Atomic Energy Act nor the agency's regulations indicate

*

that the NRC is to reject these well-settled corporate law principles.5"
Although USR Industries casts its argument in terms of ultimate liability l

and not initial regulatory jurisdiction, we already rejected USR Industries' basic |

argument in our earlier alternative holding that the NRC had jurisdiction over |
USR Industries because its 1982 sale of Safety Light violated section 184. In I

reaching that decision, we adopted the Appeal Board's reasoning and decision
in ALAB-931.* As previously noted, USR Industries argued that the 1982
sale of its Safety Light stock to that corporation's operating management was
not a transfer of control over the 02 and 08 licenses within the meaning of
section 184 because of the established tenet of corporate law that a transfer

i

of stock does not operate to transfer any of the corporate assets. In rejecting I

that argument, the Appeal Board stated that "[wle find nothing in the legislative |
history of section 184 that significantly aids the USR Companies' insistence that I

Congress enacted the section with that principle - or any other specific tenet
of corporate law - in mind."'" That reasoning, which we already adopted, is I

equally applicable to the asserted principles of corporate law that USR Industries
recites here. Accordingly, these asserted tenets of corporate law do not immunize
USR Industries and the other USR Companies from the opplicability of section
184, which provides the basis for the agency's regulatory jurisdiction over them.

Moreover, the language of the Atomic Energy Act itself demonstrates that,

| Congress placed no importance on the corporate form in enacting section 184.

I"ld at 17-18
# ee supra pp 441-48.S
IM ALAB Hi, 31 NRC at 363 (footnote onuned)
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That provision prohibits, inter alia, the direct or indirect transfer of control of
any license "to any person" without the Commission's express written consent.
Se; tion ils of the Act then defines " person"in the broadest pcssible manner to
mean

(1) any individual, corporation, partnership, firm, association, trust, estate, public or private
institution, group, Government agency other than the Commission, any State or any pohtical |

| subdivision of, or any political entity within a State, any foreign government or nation or
|

| any puhucal subdivision of any such governnrnt or nation, or other entity; and (2) any legal |

| successor, representative, agent, or agency of the foregoing)" )
!

| Thus, contrary to USR Industries' assertion, the inclusion of a " corporation" in
l the definition of a " person" and the use of the latter term in the inalienability of

licenses provision indicates that Congress intended a corporation to be treated in !

| the same manner as all other entities. It follows therefore, that USR Industries' |
asserted corporate law principles, which are applicable only to the corporate
form of organization, are entitled to no consideration under section 184 and do j

| not thwart NRC regulatory jurisdiction over it or the other USR Companies for )
; violating that provision.

{
; Further, with respect to USR Industries' arguments about its ultimate liability,

|~

Congress, in effect, already has pierced the corporate veil for corporate violators I

of section 184 by definitionally including corporations in the inalienability of
licenses provision.'87 This being so, USR Industries' corporate separateness does
not shield it against responsibility for the obligations of its former subsidiary,
Radium Corporation. Such liability attaches because USR Industries was the

! transferee of control over the 02 and 08 licenses from the original ficensee as
a result of the corporate makeover of Radium Corporation that violated section
184.

! In any event, we note it long has been establi3ned that the fiction of corporate
separateness of state-chartered corporations will not be permitted to frustrate the
policies of a federal statute. As the Supreme Court has observed:

(A State] may chose such rules of hmitation on the hahihty of stockholders of her corporations
! as she desires. And those laws are enforceable in federal courts. But no State nuy

i

! endow its corporate creatures with the power to place themselves above the Congress of the !

United States and defeat the federal policy . . which Congress has announced nsi

As we already have explained, USR Industries' conduct here offends the federal
i

statutory policy against inalienability of NRC licenses. To remedy this situadon,

3"42 U.S C 6 20l4(st
,

'''See Penwur Benefit Guarann Corp v. Owmet Corp. Til V 2d |J85. |093 0st Car ). cert dw.ied. 464 U S |

% I 0 983)
18a Anderma v. Albort, 321 U s 349,365 0944)(estauons onuned:

1
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the statutory frustration principle permits the NRC to disregard the corporate l

form and impose liability on USR Industries, the parent corporation shareholder,
for the obligations of its subsidiary, Radium Corporation." And, contrary to
USR Industries' assertion,* this is true whether or not its intent was to avoid i

the statutory prohibition of section 184 for "[ilntention is not controlling when
the fiction of corporate entity defeats a legislative purpose."*

The same principle of statutory frustration also permits the NRC to hold
the other USR Companies liable for the obligations of Radium Corporation.
'Ihe corporate restructuring of Radium Corporation that violated section 184

;

|
was effectuated through the instrumentalities of USR Industries and affiliated
subsidiary corporations that received the bulk of Radium Corporation's pre-
restructuring assets. In such circumstances, "[w]here the statutory purpose
could thus be easily frustrated through the use of separate corporate entities, the
Commission is entitled to look through corporate form and treat the separate
entities as one and the same for purposes of regulation."W2 Accordingly, USR
Industries' various arguments that corporate law principles preclude it and the
other USR Companies from being held liable for the obligations of Radium
Corporation also are wide of the mark.'"

i

l
The foregoing reasons constitute the basis upon which we previously granted

the Staff's motion for summary disposition on the jurisdictional issue and con-
cluded that the NRC has regulatory jurisdiction over USR Industries and its

|

|

*See. e g , Ommet. 7|1 V2d at 1093. H P i.:mberr Co v. Secretars of Treasur1. 354 V2d 8|9. 822 (lse Cir
1%5).
# UsR Industnes' Answer at 20
* Kavanaugh t ford Motor Co 353 V2d 710,717 (7th Car. l%5L
'*2 General Telephone Co of the Southwest v United St nes. 449 V2d 846. 855 (Sth Cir. I91I).
M UsR Indusines also asserts that. at the time of its corporate restructunng. Radium Corporanon was under no
obhganon to decontanunate the Bloomsburg site. Even assunung the vahdity of such a dubious asseroon, any
clean up responsibihties with respect to the Bloomsburg site are irrelevani to the quesuon of the NRC's regulatory
junsdicuan over USR Industnes and the other UsR Compames for their part m the corporate restructurmg that
vmlated secuan 184 That statutory provision requires the agency's express unnen consent for transfers of control
over NRC hcenses. regardless of any outstanding decontanunanon obhganons Here, wheiher or not Radium

j Corporanon had any cleanup responsibihnes in 1980. the NRC d:J not consen. in wnting to the transfer of control
j oser the 02 and 08 matenal heenses.

I
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four wholly owned subsidiaries, USR Lighting Products, Inc., USR Chemical
Products, Inc., USR Metals, Inc., and U.S. Natural Resources, Inc.
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ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
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In the Matter of Docket No. 50-458-OLA

(ASLBP No. 93-680-04-OLA) ,

'

|

| GULF STATES UTILITIES 1

COMPANY, et al.
! (River Bend Station, Unit 1) June 15,1995 i

I

The Licensing Board denies a motion for summary disposition after de-
termining that material facts remained in dispute. The Intervenor had shown
that there were disputed material facts as to whether River Bend would be safely
operated, shut down, and maintained during adverse financial conditions.

SUMMARY DISPOSITION: MATERIAL FACTS NOT PROVIDED
,

1

Summary disposition is not appropriate when the movant fails to carry its j

burden setting forth all material facts pertaining to its summary disposition !

motion. |

SUMMARY DISPOSITION: BANKRUPTCY OF A LICENSEE

In response to a movant's claim that a bankruptcy court will ensure that a
nuclear reactor receives sufficient funding to ensure safety, the board concludes ;

that this claim involves disputed factual questions for which summary disposition I

is inappropriate.
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FINANCIAL QUALIFICATIONS: NON. UTILITY APPLICANTS FOR
OPERATING LICENSES

Non-utility applicants for operating licenses are required by the NRC's
financial qualifications rule to demonstnte adequate financial qualifications
before operating a facility. A board is not authorized to grant exemptions
from this rule or to acquiesce in arguments that would result in the rule's

.

circumvention.
!

THE FINANCIAL QUALIFICATION RULE: SAFETY
l SIGNIFICANCE
!

Safety considerations are the heart of the financial qualifications rule. The
Board reasoned in this regard that insufficient funding can cause licensees te
cut corners on operating or maintenance expenses. Moreover, the Commission
has recognized that a licensee in financially straitened circumstances would be
under more pressure to commit safety violations or take safety " shortcuts" than
one in good financial shape.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Ruling on Licensee's Motion

,

Requesting Summary Disposition of Contention 2)
t

|
| On January 5,1995, Gulf States Utilities Company (GSU) moved for

summary disposition on Contention 2 of Cajun Electric Cooperative, Inc.
(Cajun), the only remaining contention in this proceeding. For the reasons stated
herein, GSU's motion is denied.

BACKGROUND

In August 1993, Cajun, a 307c owner of the River Bend Nuclear Reactor
and a co-licensee on the River Bend license, filed a Petition to Intervene in i

this licensing proceeding in response to a Notice of Opportunity for Hearing i

j published in the Federal Register. 58 Fed. Reg. 36,423, 36,435-36 (July 7, |

1993). 'Ihat notice included two proposed amendments to the River Bend
j operatmg license belonging to GSU. The first amendment woud change the

ownership of GSU by authorizing Gulf States to become a wholly ownedI

subsidiary of Entergy Corporation (Entergy Corp.). The second would add
Entergy Operations Inc. (EOI) as a non-owner licensee and would authorize '

EO! to operate River Bend.
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( On January 27,1994, the Board found GSU's objections on standing and the
! lack of an admissible contention without merit and allowed Cajun to intervene

in (Sis proceeding. LBP-94-3, 39 NRC 31 (1994). Of the seven contentions

| proffered by Cajun, the Board admitted only Contention 2 which reads: "The
! proposed license amendments may result in a significant reduction in the margin
j of safety at River Bend." /d. at 41. Cajun provided four bases for this contention:

(a) The proposed River Bend Operating Agreement runs only between Gulf States and
EOl. Therefore, Gulf States has the full obligation under the Operaung Agreement
to compensate EO! for River Bend operation and EO! cannot look to Entergy or

| Cajun for payment.
1
i (b) EO! is very thinly capitalized. If Gulf States ceases to make its Operating
| Agreement payments. EOI has no other sources of funds to maintain safe and
i reliable River Bend operation.

! (c) Gulf States faces severe financial exposur.: from htigation with Cajun and from
certain Texas regulatory proceedings which could render Gulf States bankrupt andi

| unable to make adequate payments to EOI to maintain safe and reliable River Bend
'

operation.

(d) Entergy views its obligations to suppon EO! in the event of lack of funding from
Gulf States to be very hnuted. Officials of Entergy and EO! have admitted that
EOl would be forced to shut down River Bend if EOl lacked adequate funds.

Id.

Acting on GSU's appeal of that decision, on August 23,1994, the Commis-
| sion affirmed the Board's decision to allow Cajun to intervene and to litigate

Contention 2. CLI-94-10,40 NRC 43 (1994).
Following the Commission's decision, discovery was conducted by all parties.

A prehearing conference was held on October 4,1994, in an attempt to define
and limit the issues and to settle outstanding discovery disputes. The Board

| ordered that all discovery be completed by November 24, 1994, and that
! hiotions for Summary Disposition, or a written Waiver of Motions for Summary

Disposition, be filed on or before January 9,1995. Unpublished Memorandum
and Order (Revised Prehearing Schedule)(Oct. 20,1994). The discovery phase
of this proceeding thus has been concluded.

On January 9,1995, GSU filed a Motion for Summary Disposition in thisi

case arguing that there remain no outstanding factual issues to be resolved
concerning the admitted contention. The Motion was predicated in part upon
the responses to interrogatories GSU had received from Cajun and the Staff
during the discovery period. Cajun filed an answer to the GSU Motion asserting

I Gulf states Unhues Company's Monon fx Sununary Disposinon dan 9.1995)(hereafter GsU Mouon).
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that there are disputed material facts pertaining to the licensing of EOl.2 Cajun
appended two affidavits in support of its position.3 The Staff of the Nuclear

; Regulatory Commission (Staff) filed its response to the Motion supporting
GSU's position.d The Staff supported its response with the affidavit of one
David L. Wigginton. Cajun subsequently filed an answer in opposition to the
Staff's response.8

| THE PARTIES' POSITIONS
'

| The GSU Motion asserts that it is undisputed that under the terms of the
!

new River Bend Operating Agreement (the Operating Agreement between GSU
and EOI), EOI may look only to GSU as the source for payment of operating

| costs. Neither EOI nor Entergy Corp., the parent of EOI, will provide those
funds. GSU also states that it is undisputed that GSU faces the potential for

L financial difficulties if Cajun prevails and is awarded the relief it has sought in '

its litigation against GSU.
! .

GSU alleges that the responses elicited through discovery establish that Cajun f
has no factual or evidentiary basis on which to support its contention that safety
at River Bend will be reduced as a result of the merger. To the contrary, GSU
asserts that no safety problem exists because the NRC Staff has found that EOI
and GSU " collectively" are financially qualified. GSU Statement of Undisputed
Facts at 1. It further asserts that EOI intends to operate River Bend safely with . '

the funds made available to it and, if such funds are not available to operate
River Bend safely, that it will safely shut down and maintain the facility in
accordance with the plant's operating procedures and technical specifications.
GSU Motion at 10.

A major portion of the GSU Motion is given to the assertion that the
| NRC's oversight and enforcement powers over the safe operation of River
! Bend, including those that could theoretically arise from financial difficulties,

ensure that River Bend will be safely operated by EOI. Moreover, according to
GSU, even if the dire circumstances predicted by Cajun were to occur, the only
experience the Commission has with bankrupt commercial light-water nuclear
reactor power plants is that they are safely operated under the jurisdiction of

2 Cajun Electric Power Cooperative. Inc.'s Answer in Opposinon to Gulf states Uuhttes Company's Monon for
i Summary Disposinon Uan. 23.1995)(hereafter Cajun Answer to GSU Mouon)
! 3 Afhdavits of John M Gnfrin and werner T. Ullnch.

d
NRC staff's Response in support of GsU's Monon for summary thspositmn Uan. 23.1995)(Staff Response

to Gs0 Monon).
8 Cajun Answer in opposition to NRC staff Response in suppon of GsU's Monen for summary Disposition
treb 6.1995)(hereafter Ca}un Answer to staff's Response).
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the bankruptcy court and that the funds necessary for ufe operation would be
made available through that court. Id. at 2135.

In support of its Motion, GSU attaches six statements about which it says no
material disagm unt exists:

1. The River Bend Operating Agreernent. pursuant to which Entergy Operations
operates River Bend. runs between Entergy Operations and Gulf States only.

2. Under the Operating Agreement. Entergy Operations looks only to Gulf States for
the funds needed to operate River Bend.

3. Gulf States faces the potential for adverse financial conditions as a result of the
htigation initiated by Cajun and Texas regulatory procedures.

4. The NRC Staff has exarnined the hnancial quahfications of Entergy Operations and
Gulf States and has found them to be collectively hnancially quahfied.

5. In every instance in which the owner of a comnercial hght water nuclear power
plant has gone into bankruptcy. adequate funds were made available through the
bankruptcy court to safely operate the facihty.

6. Entergy Operations intends to safely operate River Bend within the requirenents
of the Operating License as long as funds are available for that purpose, and in
the event such funds are not available. River Bend will be safely shut doAn and
maintained in a safe condition.

GSU Statement of Undisputed Facts at 1-2.
'Ihe NRC Staff's Response agrees that any potential financial difficulties

GSU may face from civil litigation would not pose a threat to the public health
and safety, even if GSU were to declare bankruptcy. The Staff argues that its
inspection and enforcement processes will ensure safe operations at the plant
regardless of the level of funding. Moreover, the Staff asserts that it would be
involved in any bankruptcy proceeding involving River Bend and that bankruptcy
courts themselves have held the protection of the public's health and safety to
be an important interest in a bankruptcy proceeding. Thus, according to the
Staff, the mere fact that GSU faces bankruptcy does not indicate that the River
Bend facility could not be operated safely.

In contesting GSU's Motion, Cajun asserts that important material facts are in
dispute that prevent the granting of summary disposition. Its primary argument
is that statements in the affidavits of Cajun's two expert witnesses, Werner T.
Ullrich and John M. Griffin, establish that there are disputed material issues
of fact regarding the safe operation of River Bend in the event of insufficient
funding. In their affidavits, these individuals assert that a lack of funding
will reduce safety at River Bend by impairing: (1) safe performance during
operation; (2) safe shutdown; and (3) adequate decommissionmg once shutdown
is achieved. Cajun Answer to GSU Motion at 24-32. Cajun contends that the
statements of these experts directly contradict GSU's Statement of Facts that
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health and safety'would not be jeopardized if there are insufficient funds to '

operate River Bend.
Citing to National Association of Government Employees v. Campbell, 593

F.2d 1023,1027 (D.C. Cir.1978), Cajun further states that summary disposition
'

cannot be granted because GSU's Statement of Facts does not include all
necessary material facts in dispute in this proceeding. Cajun contends that, as a
matter of law, summary disposition is not appropriate when an adequate factual
basis is not provided by the moving party for the trier of facts to conclude that i
no material facts are in dispute, According to Cajun, the GSU Statement of |
Facts fails *o include facts establishing: (1) that River Bend will be adequately |
funded to continue safe operation in the event of an adverse determination in I

the River Pend litigation; (2) that a bankruptcy court would be obligated to
i

! provide sufficient funding to allow EOI to meet the terms of the River Bend 1

| license; (3) that there will be sufficient funding for River Bend's safe shutdown
j and storage if funding becomes insufficient for continued operation; and (4)
I that sufficient funding for decommissioning will be available in the event of

an adverse determination in the River Bend litigation. Cajun Answer to GSU
Motion at 10-14, 35-36.

Cajun also advances a legal and policy argument why summary disposition
should not' be granted. It contends that summary disposition should nott

be sanctioned when, as k Ge case here, important health and safety issues
j associated with the operation of nuclear power plants are at stake. Citing Public

| Service Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2), LBP-90-44,
32 NRC 433,437 (1990). Cajun Answer to GSU at 37-38. '

| In addressing the Staff's Response, Cajun asserts that the Staff is short-
sighted in its support for GSU. In rebuttal of Staff's arguments, Cajun makes

,

five assertions. First, it asserts that the obligation for a nuclear facility to stop I

| operating when necessary funds are unavailable does not excuse an applicant

| from meeting financial qualification requirements under 10 C.F.R. 6 50.33(f) and
j

| section 182 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. Second, the Staff's inspection <

and oversight process is not sufficient to ensure that inadequate funding will not i
| affect safe operations. Third, Staff has failed to establish that no genuine issue |
! exists with respect to the funding of River Bend Operation in the event of a '

GSU bankruptcy. Fourth, Staff's reliance on the electric utility exception to the |
;

| financial qualification rule is misplaced because EOI is not an electric utility, ;
I and fifth, Staff ignores the significant concerns the Commission has had in the

,

i past regarding potential licensee bankruptcy. !

i

!

!

|
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STANDARDS FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION

Summary disposition is appropriate where, based on the filings, depositions,
answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the statements
of the parties and the affidavits, if any, there is no genuine issue of material
fact and the movant has demonstrated that it is entitled to judgment as a matter
of law. 10 C.F.R. % 2.749(d); see also Advanced Afedical Systems, Inc. (One
hctory Row, Geneva, Ohio 44(M 1), CLi-93-22, 38 NRC 98,102 (1993) (AAfS).
The movant seeking summary disposition has the burden of demonstrating the 1,

| absence of any genuine issue of material fact. Id. The evidence submitted by
| the movant must be construed in favor of the party opposing the motion, and
'

that party receives the benefit of any favorable inference. Sequoyah fuels Corp.
(Gore, Oklahoma Site Decontamination and Decommissioning Funding), LBP-
94-17,39 NRC 359,361 (1994). Yet a party opposing the motion may not rely

| on a simple denial of material facts stated by the movant, but must set forth
l specific facts showing that there is a genuine is" ?,10 C.F.R. 5 2.749(b); AAfS,_

38 NRC at 102.

| Summary disposition is favored by the Commission as "an efficacious means
| of avoiding unnecessary and possibly time-consuming hearings on demonstrably

insubstantial issues." Wisconsin Electric Power Co. (Point Beach Nuclear Plant,

| Unit 1), .ALAB-696,16 NRC 1245,1263 (1982) (citation omitted). See also
| Statement of Policy on Conduct of Licensing Proceedings. CLI-81-8,13 NRC
| 452,457 (1981). However, in an operating license proceeding, where significant

heahh and safety or environmental issues may be involved, a licensing board
should only grant summary disposition if it is convinced that the public health
and safety and environment will be satisfactorily protected. Seabrook, LBP-90-

| 44, 32 NRC at 437, citing Cincinnati Gas and Electric Co. (William H. Zimmer

|- Nuclear Station), LBP-81-2,13 NRC 36,40-41 (1981). Even if no party opposes

| a motion for summary disposition, the movant's filing must still establish the
absence of a disputed material fact. Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. (Perry
Nuclear Power Plant, Units I and 2), ALAB-443,6 NRC 741,753-54 (1977).

| DISCUSSION
i

Reduced to its simplest terms, the central issue in this proceeding is whether
underfunding of River Bend, which may result from ongoing litigation and
regulatory proceedings involving the River Bend facility, can adversely affect,

'

safety at the facility. GSU concedes, for purposes of this motion, that it will
be the only source of funds for operating River Bend and that its ability to,

! continue with this funding could be jeopardized by the River Bend litigation.
Having made these concessions, however, it claims, as an uncontroverted fact, j

l

1
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that no safety concern is involved because the facility will be safely shut down
j if funds become unavailable. To support the assumption that safety would not
| be adversely affected, GSU claims that the NRC's oversight and enforcement

power will ensure safe operations dr. ring fmancial hardship. It also claims
that financially troubled reactors have been operated in the past without safety
problems, and that sufficient funds for safe operation of River Bend would be
made available through the bankruptcy courts. In addition, GSU argues that
there is no safety concern because River Bend will be safely shut down if EOl
lacks sufficient funds for its operation. The NRC Staff also adopts most of this
same rationale. See Staff Response at 3-7. ;

As we have stated, to defeat GSU's motion for summary disposition Cajun
need only demonstrate that material facts are in dispute, and not that it will

,

prevail in litigation. In our opinion, the affidavits of Cajun's two expert )witnesses, John M. Griffin and Werner T. Ullrich, demonstrate such factual
disputes.' Their statements, if correct, may be grounds for concluding that
insufficient funding for River Bend could result in: (1) impairment of EOl's
ability to safely operate River Bend; (2) impairment of the safe shutdown of
River Bend after a determination is made that sufficient funding is unavailable to
continue operating; and (3) impairment of safe and adequate decommissioning
once shutdown is achieved. he bases for these assertions are as follows:

I
1. Factual Disputes Presented by Messrs. Gripin and Ullrich i

a. Impeirment of Safe Operations at River Bend Caused by insufficient
Funding

Mr. Ullrich contends that if funding is reduced while River Bend is being op-
erated,its safety performance may be impaired in a number of ways. According i
to Mr. Ullrich, |

Reduced funding generally results in reduction of the vanable costs that are more eastly
controlled by the plant management. In most cases, this impacts adnunistrative and engi-
neenng stafhng and workload. limits the amount of internal or external services purchased.

* Mr. Ullnch is curremly a semor ManaFenent Consukant with Umted Energy services Corporation, a nanonwide
management consulung f rm He states that he holds a Bachelor of science depee m Electncal Engmcenng from
Dresel Umverury and has completed a nuclear engmeenng course and graduate level courses m alonus physics.
electncal engmeenng, and aJsanced mathemanes He has held a vanety of managemens powuons with electne
unhues includmg Plant Manager for the Peach Bottom nuclear umt. varmus support managenent posinons for
t.menck Urut 1. and l'ield service Manager for the restart of Brown's l'erry Umt 1

Mr Gnfhn is curreritly President of Umted Energy senices Corporatmn He staies that he holds a Bachelor of
science Degree in Naval Saence from the Umted states Naval Academy He has been a nrmter of the Board of
Directors of the Anwncan Nuclear society and the Insutute of Nuclear operanons Nanonal Nuclear Accredmng
Board He has held pos uons as the Assistant Manager of Nuclear operanons for the New York Power Authonty,
Manager of Nuclear operatums for Arkansas Nuclear Urut 1. and sian-Up Manager for the Brunswick Nuclear
Umts
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!

I and extends time schedules for implementation or completion of costly corrective action.
.

!

r.u ndated NRC study programs, and discretionary preventive and corrective maintenance. It

may atso impact discretionary training for the plant staff. When O&M budgets are reduced.
! ,

staff workload typically increases because purchased service such as engineering support and
vendor support is curtailed.

' Reduction of O&M funding also stimul.ees tniddle management to look for depanmental
activities that can be eliminated or curtailex vinhout immediate detrimental effect .

| Reduction of staffing in these groups has the potenual for decreasing the effectiveness of
training and quality oversight and transferring more of the workload to other groups that
are more directly involved in the day-to-day operation of the facility. Typically. when a
utility is forced to reduce O&M budgets capital budgets are also reduced. This means that !

only the most important mochfications mandated by the NRC or required for continued plant '

ope:ation are funded. engineered and installed. 6

|

Ullrich Affidavit at 3.
| Mr. Ullrich goes on to assert that TCver Bend's safety performance has been
! deficient and that additional funding is necessary for improvement. He states that

once a plant's safety performance has declined, significantly increased funding
is required to re-establish the plant's safety performance to an acceptable level.
A declining safety performance, according to him, will increase the potential
for a plant to experience a significant safety event. He estimates that the Long
Term Performance Plans (LTPP) for River Bend being initiated by EOI will
require additional funding, at least in the near term, to maintain safety. Id. at 2,
5-7.

Mr. Griffin, like Mr. Ullrich, believes that the overall cost of operation and
| maintenance of River Bend will be elevated at least in the near term. He also

| agrees with Mr. Ullrich that there is significant potential at River Bend for ]
| reduced funding which could substantially impact River Bend's operations and

| its long-term safety performance. Griffin Affidavit at 3-4.
|
|

b. Impairment of Safe Shutdown at River Bend Caused by

1 Insufficient Funding

, Mr. Griffin coatends that River Bend cannot be shut down and maintained in
!

a safe condition without significant funding. He estimates that the facility will
require from $90 million to $110 million for the first 2 years to be maintained in

; a safe shutdown condition. Then, when the facility receives a Possession Only
License, an additional $20 million to $30 million annually will be needed to

j protect spent fuel and control radioactivity. Id. at 4-5.

| Mr. Ullrich agrees that safe shutdown will require substantial funding which
j GSU may not be able to provide. He claims that if insufficient funding forces

River Bend to close, EOI will still be required to pay maintenance, testing,
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| training, programs, and O&M costs during shutdown. However, at the same time
| it is incurring these expenses, River Bend will no loncer be generating revenue

from its operations. Mr. Ullrich estimates that a plant that is permanently shut
down on short notice could spend about $100 million prior to receipt of its

|
Possession Only License. Ullrich Affidavit at 6-7.

i

| Impairment of Safe and Adequate Decommissioning at River Bend byc.

| Insufficient Funding

Mr. Ullrich claims EOI may not be able to provide long-term funding 1

to support River Bend's decommissioning. He explains that River Bend's |

decommissioning deficit will be made greater because reactor decommissioning
costs for electric utilities are now higher than original estimates, caused in part j

by a lack of permanent high-level and low-level waste storage facilities. He l

contends that the total decommissioning costs for River Bend will be at least j
$20 million per year for about 30 years, which is considerably higher than the
$382 million originally estimated by GSU. Id. |

!

|

2. Analysis of Cajun's Disputed Facts

De assertions by Messrs. Ullrich and Griffin that insufficient funding may
adversely affect safe operations, shutdown, and decommissioning of River Bend
directly contradict GSU's Statement of Fact Number 6 that River Bend will be
operated safely and will be safely shut down and maintained in a safe condition
in the event sufficient funds become unavailable. The conflicting assertions
clearly establish a dispute over material facts regarding Contention 2. What '

remains is to examine the rationale for GSU's Statement of Fact Number 6 and
to determine whether it is sufficient to compel a finding in favor of the summary
disposition motion despite the contradicting factual assertions of Messrs. Ullrich
and Griffin.

Briefly stated, GSU's rationale for contending that River Bend will be safely
operated, shut down, and maintained during adverse financial conditions is that:
(1) NRC oversight and inspection will ensure safety; (2) financially troubled
reactors have been operated safely in the past; (3) sufficient funding for safety
will be supplied by bankruptcy courts; and (4) there is no safety concern
because River Bend will be safely shut down if EOI lacks sufficient funds for
its operation. We deal with each of these rationales in turn.
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GSU's Assertion That NRC Oversight and Inspection Will Ensure Safea.

Operation During Financial Hardship

GSU contends that the NRC's reactor inspection program, combined with
;

the input of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, enables the NRC Staff to I

ensure that its rules and regulations are being met and that the River Bend facility
will be operated in accordance with all NRC requirements. GSU reasons that
these Staff resources enable the Staff to ensure that River Bend will be safely
operated or safely shut down even if the unit experiences financial difficulties.
GSU Motion at 22-28. Cajun responds that Staff oversight and inspection
programs are not sufficient to ensure safety. It points out that if these programs
were enough, Congress and the Commission would not have required applicants
to furnish assurance of obtaining funds necessary to cover estimated operation
costs for the period of their licenses. Cajun Answer to GSU at 13-14; Answer
to Staff at 8 9.

The Board agrees with USU and Staff that Staff enforcement programs are
vitally important in ensuring the safety of a nuclear facility. However, such
programs will not always ensure that safety problems would not occur. Indeed,
it is a fadamental principle of NRC regulation of civilian nuclear reactors
that responsibility for safe facility operation rests primarily in the licensee and
not the Staff. Moreover, as stated by Cajun, the financial qualification rule
is indicative that Congress and the Commission wished to rely on more than
just Staff oversight and inspection in ensuring that a nuclear facility will have
sufficient funding.

The question of whether Staff oversight and inspection will ensure safety
at River Bend involves factual issues that should not be resolved by summary
disposition. Although GSU may wish to rely heavily on the existence of such
programs in ultimately proving its case regarding Contention 2, these programs
will not support the grant of its present motion.

b. GSU's Assertion That Financially Troubled Reactors Have Been Operated
Safely in the Past

GSU cites experiences at the Seabrook and Palo Verde nuclear reactors for
the proposition that River Bend's financial difficulties will not impair health
and safety. As GSU points out, the NRC had allowed those facilities to operate
while the owner (s) were in Chapter iI bankruptcy. Cajun responds that GSU
should not be allowed to rely on the experience of Palo Verde and Seabrook
reactors since their situations may differ from River Bend's. It points out in this

|

|
|

|
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| regard that those reactors did not have to experience plant shutdown.7 Cajun also
emphasizes that GSU's rationale does not address the material issue of funding ,

for shutdown or decommissioning. Cajun Response to GSU at Il-12,15.
,

Aside from listing the Palo Verde and Seabrook bankruptcies, GSU has
supplied very little information concerning the situations of the owners and
operators of those utilities or the underlying situations involving the reactors.
Certainly, the treatment u 2 hose facilities was dependent, at least in part, on theI

factual situations involved for each. Because there is insufficient information
j here for us to make nwaningful comparisons on which to base summary
| disposition, GSU has failed to carry its burden of establishing all material
'

facts. National Association of Government Employees v. Campbell, 593 F.2d
1023,1027 (D.C. Cir.1978). Moreover, comparing tb situations with River
Be.d could involve factual disputes for which summa,. ,isposition would be
mappropriate.

|

| c. GSU's Assertion That Sufficient Fundingfor Safcty Will Be Supplied by
Bankruptcy Courts

GSU and Staff contend that if GSU is forced to declare bankruptcy, a
bankruptcy court will ensure that River Bend receives sufficient funding to
ensure safety. For support, they cite various oankruptcy regulations and court
cases which they contend establish that bankruptcy courts will protect the public
interest. GSU Motion at 29-31; Staff Response in Support of GSU at 6-7.
Cajun's primary argument in opposition to s.ammary disposition is that GSU has
not supplied enough information to establi.h that a bankruptcy court would or
could supply sufficient funding to safely operate, shut down, and decommission
River Bend. Cajun Answer to GSU at 11, 15-16. Cajun also attempts to

,

discredit reliance on bankruptcy courts by citing past Staff and Commission ;

concerns about the bankruptcy piocess. Cajun's Response to Staff at 10-12.8
Based on the record before us, the Board concludes that the question of |

w hether bankruptcy courts will adequately fund nuclear facilities to ensure safety '

is a disputed factual question for which summary disposition is inappropriate.
'

|

|

| 7
The Board also notes that for Palo verde. El Paso Ntvral Gas was neither the operator nor a pnncipal owner

of the Palo Verde units.
" for example, Cajun cites the lustory of 100 r R. 6 50 54(cc) requmng heensees to noufy Regional Adnumstrators
following petitions for bankruptcy Accordmg to Catun the Comnusuon. in promulgaung the nouficanon
requirenrnis har ttus regulation, was concerned that "a heensee who is expenenemg severe economic hardship

7may not be capable of carrymg out heensed activines in a manner that protects pubhe health and safety" and
that "fmancial Jstficulues also can result (from bankruptcy} in problems affecung the beensee's maste disposal

i acuvmes"(51 Fed. Reg 22.531 (19 Mfd Cajun also cites a statement in a sLCY paper for Propowd Rulenudung

| on the Potennal Impact on Safety of Power Reactor Licensee ownership Arrangenents in that paper, staff
'

reported to the Comnussion that "it is not clear how the Bankruptcy Court will treat [LI Pasoil operational and
decomnussiomng obhgations vis-a-vis obhgations to other creditors . " isLCY-9L075 at 3 (Mar 24.19931)

i
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Even if, as a matter of law, bankruptcy courts are legally required to favor a
non-utility licensee operator of a nucl.:ar reactor over a utility's other creditors,
a principle that has not been enablished by the pleadings in this proceeding, .

| factual questions would exist about whether sufficient funds would be available
to the courts for necessary reactor expc. ses.

d. GSU's Assertion That There is No Safety Concern Because
River Bend Will Be Safely Shut Down if E01 Excks Sufficient
Fundsfor its Operation

GSU and the Staff assert that no link exists between the financial qualifica-
tions of licensees and the safety of the nuclear reactors they operate. They base I

this assertion on the exemption in 10 C.F.R. 5 50.33(f) excusing electric utilities
from financial qualification requirements at the operating license stage. In al-
lowing that exemption, the Commission employed the rationale that an electric
utility will safely operate and then shut down a nuclear reactor if funds be-

|
come insufficient. According to the Commission, this safety will be ensured by |

funding that a regulated utility can obtain through their regulator's ratemaking
process. 49 Fed. Reg. 35,747, 35,749 (Sept.12,1984); GSU Motion at 32-33;
Staff Response at 4-5.

GSU previously made this same " safe shutdown" claim at the intervention
phase of this proceeding. What GSU wanted then, and requests now, is that EOI
be treated in the same way as an electric utility is treated under the Commission's
financial qualifications rule so that it can be presumed that a lack of EOI funding
will not adversely affect River Bend's safety. In the alternative, GSU appears
to be asking that its finsneial qualifications, and not EOl's, be an issue in this
proceeding. In either case, what GSU requests is that EOI be exempted from
the Commission's financial qualifications rule.

The Board and the Commission rejected these GSU arguments at the inter-
vention stage. As the Board then stated, section 50.33(f) requires applicants
for operating licenses la demonstrate that they possess reasonable assurance of
obtaining funds neces sary to cover estimated operation costs for the period of I

the licenses. Although 6tric utilities were exempted (with certain exceptions) i

in 1984 from these financial dhclosure requirements, the Board found that this
exempt;on does not apply to EOI because EOl is not an electric utility as de-
fined by 10 C.F.R. 5 2.4 (1994). LBP-94-3, 39 NRC at 39,42. Therefore, we
concladed in this earlier decision that EOl is bound by section 50.33(f) and

'

that a " safe shutdown" presumption for River Bend is not appropriate. Id. On
appeal, the Commission also declared that:

We cannot accept GWs conclusion that "[t}he finands! qualification of EDI is not at
issue in tNs proceeding " GSU apeal finef at WO. Our reFulations niake EOl's financial
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|

quahfication an issue. See p. 48. supra. GSU's arguurnts simply fail to recognize that EOl
as the new operator is subject to the financial qualifications rule, and that the reliability of

,

fundmg for River Ben (s operations has been placed sto question. Cajun's contention and a

its bases bear directly on whether the Commission's replations are satisfied.

CLI-94-10,40 NRC at $2.
Safety considerations are the heart of the financial qualifications rule. Both t

the Commission's and Board's intervention decisions stressed that non-utility [
- applicants for operating licenses must be required to demonstrate adequate fi- i

nancial qualifications before operating a facility. The Board reasoned that insuf- !
. ficient funding could cause licensees to cut corners on operating or maintenance .|
expenses and that even during shutdown there are accident risks associated with -

|
a nuclear reactor LBP-94-3,39 NRC at 39. The Commission decision likewise !

stated that: i
'

Commission regulations recognize that underfunding can affect plant safety. Under .|
10 CER. I50.33(fX2). apphcants - with the exception of electric utihties - seeking {
to operate a facihty must demonstrate that they possess or have reasonable assurance of e

obtaining the funds necessary to cover estimated operation costs for the period of the beense. |
Behind the Gnancial quali6 cations rule is a safety rationale. In drafting the original financial !
quahfications rule (wtuch did not exempt utihties). the Atomic Energy Commission "'must
have intuitively concluded that a licensee in financially straitened circumstance would be
under more pressure to comnut safety violations or take safety " shortcuts" than one in good
fmancial shape.'" [ Citation onutted). |

j

i
CLI-94-10,40 NRC at 48. t

GSU and Staff now would have us ignore these safety considerations, either 'l

by allowing EOl an exemption from the rule or by looking only to GSU's i

financial status and not to EOl's. We cannot do so. This Board is not authorized !

to grant exemptions to NRC regulations or to acquiesce in arguments that would |
result in circumvention of those regulations. Even if we had this authority, |
we would not grant exemptions when important safety considerations are at |
stake such as those underlying the financial qualifications rule. Nor would we i

summarily grant an exemption where, as here, expert witnesses disagree about !
the safety effects. |

Under these circumstances, EO! is not entitled to the " safe shutdown" ,

presumption granted to electric utilities in section 50.33(f). Because EOl is I

not an electric utility, GSU cannot invoke the regulatory presumption that River i

Bend be operated safely and then safely shut down in the event that it does not j
receive sufficient funding. GSU's Summary Disposition Motion regarding this j

request, therefore, must be denied. :
|
|

,

4
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CONCLUSION

i
ihr all the foregoing reasons, we find that material issues of disputed fact

have been presented by Cajun as to whether River Bend will be safely operated,

| shut down, and maintained during adverse financial conditions. Accordingly,
'

GSU's Motion for Summary Disposition for Contention 2 is denied. l

l

TiiE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD |

,

l

B. Paul Cotter, Jr., Chairman

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Dr. Richard F. Cole
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

|

Dr. Peter S. Lam
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

| Rockville, Maryland
June 15,1995
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Cite as 41 NRC 475 (1995) LBP-95-11

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

G. Paul Bollwerk,111, Chairman
Dr. Jerry R. Kline
Dr. Peter S. Lam

in the Matter of Docket No. IA 94-017

(ASLBP No. 95-705-03-EA)

DANIEL J. McCOOL
(Order Prohibiting involvement in

NRC-Licensed Activities) June 23,1995

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Dismissing Proceeding)

In an October 25, 1994 hearing petition Daniel J. McCool requested that
this proceeding be convened to permit him to challenge an August 26,1994
immediately effective order of the NRC Staff. The basis for the order was
alleged misconduct by Mr. McCool involving NRC-licensed activities while he
was president of the American inspection Company, Inc. (AMSPEC). Among
other things, that order (1) prohibits Mr. McCool from engaging in any NRC-
licensed activities for a period of five years from the date of the order, and (2)
requires that for a period of five years thereafter Mr. McCool must notify the
agency within twenty days of accepting any employment offer involving NRC-
licensed activities or otherwise becoming involved in such activities. See 59
Fed. Reg. 46,676, 46,677 (1994).

The question no v before the Board is whether we should dismiss this
proceeding because of Mr. McCool's failure to prosecute this case in a timely

,

|
|

i
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manner. For the reasons set forth below, we conclude that this action should be
terminated.

As part of his initial filings requesting a hearing, Mr. McCool indicated that
he preferred that the start of the adjudicatory process be delayed until after
March 15,1995. He contended that this ( ate was significant because it was the
day of his scheduled release from the Federal Prison Camp in Pensacola, Florida,
where he was serving a sentence for two Atomic Energy Act felony convictions
relating to his activities as AMSPEC president. As grounds for delaying the

|

proceeding until his release, he cited the difficulty while incarcerated of meeting
|with his counsel to discuss the Staff's order, '

By memorandum and order issued December 1,1994, we directed Mr. !
McCool to submit a pleading addressing more fully why he wanted to delay
the start of the hearing process until after his release from prison and provided I

the Staff with an opportunity to respond to his filing. In a December 17,1994
pleading, he reiterated that he anticipated extreme difficulty in preparing his
case while in prison because he would not have ready access to his lawyer. In
response, the Staff stated that it did not oppose Mr. McCool's request to delay

1

the proceeding.
;

On January 9,1995, we granted Mr. McCool's request for a delay, with )
several caveats.' We directed that by April 3,1995, Mr. McCool should submit a
filing providing a mailing address where pleadings and orders can be served upon

,

him; a daytime telephone number where he can be reached; and, if available, I

a telephone number where he can receive facsimile transmissions. We also
|

directed Mr. McCool to advise us promptly of any change in his release date.
|

April 3 came and went, but Mr. McCool neither supplied the information '

requested in our January 9 issuance nor contacted the Board to obtain a further
delay in the proceeding. Therefore, on May 4,1995, we issued a memorandum

i and order difecting that Mr. McCool show cause why this proceeding should

| not be dismissed because of his failure to prosecute his case. In that order,
we directed that by June 5,1995, Mr. McCool should provide the Board with
the information requested in our January 9 issuance as well as an explanation
of why this proceeding should not be dismissed given his failure to follow the '

Board's earlier directive. In addition, we advised Mr. McCool that failing to
respond to this Board request could lead to the summary dismissal of his case.
Finally, in an effort to ensure that Mr. McCool received our show cause order,
we asked that the Office of the Secretary contact Staff counsel to obtain other

|

' Notwithstandmg his seenung rehance upon his lack of access to counsel as a basis for delaymg this proceeding.
m his Ikccmber 17 hhng Mr McCool mdscated that he miended to represent himself m this proceedmg. In our
January 9 assuance we asked that in has next hhng Mr McCool clarify whether he miended to retam counsel to
represent him in this proceedmg With our disnussal of this proceedmg. his answer to that questmn no longer is
of any norrrnt
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addresses where Mr. McCool might be found and that the Secretary serve the
Board's order at those locations as well.

| As before, Mr. McCool has not responded by the filing date established by
'

the Board. Because Mr. McCool now has failed on several occasions to provide
information that is important to his continued participation in this proceeding, we
can only conclude that he now longer wishes to contest the Staff's August 1994
enforcement order in this litigation. Accordingly, we dismiss this proceeding.

For the foregoing reasons, it is, this twenty-third day of June 1995, OR-
1 DERED that
' l. In accordance with the terms of the Board's May 4,1995 order to show

cause, this proceeding is dismissed because of petitioner McCool's failure to
prosecute this action.

2. The Office of the Secretary shall serve this memorandum and order on
Mr. McCool at all the addresses it used for service of the Board's May 4,1995
memorandum and order.2

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

G. Paul Bollwerk, Ill, Chairman
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Jerry R. K!ine
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Peter S. Lam
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Rockville, Maryland
June 23,1995

|

2 A copy of this nenuwandum and twJer is being seni this dale to staff coumel by E-nuul transmimon through |
the ageney's wide area network system
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

Before Administrative Judges:

James P. Gleason, Chairman
Dr. Jerry R. Kline

G. Paul Bollwerk, lil
Thomas D. Murphy, Altemate Board Member

in the Matter of Docket No. 40-8027 EA

(ASLBP No. 94-684-01 EA)
(Source Material License

No. SUB 1010)

SEQUOYAH FUELS CORPORATION
and GENERAL ATOMICS

(Gore, Oklahoma Site Decontamination
and Decommissioning Funding) June 30,1995

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
(Denying General Atomics' Motion Regarding
NRC Staff " Reliance" Issues and Establishing

Schedule for Bifurcated Issue of Agency Jurisdiction)

As part of this proceeding regarding an October 15, 1993 NRC Staff
enforcement order concerning the adequacy of decommissioning funding for
the Sequoyah Fuels Corporation (SFC) Gore, Oklahoma uranium hexafloride
facility, petitioner General Atomics (GA) has submitted a filing raising questions
about the validity of certain bases cited by the Staff in support of its order,
Specifically, by motion filed June 6,1995, GA has requested various forms of
relief relating to Staff claims in the October 1993 order about purported reliance
by the Commission or other agency officials on statements by GA Chairman J.

)
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Neal Blue concerning decommissioning funding for the SFC Gore facility. The j
NRC Staff and Intervenors Native Americans for a Clean Environment (NACE)

! and the Cherokee Nation oppose GA's requests for relief.
I For the reasons that follow, we deny GA's motion in tofo. In addition,

we bifurcate the jurisdictional issue of the agency's authority to subject GA
to the decommissioning funding requirements set forth in the Staff's October
1993 enforcement order and establish a schedule for discovery and summary
disposition motions relating to that issue.

I. BACKGROUND

The genesis of the dispute now before the Board is a portion of our April 1995
decision in LBP-95-5, 41 NRC 253, 272 (1995), that established a discovery
completion date of July 31, 1995. In response to that deadline, on April 28,
1995, GA counsel sent a letter to the Board Chairman in which he expressed

,

the opinion that it was unlikely discovery could be completed by the end of
July, in part because GA intended to take discovery from each of the NRC
Commissioners. This letter, in turn, prompted the Board on May 15,1995, to
hold a telephone conference with the parties, including petitioners GA and SFC,
the Staff, and Intervenors NACE and the Cherokee Nation, to discuss discovery
scheduling. Based on the parties' presentations during that conference, we asked
them to confer and attempt to reach agreement on whether it would be more
efficient to conduct discovery on, and then have the Board undertake to resolve,
the issue of the agency's regulatory "jerisdiction" over petitioner GA before
going forward with discovery and any evidentiary hearing on the other issues in
this proceeding. See Tr. 243-45.

Subsequently, in letters to the Board dated May 17 and 19,1995, the parties
made it clear that they were unable to reach an agreement regarding bifurcation.
The Staff and Intervenors NACE and the Cherokee Nation generally favored
bifurcation, while GA and SFC opposed it. From the May 15 telephone
conference and the parties' letters, a major point of contention appeared to be
the exact nature of the Staff's theory of regulatory jurisdiction.

In this regard, in the October 1993 enforcement order that is the focus of
this litigation, the Staff made the following statements relative to the agency's
reFulatory jurisdiction over GA:

Ahheugh at the time of the purchase [of the Gore, Oklatumia uranium hexafloride facility J GA
may hase refused to guarantee SFC's obbgation to decontanunate the facihty, GA's actions
in control over the day-to-day operations and business of SIC, and GA's representations
of firtancial guarantees desenbed abose on uhich rhr Commissum has rehrd. make GA
responsible, along with SFC to satisfy the NRC financial assurance requirements.
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After review of the responses to the Demands for Information, the NRC staff finds that
there is no basis to change its conclusion that the degree of GA's control over the business of
SFC and Mr. Illue's representations of financial assurance, un nhich the Commusi<m relied,

make GA responsible, along with SFC, for sansfying NRC fmancial assurance requirements.

58 Fed. Reg. 55,087,55,091 (1993)(emphasis supplied). In an attachment to a
January 13,1994 memorandum discussing the agenda for our initial prehearing ,

conference, we suggested that from these and other statements in the order, the
Staff appeared to be basing regulatory jurisdiction upon one or more of three
theories: (1) GA is a defacto licensee; (2) GA is a " person otherwise subject
to the jurisdiction of the Commission" in accordance with 10 C.F.R. 6 2.202
and 10 C.F.R. Part 2, App. C; and (3) GA has a contractual obligation or legal
duty to SFC or the agency flowing from, among other things, the Commission's
purported reliance upon representations made by GA. See Memorandum (Posing
Matters for Consideration at Prehearing Conference) (Jan. 13, 1994), attach. at
3-4 (unpublished).

'Ihereafter, during our initial prehearing conference on January 19, 1994,
in response to a Board question about the Staff's jurisdictional theory, Staff
counsel responded that

to the extent that there is conceivably a quasi contractual reliance theory, I will say again
that that is not one that the Staff at this time intends to pursue, but I am not sure what need
be done with the order. the order to the Staff clearly put General Atomics on notice that we j
were concerned with the day-to-day control of GA as we have alleged over the licensee, and

Jthat that pnncipally is the angle that we were takmg.

Tr.109. During our May 15 telephone conference, Staff counsel indicated that
the Staff continues to " stand by" this statement. Tr. 241. But, despite its own
intimation that something might need to be done to the order to reflect this
position, the Staff has'not taken any steps to amend or further clarify the order.

Notwithstanding the Staff's representations that a " quasi-contractual reliance" i

theory is not a basis for the order, in its May 19 letter to the Board regarding
bifurcation, GA cantinued to assert that without some Staff action relative to the
erder it was unsure about the validity of any " reliance" theory. This, according
to GA, had important implications for bifurcation of the regulatory jurisdiction
question. GA contended that if it must still pursue this reliance theory, discovery

;

will take substantially longer, which weighs significantly against bifurcation. '

See Letter from Stephen M. Duncan to Administrative Judge James P. Gleason,
Chairman, Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (May 19,1995) at 2-3.

By order issued May 23, 1995, we directed the Staff to appear at a May
31, 1995 hearing and show cause why the Board should not declare that the
" reliance" theory set forth in its October 1993 order had been abandoned
such that any legal er factual statements in the order that relate solely to that
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theory would be deemed irrelevant to this proceeding. See Memorandum and
Order (Order to Show Cause) (May 23,1995) at 4 (unpublished). During the
May 31 hearing, the Staff stated that regulatory jurisdiction in this case was
not based upon either theory two or theory three suggested by the Board in
the attachment to its January 13 memorat dum, which the Staff described in
shorthand, respectively, as the " wrongdoing" and " quasi-contractual / detrimental
reliance" theories. See Tr. 252. Instead, the Staff asserted that its theory of the
case, which is more along the line of suggested Board jurisdictional theory one
(i.e., GA as a defacto licensee), was set forth most fully in an April 13,1994
pleading as follows:

|
I, By reason of GA's 100% ownership of SFC, and its direct involvement in certain
activities of SFC going beyond the nere exercise of voting control over SFC, GA has'

( affected or engaged in matters over which the NRC has subject matter junsdiction, and has
become subject to the NRC's broad authonty to issue the Order to it, which under these

j facts constitutes a reasonable, necessary, rational, and lawful exercise of the NRC's broad
authority granted by Congress to enable the NRC to fulf11 its statutory mandate to protect
health and minimize danger to hfe or property.

2. By reason of GA's 100% ownership of SFC, and its direct involvement in certam
activities of SFC going beyond the mere exercise of voting control over SFC, G A has affected
or engaged in matters over which the NRC has subject matter jurisdiction and has become
a de facto licensee, futly subject to the NRC's regulations and NRC's broad authonty to
issue the Order to it, which unider these facts constitutes a reasonable, necessary, rational,
and lawful exercise of the NRC's broad authonty granted by Congress to enable the NRC
to fulfill its statutory mandate to protect health and minimize danger to hfe or propeny.

3. By reason of GA's 100% ownership of SFC, and its direct involvement in certain
activities of SFC gomg beyond the mere exercise of voi ng control over Sr:C, GA has affected
or engaged in matters over which the NRC has subject matter jurisdiction, and has become
subject to the NRC's broad authonty to issue the Order to it, which under these facts, coupled

! with GA's voluntary commitment to guarantee financially the decommissiomng fundmg for
cleanup of the SFC site, constitutes a reasonable, necessary, rational, and lawful exercise
of the NRC's broad authonty granted by Congress to enable the NRC to fulfill its statutory
mandate to protect heahh and nunimize danger to hfe or property.

Tr. 254-56 (quoting NRC Staff's Answer in Opposition to General Atomics *
Motion for Summary Disposition or for an Order of Dismissal (Apr. 13,1994)
at 26-27),

Further, in response to Board questions concerning the significance of the
wording in the October 1993 order, referencing GA representations of financial
assurance "on which the Commission relied," the Staff explained that this
phrasing was not intended to pose a theory of regulatory jurisdiction (or

| GA liability) that depends upon actual reliance by the Commission or any
other agency employee on such commitments. According to the Staff, those
commitments potentially are relevant in two contexts: first, as one of the indicia
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that GA had the requisite degree of control over SFC to establish that GA is
subject to the agency's authority, perhaps as a defacto licensee; and second, as a
discrete factor that, when considered in conjunction witu circumstances showing
GA control of SFC, establishes GA is subject to the agency's authority. See Tr.
256-57, 278-81.

'Ihe Staff also assened that an important step in establishing the relevance
of those commitments is to show they were material to the agency in that there
was regulatory reliance on the commitments. To demonstrate such reliance,
however, the Staff maintained it is not necessary to show " actual" reliance on the
commitments by individual Commissioners or other agency personnel. Instead,
drawing an analogy to the Commission's decisions on the nature of " material
false statements" in Randall C. Orem, D.O., CLI-93-14, 37 NRC 423 (1993),
and Virginia Electric and Power Co. (North Anna Power Station, Units 1 and 2),
CLl-76-22,4 NRC 480 (l976), aff'd sub nom. Virginia Electric and Power Co.
v. NRC,571 F.2d 1289 (4th Cir.1978), the Staff declared that the materiality of
the commitments is a question of law that requires a Board determination about
whether the circumstances involved support the conclusion that a reasonable
agency decisionmaker would take the commitment into account in doing his or
herjob. See Tr. 257-60,28l-82. As a consequence, the Staff declared that GA's
concerns about having to pursue extensive discovery of Commission members
and agency officials to contest any Staff " reliance" theory was groundless and
so did not weigh against bifurcation of the jurisdictional issue. See Tr. 261.

In response, GA asserted that given the impact on GA's dealings with
financial institutions and other business entities of the Staff's allegations about
commitments purportedly made by GA Chairman Blue and agency reliance on |

those commitments, it was unjust and unfair now to permit the Staff to disavow
reliance on those allegations without amending the October 1993 order. GA
argued that all allegations about reliance and statements by Chairman Blue
should be stricken from the record and that discovery should proceed on all
remaining Staff claims without bifurcation of the jurisdictional issue. See Tr.
262-64, 291. SFC supported GA's position. See Tr. 276-77. For their part,
Intervenors NACE and the Cherokee Nation agreed with the Staff's substantive
position regarding reliance, but now expressed skepticism that bifurcation would
be efficient given that the Staff's position obviated GA's supposed need for
extensive discovery regarding agency reliance. See Tr. 287-89.

At the conclusion of the hearing, the Board requested that GA put its request
to strike portions of the October 1993 order in writing. See Tr. 292-93. GA
did so in the June 6,1995 motion now pending before the Board. In addition,
GA requests summary disposition in its favor on all issues and claims in the l

October 1993 order that relate to any purported reliance by NRC officials on
any statements or representations of GA Chairman Blue. Further, GA asks that

|

the Board limit the Staff's theories of liability to only the first two of the three
'
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theories specified by the Staff in its April 1994 opposition to GA's motion for
summary disposition and reiterated during the May 31 hearing. See [GA's]

| Motion for Summary Disposition, to Strike Language from the October 15,
| 1993 Order, and to Limit Issues in the Proceeding (June 6,1995) [ hereinafter
'

GA Reliance Motion]. Both the Staff and Intervenors NACE and the Cherokee
Nation oppose all aspects of GA's motion. See NRC Staff's Answer to [GA's]
Motion for Summary Disposition, to Strike Language from the October 15,1993
Order and to Limit Issues in the Proceeding (June 12,1995) [ hereinafter Staff
Reliance Response]; [NACE's] and Cherokee Nation's Opposition to [GA's]
Motion for Summary Disposition, to Strike Language from the October 15,
1993 Order, and to Limit Issues in the Proceeding (June 12,1995) [ hereinafter

| NACE/ Cherokee Nation Reliance Response).

II. ANALYSIS

In its motion, GA uses the same arguments to justify all three forms of
relief requested. GA begins by asserting that the Staff has conceded that
under the October 1993 order agency regulatory jurisdiction over GA and
GA decommissioning cost liability are not founded upon any quasi-contract,
detrimental reliance theory. See GA Reliance Motion at 2. GA also declares
that the Staff has recognized that in the order GA is not alleged to have been
involved in any wrongdoing. See id. at 3-4. GA further contends that the Staff
has acknowledged that it will not attempt to establish GA's liability based upon
any statements made by GA Chairman Blue and relied upon by the Commission,

| but instead will use such statements to establish that GA exercised some degree

| of control over its subsidiary SFC. See id. at 4,
GA then declares that, in light of these various Staff concessions. the Board

should both reject any Staff attempt to use the statements in this manner and
strike any reference in the October 1993 order that relates to any statements |
or representations made by Chairman Blue. Such Board action is justified, I

according to GA, because (1) use of the statements is clearly wrong as a matter
i

of law under either (a) the case authority cited by the Staff, or (b) the general |

legal concept of " materiality", (2) use of the statements adds nothing to the
case, but rather is so prejudicial to GA as to be inconsistent with any notion of
fundamental fairness in the conduct of this proceeding; and (3) permitting the
statements to be used will significantly and adversely affect the orderly conduct
of this proceeding by prolonging discovery. See id. at 5-12. We address each
of these arguments in turn.
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A. Staff Legal Basis for Using the Statements

GA declares that the North Anna and Orem cases cited by the Srsff in
support of its use of the statements are irrelevant because both cases define
the standard for determining in a civil oenalty case whether a material false
statement exists. Ilere, GA maintains, the Staff already has stated that it is
not contending Chairman Blue made material false statements. See id. at 6-
7. In addition, equating the term " material" with the term " relevant" used in
Federal Rule of Evidence 401, GA declares that Chairman Blue's statements

cannot be considered relevant (i.e., material) to the factual question of corporate
control because as "[v]oluntary, non-binding, true statements" that contained no
directive content instructing its subsidiary SFC, they cannot constitute indicia
of control that would support a determination to " pierce the corporate veil" and
reach a parent corporation. Id. at 7-9.

| In response, both the Staff and the Intervenors maintain that under the three
theories identified by the Staff as the conceptual basis for asserting regulatory'

jurisdiction and funding liability vis-a-vis GA Chairman Blue's statements are
.

,

certainly relevant as probative of the relationship between GA and its subsidiary
SFC. Both also declare that the North Anna and Orem cases cited by the Staff
provide a framework for determining how the references to " reliance" in the
October 1993 order should be understood in the context of those three theories.
Specifically, the Staff contends that the definition of " material" in these two
cases illustrates its position that in utilizing the statements to support the Staff's
jurisdictional / liability theories, the pertinent question is not whether agency
personnel, including the Commission, actually relied on the statements. Instead,
as the analysis in these cases suggests, the issue is whether the Staff is able
to demonstrate reliance as an objective matter based on the pertinent factual
circumstances. See Staff Reliance Resoonse at 5-6.

From the various Staff statements before us, it is apparent that any reference
in the October 1993 order to " reliance" on Chairman Blue's statements was not
intended to incorporate a quasi-contractual theory of regulatory jurisdiction and
decommissioning funding liability. On the other hand, the Staff has indicated
that agency " reliance" on those statements is a relevant concern because reliance
is a valid consideration under the second and third jurisdictional / liability theories
the Staff has identified. Regarding those theories, however, based on the cursory
GA arguments we have before us currently, we cannot say that the Staff is
precluded from pursuing either concept because agency " reliance" on statements
by GA Chairman Blue forms a basis for each theory. Nor can we grant GA
summary disposition relative to those theories.

Ihr instance, based on what GA has presented thus far, we see no reason
to preclude a Staff argument that statements such as those of Chairman Blue j

may be relevant to the issue of control. GA suggests that a parent corporation's j
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statement before the agency that supports a subsidiary but does not constitute a
directive to the subsidiary is outside the realm of circumstances that will support
imposing liability on a parent corporation. See GA Reliance Motion at 8-9. Yet,

I if parental control can be utilized as a means of establishing agency jurisdiction
over a nonlicensee parent, the fact that a parent corporation's statements are
directed to the agency rather than the subsidiary hardly seems dispositive.

GA also has not provided any convincing argument to counter the Staff's
position that one measure of the significance of those statements as an indicia of

,

| control would be their relevance to regulatory decisionmakers, thereby making
| agency " reliance" on such a statement a matter " material" to the issue of

|
control. Moreover, based on what GA has asserted, we do not see that the

! Staff's " objective" approach to determining agency " reliance" is inapplicable.
| Certainly, the fact that the statements in question are not alleged to be " false"

is not dispositive of the validity of the " objective reliance" approach outlined

| in the North Anna and Orem cases. This is particularly so, as the Intervenors

! point out, given the judicial authority suggesting that attempts to probe the
actual mental processes of agency decisionmakers generally are disfavored. See
NACE/ Cherokee Nation Reliance Response at 10 (citing, among others, Citi: ens
to Preserve Orcrton Park, Inc. v. Volpe,401 U.S. 402,420 (1971)).

We thus find no basis in the present motion for rejecting or limiting any of
the Staff's jurisdictional / liability theories as a matter of law because they may
be based on " reliance" on GA Chairman Blue's statements.

! B. Prejudicial Nature of the Statements in the Order

Besides seeking to eliminate any Staff jurisdictional / liability based on re-
liance, GA also asserts that the statements in the order regarding Chairman

| Blue's statements and agency reliance on those statements should be stricken.
; According to GA, because the Staff has admitted that its order is not based on
! a quasi-contractual reliance theory, the prejudice that inures to GA from hav-

ing those statements in the order warrants this relief. As GA describes it, the
present wording of the order prejudices GA's ability to conduct business with
its existing and potential customers, financial institutions, and its vendors and
employees because they will be misled about the nature of the order and the

| fact that it is not based on any " wrongdoing" by GA. See GA Reliance Motion
'

at 10-11. Both the Staff and the Intervenors respond that the nature of any prej-
udice is not clear and, in any event, the statements by Chairman Blue, which
are a matter of public record, are indeed relevant to the jurisaictional/ liability
theories that underlie the Staff's order. See Staff Reliance Response at 4-5;
NACE/ Cherokee Nation Reliance Response at 7-8.

The October 1993 order leaves much to be desired in terms of providing a
clear explanation how and why Chairman Blue's statements and agency reliance

!
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on those statements provide a basis for the order. Nonetheless, as we indicated
under section !!.A, above, based on the information now before the Board and the

parties, it appears that those statements and the issue of agency reliance on them
!

do have an appropriate place iri this litigation, only as evidence relevant to the
issue of corporate control. Evidence concerning any claimed quasi-contractual

|
liability will not be considered. However, this is not intended to rule adversely

[
at this time concerning any of the Staff's three theories supporting its claim of i

jurisdiction. Certainly, in light of GA's amorphous claims of prejudice, we find
no basis at present for striking any portion of the October 1993 order. |

| C. Prolonging Discovery

[ GA also claims that the Board's general authority to maintain order in and
regulate the course of this proceeding supports striking all portions of the
October 1993 order relating to Chairman Blue's statements and agency reliance ;

on those statements. According to GA, failure to exercise this authority will I
result in prolonged discovery that will have a significant adverse effect on the ,

proceeding. If those statements remain, GA asserts, it will have to probe the ;

relevancy of the statements in relation to the issue of its purported control over
'

SFC, including seeking discovery from the Commission and Staff personnel on |
the question of their reliance. See GA Reliance Motion at Il-12. Both the Staff

|. and Intervenors label this argument a " threat" that is without substance because j

| the Staff's admission that its jurisdictional / liability theories are not based upon
'

" reliance in fact" means that such discovery is irrelevant to the proceeding and. i

so not appropriate. See Staff Reliance Response at 6-7; NACE/ Cherokee Nation
Reliance Response at 10. !

In our discussion in section II.A, above, we have indicated that, based on the
|;

'

information now before us, we see no reason to preclude the Staff from pursuing |

its second and third jurisdictional / liability theories notwithstanding the fact that j

they may be based on an " objective" reliance theory. The need for discovery |
from individual agency personnel regarding their actual " reliance" that is the i

particular focus of GA's argument thus appears problematic. As such, we see
no basis for granting this relief sought by GA.

111. BIFURCATION

Having ruled on GA's motion, we are back to the initial question that
prompted its filing: Should the Board bifurcate and decide the issue of agency
regulatory jurisdiction' over GA before proceeding to the " merits" of the order
as it relates to the adequacy of SFC decommissioning funding? After reviewing
the positions of the parties on this question, we have concluded that, for reasons
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of economy and expedition, the central nature of the jurisdiction issue to this !

proceeding merits separate consideration at this time.
The parties thus should proceed with discovery on the question of the !

agency's regulatory authority to impose joint and several liabihty upon GA for i

providing site remediation funding and decommissioning financial assurance.
'

Discovery and the submission of any additional motions for summary disposition i

relating to that issue will be in accordance with the following schedule: ;

Discovery Closes:' Friday, September 15,1995 *

Dispositive Motions Due:2 Friday, October 13,1995 ,

i
Dispositive Motion Responses Due: Friday, November 17,1995

Dispositive Motion Replies Due: Friday, December 8,1995

i If the Board finds on the basis of the motions filed that it is unable to grant >

j' summary disposition on this issue because there are material factual issues in
! dispute, it is the Board's intent to convene an evidentiary hearing promptly to
I resolve the regulatory jurisdictional isss:e.

,

i
IV. CONCLGFION

l

| The Jane 6,1995 GA motion provides no basis either for limiting the Staff's

| theories of regulatory jurisdiction that are btsed upon " reliance" by agency |

personnel on statements made by GA Chairman Liue or for granting summary |
disposition in favor of GA on all issues or claims that relate to such " reliance."

|
| Nor does that motion provide support sufficient to cause us to strike any portion

( of the Staff's October 1993 order relating to Chairman Blue's statements or
'

'

representations. We thus deny the motion. ;

|

Ibr the foregoing reasons, it is this 30th day of June 1995, ORDERED that j
1. The June 6,1995 motion of GA for summary disposition, to strike

language from the October 15,1993 order, and to limit issues in the proceeding
is denied. ;

2. 'Ihis proceeding is bifurcated to permit the jurisdiction issue herein to ,

be resolved initially and separately. ;

|- !
i

1

I To be unrly under ilus schedule a discovery request rnust he hied or a deposiuon nonced on or before Fnday.
August 18.1995

.
2 We establish this date based on the Staff's previous representauon that it sniends to file a dispositive immon

| on the issue of Junsdicuon once discovery on that quespon is completed See Tr 241. If the staff intent in this

! regard should change,it should notify the Board promptly.

|
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| 3. The parties shall conduct discovery and file any additional motions for
- summary disposition on the issue of the agency's regulatory jurisdiction to

.
impose joint and several liability upon GA for providing site remediation funding

! and decommissioning financial assurance in accordance with the schedule set
forth on p. 487, supra.

THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND
LICENSING BOARD

!

James P. Gleason, Chairman

ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Jerry R. Kline
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

G. Paul Bollwerk, III
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Bethesda, Maryland
June 30,1995
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Cite as 41 NRC 489 (1995) DD-95-12

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

|

|
'

OFFICE OF NUCLEAR MATERIAL SAFETY AND SAFEGUARDS
|
|

Carl J. Paperiello, Director

in the Matter of Docket No. 70-364

BABCOCK AND WILCOX COMPANY
(Pennsylvania Nuclear Services

Operations, Parks Township,
Pennsylvania) June 26,1995

The Director of the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards grants in
part two requests for action under 10 C.F.R. 5 2.206 (initially raised as concerns
by Citizens' Action for a Safe Environment and the Kiski Valley Coalition to |

Save Our Children in their joint request for an informal hearing pursuant to 10 )
1

C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart L) referred, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. Q 2.1205(k)(2), by the
Presiding Officer in the Initial Decision, dated January 3,1995. ,

The Petitioners, based on a concern about radioactive releases from the
Babcock & Wilcox Company's (B&W) Apollo facility, request the Commission j
to test for radioactive contamination in the general vicinity of Kepple Hill and
Riverview in Parks Township. His request has been granted insofar as the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (Commission) Staff calculated the potential
airborne uranium concentration and potential contamination of soil, reviewed
the environmental monitoring and aerial radiological survey data, and concluded i

Ithat the radioactive releases from the Apollo facility have been within regulatory
limits and have not resulted in concentrations of radioactivity in the soil greater |

than the Commission's current release criteria for uranium. !

he Petitioners, based on a concern about the past operations of the B&W
Parks Township facility, request the Commission to investigate radiological
contamination on the Farmers Delight Dairy Farm. This request has been granted
insofar as the Commission Staff has reviewed the environmental monitoring data
collected from the area of the Parks Township facility since 1969, as well as soil
samples from the area, and concluded that there has been no significant increase
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( in background levels outside of the immediate site area of the Parks Township
'

facility.

REGULATIONS: CONCENTRATION VALUES OF
10 C.F.R. PART 20, APPENDIX B

The values set forth in 10 C.F.R. Part 20, Appendix B, Table 11, are regulatory
lisaits applicable at the site boundary, not at the stack discharge point.

DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C.F.R. 5 2.206 ,

1. INTRODUCTION

By Petition dated January 5,1994, Citizens' Action for a Safe Environ-
j ment (CASE) and the Kiski Valley Coalition to Save Our Children (the Coali-
| tion) (together referred to as Intervenors or Petitioners) filed a joint request

for an informal hearing pursuant to 10 C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart L, with regard
to Babcock & Wilcox Company's (Licensee) application for renewal of Spc-
cial Nuclear Material (SNM) License SNM-414 issued to the Licensee by the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC or Commission) for the Pennsylva-
nia Nuclear Service Operations facility located in Parks Township, Armstrong
County, Pennsylvania (Parks Township facility). In a Memorandum and Order
dated April 22,1994, the Presiding Officer granted the request for hearing and
admitted the Petitioners as Intervenors.' An informal hearing was conducted
pursuant to Subpart L of the Commission's procedural regulations. In the ini-
tial Decision, dated January 3,1995, authorizing the renewal of the materials

| license, the Presiding Officer, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 2.1205(k)(2), referred to
' - the Commission's Executive Director for Operations for consideration, as a re-

quest for action under 10 C.F.R.12.206, twelve areas of concern raised in that
proceeding by the Intervenors.2 These concerns were referred to my office for
review. Each of these concerns was reviewed with respect to the requirements
of section 2.206. Two concerns' (Sections Q and X) were found to satisfy
the requirements of section 2.206. On March 7,1995, a letter was sent to the

I LBP-94-12. 39 NRC 215 (1994).
2 LBP-95-l. 41 NRC 1. 35 (1995).
3 As the Commission recently noted. there were three concerns (secuons Q. R. and X). However. one of the

concerns (seenon R) was meluded whm section Q See CLI-95-4. 41 NRC 248. 252 (1995)
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| Intervenors acknowledging the treatment of the Intervenors' Sections Q and X

as requests for action under section 2.206.4
Section Q has been interpreted as a request for the Commission to test for

| radioactive contamination in the general vicinity of Kepple Hill and Riverview
in Parks Township. The apparent conce n is that this area is downwind of the
Apollo facility, which the Intervenors assert had been releasing radioactivity
at a rate above regulatory limits. The Intervenors rely on letters dated April
20, 1966, and May 26, 1969, concerning the need for experimental data
for an air surveillance program at the Apollo plant and authorization by the
Commission's predecessor, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), for the
discharge of radioactive materials in concentrations exceeding 10 C.F.R. Pan
20 limits.

Section X has been interpreted as a reque3t for the Commission to investigate
radiological contamination on the Farmers Delight Dairy Farm (apparently
located in Parks Township). The apparent concern is that past operations of
the Parks Township facility caused radioactive contamination of tne farm. As
basis for this request, the Inte 'enors assert that there is information in a 1966
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) study that indicates that the cattle on
the farm were having thyroid problems and that radionuclides were showing up
in the cows' milk.

I have completed my evaluation of the matters raised by the Intervenors and
have determined that, for the reasons stated below, no further action by the
Commission is warranted.

1

11. IIACKG ROUND

The Nuclear Material and Equipment Company (NUMEC) began operations
at the Apollo and Parks Township facilities in the late 1950s. The Atlantic
Richfield Company (ARCO) purchased the stock of NUMEC in 1967. In 1971,
Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) purchased NUMEC and is the current owner of the |

Apollo and Parks Township facilities. |

The primary function of the NUMEC Apollo facility was the conversion of
low-enriched (less than 5 wt W U-235) uranium hexafluoride to uranium oxide
for use in fuel for light-water-moderated power reactors and to produce high-
enriched (greater than 93 wt % U-235) nuclear fuel material for use in naval
reactors. The B&W Apollo facility ceased manufacturing nuclear fuel in 1983

4 in the acknowledgnent letter il was noted that the other concerns (Seenons H. H.1. M. P. s. T. U. w. and Y)
had been addrened by the Commmion Staff in afhdavits of Michael A Lamastra and Heather M. Astmuta These
affidavits were submitted to the Atonuc Safety and tjcensing Board in the subpart L proceeding on september
22.1994
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and has completed site decommissioning. The Commission Staff expects to
terminate the Apollo facility license in 1995.

The primary function of the NUMEC Parks Township facility was the
fabrication of plutonium fuel, the preparation of high-enriched uranium fuel, and
the production of zirconium / hafnium bars. The Parks Township facility ceased
fuel fabrication activities in 1980 and is currently conducting decontamination
and refurbishment of nuclear reactor components and couipment. He Parks
Township license was last renewed on May 16, 1984, with an expiration date
of May 31,1989, and the license is currently under timely renewal.5

|

|
' III. DISCUSSION

The NRC Staff has evaluated the Intervenors' two requests for action pursuant
to section 2.206. The evaluation and my disposition for each request are
discussed below.

1. Testfor Radioactive Contamination in the General Vicinity of Kepple
Hilland Riverview Areas in Parks Township

; he Intervenors' request is based on their interpretation of letters dated April
i 20,1966, and May 26,1969, from Roger D. Caldwell, Manager, Health, Safety

and Licensing, of NUMEC concerning the need for experimental data for an
air surveillance program at the NUMEC Apollo plant * and authorization by
the Atomic Energy Commission for the discharge of radioactive materials in
concentrations exceeding 10 C.F.R. Part 20 limits.'

By application dated November 13, 1968, and supplement dated March 5,
1969, and pursuant to section 20.106(b), NUMEC requested that License SNM-
145 be amended to permit concentrations up to 100 times the limits specified in

i Part 20, Appendix B, Table 11, in any stack effluent, provided that concentrations
at the roof edge and in the local environment complied with Part 20 limits. By
License Amendment 31, dated May 26,1969, the AEC authorized NUMEC to

| The Conurusuon on Apnl 26. 1995. demed the Intervenors' petsuon for review of the Presiding officer's8

January 3,1995 Imnal Decision (Ucense Renewal). LBP-95-1. 41 NRC I rininal Decismn"). The Staff expects
to renew the beense in 1995.
6one of the subarcas of concern accepted as an issue in the inforrnal heanng was "[wJhether B&w Managernent

pracuces as rnarufessed by the rnanagement of the Apollo facility threaten offute releases of radiaison trorn the
Parks Township facihty" LBPMl2,39 NRC 215. 222 23 |1994)
7 Pnor in January 1994, NRC regulanons for radioacuuty in effluents to unrestneied areas were contained in

10 C F K 5 :'O 106 The current requirements are found in 10 C 0 R. 5 201302. Section 20 IONa) brruted
radioactmty in air ef0uents to unrestncied areas to less than those listed in Appendix B. Table 11. except as
authonzed in 10 C F R 6 2010Nb). Sectmn 2010Nb) allowed beenwes to propose imurs higher than those
specified m secuan 20106(al. if certain condmons were nrt Seenon 2010Nds clanfied that the imuts hsted in
Appendix B. Table 11. apply at the boundary of the restricted area and not at the stack discharge point.

|
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discharge radioactive material from any stack, in concentrations up to 100 times
the values specified in Appendix B, Table II, of Part 208 subject to the following
conditions:

(a) concentrations of radioactive material measured by the continuously operating air
samplers positioned at the plant roof perimeter shall not exceed the values specified in
Appendix B, Table 11. of 10 C.F.R. Part 20. and

(b) an environmental air samphng program shall be conducted in the neighboring
unrestricted areas' of the plant.

Accordingly, even though NUMEC was authorized to discharge at the stack
up to 100 times the values specified in Appendix B. Table II, NUMEC was
still required to meet the limits at the site boundary (see note 8). Moreover,
NUMEC was required to meet these same values at the plant roof perimeter.

To evaluate the Intervenors' concern about the alleged contamination in the
general vicinity of the Kepple Hill and Riverview areas of Parks Township, the
Staff estimated the average airborne uranium concentrations using the results
from the environmental monitoring program, which was a condition of the
license. The NRC Staff calculated the average airborne uranium concentrations
to be 3.6 x 1043 pCi/cm .'8 This calculated value is less than one tenth ofi

the maximum permissible concentration in air for insoluble uranium-238 and
uranium-235; the requirement for unrestricted air effluent set forth in Part 20,

,

Appendix B, Table II. Accordingly, the releases from the facility were within '

Part 20 requirements for unrestricted release and, therefore, were not a safety
concern.

The NRC Staff also estimated the potential contamination of soil outside the
plant boundary from facility operations." Using conservative assumptions, the
Commission Staff calculated a maximum concentration of 12 pCi per gram of
soil. This is less than the Commission's current release criteria for uranium.i

ne Commission Staff also reviewed environmental radiation monitoring data
collected during the facility's period of operation. Environmental radiation mon-

I
8 'The values set ronh in Part 20. Appendix B. Table II. are the regul.nory Imuts apphcable at the site boundary.

not at the stack.
'secuon 201003 of 10 C r R. defmes "unrestncied area" as "an area, access so which is neither hnuted nor

controlled by the hcensee? Pnor to January 1.1994, an unrestncied area was dehned as "any area access to
which is not controlled by the licensee for purposes of protection of indmduals from exposure io radiation and i

radmacuse matenals, and any area used for res denual quarters? )
'" An esuma.te of the average aartmrne uramum concentranon can be calculated uung a uranium deposuon rate I

of 20 pCi/tt' per week tmeasured by NUMEC dunng plant operanon) and assunung a grautanonal settlement
'

raic of 0001 meter per second
" An esumate of the soil uramurn concentranon can be calculated unng a uramum deposmun rate of 20 pCi/ft2

per week (measured by NUMI.C dunng plant operauoni and assunung a 1 centimeter depth, a soil denuty of 13
3

f2em . and a 15-year operatmg period at Apollo.
The current release cntena for uramum, which is 30 pCi per gram is set forth m the Comnussion's " Branch

Techmcal Pomuon' (BTP) puhhshed in the federal Regurer, october 23.1981.
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itoring has been conducted at the Apollo site since 1968. Monitoring programs
included measurements of radioactive materials in the environment (river water,
and sediment, air, soil, and vegetation) and thermoluminescent dosimetry (TLD)
measurements of direct radiation in the environment. Radiological monitoring
stations have been active in the Apollo facility area for as long as three decades,
monitoring the Allegheny and Kiskiminetas Rivers and various tributaries, as
well as other surface waters and groundwater. These include Commission, state,
and B&W stations. Based on its review of these data, the Commission Staff
concludes that operation of the Apollo facility did not result in any significant
changes to normal background levels outside the immediate site area.

The Commission Staff also reviewed the results of an aerial radiological
survey to measure gamma radiation" levels in the area of the Apollo facility.
At the request of the Commission, the survey was conducted by EG&G Energy
Measurement Group from June 15-19, 1981. The survey data identified only
background levels of radiation.

In summary, the Commission Staff calculated the potential airborne uranium
concentration and potential contamination of soil, reviewed the environmental
monitoring and aerial radiological survey data, and concluded that the radioactive
releases from the Apollo facility have been within regulatory limits and have not
resulted in concentrations of radioactivity in the soil greater than the NRC release
criteria stated in the Branch Technical Position (see note 12). In reaching this
conclusion, the Staff took into account the fact that in 1969, the AEC authorized
NUMEC to release at the stack, radioactive materials in concentrations up to
100 times the values (applicable at the site boundary) listed in Appendix B
of Part 20. The Intervenors' request that the Commission test for radiological
contamination in the general vicinity of Kepple 11ill and Riverview in Parks
Township is granted to the extent of the review described above. liowever, the
Intervenors have failed to raise any substantial health or safety issues. Therefore,
no further action is warranted.

2. Investigate Potential Radiological Contamination on the Farmers
Delight Dairy Farm Excated in the Vicinity of the Parks Township
Facility

In its request for the Commission to investigate radiological contamination
on the Farmers Delight Dairy Farm, the Intervenors assert that information
contained in a U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) report entitled NUMEC-
1966 indicates that cattle on the farm are having thyroid problems and that
radionuclides are showing up in the cows' milk. The Intervenors indicate that

U
Gamma radiatum is electromagnene pholons ongmatmg from ec nudeus of an atom Gamma rays are smular

10 K ray 5
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the report was read to them over the telephone by a reference librarian at the
USDA Library in Beltsville, Maryland. The Intervenors also assert that the
report " vanished" from that Library.

To evaluate the NUMEC-1966 report, the Commission Staff searched its
files, requested both B&W and ARCO +o search their files, and requested the
USDA to check its files for a copy of the report. No copy was found. However,
the USDA did confirm that the only copy in its system was missing from the
USDA Beltsville, Maryland library. It was also determined that NUMEC-1966
we not a USDA report but a NUMEC-published document. The Commission
Staff again searched its files and requested that B&W and ARCO search their
files for a NUMEC report entitled NUMEC-1966. Again, no copy was found.

! Since the Commission Staff was unable to evaluate the NUMEC-1966 report,

| the Staff reviewed environmental radiation monitoring data collected from the
| area of the Parks Township facility. Environmental radiation monitoring has

been conducted at the Parks Township site since 1969. The monitoring program

|
includes measurements of radioactive materials in the envitonment (air, soil,

! and vegetation) and TLD measurements of direct radiation in the environment.
These include Commission, state, and B&W monitoring stations. The NRC
Staff has also taken soil samples from private residences and other locations
in the Parks Township area." The NRC Staff has reviewed the environmental
monitoring data, including the soil samples, and concluded that there has been
no significant increase in background levels outside of the immediate site area i

of the Parks Township facility. The Intervenors' request that the Commission ]
investigate potential radiological contamination on the Farmers Delight Dairy
Farm is granted to the extent of the review described above. The Intervenors
have, however, failed to raise a substantial health or safety concern; therefore. '

no further action is warranted.

IV. CONCLUSION

'Ihe institution of proceedings pursuant to section 2.206 is appropriate only
where substantial health and safety issues have been raised. See Consolidated
Edison Co. ofNew lbrk (Indian Point, Units 1,2, and 3), CL1-75-8,2 NRC 173,
175-76 (1975), and Washington Public Power Supply System (WPPSS Nuclear
Project No. 2), DD-84-7,19 NRC 899,923 (1984). This is the standard that I
have applied to determine whether the actions requested by the Intervenors are
warranted. Since no substantial health and safety issues have been raised by

"The NRC soil samphng results were reponed in NRC combmed Inspechon Repons Nos 70-135N3-01 and
70-3M/93-02. 70135N3-02 and 743MN3-03. 74135N3 03 and 70-364NLO4. 74135N&01 and 70 3MN4-Ol;
and 74135N402 and 70-3MN&O2,
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the Intervenors and for the reasons discussed above, no basis exists for taking
any further action in response to the requests beyond that described above.
Accordingly, in this matter, the Commission is taking no further action pursuant
to section 2.206.

As provided by 10 C.F.R. 5 2.206(c), a co.,y of this Decision will be filed with
the Secretary of the Commission for the Commission's review. The Decision
will become the final action of the Commission 25 days after issuance unless
the Commission, on its own motion, institutes a review of the Decision.

FOR THE NUCLEAR
REGULATORY COMMISSION

Carl J. Paperiello, Director
Office of Nuclear Material Safety ;

and Safeguards !

|

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 26th day of June 1995.
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AD% ANCE.D MEDICAL SYSTE MS INC.
MATI. RIALS LICENSE RENE% AL; MEMORANDUM AND ORDLR, Docket No. 301605SML-Ren

| (ASLBP No. 9%707-02-ML-Ren) (Source Meenal beense ho 3419089-Olt LBP-953. 41 NRC

| 195 (lWS)
ALL LIC1.NSEl.S

REQUEST FOR ACTION. DIREClOR'S DECISION UNDL R 10 C F R.12 206. DD958. 41 NRC,

} 346 (1995)
1 ALL PRESSURI7ED WATER REACIORS

| kFQdLST FOR ACTION; DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDE R 10 C F R 6 2.206- DS9S2. 41 NRC 55 ..

I il9951
f BABCOCK AND WILCOX COMPANY j
' !MATLRIALS 1.lCL NSE RENF% AL ORDER. Akes No. 74h4ML-Res. CLl-954. 41 NRC 248

(1995) '

|MATERIALS LICLNSE RENE% AL. INITIAL DECislON (1xenw Renewalk thwkes No :'

- 70 %4-ML-Ren ( ASLBP No 9+687-Ol-ML-Ren) (Mmenals IAenne No SNM-414). LBP-951. 41
I INRC I (1994

REQUEST FOR ACTION, DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDLR 10 C F R 6 2 206. Docket No 70 44
DD 9tl2. 41 NRC 4A9 |1995)

C(MIMONWTALTH EDlSON COMPANY
~ '

RI-QUEST FOR ACTION. DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDE R 10 C F R 4 2.206. Docket Nos %295.
%304. D&959. 41 NRC 350 (19956

CURATORS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURl
'

MATIRLALS LICENSE AMENDMI.NT MLMORANDUM AND ORDER. Docket Nos. 70 00210.MLA,

g 402278-MLA (TRUMP-S Progeet) (Byproduct beenw No 24 00513 12. Speaal Nuclear Mmenala
1 Luenw No. $NM 247) CLl 9%I. 41 NRC 71 (1995)'

MATERLAL5 LICE.NSE AMENDMENT. MI.MORANDUM AND ORDER (Pesauons for
Re6onaleranim), Docket Nos 70 00270. 202278-Mt.A (TRUMP-S Proleet) (Byproduct 1xense a

t. No. 24 0051132. 5 penal Nuclear Mmenais bcense No SNM 247). C01958. 41 NRC 386 0995)
' DAN!!L j McCOOL
| ENFORCIMLh1 ACTK)N. Mt.MORANDUM AND ORDER ([hsnusung Proceedmgn, Ducket No IA
I 94017 (ASLBP No 95 70501-LA). IJIP 90ll. 41 NRC 475 (1995)

DR JAMES E BAUt R
ENFORCEMENT ACTION. MEMORANDUM AND ORDER. Docket No lA.94-Oll, CL1953. 41

NRC 245 (1995)
1.NFORCIMLNT ACTIDN, MIMORANDUM AND ORDIR (thspouuve Motum-Related Rulmgs);

I Ducket No IA 94 011 (ASLBP No 94696-OSEA); LBP 957. 41 NRC 32) (19951
| t NTt RGY OPE R ATlONS. INC

| REQUEST FOR ACTION. DIRECTOR S DECISION UNDER 10 C F k 5 2.206. Duckei Nos %311
I m368. 72-1007, DD.94 3. 41 NRC 62 (199h

Fl.ORIDA POWLR AND LIGFIT COMPANY
REQUL5T IOR ACTION. DIRE CTOR'S DLCISION UNDE.R 10 C F R 6 2.206. Dmket No BM9 A.

DD 9tl0. 41 NRC MI (1995)
REQUEST FOR ACTION. DIRFCTOR'S DiCISION UNDER 10 C F R 6 2 206. Duket Nos %335.
4189 %210 %251, DD 907, 41 NRC 319 (1994)
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GEORGIA INSTTTlTTE OF TECHNOLOGY
OPERATING LICENSE RENEWAL PREHEARING CONFERENCE ORDER (Rulms on Stanihng arut

Consentamsr. Dochei No Ston-Ren (ASLEP No, 95704-01-Ren) (Renewal of Facihty Liceme No-
R-97). LBP-916, di NRC 281 (1995)

GEORGIA POWER COMPANY. et al.
|

OPERATING LICENSE AMENDMENT. MLMORANDUM. Dochel Nos %321. 50 h6. S424
j

50 425 (10 C F R.12 206). CLL955, 41 NkC 321 (1995) j
OPERATING LICENSE AMENDMEffT. ORDER. Docket Nos 54424OLA-3. 242LOLA 3. I

'
C1.L959. 41 NRC 4(H (1991)

GULF STATES LTTILITIES COMPANY. et al
OPERATING LICENSE AMENDMENT MEMORANDUM AND ORDI R (Ruhag on lAemee's

Monon Requesung Summary Dnposmon of Comentam 2); Docket No %458-OLA (ASLBP No.
91680-04-OLA). LBP-9%IO. 41 NRC 460 (1995; I

'HYDRO RESOURCES. INC
MATER.ALS LICENSE. MEMORANDUM AND ORDE R (Semng Schedule fue Fihngs). Docket No

448%8-ML (ASLBP No 95 706 01 MLk LBP 902. 41 NRC 38 (1995) .

'INNOVATIVE WEAPONRY, INC.
MATERIALS LICENSE RENEWAL MEMORANDUM AND ORDI R (Termmaung Procceshng).

Aket No 0210266-ML-Ren (ASLDP No 9570101-ML Ren, (Byproduct Marenals Lxeme No
30 2M97-01EL LBP-95 8. 41 NRC 409 (1995i

|LENNETH G PIERCE
ENFORCEMENT ACTION. MEMORANDUM AND ORDLR. Docket No $5-30662.EA (IA 94-007).

C11956. 41 NRC 381 (199%
ENFORCEMEPfT ACTION: INITIAL DECISION (Vacatmg Staff Ordert Docket Nos 5530662-EA.

IAWOO7 (ASLBP No. 94 694-05 EA) (Re Protubmoa of Partmpatam in Licented Acuvmest
LDP-954. 41 NRC 203 (1995)

LOUISlANA ENERGY SERVICES |
MATERIALS LICLNSE. ORDER. Docket No 70 3070 ML Ct.19S7. 46 NRC 383 (1995) |

iNATIONAL INSTTTliES OF HEALTH
RFQUEST FOR ACTION. DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C F R 4 2 20h. Docket No.

01401736 (laceme No, 19-002%-10t DD 94-5. 41 NRC 227 (lWS)
NORTHEAST UTKITIES

REQUEST FOR ACTION. DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDE R 10 C F R | 2 20h. Doches Nos 50 213.
2245. 4316, 54423 (Lwense Nos DPR 64. DPR-21. DPR 69. NPF 49L DD-9til. 41 NRC 370
(1995)

REQUEST FOR ACTION. DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDER 10 C F R 12 206. Docket Nos 4 245
%3%. 442.1. DD954. 41 NRC 175 (1999

SAFETY LIGITT CORPORATION. et al
M ATI RIALS LICENSE. MTMORANDUM Docket Nos 030 059N4ML&ML-2. 0205982-MLAML-2p

(ASLEP Nos 9L659-01-ML 92 6402-ML-2). LBP-94-9. 41 NRC 412 (1994
SEQUOYAH FUELS CORPORATK)F

MATERLALS LICENSE AMENDMEPrT; MEMORANDUM AND ORDLR. Docket No 40 ON027-MLA .

(Source Mmenal Luenw No. 5U8-1010). CLI 952. 41 NRC 179 (1994 |
SEQUOYAH FULLS CORPORATK)N and GENE RAL ATOMICS

ENFORCEMENT ACTION. MEMORANDUM AND ORDIR (Ruhng on Moonn for Protecove Ordert
Docket No. 448027 EA (ASLBP No 94-68441 E.A) 4 Source Maienal Lwense No SUB-1010t
L BP 955. 41 NRC 25) (1995)

ENFORCEMENT ACTION. MEMORANDUM AND ORDLR (Denymg General Atomss' M. mon |
Regardmg NRC Staff "Rehance" lasues and Estabhslung Schedule for Bifurcased lasue of Agency

|Junsdwount Docket No. 40 8021 EA (ASLBP No 94-684 01 -EA) (Souree Maenal Lkeme No -

509-10101. LBP 9Sl2. 41 NRC 478 (1975)
SIERRA NUCl. EAR COkPORATK)N

REQUEST FOR ACTION. DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDLR 10 C F R 9 2.206. Aket Nos %313
%%8. 721007. DD 943. 41 NRC 62 (1995)
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON COMPANY, et at
RLQUIET FOR ACTION. l>iPECTOR'S DECISION UNDE R 10 C F k 12.206; Docket Nm 54%I,

SG M2, DD-95 6. 41 NRC 36 [19951
STATE OF L7AH

REQUEST FOR AC.710N. DIRECTOR'S DECISR)N UNDIR 10 C.F R |2.206. DD'95-1,41 NRC 4.1
(1995)

US DLPARTMI-NT OF LhlRGY
PARTIAL GRANT AND PARTLAL DENIAL OF PETITION FOR RUL1 MAKING.1.lockes No. PRM

643. DPRM-951, 41 NRC 241 (1995)
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Advanced Medwal Syuems. Irw tone Facury Row. Geneva. Ohio 44041). Cl1-93-8. 37 NRC ist.185
(1993)

NRC adherense to nootness dueinnr. LBP-9%8. 41 NRC 410 (1995)
Advanced Mednal Syuems, Inc (Osw hectory Ror. Cerrva. Ohm 44041). (U 93 22. 38 NRC 98.102
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Aldams Power Co doneph M Faley Nuclear Plam. Umts ! and 23. ALAB-182. 7 ALC 210. 213
'

-
(1974), renanded. CLl-74-12. 7 AFC 203 0974)
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Alabama Power Ce doseph M Faricy Nuclear Plant. Umts i ed 2L ALAB 182. 7 AFC 210. 216 <
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(1974L remanded. CL1-7412. 7 ALC 203 0974)

4 collateral estoppel doemne. conuderanons in apphcatum of. LBP 95-9. 41 NRC 445 0995)
*

Alabama Power Co deeph M f arley Nuclear Plam. Umis I and 2). C117412. 7 AEr 203 0974
ssaue preciauon pnnenple opptwd sa NRC psuccedmgs; LBP-959,41 NRC 442 0995)

Amencan Computer Trust leaung v Jack Farrell implenwnt Co 763 F. Supp 1473. order aff d and
remanded. %7 F 2d 1208 cen demed. Bserboom Imernanonal. lac = Anwncan Compuwr Trum
Lensms 113 S Ci 414.121 L 1.d 335 013 5 Ci 414.121 L Ed. 2d 338)

_
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Ameneen Mimng Congress v EfA. %S F 2d 759. 769 (9th Cr 1992)

standad for retronenve appbcatmo of laws. CLI-951, 41 NkC 102 a 22 (1995
Anwncan Nuclear Corp (Remme of Orders so Modify Source Maienals Licemesa CLI 86 23, 24 NRC

! 704, 70R- 10 09861

challenges so regulanons in NRC bcensmg pro 6cedmgs, CLI 95-1. 41 NRC 125 a 70 (1995:
waver of bar on collmeral attacks on regulmwns. CLi-95L di NRC 170 a 163 0995) 5

Anderson s Albon, 321 U S 349. 365 (1944;
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Anrierson v Laherty Lot +y. Inc. 477 U.5 242, 248 tivnos
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NRC 149.15096 09911
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Babcock and Wdcon Co. (Pennsylvama Nirlear Services Opersnes, Parks Towns)np. Ivansylvamak
LBP-94-4. 39 NRC 47,49 (1994)

mitary nefact standard fw a&mssson as a party in informal proceedings, LDP 95 3. 41 NRC 1%
,

(IW5) 1

Baldwm v. lows Same Travehng Men s Ass'n 283 U S 522. 52+26 (1931)
applaaluhty of collaseral estoppel to junsdwoonal usues. LBP-95-9, di NRC 443 (19951

! Bartsh v Direciar of Revenue, 872 5 W.2d 167.171 (Mo App.1994)
dehmhon of "vmployer'; CLl 951. di NRC 139 (1995) i

Bradley v Sdmot Board of City of Rwhmond. 416 U S 696. 711, 715 & n.21 (1974)
|

| retromeuve uppheation of energency planmng ngulmions, (11-95-1, 41 NRC 102 (1995)
1

Carolma Power and byta Co (5twmon Hans Nucirw Power Plant). ALAB-837,23 NRC 525. 533-34
. (19M6)

! b.stden on opponem of summary dispossu.e. LBP-95-9. 41 NRC 443 (1995) I

t Cuohna Power and bglu Co IShemoe Hans Nucles Power Pisuk ALAB-837,23 NRC 525. 536 (1956) !

! adnumstrauwe tepose docinne, pmpone in judicial proceeengs; L.BP-95-9, 44 NRC 442 (1995)
|

| Caru4ma Power and bght Co (Shemun Harns Nuclear Puwer Planth ALAB-852,24 NRC 532. 544-45 j
, il9N6)
| weight given to NL'REGs and ngulatory smdes. Ctj 95-1. 41 NRC #R (1995)

| Caobna Power and bglu Co (Shrama Hans Nuclear Power Plant Umts I, 2, 3, and 4L Clj 8412.11
. NRC 514. 516 (19MO)

sushurity of preudmg offseer over Saaff in performance of tes adnumurante funcuens. ClJ-951,41i

l NRC 121 (1995L IJIP 95-5, 41 NRC 27475 (1995)
Carohna Power and bght Co. (Shearon Hans Nuclear Power Plam. Umts 1. 2. 3 and et CLI.8&l2. Il

NRC 514. SidLl? (19t10)

( Conmumon authonty to vetase tiensmg decues and ask for further NRC Staff renew; CLI-95-1,
41 NRC 122 (1995) ]

|

Cassens v NRC,742 F 2d 1546 (D C C.r 1984L ces demed. 471 U S 11% (19NS) '

sessnus renew for SONGS. adequac) of, DD 946, 41 NRC 315 n2 (1995) |

Cancinnau Gas and i'lectnc Co (W lham H Zamnur Nuclear Statu>n). LBP si-2.13 NRC %. 40.41i

(198|)
standad for gram of sununary &sposmm. in operarmg license proceedmps; LBP-9510, 41 NRC 466

(1995)
Cmzens to Preseeve Ovenon Puk lac v volpe,408 U.S 402. 420 (1971)

; legal bans for 5 aff use of twensee samemems. LDP-95-12 el NRC 454 (1995)
Cny of Holyoke Gas & Liecine Deparmem v. SEC,972 F 2d 358 %) (DC. Car 1992)

Junmiseisonal cosillect liceween two rrgulatory ageneses. DD-95-10, el NRC %B (1995)
Cary of %est Clucago v NRC. 701 F 2d 632. 645 (7th Or 1901

apphcstuhry of due process prosecuans to generalized health, safety, and enuronmemal cohmtes.
CLl 9%I. 41 NRC |18 |1995)

Ckveland Lkxtne Illununaung Co (Perry N.scien Power PLam. Umt IL LBP-92-4, 35 NRC 114.120
(1992)

burden on hesmg requessur to esimbhsh mjury a fact IJIP-954, di NRC 197 (1995)
.

Cleveland Liecmc illununaams Co (Perry Nucles Power Plant. Umts 1 and 2L ALAlb443,6 NRC 741,|
l 753-54 (1977)
'

federal court decessons as precedems ,a NRC rules. LBP-95-9. di NRC 449 a l67 (1994)
pleading reqmrrmems wlwre sunmary esposmon mouon is unopposed. LBP-9510, di NRC 466

(1999)
Colorado Tampers Umun inc v Roner. 750 F Supp 1041, appeal &snussed, %) F.2d 1194. cert ji

( demed,115 5 Ct 1360.122 L I;d 2d 739 (D Colo 1990) i

manded for hn&ng of fraudulent suppresuon of a enstenal fact, i BP-954 41 NRC 218 s 50 (1995)
|

Comnunamer v Sunnen. 333 U S $91. 599 600 (1948) ;

apphcahshly of collaseral estoppel &ntnne to adnumstratsve adrudicmory deternunauons. l.BP-959, 41 1

NRC 442. 446 (1995) I
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CASE 3

Commonwenhh Eduon Co. (Byron Nuclea Power Statam. Umis I and 2L ALAB-659.14 NRC 983. 985
(19811

appeal pened when anal enlmnal na considerms ommon for reconsidersuon of appealed decmon nr
order; CLI-951. di NRC 95 m Id (1995)

Consoh&awd E& son Co. of New York (In&an Point. Umt 2A CL1-74-23. 7 AEC 947. 949 (1974)
laugahihry of reactor aecunty systems. LBP-954. 41 NRC 292 (1995)

Consoisdaies' Eduon Co of New York (In&an Poirs. Umis a 2. and 31. CL1-75 8. 2 NRC 173.175-76 |

t1975)
standard for smuerms of 1how.cause procee&ngs, DD-95-2. 41 NRC 60 (1995L DD-954,41 NRC

319 (1995): Db95-9. 41 NRC 359 (1995). DS95 il. 41 NRC 379 (1995L DD-9512. 41 NRC
495 (1995)

Comunwn Power Co. (Midland Pime. Umis 1 and 2L ALAB-270. I NkC 474. 476 (1975)
burden on opponem of sununary &spounon. LBP 95 9. 41 NRC 444 (19951

Comunwn Power Co tPahsades Nuclear Plantt LBP-79-20.10 NRC 108.115 (19791
plea &ng nxluusnwnts fut purpose of estabbshmg stan&ng to imervene. IllP-954. 41 NRC 287

(19951
Duke Power Co (Amendnwns to Matenals laceme SNM 1773 - Tramportmion of Spem Fuel friwn

Oconee Nuclear Simuon for Saorage as McGiare Nucles $1mioni. ALAB 528. 9 NRC 546.15) (1979)
orgammonal standing to uiterwac basu for; LBP-954. 41 NRC 289 e 5 (1995)

Duke Power Co. (Casamba Nalear Stanna. Omre 1 and 2L ALAB 355. 4 NRC 397. 41) (1976)
burdee on opponens of sunutary espompon. LBP-959. 41 NRC 443 (1995)

Duke Power Co sCatawba Nuclear Stauca. Umu I and 2). ALAB 813. 22 NRC 59. 5%86 (1985)i

beigahihty of NRC revww of its reguimums. LBP-956 di NRC 303-04 (1995)'

Duke Power Co (Catawba Nuclear Stauon. Umts I and 2L C1183-19.17 NRC 1041. |(M5 (19N3)
standad for adnuuson of late 6 led contemums. LBP 951 di NRC 5 n 3 (1995)

Duke Power Co (Cherokee Nuclear Simma Umts 1. 2. and h ALAB-482. 7 NRC 979, 9so (1978)
appeals from &ctum m an imnal decanon with whwh the pwty thsagrees but ,luch he no operanve

effect. CL195-1 41 NRC 119 a 63 (1995:
Edlow laterasunnal Co (Agem for the Governnum of In&a on Apptwauon to Espori 5pecial Nuclear j

Meenalk CL1-70 6. 3 NRC 563. 570 (19''6L rendered rimos on appeal. Natural Resources Defense 1

Council y NRC. SMO F 2d 696 (DC Cir 1978) I
applwaimo of ju&cial emkepu of stan&ng m NRC pmcec&ngs. CLI 95-1. 41 NRC 165 (1995n |

binards Lsisee v Durby, 25 U.S (12 Wheat ) 206. 210 (IR271 |
imerpretanon of ambeguous tests; ISP 954. 4l NRC 212 (1999) J

FCC v Nanunal Bronikssung Co. 319 U S 2.19, 248 (1944drankfunes. J . &uentmgit cen. demed.
475 U.S 1011 (1946)

Purpose of adnuaistrahve agences, LBP-95-5. 41 NRC 277119951
Flanda Power and Lght Co. (St. Luce Nuclear Power Plant. Usui it ALAB-921. 30 NRC 177,156

(19891
burden of proof m masenals lweme anwndmem pmwedengs. CLI-951. 41 NRC 121 (1995)

Honda Power and Legin Co. (St Lucie Nmicar Power Plant. Umt 2L AIAB-551 10 NRC 12. Ikl4
(19781

authoney of presiding otheer emer Staff se performance of no adnumstrause functions; LBP-905. 41
NRC 275 (1995

i Honda Power and laght Co (St lasar Nuclear Power Pims. Umts I and 2L CL189-21, 30 NkC 325,
| 329 (19n91

Judwial conwpts apphed to deternunanons of stan&ng to amervene; l.BP 954. 41 NRC 2166 (1999)
j

FTC v. Anderson, 636 F 2d 141. 746 (D C. Cu 1979,'

ermonableness deternunaamns to ruhng im mformamn eschmite requests. LBP 95-5< 41 NifC 276

|
(1995)

i FIC v Anderson. 631 F 2d 741. 747 48 (D C. Cr 1979) ,

l
l peotecnon of nonpnvaleged discovery mlormaxm, l.BP 955. di NkC 277 a 8 (1995;

I
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LEGAL CITATIONS INDEX
f CASES
1

!

! FIC v Atlanus Rachricid Co., 567 E2d 96.104 (DC Cv 1977)
I authoney of presi&ng olhcer lo oversee the intmduchon of mvesugauve/enforeenwm mfornwson two

a proaeeng, LBP-95 5. 41 NRC 275 a 7 (1995)
GAF Corp , Feman Kodak Co. 415 F. Supp.129.132 (S D N Y.1976)

| scope of governnem authorny to demand mformamn. LBP-955, di NRC 261 (1995)
use of &acovery to galher infornanon for pnweedsngs odwr tien de pendmg hugauon. LBP-95-5.t

I
el NRC 260 (1995)

General Liectnc Co v. NRC 750 F 2d 1394 (1984:
Staff authoney to enclose possied mformanon an hght of board ruhng k, the contrary. LBP-95-5.

, 41 NRC 258 a 13 (1995)
{ General Telephone Co of the Southwesi w Umsed Stmes. 449 F 2d 846. 855 (5th Cr 1971)
. hahahey of parent corpsmums for their subsidsanes. L.BP 9L9. 41 NRC 458 (1995)
| Georgia Power Co. (Vogile Liectne Generaung Plant. Umts I and 2L Al.AB 859, 25 NRC 23 (1987)
| h6casms board uns&ctma to mipose hcense conecons. CU-951,41 NRC 94 (1995)J
; Georpa Power Co (Vogtle Electne Generarms Plam Umm I and 2L CLI-9Ll6. 38 NRC 25,41 (1993)

suues hugable m materials license amendnwm proceeding. CLI 951. 41 NRC 165 (19956
Georgia Power Co. (Vogtle Liectnc Generaung Plant. Umts I and 2L CLI-9&l5. 40 NRC 319 (1994)

Cunmussma pohcy on amerksusory re*ww; CL1-95-3. 41 NRC 246 (19951
I showmg necessary for smerloemory review of waiver drmal, CLI-957, 41 NRC 384 (1995)
! Georgia Power Co (Vogtle Lleems Generaung Plant. Umu I and 2L CLl 941$, 40 NRC 319. 321-22
l (1994)

| legal error as baus for maerkicatory review. CL1953. di NRC 247 (1995)
| Georgia Power Co (Vogtle Liecmc Gervraung Pime. Umts I and 21. LBP-9k5. 37 NRC 96. 98 a 2.

aff'd. ClJ-9526. 38 NRC 25 (1993)
effect of pendency of secuon 2 206 petmon on heanng request on nwenals bcense renewal for same

beensee. LBP-903. di NRC 198 m 16 (1995)
Grand Jury Subpoena. 836 F 2d 1468.1477 (4th Cu 1988L cert. demed. 487 U.S.1240 (1989)

euceptmas for estrapudsaal release of prosceove order mformation. LBP-955. 41 NRC 259 (1995)
H P Lambert Co. v Scaetsy of Treasury, 354 F2d 819, 822 (1st Cr 1%5)

,

} habshty of parent corporaimns for dww subu& anes. LBP-959. 41 NRC 498 (1995)

|
Hale v HenkrL 201 U S 41. 74-75 (19txil

; mvocame of self-mennunarmn pnvitr58 *here corperse records are mvolved. LBP-955. 41 NRC
27|| 3 9 (1995)'

Harru v Amoco Productmo Co. 768 F.2d 669 (5ds Cw 1985L cert dened. 475 U S 1011 (1986)
. discreuonary sulhonry to decale approprimeness of pmiceuve order; LEP-955 di NRC 260 (1995)
! tnal court sacretmo to restnce agency use of pnwecsed discovery mformanon for mvenugusve

purposes. LBP 95-5. 41 NRC 263 (1995p
[ Harns e Amoco Production Co. 768 F.2d 669. 671 (5th Ca 1985)

purpose of adrmmstranve agencies. IEP 955. 41 NRC 277 (1995)
Hickman v Taykir. 329 U $ 499. 50007 (1947)

huutauuns on &scovery; LBP 9tS. 41 NRC 259 (1995)
Houston Lsghung and Power Co LAllens Creek Nucles Genersmg Statmn. Uma It ALAB-535,9 NRC

377. 410 (1979)
Staff responsehihiy to observe seems of prosecuve orders. LBP-955,41 NRC 264 (1995)

Houston Laghung and Power Co (South Texas Project. Umis I and 2L ALAB-549. 9 NRC 644, 646-47
(1979)

orgamzauonal stan&ng so nuervene, baus for. LBP-95-6. 41 NRC 286 (19993
,

Houston Laglums and Power Co (South Texas Protect. Umts I and 2L ALAB-549. 9 NRC 644, 649|
I (19793

f nwmhership sinus of nwmher on whom nrgamzanonal staneng to amervene as based at ume ongmal
I peuuon as 6ted. LBP-946. 41 NRC 257-88 (1995)

|
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Cast.s

Independent U S 1anker Owners C.mwn. v Lewis. 690 F 2d 90s. 922 23 (D C. Cu 1932)
authimty to mantuse formal heanngs en inmenals hcenung pmcee&ngs. CU-95-1. 41 NRC 119

(1995)
In&ana Regional Cancer Cemer. LBP 94-16. 40 NRC 283 (1994)

demal of mairnals beenw appinetwns. LBP.907. 41 NRC 328 (1995
Kavanaugh v hwd Motor Co-. 353 F 2d 710. 717 (7th Cu 1965) 1

haluhry of parem corporanons for ther subu& anes. LBP-959. di NRC 458 (1995) !

Kelley v. heba. 42 F 3d 1501.1507418 (6th Cu 1995 > |

weight snen to nusenal alleganons of wuervenuon peuuon in desernumag stin&ng to micrvene,
LEP-906. 41 NRC 256 09951

Kelley v Sehn. 42 F 3d 1901.1509 (6th Cu 19951
plea &ng requurnents for pmpuse of emahhshmg maneng to meervene. LBP-95-6, 41 NRC 287

(1999)
Kerr McCsee Corp (West Oucago Rare Lanh Fw:ihr)). CU 82-2. IS NRC 232, 247-256 0983 asf'd sub

nont City of West Oucago * NRC. 70l F 2d 632. Mi-45 (7th Cu 1983)
type of hearings requued m mmenals hcense procecengs. CLI 951. 41 NRC 119 ne011995)

Aen-McGee Corp (West Clucago Rare isthe FacihtyL CL1-82-2.15 NRC 232. 256-57 (1962)
apphsabihty of due process protectums to generahud henbh, aafety. and envuonmemal concerns.

CL1-951. 41 NRC 118 0995)
Kive Comtructhm and Engmeenng. Inc * Insernamnal Fidehty lamrance Co. 749 F Supp 753, aff'd.

961 F.2d 213 iW D La 1940)
standed for fmang of frasdules suppressam of a nunenal fact, LBP 9b4. 41 NRC 218 a.50 0995)

1;uulgraf v 051 Fdm Producu.114 5 C 1483.1502 n 29.1503 09946
mandard for rusmaeuve appheanon of laws. CU-951. 41 NRC 502 a 22 (1995)

I;nkleierr * Walket. 351 U S 6th t19651

retroactave appinanon of emergency planmng segulmwns. CLl 95-1. 41 NRC 102 09951
Imsiana Power and laghi Co (Waterford Sicam Liectnc Statum. Umt 3). ALAB-501, 21 NRC 479. 484

0 9851i

i NRC Staff responsdwhtwa as a party. LhP 955,41 NRC 263 0995)
temssana Power and laght Co (%aterford $ scam Liecenc Stanon. Umi b. ALAB-Sil. 22 NRC 5. 56

0985p
auttwrity of preusng officer so rule on adequacy of NRC Staff's safety feview. CL1-951. 41 NRC

121 0 995)
burden of proof en mmenals hcense amendnwns pnwee&ngs, CLI.9%). 41 NRC 121 il99M

Lalan v Defenders of Wildhfe. 000 U S 000. |12 5. Ct 2iM). 214 (1992)
apphcanoe of jusaal concepts of stan&ng in NRC procee&ngs. CU-9%I. 41 NkC 165 09951

| Martese v Amencan Academy of Onhopeesc Surgeons, 706 F 2d 148N.1499 (7th Cr 1963)
une of &swovery 10 coerce the adverw party In settle. LBP 955,41 NRC 2nD 11995)

Manandell v Internatwnal Telephone & Telegraph Corp. 5N F 2d 29109796
mo66 canon of pmsncuve nrJers. LBP 95 5. 41 NRC 26) (1995)

Marundrli w Irnernatumal Telephone & Telegraph Corp. 594 F.2d 291. 29%96 0979)
stipulashes of confidentsahty for witnesses' nestimony agamsi the federal government. LBP.95-5. 41

1 NRC 263 OWin
| Marhews v F.idndge. 424 U S 319. 335 Ll976p

factors su be ad&eswd when presemmg due process argunwnis, CLl.9%I. 41 NRC 118 a 57 0945)

i McLaughhn v Bradlee. dos F 2d 1897.12N (DC Or 1986p
'

coneciness of carher driermmmme of an issue as bens for collaseral estoppel. LBP 909, 41 NRC
447 0 9951

Meadow Cneen-Wddtal Corp v Hathaway. 9 46 F 2d 601. 603 05 flis Cu 1991)
apphcatme of conirect construenon pnnciples lo heeme constnictma. I BP-957. 41 NRC 329 0995)

Mencout Corp v Mid-Conimes invest,ient Co, 320 U $ 661. 6%70 0944)
conectness of cacher deternuname of an mue as basis for collaseral esnypel LBP-959. 41 NRC

446 0 999)

1-9
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|
Metropohtan E& son Co (Tture Male Island Neckar Sumon. Umt ik ALAB 699.16 NRC 6324,1327

' (1982)
3wuscuan to address monous to reopen, CLi-951, 41 NRC 93 (1995)

Momana v. Umwd States. 410 U S 147,159 (1979)

" changed factual circumssances" standard fur appbcanon of collmeeral estoppel, LBP 95-9. 41 NRC
446 (1995)

I Naimnal Association of Governrwm Employees v, Canpbell. 593 F 2d 1023.1027 (DC Cir.1978)
I pleading regaremens fw sununary esponsoon nuitums. LBP 9%10. 41 NRC 465, 471 (1995)
' Nanonal Irminutes of Heahh. DUL955. 41 NRC 227, 235 (1995)

hceowe's envirumwmal report requirenents where Staff is colegurt ally excluded from preparmg an
i EA w an LIS, CLI-958,41 NRC 396 (1995)

| Namnal Sumy Corp v. First Nanonal Bank se In&ana.106 F Supp 302. 308 (W D Pa 1942:
i ofberal nonce of terrwim incidens at pubhc liuskhngs LBP 916,41 NRC 295 (1995),

! hew England Power Co. (NLP. Umts I and 2A LBP 78-9,7 NRC 271. 279-HO (1978)
authonty of press &ng ofAcer owr Staff ia performance of us a&mmstrane funcuona, l.BP-955. 41

l NRC 275 (1995)
| New England Power Co (NLP. Umis I and 2L LBP 78 9,7 NRC 271, 2:10 (1978)

standad for ceru6caimo of &sputes so the Comnussmn. LBP-955. 41 NRC 273 (1995)
i Northern Staies Power Co (Parbhader Anonne Plaml. LBP-89-30. 30 NRC 318, 314 (19:19 #
( elemems for estabbslung orgamzaamnal stan&ng, LBP 953, 41 NRC 201 (1995)
[ Nonhern Semes Power Ca (Path 6nder Aionne Plants, LBP-90 3, 31 NRC 40 (1990)

i
! m)wy a feel based on posmg site emrance for recreanonal purpuses. LBP 954. 41 NRC 287 e 4 |

! (1995)
'

| Oncology Serwces Corp., CLI-9417. 38 NRC 44 (1993) j

( stay of parallel procee&ng wlere ducovery would comprormse an Of invesugsmo. CLI 95-9. 41 |
NRC 405 (1995) '

Oncology Services Corp. LBP 94-2. 39 NRC 11, 25 (1994)
I authoney of preusng ofheer to assess propnety of Staff cavesugmave and enforcenent actmues,

L8P 95-5,41 NRC 275 (1995)
i Oppenheenwr Fmal. lac. v. Sanders 417 U.S 340, 352 a l7 (1978) |
'

use of &seovery to gather mformanon for procee&ngs asher than the pending kngausm.1.BP 95-5, I

! di NRC 260 (1995)

( Pacihe Gas and Elecmc Co. ([hablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plans. Units I and 2k AI.AB-728.17 NRC
- 777, 790, review declined. CLl4132.18 NRC 1309 (1983)

news in bceme anendnre apphsauuns. CLI-958. 41 NRC 395 (1995) .i

! Pacane Gas and Liecmc Ca (thablo Canyon Nuclear Power PLini. Utuis I and 2A ALAB-728,17 NRC |
777, 807, revww dechned, CLI-8L32,18 NRC 1309 (1983) )

burden of pruoi in masenals hceme amendmem procceengs. CW 951. 41 NRC 121 (1995)
Pacins Gas and Elecmc Co. (Diablo Canyon Nu61 ear Power Plant. Umts I and 2L CLI11424. Il NRC

| r 775. 777 (1980)
i bagatiibsv of reactor secunty syssems. LBP 954,41 NRC 292 (1995)
i Nec Gas and Liectnc Ca (that$lo Canyon Nuclear Power Plam, Umts I and 2A LBP 9kl. 37 NRC 5.
!- 1940 (1993)

| bingshihry of level IV and nevel V vmlaxms, LBP 95 6,41 NRC 297 (19951 j
' NAc Gas and Elecmc Co. (Humbole Bay Power Plans, Umt 3L LBP-8120.14 NRC 108 (1981)

)
4 ferral of ruhng on hcensee's sequess so withdraw a bcens amen &ncm request; CLI 952,41 NRC .

1190 (1995)
Paahs Gas and Doctnc Co (Humboldt Bay Power Plam. Umt 3). LBP 861, 23 NRC 25 (19tl6)

'

decomnussummg plan reqmremens for errmmmme of a herme renewal pn -.eceng. CLl 952, 41
NRC 190 (1995)

Pemum Bene 6: Guaramy Corp v Ommet Corp,711 F.2d 1085.1093 (1st ( c mt demed,464 0 5

% I (1983)
kalwhry of parem corporanons for their subsukanes. LBP 959. 41 NRC 447 (1995)
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|'
' Peinma for Emergency and Reme&al Acuen. CLI-78-6. 7 NRC 400,40607 (1978), seconsidermos

demed. (1.lM2f. Ii NRC707 (1980s
weighi given to hcemee comphance with reguimory gmdes. CLI-951. 41 NRC 98 (1995)

Philadelphia Electnc Co. (Fuhon Generaimg Station. Urares I and 2). LDP-79 23.10 NRC 220. 223 (1979)
anhanry of presadang of6cer over 5 afi in pe formance of its adminstrauwe funecons. LBP.905. 41

NRC 275 (1995)
| Plutadelphia Liectnc Co (bmerwk Generating Starma. Umts I and 21. Al.AB-726.17 NRC 755 (1981)
I junedwtwn to aldress neuimns to reopen. ClJ-951, 41 NRC 94 (1995)

Pluladc4&ia Elecinc Co (bmernk Generaung Sianon. Umts I and 2). ALAB-823,22 NRC 773. 775
(1985)

heensing board unidwuon to mipose herme condumns. CLI-95L di NRC94 (1995)| J
' Public Cmmen v tssgen Group. Inc. 858 F.2d 775 (1st Cir 19:18) cent demed. 488 U.S 1030 (1989)

mu&fwauon of proscetaw orders: LDP 905. 41 NRC 260 (1995)
Puhhc Servwe Co. of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station. Umte i and 2L ALAB 271. I NRC 478 (1975)

board authonty to emertmo and &spose of monon to &smiss and subsequem amerlocutwy appeal.i

j LBP-95-9. 41 NRC 444 (1995;
Pubhc Service Co. of New Hampshne (Seahnmk Stamn. Umts I and 2i. ALAB 920, 30 NRC 121.

124-26 (1989)
appealabiluy of waver demals. CL1-95 7. 41 NRC 384 (1995)

Pubhc Service Co of New H. imp 61=re (Seahnmk Stance. Umts I and 2). CL1-89 8, 29 NRC 399. 416.

| reconuderaime demed. CLI 89-9. 29 NRC 423 (19n9)
' futum for challenging reguimons: CLI-951. 41 NRC 1710995)
j Pubhc Servwe Co. of New Hampslure (Seahrook Smuon. Umis I and 2L LBP444. 32 NRC 433. 437
| (19401

sumnary asposioon m light of exutence of health and safety names. LBP 95-10. 41 NRC 465
| (1995)
| Pubhc Servwe Cu of Oklahoma (Black Foz 5 atwn. Umis I and 2k AIAB-573.10 NRC 775. 7116 87

(1979)
treatnem of inabpinsely bnefed argumens on appeal. C11951. 41 NRC 112 m $1.137 a 95 (1995)

Puget Sound Power and Lght Co. (Skagn Nuclear Power Profes'. Umts I and 2k ALAB-552.10 NRC 1t

| 10 (1979:
piemhng requnemems for Nave Anuncans m NRC procee&ngs. LSP-95-2. 41 NRC 40 (1995)

Pugen Sound Power and bght Co (Skagu Nuclear Power Protect. Uruts 1 and 2k ALAB-559,10 NRC
162, 173 (1979)

Nauve Anmncans' status in NRC prueedmps, LBP-952, 41 NRC 40 (1995)
Raha v RH/RL Inc,. 770 F 2d 1121.1827 (D C. Cir.19:19)

|
; standed far rrtioneuve apphcanon of lawr CLI-9%I. 41 NRC 102 a 22 (1995)

i
| Randall C. Orent D O. CL1-93-14. 37 NRC 423 (1993 j

estabbshmg masenality of issues by analogy. LBP-9512,41 NRC 482 (1995) i
t

! Rank = Krug. 90 F. Supp 775. 751 (5 D. Cal 1950)
I ofhaal nouce of senunse meidents at pubiac hmiangs. LBP 946. 41 NRC 295 (1999
.

Resolunon Trust Corp v KPMG Pea Marwxk. 779 F Supp 2 (D D C.1991)

| excepuons for emermuecial releme of protecove order mformauon. LBP-95 5. di NRC 259 (1995)
! Riunchari w Scante Tirnes 911 Wash 2d 226. 654 P2d 673 (1982i

( sesmcuans on the use of pruiceted mformaon. LBP-9%5. 41 NRC 259 (1995)
i Robbins v. Clarke. 946 F 2d 1131 (8th Car 1991)

standed fur heJang of fraudules suppressmn of a maernal fact LBP 954. di NRC 218 a 50 (1995)
Rockwel! Imernanonal Corp (Rocketdyne Divmon). ALAB-92130 NRC 709. 716 (1989)

cross examnaison solely by psesadm3 othcer in informal proceedings. CLI 95L 41 NRC 120 a 65
(1995)

discovery in informal procecangs. CLI 901. 41 NRC 118 a 58 0995)
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I

! Rockwell huernanonal Corp (Rockendyne lhvmont ALAB-925. 30 NRC 709. 718 (1989)
peu&ng otheer's discrenon to snanage informal proceedings. CLi-951,41 NRC 117 a.54 (1995)

Rockwell increauonal Corp (Rockeidyne Diviuont ALAB-925, 30 NRC 700,72122 (1989k aff'd.
CLINS 31 NRC 337 (1990)

auttwmty of persseng ofacas to & rect NRC Staff in perforrnance of us safety revwws. Cl1951,41
NRC 121 (1995)

RTC v Thormoe 798 F Supp e. 4 (D DC 1992)
effect of tasuance of e.Jws! pre.:nce gudehnes on meernal shams of subprenard mmenal pursuant

to gudeluws, LBP 9th 21 NRC 274 n 4 (1995)
, standad for cerukatum of & euws so the Comnusuon. LDP-955, el NRC 273 (1995)

.

| Sacramemo Mumcipal Unbry Disert t (Rancho Seco Nuclear Generating Samuunk ALAB-655,14 NRC 799 |
416 (1981)

hogahnhty of NRC review 4 us reguimions. l.BP-956, 41 NRC 30346 (1995)
Sacramento Mumcipe Uuhey Distnet tRanctm Seco Nuclear Generaimg Scanon). CLI 92-2. 35 NRC 47. 56

(1992)
showmg neceumy few admiumn as a puty in NitC procmbngs. LBP 953, 41 NRC 1% (1995)

Sacramemo Mumcipal Untity Distrwt (Rancho Seco Nuclear Genessung Stauont CU-94-2, 39 NRC 91. 93
(19941

Comnussma pohey on meerlocukiry revww. CU-95-3. 41 NRC 246 (1995)
showmg necessary fut amerlocutory reuew of waner demal. CU 907. 41 NRC 384 (1995#

Sacramemo Mumcipal Unhty Distnet (Raneho Seco Nuclear Genermung Sianont CLi-94-2. 39 NRC 91, j

93-94 (19941
i

legal error as baus for imerlocuuwy review, CLI-953. 41 NRC 247 (19951
|

| Safety Light Corp (Bloomshurg Sne Decontarmnanons. ClJ 92-13, 36 NRC 79. 87 (1992) :

authonry to 6nsumu formal hemmgs in meenals bcensing proceedings. CLI-9tl. 41 NRC 119 |
| (19953

| Scante Times Co v Riunehnt. 467 U S 2011984)
discrenonary authonty to decule appropnaieness of protecove order. LBP 9%5. di NRC 260 (1995>

| SEC v Dreuer ladustnes. Inc. 628 F 2d 1368.1384-87 (D C Cir ) (en banc). cen demed. 449 U S 993
[ (19801

;

i event of appropnme board meerposinon telane to proeective orders, WIP-95-5. Al NRC 278 a 10 l

(1995)
Sequoyah hwis Corp (Gore. Oklahoma $ste Decontarmnauon and Decomimisioeng Funangt LBPMl7.

39 NRC 359. 361 (1994p
weight gnes to evutence presemed by opponent of summary esposinos nuson. LBP-9510. 41 NRC

i 466 (1995)
I Sequoyah fuels Corp (Sequoyah UFa 80 UF4 f acihtyL CLI8617, 24 NRC 489. 49598 (19N6)

apphcainhty of due procen prueecuons to genershred heahh. safety. and envuunmemal concerns.i

CU 901. 41 NRC 118 (1995)
faenws to be a&frewed when prewmmg due poress arguments. C15951. 41 NRC 518 n 57 (1995:

Sequoyah Fuels Corp (Sequoyah UF. Io UF4 kahtyk CU 86-17. 24 NRC 489. 497 s 5 (19861
crosseanunauon to mfornal procee&ngs. CU-95-l. 41 NRC 120 m 65 (1995)

,

Sequoyah Fuels Corp. LBPM39. 40 NRC 314. 31016 (1994p|
| pieneng reqmrements for heanng requests os maenals hcense renewals. LBP-VS3. 41 NRC 1%
! (1995)

| piemhng reqmremens on areas of concern in mformal pecceangs. LBP 9%). di NRC 199 a 17
| (1995)
| Siegel v AEC. 400 F 2d 778. 784 (DC Car 1968)

NRC regulat<wy authonty scope of. LBP 949, di NRC 451 (1995)
Southern Cahforma bbson Co (San Ooofre Nuclear Genermung Sianum. Umts 2 and 3L CLI 82-II. IS

NRC 1383.13tt4 (1982)
eierenon of pesafing officer to prulude oral cross emarmnauon m mfornal procee&ngs. CU-951.

41 NRC 120 (19953
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i

Southers Pacanc R R v. Umsed Semes.168 US 1. 48-49 (11197)
I rehuganon of hirnsical juruecuonel usues. LBP 95-9, di NRC 442 (1995)

Simenum of Pohey on Comiuce of 1Aemmg Procee&ngs. CL1-81-8.13 NRC 452. 457 (1981)
purpose of summary espuestam, LBP-9tt0. 41 NRC 466 (19956

Stoll v Centirb, 305 0 5. 164. 172 (1938)
apphcabsbry of collateral esaeppel su junnectmn.d issues. IBP-95 9, 41 NRC 443 (1995)

5 sone t Wilhams,970 F.2d 1043. cert demed,113 5 Ct. 2DI.124 L Ed 2d 243 (2d Cu 1992)i

| source of cause of a6aon for conspiracy. LEP-904,41 NRC 218 a 50 (1995)
'

Thmpe v. Housmg Avihanty of Cny of Durham. 393 U $ 208, 281-82 (1%9)

| retroactive apphcathm of emergency planmng regulanms, CLI.901, 41 NRC 102 (1995)
Toleda EJason Co (Dawn-Besse Nuclear Power Stanon). ALAB-300. 2 NRC 752,700 (1975)

imerpretamm of regulanons governmg prowenve orders. LBP-955, 41 NRC 258 (1995)
Tianonu6|em. Inc (Espwt of 91 ISS Ennclwd Uramumi. CLI 94-1, 39 NRC 1. 5 (1994)

enjmy in-fact standard fw adnuuien as a party in mformal proceedings. LDP-95-3, 41 NRC 1%
(1995)

insmunonal interest m prowhimg mformanon to the public as lusis fur stan&ng to amerverr an
| mformal procee&ngs LDP-953, 41 NRC 201 (1995)

Tramnudear, lac. (Ten Apphemums for Low-Ennched Uramum Exports to EURATOM Member Nanons).
CLI 77-24. 6 NRC 525. 531 (1977)

appheatum of juscal concepts of stanang in NRC procecengs. CLI 951,41 NRC 165 (1995i
Umesso Mmerals Corp., LEP-M 18. 39 NRC 360. 370 (1994)

picaang reqmremems to estabbsh stanang to unervene an NRC proceedmgs. LBP 95-2. 41 NRC 40
(1995i

Umon of Concerned Scunusu = NRC 920 l' 2d 50. 53 (D C. Cu l9901
rype of heanngs reqmred a nwenals beenae procecengs CLJ-951. 41 NRC 119 m h0 (1995)

Umsed Staes Deparinum of Energy (Charh River Breeder Reactor Plant), CLI82-23,16 NRC 412 (19Q.
[ rev'd and remanded per cunam on ottm. grounds sub nom Natural Resowces Defense Couned v NRC.
[ 695 F 2d 623 (DC. Car 1982)

hugable common defeme ami accunty issues in mmenals isceme ameminum procee&ngs. CU-951.
I di NRC 165 (1995)
| Umsed 5tmes Departmem of Energy (Chnch River Breeder Reacaw Plam). CLl-82-23.16 NRC 412. 420
( (1982)

apphcabehty to adnumstrauwe agency when merndmg pubhc pohey smerests favor rehnganon.
LBP-95 9. 41 NRC 441 (1994)

Umsed States es rel Siller v. Becton Dicbnson & Co. 21 F 3d 1349.1348 (4th Cr L ceri ilemed. 530
L Ed 2d 278 (1994)

micepretasum of " based on". LBP-907, di NRC 340 (1995p
Uosted Simes v Chenucal Fuimdauon. lac., 272 U S 1.141511926)

coun presumptaue that goverrenwns oftesals will peupesty Ascharge their of6cial duues; I BP-955. 41
NRC 277 0995

Unned Simes v Maer. 266 US 236, .242 (1924,
corteemens of earher determmaamn of an issue as basis for collmeral estoppel, LBP 959. 41 NRC

447 (1995)
Umwd Simes v Utah Comeructum & Mimag Co 384 U S 394. 428 22 (1966)

apphcatwhey of collateral estoppel doctnne so adimmstranve ad)necatory deternunanons, LBP-959, 41
NRC 442 (19953

Vugmsa Electnc and Power Co. (North Anna Power 5 aison. Umts I and 2). ALAB-146. 6 AEC 6)I
t (1973)

( denfhne for Ahng amended petsuons for hearmgs, LBP-952, 41 NkC 40 41 (1995)
Vwgmaa Llettne and Power Cu (North Anna Power $tation, Umts I and 2L ALAB-595.10 NRC 23t

! (1979)
'

standard for grant of a prosecove order for propnetary intermamm, LBP-955. 41 NRC 275 a 6
0 995)
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Vwpma Elecmc and Power Co (North Anna Power Station. Umts I and 2), ALAB-554.10 NRC 23,
28 29 (1979)

Staff role m prowchve orders. LBP-955. 41 NRC 25459 a 16 (1999)
Vugima ElectrK and Power Co. (North Anna Power Siance. Umis 1 and 2k CLl-76-22,4 NRO dito

(1976), aff d sub oom. Virgima Ekctrw and Power Co. v NRC. 571 F 2d 1289 (4th Car 1978)
estabhshing maternahty of issues by analogy. LBP-95-12. 41 NRC 482 (1999)

Warth v Selen. 422 U.S 490. 501 (1975)
weighi given lo matenal allegmons of meervemion pention m deiernumng Man &ng to tmervm.

LBP-954, 41 NRC 286 (1995)

warth v Selen. 422 U.S 490. $11 (1975)
organuanonal saaneng to mservene, basis for; LBP 954, di NRC 286 (19951

Washmgton Public Power Supply Syssem (WPPSS Nwlear Project No 2L ALAB-722.17 NRC 546, 548
(1983 p

appellage forum's alhrmame of lower forum's ruling for trasons siot espoused by the lower court;,

'
CLI.9%I. 41 NRC 87 a 4 (1995)

Washmgion Pubhc Power Supply Sysicm (WPPSS Nuclear Project No 2k DD 847.19 NRC 899. 923
(1984)

standed for lastituuos of show< mise procee&ngs. DD-954. 41 NRC 319 (1995t DD.99-9. 41 NRC
359 (1995t Di>9512. di NRC 495 (1995)

Washmston Pubhc Power Supply System (WPPSS Nucles Project No. 2). DD-84 7,19 NRC 399,924
(1984) i

standed frw institution of show-cause procee&ngs, DD-95-2. 41 NRC 60 (1995t DD 94-il. 41 NRC |
379 (1995) l

Washmgton Pubhc Power Supply Synem (WPPSS Nalem Project No 2), LBP-79-7. 9 NRC 330, 3.15 |
(1979) {

mensetship status of member en whom orgamzanonal stan&ng 10 smerwne a based at unw ongmal j
pennon is Aled. LBP-956,41 NRC 287-88 (1995)

wuconsin Electne Power Co. (Pois Beach Nucles Plant. Uma ik ALAB-696.16 NRC 1245.12r:3 |
(1982) 1

purpose of summary dispamtson, LBP-95-10. 41 NRC 4re (1995) )
Wisconsin's Enviromnental Decale v. SEC. 882 F 2d SD, 527 (D C. Or 1989 I

juns&ctmnal confhet betwece two regulasory agencies, DD-9510. 44 NRC 368 (1905) I

Ziftna. lac. v Umied Seases, 318 U S. 73, 78 (1943) |

| retroacuve app!scaoon of emergency planmng regulanons. CL1-951, 41 NRC 102 (1995)
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REGULATIONS

5 C.F R 2635101(bh1D
! responubshey of NRC Staff to report evidence of wrongdtang by hansees. LBP 955. 41 NRC 274
j (19951
t 10 C F R I 12
d mvestigmive authonty of Othee of the inspectar General. LBP 95-5. 41 NRC 273 n.2 (1995J
| 10CFR 1 11

NRC Staff supervimwy and miesugauve aut+umry. LBP 95 5. 41 NRC 256 (1995)

| 10 C F R l.23
j dehmoon of "Maff personnel ; LBP-955, el NRC 274 a 3 (1995) ''

j 10 C F R 1 31
.

I NRC Laff supemury and mvesugauve muttwory. LBP 95 5. 41 NRC 296 (19951 /
10 C F R. I 31(bp

defimuon of "NRC Staff peramner. LBP-9ES. 41 NRC 273 a 2 (1995) '',
'deleganon of Comnussion mvemgante and entiwcemem authorny to Staff penonnel and othees;

L.BP-9%5. 41 NRC 273 (1991.s '2

, 10 CJ R I 32
4 deleganon of Comnusuon mvesugaute and enfmemem authoney to Staff persoemel and othas,
d LBP.955,41 NRC 273 (1995)

10 Cf R I 36sa)
delegatum of Comnusuon miesugarve and enforcement authonry to Staff personnel and ofhees;

LEP 955, di NRC 273 (19951
10 C.T R I 36tc)

_.

Staff tespons bdity to un aformauon shous ennunal wnmgdoing so mAe cnnunal referrals to the
Depenmem of Jusuce. LBP 955, el NRC 278 a 10 (1995)

. 10 C F R 2.4 (19%)
nos-utihty operanag hcense appinanis. l.BP-9510. 41 NRC 472 (IW5>

j 10 C F R 2.10.kbl
* densal of snatenals hceme apphcatmas. LBP.947. Al NRC 327 (1995)
) effect on legal hashrig where Staff fasts to prende nemce under. LBP.957, di NRC 3.11 n 5 (1995)

| 10 C F R 2107
i authority of preuding othces to allow withdrawal of manenals hcense renewal apphcanon. CLI-952. 41
j NRC 184 (1995p
1 10 C.F R. 2107(a)
J presidmg othcer's autlwwsty to rule on request to eithdraw a hcense renemal apphcahon. CLI 952. di
i NRC 19192 (1995)
i 10 C F R 2 202
j basis for kaff regulaiory Junsdictwn. L.BP 9512. 41 NRC 4M4 (1995)

10 Cf R 2 202(cM2WO
grounds few challenges to smmediase effecoveness of enfort.cment orders. CtJ 943. 41 NRC 247 m 2 |

(1995)
10 C.F R 2 204

] NRC austumry to demand mformaton from hienwes. LBP-9%5. 41 NRC 261 (19953
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\

10 CF R. 2.206 |
esposal of hcensed nusenals, request fut acima on irregulances m. DS955, 41 NRC 228-39 (1995) j

effect of pendency of requests for acuon on heanns peuuon on nuunals license renewal LBP-903. 41 I
,

NRC 198 a.16 (1995)i

I forum for heigaung unumely beanns requesis, LEP-951. 41 NRC 6. 35 (1994)

| genens letur of insiruccon reqmnns revww of employee procedures for reporung safety comarns.
requem for; DD-958. 41 NRC 346-49 (1995)

bcensee retahanon Iw employee repwung of denoenews in Amess for duty program. DD.954. 41 NRC

| 175-78 (1995)

I mo&nsanons to VSC 24 cask. DD-953. 41 NRC 6bo9 (1995)
! orework transmisuun wahout imposmg muluple charges for sansnusuon ammg nmluple dehvery poems.
I sequest for. Db9510. di NRC 36169 (1995),

| receips anspccuan acuviews adequacy of D49%II. 41 NRC 37MO (1995)
referral of inservemw concerns to Staff for sechmeal vesww under. CLI-95-4. 41 NRC 251 (1995)
retalimion aganse employees for engaging sa protected acuwmes, sequest for acuon based on. DD9%7

41 NRC 34445 (1995);

I secunty plan omdshcanons. request for accon on. DD-959. 41 NRC 350 69 (1995)
| stress corronon cracking ta vessel head penetrashms. DD-95-2. 44 NRC 5641 (1995)

[ tesung for rahological contanananon near Apollo facshey, request fur. DD-9512, 41 NRC 49490
(1995) i

Utah Agreenent State Program. requesi for suspennon of. DS951. 41 NRC 43-54 (1995)
vacaima of Duecior's Decision. CL1955. 41 NRC 322 (1995)
vulnerabihty of SONGS to enthquakes and artronst threats. DD-954. 41 NRC 314-19 (1995)

,

10 C.F R 2.714|
standard for admisuon of late.hled contendions. LBP-951. 41 NRC 5 n 3 (1995)

10 C F R 2.71&b)(2)
piemhng requuements for a6ctdem sanano coniemions. LEP-95-6. 41 NRC 302, 303 (1995)

10 C.F R. 27846bM2mo
plenhng requurments for comemmas. LBP-954. 41 NRC h 310 (1995)

j 10 C F R. 2.7tetiu2mio
' facts suppsting contemions. LBP-956. 41 NRC 294 (1995)

piemhng requeenums for comennons. LBP-954, 41 NRC 302, 306. 307, 308. 310 (1995j
10 C F R. 2 714ibu2itui)

imervemw's demonstranon of genuine cumplaint wah appheans. LBP 956, 41 NRC 295 (1995)
plemhng reqmrements for consentions.1 BP-954, 41 NRC 302. 306. 307, 308. 310 (1995)

| 10 C.F R 2718

|
bosd authonry to emertmn and dnpose of monon to &snuss and subsequem imerlocmury appeal.

! LDP-959. 41 NRC 444 (1995)
| delay factor m gram of prosecuve orders. LSP-95-5. 41 NRC 264 (1995)
i 10 C F R. 2 718ai)
| standad for ceru6 canon of dapmes so the Comnusson. LBP-95 5. 41 NRC 273 (1995)
! 10 C F R. 2 721. 2 730te)
,

|
bosd auttmnry in enterima and &spose of smmon to dorruss and subsequem amerlocmory appeal.

LBP 949. 41 NRC 444 (1995)
| 10 C F R. 2 740tc)

tard aanhunty so supervise discovery procedure. LDP 055. 41 NRC 265 (1995)
conndenual buuness mformamn and records as protected escovery marenals. LBP-955. 41 NRC 255

(1995)
goo Fcause reqmrement for gram of a prosecuve order. LBP-955. 41 NRC 264 (1995)
procedure for otnamng prouected mformatam. LBP 955. 41 NRC 2M 11999)
Staff ennilemem no con 6demaal bunness mformatma and records. LBP-905. 41 NRC 257. 2511 (1995)

10 C F R 2 74%)
ofhetal nouce of serronst meidents as pubhc bmkhngs. LBP-956. 41 NRC 295 (1995)
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| acope of Comnusason eununan=m of record dunng appellme review; CLI-951. 41 NRC $7 (1995)
! 10 C F R. 2 74Wa)

answers to nmeions for surnmary dnpouuon. LBP.959, 4l NRC 419 n ? (1995)
burden on opponent of surnmary duposinen mimos. LBP 95-9. 41 NRC 449 a 165 (1995)
piemhng reymrenwms for summary disposition monons. LBP-959. 41 NRC 448 (1995)

10 C F R. 2 744(b)
I bans for beensmg board decmon on summary &spoution motum. LBP 959. 41 NRC 449 a 165 (1995)
[ burden on opponent of summary esposinon mimon. LBP-95-9. 41 NRC 449 (1995)

plea &ng requuenents for opponent of sununary deposinon nunson. LBP 95-10. 41 NRC 466 (1995)
10 C.F R 2.74%d)

bans for beenung board desmon on summary esposinco mnuon. LBP-959. 41 NRC 449 a 165 (1995)
summmy disposioon, standard for grani of. LBP-9510. di NRC 466 (1995)

10 C F R 2.758

standard for munedime cemncains of naiver demal. CLI-95 7. 41 NRC 384 (1995)
| P. C F R 2.762

s troacuve apph6 anon of regulanons govermng appeals. CL1-951. 41 NRC 92 a B (1995)
10 ..F R. 2 771

.screnon of preu&ng officer to estend deudhne for pet.um i for reconuderanon. CLI-95-1. 41 NRC

| 73 (1995)
; pnsecuan over metams for recunudersma. CLI-9%I. 41 NRC 93 (1995)
i 10 CFR 2 77t(b)

piemhng requurments tur monons for reconuderanon. LBP 907. 41 NRC 34 n 9 (1995)
|

10 C.F R. 2.786 '

i reeoacnws appbcanon of regulanons govermng appeals. CLI-951. 41 NRC 92 e 4 (1995)
10 C F R 2 786tbu4)

plea &ng requwemenes for pennons for review; CLl-9L4. 41 NRC 248-49, 250 a 2. 251 (1995)
to C F R. 2 786sbM4Ni)

clearly emmeous" staikind for rewww of lactnsmg board tmual decissons; CLi-906, 41 NRC 382i

|'
(1995) I

factual suppon reqmred for comemums proffered na peutam for review; CL1-904. 41 NRC 251 (1995)
| 10 C F R 2 7mbN4an)

tak of legal precedent as baus for review of presi&ng ofncer's nn&ngs of fact, CLI-954 di NRC
251 (1995)

10 C F R. 2 7mbu4umn
legal error as basis for rewww of presi&ng orncer's 6nengs of fact. CLI 954, 41 NRC 251 (1995)

10 C F R 2.7mbu61
hppeal penod when mal inbunal as considering monon fut reconsulersuon of appealed desmon or

I order; CLl-9%1. 41 NRC 95 a 10 (IW5)
| 10 C.F R 2 7ms)

standard for cernlicanon of espmes to the Comnusson.1.BP 9%$ 41 NRC 27) (1995)
10 C.F R 2 7m3xI) and 12)

; standards for gram of meerlocutory revwe. CLl 9%). 41 NRC 246 (1995)
10 C F R 2 79)

applwabahry so NRC Staff. LBP-95-5. 41 NRC 264. 269 (1995)
Comrmsmon authoney so withhold docunenes from pubhc eselosure LBP.95-5. 41 NRC 267 (1995),

! NRC Staff as a party to a proieente order. LBP-955, di NRC 261 (1995)
( processe for obeamns prosecied mformanos. LBP-955,41 NRC 264 (1995)

| 10 C F R 2 IKM
i svalabihty of managemem &recuves in NRC Puhhc Document Rooms as sufAcwns nonce of agency
| practxes ami pohcws, LBP-955. 41 NRC 262 (1995)

10 C F R 2 1205
hearing nghts on masenals b5ense rene=Ws. LBP-95141 NPC 1% (1995)
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10 CF R 21205(a)
cniena for driermimns stan&ag e infwmal pacecengs. LBP 9%3, di NRC 196 (1995)

10 C F R 21205(c)
deadhne for heanng requessa on amenals twense applusson, LBP 9%2. 41 NRC 39 (1995)
rmely hearms requests on maienals bcesw renemais. LBP-953, di NRC 200 (1995)

10 C.F ll 2.1205(eMI)
drationes fut heanns requests. LBP-951. 41 NRC $ (1999)

10 C.F R 21205(f)
deadhne for answers lo hemmg requests. LBP-952, di NRC 39 (1995)
Staff patwipatsos in matenals twense renewal paveengs, LBP-95-3. 41 NRC 195 a I, 200 a IS

(1995)
10 C F R. 21205tg>

burden on meersenors m Subpart L proceeengs. CLI 951. 41 NRC 165 (lwS)
heigable saaves in matenala keense anwodnent prosecenp. CLl-95-1. 41 NRC 167 (1995)
heigable issues in masenals lwense renewal procee&ngs; LBP-95-3. 41 NRC 196 (1995)
auclear weapons probieranon, hogabsbry of. CLI-948, di NRC 394 (1995)

10 C F R 21205(kJil) '
standad for gram of ummuly heanns requests- LBP 951. 41 NRC 5 (1995).

10 C F R 21205dN2)
forum for haganns unumwly heanns requesas, LBP-0SI,41 NRC 6. 32. 35 (1995)
referral of requess for actue to Esecunw Director for Operstmas. DD95-12, di NRC 490 (19951
standad for adnusson of amended pennons contasmag nrw concerns.1.BP 951. 41 NkC 5 (1995)

10 C F R. 21209u)
&screnon of presahng of6eer so allow oral presentanons m informal pocee&ngs. CLl 9tl. 41 NRC

120 (1995)
10 C F R 212tMk)

authonsy to mnutuee formal heanngs m matenals beenung proceedangs. CL1-95-1, di NRC 519 (1995) I
autimnry en reqmre a fonnal heanng. CL195-1. 41 NRC |19 (1995) !

10 C.F R 21211(b)
affidavis requuemem for punapaims by a gosernnent enury who has taled to rneet the )u&oal

concepts of staneng; LBP-953. 41 NRC 201. 202 (1995)
patwspasma by a governmem enoty who has faled so nwet the juecal concepts of sinneng LBP-953,

di NRC 201 (1994)
10 C F R 21231(d)

Ascowry is mformal pocee&ngs. CLI.958. 46 NRC 118 a 58 (1995)
10 C F R. 21233

oral presentaimes m infernal proceedings; CLI-9%l. 41 NRC 120 t1995)
pwtwapanon by a governrnent enusy who has faled to meet the judsaal concepts of stanang, LDP 953,

41 NRC 201 |1995)
plea &ng reqmrenunts for contesnag kwnse applwahans 1 BP-9%I. 41 NRC 4, 5 (lWS)

10 C F R.1123 ha)
escreuos of presiding of6cer to preclude cral crowesanuname in mformal procecangs. CLI-951. 41

NRC 120 (1995)
press &ng erfwer's escrenoa to manage mformal procecengs. C11911. 41 NRC 117 n 55 (1995)

10 CF R 2123 hcl
Saws in heense amen &nce apphcarmas, C1.19%8. 41 NRC 395 (1995)
piemhng regereness on areas of concers se informal p ecte&ngs. LBP-9%3. 41 NRC 199 e 17 (19951
scope of hugable issues in nwenals hcense amendnuns paceceng: CL1-9%I. 41 NRC 95, 96 (1995)

10 CF R 21233(d)
pleahng reqmrenrnts on meas of concern a mformal procecenp. LBP-94141 NRC 199 a 17 (1995)

10 C F R 21235
partwipauon by a gowemment eimey oho has faled to meet the juaoal concepis of stamhng; LBP-953.

41 NRC 201 (1995)
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to C F R. 21235(a)
&acretma of presuhng offwer su alkm oral presematums m informal procce&ngs. CL1-951, 41 NRC

120 0 995)
10 C F R 2123%a)

collmeral aria-ka on regulanons in beensms paucceengs. C11951. di NRC 170 a 163 0995)
10 C F R. 21239th)

waiver of bar on collmetal anacks agenst regulauons. CLl-95-1. 41 NRC 125 n.70,17ts a 163 0995)
waiver of canegoncal eactusmn from piepanng an environmental report. CLI 958,41 NRJ 396 97

0 995)
10 CJ R 2.1251(a)

naahry of masenals b.ense tenewal dromon. LBP 95-l. di NRC 37 (1995)
10 Cf.R 21251td)

amhoney of preudmg otticer to enanune issues not placed m controversy, LBP 95-8. 41 NRC 3 (1995)
scope of bugable issues en uformal posee&ngs. LBP-9%I,41 NRC 6 (1995J

10 C F R. 21253
m:tronenw appbcauon of regulanons gowrning appeals. C11951. 41 NRC 92 m 8 (1995)
standed for gram of pennons fur seview, CLl-954. 41 NRC 2510995)

10 CJ R 21259
juns&cous over umuona for reconuderatwn C11951, di NRC 93 0995)

10 CF R 21259 bl
&sestuon of presxhng adhcar to extend deadhne for pennons for seconudermam. CLI.95-1, di NRC ,

173 (1995) i

10 Cf R Part 2. Appen&z C
.,

baus for Staff segulasory Juns&euon. LBP-9512, di NRC 4:10 0 995
'10 Cf R Put 9, Subpart A

procedwe for handhng FOlA requests for proseceed encowry mformanon. LBP 955. 41 NRC 266
0 995)

10 C F R. 917, 9 25 ;

apphcabihty to NRC StatY. LBP-95 5. 41 NRC 268. 269 (1995) )
10 Cf R, Part 19 j

ra&atum protecuon wumns requremens for special nuclear matenals beensees. CL1-951. 41 NRC 113 J
0 995) |

10 CF R.19 IBM I
beenue postmg requuemens lor souce mformmg empknees of their rights and prosecuons. D4958. |

41 NRC 348 0995) 1

to CF R Part 20
hmits on ta&ame releases from ancieersion or newage esposal of masses, D4955. 41 NRC 231, 233

0 995)
,

prmr approval requuemem for meinernme of ra&oacuve wasies. D495 5. 41 NRC 232, 235 (1995) j
10 C F R 203saW17) 1

dehmuos of "unresuitted area"; CLl-951, el NRC 146 e 10911995) l

10 C F R 20.805(a) I

effluem ra&oecove caposure hmass for individuals. LBP-951, 41 NRC 1109951
10 CJ R 20 lONa)

hauts on artwrne radioacuve effluess. D49512. 41 NRC 492 n 7 0995)
ra&oecove effluent seleases for Parks Township facaltry; LBP-951,41 NRC 11, 33 0905)

.

|
10 Cf R 20106(b) i

euw su bnuts on arborne rahoacaw efnuess. D49512. 41 NRC 492 n 7 0995) j

sue boundary Innsis for re&oacuve releases. DD-9512. 41 NRC 492 a7 (1995) '

10 CJ R. 20 201 j
ra&atmo survey for braehytherapy renmte allerheder nusalnumstratmo meidem. LBP-95-7. 41 NRC 333,

334 0 995) ;
1
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10 CF R 20 201(b)
of apphembibiy so nr& cal procedure bemg performed with hcensed masenal; LBP 957

Al NRC 333. 3% (19951
10 CFit 20,20l(61(2)

apphcabihiy of " reasonableness" standard to rahanos survey reymrenrnts for haglHlosc4 ate
brachythef apy. LBP-957. 41 NRC 332. 335, 3% al0 (1995)

10 C F R 20.302
Inamerstmn of radioactive wasw; Di>95-5. 41 NRC 231 (1995)

10 CF R. 20 303
armage systern &sposal of rasoachve wasie. LBP.951, di NRC 24 (1995)

10 CF R 20 30haMc)
hemis on ra&oacnve notenal &scharges amo samtary newer systems. D[k95-5. 41 NRC 236 (IM5p

10 C F R 20.30k4)
ewcpuons from hauts reg 4r&ng ra&oacute matenal &sc.h.irges mio samtary sewer systems. DD-955,

41 NRC 228, 235. 2% (1995)
10 C F R. 20 304

land Asposal of low-level rahoacute wasws; LBP-9%I. 41 NkC 13, 31 (1995
60 CF R 201003 ]

ALARA standard for ra&ological releases. LBP-941. 41 NRC 12 a 7 (1995)
dehmimp of " byproduct enatcrial". DD 95-5. 41 NRC 230 (1995)
denmina of "unrestricsed area". Cl1-951. 41 NRC 146 a 109 (1995). DD 9512, 41 NRC 493 e 9

,

(1995) 1

10 CF R 20130ltalti)
environmemal assessmem aquireness for radiance reicaws from mcmeranon of wasics. DD 95-5. 41

NRC 234 (1995p

10 C F R. 201801
storage and control of NRC-heenwd malenal. DD 959. 41 NRC 358 (1994)

10 C F R 20 2003
restrwuona on samtary sewer &sposal of rahoacuve wastes. LBP 951. 41 NRC 24 (1995)

10 CF R. 20100. ham 4)
excepcons from brmts regarsag ra&oacuw mmenals dacharges imo sanitary sewer systems. DD-905.

41 NRC 23536 (1945)
10 C F R. Part 20. Appen&z B. Table 2 i

'

excepnons to hats ce arbc,rne rasoaceve effluents. D[19512. 41 NRC 49) (1995)
imuts on rmbanon veleases from incineranoe or sewage espusal of wastes. Dl>95-5. 41 NRC 23L34

(1995)
10 C F R Part 20. Appenes B. Table 2. sol i and Table 3

standard for acceptable ramological releaws. basis for. L8P 951. 41 NRC 12 (1995)
10 C F R. Part 20. Appemba B. Table 3

bnuts ce ra&atum releases from wwage esposal of wastes. DD955. 41 NRC 24 (1995)
10 C F R 251%b). 25 Iha). 25 35

imervemv access to secunty plans. LBP-95-6. 41 NRC 295 (1995)
10 C F R Part 26

edequacy of compmer system uwd m esecuoca of 6tness for duty program. DD 95-4. 41 NRC 175
(1995)

10 C F R 30 4
deAmtma of emergency classes for matenals ht;cnne facilmes. CL1-951,41 NRC 154 e 131 (1994)

10 C F R. 304(q)
NRC authunty over byptoduct mmenals used in resemh and developnem. LDP-959. 41 NRC 424

(1995)
10 C F R 30 32ts)

to hcense amendnum appigauons, mcorporanon by reference any mformatmn contaned in previous I

r

apphcatmas. statemems. or reports. Aled with the Commissme. CL1-95-1. 41 NRC 99 (1995)

!
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10 C.F R 30 32u) |
| ernergency plan requnenums for masenals bcena unendnents. CU 9%l, 41 NRC 101 (1995)

'

i 10 C F R. 30.320WIMl)
I Siaff evaluat un of maammm offute done from research reactor accadem fw emergency planung -

! purposes. CU-95-4,41 NRC 101 a20 (1995) |
| 10 C.F R. 30 320x31 )
| emergency planmns reqmrenwers fw emverary research labwasury spectal nucirar manenals beense,
j CU.951. 41 NRC 140 (1995)
i 10 C F R 30 320M)Nm) ;

emergency classes for nimierials lweme facitrines; CU-951, 41 NRC 154 a 131 (1995) !

10 C F R 30 320x4)
emergency planmag reqmremems for umverary rewarch lahoratory special nuclear masenais heessee.

CU.951. 41 NRC 140 (1995)
10 C.F.R. 30 33(as(2) |

standard for Comnumon approval of awenals lwenses. CU-951. 41 NRC 123 (19951
' 10 C.F R 30 31(aN3)

( bcensee staff s quahfwanons for special nuclear masenah hecue. CL1-951,41 NRC 108-09.112
(1995)

standard for Comnusswa approsal of mmenale hcenses. CLI-95-l. 41 NRC 123 (1995)
to C.F R. 30.33(b)

grams of a INense by defach. LBP-957. 41 NRC 328 (1999)
transfer of convol of NRC beenses. LBP-909. 41 NRC 418 (1995)

10 C.F R 30 35
demal of twense renemal for failure to comply wuh decomnusuuning fundang requirenems; LBP-95-9.

,

; 41 NRC 412 (1995)
; 10 C F R 30 35ta)

decomnumomng funang reymrenwas for nwenals hecase fac1htws CLl-9%I. 41 NRC 169 (19951
10 C F R 3015tfM4)

ceraficasse of Ananaal assurance for decomnumonmg where hccmee is a govemmes entsty; CL1-951,
di NRC 169-11 (1995)

| 10 C F R 30 36
i eflecovesess of wanslerred beenu pen &ng Anal Staff acuos on renemal. LBP-9FS. 41 NRC 410, 411
j (1995 p
'

staff ords dmxung beensee to comply with decomnusuonmg reqmreness of. LBP-95 9, di NRC 420
t1995)

10 C F R 30.37(b)
effecoveness of IAense pen &ng agency action on renewal requesa. LBP 959. 41 NRC 424 (1995)

10 C.F R 34 34 a)
NRC authonry over byproduct mawnals hcensees. LBP-959. di NRC 423 (1995)

10 C F R. 35 404ai
appbcabihey ki sneum-192 use as rennwe afretiumler scaled source in high dose-rme brachydierapy

nearness. LBP-957. 41 NRC 332. 333. 335 (1999)
10 C.F R. 40 4

detetus of "decomemssue" and "resulual" comansnatum, CU-902. 41 NRC 188 (1995)
10 C F R. 40 424b)

nonikanon and reporung reymreness for automaus escenssoa of matenals beense, CL1-9%2. di NRC
184. 187 0995)

10 C F R h)42tel
changes in wor &ng of. CU 952,41 NRC 183 a 10 (1995)
effect oi breases with respect to possenmon of " source matenal''; CL1-952, 41 NRC 189 (1995)
nuaikanos and reportmg regarements for aukanatic essension of materials twense. CU 952, 41 NRC

184.188.189 a.39 f19951

|
,
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10 C F R. 40 42(e)
sonunuaima of license beyond expwanos date so allow decomnussoning actmties; CLI-95-2. 41 NRC

18) 184. 187-88 (1995)
10 C F R. 40 42(eWI) and (2)

imespretahon of auaomains essensmo provinos f w nuienals beenes. C01-952,41 NRC 191 (1995)
10 C F R 4042(fM2)

temmmmo of amenals heennes. CU-952,41 NRC 188 (1995p
10 Ci R 4042($d1) and (2)

rathological survey repurung sequerenrms for eenmaation of beenws. CLI-95-2. 41 NRC 189 a 38
(IW5) j

10 C F R 40 4 kb)
effect of hceme pembng agency ruhng on renewal appbcanon, CLI-952. di NRC 181,187 e 27 (IW5)

to C F R. 50 7 ,

adequacy of connputer system uwd in execuuon of heness for duty program. D&95 4. 41 NRC 175 I

(1995)
prosecuan of employees engagmg an protected asuvities: DD-908, di NRC 348 (1995)
rerahanos agamst employees for engagmg se prosected neuwines. Di>947. 41 NRC 3s0. 342 (IW5)

10 C F R. 5012
suue preclusma apphed to exempuon requests, LBP-959,41 NRC 447 (1995) l

10 C F R. 5013 I

hogability of reaciar secunty in resesch rescuir hcerise senewal proceeding. LBP 954. 41 NRC 290.
291, 29:;, 293 (1995)

10 CF R 50.3kf)
enclumon of elecens unhnes from 6nancial quahfhanons as operaung heense stage, LBP-9510. 41 NRC ]

472 (1995) '

auclear facihty obhganon to stop operaung alun accessary funds are unatelalle, LBP.9510, el NkC
465 (1995)

10 C.F R 50 33tfl(2)
non-unhty operanng hcense appheants, financial quahncanons requwemens for; LBP-9%l0. 41 NRC 473

(1995)
10 C F R. 50 Mb)

appbcabihty to rewarch reactor heense anradment apple; anon. G1951. 41 NRC 97 a ll t1995)
10 C.F R. 50%p)

reviuon of securwy plans. DD 959. 41 NRC 352, 358 (1995)
10 C F R. 50.54tes)

hecance responsiluhry to naufy NRC of bankruptcy proceedmgs. (EP-9510. 41 NRC 471 m B (1995)
10 C F k 50 59

hauts on deuga nuxb6camn wittmus pnor NRC apprmal. Db953. 41 NRC 68 (1995)
10 C F R 50 75

shommg necessary to dennestrase noncomphance with. LBP-954. 41 NRC 30N (1995) j

10 C.F R. Pat 50. Appendis A. Cntenon 2 |
deugn hans for naural phemmena. DU954. di NRC 315 (1995)

10 C.F R Pat 50. Appembs B
receipt mspecuos acuvnes. aliegmacs of violatme of. DD 94 il,41 NRC 37L 372 (1995)

10 C F R Part 50, Appendia E a 2 as 734
energency classes for resenreh reactors. CLi-9tl. 41 NRC 154 e 131 (1995)

to C F.R Part 50, Appenha E, IV C
emergency clares for nuclear power reactors, CL19%1,41 NRC 154 a 131 (1995)

10 C.F R Part 51
environmental assessmem reqmremems for rabaemn eclemes from meinershoe of wasics, DD-95-5, 41

NRC 2R 235 1995)
envuimmental smpact staienum requrenums for nwenah heenses. C1195-1,41 NRC 124 (1995;
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10 C F R. Si 14(a) I
lederal achone for eluch envuontnental impnet samenweis, envuonmemal assessnwnis, or fimbngs of no

sigm6 cam ampses are not reqmred. CLI-951. 41 NRC 124 (1995)
10 C F R 512(kb)

Iwenung actions requwing envuonmemal assessmem. LBP 951. 41 NRC 14 (1995)
heenung actmas reqmnng entwunmead impact statenems. DD95-5. 41 NRC 2M (1995)i

'

30 C F R 513kbM7)
| envuonnewal impact statenum requuenwas for neienals lwenses. CLi 951. 41 NRC 124.125 (1995)

! quahhcatwn of laborasury whose enpennwnts involw poonession and use of speud nucles matenals as
plutonmm proceums and fuel fahncanon facihty. CLI 9%I. Al NRC 126 (1995n

,

j 10 C F R 5120ibMl4)
; envuonmemd impact assessmem requuenwms for beeme renewals; LBP 951,41 NRC 14 (1995)
l 10 C F R 5121
| envuonnwmal anessaws reqmrements fur radialmn releases from memcrahon of sasiese DD-955,41

| NRC 2M (1995)

| envuonnumal report or envuonnwmal assessnwm mquweness for hmits on radiological releases from

l incmermors. DD.95-5. 41 NRC 229 (1998)

| |wenssng acnons reqmnng envronnem aswssmem: LBP 951,21 NRC 14 (1995)
! bcenung acuoas that are excluded froen the reemement for envuonnemal mqwt sisemens. DD95-5.

41 NRC 234 (1995)

| 10 CF R. 51221a)
heenung actums ihm me emeluded froso 'he reymrement for envuonmental angwt samemens: DD-905,

! 41 NRC 234 (1995)

j 10 C F R. 5122(cM14MiHav)
einuent erleases from activuses escluded from the reqauemem for an envuonnemal mqwt statement.i

DD 955. 41 NRC 234. 2% (1995)
hcensmg accons th.W are escluded from the segmrement for eawwonmemal impact samemens. DD95-5.

41 NRC 2R 235. 236 (1995)
. IO C F R 5122(cN14xv)

f environnemal impact staarmem reqmnmwss for smienals hecaws. CLI-95-1. di NRC 124 (19951

| envvonmemal e view regarements for radmacute mmenals uw for mecarch and dewlopnwat. C11958.

! 41 NRC 196 (1995)
10 C F R 5122(ex14xivi)

Lcensms achons that me escluded from the reqmroment for environmental impact sesemens. DD955.
41 NRC 234, 235. 2% (1995)

! 80 C F.R 5140
twensee consuhation with NRC Staff pnor eu prepams covuonnemai imports. CLl 95-8. di NRC 3%

a 7 (1995)
10 Cf R 5141

purpose of envronnental repnet. CL1958. 41 NRC 396 e 7 (1995)
10 Cf R 5145(c)

purpose of envronmemal rewww. CL1-958. 41 NRC 396 (1995)
10 C F lt 516(Nb)

envuonmemal report or envronnemal asussmem reqmremens nor hnuts on radiolognal releases from
memersors. DD955. 41 NRC 229 (1995)

10 C F R 51 &kbM2iivi

( envuonmemal repon requaenwns for malmals hocaw mnendmem applicaemns.01.5-951,41 NRC 103
(19957

| 10 C F R 602
i dc6mison of *importam to safety * relanve to geologic reposuones. DPRM-9%I. di NRC 242 (1995)

{ proposed new dehmnons. DPRM 951. 41 NRC 242 (1995)

,
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10 C F R. 6018 5

accedes dose hnuts a preclosure conirvi area boundary of geologie repostory; DPRM.951. 41 NRC
242 (1995)

10 C.T R. 60 liff al
deletmg of the phrase "M the urnes", DPRM 95-1,41 NRC 242 (1995)

10 C F R. Part 61
appeal of demal of wwwr of; C11957, di NRC 364 0995)

10 C.F R. 616
eumpnon from same ne federal land ownership requiremem for &sposal of raboacave wastes received

hom others. DD 951. 41 NRC SI 0995)
exempuons from reguimory reqummems for land disposal of rudsoecnve wasse; DD 951, 41 NRC 45,

47 (1995)
10 C F R 6159

staw adopium of regulauona for land duposal of radmecuve wanw. DD95-1. 41 NRC 45 0995)
10 C F R 6159ta)

dasposal of radioacnve wasse received from others on pnvately owned land, DD 951,41 NRC $1
(1995)

10 C.F R 70 4
clasm6 canon of umversisy lab as plusonmm processmg plam. C11951. 41 NRC 103,108 (1995)
dc6 mima of emergency classes for matenals beenie faahues. CU-9tl,41 NRC 154 a 1310995)
quahecahon of laborasury whose espermrms tavolve possesmon and une of speaal suelcar meenals as

plutomum pmcessms and fuel fahncahon facihty. CU.9%I, 41 NRC 124,125,126 0995)
30 C F R 70 21(aM3)

in heense amendnre apphcahons. mcorporsum by reference of any mformmion comained in previous
appbcasions. statements, or repons hied with Itw Conmussion, CL1951, 41 NRC 99 (1995)

10 C F R 70 21(O
envuoamesdal repost regeairemens few special nuclear nissenals hecase applicants. CLI-95L 41 NRC

104 0 995)
10 C F R 70 22(ax4)

isoiepe speancanon reqmreness for speaal nuclear maienals htense appheauons, Cl1951,41 NRC
IOS (1995)

10 C.F R. 70 22(aHS1
safety procedures in Pars 70 bcense apphcanons C1195-1, di NRC 99.100 0995)

40 C.F R. 7022(hull
quah6 cane of laboranwy whose espenments involve possession and use of speaal nu.: lear mmenais as

plutonmm processsng and fuel fahneatmn fanbry, CL1-951, 41 NRC 127 a 72 (1999
10 C F R 70 22(s)

emergency plan reqmrements for matenals beense anrndments, CU-951, 41 NRC 101 (1995)
emergency plannmg eqmrenwms for amterst) research laborasory speaal nuclear mairnals beense.

C11951,41 NRC 140 0995l

10 C F R 70 220N bim)
emergency classes for mmenals bcense faahues. CL1-951, 41 NRC 154 a l310995)

10 C F R 70 23daK2) )
heensee staff's quahneanons im speaal nuclear matenals beense; CU~9%I. 41 NRC 10809,112

j (1995)

l 10 C.F R 70.2ha)(2). (3). and (4)
i standard for Comnusson approval of nuuenks bcenses; CLl-951,41 NitC 123 (1995)

10 C F R 70.24 a)
enucabry procedures m speaal nuclear notenals bceme anendnums. CLI-951. 41 NRC 99 al5

j
0 995)

i

quah6 canon of laborasory whose espermems mvolw puseesmon and use of special nuclear mmenals as
;

pluionmm processms and twel fahncaine faahiy; CLI-951, el NRC 127 a 72 0995)
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to C.F R 70.25tfM4)
certilkauan of Anancial assurance for decomsmanomas where hcensee as a governmem entary, CL1-951.

s . NRC 169 71 (1995)
10 C.F R 70.31(d)

common defense and secunty consideranons in meenals bcense amendmem imuance. CLI-951, di
NRC 163,164 (1995)

10 C F R 72.48
I

1ppheabihty to design nuxlifwanons so V5C-24 spem fuel usage cask. DD.953,41 NRC 61,69 !

(1995)
,

10 C.F R 7241uaki)
imoih6 canon of spent fuel morage cask deuge without pnct NRC approval. Dn953. 41 NRC 64,

6546 (1995p
10 C F R. 72 48 tax 2)

knars on moibeeanon of spem fuel storage cask design without pnur NRC approval. Db953. di NRC
67 (1995)

10 C F.R 72.210 |
apphcabihiy of 10 C F R 72 48 to general heenses. DD 953, el NRC 65. 66 (1995) )

10 C F R 72 212 tam 2) i

scope of general bceme apptwabihty so cask uiwage of spem fuel, D&95-3, di NRC M n 2 (1995)
i

10 C F R 72 230(a)
|

safety analyus repori regiuremems fur deusa nuxh6+atmns to spem fuel storage casks. DD 943. 41 i

NRC 66 a 3 (1995) l
to C.F R. 72.234de) I

enempoon to allow design omda6casions to VSC 24 spes fuel morage casks. DD.953. 41 NRC 64
(1995)

10 C F R. 73 i
design basis threats so research reactors, htigabehty of. LBP-954. 41 NRC 292, 293 (1995)

10 C F R 73 Ita)
liogabihey of reactor secunty syuems. LBP 954. 41 NRC 292 (1995)

10 C.F R 731(aKI)
dessga-baus threats for ranhologwal saixnage. DS95-6,41 NatC 317 (1995)
hogabahry of raibological sabotage a research reactors, LBP-946, di NkC 292-93. 311 (1995;
prosecuon of inclear power reactas agaenu land-vehicle bonss- DD959. 41 NkC 357 (1995).

10 C F R 73 l(allixiWE)
esclusion of car Imne threats from drugn hans for research reactors, LBP 954, 41 NRC 293 (1995) i

land velucle bomb threats so power reactors, considerame of. DD-9% di NRC 313 (1995) '

10 C F R. 73 f(a41xm)
enchasma of car bomb threats from design bass for research reactors. LBP-956,41 NRC 293 (1995)
hand <arned bomb threas to power resetors. conuderains of. DD-954,41 NRC 318 (1995)

10 C F R 73 f(ak2)
eactusme of eneft or dnersum of special nuclear matenal from drugn bans for research teactors.

LBP 954. 41 NRC 293 (1995i
10 C.F R. 73 2

exclusion of theft or dnersum of special awlear material from design baus for research reacturn.
LBP-95-6. 41 NkC 293 (1995)

guard, defininos of. Du9%9, 41 NRC 352 (1995)
10 C F R 73 6

apphcabihey to reseach scactors, LBP 954, 41 NRC 2% 11995)
10 C F.R. 73 64c)

quah6eatum of hohoratory whose esperiments savolve possessam and me of speenal nuclear mmenals as
plutonium processang and fuel fahrwalmn facahey. CLI 9%), 41 NRC 127 a 72 (1995)

10 Cl' R 73 20
phvucal protection performance ob)cetsves for power reactors, LBP-9% di NRC 294 (1995)
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10 C F.R 73 45
ph)ncal pnnecnon performance obsechws fw power reactors; LBP 954. 41 NRC 294 (1995l

10 Cf.R 73 46
phys 6 cal pndecuon performance objecines for power reaaors. LBP-95-6, di NitC .294 (1995)

10 CJ R 73 55
apphcainhty to sewach reaciors. LBP-95 6. 41 NRC 294 0995)
standed fw NRC Staff review of secunty plans. DD.95 9. 41 NRC 352. 355. 356 (1995)

| 10 Cf R 73 551bNI)
Lon saunty plan. adequay of. DD 95-9, 41 NRC 352 (1995)

10 CF R 715kbM2)
Zsoo secunty plan, adequacy of. DD-95-9. 41 NRC 352 (1995)

10 C F R. 73 $NcH41
| chechng prosected areas, personact and frequency sequnemer . DD-959, 41 NRC 358 (1995)
| 10 C F R. 7159ex9)
f pnNecnwe measures agamt land telwie bomb threats to pireer reactors. DD-956, 41 NRC 318 (1995)
i 10 C.F R 73 55(du4)
! telucle escore requuements for pouvs reactors DD-95-9. di NRC 394 (1995).

10 Cf R. 73 $$th)
Lon secunty plan responw requirememe. adequacy of. Dfl959. 41 NRC 352 0945)

10 C F R 73 Shhx3)
number of armed respunte personnri Ol>94-9. 41 NRC 351. 352. 353. 35110995)

10 CF R 73 5NhM4p |
NRC Staff observance of secunry dnlis. DD959. 41 NRC 396 0995) '

|IO C F R 715Shm4miinx A)
safeguards conungency plans mvolving armed response personnel. DD 95 9. 41 NRC 358 (1995)

10 Cf R 73 60
. deugn-bans ihrems to research readors. hugalwhry of. LBP-954. 41 NRC 292. 3110995)

| 10 C F R 73 edhet
hogatwhty of rabolog> cal sabotage a research reaaors. LBP-954. 43 NRC 292-93 (l995)

10 CF R 73 60if)
enhanced secunty for researth reactor donng Olympic Genes. LBP-946, di NRC 291, 294. 295, 309

(1995)
hogainhry of rabological sabmage a research reactors. LBP-954. 41 NRC 292-93 (1995)
nuxh6 canon of secunty plans so accoum for special circumsiarken; LBP-954, di NRC 29). 310 09053

10 C F R 73 67
deugo baus threats to rewarch remeurs. hogatuhty of. LDP-954. 41 NRC 292. 310. 3110995)

to ( * R Part 73. Appemba B. Cnienon I B l a
qualifica.nons of eachmen. D(F9%9. di NRC 344 0995)

10 C F R Pan 73. Appendan C
design-bans threais to rewarch reattues, hogabihry of. LBP 954. 41 NRC 292. 293 0995)

to C F R Pan 100. Appendia A. III(C)
desenmnatma of denga bases hw earthqudes. DD-94-6. 41 NRC 315 0995)

IO C F R. Pat 100. Appendis A. VtaW2) )
ground numon level requinns reaaor shuidown DD-954,41 NRC 317 0995)

to C F R.140 hh),150 Il

quahncanon of Imborasary whose espennwen involve possesmon and use of special nuclear mmenals as
pluionem procesang and fuel lahncanon facihry; CU 951,41 NRC 127 a 72 (1995)

10 C F R 170 11
maswr of annual fees. request for. LBP 954, 41 NRC 308 0995p

10 CF R Pan slo
secunty4 elated federal restncuons on pubhcanon of nuclear tenearch, CLl-958, di NRC 394-9511999)

10 CJ R 810 7. 810 8
I authoruauun necessary for pubhcatme of nuclear research 6ndings. CLi-958. 41 NRC 395 0995)
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29 C.F R.1910 2(c)
deemuca of *emplover'; CLi-95-1, el NRC 119 (1993)

40 C.F R. 26212
idensiher nunters for Iwmdous wasw genermors. LBP-95-1. 41 NRC 34 (1995p I

40 C.F R 2h4 I!?(c) I
control of post-closure acuvines on low level rahonenve weie 64posal sites. DD-951. 41 NRC 44 j

(1995) )
49 C.F R.173 425(bu t) I

conimmer reqwrements for transponation of rahoecove weses. LBP-951. Al NRC 15 (1993)
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| 5 U S C. app 5 2tl)
invedugahve authonty of Othce of the inspechw General. LBP 955, di NRC 27) n.2 (1995)

18 U S C 1905j
NRC Staff as a paty to a prosecove order. LHP.945. di NRC 261 (1995)

29 U S C. 652l5) (14MN)
defintima of "employes". CLI 941. 44 NRC 119 (1995),

Adnurusaranve etocedure Act. 5 U S C 552i
i NRC pnxedure for lundhng FOIA requeses for protected diwovery mfurmanon. LBP-95-5. 41 NRC 266

i

| (1995) / i

i Adnumsaranve Procedure Act. 5 U S C 594 (19M8) |

1 discovery ri@s m infornul procecangs. CLl-95-1. 41 NRC 418 a 58 (1995)
' Adrumstranse Procedure Act. 5%d>

rebutial evnten6e la mformal procecangs. nghi of interscours so preses. CL1-951. 41 NRC 115 (1995) e

Adnumstranse Procedure Act. 7(c). 5 U S C 5%d /

rebuttal by meervenors in masenals lweme pnxecangs. CLI-906. 41 NRC 117 (1995)
Atonne Lacrgy Act,116. 42 U S C 20ldest

sorpuranon entluded m deh.ution of "perum". LBP 949. 41 NRC 453 a 179. 457 |1995)

{ Aromac Latrgy Act. 57. 42 U S C 20?7tcu2
j comnum defeme and security consideraimns so mmenals hceme omrndmem issuance. CLI 951. 41

~

j
i

j NRC 163.164 419991
Ahmue Energy Act. 57b. 42 U S C 2077tbi

setunty relmed federal resinctums on publicacem of nalear research. CLI 95-8. 41 NRC 394 95 (IW5)
.

i

Anormc Lae gy Act. 57st21. 42 U 5 C 2077(cN2) -

i
has safer 3 sesp< asshihues of NRCs scope of. CLI 95 8. 41 NRC 39) (1995)

'

Atonus Emergy Act. 54ailt 42 U S C 20ldiaNI)
tre safety tespumabihues of NRC. scope of. CL1-908. 41 NRC .19) (1995)

Amnve Lnergy Aes 161c, 42 U S C k20ltc)
Comnnsen audioney to imeeger and undertake enforcemes aetmn. LBP-95 5. di NRC 273 (1995)

Aumuc Energy Act.16Bn. 42 U S C. 220lini
delegasma of Comrmssion mvemgauve and enforsenwns aufhnniy to Staff personnel and offken.

LBP 945, 41 NRC 272 flW9)

Alonus Lactgy Act,182
nuclear faciley oblagshoo in shy operating when necessary funds are unamilable. [ BP 95-10. 44 NRC

465 (1995)
Akmuc Energy Act. I A2a. 42 U S C 2212ia)

comnum defenw and accunty comuterainms m matenals hcense anwndnwm hearmgs. CLL 951. 41
NRC li6 (19953

demand for mformaison from poem sompany shareholder. l.BP 95 9. 41 NRC 437 (1999),

{ Are safety respomduhues of NRC. acope of. CLl-95-8. 41 NRC 391 (1995;

| Anmus Energy Act. IB3c, 42 U S C. 223.kc)

! unmfer of byproduct masenal h.ense. LhP 95-9 41 NRC 423 dlWS)
?
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Anmus Energy Ad.134. 42 U S C 2234
transfer of control of NRC licenses. LBP 959. 41 NRC 418. 422. 438-41. 441. 448, 451. 453-56 ,

(1995) I

Atonus Energy Act.189 i

Iwanns nghis on nwenals beenw anwednwas. Q1951. 41 NRC 115 (1995) |
nasue preclumon in formal adsudwamry procev&ngs. LBP 959. 41 NRC 447 (1995p j

Atonne Energy Act. IR9a. 42 U S C 2239ta) !

hearmg nghis on dreenmusuomng schwsues. CLI 952, di NRC 1142 83 (1995)
Atonue Energy Act.189 ail). 42 U S C 221%x1) j

rebuttal by imervemws no mmenals beense prucce&ngs. CL1-951,41 NRC 117 (1995) 1

I
Aeonne Energy Act. 274)

NRC resww of Agreenwm State Programs. DD951. 41 NRC 46 (1995) ,

suspension of Agreenwns State Program, requem for. DS951,41 NRC 44 (1995) l
Conurmekatons Act. 310ldL 47 U SC 310t4) J

compenson with ALA secuon 184. LBP 959. 41 NRC 439 (1995)
'

Energy Pohcy A:s of 1992. 211 j

Federal Energy Regulsory Commisson suihunty to order namnusuun access so promuee compeution, !

DD 9510. 41 NRC %$ (1995) I

Energy Reorgamamion Act, 211 !

acuans aganst employees ihm conssiute vsolemns of. DD 957. 41 NRC 143 (1995)
Federal Power Act 203

Federal EnerEy Regulatory Comnusuon revww of power company nwegm. Di>9510. 41 NRC 367
(1995)

Mo Conn of 1945. are 9,9

de6 muon of " employer"; CLI-94-1, 41 NRC I)9 (1995)
Mo. Rev Stat 172 020 (1986)

dehmuon of " employer"; CLI-951. 41 NlrC 139 (1995)
Nahonal Envanmnwnial Puhey Act.102(2L 42 U S C 4312(2)

purpoea of envronmemal report. CL1-95-8. 41 NRC 396 a 7 (19951
Neonal Envemamensal Polwy Act,102(2xC), 42 U S C. 4332(2xC) ;

envuonnwntal asersamem requuenwnes for radianon releases from meinerama of wanes. DD-9tS. 44 1

NRC 234 fl995)
environnwnsal empact stawmem reqmrenwnts for matenals twemes. CLi-95-1, 41 NRC 124 (1995)

Nuclear Wane Pobey Act. 42 U S C 1019pkst
asie-specinc approvals for spem fuel swage technologes. DD-903. 41 NRC 67 (1995) j

Occupatumal Safety and Health Aet 42 U S C li.02itaul)
de6mtma of * employer"; Cll-951. 41 NRC 139 (1995)
safety data sheets fur special nucitar masenals for enwrgency plaamng purposes: CLi-951 di NRC

139 (1995)
Occupanonal Safety and Health Act. 42 U S C ll.021(aN2) i

de6mtaon of " employer *; C119tl. 41 NkC 139 (1995)
Occupatamal Safety and Heahh Act. 42 U S C. II.021(eH4L (2)

defsmtum of "hazadous chenucals"; CU-9tl, 41 NRC 139 (1995)
Puh L No 96-303. 94 Sim 855 $19@

respossdnhry of NRC Staff to report evulence of wrongdoing by bcensees. LBP-955 4l NRC 274
(1991)

Pubiac Utthnes Holeng Company Act.10lbul)
Federal Energy Regu'aeury Comimsuon rewww of power company mergers. DD-95-10, 41 NRC M7

(1995)
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| 17A Am Jur 2d 374 9 356
g interpretanon of ambiguous texts; l.BP-95-4, 41 NRC 212 (1944)

| 17A Am Jur 2d 375 6 357
| construcuon of ambiguous comracts, LBP-9%4. 41 NRC 212 (1995)

17A Am. Jur 2d Contracts 5 337. at 342 (1991)
amtngsty in hienses, LBP,957,41 NRC .129 (1995)

17A Am Jur 2J Contracts 5 317, as M3-44 (1991)
tmimry amo estrinsic matenals where there is no ambigmry in hsense; LBP 957. 41 NRC 331 (1995)|

' 17A Am Jur 2d Conuacts 4.181, at 402-03 (19911
standard for rg of eunnsac mmenals in heense construcuon, LBP-957, 41 NRC .131 (1995)

18 Am. Jur 2d Corporanons | 35 (1985) ,

dehmtwn of " parem corporanon"; LBP 95 9, 41 NRC 452 (1995)
~'

18 Am Jur 2d Corporanens 3 35 (1985)
'--dehniuon of 'subuaary corporanon"; LBP 959. 41 NRC 452 (1995>

Admemstrauwe Confevence of the Umted Sures, Manual for Admsmstrouve im Judges 192 6vem 19 d)
restrtcuons on the use of suchdenaal business informauon, LEP-955, di NRC 259 (1995) -

Black's im LAciwnary 1114 (6th ed 1990>
dehmoon of " puce corporaima"; 1.BP.95-9. 41 NRC 452 (1995)

i Bla6h's Law DKtwnary 1428 (64 ed 1990) |

| denmuoe of "subsisary corporatwn"; LBP-95 9. 41 NRC 452 (19'35) .

I

4 K Davis. Adnumstrave Law Treause 4 21.2 (2d ed 1983)
apphcabihty of collateral estupeel doesnne so adnumstranve ad)uacaury deiernunanons. LBP-959. 41 --

NRC 442 (1995)

| Kenneth Culp Davis. Adnumstranse Lsw Treause m 65 5 714 (2d ed 1979)
emerpretanon of amtugaous tests. LBP-95-4. 41 NRC 212 (1995)

Kenneth Culp Dawn Admamstranve Law Treause as 324 1506
inscrpretauen of ambiguous teus, LBP-954. 41 NRC 212 (1995)

|
Edles and Nelson, lederal Regulatory Procesa. Agency Pracoce and Procedures. 5 4 IV u 107 (2d ed

1992)s

f awhonry lo ensutuse formal heanngs ta matenals beenung procecangs, CLl-95-l. 41 NRC 119 (1995)

|
Execuuve Order 12.600. 52 Fed Rtg 23,781 (19M7)

( NRC procedme for handhng FOIA requests for protected aseovery informanon. LBP 95-5, 41 NRC 266 g
| (1995)

Fed R Ow P 2fdc)'

funcison of a protecnve order; 1.DP-95 5, 41 NRC 263 (1995)
led R. Ov P 56de)

burden on oppones of summary esposanon monon. LBP-959. 41 NRC 449 a l65 (19951
led R Evut 401

sqmvosaey of term "nutenal" with term " relevant"; LBP.9512. 41 NRC 444 (1995)
Manual for Comples Linganon 2d, 5 21411 (1985)

" umbrella" pnxecove orders. LBP-955. 41 NRC 260 (1995)
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Marcus. Myth and Reahry in Pmiecove Order Lagmum. 69 Cornell L Rev 1, 23 (1983)
'"umtwella" protecove crers. LBP 955. 41 NRC 260 (19953

Mmeus. Myth and Reahty as Protecove Orkr Langanon. 69 Cornell L Rev 72. 73 (1963)
resinenons on the use of con 6&nnal bussness mformanue; LBP-95-5. 41 NAC 259 (1995)

Macus. Tim thscovery ConA&nnahiy Controversy. U. lit L Rev 457, 458 (19911
use of mmenals obeanned through discovery LBP-905. 41 NkC 260 (1995:.

IB Jimms W. Moore et al, Moore's Federal Pracues 0 4(M[l] (2d ed. lWS)
law of the case doctnne, applwation of. LBP,95-9. 41 NRC 441 (1995)

IB James W. Moore et al, Moore's l' deral Practice 0 441121. at til 519 to 111-521e
correctness of eslwr desernunance of an tune as bass for collateral essoppel. LBP-959. 41 NRC 447

(1995)
IB James W. Moore et al., Moore's teletal Pracoce 0 448, at til 442

" changed facasal circumstances" standard for apptwalma of collmeral estoppel; LBP-9%9. 41 NkC 446
(1995)

4 Janus W Mome ei al.. Moore's Federal Pracuse 26 02 (1994)
purpose of discovery; LBP-955. 41 NRC 259 (1995)

9 Janws W. Moore el al Moore's Federal Pracuce 1100s:(1) al 59 60 & e 5. 2061211] as 4-67 to 4-69 4

(1993) |
Idisposauce of pennon far ervww where monon for reconsideranon of same issues is pemhng. CLI-951,

di NRC 95 a 10 (1995)
Restatenwns (Second) of Judgnwes ll) (1980)

dehmuos of '6 sal judgmem" for purposes of issue precluuon. LBP 959. 41 NRC 445 (19953
2 J Sutherland. S#sures and Statutory Construetwa 4104 al M9 (1986)

staadard for veroscove apphcauon of laws. CLI 908. 41 NRC 103 a 23 (1995)
Webster's Third New Imemanonal thenonary 1140 (19711

dehmuon of *inanwnabbr*; LBP-95-9, 41 NRC 451 (19996
Webster's Tlurd New Insernanonal Lhetamary 2361 (19M6)

dc6mboe of "terrunst"; LBP 906, 41 NRC 291 (1995)
8 John H Wigmore. Ludeixe m Tnals a Conuma Law 5 2259a. at 353 & R.i (McNaughtoo sev 1%1)

invocanos of self 4nennunarma pnvilege where corporate records are mvolved. LBP 955. 41 NRC 278
e 9 (1995)

8 Charles A Wnghi and Anhur R Miller. Federal Precnee and Procedure 8 2036 (1970)
purpose of praecove orders, LBP-95-5,41 NRC 259 (1995)

8 Charles A Wnghi and Anhur R. Miller, Fe&ral Pracrwe and Procedure 12043 a 29 (19%
resirwtlons 08 the use oI connJennal business informanon, LBP-9%5. 41 NRC 259 (1995)

$ Chales A. Wnghs ct al, feieral Pracace and Procedure 2d (1970). 1994 Supplement $ 204)
use of metenals chimned through &seovery. LBP-955, el NRC 260 (1995)

10A Charles A. Wnght et al. Iederal Pracace and Procedure 5 27.101. ai 279 (2d ed.1983)
summary &spoemon apphed io amtwsmty quesuon m htemes. LBP-95-7. 41 NRC 330 (1995)

18 Charles A Wri5 t et al. Federal Pracum amt Procedure 14426. at 265 (1981)h

conectness of eartwr deernunanon of an issue as baus for collateral estoppel. LSP-959. 41 NRC 447
(1991)
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AIMUDICAIORY BOARDS
authenty over NRC Staff acuona. CLl-951. 41 NRC 71 (199h. C1.194 8, 41 NkC 3P16 0995),

J jurmhchon to conuder mutmns for reconudrianon. C11951,41 NRC 74 (1995p
AIMUDICATORY PROC 1LDlNG5

effect of parallel procmimps on, CLl 959. 41 NkC 404 0995)
ADMINISTRATIVE REPOSL DOCIRINEs s

purpose of. LSP-909, di NRC 412 (1995)
AITIDAVTTS

I pone-apphcmam subnussion Ivy mmenals lwr de apphcam. CLl 9%I 41 NkC 71 (1995p
i AGRLEMLNT STATE PROGRAM 5
j NRC revww requuenents, DD 9%I. 41 NRC 43 (1995)
. AMENDMLNT OF REGULATIONS'

preclosure operanons a geologic seposikry. DPRM-Otl. 41 NRC 2410995)
AMLRICll'M

curw comiens danclosure of. CL19%I. 41 NRC 71 (1995),

ANTITHUST*

network aansnussue withoul unposing neluple charges for transnussion mmmg nmitsple dehvery posnis,
sequest for. DI19410, 41 hRC 368 (1995)

APPLALS. INTERLOCUTORY
ruhngs denying wome requests. CL1957. 41 NRC 38.1 (1995p *
See also Rewww Interlocunwy '

ATOMIC LNERGY ACT
comenm defeme ami secunty conuderations under. CLI-951. 41 NRC 710995). CLl-95-8. 41 NRC

3n6 t1995#
corpwarum sncluded in drhmtion of a "V a'; LhP-95 9. 41 NRC 412 09943
bearmg nghia and reqmrements on ur Aals lkernes. C11951, 41 NRC 71 (19956 .r,

,

mierpreimum of "analwnahihry of hc. nses'; LJIP-95 9, 41 NRC 412 0995)
,

amerpresauan of %uogh transfer of ;omrol of any license so any person'; 1 BP-959, 41 NRC 412
j 0 999) ,

amerpretatiori of 'vuluntarily w er.+oamarily. directly w mduretty"; LBP.959. 41 NRC 412 09951
habihey of pareva corpwatum shareholder for obhgatums of us subudiary, LBP-909. 41 NRC 412

i (19953

| NRC health ami salcty inpimsabihtaes under. CLI 90s. 41 NRC 386 (1999: ..

safety hadmgs. C1195-1. 41 NRC 71 (1995). CL1908, di NRC 386 0999)
trumfer of control of bcenses. LBP 959. 41 NRC 412 (1995) *

,
' BANKit MCY

fundan ensure safety through, LBP410. 41 NRC 4h0 (1949)
1 BOARDS

See Adw., mary Boarde: Lwensmg Boards
BR ACHTIHLKAPY

high thme rate rmbanon survey requueneras. LhP 947, di NRC 32.t (1995)
HRILF5, APPELLATE

inadeqamwn m. CLI-948. 41 NRC 7109991
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iCIVIL CONSPIRACY
standard for somewnoe of LDP-944. 41 NRC 203 0995)

COLLATIRAL ESTOPPEL
applicabsbty so adnumstrainwe adjuecatory drientunatums; LBP 959. 41 NRC 412 0999)
dehmtum of " heal judgmrm" fur purposes of issue preclustoes. l.BP 95 9. 41 NRC 412 0995)

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
ducovery of LBP-955. 41 NRC 75) Owib

CONSPIRACY
See Civil Couspiracy

CONSTRUCTION
See Jueaal Construca m

CUNTAINMENT
veneuveh tractor. hurgnry of. LBP-946,41 NRC 281 flW5)

Cof(IAMINATION. RADIOLOGICAL
rewrwur. vulnershihty to teleases from research reactor; LBP 956. di NRC 2810999 |
sewage duposal of ra&onuchdes LBP-95-6. 41 NRC 28109947 ;

tesung based on calculanons. DD9%I2. di NRC 489 (1995) i

CONTLyrlONs

a&masebahty based on availabihty of informanon, LBP-95 6. 41 NRC 288 0995)
a&msnihihty of assues based on imprecise sea &ng of a evierenes skwumes, t.BP 95 6. 41 NRC 281
OW51

managemem compesence issues. LBP-956,41 NRC 2510995)
NRC revwe of vegulanons as baus for; LBP-956. 41 NRC 2510995)
pleadmg requirerewnis. LBP-95 6. 41 NRC 2810995)

CONfRACTS
constnwuon pnnaples appled to hcense construchon, LBP.95-7. 41 NRC 323 0995) |

CROSS EXAMINATION
panws' nght so, CLJ-941, di NRC 75 0995)

DECT)MMISSIONING
effecuveness of masenals heense beyond esperstwe to allow for. CLI 942, 41 NRC 179 (19951
baanaal quahhcantms fur. LDP-9012. 41 NRC 478 (19951
hearms righis on. CLl-952. 41 NRC 179 (1995)
matenals kcense renewal for. CLI 952. 41 NRC 179 (1995)

DECOMMISSIONING FUNDING PL ANS
masenals beense amendmem apptwant's responu%y for. CLI-951. 41 NkC 71 OW51

DEFINITIONS
guarti. selanwe to phyucal secunty. DD9%9, di NRC 350 (1999)
heense con &uona. LBP-957. 41 NRC 323 0995)

DESIGN
spem fuel soprage caskA DD-YS3. 41 NRC 62 OW5)

DLS6GN BASIS EVEPE
geeksgic repondones. DPRM 951, el NRC 2410995:

DihCOVERY
conhdennal busmens mfornmann. LDP 905. 41 NRC 253 (1995)

DISMISSAL OF PROCEEDING
for falure to prosecute case. LDP-9%II. 41 NRC 475 0995)

DUE PROCESS
opportumey for respome: CLJ-901. 41 NRC 78 0999)

|
EMLRGENCY PLANNING

awhoahihty to resesch reactors, CLIM8. 41 NRC 386 0995)
EMI RGLNCY PLANS

matenah inenseen. CLl%I. 41 NRC 710995)
reseach reacents. CLl-95-1. 41 NRC 710995) j
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EMERGENCY RESPON$E PLANS
research seacture, drhcocnews an; LBP-946. di NRC 281 (1995)

ENIURCEMLNT ACTION
detimuos of. LBP 95 5. 41 NRC 253 (IM)
fmanaal quahhcaines fur decomnasuomng fumhng. LBP-9512. 41 NRC 478 0995)

,

proh6bmon of bceance mvolvenwns m NRC-hcenwd acoviews, LBP-9til,41 NRC 475 (1995)|

| stay of proceedmps, CLI 9* 9. 41 NRC 404 0995)

| violanon of plane procedures, LBP 954. 41 NRC 203 (1995)
ENK)RCEMENT ORDER 5

challenges to amnwdiate e(Iceuveness of. CLI 953. 41 NRC 245 (1995)
ENR)RCLMENT PROCLEDINGS

acope et LBP-95-7, 41 NRC 32) (1995)
ENGINil. RED SAllTY FLATURLS

aunwncal dose sme a for use m idraufymg need for. DPRM 958. 41 NRC 241 (19951
LNVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS

Sintf obhsmum to prrpare. CLl 951,41 NRC 78 0999p

( ENVIRONMLNTAL ASSL55 MINT

(
meineraima of bcensed matenals, ared for. D[k955. di NRC 227 (1995)

l reqmrenema for mmermis beense renewals LBP 901 di NkC 1 (1999)
' Staff obhganon to prepare. CW-951. di NRC 71 (1995)

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS
reqmrenums for maienals bcenne renema:s, LBP 95-1. 41 NRC 1 (1995p
Staff obhganon so prepare. CW 95-1, di NRC 71 (1995)

ENVIRONMENTAL RLPORTS

| incinerauon of bcrased numerials, aced fur. DD 955. 41 NRC 227 0995)

( taboscove nesenals use for research and drvelopurm. need for. CW.vtt. 41 NRC 386 (1991)

| EVIDENCE
| discreuos of presidmg ofscer an adnussion of. CLl-951. 41 NRC 710995s

} rebuttal. CU-95-l. 41 NRC 75 0995)
EXEMITIONS

fmm Pan 61, standard for grant of, DD-95 l. 41 NRC 43 09911
l'INANCIAL QUAURCATIONS

for deconumsteomng funJmg. LBP 9412, 41 NRC 478 09951
matenals bceme apphcams. Cll95L 41 NRC 71 OM)
non unhty appheams for operams bcenses, LBP-9tl0. di NRC 460 (1995)
sesearch seactor duonumssiomng. LBP-906. 41 NitC 288 (1995)
safety segmhcance; LBP 95-10,41 NRC 460 (1995)

HRE
detecuen, prosecuon. and suppremon nessures as research reactor. CU 951. 41 NRC 78 (1995)

I radumuchde mhalarson door levels. CW-951. 41 NRC 710995)
I l' IRE EAFLTY

NRC responubshhes under the Atonne Energy Act; CU-9tB. 41 NRC 3N6 (1995)
PffNE35 |-OR DUTY PROGRAM

compmer program adequacy. DIF954 41 NRC 175 (1995)
GENLRAL LICENSES

design ned 6 canons to spem furi storage casks. DD-953. 41 NRC 62 0995)
GIUlIKilC CONDITIONS

amkholes and seactor balding statukty. LEP 946. 41 NRC 2810999)
GEUIDGlc REPOSff0RIf $

preckware operahons ar; DPkM 951. 41 NRC 2410995)
HEARING REQUEST 5

arnended. consaamng new areas of concems. LBP-9tl 41 NRC 10995)
anendnum of. LbP-952. di NRC 38 09951
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answers to. LBP 952, 41 NRC 38 (1995)

deadhara for Ahng; LSP 951, el NRC 1 (1995)
,

pirmhng sequnements for. LSP-951, el NRC i (1995) i

l piemhng requuenents on maienals beenie renewals. IBP-953,41 NRC 195 (1995)
usinrly, saandard fur grant of. LBP-951, 41 NRC | (1995)

HEARING RIGKf 5
deconmuu=mns acuvaues. CLl-942, di NRC 179 (1995)
snatenals kcesse venewals. ISP-95 3. 41 NRC 195 (1995)

HOU$1 KI.LPING
adequacy few prevennon of ra&ological teleasea from Parks Township fehiy; LBP-951. 41 NRC i

(1995)
INCINLRATION ]

| radioacave waste disposal by. DD-955. 41 NRC 227 (1995)

| INIORMAL PROCLI. DING 5
hearms procedures. CLI-9tl. 41 NRC 71 (1995r

- oral presemanons in. CLI-951. 41 NRC 71 (19951
plea &ng seguiremems in. LBP.9tl, 41 NRC | (1995t i BP 942, 41 'dRC M (19933 i

i

( 5ee also Subpart L Pmcec&ngs
'

INTIS% ENTK)N
Nanve Anuncans; ISP-952, 41 NRC 38 (1995)
press &ng ofheer's authonly; LSP 95 2. 41 NRC 38 (IW4)
Subpart L pleading reqmrements; LBP-9%2. 41 NRC M (1995)

INTERVENTION PETITIONS
weight given so marnal alleg.nums m. LBP-95 6. 41 NRC 281 (1995)

JUDICIAL CONSTRUCTION
an4nguity and reference to estnnuc matenal.1BP-957. di NRC 323 0995)

| JURISDICTKIN
bifurcatma of. LBP-9%I2. 41 NRC 478 (1995p|

connact between two segulauwy ageneaca. DD-9510, di NRC MI (1995l
i monunn for esconuderanos. CLI 95L 41 NRC 71 |1995)
( LAW OF THE CASE

apphcanon standards, LSP 959 41 NRC 412 (1995)
euthunty of mienor enbunal once caw as deternuned on appeal. L BP 959. 4l NRC 412 (IWS) )i

LIABILITY
of pareni corporahun shmeholder for obhgations of its subusary, LBP 95 9. 41 NRC 412 0995)l

renzdiauon and conecuve measures relaung to ra&oactive telemes trum rahoachve wasae dispmal site;
j DD 95 t, di NRC 43 (1995)
| LICENSE AMENDMENTS
| apphcahon Raws C1.1-948,41 NRC M6 0995

| LICENSE CONPfTKMVS
amount, starg and dispmal of transuranic masenals for expmnental purposes; CLI.95 8. di NRC M6 j

0 995) I

constrwtum of term " based on"; LitP-9%7,41 NRC 323 (1995) I

denmuco LBP-907,46 NRC 323 (1995)
LICLNSE RENEWAL

condmons on withdrawal of apphcauon for; CLl 952,41 NRC 179 0994) [

LjCLNiiLE LMPLOYiLS
,

quahfwaarons of, C11951. 41 NRC 710995) 1
'

reparung of safety concerns, review of station operaung procedures fur; DD-99 8. 41 NRC 346 0945)
reinhauna agamst, for engaging in prosecied aco*mes. Div957, 41 NRC 339 0994)

LIC1NSI.ES
bankruptcy, LBP-9510, di NRC 460 0994)
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generic levier of matructme requiring revww of engloyee procedures for rep <wtmg safety conwens.
DD-95-8. 41 NRC 346 (1995)

nuscundues involvmg NRC-lhensed acuviers; LEP-95 il. 41 NRC 475 (1995)
NRC comsmmication with, DD 952. 41 NRC 55 (1995)
retshauon agans wlusiletilomers. DD 944. 41 NRC 173 (1995)

LKTNSL5
costrueuun of seems. LBP-947. 41 NRC 313 (lWS)
See also General Laanws. Mmenals LAenses. Source M.nenals Lkense

UCENilNG BOARDS
revww of NRC Staff acnons. CU 948. 41 NRC 386 (1995)

MANAGEMENT COMPLTENCE
denumstrmion of.1.BP 951. di NRC | (lW51

MATIRIAL FALSE STATEMENTS
esimbhshmg mmenality by analogy; l.BP-9512, 41 NRC 478 (1995)

MAliRIALS UCENSE .AMLNDMENT APPLICATk)NS
deficwncies as in&cator of apphcant's compewnce; CLI 951. 41 NhC 74 (1995)

MATLRIA13 LICLNSE AMENDMINTS
decomnusmning fun &ng phm regmrements. CU-9tl. 41 NRC 1B (IW5)
standard for grant of. 01.5 958. 41 NRC 71 (1995

MATERIALS !K1NSE APPLICATIONS
salevy procedures subnutted with. CU 9ti. 41 NRC 74 (19991

MATE.RIAIS LKINSE PROCILDLNGS
hugable issues in. LBP 953. 41 NRC 195 (19951

MATERIALS LICENSE RENE % AL
decomnusuomng acuvisies. CLI-952. 41 NRC 179 (1995)
effect of pendency of 2 20b penines on heems requests on. LDP-9% A 41 NRC 195 (lW5)
environmental assessmrm requiremems. LBP 95-1 41 NRC 1 (1995)
possesmon of ra&oacuse matenals for manufassure of me&cally related devnes. IBP-953 41 NRC 195

(1995)
MATERIA 13 LKT.NSES

effecuveness pen &ng Staff acunn on renewal. I BP.958 di NRC 4H9 (1999)
heanns nghis on. CW.951 41 NRC 71 (199%
in situ leach uramum numag operanons. LBP 9%2. 41 NRC 38 (1995)
Pai 30 standards CLI 941. 41 NRC 78 (lW5h CLI.908,41 NRC 3R6 (1995)
Part 70 standards. Cll 95). 41 NRC 71 (IWit C1.5 958. 41 NRC 386 (1994)

MISRLPRESENTATION
smproper semenem under oath becauw of falure to renwmher facts. LBP 954. 41 NRC 201 (19956

MONTf0 RING. RADIOLDGICAL
|indiosente effluents. DD.95 5. 41 NRC 227119951

resesch practor use, adequacy of; LBP 956. 41 NRC 281 (1999)
MOOTNLSS 1

'NRC adherence to pnnciple of. LBP 908, di NRC 409 (1995)
NATh)NAL LNVIRONMENf AL POUCY ACT l

ensuoinnental impact samenent requueness for matenals hcense ames 3ments. CLI 901, di NRC 71 )
(1995) .

NATIVE AMLRICANS !

intervennon in NRC procee&pgs. LBP-952. 41 NRC 38 (1995)
NO SIGNiflCANT HAZARDS CONilDERATKIN DLTE RMINATKIN

deleeral of issuanse. CLI 945. 41 NRC 321 (1995)
NRC REVIEW

Agreenent Samw P;ograms. DD 951. 41 NRC 43 (1995)
NRC ST AIT

board auttmnry over actions of. (U-951. 41 NRC 71 (1995t; CLi 95 8. 41 NRC JN6 (IW5

|
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j obiagaine to enplan deternunanons and snake fin &ngs of fact. CLl-9tl. 41 NRC 710991)
responubehtws of. UlP 915. 41 NRC 253 (1995)i

safety evalualma sepswt. CLI 941. 41 NRC 710995)
NRC S7 AIF REVIEW

veferral of meervenor concerns for. CLl-95 4. di NRC 248 (1995)
safety. weight pven to adequacy of. CW 9%I. 41 NRC 71 OW5)
secunty plans. nanded for. Dl>9%9. 41 NRC 340 OWS)

NUCl1AR NON PROulLRATION
conudeismas m nimienals bceau anendnum insuance. CLI 951,41 NRC 710995)

NUCLIAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
sommumcation with bcensees. DD.952. 41 NRC 55 0999
health and safety responsibilitws. CLJ 958. 41 NRC 386 IlWS)

NUCLLAR WLAPONS PROLIF1 RATION
eulusion of unge of. CU-958, 41 NRC 3116 0995)

OPlRATING UCENSL AMENDMLNT
transler of operanonal authority. CL1-955. 41 NRC 3210995)

OltRATING UCENSE HEARINGS
issues for conuderation in. LSP-946. 41 NRC 2ill 0995)

OPlRATING l! CENSE RENLn AL PROCLEDING>

! sesearch reacans. LEP-956. 41 NRC 28109951
| PHYSICAL SICURITY

! prntectum aganst lanhehscle lumes. DD-994,41 NRC 313 09951
| sabolage-haned consentums. LBP-956. 41 NRC 281 t|9951

Pi LTTONIUM
raixasotope and curw consent descripemn. CL1-951. 41 NRC 710999)

PRESIDlNG OFFKTR ,

authonry m Sutmart L proceedmss. LBP-952, 41 NRC 38 0995) I

authonty to esanune issues not placed an tomroversy. L BP 941. 41 NRC I 0945)
suitmnry to manage proceedings. CLI-9%l, 41 NRC 71 (19951
&sereuen in adnassion of evhlena; CU 901,41 NRC 78 0995);

I enarmaanon of e innesses. CW-951. 41 NRC 71 (19951
function m bcense warwal proceveng. CU-952, 41 NRC 179 (1995)

, Junsectmn to consuler nouona for reconuderatmn. CLI-9%I. 41 NR( 76 0991)
! responsiinbay for record development. CLI-9Vl 41 NRC 71 (1995)
! sewww of NRC Staff accons. CU 958. 41 NRC 386 0995

PRESSURIZED WATLR REACTORS
stress carrouce crackmg in mael head penetrarmns. DI195 2, 41 NRC 55 0945)

PROOF, BURDEN OF
heensee's m heensing pmcecengs CLI 948. 41 NRC 71 (199%
summary &sposumo. LBP 957. 41 NRC 323 0995)

PROTLCTIVE ORDLRSi

( smerpretauon of, L BP 955, 41 NRC 253 0995)
i responubihten of parues. LBP 95 5,41 NRC 253 (19951

mmrces of NRC policies and pracuces. LBP 955,41 NRC 253 0995)
QUAlliICATIONS

watchnen. DD-95 9. 41 NRC 350 (1995) i

'
l QUALITY ASSURANCE
I recesps inspectwo achvuws, adequacy of. DIb9511. 41 NRC 370 (1995)

j

RADIATKIN DOSE 1

nunencal dose enteria f<w one m alemifying need for engmeered safety lemurea. DPRM 9$1. 41 NkC
241 (1995)
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l RADIATION EXPOSURE

| occupmional. CLl-9%) 41 NRC 71 (1995)
i RADIATION SURVEY
I apphcaluhry to mdsum-192 use as renww afterlomier sealed source m higteduse rme brachytherapy
I treatmess. LBP-9%7. 41 NRC 323 (1995)

RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS
discharges amo samtary armers, DD 95-5, 41 NRC 227 (19955

RADK) ACTIVE WASTE
offnne communatmn inun transportamm of. LBP-95-l. 41 NRC 1 (1995)
storage as research reactor. 001951. 41 NRC 71 (19951

RADIOACTIVE WASTE SITEi

f control of post-closure acoviues on. DD9%I. 41 NRC 43 (1995,
habihty for rahoacuve releases from DD 9%1. 41 NRC 41 (1995) ii

| nuned out area smegnty of. LBP-9%I 41 NRC i (IWS) |
RADIOACTIVE WASTE, LDW LEVEL

'

4nposal on pntse land. DD 9%I, di NRC43 (19956
lano disposal segmrenunts. LBP-95-1. 41 NRC i (1995)
scuage syswm tagarements, LBP-951, di NRC 1119951
storage facihry approval, DD-955, 41 NRC 227 (1995)

RADIOLOGICAL DOSE
acenlear enunissen. CLJ 951, el NRC 71 (1999)

RADK) LOGICAL EXPOSURE
inihvidual bemis frma arburne and hquid effluess, LBP 9%I. 41 NRC 1 (1995)

RADIOLDGICAL RELEASES
site boundary hauts, D49%I2, di NRC 489 (1995)
standard for detemumns acceptable levels of. LBP-9%i, 41 NRC i (1995)
tesung based ce calculanon of arbone urmuum concesirrainoa and soil contanurutus DD-9%I2,41 ,i

NRC 489 0995)
threm from Parks Township facihty; LBP 951. 41 NRC I (1995p i

!waser nugratma pathway. LBP 9%I. 41 NRC I 0995)
RADIONUCLIDES

inhalanon done levels from release durmg a hie CLI 9%I. di NRC 71 (1995)
REACTOR CobrTROL ROD 5

nusposituming of. LBP 9%4. 4I NRC 203 (19951,

| RI. ACTOR OPE RATORS
protuhiusm of parucipanos m bcensed actnitws. LilP 954. 41 NRC 203 (1995)

REACTOR 5
| See Pressurued Waer Reactors. Research Reactors

RECONSIDERATION
I Jurudictum over natums for. CL19%I. 41 NRC 710995)

REGULATIONS
collateral stak ca, CLJ 9%I. 41 NRC 78 0995)
concentrauon values of Part 20. Appenden B. DD9%I2,41 NRC 489 (1995n
amerpreintmn of 10 C F R 404 hen. CtJ.952. 41 NRC 179 0995)
rettuactne apphcatum of. CLl-9%I, di NRC71 (1995:
See also Amendnwet of Regulmions

I REGULATORY GUIDE 5
appiscaums of, CLI 95-8, 41 NRC 386 (1995)
wmphe gnen to nonconformance wnh. ClJ-9%I, 41 NRC 71 (1995)

RESEARf31 kEACIORS
detectue, prosecuen and suppressmn nwasures. CLI-95-1, el NRC 73 (1995)
ernergency plans. CLI-951, di NRC 710999)
operaung kcense renewal proceedmgs. LDP-954. 41 NkC 28109951
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secmory plans for, IBP-906. 41 NRC 281 (1995)
RLVlfW

" clearly enuncous" argument. CLI 954, 4i NRC 181 (19951
heenser. of stanon operaung procedures for reporung safety concerns; DIA958. 41 NRC 446 (1995)
of heensms Imard imuel decisens, semalud for gram of. CLl-946. 41 NRC 3810995)
piemhng regmrements hw pentums for; CLI-954. 41 NkC 248 |1995)
standad for gram of. C1194-4. 41 NRC 248 0999)
suusdud in unerpienng senne of agency pernut. LDP-957,41 NRC 323 0995)
See also NRC Staff Review

REVIEW. INTERIDCtTIORY
legal error as bans for. Q195-3. 41 NRC 245 0995)
NRC pohry on, CLI 95-3. 41 NRC 245 (1995)
showmg necessary for gram of. 0L1-953,41 NRC 245 0995t C1195 7. 41 NRC 383 0995)

RULIS OF PRACTICE
adjuecanons savolvmg nuhasy or foreign affars functwns. ISP.956, 41 NRC 2810995)
admisulnhty of areas of concern, CLI.958. 41 NRC 386 0995l
adnusuinhiy of evidence. CLI.951, 41 NRC 710991)

, tmrtlen of pecat in heenung prucerengs, CLI 908. 41 NRC 73 (1995)

f collateral eskypel. LBP-919, 41 NRC 412 (1995)
i condsenes un wohdrawal of beense tenewal apphcanoa. CLI 952. 48 NRC 179 (1995)

comemne udsmasitukty teed on asaslahnhiy of sahmnaima.1.BP-956. 41 NRC 288 (1995)
j
i comennons challensms managemem sumpetence; LBP-906. di NRC 2RI (1995)

diaco cry of cunharmaal huseness mformainm LBP-945. 41 NRC 253 0995)
imerlocmory review pobey; CLI-953,41 NRC 245 0991)
imerlocuury review. showing necessary for gram of, CL1957. 41 NRC 383 0991)
law of the case docanne, LBP-909. 41 NRC 412 09956
heense senewal proceedmss. CLI 95 2. 41 NRC 179 09456
hugatnhry of issees based en impercise readmg of a reference documrm, LBP-916,41 NRC 281

(1995)
mooiness pnnciple, NRC adherence 10. LBP.958. 41 NRC 409 0991;
NRC StafY responsitnhises. LEP-955. 41 NRC 25) 0995)
ural presemanons m mformal proceedmgs, CLI 951,41 NRC 710995)
peinnes for rewmw, C11954 41 NRC 388 0991),

I prosecuve orders. smespreiauan of. IlsP 955. 41 NitC 253 0995)
secunty piam, LBP 956, di NRC 281 OW5)
slanthng to intervene in operstmg heeme senewal pmeredmst. LBP-956, 41 NRC 2810995)
Suhpart L heanns procedures. C11951. 41 NRC 710995)
sumrnary dnpouuos. simming necessary hw grant of. LBP-947. 41 NRC 323 fl995s
summary dasposmon, l.BP-949, 41 NRC 412119956

|
waner of rules or regulanons, C119tl. 41 NRC 7! 0995)

5ABOTAGE'

prosecham agamst land velucle bombs, Di>959, 41 NRC 350 0995;
rabologwal, phyncal proiectum nyanas; Di>954, di NRC 313 (1995:

sal'ETY FVALUATION REPORT
Start obhymaon so psepare, C11951. di NRC 710999)

$AFETY 1SSU05
financial quahhceuena mie and LBP-9510. 41 NRC 4M) 0995)

| See also Enyinceved Safety femures. Fire Safety

| SICURTrY
' pubhcatum of researeb results senated su tractors, QJ908. 41 NRC 3116 0995)

See also Phyncal Security
SECURITY PLRSONNLL

reductma of number of armed guards. DD 959. 41 NRC 350 (1999)
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watchmen. DD-959. 41 NRC 350 (1995)

| SECURfrY PLANS
design b.aus fur' Di>949. 41 NRC 350 (1995L LBP 954, 41 NRC 281 (1995),

research reactors. LDP-9te. 41 NRC 281 (1995)

( revuma of. DD 959. 4l NRC 350 (1995)
; storage and comrol of NkC.hansed mmenals. DD 959. 41 NRC 350 s1995)

SEISMIC DESIGN
of SONGS to earthquakes. DD 954. Al NRC }|3 .1995)

SEWlR SYSTEMS
rasological contanuname of. LBP 916. 41 NRC 28l (1995),

! 5HOW CAUSE PR(XTLDINGS
hugatma of umimely heanns requests in. LBP-951. 41 NRC 1 (1995)

I saaneird for smumion of. Di>952,41 NRC 55 (1995)

! SOURCE MATI: RIAL 3 LICENSL
l effect beyond empirapon daic to allow decomnussiomng and secunty acussues. CL1-952. 41 NRC 179

(1995)
,

| SPECIAL NUCLLAR MATERIAL 3

| descnptum of curie contem m hcense apphcanons. CL1-9%I. di NRC 71 (IW5)
j SPlNT I-UEL STORAGE CASKS

|
VSC 24 design amehtsimns. DD-953. 41 NRC 62 E1995:

STANDING TO IF(TERVLNE

( groups and orgammums.13P-9%.6. 41 NRC 281 (1995;
miury na fact requiremrm for. [EP 943. 41 NRC 195 (1995). LBP 916. di NRC 281 (1995)
msurutwnal 6 merest m prowiJmg mformauon lo lhe pubhc as basis for. LBP 95 3. 41 NRC 195 (19956

l Judo.al concepts apphed m driernunamns et ISP-956, 41 NRC 281 (19956

| orgmuzanonal, eienwes for establuhmg. LBP 9%). di NRC 195 (1999)
pienang reqmsenums; LDP 95-6. 41 NRC 281 (1995)
ples&ng requiremems m mformal proceeengs.1.BP-952. 41 NRC 38 (1995)
weighi given to mmenal alleganons in meervenuon petmans. I BP-906. 41 NRC 281 (1995)

STAY

| uf enforcenrm procecengs. CLl-95-9. 41 NRC 404 (1995)

( STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

|
seaciar vessel head penetraions. DD942. 41 NRC 55 (1995)

; SUBPART L PROCEEDINGS

l authenry of presi&ng otheer. LBP 952. 41 NRC 38 (1995;

| neope of hugahic tasues. LBP-951. di NRC 1 (1995)
. See also Informal Proceeengs

SUMMARY DISPOSITKW4

| appheshibt) of federal Rules of Cawd Proce&sre in NRC proceeeng.1.BP-959,41 NRC 412 (1995)
burden of proof, ISP-957. 41 NRC 323 (1995)I

burden on proponem of. LBP-9510. 41 NRC 400 (1999)
I sonstruchon of hseme terms; LBP 957. 41 NRC 323 (1995)
! showing necessary for gram of. ISP 9b7, 41 NRC 323 (1995), l.BP-909. di NRC 412 (19951
,

TERRORISM

j physical prosecuon of nuclear plams. DD-95-6. 41 NRC 313 (1995)
TRANSFER OF LICENSE

|
stamicry prohibums agamst. LBP-95-9. 41 NRC 412 (1995)

TRANSPORTATR)N
commmer requiremems for reaoscuve easies.1 BP-9%I. 41 NRC 1 (1995)
rahoacuve wasica. offsate eumanunatum from LBP 9%I. 41 NRC i (1995)

TRANSURANIC MAfl. RIAL 3
smnum. suorage. and disposal for espenmemal purpows. CL1-95 8. 41 NRC 3N6 (1995#
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aarborne releases of, DS90l141 NRC 489 (19951
VIOLATION 5

plam opersong procedures. penalty for. l.BP-954. 41 NRC 20) IlW$)
WAIVERS

appealabiliiy of ruhng denysng requests for. CLI 957, di NRC 38) (1993)
WASTE DISPOSAL

anemeranon of radioactive nwenals. D&955,41 NRC 227 (1995)
pmme land. DD 951. 41 NkC 41 (1995)
transurame elenwms, CU 951. 41 NRC 71 (!WS)
See a'so Rahoneuw Wasie

WHISTLIBU)WLR$
hcenwe veinhanon against. DD 944 4' NRC 175 (lW$t DD-957. 41 NRC 339 (1995)

WUNESSES
presubng oiker's esanunauon of, i . 9%I. 41 NRC 71 (1999)
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ARKANSAS NUCl. EAR ONE. Docket No %313. 4368,721007

kEQUEST FOR ACTION. January 31. 1995. DIRECTOR'S DECISION UNDLR 10 C F R 6 2 206
DD-94) di NRC 62 (lWS)

CLAIBORNE ENRICHMENT CLKILR. Ikxket Nn 743074ML<

MATI RIALS LICENSL. June 8.1979. ORDLR. CLi-957,41 NRC 383 ilWS)I

GLORGIA TECH RESLARCH REACTOR. Atlanta Georgia. Dmket No Bl6&Rea
; OPERATING LICENSE RENEWAL; Apnl 26. 1995 PRLHLARING CONI 1RLNCE ORDE R

(Ruling on Standing and Comemmnst LitP.956. 41 NRC 2810995)
HADDAM NLCK PLANT. Docket N %213

RIQUEST FOR ACTION. May 31. 1995. DIRECTOR'S Di CISION UNDLR 10 C F R 12 20b.
DD-95-il. 41 NRC 370 0991

HATCH NUCL1AR PLANT, Umis I and 2. Tkxket Nos 4321, B366
OPLRATING LICENSE AMINDMENT. May 18.1995 (ke-served May 12. 1975 p,

MI MORANDUM. CLi-9%5. 41 NRC 321 (1995)
MILLSTONE NUCI.LAR POWIR STATION. Umu 1, 2. and 3. Duches Nos 50 249. S)w S42)

REQUEST FOR ACTION, Fettrusy 22. 1995 DIRECTOR S DLCISION UNDER 10 C F k 5 2 206
''

D1195 4, 41 NRC 175 (1999)
REQUEST FOR ACTION, May 31, IW1. DIRLETOR S DECISION UNDE R 10 C F R 6 2 206.

# DD-9%II di NRC 3')0 (1995)
PENNSYLV ANIA NUCLEAR SLRVICE OPERATK)NS. Psks Township, Pennsylvama. [hwket N'

74364
MATERIALS LICENSF. RENEWAL, January 3,1995, INTilAL DECISION (Luense kenewalt

LBP-941. di NRC i 0995)
MATERIALS LICENSE RENEWAL. Apnl 26. 1995. ORDER. CLIM4 41 NRC 248 (1995l

! REQUEST FOR ACTION. June 26. 1995, DIRECTOR S DECISION UNDER 10 C F R 5 2.2n6.
DD.9%I2. 41 NRC 489 (1995)

RIVER BEND STATION. Ome 1. Dexket No 504980LA
OPER ATING LJCLNSE AMENDMENT. June 15. 1994 MLMORANDUM AND ORDIR (Ruimg

on Lauennee a Monon Requesims Summary thspoutum of Contennon 2). L BP.9%|0. 41 NRC 460
0 975)

SAN ONOIRE NUC11AR GENI. RATING STATION, Umis 2 and 3. Dm.ket Na 4361. W M2

REQUEST FOR ACTION. Apnl 27, 1991, DIRFCIOR'S DI. CISION UNDER 10 C F R 5 2 206
['D-906. 41 NRC 313 (1995)

i ST LUGE NUCtIAR POWER PLAPTI. Omt 2. thwket No %384 A
I REQUEST FOR ACTK)N. May 26. 1991 DIRECTOR'S DiCthlON UNDER 10 C F R 4 2 206

Dik95-10. 41 NRC MI 09991
ST LUGE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT. Umu I and 2, thrket Nos B250. 4251

RLQUEST FOR ACTION. May 11, 1995, DIRECTOR S (IECISM)N UNDER 10 C F R 4 2.206.
DD47, di NRC 369 (1995

TURALY POINT NUCLEAR GENI RATING PLANT, Umis 3 and 4. Ihwket Nos % 315. S 389

REQUEST FOR ACTK)N, May 14. 1995 DIRECTOR'S DECISION UND1R 10 C $ R I2 206.
,

DD 957. 41 NRC 339 (1995)
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VOGTti LLEC1RIC GENERATING Pt. ANT. Umts I and 2. Docket Nos h424. %425
OPIRATING LICENSE AMENDMENT; May 11.1995 (Re-served May 12,1995p,

MEMORANDUM CLl 95-5,41 NitC 321 (19956

OPERATING LICENSL AMENDMLNT. June 22. 1995. ORDER. CL195.9 41 NRC 404 (1994)
ZION NUCLEAR POWLR STATION. Umu 1 ami 2. tuket Nos 4295. SM4

RLQULST FOR ACTION. May 26, 1995. DIRfrIOR S DECthlON UNDER 10 CF R 62206
DD 95-9. 41 NRC 350 (1995)
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